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TIMETABLE
October 1st 1991:- Abstract Submission
Refereeing is carried out on the abstract whicit trust aot be more than a
single page including figures. Please supply four copies.
November 1st 1991:- Authors notified of acceptance
January 15th 1992:- Submission of camera-rt•,dy copy, not. more than 8 pages inc'uding
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CONFERENCE CHAIRMAI'S SUMMARY
In this year's conference we have made modest gains In planning and organization. The
most obvious change is the publication of the conference proceedings in time tar distribution at
the conference. This is clue primarily to the conscientious delivery of the papers by the authors and
a super effort on the part of Dick and Pat Adler In organizing the volume and getting Itto the printer
In ilme for publlcation.
We have also arranged for advanced notice of next year's conference complete withProgram Committee. Dr. Patricia Foster of the United Kingdom will be the 1992 Symposium
Chairman and Dr. Perry Wheless, Jr, of the University of Alabama is providing stateside support as
the Conference Co-Chairman. The 1992 Conference "Call for Papers' is published In these
proceedings.
It has been the Interest of ACES to promote International participation at ACES confer-
ences. Thisyear we have Initiated on "international Forum' by recruiting representatives from each
of eight International regions to address tne conference and discuss topics of technical signifi..
cance In their region of the world. We sincerely hope that these addresses will piomote
International dlu;og on technical !ssues of computational electromagnetics.
Asmany of you know, ACES hasmnatured wlth the Incorporation of the society last year. Withthis expansion comes the responsibility of economic self sufficiency. ACES has been sponsored for
many years by the donations of facilities and fInanclalsupport from such organizatlonsasthe Naval
Postgraduate School and Lawrence Livermore Labs. In the future, like competing technical
organizations, ACES will be required to undergo long range fiscal planning and sound financial
operations. This year's conference Is a start, Care has been token to minimize conference costs
and Improve revenues. We conservatively project more than $5,000.00 In cost savings and
additional revenues compared to past conferences. These results bring ACES closer to total self
sufficiency and allow us to consider new and novel activities such as sponsored International
attendees and funded computational competitions,
As a result Of negotiations with MIT, CAEME will offer a 120 minute version of the MIT video
on "Experlm,*,ntal Demonstrations for TeochIng Electrom'agnetlc Fields and Energy". In cooperation
with CAEME, ACES has purchas )d the video at cost far free distribution to each registered
conference attendee. Additional copies of the video will be available from CAEME at the
conference for $10.00 ($25.00 after the conference), This iL a substantial discount compared to the
commercial value of the MIT material. Dr. Magdy iskander, CAEME director, is to be commended
for his efforts in successfully aorrnging for the generous contribution of this MIT video material to the
technlcal community.
With thegraclouself ortsof Dr. Magdy iskander, CAEME director, and Kathy Lee, the Vendor
Booth Co-Chairman, we have organized fourteen vendor booths atthisyear's conference. Six are
CAEME associates und eight are commercial product vendors. These vendor booths provide
exposure to products and services of interest to ACES attendees In addition to generating
conference revenues,
Another feature Is repeated thisyear with the offering of two full day and four hall day short
courseson the Monday of conference week. We wish to express our appreciation to the 1991 Short
Course Chairman, Dr. John Rockway, for organizing the short course curriculum. The lecturers are
to be commended for the excellent quality of the short course material offered this year.
We do not have news to report at the time of this printing concerning Inclusion of ACES
papers In technicai library data bases. Dialog has been initiotedc with the IEEE and we hope to haveprogress to report at the conference.
Asa resultof the material offered In the technical papersthlsyear, we have several new ses,
sions, There are three sessionsrelating to time domain analysis techniquesand solutions, Asecond
new topic Is the low frequency session that has resulted from international paper3 dealing with
transformer analysis and electrical power problems.
An added feature in the table of contents are two or three lefter keys to Indicate topic as-
soclatlonsfor each paper. This Isas a result of the screening process used to place each paper Into
a technicalsession. These areIn addition to the more general session tiliesand are Intended to help
minimize confusion over the pronablilty that a tecnical paper contains multiple topics of Interest
to an ACES reviewer. As an example there is a session of "NEC Antenna Analysis, in addition all
conference papeiw In which NEC was used are labelled with the (NEC) key for quick Identification.
We hope that these Keys will assist the reader In more quickly finding toplcs of Interest.
In conclusion let us welcome you as a conference attendee and wish you success in your





The exhilarating spring beauty and charm of the Monterey Poninsula and the hospitality of
the Naval Postgraduate School have become synonymous with the Annual Reviews of Progress in
Computational Electromagnetlcsof our Society. I take pIe>3sure In welcoming you to this7th review.
I hope that you will once more share with me the appreciation of this environment while obtaining
the practical benefits of a rich technical program of papers. short courses, and display booths that
Frank Walkor and his team hove prepared for us this year.
Let me assure you that the officers and directors of ACES appreciate your participation.
Your attendance at the symposium helps to make a viable and thriving technical society. To the
authors, Instructors, and chairmen my thanks for your efforts and willingness to participate in this
Important capacity. We are most Interested In the reaction of companies and individuals
participating In vendor displa,;s. We should like to take advantage of your experience to improve
our offerings In the years to come.
I also Invite you to consider Increasing your Involvement with ACES activities. But it Ismy lope
that you will leave this year's event with your expectations fulfilled and with a .esolve to make plans
to attend In 1992.
.)X. Stan Kubina
ACES President
1992 CONFERENCE CHAIRMAN'S STATEMENT
As chairman for the 1992 Symposium. I would like to welcome you to that event. The primary
aim of the Symposium is the Interchange of information and, although the centerpiece of the
Symposium remains in the sessions given by you, the authors, there are other ways in which we can
all gain. The good work of the 1991 Symposium will continue In 1992 with more short courses to bring
you all up to date with the latest techniques or leacn those starting out In this field the basic tools
of the trade. We will Identify 'hose courses suitable for training purposes. We also hope to run
another exhibition as I believe It Is In the Interests of ACES to know what programs are available
commercially and for software Interchange. No amount of reading promotional literature can
replace conversation with suppliers and other users.
After seven years of the ACES Symposium, we can claim that it has become a notable
feature of the electromagnetic year but that does not mean that It cannot be improved upon. I
hope all ot you will consider what help you can give In organizing the SymposIum to be more
suitable for you. You do not have to volunteer to work on a committee but you con write to me
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FULL-DAY COURSES: (Approximately 6 hour Course)
0830 "The ESSENCE of Electromagnetic Radiation"
by Dr. Robert M. Bevensep, Consultant
0830 "The Electromagnetic Analysis of Microstrip"
by Dr. James C. Rautlo, Sonnet Software
MORNING HALF-DAY COURSES:
0830 "UTD and Its Practical Applications"
by Dr. Ronald J. Marhefka, The Ohio State University Electroscience Laboratory
0830 "An Overview of Several Topics in Electromagnetic Modeling"
by Dr. Edmund K. Miller, Los Alamos National Laboratory
and Gerry Burke, Lawrence Livermore Notional Laboratory
AFTERNOON HALF-DAY COURSES:
1300 "Introduction to GWMACS"
by Dr. Edgar L. Coffey III
1300 "Volume integral Equations and Conjugate Gradient Methods in Electromagnetic Non
destructive Evaluation'
by Dr. Harold P.. Sabbagh, Sabbagh Associates, Inc.
1800 - 2030 REGISTRATION 101A Spanagel
1830 ACES BOARD OF DIRECTORS DINNER
2000 ACES BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
(Members Invited to observe) 122 Ingersoll
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SESSION 1 - "USER INTERFACES AND PC APPLICATIONS
FOR EM MODELING CODES"
Moderator: Ronald Marhefka
A PORTABLE INTERACTIVE-GRAPHICS PRE-PROCESSOR FOR USE WITH WIRE-GRID
MODELLING SOFTWARE
P S Etell & A F Armanious*
Electrical Engineering Department, University of Bradford, West Yorkshire, UK"now at Sultan Qaboos University, Oman
An intcractive-graphics input program for wire-grid moment-mcthod modelling packages is described, This
was written in Fortran-77, using the standard GKS (Graphical Kernel System) graphics commands in order
to maxinise the portability and maintainability of the software. The program contains several features to
ease the inputting of the physical structure of the wire-grid object and its subsequent sub-division into
segments of appropriate length. The object can be visualised on a graphics screen, with or without
annotations. The output data may be. formatted to conform to the input requirements of a number of
standard moment-method packages.
1. Introduction
Wire-grid modelling involvcs the fictitious replaccment of continuous metallic surfaces in an arbitrary mctallic
structure with wire meshes having aperture perimeters that are small compared with a half-wavelength at
the frequency of interest. The input into a computer of the !opology of a complex metallic structure, and
its conversion into a corresponding wire-grid model, is a tedious procedure that is prone to many sources
of error. This problem has been widaly recognised, and interactive graphics input programs such as
IGUANA [1] and GAUGE [2] have been developed to aid input to specific modelling programs. In addition,
certain other programs designed to run on personal computers incorporate integral input graphics routines
[3,4]. While these programs have many merits, they have the limitation that they can only be used on one
display device (an IBM-type personal computer), and they each produce output data in a format specific to
oune solution program.
The lack of an all-pervading standard for computer graphics remains a very serious impediment to many
applications. The Graphical Kernel System (GKS) was an attempt to rectify this situation and, although its
uptake has been less widespread than might have been desired, it remains one of the f,:w widely-used
graphics standards: at the time the work reported here was commenced, it was effectively the only graphics
standard.
It is well known to practitioners of wire-gi id moment-method modelling that it is seldom possible to place
a high degree of confidence in the first results from any attempt to model a complex structure. The normal
heuristic approach is to compare the initial prediction with the nearest available analytical solution in order
to check that it is fundamentally physically reasonable, and then to re-run the model with changed values of
some ot the arbitrary parameters in order to check that the results remain stable. Despite commendable
attempts by some to improve the rigour and reliability of the method, strategies of this type are likely to
continue and it was felt that it would le very desirable if variation of the moment-method fornmulatito And
the solution method were available as an alternative to variation of the wire-grid parameters. To this end,
it was decided that the program described here should incorporate a menu of several different well-known
moment-method packages such that the output data fiom this pre-proccisor could be formatted in such a
way that it was immediately usable as input to the chosen solution package.
2. The r raahical Kernel Svytein (GKS)
The Graphical Kernel System is a set of graphical software library routine.s written by an international
working group in the early 1980s, and published aa an international standard by ISO in 1985 [5].
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GKS is a device-independent system which has the facility to support a wide variety of graphical devices.
Thus the scurce program may be transferred from one computer to another without the need for
modifications, since it is independent of device drivers (which exist as commercial software for a wide variety
of computers). The object of the device drivers is to drive the device concerned within the operating system
rather than making it de.dicated to the program, hence the program uses normialiscd device coordinates. The
GKS version used was only implemei.ted for two-dimensional coordinates. However, threc-dimensioval
structures may easily be projected onto two dimensions. The next sections introduce some of the features
of GKS used i i the program, known as Wire Grid Modelling (WGM).
2.1 Workstations
Instead of considering individual input and output devices, GKS introduced the concept of a 'workstation'
(not to be confused with the no~mal understanding of this word as a piece of coomputiag hardware). The
idea of using workstations in a program is try to relate all of the graphics calculations to a system of
nornialised device coordinates. TIhe device coordinates may be applied to a display, plotter, digitizer, etc.
Thus a program which uses the GKS library may define all the workstations which may be used at the run
time. These workstations are labellcd with common names (e.g. display, printer, plotter, digiti-,zr, etc.). Each
workstation name may be opened for diffcrcn devices, by loading the appropriate device within the operating
systcm. For example, in using GKS on an IBM-PC-type computer, assuming the workstation used is callcd
'DISPLAY', then different devices for the display may be used, e.g. colour graphics adapter (CGA),
enhanced colour graphics adapter (EGA), etc. The same principle is applied for the printer workstation, etc.
The workstation must be activated before. it is used, and deactivated before it is closed.
2.2 Segment Storage and Attributes
During the exe,.ution of a program, graphical output can be saved for later use in the execution session. In
GKS, this ope, ation has the concept of a 'segment' (not to be confused with wire segments, as used in the
Moment Method). The segments have a number of atltibutes associated with them. The operation of storing
graphical output during execution is achieved by creating.% new segment: whenever graphical output is issued,
it will not be displayed on the screen until the segment is closed. Once the segment is closed, it can be
copied, deleted or renamed and its attributes can be changed. The segment attributes control the follownlg:
I . Rotating and translating the whole set of coordinates which are stored in the requested segment,
using a segment transformation matrix.
2. The segment may be set as visible or hidden.
3. The segment may be highlighted to draw the operatr'c e-uantion sw 4 certain object.
4. Segments may have different priorities 1o rcntrol which segment numbnr appears in front of the
others on a display.
5. Segments may be set to be detectabl.: or cot detectable for input pickup.
As mentioned above, the 'world' cocrdilnates (i.e. user xy coordinates) are normalised to the device
coordinates. In general, the scale is d,:lined by the coordinates of a rectangular wit.dow. Thus in GKS,
different transformation numbers may be set to each appropriate window aid the requested scale may be
referred to by its traunsformatiormumbibr. The maximum number of transformation numbers is instal-
lation-dependent.
2.4 QKS Methods for Input
(1KS( offers six different methods for interactive input. Each method may be used through an appropriate
input device (e.g. cursor control keys: j, t.ack-ball; a joystick; a graphics tablet (digitiycr); a miouse; or a
lightpen).
1. LOCATOR: used to input (xy) coordinates.
2. PICK: used to pick (select) a displayed object on the screen.
3. CHOICE: used to select an item from a set (menu) of alternatives.
4. VALUATOR: used like a potentiometer for inputting a numerical value from a quesi-continuous
linear distribution
5. STROKE: used to input a sequence of (xy) positions,
6. STRING: used to input a string of characters from the keyboard.
These logical devices need to be initialised before they are used.
3. The Interactive-GranhifA Pie-Processor
The pre-processor program for wire grid modelling, named WGM, was developed using standard Fortran-77
with (iKS graphics commands. Fig. I shows ,he display format, three windows being used within this. The
first window is used for menus, the second for warning messages and string input and the thitd is the main
window for display of tite structure. These windows are set to occupy the whole display, thus each window
is set to a certain portion of the toaximurn view port i.e. the whole screen). Thus three transformation scales
have to be used for the three windows. The CHOICE logical input device. is set for selcdtion of an Uption
from the menu. An item from the menu can be selected by one of the standard set of ten fune'ion keys on
a Personal Computer. The program uses a small number of workstations, these being: WISS, DISOLAY, and
PRINTER. The Workstation-lidepcttdent Segment Storage (WISS) is used to enable the copying of segment
storage to other workstations (e.g. printer or plotter).
3.t Melnu Structure
The menu consists of a roo! menu and menu trees. Thus each option in the root menu ;s a sub-menn and
each option in a sub-mciu is another sub-menu. The function keys F9 and FI0 in the sub-menus are always
used to return to the last or the root menu respectively. A program was written for creating or modifying
a fixed database menu system which was then used as a data tile by the WGM program.
lit order to solve and simplify the gronictry input probletm, the program should b ritch with different options.
Table I shows the menu structure created: although tire program does not, at present, contain all of the
options listed, tihe main options were dcvelpcd and tihe program thus provides a structure for further
development and improvement. Implemented options are described below.
&J, k D EFINE
The start of any problem should be its definition. The definitions include any of the following:
1. The axis orientations and the location of tlte origin on the screen. Also tihe axes can be set to be
either displayed or hidden.
2. The scales of the structure: these are simply the range of dimcnsions of the rectangular prism which
completely surrounds the whole structure.
3. The operating frequency or the wavelength, required to control the wire segment length.
4. The output format, d':tertnined by the choice of clectromugnetics software package which will use
the generated data. Oulpults leeding the following codes were implemented: NEC 161; GEMACS 171;
Richmond's code 181; Chant & Strait's code 191; and TWC [110] (a code by the present authors, based
on the same formulation as MININEC 13)).
5. The wire radii used in the wire mudel: during the interaction session any radius may be referred to
by its itldex number.
The graphical attributes are: colour, line type, and point marker type.
3
This is the most iwportant part of the menu and consists of the following:
I. Draw point with label given by the program. The point can be entered in cartesian, cylindrical polar,
oi spherical polar coordinates. Relative coordinates can also be entered (ice. relative io previous
point).
2. Define a structure boundary. The user may start from a point in space and thcn automatically draw
a continuous boundary (which may be open or closed) through any othcr points specified.
3. Line utilities, requiring knowledge of the coordinates of onc end, line (wire) length and some other
parameter such as: line parallel to another line or a plane; line perpendicular to another line or a
plane; or direction angles of the line.
4. Wire% may be created by connecting a line between two points, or between one point and a number
of points.
S. A wire may be automatically divided into a specified number of equal segments.
3JA Ul2ML
Editing the geometry is an essential fcattrc to aid rapid building of the structure.
The edit menu coesists of:
1. Erasing a paint or segment, or all segments having a given tog number.
2. Changing a segment tag number or its ,adius; changing a point number or segment number;
changing attributes (e.g. segment colour, and displayed line type (dotted etc.) of a wire segment).
3. Rotating amid uplicating the structure.
3.1.5 121SLAY
This option is designed to aid the user to exploit the maximum degree of
visualisation possible. It has the following options:
I. The structure can be viewed in one of the three major planes (i.e. x-0, y= 0, or z-0). Alternatively
the elevation angle or the view angle may be changed.
2. Zoom to fit the whole structure into the whole working window.
3. Display the labels of either points, or wire segments, or both.
With the Concept of the workstation, any part of the structure may be plotted easily. Thus .he user may plot
the whole structure, or any selected parts (selected by tag number, or block etc.).
This option is used to write all the segment coordinates into a file (with a format determined by the chosen
clectromagnetics code). It also saves all the data entered during the interaction session asd exits from the
WOM program.
312 Two-Dimensional Disnlay of Thirc-Dimensiond StratmW
Since the structures modelldl arc relatively compact, the use of perspective is not essential and a simple
method for projection was used. in this method any three-dimensional point will be projected on the plane
of the screen (which is defined by spherical view angles 0 and #, thems being the polar angles of the normal
to the plane relative to the origin).
4
3.3 Database Storage of Wire Soament ParpU.a_
To avoid the problem of memory limitalion when Uoring the wire segment parameters, a binary
random-access file was used. The use of such a direct-acc.ss file means that the limit for the maximum
number of segments is determined by the available disk space. Using the concept uf GKS segment storage,
any point marker with its label and any line representing a wire segment are stored in separate graphics
segments. To maximise the use of available storage, data for a Point and a wire with the same input sequence
number are stored together in a single record, even though, in general, they will not be coniected with each
other.
Note thta the program always remembers the current total Pumbcrs of wire segments and points which have
been entered. At the end of a session, the numbers of wire segments and points are saved in some reserved
records in the file, together with the current scale in use and the current segment attributes for new wire
segments.
34 WGM Program Structure
The WCM program starts with a menm of three options. These are to select whether to start a fresh model,
to retrieve data built in a previous session, or to build a model from a NEC geometry data input file.
As explained above. 'he three-dinmensional coordinates ate mapped into two-dimensional coordinates. 1 hts
any basic operation (e.g. dividing, rotating, duplic.tion) on the structure will be performed first on the
three-dimensional iepresentation and then the resulting three-din•ensional coordinates will be mapped into
two dimensions as explained. Once the structure has been modelled, the piogram can generate all the
geometrical input data in the format required by the chosen Method of Moments computer program.
An example of the knodelling of a simple structure is given it Fig. 2, which shows a box (an idealised vehicle)
with a monopole antenna mounied on the top. This model was run with NEC, using a lossy ground planle
to simulate a real environment. Figs, 3 and 4 r,howv thei electric field pattern for the structure in the theta and
phi polarizations reslpctivcly.
4. Conclusion
A cotputer-aided technique for inputting and displaying large gonometrical data tets has been described. This
uses device-independent graphical software commands front the Graphical Kernel System (GYS), chosen as
the most flexible method of achieving this. Several metltdls of inputting the geomctrical data set are
desirable and these are provided in GKS. The geometry input problem was tackled by conmbining a database
system for the model with an interactive graphics CAD-type program such that the user interaction was
translated into databssc query, add and update commands. As shown albove, the WGM program was
provided with a very dt'ailcd database menu which may be extended fior further work aund requirements.
The use of GKS involves an additional aoftware library resource, but this is compensated by the omtential
portability, giving a uniform input system on any computer for which GKS drivers are available.
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Menu Function Keys
name F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8
ROOT DEFINE ATTRIB DRAW EDIT DISPLAY LAYERS BLOCK INQUIRY
DEFINE AXIS SCALES FREQ. CODE RADII PLANE SURFACE AUTO S.
ATTRIB. COLOUR LINE T. MARK T. HIDE
DRAW POINT BOUND. LINE ARC RECT. PATCH DIVIDE CONNECT
EDIT ERASE CHANGE ROTATE MOVE MIRROR CYL. R.
DISPLAY VIEW ZOOM FIT WIRES POINTS TAG RADIUS 2D
LAYERS X-0 Y-0 Z-0 PLANE SURF.
BLOCK DEFINE
INQUIRY POINT SEGMENT
PLOT ALL WIRES POINTS TAG RADIUS SCALE
END SEG(S) QUIT
AXIS SHOW HIDE ORIGIN CRE.ATE
SCALES ALL X SCALE Y SCALE Z SCALE CM. METRE INCH WAVE
FREQ. GIHZ MHZ KHZ WAVE/H
CODE NEC GEMACS RICHM CHAOS TWC
RAD1I Al A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A3
PLANE A X B Y C Z D
SURF. CYL. CONE SPHERE
AUTO DEL .25 LAM .125 LA .1 LAM. .01 LAM .02 LAM .025LAM .OILAM
COLOUR LINE TEXT TAt' NO. BLOCKLINE T. SOLID L-DASH DOTTED GASI.D M-DASH DASH.
M'ARK T. S. BOX + !* REC.B x )IAM.





POINT X Y Z RO PH Z R TH PH D XYZ D GYL. D SPH.
BOUND. NEW START
LINE PAR. L. PAR PL. PER, L. PER. PL INTR, ANGLE L
ARC CENTRE FIRST P SECOND
RECT. PICK PROMPT CORNERI CORNER2
PATCH REG. TRIANG. AREANO
DIVIDE PICK PROMPT H REC. H TRI. M SQU.
CONNECT TAG NO. RADIUS LINE B. LINE TO PI-P2 C-MP PROMPT PICK
ERASE POINT LINE TAG NO. RADIUS
CHANGE RADIUS TAG NO. L COLOU T COLOU LINE T MARK T PROMPT PICK
ROTATE TAG NO. BLOCK X Y Z YYZ GYL. R









name Fl F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8






2D X-O Y-O Z-0
X-0 LAYER I LAYER 2 LAYER 3 LAYER 4 LAYER 5 LAYER 6 LAYER 7 LAYER 8
Y-0 LAYER I LAYER 2 LAYER 3 LAYER 4 LAYER 5 LAYER 6 LAYER 7 LAYER 8
Z-0 LAYER 1 LAYER 2 LAYER 3 LAYER 4 LAYER 5 LAYER 6 LAYER 7 LAYER 8
PLANE LAYER 1 LAYER 2 LAYER 3 LAYER 4 LAYER 5 LAYER 6 LAYER 7 LAYER 8



















N~b. F9 and FL0 call up the last menu and the root menu respectively,
except in root menu itself, where F9 and FlO are used for the PLOT
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Fig. I The three-wind~ow display Fig. 2 Typical display (monopokl omounted cona box)
Fig. 3 Vertikaiiy-polarised field pattern Fig. 4 Cross-polar field pattern
for object in Fig. 2
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Abstract
lo this paper, progress in devu oping an interactive graphics
program (G(iEO)M) for the numerical clcetomagnictics computer codes.jsuch as NIE.C I) and ESI'121, at Aiim.ona State University is described, By
using tie interactive graphics progratm. one can not only save tiLne and
clfTit to ktcaitc geometry data. but also have better undersitnding of the
NIt pr3heCml under investigation by visualizing objects on the screen.
%l1 ValiddiC the usage of the iltCramtivc graphics program GEOM. the
gcomctry of a NASA helicopter scale model is generatcd based on the
cross sctliunal illfornla,,Un. Radiation pattcrns o[ a monopole mounted
on the scaled hceicopter noudel arc then i;alLculatcd using the NEC and
[SI' c,)dcs, and iheir rcsults arc compared to the nmeasured data providedby NASA.
SI Introduction
ZThe intractive usage between the electromagnetics computer
program and the graphics program provides some advantages to the
electromagnutics researchers. When -it involves complex geometries
such as a helit:optcr, all accurate computer model of the real object is
4 ! essential for the valid prediction of tie EM characteristics. By using
tile interactive graphics program, one can not only save time and
effort to create accurate geonsetry data, but akso to have better
understanding ol' the EM problem under investigation by displaying
objccts on the screen. Ih addition, the availability of a graphics
program allows the user to make very easily changes or
modifications in the geometry of the structure or position of the
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used interactively between the EM computer codes, such as the NEC
and ESP, and the Macintosh Super-3D[5] graphics program. The
progress made at the Telecommunications Research Center of Arizona
State University can be sumnnarized as follows:
(I) Developed a solid surface generating program based on
cross sectional data of complex objects.
(2) Developed and completed a Fortran program (GEOM) to
convert the geometry data from Supcr-3D to the NEC and
ESP input format.
(3) Developed a user-friendly EM controi command program to
specify •he excitation, frequency of operation, pattern cut,
impedance loading, segment size, wire radius, etc..
The detailed capability of the interactive program (IEOM is illustrated
in Figure 1.
In the lollowinlg sCctitiS, an entire NASA helicopter scale
model is gencratcd based oin cross sectional geometry information.
Representative radiation patterns of a monopllc mounted on tile
helicopter scale model are then calculated by the NEC and ESP codes
which arc interactively used with the GEOM. Finally. numerical
predictions arc compared to measured data obtaincd at NASA.
II Input Data Generation for the NEC and ESP Codes Using
the GIi•OM
The input data for thle NEC and ESP can be created very easily
by using the GEOM. To generate the complete input datm for the NEC
and ESP codes, two sets of inlput data are necessary. They are the
geometry data and the EM control command data. First, tile
geometry input data for a scaled helicopter model is constructed
using the solid surface generating program, as illustrated in Figure 1.
The input geometry data required to construct the scaled helicopter
model are 13 cross sections for the main body, two wings, two tail
wings, the tail cross section, rotor blades simulated by two wires, and
a monopolc of length 0.mi. Once these cross sectional geometry data
are input into the solid surface generating program (see Figure 1),
the geometry data for the solid urface scale model of a NASA
helicopter is gciieratud, as shown in Figure 2. Second, EM control
data (labeled as 'user input' ill Figure 1), which consist of thle,
excitation type-. frequency of operation, pattern type, pattern cut,
impedance loading, segment -size, wire radii of the segment, and so
on1, need to ble specifie~d by the, user.
The solid surface. geometry data along with thle EM control data
canl now be. used as anl input of thle GI3OM miain program to generate
the input daut for cither the ESP1 surface, patch model (Figure 2) or
tilc NEC wire-grid model (Figure; 3). Note that the wire-grid model
for thle NLC code is generated automatically in the 013CM main
program. For thle NASA helicopter scale mnedcl shown inl Figures 2
and 3, thev ESP~ surface patch model contains 107 surface patches and
three wires, and the NI C wire-grid model COnISists of thle total of 853
wires using the segment size of 0).05x.
III Rudiation Patterns of' a Moniopole Mounted on the
NASA Heleicopter Scale Model
The radiation patterns of a 0.1 n monopole moun ted on thle
NASA helieopter scale model are. calculated using the NE'C and thle
USI' codes. Tlhe overall dimensions of' the scle d heli~op~or model are
illustrated int Figure 2. In both NEC and VIS11 codes, 0.051 segmenlt
length is used. After thle segmnictation, the NiE-C wire-grid model has
853 wire current modes, and the. ESP codes has 1,002 plate current
modes and 22 wire current modes.
In Figures 4-f the radiation patterns (normalized gaini in dBi) of'
a O.lmn monopole antenna placed at the M1P1 location (36.5 inches aft
of nose) of the helicopter body are presented as a function of aspect
angles. Bloth the NEC (dashed line) and the ESP1 codes (solid line) are
used interactively with tile GBOM, and their results aro compared to
measured data provided by NASA (dotted curve) in thle three major
pattern p~lanies; i.e., roll, pitch, and yaw planes. For eachi pattern
p~lane, only thle co-polarized patterns are plotted, Note that each data
set is normalized to its own mnaxinmum.
There exists reasonably good agreement between the
calculated and measured data. llowevem, in the roll and pitch plancs
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the agreement between the measured data a- d the NEC calculated
data is better than that between measurements and predictions by
the ESP code. One can also notice that the symmetry property of the
radiation patterns of the ESP code in the roll plane has deteriorated.
This is believed to be due to the non-symmetric positioning of the
overlap current modes on the two joining patches[6]. Also, numerical
efficiency of the NEC is superior to that of the ESP. In general, this
statement is true whenever a surface patch model of the ESP code
requires many overlap current modes. To obtain the entire patterns
using the NEC code, it takes 1,278 CPU seconds on a CRAY X-MP/18se
super computer. On the other hand, the ESP code requires 13,000
CPU seconds on the same machine.
IV Conclusions
The interactive graphics program GEOM developed at the
Telecommunications Research Center of Arizona State University was
used to generate the geometry of a NASA helicopter scale model. By
using the GEOM, we not only saved time and effort to generate the
complex geometry data but also avoided the error prone direct input
process. In order to validate the interactive graphics program GEOM,
radiation patterns are calculated using the NEC and ESP codes which
were used interactively with the GEOM. Despite of the complexity of
a NASA helicopter geometry under investigation, the numerical
predictions and measurements are in excellent agreement.
Presently, only a limited number of geometry and EM control
commands are incorporated into the GEOM. More general control
commands will be included in the code in the near future.
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OverviVw/Status of (;,MCOl.
The primay objectives of tlie GEMCOP program are:
- Develop a user ft lendly, menu driven Wesitrol progranm for GEMACS/GAUGL
- Minimize the requirements for user's knowledge of GEMACSIGAUGE
P lrovlde pre/post processing support for GEMACSiGAUGE
Support script file development for execulion of user applications
- Simplify user development ol comnplux tolplogies
The original dcvelopment of GEMCOP was intended for the PC/DOS etvirotnuent. Due to increasing
demands placed on computer memory by plograms ;uch as OEMACS and (.AUGE, as well as the graphical
nature of the GEMCOP progranm, the development has been shifted from DOS to OS/2, Sintce OS/2 opc atles
with a linear address space, •gc aztd problems requiring more than the old DOS 64A0 KB limit canl be
supported. lHowever, Ihis migration to the OS/2 cnviionnient place new requirements on the hardware
necessary to run GEMCOP. An 80286, 803.8, 80486 processor is required, or a woristation calpalelu of
supporting OS/2. The compiulcr must havc at least 2.5 MB of" RAM with 4 MB recommended. In addition,
the computer will need a hard disk oif from 4,) to 60) MB) w'th IMX MB or illmotC rCcoiuncitdect.
The dcvelopiment of GOMCOP is continuing on schedule after the dccision to mitake it an OS/2 application.
The prtogram is due filr culipletlon and checkout by May, 1 9'91 and shotuld tie released sotmetimc awound mid-
suntner. Santple OS/2 Presentation Manager scrcens for the progra.n arc Illustratcd in Figurcs I antd 2. The
Ilust figure Is the nmhi OEMCOP mentu, the second is the GEMACS Input dala ile develpumencit stitch. Mlet
Inlormtatlon ost the types of CLEMCOP nwrius and their content canl be found in the pievious impel otl
GEMCOP precented at the 61t ACE-S conference (DIevehlopnitint of GENlC'iP, alo Iwrt System fur (G IMAI'S
and GAUGE).
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IMPLEMENTATION OF TIHE NEC - BASIC
SCATTERING CODE ON"A PC
Ronald J. Marhefka






It is desirable to have general purpose user oriented codes run tll as mauy
machines and compilers as possible. Users prefer to change as little as possible
ii the codes to get them to run on their computers, This is espccially desirable
for large codes like the NEC-BSC. Changes made to the NEC,;-BSC to make it
more easily implemeuited on PC type computers will be presented. The talk will
center primarily on IBM compatible conmputers and several compilers, though
other types and sizes of nmachines will be discussed. Benchmarks for the code
on lurge amd small computers will be compared.
Rerent technical enhrancenments to the code will also be outlined. They
include third order plate interactions and double diffraction along with a di-
electric curved surface capability (without surface waves). These chmiges will
be available in version 3.2 of the NEC-BSC.
I Introduction
A new version of the NEC-13SC has been slightly modified to take into consideration
implementation oil peraonal comnputers (PC). Modern PC hardware and software
has progressed in recent years to the point that they can easy be used for running
electro mag etic codes. It is therefore, the preutise of this discussion that the [til
versiom of the NEC-13SC is to be implemented on the PC. No special version fur the
PU is attemptedL The code is F|ortran 77 and only modifications to imake it easier
to run on the PC without causing dilliculties on bigger im-chines are made.
First a brief overview of the capabilities of the code is presented. Specific changes
that took place for PC operation is detailed next. The hardware and software used
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in the benchmarks are then presented. The benchmarls .,st compare various VAX
compiler options, then two IBM types and three VAX machines are compared.
II Background
The Numerical Electromagnetic Code - Basic Scattering Code (NEC-BSC) is a
user-oriented computer code for the electromagnetic analysis of the radiation from
antennas in the presence of complex structures at high frequency. For many prac-
tical sized structures this corresponds to UtHF and above.. The code can be used to
predict near or far zone patterns of antenn'as in the presence of scattering structures,
to provide the EMC or coupling between antennas in a complex environment, and
to deternline potential radiation hazards. Simulation of the scattering structures is
accomplished by using combinations of perfectly conducting multiple flat plates, fi-
nite elliptic cylinderb, composite cone frustums, and finite composite ellipsoids. The
code, also, has a lirnited finite thin dielectric capability for both plates and curved
surfaces, The analysis is based on uniform asymptotic techniques formulated in
ternis of the Uniform Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (UTD) 11,21. This version
of the NEC-BSC is an. update to version 2 [3] and the more recent version 3.1 [4).
A sumnniary of the capabilities of Version 3.2 [5] is listed here:
* User oriented couminnd word based input structure.
o Pattern calculations.
- Near zone souarce fixed or moving.
-- Far zone observer.
- Near zone observer.
o Single or multiple frequencies.
@ Antenna to antenna spacial coupling calculations.
- Near zone receiver fixed or moving.
* Efficient representation of antennas.
- Infinitesimal Green's function representation.
- Six built in antenna types.
- Interpolation of table look up data.
- Method of Moments code or Reflector Code interface.
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"* Multiple sided flat plates.
- Separa~ted or joined.
- Infinite ground plane.
- Limited dielectric plate capability (no surfuce waves).
"* Multiple curved surfaces.
- Finite elliptic cylinders.
- Multiple sectioned elliptic cone frustumns.
- Composite ellipsoids.
- Ljimited dielectric curved surface capability (no surface waves).
"* UTD multiple interactions included.
- Second order plate termis including double diffraction. (restricted to
PEC).
- Third order plate terms:
"* trip~le reflections
"* reflection -reflection - diffraction
"* reflection -diffraction - reflection
"* diffraction - reflection - reflection
- First order curved surface termis only (creeping waves for PEC cylinder
Only).
- Presently no plate - cylinder interactions.
"* Individual control of every U'1D term.
a CIKS graphical codes for geoniietiy and patternis.
III Changes made for PC
The preniise as mentioned above is that P~s have gotten large enauglh to handle
essientially tile Samle code as bigger machines. Ther changes needed arc, therefore,
rather minliallj. Thle major task has been to reduce the size of thle larger subroutines.
Many PC compilers such as Microsoft and NDP have a limit onl the number of lineps
that can be compiled at one time. This limit is proportional to the amount of
memory in the computer. The PCs used have 4MB of memory. The practical size
for compilation of each file seems to be around 3000 lines. Several subruutines, that
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were originally designed to directly share information by using entry points, needed
to be changed into individual subroutines. This r-iuired using more common blocks
to transport thei shared information.
Next, the rode needs to be broken up into many different fRles. Usually when
sending the code out, we put all our codes into one file. This makes documentation
easier, since all that needs to he done to the codes is Fortran, Link, and Run a
single file. When breaking the code up into files, it is necessary to decide whether
"4J, /to do this simply alphabetically or group files by functions. Putting subroutines
together by functions seems better, at least for the code developer, since changes to
the code usually will be confined to fewer ffles. For the NEC-BSC this turns out,
presently t- be 16 different files of various sizes.
"Fortran specific changes seemed to have been unnecessary, since the code has
been written in standard Fortran 77 as much as can be determined. Of course there
are always variations between compilers, but the PC compilers used seemed to be•'•' ' ]striving for Ra much com|nlatil~ility with the standard options (if the VAXes on which
Sthe code was devr,,ped. One extended feature of the VAX that is used is tabs in
the beginning of line& Therse can easily be removed and usuallj are depending on
dist.*ibutiota furniat. The new version 2.0 NDI' compiler seems to be 100 percent
compatible with this feature, .,there as the previous version would not work in allS~cases
The other change made centered around associating the logical unit numbers
with the input and output files. In previous versions of the NEC-BSC, the rPsign-
ments are left up to the user. For example, on a VAX the ASSICN or DEFINE
commands rould be used. In the new version, OPEN statements are used in the
code. The input file name is obtained after the start of the code.
On output for the P'C, it is assumed that the operating system does not support
version numbers for files. If the user is requesting more than one output, than the
code will inquire for a new name for an output file when one already exists on the
disk. Thi's can be changed by the user if a different naming convention is desired.
IV Hardware Considerations
The suitability of PCs for many engineering applications has gi. atly progressed. It
is not necessary to restrict the code to accomodate the hardware limitations. It is
assumed for an IBM compatible that a 386 type machine or better will be give best
results
The primary machine used in this slvzdy is a 386SX, 16MIlv, 4MB IBM type
comnputer with 80387SX math co-processor and 60IMB hard disk. In addition, a
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full 386, 20MHz, 4MB IBM compatible with 80387 co-processor is also used in the
benchmarks. The VAX computers used for comparisons are a VAXetation 2000,
VAXstation 3100 M30, and a VAX 8550. The workstations had 8MB of memory
and are diskless being clustered into the VAX 8550. The working aet size for the
VAXes are set at 1000.
The size requirements of the NEC-BSC version 3.2 on the disk are 668KB for
the Fortran source code. The NDP compiled object modules took 984KB of space
and the execute module took 673KB. The memory requirements for running the
code are 983KB.
V Software Considerations
Several PC compilers for IBM's have been investigated. It is assumed that DOS
4.0 is the operating system for the PCs. The Microsoft compiler appears to be very
good, however, it presently does not allow the code to go beyond the 640KB range.
In order to accomodate the size of the NEC-BSiC V3.2, it would be necessary to
use the 052 operating system. It would also have been possible to reduce the size
of the code by removing subroutines or reducing the array sizes, however, this was
not done.
The Lahey Fortran 77 Version 2.0 compiler with Al extended jijemory operating
environment was tried. This was successfully used on Version 3.1 by someone using
DOS 3. It has the advantage that the compiler is very fast and does not require
that the code be broken up into small filea sizes. Unfortunately, the version of
Lahey tried would not work on the machines used here. The extender would hang
up all the machines tried by us. As near as can be determined, this is due to a
incompatibility with DOS 4.0. New versions of DOS or the Lahey product may
remove Lids problem.
The compiler used for the benchmarks here is the NDP compiler and PIIAR
LAP 386 ASM 2.2 linker and extender. Two versions of the NDP Fortran compiler
has been tried. First, Version 1.4E/5 was used and then updated to Version 2.0.8.
There was no difference in time or accuracy detected between the two versions. The
newer version, however, is much easier to use since it is more compatible with the
VAX's use of tabs. Version 2 is used here in the benchmark.. It should be noted
that it takes exactly 1 hour to compile the code on the 386SX. Presumably most of
that time is spent in the assembler stage.
One problem arose when Windows 3.0 was installed on the 386SX machine. The
new windows environment requires that the IIMEM driver be installed. There
presently is a conflict between the memory handlers in NDP and Windows. It is
nece-'ary to reboot the machine wvithout the !!IMEM driver to use the compiler and
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linker. This problem is being addressed by Nfl' and hopefully will be imiproved in
the futitic.
Various individuals ave working on implementing veisions of the NEC-BSC on
MACB. Unfortunately, [to data is available here. It hau been determined that some
versions of compilers for MACs (Absoft MarFortran/020) do not initialize variables
to zero. The NEC-13SC huas beent checked uaing a product called LINT to find
undefined variables, however, it did not detect one in the Subroutine SOURCP. The
variable wall defined at some place in the subroutine, but the IF THEN ELSE l1gc
would hyposs it in certainl cases 16). This caused rather large errors, however, it has
been corrected in this version.
F'or thle VAX computers, Various Com1piler options are compiared. They presently
are runnling VMS 5.4 with D)E(wiindoLws installed onl the workstations. The first
compiler contfiguration is suited for tile code developer. It has thle debug Option,
no optimiization, bounds checks, and all warnings options includled. The secolld
and third configuration compares the optixniger versus no opitimizemr. AU other
checks and warnings are turned off. In certain past instances, thle VAX optintizer
appeared to give some trouble. No difficulties are presently being encountered. For
comparison, it should be itoted that it takepi arcound 4-5 mninutes to compile thle
code onl thle VAXatativin 3100.
V1 Benchmarks
T1wo examples fromt thle NEC-138C User's Manuals are used in tile bencinglarking
p~rocedure. TIhe first is Example 6 which calcutlates the pattern of at dipole inl thle
presence of an eight sided box. Tilhe second is Lxanipile 19i which calculates thle
pmattern of a slot on the whig of a model of a B737 aircraft. In both of these case, a
far zone pattern of 3t1 data points in 1 degree increments is compunted. 'rite UTIJ
ternms autuuiatically obtained fm-owii thle XQ commnand tire used.
The CPU times tire tbtaiued by ull ,Ing thle ,,SEC-UU', function for thle NiH'
compiler and "SYS$(l;BTJPl" function for the VAX. The Lttmes are converted and
presented in minutes. T'he CPU timies are the diflerence between the saumples takenk
after the input data is read and echoed back to the user and before the: fields are
outpuit to the dink, T1he values, therefore, represent only the* time it taktes to do tile
EM field calculations and does mnot included any 10.
In ternis of accuracy, all VAXes produce exactly the same results. Thie PUB'
produced thle same accuracy compared to tile VAX over the five digits displayed for
all slignifialcat results. The eceCptionl being thle nloise level crosst polarize.d resaults in
Example 6, which is normal and expected.
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ý(Iouzpiler opt.ous Exailzipiti I Cxml ~]
LNo opt, iali chiecks 3.29 -_ f 2.25 j
[No op~t, 1no cht'.cks 1.28 L 1.09JLOpt, it, ciiccks 0.4.8
J'ai~li 1 I'31 beCOiMIjma~rilg Various11 coinpilier optionis using a VAXstatiuu 3100 M30.
CP'U tinieis are ill iiiminutes.
fi-imu7Ex -a II T P_ýxilF _ 11T.__
PU 38j96SX9 3.26 3.14
IfVAX 2000F 5.10 3.-01l-L1)(1 386 2.2 0 2.00
VAX 3100 0.94 0.89)
LAX 8- "1 0.,10 0.38
Table 2: Tabl (it'nomipaifiizg vaiomuiis c~itilemph rs. 'The VA Xes are run using t he uipti
naUct with ill) tiicckt. CH tiiiws are ini iniiiiute.
Thle first ben licin arkti for t he two exaim0ples are rityi, uii g tlie VA Xstatii ii 311I)(1.
'Iiirer Ctummpilvcr optionus uirv timed. First iail checks, ldebtig, aind no u ptii zziatiwi is
tised. - ccuiid all dheclia and the tiehug o11tiUomis are turnedt Off With 1110 iJ1lti Imuzti~lli.
Ill tihe Inal casie, 01 ditieksi and debug Optionis ate uff but t he optiiidzer is oil. The
re~sults for the three cases arc shzowniil Tab lae 1. Aiiotzingly the CI'UJ tittles with
thv limecki oun differ by Over d factoi of 2. The uptniazeti hkelps by about auother
25%. Of Cotirge wiicmz first runinmmmg tihe coide, it is safer to izse the butiuids drecks,
Ftur jprodntietiuu iunzs, it Nvotild apiwtr learjl t~lait thlets dIJOiJI(l Ile timlruilt1 Off Itizi t)iu.
opt kiiiizei utwrd.
Por (-:oniipitiui~mo bwetewz I lie varioust conmzpiil-ers, the uoitiiudzed m(inie with them
I C, i i i(.1 hieric off is umiiei ill ail tcitwi S. Thei resul ts ame slmo',ii ill TIable 2. The1m VAX
2000 is slightly slower thian a VAX 780, thill izicahms that the 38GSX is runninizg very
ClUtle to thei sIueeii Oif a VAX 780). The 386SX muachiine hasit 21iY slower ciii eperd
than the 3836 ;stil lias uddifioui oveorhead due to lt Ith h6 it bus winuimred to thr. 32
itbus. i his propCerly wecout0 kiyhir theiv indicated tittiie diffe renes. Tihe VAX's ti iles




The experience of imphume.iLing the NEC-1SC V3.2 on PQ• is presenLcd. Various
hardware and software C(Afigu.-atiuns are discussed, le nchuarks for two examuples
from the user's manual arc used to compitre the l'Ps to VAXes. It appears that
IPs can be effectively used to run the full up NF"C-IlSG.
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NEC, FERM & GEMACS on the Macintosh
by
Paul E Bussey & Dr. Russell W. Taylnr
Introduction, Motivation and Objective
Our objective is to simplify the development of reliable ElM models for the three
analysis codes, NEC, FWRM, and GEMACS by creating a interactive program to
analyze these models, Our experience with other data analysis/visualization codes
designed to support these three codes has been less than completely successful.
McDonnell Douglas Ilelicopter Company has had problems with IGUANA and
GUAGE. The data anilysis/visualization code which supports FERM was not avail-
able.
Othier similar codes do not have the santo same objective as our.:. They present
the geometric representation, but do not easily alert the user of the potential problLms
with the model. We have endeavored to include features that will make debugging
easier. Our verification code indicates situations which can result in incorrect inter-
action matrix elements, or cause misleading results.
The Macintosh CPUs were chosen because we have developed codes on them
for other purposes, an excellent development environment is available, and the
graphical user interface is easier for new users to learn. The alternative platforms for
nost of our projects are MicroVAX Ils. The newer Macs are much less expensive
(espvcially for large aiunuunts of memory), as well as faster than the MicroVAXo, and
they provide greater preciioAn for floating point calculations because they use the
IEI"EA standard 80 bits for real and complex calculations.
Code Installation on the Macintosh
lnstallatiorn of the three analysis codes on the Macintosh is planned, but this
task is not yet complete. NEC installed very easiiy with essentially no modifications,
but GEMACS and VERM both contain code that does correctly execute on the Mac.
Further information will be available at 0.!e conference regarding these installation
problems. Our approach to generating the in'ut data for our verification code is to
first use the input data interpretation part of the analysis code without modification.
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We have slightly modified the analysis codes so that a file is automatically written
coIntaining the data we need as input. Reproducing the data interpretation portions of
the analysis codes has not been attempted; we believe this approach is less prone to
errors.
Benchmarks
The benchmark results will be presented at the Conference.
"Good Practice" Violations Tests
Calculating the interaction matrix requires several integrations to be performed
involving the Green's; function ( Equatimn 88 & 92 of NEC manual, Vol. 1 ). Since there
is no closed-form solution for these integrations, several series expansions are used
(the number of terms is determined by the thin versus extended-thin wire approxima-
tions ). These integrals are expanded in terms of two variables, a and 1. where a is the
radius of the source segment and p is the radial distance to the observation segment,
"The expansion in terms of p is used only for the self-Interaction term, while the expan-
sion in a is used for all other interactions. The expansion in p was developed for the
special case when the observation point falls inside the "cylinder" of the source seg-
ment, the expansion in a is not valid in this case; however, this expansion is only used
to compute the self-interaction terms. Unfortunately, it is possible to build models in
which observation points fall within the volume of other segments. Thenl, during the
calculation of the interaction terms, the wrong expansion is used to determine the IIn-
teraction, thus producing erroneous results. We have decided to divide the modelling
errors of this type into three groups - adjaceni ,egments which Intersect at angles
which are too small, urdntentional intersections (not in connections table), and dupli-
cate segments (often generated by computer gridding routines ).
Acutes: Connected wires (identified in the connection list) were examined, the
midpohit of the wire with smallest radius is found, and the distance to the other seg-
ment is computed. If the distance is less than or equal to the larger radius, then the
angle is too acute and the interaction evaluation will be flawed.
Bad intersections: This test only involves wires not in the connection lists. The
shortest distance between the two segmeats is first calculated under test. if this
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distance is less than the sumi of the two radii, then an inadvertent intersection is pru-
sent.
Coincident selplents: As this test is conducted onl each Segment, the connlec-
tion list of each end point is searched for segmients connected at both ends of another
segment.
Incompatible radii: For this test, radii of connected segments are compared;
radii raitios ( alglsill ) greater than five are Identified.
Sh~ort, fat segments: 1 lere, the length of the segment is compared to its radius;
if this ratio is less than eight for the thin wire kernel, or two for the extende~d-thin wire
kernel, it is brought to the attention of the user.
Bad sources: Segmnent., are identified that are both connected to a plate and ex-
cited by it source.
Other tests art- also performed which are not necessarily problems, but can indicate
'hat thie data is not being interpreted as intended by the user.
Opens: Chiecks connection lists for both ends. If a coruiectoion list for either enid
is emipty, then the segment is added to the opens list.
Lung seginents: I lere, the length of each wire is calculated and compared to
4/10 of the highiest frequency. Any wires longer than this will be highlighted.
I low Visualiza lion/Anialysis Code Works
At thiis time, the. code MacVerify has been developed to test wire framne models
for C1EMACSiand NU~C. lin the futuie, it will be expanded to test surface patch miodels,
aILId optics /diffraction moldels. The code Is a typical Macintosh application; it is win-
douw based, and event driven. We have aitenipted to give the user as much freedom as
possible without making the interface too complicated.
After running th'E miodel thiucjU ii e iiipui inier~prehiiiiuii ktige of iii.. Jvsired
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analysis code, the resulting test
file can oe examined using I.'N
lMacVerify. 9 &
After reading in the :c
lectcd model, a modol display
window is opened, as shown
and controls on tihe leit side of
the window allow the !ses to 06401
Change the Scale dnd tUIC
viewinig angle of the znodcIJ. A____________ I-= __ _________
TIhe scale is adjusted by
clicking the mouuse in either of Figivre 1. Model display window
the arrow buttons; the arrow
com1in~g out ( ZAoom1 In ) causes the scale to inecrase, while the arrow going in (Zoom
Out ) causes the scale to decrease. The amount ol change can be regulatcd With thc Use
of movdifier keys as shown in Table 1. The elevation and azimuth controls work in I
similar fashion. By piesshin on the desired sido of the "axis", the mod' l will rotate ini
that direction. Againi, Tablv I shows how ON,? a-mount of change can be regulated with
the use of the mnodifier keys. In addition to the rotatior cont~rols, we have provided pop-
up menu.s which cuit be used to quickly set thei view to one of the prudeffinud angles
(see igure 2). In its default condition, the model will be redrawn each time cone of the
controls is activated; however, fu, larger, more invol veil models, this activity cani
be qlUite timeI con1SUm1ing. IIn ord er to bypass this p roblem , we ha ve added a check-box
which1 Will disable thet redraIWinvt, ol tlie model Lio that specific scales or viewing angles
Table 1. Model display viewing control options
with mu~d-Iiler keys
Function ~ hf pin~~f oto
Zoom InI 2(X)'Y 150% 125% 1101% 1Sl0l% 175%
Zoom out 50% 6 6.3"Y 801Y 90% 95%Il 57%11
Eilevation
& l' 15" ~ 100 0.1o 0.010
Azimutth _____-
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can be set. The model will be redrawn according to the final settings when the box is
unchecked. The model is shown to the right of the display controls. The scroll bars on






Figure 2. Preset rotation an8 le
pop-up menus
In order to check the model against the various modelling practices, the user
must activate the diagnostics window by selecting the Diagnostics apindow op-
tion in the Diagnostics menu, or by pressing the
key combination W/. The diagnostics window,
shown in Figure 3, currently has selections for eight n . 9
common modelling errors found in wire models. .,.. U
Since performing these tests can be quite time Qtto,,,,io.... C°I,, 0
consumnig, Ute default condition is set for all of the U U18PnI 5•" •do.tWroo I Colo
tests to be off. Any combination of the tests can be ,... Ob,•,P.GLIGs
selected by checking the appropriate boxes; the tests Shr, l o p.u rat
are then performed when the mouse is clicked in the K,,ea, t':91r U
R p plY button, or when the Return or Enter keys are Lat.. rJ L3t, waom.
pressed. Each test has an associated color which can incompatible o•Psv, r@ij
be changed by double-clicking the mouse inside the ,a,,n, Ublmm•,,. bid,
colored box. Any wire segments which violate a h..,"'.. 1.01o Li
particular modelling rule will be drawn in the I
corresponding color. If a seginent violates more than
one rule, it will be drawn in the color of the last rule window
tested (top to bottom in the diagnostics window).
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If the user wishes to change the me"w~ 'Coa.4'.ctow: N
model related colors, he may do SO via kdc Si w.uI
the model display dialog shown in Fig-
urc 4. This dialog is accessible through
thc E dit menu as the P re f erence s
selection. Colors can be selected for the Fig1ure 4. Model display dialog
basic model, the background,
connected" wires, and the buried wires. T1he colors are changed by double-
clicking with the mouse in the desired color Square. The_ standard color-picker
dialog will appear and the user is frk-e to choose any available color.
The model statistics window is activated
by selecting the M~odel stats olptioni in the algsfrM40mia
1)i1a 9n os t Ics menu, or by pressing X S. As ViV.4. XN Toa0nt- UM
shown ill Figure 5, this window lists the *Patghise-A111 I aMNU g"Ga *HH~UN
various statistics relevant to the model, and the Surio4 Wiral Praltnt.
results of any tests performed on the model. If Hewg-oi'
a certain test has not yet been performed, then
"f?77 appears as the error count, anid the total 0.8611141 geanial.ingigoo.I
error count reflects only those tests which have *141 -------':::
buen performed. badC. #IM fat.. $duo - IWQH1(
Detailed information about l~
individual wire segnienis is available Fiur S. Model statistics
through the wire data dialog (Figure 6). To window
obtaini this information, a wire segment
must first be selected; wires are selected by clicking onl them with the mouse in
the mudel display. Th'le selected wire will then be highlighted, after which the
dialog displaying the wire data can be obtained by selecting Show wire
d at a from the Di1a g1 us t Ic s menu, or by pressing 34 U. The wire data
includes such information as the end points, radius, loading, sources, length
( in meters and shortes t wavelength ), ecL... Thie user must click in the OK box,
and press Return (or Enter )to continue.
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Figure 6. Wire data dialog
To show all segments connected to a selwcted segment, the desired segmnent is su-
lected as previously described and Lily connected segments are highlighted by selecting
Show connections from the Diagnostics menu, or by pressing 39H. The high-
lighlted( connejction)lS are clearedl by clicking elsvwherý Iin the model display area, or by
pressing APPI lyin the display options dialog.
Ini order to facilitate model comparisons, multiple models canl be read In and dibs
pla~yed. D~ependling oil the available memory, up to rnine models Call be read in At oneC
timec. As eachi file is read Iin, the file name is added as a new item to the windows mnenu.
The display wvindow for the last mnodel read in beconlies the active window, and the last
active model window is deactivated. Only one model display window canl be active at
a time. Otheri windiows call be activated by clickinig the mouse inl each window, by se-
lecting thie file name front the Winadows mnenui, or by pressing the 39# key combination
With the numllberll asshown inl the Wlindouws lie-lnu,
Several mecans of generating graphical output have been incorporate Into
MacVerify. Printing canl be performeLd niiteractively or files call be gerierated with
lI t'GL commandsI111, or fin the l'lCT format. Printing is accomplished using standard
Macintoshi methods and is selected via the Pain1t option in thle Fil~e$ mienu. lLPGL files
are gencratod by selecting the Save HPGL option Iin this mienu. This optioni creates a
text file of I U'1GL commands Lo draw the cunment model in the current view. These files
canl be ported to other systems for output to lII'GL compatible devices. Choosing the
Saue P ICT option Iin the File$ menu allows a PICT file of the current model display to
be ci vated. Thiis format call be read Iin by many Macintosh applications for inclusion to
reports or other documents.
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Future enhancements
The code will be enhanced to interpret closed wire frames as surfaces. These
surfaces will be shaded to indicate their normal direction for easier interpretation.
Verification will be expanded to include tests for:
• wires that are too fine
w vires too close tugether
* wires too close to a plate or ground plane
• plates too close together
* plates with too large an aspect ratio
* duplicate plates
• plate surfaces that are not closed
A FEIRM interface, capable of providing error checking, will also be created,
Additionally, capability for rendering GTD models will be added.
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Electrical Engineering Dcpartment
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The NSF/IEEE Center for Computer Applications in Electromagnetics Education
(CAEME) was established to stimulatc, accelerate, and lead efforts in utilization of
computers and software tools to boost electromagnetics education. The Center provides
seed funds for development of educational software, publishes books of developed soft-
ware and a catalog of available packages, sponsors workshops, and organizes special
sessions in conferences, and provides an effective mechanism for distribution. Thus far,
the Center has funded a wide variety of software development projects in all areas of
educational electromagnetics, including fundamentals and visualization tools, transmission
jines, antennas, numerical techniques, waveguides, and other special ictpics in EM
interactions.
In this paper. the Center's activities will be reviewed and examples of developed EM
educational software and videos will be dem,)nstrated. ni ater's plans for becoming
self-supporting will be reviewed.and curriculum needs and future funding opportunities
will be discussed.
iThs projcct is funded by the Diviskm of Science, Engineering, and Mathematics Education, NationalSciece Fowudwiti Grnt No. USE-9Q4•l69. The Center is managed by the Executive Office of IEEE on
bclalf of the Anicnna and Piopagation Society. Olv pu-icipating sockieas imd participating .•napauti
include the I.EEE Microwave Theory and Techniques Society, the Applied Computational EM Society,
Hewlet Packard. tdoola- aid EEsof.
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Abstract
A finite difference-time domain (FD-TD) code for Maxwell's equations -vas de-
veloped and implemented on an IBM 380 personal computer and used to simulate
and examine various electromagnetic phennomena. The FD-TD technique has po-
tential to become a very useful tool for vtudents who arc learning electromagnetics.
This technique is especially useful in visualizing electromagnetic phenomena, since
fields are calculated everywhere within the computational domain in time. The ID-
TD code was implemented for two-dimensional geometries using rectangular grids
in conjunction with a second-order absorbing boundary condition. Both E and H-
field polarizations were analyzed. Scatterers consisting of dielectric, magnetic and
conducting materials were modeled and plane wave and line current sources were im-
plemented. The code was used to generate color animation of various electromagnetic
phenomena on a personal computer: leading edge, trailing edge, and slit diffraction,
creeping waves, and cavity mode excitation. Through the visualization of electro-
magnetic fields, the FD-TD technique can be used effectively as an educational tool
for students learning electromagnetic wave theory.
1 Introduction
Currently, tools which students can use to aid tlh:m in understanding and vinualizing
electromagnetic phenomena are difficult to find. In an attempt to rectify this prob-
lem, we applied the finite difference-time domain (FD-TD) technique to Maxwell's
equations in order to examine various electromagnetic phenomena [1-6]. This patr-
ticular method is especially helpful in visualizing electromagnetic phenomena, since
electric and magnetic fields are calculated everywhere within a computational domain
in time. Thus, it is poisible to observe how electromagnetic fielda propagate through
space as a function of time. By allowing student,; to visualize various electromagnetic
phenomena, they can develop same intuition regarding electromagnetics.
The finite difference-time domain technique was applied in the following manner.
Maxwell's equations in differential form are approximated using centered differences
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in space and timec. Thea locations at which electric aind magnetic fields are calculated
axre positioned on somne sort of grid. Typically, the grid is eiLIher a reCtangulhaw [1)
or triangular ulesh [3]. The scatterer is discretized on the grid. To begin the FD-
TD simulation, all the fields within the computational, domain are initially act to
zero und then the excitation is started. The electric fields are calculated in terms
of the electric and magnetic fields of the previous time step. Next, the magnetic
fields are calculated in a similar inanuer. Boundary conditions are enforced at the
outer boundary of the computational domlain and at all dielectric and conducting
interfaces. At the outer boundary u second-order absorbiag bualndary condition it;
utilized in order to simulate unbounded space beyond the computational domain
[7]. The tangential electric fields arc act to zero at the conductilig surfaces, and the
tangential electric and magnetic fields are kept Continuous at thc dielfctric/nraguetic
boundcaries. Thesc steps arc essentially repeated until steady state is reache!d for a
sinusoidal excitution, or until transient scattered fields have propagated out of the
commputational domain fur a (jaussiasm pulse excitation.
In order to keep) the p~rograml 61iple4, Only two-dittcnsiormal. problemsd wcrc exalm-
inled using a uniform reCtangular grid. Despite the fact that only two-dimensional
geometries are considered, valnuable insight call be gained through the observation
of V'D-TI) simulations of elect row agnatiu c henussiena. Also, in order to allow wide
distribution of this programn, the program was written for IBJM 386 personal comnput-
cru, Hoth electric iand maugnetic field polarizations were illplemented and exasnined.
Scatterers can have arbitrary geouictries of finite siae which consist of peCrfect conduc-
tors, dielectrics with finite conductivity, and issagnetic mtaterials with finite luaguetic
conductivity. The excitatiun sources include a sinusoidal plane witve, a Causosian
pulse plane wave, and a line current tiource, It is possible to store any field conspo.
nent at a point, a line, or in thke entire platic. When the field values over anl entire
pl~ane &re stored, thme fields canl be displayed using color plots. Uy displaylng the
fields for successive titte steps inl rapid succession, the propagation of the fields can
be animated.
2 Finite Difference- Time Domain Technique
2.1 Maxwell's Equaticns on Rectangular Grids
In implemuenting the finite difference-timec dowain technique, Maxwell's equations
maust be discretized inl space amid titte. In this case, Yee's lattice, which is a rect-
angular grid, is utilized because of the grid's simplicity [1]. Maxwell's; equations in
vector differential forki in a dielectric and magnetic mmsterisal are
OB
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v×l = t -+ - (2)
(3)
D = ,e• =e~ ,(4)
where a and v1,. aie electric and magnetic conductivitics, respectively.
For two-dimenaional problemu, which are usaumed to be uniform and infinite in the
p direction, all the partial derivatives with respect to yi are equal to zero. MaxweU's
equatiuon in arbitrary homogeneous, isotropic media, for two-dimieusional problems
iu a rectangular coordinate sys;tew, decouple into the 11-field polariation,
81 k t=- -. 0 1OE Oil (5)
O -Oil A (7)Ot ;v
and the E-field polarization which has dual equations [See Sectiun 2.31.
The foUllowing uutLtiou for any function of time wid space will be used in the finite
difference equations.
The partial derivatives in space and time, within Maxwell's equations, arc ap-
proximated using center differeuces.
Thus, the electric and magnetic field components axe interlaced in tinie, uad are
calculated in a leap frog mainner (i.e. first. the electric fields are calculated, then
the n'agnetic fields are calcudated, and repeat). The electric aud magnetic field
components arc interlaced spatially a half grid cell apart.
Only the H-field polarizetion will be treated explicitly because the E-field polar-
ization can be treated very easily through the use of duality.
2.2 Finiite Difference Equations for the .r-FPield Polarization
2.2.1 Treatment of Mree Space
For the 11-field polarization, the finite difference equations in free space, where c€ =
i4ý 1 and a --- Cr - 0 ero.
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The locultion• ef the ield coupoacuts o,, a unit cell of the rectuugular grid for
the II-field polarization are shown in F'igure 1.
2.2.2 Treutmenwt of Dielectric and Magnetic Material
The finite differenuC cqautioun in a dielectric "d wa&gnketic material are
'.4i~+~k-.~ .Y( 1 - ji,~ -1 ,,ArT/11
- [ !k . [ .)- E',(i .k)](
E" (i +,k) ~(U.] [A 2 ,] ---- k J;If~ -
(2e, -u1, jA,u'• o'(ik 1 + 3, .4- ar 1 -) v () (• 1j. .1" ' )
1, ;ir I [ 1+! , k +,1) E"(', k i 2 -- 1
-oA(2•. - v2cAr)J I a " --
. A r "42 -•
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2.2.3 Treatment of Interface, Between Two Media
At tile interface between two dielectric aad magnetic nmaterialw, the finite diffcrence
equatiou for E. miust be treated carefully [Sec Figure 21. Using the integral form of
L4 quation (2) to calculate B., yields
ChanzginS LEquutiun (18) to a finite dilference equation, yields
,E) (i' r (Aii)
L 10 tA (2(,,-4 t.') -A- (i+i A a2)lo,
2.,.4 Treattment of Perfect Electric Conductor
The boundary oundition at the pcrfect electric conductor states that the tanlgetial
electric lield maust be zero. The interface between alry two wedia alw&,ys occurs atintcger ndes (i, k) [,Se Figure 31. The field locatius fur tht l-lichld pularizatiun with
ees•pct to the integer nodtes (i, k) are hltowit in Fnislre 1. The electric lields, calculated
at points oi the burface of the perfect electric cuoductor, are always tangeutil to the
surface. T'luu, in the ljoite differencc-time duinain scherme, the boundary condlition
"at the perfect electric conductor' cal be satisfied by simply setting these electric lields
equ.d to zero at cach time step.
2.2.5 Treatment of Perfect Magnetic Cunductor
At a perfect magnetic conductor the tangeitied n maguetic hiild mtust be zero. This
boundary condition is satidied when the taugenitial electric lield at the surface of the
po'rfet maguetic conductor is calculated. One way of obtaining a difference equation
for E.L is to simplity the original problem [See Figure 4] by using image theory [See
Figure 5]. The difference equation for E. at the interface between a perfect mugattic
cotnductor and a dielectric aud magnetict malteria is given by
E.'(i.I k, L)• .4 •,k)( 7--iufr) (20)
-)J( [A (2 t, d aiju•r)I 2 2
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The inmplenentation of perfect magnetic conductors is of particular i,.-portauce ill
the E-ficld polarizatiun becaujo by duality the perfect maguetic conductor becomes
the perfect electric conductor.
2.3 Finite Difference Equations for the E-Field Polarization
All the difference equations veceded for the B-lield polarization can be easily obtained
through the use of duality. The difference equations used for the H-field polarization
cau be directly applied fur the i-field polarizatioua with the following substitutions.
if (21)
ii 4 -E(24)
7 --4 pe (24)
a_,/ (25)o" --' ,,, (213)
am -. a o"(27)
(28)
ALl the other variables remain the same.
2.4 Stability and Accuracy
The choices of Ax, Ax, snaid Ar, arc inutivated by reasons of accuracy antd stability
[3,61. In geucrl, to obtain accurate results, Ax and Az ,iust be a utall frAction
of the smallest wavelength in any media expected in the model or of the smallest
dimeumiujn of the scatterer. For thi& problem, the spacing iln the x and z; directiois
will be equal in size.
A -AzX A (29)
To ensure the stability of this timet stelpping algorithm, A'r must satisfy the following
condition [31.
AT 1 1 )-- = (30)
2.5 Implementation of Excitation Source
The two basic types of sourceu, which are plane waves Aud current line sourceC, arc
treated differently. Whra the excitation mource tc assumed to be either a sinumoidal
or Gaussian pulse pla|e wave, the computations! douanih is neparuted into ant inner
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and outer region in order to facilitate the treatment of the cxcitation source. Within
the inner region, total field, are calculated, while in the outer region, only scattered
fields are calculated. 'Ihe scattered fields axe defined to be the total fields minus the
incident plane wave.
The iucldeut fields are subtracted from field quantities just within the inner re-
gious, when they axe uked to calculate field quantities just beyond the inner region.
The incident fields are added to field qu"titics just outside the inner regions, when
they are used to calculate field quantities just within the inner region.
Vor the 1i-field polarization, some samuple finite difference cquations in the vicinity
interface between the two regions are [See Figure 6)
S...2b 11 Az
.- ; (, Z" ( q k * 1)
2
,, .- k) = /,(, 2,k) E#"o .. /"t(i 4 !-, - )(1)
- i +t ý (i k
The implementation of a current line source is nLote straightforward. In this
situation, total fields are calculated within the entire computational domain. Thu
current line source is essentially a point source in this two-dimensioual simulation.
For the E-field polariwation, an electric line current in the y direction is the source,
while for the 11-fiald polarization a, magnetic line current in the 11 direction is the
source. Hlence, the value of either EI; or H4, depending on the polarization, i6 imposed
at single point for each time step. For example, the line current source could be a
sinusoidal or Gaussian pulse time function.
2.6 Absorbing Boundary Condition
An absorbing bowidai) conditio, at the outer boundary is needed to make the coun-
putational domain finite, and to aimulate unbounded space beyond the computational
domain (See Figure 7] [7-101. The absorbing boundary condition used for this problem
is the second-order approximstioun derived by Engquist and Majda 171].
\ Onr Or2  21'P)
where w. is a field quautity which is taungetial to the absorbing boundary, n is the
normal direction, T is the tangential direction., and r is time normalised with respect
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to the speed of light. Trhe second-order absorbiug boundary condition works very
well for waves which aire at or near normual incidence, and not as well for waves which
are inceident at gracing angles. This second.-order absorbingl boundary condition can
bc applied to all the edges of the comaputational domuain.
At the corners of the computational domain, the secoud-order absorbing boundary
condition cannot be used, sinuce the noruial and tan~gential directiond art not defined.
11L trCeating the Corners, an average Of the two limitinig cases for the normal direction
is used with a first-order abkiorbing boundary condition.
0 4-~q~ ±ý (34)
where it,, and ii2 are the two limiting cases fur the uo0rimal direction at the Corner.
T.Ihe absorbing boundary conmbtioni at the corners is not as important as at the edges,
because there is only onec point at each corner, while there arc many points on the
edges. Thus, in general, using the first-urder absorbing boundary condition at the
corners will uot cause significant deterioration in the accuracy of the algoritirm.
The absorbing boundary is not reqtuired to absorb the incident plane wave, be-
cause the scattered fields, froma which the IncidentL plane wave ham been analytically
remnoved, arc calculated outside the inner rcgoun. Since 'he scattered filid radiates
from the taxget, the Outgoing scattered fields will not be incident on the absorbing
bounudary at grazing angles, which allows the absorbing boundary condition to absorb
a large p)ercentage of the outgoing scattered fields.
3 Numerical Results and Discussion
Various electromuagnetic phenuomena were examined and aiwrisned utilizing the VCD-
TI) code. A few of the clectroniagnetic phenomuena which are examined in this
paper include: leading and trailing edge diffractions from a conducting strip and
their dependentce on polarization, creeping waves arojund a conducting cylinder, and
radiation from it Lune source. In each of the surface plots shown in Figures 8.11,
the outlines of the ta. mgetb and the line sources will 'be represented by a uniform
stuall positive height. The simie of the computational domnain used to performu these
siMulahtionsb was 200 noudes by 2010 nodes large. The physiical size of the computational
dorraln was chosen to be 10 mecters by 111 meters.
T1he target in the first two cases is a thin perfectly electrically conducting strip
which is in the center of the computational doraain. The strip is 3.5 meters wide
and 0.1 macters thrick, The~ excitation source is a Gaussian pulh, plane wave wh~ich is
incident at 7 degrees above the plane of the strip. The pulse width its 0.354 meters
Wiad is defined to be equal to two staudard deviations of the Gaussian pulse. The
first case involves the E-field lpolarizatiou and is illustrated in Figure B3. For Figure
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8, the electric field, Eu, whichr it; porrrtrrg out of the paper, isi plotted. TIle Gauliwian
pulse plane wave appvaru as a fairly utidifrn bll which stretches across tile enitire
cunrpiitatrunal domain. Tile surface plot wars recorded whenl the Gaussian pulse plane
wave lhad already propagated neak- the end of thle strip. Tire ring, which is ccntcred at
one edge of thte strip, is tiac leading edge diffraction from the edge of the strip which
was struck first by the plane wave. T1he diffraction froml thle leadinlg edge, inl this
case, is strong becaube there is a strong discontinuity in the electric ficld whcrr tile
pulse strikes the leading edge. lire perfect electric conductor requires tile tanlgenrtiirl
electric field at the surface to be zero. Hence, whenI tile iticidenit electric field, Which is
parallel to the strip's surface, strikes tire strip, a rtroug reflected wave im genleratcd iin
order to satisfy the boundary conditimns. At the trailing edge, thle boundary condition
of importance states that the current malst be conitinuous. Sinlce tile mnagnetic field
is almuost perpendicalar to the strip, the tangential magnetic fields at the surface
will be weak. Thrus, tlke siurface currents will also be weak, an~d there Will be little
diffraction at thle trailing edtge. The seconld cýLse, Whkich is illustrated in Figure 9,
involves the 11-field polarization. lkr this case, tire mragnretic field, II., whichk is also
poinktingK out of tl~e paper, is plotted. Thre Cattusiarr pildse plane wave hkas propagated
1Iis~t thle strip), an1d How two circular rdngs can be seen. The larger ring is the leading
edge diffractionl, which is weaker thanl thle previous came because tile electric field of
tile incident plane wave points nersrly perpendicularly to the strip, and causes a less
severe discontinuit) in tire tangential electric field at the strip's surface. The sMaller
ring represenlts tire trailing edge dilfractiorr. Ill this case, tire surface cuirrenits will be
particularly strong beausrIE the uragrietic field is alwayti prarull to the strip's surface.
lire strorrg traillrng edge diffraction is due to tile large discontinuity ini tire smrrfactc
currenrt "t tlke tranurg edge of thre strip.
Tle thrird scatterer is a pexfectly conductirng cyhkdver. Tile excitation source is
agairr a Caussian pulse plane wave whrichr is incident, at Ut) degrees for the 11-field
polarizatsiou, TIhe cylinder has aL duirrrnter of 2.5 mreters, and %he pulse width is again
U,364 tueters. Fig~ure It) illustrates the uragnetic field, 1i, as tire plane wave scatters
olf the Cylin~der. Again tire incident plane wave carl be seen after it has propagated
pasrt the cylirrder, The circular arc is travelling outward away fromn Ltie cylinder aud is
the upecular reflection froma tire cylirnder. Ilrr the v:cinity of the dlridow region, wherc
tile cylinder blocks tire incideilt plane wave, the circular arc is still attached to the
conrducting cyliuder and traveln around the back of tbe cylinder. This plreronumna is
!rrowrr as a. creepirng wave. Creepinrg wavesi occur much more btrougly for the Hf-field
polari'Lrttiorr because stronger surface currerrts are generated which emssntially allow
the f ield.r to rermrain attached to the cylinder.
'The lash case simrply illustrates radiation from a siuipie line &;ource ilArtcactimrg
withr two p~erfectly conducting strips. The two strips lie omm tire salue line and are 1.65
mretersr wide arnd 0.1 mneters tClick, anrd irre separated lby 0.4 mieterv. Tlhe line source
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is 2 IeCters dirCctly above the space ilnbetween the two strips. The line source has
a Gaussian pulse tiILe dependeuce with a pulse width of 0.354 meters. Iln this cas
the H-field polarization is !xasmined, anid Foigure 11 shows the magnetic field fH,. in
this figure, a uniform cylindrical wave can be seen emanating from the line source.
The reflection off the perfectly conducting strips simply illustrates how the curvature
of the wavefrunt reverse& itself. The tieldm that pass between the two strips radiate
cylindrically from the aperture illustrating slit diffractiou Vihenolena.
An additional capability of thib code is to exaluine resonant structures (e.g. cay-
iSiee). Due to the limitations of the surface plots and the iuability to illclude color
plots, it ws1 not possible to show the resonant behavior of any cavities in this paper.
One extremely useful aspect of this code is to calculate and display the fields in color
successively in order to visually produce the propagatioza of electromagnetic waves in
real time. The typical computational tune for animation consistihg of OU} timne steps
and 10O color plots is less than 1 hour on al IBM 38( petroUnaL computer. After the
FD.'I.'D computation has been completed, the actual hitmiamtion can be played back
at about 5 framies per second.
4 Summary
The FlD-TD code develuped can be used to exsmisie various electromagnetic phenuon-
e Ta. he code successfully and 6ccurately predicted the interaction betwe.a various
sources and targets. Beciause the FD-TD technique has the capability to uninimatu
pro~pmgmtioUl, dilIFrt6,tiUon ail scattering of ClcCtrUammagu!tic waves, it is well suited As
all educationad tool for students learidng electrolmagnltic wave theory.
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Figure 7: Absorbing boundary and computational domain.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC CODE FORt SOLVING STATIC AND DYNAMIC 2-D~ FIELD PROILEI;MS
ON A PERSONAL COMILUTER
Dr. Jovan E. Leharic, Mark Mellon and Jens L ngel
Rosc-Hulman Institute of Technology, 5550 Wabash Av., Terre Haute, IN 47803
"Thie Graphical Electromagnetics Code (GiEC) was developed at Rose-Ilutliman hIstitutc ot
Technology with funding front the NSF/IEEE CAEME program. Thei objective of GEC is to provide
a user friendly graphical environment for the formulation and numerical solution of general 2-D
electromiagnetic field problems including static, harmonic, and transient analysis. The code is gearted
towards being an educational tool for the demonstration of electromagnetic field principles using the
graphical capabilities of the computer to aid in the visuali7ation of field problews. However, the code
also has advanced features that make it useful as at research tool for practicing~ electromagnetics
engineers and scientists.
GLC is targeted for 286 and 386 class DOS personal computers with r-GA/ VGA gi ap~hics
capabilities, mouse, and 640k memory, but will operate on 80816 miachines as well, GIEC uses it
graphical environment with mouse and keyboard support. A field problem can be descaibed by
drawing the geometry of the problem onl the screen with the aid of a nmouse, in it manner simlilar to
some of the paint" programs common onl PC.. Thlere is support for the basic shaples such as: dot
(point source), box, fine, circle, ellipse, polygon, and pie slice. The traterials used in the geoinetty can
have arbitrary permoittivity, permeability, and conductivity.Tnmteilaedfeetaedoth
screen by color and pattern where they can be selected, moved, copied. etc. In addition, there is
support for creatinig material libraries of often used materials. Furthermore, there a several types Lit
default prototype sources to choose from including DC, AC, and transient type sources. GEC W1 itraN
the geonmetry and material files to disk in ASCII format for easy access and miodification by 31rd
parties,
The static and harmonic analysis use FD methods to solve for electric potentials oin a
regular rectangular &grids. Similarly, the transient analysis uses a Finite Difference Timne Dom-ainl
(FD.TD) algorithm to calculate the time history of the electric and magnetic field onl interlaced
("dual") regular rectangular grids ("'Yee-lattice"). The grid used for the computations is independent
of the grid used to describe the problem geometry. Thlus, it is easy to start with quick coarse solutions
to a problem and then refine, the computation grid if necessary with no nmodifications to the Iprolbliti
geometry.
Th'le computation grid is terminated by coupling the interior grid to a radiation integral
formulation for the infinite exterior region. The solution process matches the I'D (or FL)-TD) and
radiation integral equation solutions along the grid boundaty using an iterative process, In addition,
GEC also supports the use of intinite ground planes by using image theory in the different anal'yse.
THE HIGH FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC SIMULATION OF




Santa Rosa, CA 95401
(707) 577-4798 bradb@hpnmd.hp.com
In the distant past most electromagnetic analyses were carried out analytically for
canonical structures. Integral equation techniques were preferred since approximate source
distributions (current or charge) or asymptotic analyses could often lead to the dominant
behavior of the true solution, This preference endured as numerical electromagnetic codes
were developed. Differential equation based and time domain algorithms have not received
as much attention in rescaich and commercial applications. The recent significant speed
imrFrovements in readily available computers has caused a refocusing of attention toward
these long neglected techniques,
Recently, many authors have reported implementation of the Finite Element Method(FEM) free of spurious solutions I l. Commercially available software packages are
beginning to incorporate these new solution techniques. One such software package avail-
able from Hewlett Packard (HP85180A) is referred to as the High Frequency Structure
Simulator (IIFSS). This product is biased toward the solution of arbitrary two
(propagating) and three dimensional RF, microwave, and mam-wave circuits type geome-
tries.
The goal of this presentation is to present to the numerical electromagnetics researcher
the capabilities of such commercially available products. A brief history of numerical elec-
tromagnetics will be discussed to set the stage for the development of FEM algorithms. A
block diagram will be presented to inform the audience of the many technical disciplines
that constitute these numerical tools. The main focus of the talk will be the sorts of appli-
cations that have been analyzed with HFSS. The results are not just propagation constants,
characteristic impedances, and scattering parameters. In addition, any examples of the
gr-iphictl display of two and three dimensional electromagnetic fields will be presented.
These graphical displays lead both research and design users to develop a much higher
understanding of the physical solution or how the design must be perturbed to functionproperly. The types of problems that HFSS presently addressm.. will be classified and
characterized through example solutions and eomp;u-ison with measv'rements. Problems
that IIFSS does not currently address will also be presented. The advankcs in 'le imple-
mentation of the FEM to achieve these solutions will be discussed.
Groups such as ACES represent the pool of talent from which theoretical advances
will conic to further develop numerical electromagnetic tools. The talk will conclude with a
discussion of research topics that should be addressed. The applicability to general areas of
numerical techniques and the relative difficulty of these suggested topics will also be
addressed.
[1] "The Transfinite Element Method for Modeling MMIC Devices," Z. J. Cendes and J.
F. Lee. IEEE MTT-S, Vol. 36, No. 12, Dec. 1988, pp, 1639-49.
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SOFTWARE FOR ANTENNA MODELING AND RADAR APPLICATIONS
Robert J. Hancock
CAE Soft CorporationP. 0. Dox, 818
Rockwall, Texas 75087
T-he CAL Soft-Phased Array Analysis Systemn (CS-PA AS) computer program enables
students and practicing etigineers to model phased array antennas quickly, accurately, and
inexpensively using a personal computer or VAX computer system. CS-PAAS simplifies
antenna model development for the novice while offering complete flexibility and advaned
techniques for the experienced user. CS-PAAS can be- used to design and analyze spcific
phased arr ay configurations and determine perfonnariee sensitivity to cnnmponenlt tolerances
and other error sources.
The prugramn is primarily used for the evaluation of discrete planar arrays. These pill-
nar arrays represent either electronically scanned phased array antennas or sampled dish
antennaD illumlination functions evaluated in a reference plane. The program's emphiasi% is
onl speed. accutracy, and versatility with easily evaluated results. The program is in a
mo1dular structUre which allows easy incorporation of additional capabilities. CS-PAAS is
a detailed antenna simulation computer Viogramn. Written for the systems engineer. it is a
valulable tool for thre design and evaluation of phased array antenna systems.
A phased array antenna system consists of a group of subsystems which arc cam-
posed of various functional elements, such as powevr dividers-, phase shifters. and radia-
tors. In CS-P1AAS emphasis is placed onl aCCUratCly simulallting thle f~nctiunal eleenilts
heCause the SUIme functional elements are used in many phased array antennas -- only thle
parameters change. For example, most phased arrays have phase shifters but the number
of bits varies from one system to ;tnothcr.
The simulation is comprehensive. Currently, a number of different feed networks
canl be mrodeled. Tile main array can be a variety of generic shapes. A number of anmpli-
tuide tapers for side lobe conuiol are also available. The element layout and radiator type can
be- specified aind a host of systemnatic and randomn errors can be included. CS-PAAS is
ideally suited for predicting phased array performance Sensitivity to component tolerances
and other errors.
In thle paper anr overview of dhe CS-I 3AAS computer programn and its capabilities will
be provided. Followinlg that the results from seletednintenna sy stein an alyses that were
performed usin~g CS-P1AAS will be presented, Among those examples will be thle analysis
of an interfei umeter antenna systemn and an evaluation of phased ariay perfornmance sensi-tivity to coreelated phase and amplitude errors in a corporate feed power distribution net-work.
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Miarowave Explorer: An lleotromagnatias Program for the
Analysis of High Vrequency Integrated Miarostrip Circuits





This contribution describes a general electiomagneticssimulator EXPLOC1R for rectangular microstrir geometries.
The analytical formulation is based on the electric fieldintegral equation which is solved by the Method of Moments.
The general geometry to be analyzed consists of ametallization interface that is situated betwoen variousdielectric layers. The entire structure is enclosed in arectangular box. The electromagnetics code contains anautomatic generator for the current subsections which allowsthe convenient definition of the microstrip geometry. A
number of examples are shown in order to demonstrate the
effect of losses, mutual coupling and box resonances.
Introduction
Accurate characterization of passive microstrip components
is essential for the design of microwave and millimeter wavecomponents such as filters, couplers and delay lines.
Typically these circuits have been modeled by subdividingthem into functional blocks like microstrip bends, junctionsand transmission lines. Models for these individual elements
are wall developed and are readily available in circuitanalysis programs. The performance of an entire circuit isobtained by cascading the individual functional blocks. Theaccess time for the electrical characteristics of each
element is rather small which allows comple2 circuits to beanalyzed within seconds on a personal computer. In addition,the approach of cascading individual circuit elements allowsfor optimization and statistical circuit analysis within
acceptable time frames.
However, as circuit density increases certain circuitelements can no longer be treated as isolated components and
their interaction with adjacent structures neems to be takeninto account for accurate prediction of circuit performance.
A treatment of interacting elements that is based on curvefitting techniques is impractical due to the large number ofparameters associated with interacting structures. Accuratecharacterization of these cases requires a rigorous solutionto Maxwell's Equations. A number of full wave solutions have
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been developed in the past. [1-61. The analytical foundation
of most solvers is based on the integral equation approach.
The unknown represents the surface current on the microstrip
which is solved for by the Method of Moments. The evaluation
of the Moment Matrix and the solution of the resulting
linear system requires computation times that exceed run
times of conventional circuit analysis programsconsiderably.
Theory
The structure of interest consists of a microstripmetallization pattern that is situated between multiple
dirleotric substrate layers. We analyze the configuration in
a conducting box with possible lussy top and bottom cover.
The tangential electric field on the microstrip is derived
from the transverse magnetic and transverse electric field
components. For the lossy, multilayered structure the
related Green's function is derived using the immitance
approach [7]. After applying the appropriate boundaryconditions the integral equation for the electric field isfound to be-
E n11(x,y)=ZJ(x,y)-fJG(x I x',y I y')'J(x',y'lds' (1)
where J represents the surface current on the metal, Z
represents the surface impedance of the metal and G is the
associated dyadic Green's function of the geometry[7). Inthe Moment Method we employ roof top functions[8] for basis
and testing functions. Thanks to the evaluation of the roof
top functions in the spectral domain the convergence of the
double infinite series is obtained at acceptable limits.
Mors precisely, the upper limit for the summation is chosen
to be
M=2-a (2)d
where a represents the length of one side of the box and drepresents the desired spatial resolution.
An efficient technique for the evaluation of the elements of
tha Moment Matrix has been published previously [9]. The
double summations in the formulation of the elements in the
Moment Matrix are rewritten in such a form that they are
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suited for * application of two dimensional discrete fast
Fourier tr.; .,forms.
in order to alleviate the burden on the part of the user an
algorithm has been developed that computes the location of
the cuirent subsections from a minimum set of information
that is provided by the user. Instead of specifying the
location of all the current subsections, the user is only
required to specify the corners of the polygons which
describe the metalization structure. The program divides the
metalization pattern in such a way that larger subsections
are used on transmission line regions and smaller sections
are used in discontinuity areas. A sample grid for a
microstrip right angle bend is shown in figure 1. Note that
as the edges of the transmission line region are approached
the grid spacing is decreased. Also, in the discontinuity
region of tho right angle bend a higher grid density is
maintained. Due to the application of fast Fourier
transforms all grid spacings need to be a multiplo integer
of the minimum grid spacing.
Results
In order to demonstrate the application of the program we
analyzed three examples. The first case demonstrates mutual
coupling effects using a microstrip filter. A next example
shows the effect of package resonances on the performance ofa microstrip gap discontinuity. For the final example we
compute the s parameters of a losoy transmission line andcompare the results to those obtained from a two dimensionalspectral domain program (see appendix).
The circuit characteristics of the Lilters shown in figure 2
are compared in figure 3. We show the transmission of a
microstrip filter for three cases. These include the
fullwave results obtained from EXPLORER for the structures
of figure 2 and the results obtained from an idealized
circuit analysis. Vor the idealized case interaction of the
stubs is neglected. Note that the orientation of the stubs
and the interaction beiween them has a significant effect on
the bandwidth of the filtar. These effects cannot be
described with conventional circuit simulators that assume
idealized conditions e.g. isolation between various circuit
elements. For this example we used a 50 ohm line on an
Alumina substrate. The substrate thickness and the coverheight were 0.1323mm and 2.646mm, respectively. The planar
substrata dimensions were chosen to be 3.429mm by 6.985mm
and the reference planes were placed at an offset 0.889mm
from the wall. The stubs were 2.921mm long and were
separated by s-0.762mm.
The next example shows the transmission of a microstrip gap
within a frequency range where box resonances become a
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matter of concern. The transmission is shown in figure 4.
EXPLORER determtnes possible package resonant frequencies
before the structure is analyzed and for this case predicts
the resonant TM110 mode at fr - 10.343 Ghz. This situationis reflected in figure 4. Notice the perfect transmission
around 10.4 GHz which is duo to the resonant package mode.
W3 include the simulated results for the case where no
package effects are considered and the trace for this
idealized case is smooth indead. For this example we
selected a So Ohm microstrip line on 25 mil Alumina enclosedin a box of dimensions 19.02mm by 19.02mm. The gap with was
2/3 W. The substrate and cover height were 0.635mm and
3.81mm respectively.
Figure 5 compares results for the magnituda and phase of the
transmission s parameter for a loasy microstrip line using
EXPLOURE to results obtained from a two dimansional spectral
domain approach (see appendix). The agreement in the
frequency range up to 15 GHz is excellent. For the
microstrip line with w/h-l we used a 25mil Alumina substrate
with a loss tangent of 1.0. The planar substrate dimensions
were chosen to be 10mm by 6mm. The line was deembecled with
the location of the reference planes at a 2.5mm offset from
the walls. The cover height was 3.81mm.
conclusion
The electromagnetics code EXPLORER has been introduced which
is based on the fullwave solution for a boxed, multilayered
microstrip geometry. The code was applied to demonstrate the
effect of losses, coupling and package resonances on the
electrical characteristics of selected microstrip
structures. It became apparent that the application of
fullwave electomagnetics computation improves the modeling
accuracy as compared to conventional circuit analysis where
the interactions between various circuit components areneglected. The efficient numerical treatment and the fact
that modern workstation computers reach larger processing
speeds makes electromagnetics simulation a realistic option
in Microwave Integrated Circuit Design.
Appen4ix
Since the two dimensional spectral domain method is well
known and the derivation of the Green's function follows a
similar approach as used in EXPLORER, it will only be
outlined briefly.
The one dimensional curronts on the strips are expanded
using sinusoidal basis functins modified by an edge
condition term. Applying Galerkin's method along with
Parseval's theorem, we obtain a set of algebraic equations
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for the unknown current coefficients. The complex value of
beta which makes the determinant of the characteristic
matrix equal to zero is the propaqation constant.
Once the propagation constant and the expansion coefficients
are determined, the complek power flow is calculated. The
complex impedance of the transmission line is related to the
ratio of the complex power flow to the total longitudinal
current.
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Figure 1: Sample grid for a microstrip right aiigle bend
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Figure 2: MicrQstrip stub filter used to demonstrate thecoupling effect of the stubs
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Figure 3: Transmssion S21 for microstrip stub filter
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Figure 5: CQmparison of the tran'mission for a iossymicrostrip line
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A CASE FOR REALISM IN SCIENTIFIC ANIMATIONS
ZvOnlw Fazarduc,
( Czcultu;ng Ifcssor. Slatiftwd Univen•ri Califoniua
Consa•ltat to Ilcwtict..Pckurd Laborotwmieu. Palo AIto, Califontia
The author discumscs the pitfalls of scientific animations performed in two-
dimensional space. One supporling cxamplc is collitional interaction of neutral
particles. The Cjquiparltiion of CneCgy or the Maxwellian velocity distribution
cannot be expected front two-dimemnional simulations or from random selection
of the boun;c stiler the collision een if ehe energy and momentum conservation
principlcs Adi impotcd. The second supporting example is the mutual inleraction
of charged p-rticles. Neither Coulomb's law nor Gausrs Law arc satisfied in two-
dimencsional animations and pcsuliar behaviour is observed. In the futurc when"scientific animations become widely accepted as the "natuc's behavit-r their
deviation from the truth may create serious damage to the student-cxploter.
Three.dinensional animations at,: compute intensive and not very prone to
visualization. The author outlines efficient algorithms for realistic three-
dimCnsional intrackion of ncutrl and charged particles and offeru hini. for their
implementation in isunlization suftwarc package..
Demonstrations of behaviour of %utch algorithms on a UNIX workstation will be
olfered after the Lclute .
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Educational Uses of GEM. S
by
Edgar L. Coffey, III
Advanced Electromagnetics
5617 Paiomino Dr. NW
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87120
The GEMACS (General Electromagnetic Model for the Analysis of Complex Systems)
computer program is well-suited to educational uses. Students can access a wide variety
of physics techniques and solution methods from a single input format. They can
examine data in a comistent output foc-mat. The purpose of this paper is to describe
some of the :apabilities of GEMACS and its suitability to use in the engineering
classroom.
Capabilities
Version 5.0 of GEMACS is a highly integrated program that supports the more common
electromagnetic solution methods: (1) method of moments (MOM). (2) geometrical theory
of diffraction (GTD), and (3) finite differences (FD). The abundance of methods in ona
computer program facilitates its use for instructional purposes.
Method of moments supports both wire segment and surface patch elements as well as
wire-patch connections. MOM wire segments can be loaded with lumped or distributed
loads. The GTD capability supports multiple ray tracing interactions among a structure
composed of plates, cylinders, end cylinder end caps. There are no hard limits to the
number of interactions or the number of GTD modeling elements in GEMACS. GTD
elements can also be loaded with an arbitrary surface impedance if desired. Finite
differences is implemented in the frequency domain ior compatibility with the other
GEMACS modeling techniques. At present FD is restricted to interior (cavity) regions.
GEMACS also supports combinations of methods. The two most important combinations
are MOM/GTD and MOM/GTD/FD. A MOM/GTD problem contains both MOM and
GTD modeling elements in the geometry. A MOM interaction matrix is generated
among the line-of-sight interactions among the MOM elements and is then augmented
by a GTD interaction matrix obtained from ray paths that interaction with the GTO
elements of the st~ucture. This is shown in figure I.
The MOM/GTD/FD hybrid permits the analysis of multiple region problems such as the
one shown in Figure 2. The physics quantities (interaction matrix, excitation vector) are
computed for each reg;on of the hybrid problem, then boundary conditions are matched
at the aperture interfaces to obtain the total problem solution.
Code Structure
GEMACS 5.0 has been structured to that the details of peripheral files, data
management, symbol tables, and other non-engineering items are all taken care of by the
GEMACS overhead routines. This frees the user to concentrate on the problem at hand
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and not be concerned about data input formats, opening and closing devices, etc. In
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Figure I. MOM/GTD Hybrid Concept as Implemented in GEMACS.
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Figure 2. Multiple Region MOM/GTD/l*D Hybrid Problem for GEMACS.
The command language is rich with features that permit the user to simulate nearly any
problem he can conceive. Though it is not an RCS computer code, GEMACS can
compute the backscatter and bistatic RCS by using LOOP and LASEL commands with
look angle as the loop variable. Another useL can study effects of ground conductivity
on antenna performance using conductivity us the loop variab'e.
The geometry language contains the basic modeling elements of wire segments, surface
patches, GTD plates, cylinders, and end caps. GTD eloments can have apertures placed
on them so that a multiple region problem can be worked. GTD elements can also
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icontain one or more surface impedance areas. In addition to these basic elements, the
geometry processor allows CAD-like manipulation of the elements. A group of element
can be defined as a modeling entity which can then be replicated by translation,
rotation, or reflection. The result is a compact description of a structure that can be
more easily maintained than a structure described by a series of simple commands.
GEMACS also has the ability to restart in the middle of an execution. The GEMACS
checkpoint (CHIK.PNT) command saves the state of GEMACS at any point in the
execution. GEMACS can then be restored with the restart (RSTART) command and the
execution will continue where GEMACS left off. This feature permits the uWer to
correct errors without re-running an entire problem. But perhaps a more valuable use
of this feature is the ability to utilize data from earlier runs (decomposed matrices,
currents, etc.) to generate new data in later runs (different field pattern cuts). Thus an
instructor can generate the basic physics data for a class and have the students utilize
that data via CHtICPtiT/RSTART to produce the observables of interest without severely
tying up computer resources.
Portability
GEMACS is written in ANSI standard FORTRAN. As such it has been easily hosted on
a wide variety of host computers from an IBM PCJr to a CRAY mainframe, Thus the
identical code that is hosted on a university's central computer (for large problems) can
also reside on a student's personal computer (subject to export control restr:ctions) for
smaller (homework) problems. We have had no problem in hosting GEMACS on DOS,
UNIX, and OS/2 operating systems. I must emphasize that it is the same identical
source code for all machines and all operating systems.
Common User Interface
GEMACS users interface with tht code through the same command set regardless of
solution method or physics techniques selected. This provides consistency in teaching
and gives the user confidence that a particular command stream will indeed describe the
problem desired. Figure 3 shows sample command sets for MOM and GTD problems.
Notice the similarity of the inputs.






SRC - ESRC(W4tEX) DW"1._ti. R001. TEtIA-90. PHI-'0.
SOLVE ZIJtI * SRC
FLO - EFIELOCNONEX) T110. PI'0. DP.2. P2-360.
END Of CONwAwDS
S nCeACS GTa INPUT EXM*'LE
NiUFIL * 9
FAQ - 3M0.
StrINT 0TeGNOATA * trDEX
SRC - ESAC(GIDEM) OW-1.,O. R-1S. TIIETAM90. PHI-30.
FLO * EFIELOaNbIX) 11-0. P1O. DP*2. P2-36O.
EtD Of COMPAWS
Figure 3. Sample Inputs for MOM and GTD GEMACS Simulations.
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A GEMACS Control Program (GEMCOP) is due to be released in the summer of 1991.
The purpose of GEMCOP is to make GEMACS input language generation and output
results extraction even easier than it is now. For example, GEMCOP will allow the user
to extract parametric data from a collection of runs and plot those results to the user's
specifications. For instance, one user may wish to plot current vs. frequency while
another user may desire current vs. conductivity. If the data exist on the computer, then
GEMCOP will find the data, sort the data, and format them for plotting. Hence,
multiple users may make use of the same basic physics data and not have to re-run
GEMACS just because the data are scattered about among many simulstions.
Graphics Support
Though not a part of GEMACS proper, there is available a pouerful graphics processor
that works in conjunction with the GEMACS input and output streams. The GAUGE
(Graphical Aids for Users of GEMACS) package contains routines for displaying.
creating, and editing geometry inputs for MOM, GTD, and FD. There are other
routines for displaying currents and fields, including the ability to color map currents
onto wires, patches, and GTD solids, Extensive visual aids such as contouring and
skeleton plots permit the user to more easily grasp the significance of the physics results.
For example, a log periodic antenna can be run with GEMACS at several frequencies.
By color mapping the current results back onto the antenna structure, the user can see
how the longer antenna elements resonate at lower frequencies while the shorter elements
work at higher frequencies.
There are also other utilities with GAUGE that let the user define his own geometry
elenments via an extensive macro language and to even translate NEC and 3SC geometry
inputs into a form that can be displayed with GAUGE and executed by GEMACS.
Finally thete is a new graphics companion to GAUGE called MODELED (Model
Editor). MODELED among other things takes an existing GEMACS model and scales it
to other frequencies by adding wire segments and/or patches.
Summary
We feel that GEMACS is an ideal teaching tool at the advanced undergrAduate and
graduate levels. Its richness of physics, its simple user interface, and its axtensive
graphics support make it possible for students to simulate complex problems without
worrying about the mechanics of the underlying computer software.
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BLIRONIAGNTIC YIELDB AMND UMURY
Markus Zahn, James R. Melcher and Hermann A Haus
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Scienca
Cambridge, MA 02139
hbstract
The MIT course, "Electromagnetic Fields and Energy" is the first ina two semester sequence that simplifies Maxwell's equations into
their electroquasistatic (EQS) and magnetoquasistatic (MQS) forms
and takes a structured approach that leads to electrodynamics
giving a physical overv.iew while developing mathematical skills tosolve engineering problems. At first electromagnetic waves are
unimportant, yet the electric and magnetic fields are never staticwith media often introducing their own dynamics. The dynamics
allow for a wealth of lecture demonstrations to be used throughoutthe course to make the mathematical analysis take on physical
meaning. Based upon relatively simple configurations and
arrangements of equipment, the demonstrations make a directconnection between what has been analytically derived and what is
observed. Often accompanied by a plot of the theoretical
predictions that can be compared to data taken in the classroom,
they give the opportunity to test the range of validity of thetheory and to promulgate a quantitative approach to dealing with
the physical world. In cur course the lecture demonstrations aregenerally presented "live" but most of the demonstrations have also
been videotaped presenting enough overview of the theory,
documentation of the experimental procedure and data, and summarygraphics to stand alone from the textbook. These tapes are used totrain new teaching staff and for review at the students convenience
in the departmental video room and campus library and at scheduled
times on campus cable television. The undergraduate students in
the course are urged to view the videotapes as study aids before
exams while graduate students are urged to view the videotapes in
their preparation for qualifying exar . These tapes are used as




HyperCard Tutorials for Visual Electromagnetlcs
Rodney Cole & David Krull
Physics Department
University of California, Davis
Because we cannot taste, feel, or smell electric and magnetic fields, it is extremely
difficult for a student to develop an intuitive feel for the subject. It often takes years of
study to be able to conceptually arrive at a solution without using the powerful mathematics
of Maxwell's theory. This is a major contribution to the decrease in the number of students
choosing electromagnetics as a career. This state of affairs led us to develop HyperCard
computer tutorials containing animated graphics and animated derivations of equations.
The goal is to link the computed graphical solutions for various arrangements of charge
with the standard mathematical techniques. The series of HyperCard tutorials starts with
elcctrostatics and builds to cover radiation from c;harged particles. In using graphics that
students are likely to encounter in current research projects, we are building graphical
visual skills a student is likely to use the rest of his life as well as building a visual intuition
for electromagnetics. We will describe a computer simulator that is under development for
static and radiated electric fields.
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SESSION 3 - "INVERSE PROBLEM SOLUTIONS"Moderator: Margaret Cheney
fl I
AN INVERSE BOUNDARtY VALUE PROBLEM FOR MAXWELL'S EqUATIONS
Erkki Soniorsalo' , David Isaacson' and Margaret Cheney"
Department of Mathematics
University of Helsinki, liallituskatu 15, 00100 lielr~ink!
'Dlepartmenit of MathelmAtical SCIenlCes
Rtensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY 12180
AI)STRtACTI
We consider thec problem of determining Owut elect roinagnetic properties of a body froil nuea.
surenments made on the surface of tile body. We study the hill set of Mlaxwell's equations that
govern time-harnionic electric and maglnetic fluids. The unknown parameters that wee seek to rv-
conseruct from" boundary £neasuremoen ts are the miagnetic permecability pi. the electric permittivity
C and tile electric Conductivity 17. The boundary mneasuremient is exhibited in form of a bound
ar~y uaappilag, specitically the mapping fromi the tangential comnpunents of the electric field ;u the
tangential components of the miagnletic field. 71iis data call be used) to reconstruct jp. e and a
approxiniatelly, provided they deviate onily slightly fromn known couslants. We give all estimate for
the reconstruction error.
In his paper 1,21, Calder6ik considered the piroblem of determiining all approximiation to tile
electrical conidu, cvity in a bounded region it of R' front electrical mleasureniiivts made onl the
surface dil. This imptdance inwgyiny probleml hah recently been studied by a mumber of authors:
Uniqueness rebulth can be found e.g. in [91, [101, [12) and [151, and numerical reocivtructiun
mnethods have beeln disceissed in [11, (]1, [4], (F)]. 161, [7), It), (1111, 113] and [16]. lin these works. thim.
time variation of the electruinraietic lields is nheglemcted, so that the -electrit: state uf 11 is governed
by a single second-ovder elliptir partial differential equationi of electrobtatics,'
V.- avu. U.
where or is the conductivity and u i& tile electric potential. The data in the static probleum isi thle
Dirikhlet-to-Neusarni miap (or its hivermel that assignsB to each surface potential distributiou theL
corresilonditig current density (or vice versa).
In 114]. we study tk'e full set of Maxwell'b eqimatiul.. thlat govermm ti lme-llarkl~lloic electrit And
magmletic fields. The inverse problem thererore involves three un~knlown cuetlicienilts We consider thle
case in which it is a bounded dornain in K". For simiplicity, we ~assuink that it 11". L' C' boundarSy.
i.e.. each poinit of the boundary Oil has, a neighborhood t/ such that unfli is (' iboutorplaic With
the upper hal1f sapse0+'. J = (X I - X 2 , r2 ) I~ X2 0). We shiall consider time electroulagnletic fiil'tls
(E, 11) in it satisfying frequency domain Maxwell's equations
V A E - u.juH
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in 12, w > 0 being the fixed time harmonic frequency of the fields. The magnetic permeability it,
the electric permittivity e and the conductivity or are assumed to satisfy the following regularity
conditions in 12:
1,, c, crEC(?i) n C2(Ql), (2)
iLr > 0,0>0
Let P denote the unit normal vector on the surface 8Qf pointing ouLwards from 12. We seek to
recover the unknown functions p, c and a from the knowledge of the surface mapping
A :v A Elan " v A HIOn.
Thus, A is the mapping that assigns to the tangential components of tile electric field at the bound-
ary the tangential components of the corresponding magnetic field. We suggest an approximate
constructive procedure to recover the electromagnetic parameters e, j and a from the knowledge
of A. The method is similar to the distorted plaae wave afprroxitnation given by Calder6n. AM
in his work, this approximate linearization scheme is expected to work well in tile case whmere the
electromsagnetic paramneters deviate only slightly f-om constant values.
In the following, the approximate method is briefly summarized.
Assume that the coefficient functions pi,E and a can be written as
11(x) = p,0 + bj(X), C(X) = CU + 66(X), O(x) = U + bar(X),
where co, , and ao are constants, cg, po > 0 and eo > U, and the perturbations bit, bf and ba
are small. Consider first tile constant mimedium equations
V Ao = iuwpl0s
(p)
V A JI -11, .'e + aE,.
For any tER3 , ssunle that we can always filid a pair (E., H5 ) and ( 11.llý) of iolutions to the








for some a, 6, ( and a' ,3*, C" in C', where the comnplex wave wvctors satisfy the extra conditimn
Next, suppose that the complete equations (1) have a solution (E., H) of the form
E(z) = Lo(x) + bkh(x),
H (Z) = mo(t)+ aml(z),
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where (Es, Hs) is the constant medium solution (4), and 6E satisfies the boundary condition
VA 6E(x)1n = 0, (G)
and what is more, the correction terms 6E and 6H are small to first order in the perturbations
bp, be and b5, denoted as
6E(x) =(b,&,6C )
Then a btraightforward calculation gives
j .(E A 11 - A H)dS = j V.(EA ^1; - E; A )dx
j((VA E)-it -(VA 11).-E -- (VA E )-iH +(VA H).E•)dx
f f(i'~jsl.iI - iw&E.F b 4rrI >E.)dx (7)
=/a(ikbpjl4.ll, -- iwbtEo.Eý 4- 6aEe.E;)dx + V((6I,6,6o)2),
the notation above meaning that the error term iR secuud order in the perturbations bp, be ad
ho. Using the definitiou of the fields (4)-(5) together with the boundary condition (6) we obtLhln
fron (7) the formula
d(C) = fJ(ll( A oA a)-3. + A(V A ae•r ).o'( ')dS
, , "- ,..,,- + ,,,Or.)e , vdz + O((A,bta)2 ) (8)
=-•d./f• - s•to .- E + _ o, ' + O(6p•. 60o)2 ),
the hats denoting the Fourier transforms of the corresponding functions.
The approximate linearized solution of the inverse problem is obtaiued by the following steps:
(i) Fro•m the knowledge of A, compute the left hand aide of formula (b).
(ii) We show that the choice of the complex veto's a, 0l. o" and dj is not unique for a given
pair C, C'. Theirefore. we can solve for the Fourier tr"aiorms of the functions 4! and br + tbtr/,.j
in terms of the data and the residual term.
(iii) Apply the inverse Fourier transforu, to these equations to get an approximate solution fur
6;j and hE + Jar/w.
The crucial point that nakes the above linearizatiou possible is that one can prove estimated for
the error taerm that is due to the wecond order residual term O((6,h,&)2 ) in equation (8). The
error estimate obtainod in 1141 for the reconat ruction procedure is summarised in the theorem below.
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In the following, V, denotes a suiooth Wiollifier, i.e., V~ E C-00L), supp t~C Jý E 1L3 I It[ • tJAndf 'ýdx = 1. It N > 03, we writc- V'N(x) =. NPip(x/N). We, denote by # the curivointiwi product of
functions, i.e., f.~,(x) f f(x - Y)YiY~d. Under the stuouthuess asbuitiptioII (2), the convolutiou&
Ov* 6ju , 'Nj * 6c and O4 v * baare reasonahle approXaiulaLiOUS of thei perturbittioins bis , b and 40
if N is large.
Theorem. Aaisuijne that
[IL up jQ(x)j = sup h
ibs niall, and for borne it, ti < tj < I, N is a lauge ijuzeber of the order (I - YI)lug( 1/ [[I .Then
the above lin earization yields ian approxiniationi if the fujictior.x ONa * i~p. v'ý * bc and tjA * C
where the error is of the order ofuljagui~ludel IQ
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A LAYER-STRIPPING APPROACH TO IMPEDANCE IMAGING
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Impedance imaging systems apply currents to the surface of a body, useasure time
induced voltages on the surface, and from this info ination reconstruct an approximation
to the electrical impedance in the interior of the body. This paper proposes a layer-::tripping
approach to solving the reconstruction problem. The idea is to first find the imipednece
on the boundary, and then use this information to "sti'i away" the outCrmnu.t layer. Tl,
process is then repeated, and the medium is strippel away, layer-by-layer.
1. INTRODUCTION.
Impedance imaging systems apply currents to the surface of a body, measure the
voltages oa the surface, aiid front this information reconstruct an approximation to the
electrical impedance in the interior of the body [BB, GIN]. Such systems have a variety of
possible applications. The first is in medical imaging [BB, CINGS]. This arises because the
electrical conductivity and permittivity of different organs in the body are different [SK], so
an image of the electrical impedance should also be an image of the dilfiwerot organs ii. tiLn
body. A second application is in the njndestructive testing of materials. For example, a
crack in a metal has very different electrical properties fromn those of the surrounding metal.
It is therefore possible to locate cracks in metals with impedance imaging systems [ESIC].
Other possible applications are mnultiphalse fluid flow 'IXPB] amd geoplhysical prospectinig
[P, DL].
The problem can be formulated mathematically as fo!lows. We denote the electrical





We assume [IC1] that the electric potential u satisfies the boundary value problem
V. y7Vu = 0 inside the body if (1.2)
Ou--• = j onthesurfacei9Q (1.3)
For existence of a soluti-on, we need also the conservation of charge conditiou
foj = 0. (1.4)
To obtain a unique solution, we need to choose a ground or referencc potential. This can
be done by means of the condition f U = 0. 11.5)
W- may make any boundary measuremcnts we like. This means that we may specify any
j and measure the corresponding u on the boundary. The restriction of u to the boundary
we denote by v. Equivalently, we assume that we canl obtain fruit'I mcasurcments the map
It that takes j to v. We call this map the resistive map. From knowledge of .he 111ap R,
wc would like to find y.
Sylvester and Uhlmann have shown [SU] that thc map R does indeed determine Y
if tl.v body is n-dimensional with n greater than two, and in the two-dimensional case
R detemincs 'Y provided that -y is close to a constant. Nachmnia [N] used the Sylvcster-
Uhhmnan ideas to d. velop a constructive method for determining -y from R. This method,
however, has yet to be implemented numerically.
Most of the methods that have actually made images have been of two kinds, those
based on linearization and those based on optimization. One type of method based on
linearization is the backprojcction methodt [B1, SV], which is essentially an approximate
solution of the linearized problem. Another approach to the linearizcd pLoblem is to convert
it to a moment problem [CW, BAG, AS]. Detahled analyses of the linearized probleni are
given in [IC2] and [AS); limitations of the linear theory are discussed in [II] and [CIII, which
give exact solutions of the linearized problem. Examples of the optimization approach are
ICINGS, KM, YWT1. In this paper, however, we pmrsue a different niethod ([C11, C12])
that has its roots in invariant imbedding [CDK, CoK, ChK].
2. THE METHOD
First, we derive a formula that allows us to compute the resistive map in the interior
from boundary data. We then outline the layer-stripping algorithm. Section 3 contains aun
explanation of the other key idea needed.
For simplicity, we will assunte throughout that the body Rl is a disk of radius r. Our
layer-stripping algorithun is based on understanding how the resistive map R rhanga.es r
changes. 1Below, we obtain a formula for the derivative OR/Du.
We begin by extending the definition of Rt to all r:
R(m)(-y(,, ) ,)) = u(r,',). (2.1)
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W~e then, differunittatc (2.1) with respect to r:
5- (-r -5- +r R=)1 t (2.2)
Ili the second termn of (2.2), wve use the differential equation (1.2), written in polar coordi-
tia tes: a b O t 7 O 2 35,y-) +7 -q,-, + g To ) = I)=
Finially, wc inultioly the resulting equationi by 7r, use definition (2.1), mid extrtact thc
DR(r) I R(r) R(r) 0 OR(L)+ (2.4)Or '(r, 0) rF i 09 Of)0
Trids formula suggests. tile following algorithai for solving tliav inverse problem. I'No call
it a "layer-strippinig" algorit~lni because it essenitially wvorkcs by stripping away the miedium,
onec layer at a time. The admit tivi ty of oach layer is founid before. it. is strippedl away.
1) Make ineas~ureienelt R( r,j) oin the hoi tidary of tix bodn y.
2) Find -y onl thle boundary' at ru.
3) Make at finite dilffereneairpillroxitiIitj~ii to the' laycr-stripping fornm~ill (2.4): for
soon' sitoill Aý, writt,
Or (2.5)
4 ). RlhW( epac t by 7'( - A anId relentt starting with Ii tol 2.
To Comiplete the disctussion of thi s algo intI ii , wv licedu to show how to doi step 2').
3. HO0W TO GET') ON THlE BOUNDARY
There arc a iitnumble'r of ways t- I finid -7 011 the houni dary froii ft. For extuiu ]e, it
Was showni rigorously by Koh dn mel ½ iogelii is INVI midn Sylvester aiid Ubla iiatiti [S ul that
'Y and till itsn deriVa~tives On the boundary cani be obtainedl from bi ouindary nieasmaroioeiits.
Ko hn and Vogehuns dlid this 1ty appjlyin~g IMLoaiEMN, highly oscillatory boundary dat a. Soch
b-iin1dii ry (LIta is nisonsli ti %'( to vai-l ti ins iii , far froii thne lnmidt alry (see also (l1 ). This
is essenltially eqaui vabot tot t lii technuique ulsed b y SylvvSti r and U11lniaina1, Which Was
athttiii all tasymsptontic a pIsioisn of the laouiidlary ioiip 1?-'.
IHere we giv. at foriii.1 I descrit iioii of how onti inlay recover -y from the ,,ingu lar behl aviori
of the kertiel (If thle inl) R?. First, we see that t his korucl is the Grieeii's funci tion G' tlihi ied
by the following bounudary vttliv probtllem.t
\' ii V 1 (3.1)
OGMIOS (3.2)
G 0 . (3.3)
To see how G and R are related, we multiply (3.1i u, multiply (1 9) by G, subl,-acmt
awl integrate over il. This gives us
f(GV .Vu - uV. yVG) u(x), (3.4)
where x is in Q. Using and the divcrgence theorem, we obtainf (GY o - wy aG u(x). (3.5)
The first tena of (3.5), however, vanishes by (3.2) and (1.5). This leaves
u(x) = j G(.,y)j(y)dy, (35)
which shows that for x and y on Oil, G(x, y) must be the kernel of R.
The leading order singularity of G can he underqt)ood by writfing (3.1) as
-yV2 G + V.y VG = -6. (3.7)
Thus a paraametrix [G, SU] for (3.7) is Go, which satislies
YV2 G0 - -6, (3.8)
which, in the case when i is a disk, can be found explicitly:
Go(x, y) = comst.'g X - V (39)
7(X)
Thui, G can bc written
G~x,•.t = o•.log Ix - y I
G(x,!y) = eonst.----I-X - I (smoother stuff). (3.10)
This allows us to recover -y as
7(X) = Hlln const.g2 .X (3.11)
4. CONCLUSIONS"The layer-stripping algorithm has a number of possible advantages over the approx.
inmate linearizations and iterative methods that have been tried so far. First, it has no
difficulty with extraneous local minima as do optimization-type methods. Second, in lrinr-
ciplc at least, it solves the full nonlinear l)roblem. Third, the ill-posedness of thue lrobldin
appears in an explicit, isolated way. Fourth, it requires fewer computations (order L4 ,
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where L is the number of electrodes) thaa realistic optimization-type methods, which typ-
ically require order L6 operations. Fifth, it requires less storage (the matrices are L x L)
thani optimization-type methods, which involve matrices of size L x ( .
The chief difficulty, of course, stems from the fact that the inverse problem is ill-posed:
large changes in the admittivity can correspond to very small changes ia the boundary
measurements. This ill-posedness appears in the above algorithm as instability: the recon-
structed admittivity tends to oscillate wildly, and some sort of regularization is necessary.
This is not discussed here.
Below we show results of reconstructions made with this method. The following
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Figure 1. The solid line denotes the true conductivity distribution. For this con-
ductivity distribution, the boundary map R was computed analytically. This data was
then fed into the layer-stripping reconstruction algorithm described above. The resulting
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Figure 2. Tlris shows the same, conductivity distribution us in Fig. 1. Again tile
boundary data wa3 computed xmalytically, but this time .11% noise was added, The
recoustructiou is plotted with a dotted line.
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ABSTRACT
Electric current computed tomography (ECCT) systems apply electric currents to the
exterior of a body and measure the voltages that result on the body's surface. Using these
measurements as data, these systems make and display reconstructions of the electrical
conductivity and permittivity inside the body.
We will discuss a simple mathematical model for this problem. We then show how
mathematical considerations can improve the design of the data-collection aspect of LCCT
systems. Finally, we describe a reconstruction algorithmn that computes approximations to
the electrical conductivity and permittivity inside the body. We will also present images
made with this algorithm.
There are- many situations in which one would like to know the clectrical collductivity
and permittivity inside a body from measurements made on the body's surface. Such
information is useful, for example, for the detection of cracks or flaws in metals [ESIC].
The ability to obtain such information about the interior of a htuman body could lead to
the design of better electrocardiographs and defibrillators [CF, IC]. The ability to image
the electrical properties of material flowing in a pipe could lead to a better understanding
of multiphase fluid flow [XPBJ.
At present, there is only one commercial system that images the conductivity inside
the human body. This is the Applied Potential Tomography (APT) system invented by
David Barber and Brian Brown [BE]. This pioneering system uses sixteen electrodes placed
around the circumference of the body. First a pair of electrodes is connocted to a current
source, so that current flows in through one electrode and out through the adjacent elec-
trode. These two electrodes are the "driver pair". While current is flowing through thecsce
two electrodes, the voltages at all the other electrodes are measured. Then the current
source is connected to the next pair of electrodes (a new driver pair) and the voltages
measured on all the others. This process is repeated until all pairs of adjacenit electrodes
have served as driver pair. This data is then fed into a reconstruction algorithon based on
backprojoction, and a low resolution image is obtained of conductivity changes inside the
body.
One way to improve this system would be to improve its resolution. Htow can this be
done? A naive guess would be to use more cleettudes. We can see whether this will work




First we describe a model for the propagation of electromagnetic fields in the body.
Such a model can be obtained from Maxwell's equations as follows. Maxwell's equations
are
VAE=-8B (-)
VAH = J+80D (2)
V.1B=0 (3)
V. D = p, (4)
and we assume constitudve relations of the form
D - e(E,H) (5)
1 = p(H, E) (6)
J = a(E, H). (7)
Here E is the electric field, B Lhc magnetic field, p the charge density, J the current. density,
c the electric permittivity, p the magnetic permeability, and u the conductivity.
In our experiments, we will apply current densities to the boundary of the form
jsource = jsourcc(,)cost = Re{jsource(x)ew}. (8)
We therefore look for solutions E and B of the form E(x)ci' and B(x)5 1wd, Equations
(1) and (2) are then
V A E = -iwB (9)
V A H = J + iwD. (10)
Since the currents applied are small, we assume that the linear coustitutive relations
D = e(x,w)E, B = jt(x,w)H, J = or(x,w)E hold inside the body. In living tissue, Lhe
electric permittivity , the magnetic permeability it, and the conductivity or are frequency-
dependent. However, the magnetic permeability 1L is very small. If we are interested in
biological applications, we can therefore simplify Maxwell's equations by expanding all
quantities about p = 0 as
E E o + jE 1 + 142 E2 + (11)
B =BO +JIB, +p2B2 + ... (12)
Substituting these expansions into the preceding two equations (9) and (10) yields
VAB 0 =0. (13)
Since from (3), we also have
V. B 0 = 0, (14)
we conclude that BD = 0. This, in turn, when substituted togetlicr with (11) and (12) into
(9), gives us
VAE 0 =0. (15)
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is, say, the L' (01) norn' (CI]. Th' distingnuishlobili y of -Y from T bn' j is just a normnaized
iinci' rc of the difference in tile voltages (or iigini s) that would result from the application
of j to thi two different adroittivity distributions -y and r. This differeoce must be larger
than the smallest voltage difference our system can detect in order for as to be able to
distiznguish from r by j. We see from the following theorem IGIN1 that as the number
L of vie'" ,,s increases, the distinguishability decreases if one applies current only on a
filite nih . ." of electrodcs. Here we assune that all L electrodes have the same size; since
they niust II1 fit oil tfill sam10e body, tliir size A noust decrease as L increases to infinity.
Theorem. Suppose there are cesist ants a_- and ao scich that 0 < a - a < or -, 0-+i al
so;ppose 012 is Sllooth. If Ji ,, .a. denotes the ciireiint dc'asity Frouo a finite a rim ber of
,'uiirilt genri'tors ;jppli'd to L electrodes, then1
biln (jfi, ... ) = 0.
r,-~
This result suggests that in order to improve resolution by ihireasing the nuioiher of
'lcctrodes, otiit should apply current to all the electrodes. This, in turn, raises the question
if which patterns of ciur'rent are best to use. These best current patterns are described in
[I, GIN1B. To test these ideas, our group at Rensselter has designed and built an Adaptive
Current Tomography (ACT) system [NGI, GIN2]. This system applies currents through all
of the 32 or 64 electrodes attached to the surface of the body and measures the resulting
voltages. It uses these electrical measurements to reconstruct and display approximate
pictures of the elc,-trical conductivity and pernnitti'vity inside the body. The reconstruction
is nmade by the following process. For simplicity, we discuss only the reconstruction of the
conxductivity; the reconstrectious of the lermittivity is similar. Rather than recoiistructiig
the conductivity, in fie,, we reconstruct tile resistivity p, which is the reciprocal of ile
conidictivity.
Froin a, finite number of measurenments, we can only hope to obtaiii a finite number
of values of the resistivity. We assume that the resisitivity is a piecewise constatmt otf the
following form: at a point 1) in the body,
N
P(P) = E P P) (24)
n=1
where X, is the characteristic function that is one for p contained in the nth inesh elemieit
and zero otherwise. Myos' f our reconstructions are done on a mesh with N = 496 =
32 x31/2 element:. This is the maximum nuniber of degrees of freedom obtainable froin a
32-electrode system.
o a resisitivity of the form (24), we could solve (18) with boundary data given
by (20), w.,ere Ik is one of L-1 current patterns. The corresponding voltages rueasured at
the electrodes we denote by
uk(pi,.-.,PN) = (Ui(pi,., ',N),'- ' -,U(pi•, '',p,,)). (25)
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Our goal is to find Pi. 'N So that
Uk(Pl," ,N)- V', (26)
where V0 denotes the vector of measured voltages.
We do this by considering the functional
L-I L-1-I L
E(p 1,, ,PN) = IIU1(Q)--VkIls = > Z(UHP,,) - vk)2. (27)
k=1 k=l 1=)
To minimize this functional, we differentiate with respect to each variable p,, and set each
derivative equal to zero. This gives us the system of N equations
L-I L k.Orp
M (P) = .,)_.
D__ -9 ~(~p / (28)
A standard method for solving such a system of nonlinear equations is Newton's
method. Our algorithm [CINSGJ does one Newton iteration and displays the result. Be-
cause this algorithm takes only one step, it never has to solve the variable-coefficicnt version
of (18). Thus finite difference or finite clement methods are not needed. Clearly, the al-
gorithm does not actually give us r. solution of (26), but it yields useful images. Some of
these images are exhibited in the f ,urci below.
Figure 1. This shows images made of insulators in a test tank. The tank has a
diameter of 30cm and is filled with a saline solutio--. Each teflon insulator is 2211m in
diameter. ThW ^-st two rows are drawings of what is actually in the tank: the insulators
are placed 3, , 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, and 25 cm apart, respectively. The second two rows are
reconstructiomn made by the algorithm described in the text. Each image is scaled so that
the minimum conductivity is white and the maximum is black.
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Figure 2. This shows inmages of the interior of the chest of a human volunteer.
Thirty-two karaya guru electrodes were place around the chest at the level of the ,seventh
thoracic vertebra (T7). The bottom right picture is a drawing of tile interior of a human
chest at level T7. Note the locations of the lungs. The top left image is a reconstruction at
complete expiration. The top right image is a reconstruction with 1500 nil of inhaled air.
Note the decrease in conductivity in the region of the lungs. Also visible in both pictures is
a circumferential layer of low conductivity. This presuniably represcnts skin and fat, which
have low conductivity. The light spots at the bottom of each image may be ribs passing
through the image plane. The image on the lottom left is a difference image, obtained by
subtracting the top left imago from the top right one. Features that are the same in both
top images cancel out in this process, and only features that are different remain. This
difference image shows conductivity changes in the lung regions as the lmugs inflate.
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A~b7Rr
The determination of interfacial area density in two-phase, gas-liquid
flows is one of the major elements impeding significant development of
predictive tools based on the two-fluid madel. Curr•ntly, these models
require coupling of liquid and vapor at interfaces using constitutive equa-tions which do not exist in any but the w.zst rudimentary form. Workdescribed herein represents the first step towards the development of elec-
trical bqjedance computed tomography (EICT) for nonintrusive determinatioiA
of interfacial structure and evolution in two-phase, gas-liquid flows.
This paper summarizes the work accomplished to date towards the
development of electrical impedance imaging methods for use in two-phase,gas-liquid flows. The basis for the method is presented and algorithms for
implementation are described. Both Gauss elimination and modified Jacobiconjugate gradient methods are used for matrix inversion to calculate the
electrical field from a given complex conductivity distribution and knowndistribution of applied current. Results of numerical sixailations and thefirst, non-iterative real images are encouraging.
It is felt that tcurgraphic methods such as described herein will at the
least provide rapid, nonintrusive area-averaged gas volume fraction andvolume fraction profiles within a cross section, and at best yield defini-
tive data on interfacial area density, interfacial structure, and evolution,
and interfacial motions.
INTFICLIMO
Virtually all present methods of predicting two-phase, gas-liquid flowbehavior for design, optimization, and safety analyses use ccnputer-based,
two-fluid models where field equations are written for each phase separatelydescribing the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. The two-fluid
model is generally constructed by considering separately (usually with somedegree of spatial and temporal averaging to eliminate phasic fluctuationeffects) the field equations for the phases. Closure is obtained by using
Post Doctoral Research Associate2 Visiting Researcher, Energy R'osearch Laboratory, Hitachi, Ltd., Japan
SGraduate StudentSProfessor of Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics, Director--Center
for Multiphase Research
Professor of Biomedical Engineering
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appropriate constitutive equations to describe interactions at phase
bonndaries--both solid and fluid.
Reasonable descriptions are currently in hand for steady-state fluid-
solid boundary interactions because of their representation in terms of
global behavior which is readily measured. Nothing of practical value is
kwn in general about fluid-fluid boundary interactions except in the most
asmple of cases involving fixed geameitric eleawnts such as planes or
spheres. This is because of a complete lack of measu_•ement ability relative
to caxplex interfacial interactions.
Description of interfacial structure and evolution, as well as the
gradients which control transfer of mass, mnomntum, and energy at these
jAiase boundaries is the single most important key element and the challengs
for the future of two-phase flow analysis. Indeed, msasurement and predic-
tion of phase boundary structure and gradients at these boundaries is one of
the major factors impeding development of true predictive capability for
systems involving flows of liquid and vapor or gas mixtures.
There are no methods available today which allow determination of inter-
facial structure and evolution in any but the most simplistic cases. It isthe purpose of this paper to describe a concept which appears to holdpromise for determining the distribution and evolution of interfacial area
density in two-phase, gas-liquid flows.
BACNGFUUND
IWartaznc of Intrfacial Area Iuity
On a fundamental level, it can be shown that phase change is the result
of a coabtined effect of interfacial area and its evolution, and the poten-
tial gradient normal to the interface which leads to energy transfer. Both
are expected to change with time and both are equally brjtortant in the de-
termination of the rate of phase change per unit volunm in liquid-vapor
flows. Thus, both the potential and the interfacial area density must be ac-
curately specified in order to correctly specify the phase change ratas. In
addition, it can be stated a priori that the distribution of the interfacial
structure (traditionally termed the flow regime) is intimately involved with
the processes which affect evolution. At present, there are no methods to
either accurately predict or measure interfacial structure in liquid-vapor
flows.
Ibunerm±e ¶Tdwdqaw~
There are no methods which exist to date which have proven to be adequate
for general measurement of interfacial area density in two-phase, gas-liquid
flows. There are no methods known for the measurement of interfacial area
density in any other field which can be adapted to measurements in gas-
liquid flowing systems. Traditional two-phase neasurement techniques have
been sunmmarized in various ripers, monographs and symposium volumes [e.g.,
Jones and Delhaye, 1976; Hewitt, 1978; Banerjee and Lahey, 1981; and
Hetsron.i, 1982]. Many different physical principles have been applied in
making local measurements, including the use of impedarce, optical, nechani-
cal, thermal, and electro-chenical techniques. These have been adequately
discussed elsewhere and will not be reiterated herein. Whilu sawe methods
are well developed, most others are based on ad hoc application with little
understanding and application of Lhe actual physical mechanisms involved.
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Moreover, most techniques are intrusive and in some cases can substantially
affect the flows, esspecially in metastable situations.
Light scattering, chemical, photographic, and interfacial velocity
measurement methods have been proposed and/or utilized to obtain interfacial
area density. The light scatterinq method can be used only in pre-calibrated
conditions where the flow field is a dilute suspension of one phase hamo-
geneously dispersed in the other. Cheimical methods actually determine the
integral effect of the product between potential gradient and interfacial
area and can provide no definitive information on local interfacial area
density or evolution. Photographic methods are also applicable only to
dilute suspensions of generally spherical elenents, At this time, measure-
ment of int-rfacial velocities itself is extremely difficult in all but the
most simple. 1ow-spGed systems and has not been utilized for direct
determination of interfacial area density.
Electial -naac aomptd ¶T r~xu
Research in the development of EIXr has been undertaken in the geological
area [c.f. Dynes and Lytle, 1981] aid in the biomedical field [c.f. Seagar,
Barber, and Brown, 1987]. Most methods have used the resistive field because
the resistivities of relevant materials are low. To date, the best of appli-
cations applied to real systems produce a very fuzzy planar "picture" of
resistivity or permittivity variations but the results are encouraging.
Most EICT methods can be classified by the nrmter of poles used to make a
single measurement, and the method of excitation. Ir0-pole methods use only
two electrodes for both excitation and measurement whereas four-pole methods
separate excitafýlon electrodes from those used for measurement, the measure-
mant generally being a potential difference. Some feel that the four-pole
method eliminates errors due to contact resistance at excitation electrodes,
but this is not clearly a benefit [Newell et al., 1988, 1989].
Price [1979], although unsuccessful, appears to have beern the first in
tvh biomedical field to attempt obtaining impedance tcmographs using the
three-pole method but his reported work failed. Hisi suggestion of the use of
"guarding" nmwthods was followed by others, all of whom were unsuccessful
[Bates et al., 1980; Schneider, 1981; Seagar #t gj., 1987]. l-rthermore, in
the three-pole method, small voltage differences are obtained by subtracting
the measured voltages leading to substantial errors (Smith, 1985].
Contact impedance was minimized by Barter et Al. [1983] using a two-pole
method and high-impedance measurxent methods, bet results were quiteblurred. Two-pole methods were also used with little success by Dynes and
Lytle [1981] and by Starzyk and Dai [1985].
Seagar t al. [1984] contend that the blurring of two-dimensional results
in a continuously variable conservative field is due to nonzero effective
wave number (infinite wave length) of the applied signal. They show,
however. that successful reconstructions can be made for certain classes ofpiecewise constant media (sinilar to two-phase systems), and that the
process is relatively simple when the discrete zones are circular in shape.
There can be orders of magnitude differances between the sensitivity of a
given boundary measurenent to a fixed size body depending on its location.
Similar orders difference can thus occur in the eiqenvalues of the solution
matrix thereby making the inversion prblem severely ill-posed aid difficult
to solve [Tarassenko and Rolph, 1984; Murai wid Kagawa, 1985, 1986]. In
spite of ill conditioning, good results were obtained by Wexler [1985] usingj
a four-pole potential method with real domain remonstructions even where
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there were widely varying conductivities in an overall conducting nmdium--
i.e., metal and plastic stiapes in a conducting water field.
Isaacson aix! coworkers [Isaacson, 1986; Isaacson and Cheney, 1989;
Gisser, Isaacson, and Newell, 1987] described a iitetod to estimate the con-
ditions necessary to distinguish a hcmogeneous cylindrical body of one size,
centered in a cylinder of a larger size with the region between the two also
of homogeneous electrical field structure. This was followed by uR"s et al.
[1989] who also provided methods of estimating the degree of accuracy to be
obtainud with digi tal conversion of data.
Barber and Brown [1984, 1985] developed an iterative back-projection
iteLhod based on linearization around a constant conductivity. This method
was subsequently Improved upon by Santcsa and Vogelius [1988] but with mixed
results. Beck arid his co-workers (Huang, et al., 1989; Beck and Williams,
1990) have also developed back plane projection methods for analysis of gas-
liquid pipe flaws oa gas aid oil. A variational method developed by Kohn and
Vogellus [19871 is slidi lar to that of Wexler [19851 but guaranteed to con-
verge. It was sheen by Kohn aid McKenney [1989], however, to produce results
no better than those of Wexler. Murai and Kagawa [1985] used a "matrix re-
gularizatlion" nieth(d based on Akatike's information criterion and elim-inated
altogether the problus of ill-conditioning.
Yorkey, Webster, ankd 'ltxn•)kinqs (YWf') followed a different approach using
Marquardt's condit ioning method which they stated to be better than Akaike's
meethod. 'Their results appear singularly successful in inversion of two care-
fully-chusen nunurical eOX(riIKnt ; (Yorkey, 1986; Yorkey and Webster, 1987;
Yorkey, Webster, aind 'lkmnkins, 1985, 1986, 1987a, 1987b]. Finite element
nmethods were used to obtain accurato reconstrictionm in four iterations. No
reconstruction ot real situations has yet been reported and Kohn and
McKunney [1989] iidicate the Y1f tests were "biased by the nature of tJh
synthetic data. '
Very slow transient results were obtained by Brcwn, Barber, and Seagar
[1985] when a dish of ltooted saline solution was reconstructed showing the
therial patterns ot convection. Iroun caitparison of their results with
Price's estimates of resistivity (Price, 1979] it seuons that changes of the
order of 1.5-10 u-ati were easily resolved. These results also indicate that
there is a good potential for application of EICV methods to natural con
vection studies.
Finite elounet itthcxti semtn to have been singularly useful in reconstruc-
tion titugraphy of electrical filIds. Starting with the suggestions of Kim,
'ikxipkims, and Webster [1981], this work has been the l1.isC for the most
successful inversions reported on to date [Dynes and Lytlu, 1981; Mirai and
Kagawa, 1985; YorkeT (ard coworkers), 1985, 1986, 1987a, 1987b].
Yorkoy _et al. exaidned several, other methods including the pertirbation
method used by Kinm et al. [1983], the equipotential lines method used by
Barber et Qi. [1983] anda by Barber and Brown [1985], the iterative equi-
potential lines tethod (the original one proposed did not iterate), and thle
method used by Wexler et al., wad shlmilarly by Kaohn and Vogelius [1987] (ie-
ferenced by YWI'). Of the fivtŽ methodus tried, only the YWI fethod converged
to zero error in overall resistivity, and seeted to obtain the correct
result locally, in spite of the tact that they only utilized adjacent elec-
trodes for excitation--a plattner guaranteed to produce the nost difficul.t
probletas with sensitivity. Other methods either did riot converge or con-
veyged with some error.
On a conpletely separate track, Newell, Gisser, and Isaacson and their
coworkers at Rensselaer have been developing the multi-pole current
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distribution (MPCD) method. This method has resulted from mathematical
analysis showing the "best" application of electrical current in a radially-
symmetric system to be sin(ke) and cos(ko), k=l... K where K is half the
number of circumferential electrodes [Gisser et al. 1987; Newell et al.,
1988, 1989; Fuks et Al., 1989; Isaacson and Cheney, 1989; Cheng T al.,
1989]. This distribution is optimum in effect because at any instant all
electrodes are simultaneously excited and the total input current is the sum
of individual electrode-pair currents thereby increasing the sensitivity and
decreasing the effects of noise in the system. Results on two-dimennional
electrode arrays without iteration (NOSER method) are quite fuzzy but are
the equal of others described in the literature.
AMALYSIS
IkxaswLructALw1 IMeUwci
The best iterative method to present rapid convergence (Yorkey' s
resistive network or YWT method) is being extended to coplex reactive
networks. The caigitational lgical includes two parts. The first part is
the forward problem which is used to generate a voltage distribution using a
given distribution of coplex conductivity. The second part is the inverse
probles which uses the simulated (calculated) experlmental boundaiy voltages
in ca•mariuon with the measured values to reconstruct the conductivity/
permittivity distribution.
The theoretical basis for the algorithm is given as follows. The steady-
state governing equation for the voltage distribtition within the
inhcsrgeneous and isotropic field is given by Laplaces's equation:
(1) V • (oVv) = 0
Finite element methods (M) are utilized where they are nodalized by
squares. It is assumed that each square has constant ccaplex con-
ductivity/peraittivity a. it is known that this method converges to the
exact solution where the element size becomes infinitesimal.
The kI4 is defined for a reactive network (Fig. 1) as W - C, where Y is
the N x N indefinite admittance-matriz, and V and C are N x P matrices. The
other parameters are defined as
N : the numer of the total nodes.
P : the numter of the current excitations.
M : the nunter of total elemnts.
E : the number of measured electrodes on the periphery.
For the given conductivity/permittivity, the adnittance-natrix can be
calculated by the assumptions of linear shape functions in the finite
element analysis. Thn the matrix representation is
While V represents the voltages o. the n•os both inside and on the
periphery of the body, only the voltages on the periphery can be measured.
A transformation T should be made to pick up the calculated voltages on the
periphery from the calculated voltages matrix Vx to form a new vector
•.1 The measured voltages on the E electrodes wfth P current excitationsare collected to form the matrix V , which V0 is also a vector. Thermare errors between the CalGula m1i VUmLaee J,1 c, Ajas.ured vlta
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Figure 1. Schematic of an 8 8 Iexp edancs network.
V.whe, on the measured electrodes.s • calar erior f nction is themt defitL-c-d aB
(2) 0 = (t/')(f -K )T(f - Vo
In order to get Q-.h minimum error, the derivative of 0 relative to a
should be zero. 'Mus,
where f df/da. Thw quantity can be expressed as a Taylor expansion as
(4) 0" = 0'"(C;K) 4.0 (UK) V(UK)
'Tne~fore,
(5) •K _• o~- ,(K
where
( 6 ) 1" ." (O K )[ f ( UK ,' _ W 0
and where
(7) -- (UK) E [j- (.,K)] T .f ).
The corrections to a K can be obtained after every Iteration, until the
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Figure 2. Typical convargenu of error fulction for square-array k124,
with real conductivity.
A conple.x gecinistry will need many currant excitations and so the matricesrequired in the inversions can be very large. Since the forward ccRa[utation
of the field potential for a given complex resistivity pattern involves in-
version of a sparse matrix, Gausslan elimination methods used are computa-
tionally expensive. Thus, the Jacobi conjugate gradient (JOG) method similar
to that described by Carey and Oden (1984) has been utilized for real dcmain
inversions. In the case of a matrix having elgonvalues separated by orders
of magnitude, preconditioning is obtained by pre-multiplying with the
inverse of the diagonal of the original matrix. The JOG mothod is both
extremely fast and absolutely convergent for positive definite matrices such
as are anticipatad in this problem. Since it is not necessary to calculate
and store zeros in the matrix, the computational CPJ time is decreased
substantially.
The accuracy for both methods are similar. liestenes and Stiefel (1952)
have shown that if the conjugate directions are chosen as the unit basis
vectors, then the conjugate gradient will be equivalent to Gaussian
Elimination method. Round-off error can also be corrected in the JCG
algorithsn.
N ical
Srqzaxv-slit O•xkwUve array. Implementation of the method using
square elements in the resistive mode only indicates that convergence is
very rapid. As shown in Fig. 2, the error function (Eq. 12) for an 8 x 8
array converges to two significawt figures occurs within 4-5 iterations in
100
agreement with the results of Yorkey (1986), and within 1 part in 10i within
12 iterations where the contrast ratio is as large as 10,000:1. Aitken's
method is also used to improve convergence speed more than a factor of 3.
(Aadwilateral--elemet arrays. An autoaeitic, quadrilateral-grid, mesh
generator was added to convert simulations of arbitrary geomeetries to
equivalent square element arrays. Figure 3 shows the iteration sequence
results for a 25-element body having a central element of high resistivity
and surrounding elements of low resistivity. Gauss elimination was used to
perform matrix inversions. The small square patterns are used to visually
represent the degree of variation in resistivity. The dense pattern
represents material with high conductivity and low resi.tivity. The less
dense the fill pattern, the lower the conductivity. This selection was used
since, with air/vapor and liquid systems, the air regions are called"voids." The last iteration shown is that after which no visual detection of
changes can be made.
Figure 4 shows the variation of error function with iteration is not
uniformly convergent. Nevertheless, convergence within 10 6 is obtained for
contrast ratios up to 100:1 within 15 iterations and convergence was
obtained with all contrast ratios tested up to 105 :1 in the real case.
However, using Gauss elimenation for the case of complex conductivities,
convergence could not be obtained for contrast ratios much over 100:1 and
the results are erratic and not well understood at this point. However, it
appears that part of the problem is associated with distorted quadralateral
elements where angles becuoi quite obtuse or acute. It is expected that
inmplemntation of the J3G method for inversion will substantially alter this
picture.
The relatively rapid reduction in the nunmerical value of the errnr
function does not, however, tell the whole story. Figure 5 shows the local
error for central, middle-ring, and outer-z-ng elements as a function of
iteration. Convergence in this case is not quadratic and significant local
error can exist even with very low error in 0. Furthermore, the elements
farthest frao the boundary are the slowest to converge due to the low degree
of sensitivity to boundary effects.
Figure 6 shows the iterativo sequence for a 64-element, near-circular
body having a ring-shaped region of high resistivity with contrast ratio of
3:1. Note that the starting pattern is of uniform conductivity, identical to
that shcwn in Fig. 3. Convergence results are similar to those for the 25-
element body. Note that while only 11 iterations were required for "visual
convergence," in Fig. 3, 15 iteration.s are required in this case.
Figure 7 simulates a case where liquid hugs the wall of a pipe and gas
occupies the central region, again to a resolution of 64 elements. The
starting pattern was Identical to that shown in Fig. 3. It is seen that the
oeter ring of low resistivity material converges rapidly due to the high
sensitivity of electrode reaction to nearby material whereas the central
core zones take approxizmatoly 25 iterations for visual convergence.
The results shown in Fig. 8 are. for a relatively random arrangement of
the two resistivities resistivitles in a circular, 64-element array. Again,
25 iterations are required for visual convergence of the pattern. Global
convergence is conpared in Fig. 9 for this case (Case 1) and those shown in
Fig. 6 (Case 2) and Fig. 7 (Case 3). All three cases are for the 3:1 real
contrast ratio. It appears that the more complex the pattern, the more
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Figure 3. Iteration patterns for a 25-eleiient, quadrilateral array.
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Figure 4. Global convergume for a 25--elunant qupadrilateral array havingonly real cugxhKtivity ccaoniMnts.
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Figure 5. Lccal convarqgwv'e for a 25-element quadrilateral array havim,
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Figure 6. Iteration patterns for a 64-element array of quadrilateral
elements having only real conductivi ty elements.
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Figure 7. Iteration patterns for a 64-el•eit. array of quadrilateral
elements having only real cuolducti\ ity elements.
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Figure 8. Iteration patterns for a 64-elewrit arcay of quadralateral
elemits having only real coirductivity elements.
Pandcui pattern, 3:1 contrast.
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Fnigure 9.Gofbal elnerical fo iseanc4el n tc g aphicildage obainray usving
sinusoidal current excitation patterns axxl complex conductivity invearsion is
shown in Fig. 10 (NDSM mothod, Newell ot al., 1989). "oe test gecinetry used
is a rather shallow, tvm-dimensional bath 500-sin In diameter. Water fills
the dish to a depth of approximately 12 mmn except for an empty, 50-sm-
diasmuer beaker placed in the center of the dish.
The NOSR method, desc'-ibed elsewhere in this meeting, is a noni~terative
reconstruction which uses exact solution, of the uriform field problem and
exact computation of the first correc-tions in the iterative process. Results
are shown in Fig. 10(b) where the darker regions are higher impedance
associated with air. it is expaected that with improved sensitivity
algarithins and iteratio~n, the reconstructed image will be much improved. The
results show that it is clearly possible to separatsly identify large separ-
ate regions of ga&H-phase surrouwsied by water in a large geametry. What must
yet be shown is if the inverse is true--sepaate water regions surrountled by
air. Also, the capability for discrimination in smaller overall geanetry
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Figure 10. Ex&wV1e of electxical Iinodackce reconstruction in an air
water systemI using noniterative, cmviox coiiiuctivity ~muLhxxk. (a) gaaaatry
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A method of using electrical impedance for imaging of two-phase fluid
distributions using inverse comrutational methods has been discussed with
the following conclusions.
1. It has been shown that the internal distribution of complex
electrical bipedance can be determined within a body by using only boundary
excitation and muasurwvnt.
2. Square-element k114 modeling of a resistive body allows iterative
convergence to 1% within 4-5 iterations and within 0.01% within 12
iterations for all contrast ratios up to 105.
3. Quadralateral-element, adaptive grid, k'2. nMdeling was slower to
iterate and more sensitive to resistivity ratio, perhaps due to the presence
of highly acute or obtuse angles distorting the equivalent square-elaewnt
conductivity. Local error in a given element was shown to be considerably
slonr to converge to a reasonable error. Elaeents farthest from the
boundary showed slowest convergence, and more compiex situations appear to
require more interations for convergence.
4. Complex contrast ratios as large as 102 were found to convarge
using Gauss elimination for matrix inversion. Situations with larger
contrast diverged.
5. Application to a practical, laboratory situation shows that even
without iteration, reasonable results can be obtained for ccaplex
conductivity fluids.
5. Considerable development effort remains before the method will be
of gen•eral utility for two-plhse, gas-liquid flows.
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A Area (flow area if not subscripted)
G Mass flux
i EnthalpyJ Square root of (-l)
n Unit outward normal on the surface of a region
j Heat flux
t Time or generalized Jacobian nntrix
v Velocity
V Volume




4) Flux of conserved quantity
S Gee, alized state equation
l09
r Volumetric source term
0 Intensive conme-.ed quantity
p Density
0 Surface tension or conductivity
T Stress tensor SFrequency
at~cripa audxi 4~wecri*s andi OtIwm
fg Saturated liquid-vapor difference
i Interfacial
k Refers to phase-k
£ Liquid
r Relative (between liquid and vapor)
s Refers to surface at interface
v Vapor
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The Signature Prediction Tools software package' in the part of the Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) prediction Tool (SarTool) that generates radar signature
predictions of objects such as ground vehicles and aircraft. SarTool employs the
geometric representations of these objects and the parametric descriptions of
senzors to calculate the full polarimetric, complex-valued radar signature data
of individual scattering component. through the use of physical optics models
of radar backicattering. SarTool is a major component ir a model-based vision
concept of conAtructing synthetic SAR images of objects and comparing these
images with actual sensor data of the real objects for target identification.
This paperl presents a technique to validate the individual scattering corn-
ponents of SarTool. The technique consists of using SirTool to calculate the
signature data of primitive radar targets which are constructed from the scat-
tering components and then comparing this data to the scattering data of the
well known physical optics (PO) equations for these radar targets with the same
input parameters. Thes targets consist of flat platesi, right dihedral and square
trihedral corner reflectors, and tophats. The results of the validation show close
agreement to the PO equations for the circular plate target, the scattering com-
ponents consisting of the double bounce tophat, triple bounce trihedral, and
single bounce magnitude for the rectangular plate.
tSenser Algorithm Res-arch xapert System. Contvact F3364T-87-C-1404, The Ansiyt•€
Science Corparation.'This os..wcbh In epoemored by WRflO/AARA WPAFHI OH
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2 Introduction
The only target recognition system currently in use is the human which em-
ploys photo or televisior, visual imaging systems to discern targets from the sur-
rounding terrain. The limitations of a human targAt recognition system when
presented with images generated at wavelengths other than optical frequencies,
produce a requirement for an automatic target recognition system which is a
part of the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) or infrared imaging systems. A
proposed automatic target recognition system for SAR systems employs a com-
puter program that compares an unknown SAl image to a database of SAR
target images to find a match. The problem with this system is the acquisition
of the target image database.
A proposal to solve this problem is the Model Based Vision (MBV) concept,
which is based on the caiculation of synthetic SAR target image didplays by a
computer program that simulates the SAR sensor and the target/background
radar returns. The first part of the MBV system is the construction of a three
dimensional computer model of a radar target by a solid modeling computer
aided design (CAD) package. This model is constructed of radar reflectors
from a list that consists of single bounce reflectors; flat plate, cone, ellipsoid,
ogive, and torus, as well as multiple bounce interactions; d:hedral, trihedral,
tophat, and cavity. From the model, which is a database of reflectors and their
position, a computer program calculates the polarimetric complex radar cross
section (RCS) in matrix form with respect to the angles from the SAR sensor
position for each of these simple reflectors. The RCS is then used to calculate the
magnitude and phase of the response of each reflector and places this response
on the SAR image with respect to the range and range-rate coordinate frame
17]. This synthetic image is a database entry of the target model at one aspect
angle. A target image database is then constructed from the computer models
of all possible targets by calculating synthetic SAR image for a multitude of
aspect angles.
The one key requirement for the success of the MBV concept is the ccrrect
implementation of the physical optics (PO) equations for the single and multiple
bounce reflectors. This paper validates the implementation of the polarimetric
PO equations in tht Signature Prediction Tools noftware package for a seL of
simple radar targets consisting of flat plates, dihedrals, trihedrals, and top hats.
3 Validation
Since the procedure for validating radar targets has not been defined explicitly
in the radar community, this validation effort is limited to:
1. P0 Equations. The research for validating the PO approximation for the
simple targets has already accomplished by many researchers. These P0
equations ([], [3], (4), [2], [5), [1] are encoded in FORTRAN programs that
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generate data in the form of RCS and phase vs. aspect angle for differing
polarizations for the primitives listed above.
2. SarTool Data. Primitives in SatTool are :onstructed to duplicate the
parameters in the PO equations data set. The resulting data from SarTool
will be presented in the same format as the PO data.
3. Analysis. The pl )ts of the PO and SarTool for the same polarisation
are superimposed. This technique shows the similarities and differences
between the P0 equations acd the SarTool implementation for the samc
input parameters.
4 Results
The orientation and conventions of the sensor viewing angles are shown in fig-
ures 1- 4. Figures F and 7 show that the PO equations for the RCS of these flat
plates agree perfectly with the SarTool calculations. Figure 6 reveals diffcrences
in the phase calculations in SarTool for the rectangular plate when complared
to the PO equations. The dihedral RCS plots in figures 9 and 11 also reveal
differences in the implementation of the PO equations and SarTool. The eleva-
tion viewing angle (0 = 55.0 degrees) corresponds to the maximum response of
a square trihedral, Figures 13 and 15 show a near perfect agreement in the PO
and SarTool equations for the trihedral. The tophat plots in figures 17 and 19
show a sizeable difference in the SarTool response and the PO equations. Inves-
tigation into this problem reveals that SarTool does not add the single bounce
response of the base of the tophat to the rest of the scattering components.
5 Conclusions
This paper presents the preliminary work in the validation of the SarTool com-
puter package. The conclusions of the validation of the primitive targets are
presented for SarTool version 7.03.
-. 1 Flat Plates
The analysis on the rectangular and circular plates shows that the RCS and
phase of the circular plate agrees with the PO equations available in the lit-
erature. The phase characteristics of the rectangular plate do not agree with
the PO equations, but the magnitude does agree. This difference in the phase
especially at the broadside aspect angle reveals a possible problem with the




The analysis of the dihedyal at the maximum return angles 0 = 90 (89.9) decrees
and t = 45 degrees agrees with the PO equations. The differences in the RCS
and phase plots can be attributed to the addition of the two rectangular plate
responses which have incorrect phase relationships to the double bounce dihedral
response.
5.3 Trihedral
The response of the trihedral at maximum response angle d9 = 55 degrees shows
very close agreement in the plots of SaxTool and P0 equations for the RCS for
phi angles from 12 to 78 degrees. At this theta angle and phi angles, the triple
bounce trihedral scattering response dominates the total target RCS. These
plots reveal an agreement in the triple bounce equation implementation for
SarTool. Once again, the phase relationship of the fiat plate$ combined with the
three double bounce dihedral responses and the triple bounce response results
in the small disagreement of SarTool and PO calculations.
5.4 Tophat
The failure of SarTool to calculate the flat plate response of the base disc of the
tophat results in big disagreements with the PO equations. The section of the
RCS plot where the double bounce tophat response dominates reveals a general
agreement of SarTool with the PO equations. Further study of this problem is
also required for a validation of this primitive.
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Abstract
This paper describes the transformation of serial computer codes for
use in a concurrent processing environment, with in-progress results of the
specific task of porting the NECPSC sequential FORTRAN source code
to the intel iPSC' 9 /2 and iPSCG/860 hypercubes. Improved efficiency
and effectiveness should result from the use of concurrent processing on
multiple processors. The sequential code is examined and modified in
stages in an attempt to minimize the changes to the program interface
and output, while maximizing performance. At each step of the transfor-
mation, the modified code is executed, efficiencies compared to those of
previous steps, and effectiveness compared to VAX serial benchmarks.
1 Introduction
The Air Force is conducting research into quicker, more cost effective methods
for predicting the electromagnetic scattering from complex objects of interest.
One of the computer codes currently in use is the Numerical Electromagnetic
Code - Basic Scattering Code (NECBSC)I. This code was developed for the
VAX minicomputer and written in FORTRAN-77 for portability to most stan-
dard mainframe computers. However, even on potent mainframes, any but the
simplest of problems takes considerable execution time (-hours), at a relatively
high cost. This research centers on the modification of the NEOBSC for exe-
cution by a distributed processing computer. Before we examine this specific
pkoblem, we need to examine the generic problem of porting existing serial code
to concurrent procesing environments.
"This work is sponsored by Jeffrey L. Fath of the Target Recognitlon Branch at the Wright
Laboratory(WL/AARA), Wright-Fatterson APB OH
'NECBSC was developed by R.J. Marhefla and J.W. Silvestro of the Ohio State UlnivesiLty
ElectroScience Laboratory, Columbus OH.
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2 Concurrent Computers
Characteristics of the target computer have a large impact on the approach
taken for decomposition of the source program. Concurrent processing com-
puters come in many varieties. Single instruction, multiple data (SIMD) com-
puters have multiple processors each with identical code, % arking on different
data elements iii "lock-step". These machines are very appropriate for problems
involving matrix/array solutions such as finite-difference methods where each
processor would calculate the results for a single location in the grid. Multiple
instruction, multiple data (MIMD) computers have processors which may op-
erate independently on different parts of the problem and/or different parts of
the data.
When Lhe computer has a single block of memory addressable by all of the
processors, it is referred to as "shared-memory". Each processor :an freely
exchar-t data with the others through the intervening memory. This type of
architt .ure lends flexibility to the programmer at the expense of hardware com-
plexity/cost and fixed overhead due to memory contention and address decoding
time. When each processor has a dedicated block of memory to which it has
exclusive access, it is called 'distributed memory". This architecture is simpler,
but may require data to be passed between the processors via messages, im-
posing overhead. The distributed-memory architecture is appropriate for tasks
that involve routines with large amounts of processing relative to data sharing.
Given a distributed memory MIMD computer, the physical interconnection
topology of the processors has a large impact on the suitability of the machine
to the task. Each processor can be connected to all othera, but ill complexity
of the hardware for even tens of processors is irpractical. A f_ nterconnec-
tion scheme where each processor can communicate with each ol four neighbors
is ideal for two-dimensional problems, but communications in a problem with
three or more dimensions become burdensome. The hypercube is a compro-
mise architecture with a high degree of flexibility. A hypercube of dimension
d has 2d processors nodes each connected to di neighbors. This interconnection
scheme becomes unwieldy when the dimension exceeds eight (256 nodes) or so.
Stated without proof: the hypercube architecture has considerable flexibility in
mapping the processrs to dilffereiit types of problenm-spaces[2, 49].
3 Program Decomposition
From a user's point of view, a vectorizing compiler is the simplest way to adapt
an existing program to run on a concurcent computer. The details of the con-
.O .1 arhde n f ,rl 460m .the Usb. b ...te --- 1 -. "6c.r MI., att ltem,,,pts
to ideutify sections of the code that are appropriate for predetermined forms of
roncurrent computation. Some experts believe that vectorizing compilers pro-
ducp code that is more efficient than that of skilled programmers [6, 237]. This
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may be true for the limited concurrency of multiprocessor computers such as the
Cray XMP, but a compiler cannot make the sweeping changes that a program-
mer could implement for more complex architectures [2, 27], and a compiler does
not generally run a program with actual data, and this can affect performance.
There are two basic methods of manual program translation: domain decom-
position and control decomposition. Domain decomposition consists of loading
identical programs on each node and segmenting the data among the proces-
sors, allowing each to perform the taWk on part of the data. This method is
particularly effective when there are loops in the serial program and the data
in each loop is not dependent on the results of earlier iterations of that loop. If
there is no need for interprocessor communication during the calculations, the
overhead is minimized and high efficiencies are achievable. Presuming one has
a very large data set, one attempts to divide the data into equal sections and
map each to a different node. This also would seem to be the correct approach
when the data-set is small, but the data-transfer time to load different data sets
may negate any parallelism gains, resulting in an inefficient configuration.
Control decomposition consists of dividing the program into sections, and
putting different code on each processor. If there are multiple data to be pro-
cessed, a pipeline can be effected, allowing concurrent processing and speedup.
However, because a large data set must pus through all the nodes, there is a
communications penalty which negates potential speedup unless the computa-
tions are very time-consuming relative to the data-passing required.
Once control-decomposition is chosen, a problem can be mapped to the
nodes in two fundamental ways. The first is a static configuration, where all the
routines are divided among the nodes and remain fixed throughout the lifetime
of the program. The second is where "slave" nodes are loaded with programming
and data as needed by one or more "master" nodes. This type of configuration
is most appropriate when the selection and order of execution of the various
pieces of code cannot be determined until run time, especially when all the
routines cannot be loaded on a node simultaneously due to memory constraints.
The master-slave approach i. one of the fundamental forms of dynamic load
balancing.
There are many tools available to aid in the decomposition, analysis, and
evaluation of parallel programming efforts. One tool which assists in FORTRAN
code conversion is FORGETM, an analysis tool available from Intel/Pacific-
Sierra Reseaich Corp. FORGETM creates a database of program and data
entities and displays them in coherent formats to the programmer/analyst (3].
Other tools range from conventional automated flowchart creators, to sophisti-
cated concurrent visual debugging systenms [51.
Debugging concurrent programs is quite a bit more difficult to accomplish
than ordinary sequential programs. Since different processes are occurring si-
multaneously and independently, it is possible to have a properly executing
program give different answers on consecutive runs using the same input data.
This is because the processors could be finishing in a different order after each
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Irun or they could be finishing at the same time and competing for communica-
tions bus permission, the transmitted data simply arriving in a different order
for each run. If the order of results is significant to the algorithm, "random"
results may occur. Thus, in a complex problem, little can be directly deduced
about the specific causes of a case of erratic behavior. The difficulty of the
problem is further complicated by a manife.station of the lleisenburg uncer-
tainty principle. Trying to actively record the behavior and timing of system
events influences the results obtained. Passive event-recording systems are rel-
atively non-intrusive and available, but they only store limited amounts of data
[5, 594].
4 Measures of Merit
There are four major standards that will be used to evaluate the desirability of
this concurrent processing implementation: speedup, efficiency, accuracy, and
relatibe cost-efficiency.
Speedup is the ratio of the execution time in the sequential implementation
to the fastest parallel implementation (n nodes) and therefore is a measure of
merit of the success of the concurrent implementation vs the serial version (nor-
mal maximum- n). Efficiency is speedup divided by the number of processors
used. Efficiency is the proportion of time that the average node is spending to
further the task at hand, relative to the serial implementation, with a theoreti-
cal maximum of 1 (which requires a speedup of n), Computationally idle time
during overhead/message passing functions degrade this result.
Accuracy is used in a normal subjective sense. In general: does the im-
plementation produce results that match the actual RCS? For the purposes of
these investigations, accuracy refers to the number of digits of accuracy, rela-
tive to NECBSC run on a VAX computer. Relative cost-efficiency is speedup
normalized by the ratio of the operating (or purchase) costs of the computers
being compared.
5 Generic Porting to MIMD Computers
The first task in porting a program to any computer is to understand the prob-lem. On concurrent computers, the structure of the code and data is espe-
cially important. As discussed earlier, different combinations of data and code
topology require different decomposition approaches. The previously mentioned
FORGETM analysis tool is a suitable analysis tool for FORTIL•AN source code
destined for Intel hypercubes.
Based oii the code analyses, target computer architecture, and other less
tangible factors one chooses a basic form for the decomposition (control or
domain) and proceeds. As alluded to previously, control decomposition is nor-
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mally used when there is little independence among the various data elements,
the routines used for a given element cannot fit in the available memory, and/or
the routines used vary depending on the data input. Domain decomposition
is more appropriate for situations where different data elements may be pro-
cessed independently, and the routines called are similar (or they can all reside
simultaneously in each node's memory).
Given a generic decomposition method, in general, a host routine must be
written which loads the node routine(s) and pawses the input and output data
to/from the individual nodes. The routines from the serial code must be di-
vided, and control routines added to control the timing of their execution, the
receiving and sending of data, and error handling. Extreme care must be taken
to understand the changes made, or erratic results may occur which have no
apparent cause,
6 The Task
The Air Force hItitute of Technology and the Wright Laboratory have Intel
iPSC)/2 and iPSC(@)/860 hypercubes. These computers are based on up to
128 interconnected nodes consisting of: an Intel 80386 or i860 microprocessor,
a numeric coprocessor, a separate communications processor, and 8-16 Mbytes
of memory. Each node can operate as an independent, self-contained computer,
autonomously perfurrming as many tasks as its memory will allow. In addition,
it can communicate with its neighbors through the communications procesor
and interconnection network. This allows it to coordinate its activities, share
data, and, if necesary, load/execute new programming in order to work on a
different piece of a given problem. This hardware allows flexibility and high
total through ,ut while maintaining relatively low cost.
The iPSCs 's nodes are also connected to a "front-end" 80386-based com-
puter. The hoat has the responsibility of sending programming and data to each
of the nodes, collecting any returned data, and serving as the conduit for all
communications between the nodes and external entities such as the uuer, disk
drives , and other computers.
On the iPSC(), if a node needs to use data that is resident on a different
node, it must first request the data. Then tWre possessing node must explicitly
receive and interpret the request, and be programmed to retrieve and send the
requested data back to the requestiag node in a like manner. The requesting
nodi mest, again, explicitly receive the datA [1, 32]. The overhead incurred in
setting up an appropriate data-link can be a hundred times longer than the time
for a typical aequential FORTRAN statement execution.
The code to be modified is NECBSC, a high-fiequency scattering code ini-
tially written to evaluate antenna placement on the space station. As such, it
allows multiple objects, antennas, and radiation sources to interact. It makes
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Figure 1: Block Diagram of NECBSC
froin specified angles, or can compute antenna coupling. The code traces the
path from each far-zone receiving direction backwards through eaih poninlescattering path to each of the sourc~es. It also has the capability to measure the
total near-zone. fields for a series of points along a specified path through s5pace.
Antenna coupling is accomplished similarly with the receiver antenna defined
in ternau of its free-fieda antenna pattern, the intensity of the fields arriving in
a given direction modified by the appropriate gain. Shadowing is taken into
account, and diffraction terms are calculated to smooth discontinuities.
Tho NECC•,SC code iW organized with a lengLhy input parsing routine followed
by a computation section composed of a series of nested do-loops, with the outer
loops varying the pattern points. Inner loops calculate all the relevant scattexing
terms for all of the objects and sources. A block diagram is included as Figure 1
[4, 24]. Input is from a disk file conttining two-letter command codes, followed
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by the required data for that object, pattern, choice, etc. Multiple "runs" can
be stacked in the input deck to allow unattended continuous computing Output
is normally tabular in format with header information which echoes the inpui.
deck ii: a presentable format. This standard output can be sent to the screen,
printer or disk. Optionally, a file of plot data in a standard binary form can be
selected.
Given the iPSC( computers as the target environment and NECBSC as
the software to be translated, the task is to distribute the problem among the
processors such that the processors are efficiently and continually tasked (max-
inium efiiciency), with a minimurn of modification to the inherent structure of
NECUSC and maintaining the program accuracy and interface.
7 Methodology
For this task, an incremental approach to modification is indicated, in order
to minimize the potential for introducing errors into the algorithm. After each
successive stage, several of the test cases provided with the NEC13SC docu-
mcentation are executed and timed for comparison. The generic stages of the
aInalysis/modificatioi are shown below:
"* Hun sequentially on VAX &. iPSC@ host.
"* Run sequentially on single iPSCO node.
"* Develop host control program.
"* Incorporate node timing routines.
a Divide domain by sweep angle, output data into n files, poutprocess
multiple data files on host.
Optional, depending on previous performance:
* Output individual lines of data via messages, concurrent insert sort on
host,
* Burst transmit output data, sort on host or free node.
* Passive balancing - rotation of starting index between nodes.
* Overt load balancing: Mensage sent on node completion, free node works
backwards on working node's data, etc.
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8 It-Progress Results
The serial NECBSC code compiled and ran successfully on a VAX, the iPSC(D/2
host, and a single node of each of the /2 and the /860 computers. The only
anoomalies were that the timing routines were incompatible with all these coin-
puters, and the iPSC -5/860 32 bit precision is beLter than the VAX example
runs in the documentation. Formal timing runs will be completed when the
basic parallel implementation is operational.
An attempt to analyze NECBSC with FORGE"M was disappointing. The
manual claims it is compatible with ]FORtR1AN 77, yet will not allow the in-
clusion of data statements with complex arguments-which are allowed by all of
the compilers used to date. The offending routines must be excluded ot modi-
fied to conforni to FORGETM F77 before a database can be created. Even so,
F1OR1GEIO( Ihas another bug that causes a core dump when processing some of
the larger NECBSC files (6 files, largest; 2181(B), presumably somehow related
to the code length or memory requirements.
The basic host prograin development is almost complete, with run-time user
input for the name of the input file, timing routines, and message passing to the
nodes implemented. Only the output data-.ile collation routine remains to be
written to complete a basic implementation. The node routines contain most of
the original NECBSC rouLines with inussage passing and timing routines added
and the outer loop variable indexed by inode number, creating separate output
files for each node.
Perhaps Lhe most disappointing result to date is that indexing thb outer loop
which spans the "volumetric angle" does not result in evenly divided output
files, as it ahould. The file from the first node is, consistently, approximately
five times as large as the remaining files. Further investigation disclosed that
the azimuth sweep index was incremented in & loop three levels deeper in the
nest ("pattern cuts" in Fig 1). Dividing the work at this point in the code was
successful, but the output files were indexed by other variables, depending on
the input deck; a simple fix was not evident.
Due to the large number of modifications apparently necessary, and the
rising risk of introducing an error into the code, we elected to back up a step
and introduce the indexing in the command processor section. This involves
modifying several routines which initialize the indexed variables such that each
node processes only the data points desired. With this approach, the input deck
for each node is modified to request only a portion of the problem be computed
on each node. The indexing is such that each successive angular increment ic
on a different node in an attempt to divide up any computationally intensive
regions. An appropriate method for decomposition of the antenna coupling
option remains.
A lesser problem is that the Green Hills F77 compiler has no capability for
recording elapsed time on the host. Getting a true elapsed time would involve an
assembly-language or C routine, which may not be portable between machines,
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The timing data will therefore teflect only the process time onl the host, not the
total elapsed time.
0 Conclusions
Concurrent computers and the iPSCD hypercubes have many ideosyncracies
that have to be taken into account when writing or modifying code for them,
but there are tools available to help in this process. One can coda from scratch,
take the domain- or control-decomposition approach to sequential program con-
version, or allow a commercially-available vectorizing compiler to control the
parallelization taWk. In the end, it is up to the individual progranmmer to an-
alyze the problem, its data, and make the controlling decisions about how to
cffect the required parallelization. The specific task of modifying NEC13SC for
the AFIT and Wright Laboratory hypercubes is progresing, with anl estimated
completion date of 15 May 91.
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ISIMULATION OF SITE OBSTRUCTION EFFECTS ON THE PERFORMANCE
OF A HIGH6 GAIN ANTENNA USING NEC-BSC2
A.M. Bucceri, J.C, Herper and E. Mertz
Unisys Defense Electronics
Great Neck, NY 11020
AkLa tf - Obstructions in the field of view of an antenna result in
degraded sidelobe performance and loss of gain. The degradation is
caused by antenna blockage and scattered fields. For obstacles larger
than one wavelength in cross section these fields may be efficiently
calculated using a combination of geometric optics and GTD/UTD as
implemented in NLC-USCZ code.
The evaluation of high gain antenna performance in the presence of
obstacles is presented. Modelling techniques are discussed for a
specified site and for aLennas with large apertures. An example is
presented which shows the effects of site modifications with simple
radar absorbing materials. In addition, a computer graphic simulation
is presented which shows the far-field pattern perturbations as the
antenna is rotated in azimuth 3600.
I-n'rgUfl.9.jl - Modern radar applications often require high gain
antennas with low sidulobe performance. However the placement of the
antenna on a site with obstructions can severely degrade the realized
antenna performance. Typically, for high gain antennas, this
performance degradation can be attributed to obstructions in the nearfield which are large compared to wavelenrth. For these obstacles
which are in the optical region, utilization of the Geometric Optics
and Geometric Theory of Diffractions/Uniform Theory of Diffraction
(GlD/UTD) are the most efficient computational approaches. These
techniques have been impleownted in the Numerical Electromagnetic Code
- Basic Scattering Code (NEC-USC2) developed at Ohio State University
FlectroScience Laboratory and sponsored by NOSC.
NEC-85C2 and NEC-MOM as well as other codes form the computational
core for the antenna analysis workstation. Pre- and post-processing
routines aid in generating input files and perform far-field pattern
analysis and data reduction. The edit and graphic capabilities of the
Apollo computer networked with the Alliant super-minicomputer as an
interactive workstation permits efficient parametric studies for the
realized antenna performance in a realistic site environment.
eutomated input file editing and run stream management generates asequence of far-field calculations producing a striking visualization





Antenna Workstation Implementation - lechniquer, available for the
solution to the scattering of electromagnetic fields by an object
include: Geometric Optics (GO), Geometric Theory of
Diffraction/Uniform Theory of Diffraction (GID/UTD), Plane Wave
Spectra (PWS), and the Method of Moments (MOM). These techniques rely
on certain physical assumptions, each with advantages and
disadvantages in its applicability to various classes of problems.
Low frequency methods such as the Method of Moments are effectively
used for objects (or sources) whose characteristic size is in the
Raiyleigh (small compared to wavelength) or Mie (resonant) regions.
High frequency methods such a GTD/UTD are used 'or objects whose
characteristic size is in the optical region (larger than a
wavelength). Here input models for objects can be constructed from
simple canonical shapus (plates, cylinders, etc).
NEC-BSC2 and NEC-MOM are adumng the "engines" for the antenna analysis
workstation. The Apollo/Alliant computing envirtnments are combined
with the advantages of page editing, program control scripts, and
graphics along with the significantly reduced execution times for
computational y intensive simulations. An interactive workstation
environment was implemented and is flow charted in Figure 1. Several
"Shell" routines or scripts Invoke utility programs for execution,
data transfer and reduction, pattern analysis, and graphics. For
example, the shell script used to generate a sequence of input files
i'or a visuilization requires for input the seed file name, the range
of antenna pointing angles and the angle increment. Subsequently,
when executed, the input files together with the respective NEC-BSC2
code omimarnd dato will be automatically generated for the visualiza-
tion input file sequence. lIis and uther scripts significaritly reduce
the instruction set needed by the user to display results graphically,
generate visualizations and thereby allow concenLration on the design
process in a time efficient manner.
Perform!L.v~aluation for Hic_ Gain Antenna- To demonstrate the
capabilitides of the antenna analysis workstation concept a generic
topside naval arrangement, shown in Figure 2 was chosen. The dominant
contributors to antenna sidulobe degradation are large objects located-,loso to the antenna. For the determination of sidelobe performance
in the azimuth plane, the scatterers are the ship's mast and two
obstacles located aft. The characteristic size for these obstructions
is grater than a wavelength allowing the use of optical methods. The
NEC-B3C2 code is well suited to this task. These obstacls are
specified as conducting cylinders and located relative to the antenna
as shown in the figure,
Evaluating the geometric relationship of the obstacles and the antenna
performance requirements, it was determine that azimuth sidelobes
would be most perturbed by the scattered fields. Since this geometry
limits the interaction calculations to the azimuthal plane, the
problem is simplified to a two-dimensional analysis and the aperture
of the antenna may be collapsed to an equivalent line source. The
line source model is arrayed with 52 Taylor weighted dipole sources to
realize -35dr peak sidelobe level. The line 5ource array may be
further subdivided into subapertures provided that each obstacle is in
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Ithe far-field of the subaperture for which interactions are being
considered. Through this technique further significant savings in
computer run-time were achieved. Figure 3 illustrates the ideal far-
fiel d azimuth pattern sirmulated by this antenna computer model and the
printed data from the automated post-processing analysis.
Pattern calculations for antenna/obstacle interactions are shown inFigure 4 for the antenna directed at each of the three dominant
scatterers. These results show that significant performance
degradation occurs when the antenna is looking directly at the mast
which is relatively large and closely located. Contributions fromthose obstacles which are smaller and mare remotely located areappreciably less.
In considering the mast as the most significant antenna performance
degrader, Figure 5 compares the realized antenna performance to the
ideal far-field pattern. The degradation observed in this comparison
is attributed to two dominant mechanisms. First, high near-in
sidelobes and gain loss result from the physical blockage in the
antenna's field of view, Second, high far-out sidelobes arise from
the scattered field of the mast. Iýor this case, the antenna gain loss
is calculated to be -3.7 dB, the near-in sidelobes increase from -35
dB to -11 2 dB and the RMS value for the far-out sidelobes over the
region from 306 to 1800 off the beami-pointing direction increase
significantly from -58 dB to -33 dO.
A simple planar absorber mnounted between the antenna and mast is
modeled into the computer simulation providing a far-field pattern for
conparison with tihe antenna/mast pattern in Figure 5. Although there
Is ittle improvemunt in gain loss or near-in sidelobe levels, the RMS
sidelobe level for the far-out region significantly improves by -12 dU
to -45 dB. The variation in RMS sidelobe level with the iawt beaving
angle relative to the antenna is plotted in Figure 7 for the
antenna/mast interactions, both with and without the inclusion ot the
absorbing panel, arid shows the improvement in far, out sidelobes when
the mast is near broadside to the antenna.
__qcls.jsri - The Numerical Electromagnetic Codes; NEC..BSC2 and N (:-MOM
are, integrated into the workstation environment providing efficient
simulation for a high gain antenna and its interactions with local
scatterers. 1he siting study demonstrates the viability of this
computer tool for analyses and graphic visualizations as well as
demonstrating realized performance of a cannmon shipboard siting
situation,
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IBistatic Physical Optics Scattering from a
Surface Described by an Electromagnetic or
Acoustic Impedance Boundary Condition
Robert T. Brown
Lockheed Advanced Development Company
Dept. 72-56, Bldg. 311, Plant B-6
P. 0. Box 551
Burbank, California 91520
Abstract
The complete scattering matrix for bietatic scattering from an arbitrary
planar surface in the physical optics approximation has been obtained for
the case of a surface described by an impedance boundary condition. The
analogous case of acoustic scattering at an impedance boundary in the local
reaction approximation is shown to be identical in form to either one of tF'
diagonal elements of the electromagnetic scattering matrix. The only di,'ee-
ences between the acoustic and electromagnetic cases are in a factor depending
on azimuth angle and in the form of the reflection coefficient obtained from
the Presnel equation relating impedance and reflectance. Although obtained
under the assumption of validity of the impedance boundary condition, the
results are function# only of the complex reflection coefficients, not, the surface
impedance.
1 Introduction
The most widely used computational method for predicting the Scattering of electro-
magnet;c radiation from targets of arbitrary shape is that of physical optics (PO),
combined with the physical theory of diffraction (PTD). The physical optics approx-
imation for electromagnetic scattering is obtained from the Stratton-Chu integral
equation, an exact integral form of Maxwell's equations, by replacing the integral
equation with an integral over the surface of the target. In the analogous acoustics
case a high-frequency approximation can be obtained from the Helmholtz integral
This work was supported bv the Defense Advanced RBsearch Prujedw Agency under contract
MDA972-89-C-0014.
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equation [1]. This paper describes the results of an investigation of the similari-
ties and differences between high-frequency acoustic and electromagnetic scattering,
and in particular the possibility of adApting existing high-frequency electromagnetic
scattering codes to the problem of predicting acoustic target strength.
2 Electromagnetic Bistatic Physical Optics For-
mulation
In the physical optics approximation, the E and H fields scattered by a surface S
are given by
[f H X E,) d (1)
and
Ha j eo-o [i X E;T + × (f X/O(., x )<) 2ejk.),'
Equations (1) and (2) are based on the far field approximation as well as the tangent
plane approximation. The notation is the same as used by Ruck et al. [2], except
for a time convention ea'i. If the target surface can be described by an impedance
boundary condition, with surface impedance Z, then the total fields at the surface
E T and Hr axe related by
fi X (f, x BT) = -Z(fi HI) (3)
or
(fi x E) = ZA X (A X HT) (4)
so that (1, d (2) become
Ill. = [,ii, (• i X ET)+h(iXET) x 6ek..-r's' (5)
and H , = jwiSO • f [Zi x (fx H"') + Zo(fl x Hr) x j.]ejkrr'da9 (6)
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where Zo, = Me/re is the impedance of free apace. At the surface of the scatterer
tie total field, can be expressed in terms of the incident and scattered fields by
means of the r,:flection coefficients R.L and R11, which are related to the surface
impedance 7 by
Z cos Oi - ZO
= ZCosjO + y o (7)
and ZO cos 0i - Z
or
Z I + R, 1
-- R11
where OG is the angle of incidence measured from the normal to the surface.
If now a local coordin•ate system is defined such that the scattering surface is
tangent to the (z, y) plane, with normal fi in the z direction, the complete scattering
matrix for radiation of arbitrary polarization takes a particularly simple form. The
reflection coefficients 1:4 and R11 of Eqs. (7) and (8) describe the scattering of radi-
ation polarized with B field or If field tangent to the scattering plane, respectively.
That is, in Eqs. (5) and (6) either EH or Hi may be taken to be polarized in the Oj
direction. Because of the frce-space relationship between B and H this is equivalent
to working with either E or H resolved into components ii the b and q directions.
With this convention, a plane wave incident on the surface may be described by
R'i 'O~i- jk-r'(10)
or
IHi - H0,jk-ri ' (.1)





Iso that (5) and (6) may be writteu
U. R J,[ RL) coilOdsfs x (i x47rR J
+ (1 ± R± )(i, x ý,) X x ce'+t').,' (14)
and
H. --4-- ) Coll o, x (' ,
+J~)f 7 11 (16)
If the scattering surface is planar, the scattxrcd fields bccomc
and
H. Ho[. - R1I ) coss, ii × (ft x ýj) + (1 + R1i)(fi x q5.) x kjs (17)
wherc
It is now a straightforward but somewhat tedious excicise in vector algebra to show
that
S,,11 = 1 1(M ). ./no
= [(Pill - 1)cusO, -T (Jill 4- 1)c os6,1CLc6(0. - 0j),5 (19)
s11, = E.(•,1.-,/lo
= [(R-1 - 1) cos 0, cos 6, 1 (R, + 1)) sin(O. - )i)S (20)
Si, -1 . d1,10x~
-- 1) Cos ,o, .s U. + (Rl + 1)] 8i,(.. - p,)s (21)
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= [(R.L-1)cos ,+(R.L+1) oCO.1cos(#.-O,)S (22)
are the elements of the scattering matrix 3S, such that
pq = 4VIlS,•l 2  (23)
gives the cross section for any combination of receiver and transmitter polarizations.
F'or a perfectly conducting surface, R±- = -1 and RII = 1, so that (19) through
(22) beconm
S11 = 2S cog 0, cos(O, - q,) (24)
S1 1. = -2s cos 0, cos 0. sin(O, - 0,) (25)
s,11 = 2S sin(O. - •,) (26)
SI1 L = -2S corn 6j cogs(0¶. - 0)(27)
in agreement with results previously obtained for bistatic scattering from planar
perfectly conducting surfaces (3], [4].
As a further check, it can be noted that for the case of backscattcr, 0, = 01 and
0j. = and Eqs (19) through (22) become
S11 11 = 2RII cos0i (28)
So = 0 (29)
s 0H =  (30)
S.a = 2R. cos0j. (31)
These results do not contradict those of Ruck et al.[2], Eqs. (2.2-87) and (2.2-88),
which have non-vanishing off-diagonal scattering mutrix elements. The results in [21
were obtained relative to a different coordinate system than that used in the present
work, and do reduce to the form given by Eqs. (28) through (31) when expressed
in the same coordinate system.
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3 Acoustic Bistatic Physical Optics Scattering
In order to arrive at the acoustiz analog of the above equations it is necessary to go
back ;.o the integral equation form of the scalar Ulelinholts equation analogous totihe Stratton-Chu equation for eltctromagnetice. Inl this equation the field quantityis the velocity poteatial V(r); the scattered field at a point r is given by [6], [7]
1 •) 0-t~ 0 1j
Va(r) =~~ I -~'~ e~ + V(,') d. (32)
The quantity R is the magnitude of the distance from a source point r' Un the surface
S to the observalion point r, and fi is the normal to the surface. For a haxmonic
wave with time dependence eo'* the impedance boundary condition analogous to
Eqs. (3) and (4) for the electromagnetic case is [8]
OV jwopV0V, = Z (33)
where Z is the acoustic impedance and p is the density of the fluid outside the





= -jk cos 9. (34)
so that (32) becomes
V (r) L cos d V(r')° e-ds' (35)= ? f(, )- -,.,(
where k = w1/ is the wavenumber and c the soundspeed in the fluid with density
p. The quantity V(r') represents the total field at the surface. In the local reaction
approximation, analogous to the tangent plane approximation of electromagnetic
physical optics, the total field at a point on the suiface way be writen as tile sum
of incident and scattered fields V(r') = Vi + V, = V.(1 + 1.) related by the reflection
coefficient [9)
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R- Z cos Oj- PCZ coBo, - pc (36)
where Z is the acoustic impedance defined by Eq. (33). This way be solved for Z
to yield
z (1+1It) pcI - R.) c o, 0, (37)
which when substituted into (35) gives
V,(r) = L.k [(14 - 1) ios 4 (R. + 1) eos 0,1 V(r')--d,' (38)
Assuming the incident field to be the plane' wave
V,(r') = (39)
where Vo is the magnitude of the incident field, and making use of the far-field
approximation used in deriving Eqs. (1) and (2), we have
V.(r) V f--u [((1 -(R 1),co.o, 4 (& 1 1) Co 9 .1. .)'d•' (40)
or
V. = Vo [(R. - 1),cot0, + (14 -1) cu,o.)S (41)
where S is exactly the same as Eq. (18), the physical optics integral for th,- electro-
mag6metic case. Except for the aimnuthial factor cos(O. -- 0jb), EIj. (41) is the same
as either Eq. (19) or (22), the diagonal elements of the scattering nnatrix fur the
electromagnletic case.
For an acoustically soft body, Z = 0, It. =1 -1, and (41) becomes
- I = - 2S cos O, (42)
while for anl acoustically hard body, Z -4 oc, & = +1, and
V I = 2 cos 0, (413)
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These results arc completely analogous to the corresponding clectroiiiag*ptic ef-
pressions (24) and (27). In the special case of backscatter, 0. = 0j, Oi. = •, and
V. -- 2Voi&S cos 0, (44)
again completely analogous to the corresponding electromagnetic expressions (28)
or (31).
Figure 1 compares the physical optics electromagnetic and acoustic bistatic lcat-
tering patterns for a square plate two wavelengths on a side. The plate is in the
(z, i) plane with with sides parallel to the x and V axes. Incidence is in the (x, z)
plane at 450 elevation.
4 Numerical Examples and Conclusions
Figures 2 and 3 show comparisons of the results obtaiied with the methods proscuted
above and method of moments calculations for bihtatic scattering from k. = 12 per-
fectly conducting (acoustic hard and soft) circular cylinders. Figures 4 and 5 show
similar comparisons for a ka = 12 circular cylinder with an impedance boundary
condition with Z = 10001/icl. li this case it is the TM polarization that is equiv-
alent to the acoustic IBC. In three dimensiovs, comparisons were n'ade between
method of moments and physical optics results for a ka = 10 sphere. Comnputa-
tional models used are shown in Fig. 6, and Fig. 7 shows the principal plane cuts
used for the bistatic patter-is. Results are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Although not
presented here, all method of moments results were in essentially exact agr.ezncut.
with series solutions in& both the two- and three-dimensional cases.
In view of the above results, it can be concluded that high frequency (physical
optics) code* for bistatic electromagnetic scattering can be adapted to tihe acoustic
case with only very minior changes. The changes required Ere actually siniplifica-
tions, in that the acoustic analog of the electromagnetic bistatic scattering matrix
is a single term, equivalent to and slightly simpler than either one of the diagoijal
elemeuts of the electromagnetic matrix.
The acoustic scattering formulation should have the same rangc of validity as
the electromagnetic, with two additional caveats. The Stratton-Chu clectronagnetic
integral equation, the starting point for the physical optics integrals (1) and (2) is
in principle exact, as it is the integral form of Maxwell's equations. The acoustic
Hlelmholtz equation, oil the other hand, is based on a linear approximation to what
is actually a nonlinear problem. In addition, both the electromagnetic and acoustic
results are based on the validity of the impedance boundary condition. It is possible
that this approximation has a different range of validity for the acoustic than for
the electromagnetic case.
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It is interesting to note that although bo.- the ecoustic and electromagnetic cases
studied in the work reported here make use of the impedance boundary condition, in
the final result it is not the surface impedancu but the complex reflection coefficients
that appear. It is possible that the results presented here have more general validity
thani would be expected from the starting conditions, although this is still to bc
determined.
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Electromagnetic HH - Electromagnetic VV
Figure 1: Comparison of bistatic electromagnetic and acoustic scattering patterns
for a flat plate two wavelengths on a side. Edg; are parallel to the x and y "es,
with incidence in the (W,:) plane at 450.
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ka 12, TE, polarizationl (hard acoustic BC).
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P0 MoM L-
1FigureL 5: listatic scattering from a circular cylinder, ka 12, TM polarization,
I13C Z = 1OO0fl/Q, (equivalent to acoustic IBC).
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Figure 6: Oomput~tional targets for bistatic scattering from sphere. The PO




Figure 7: Conventional prnicipal plane cuts for electromagnetic bistatic scattering.
P0 10
MOM
Figuiv 8: Bistatic scattering from perfectly conducting sphere, Ica=10, E plane
cut.
MOM
Figure 9: ilistatic scattering frc..-x perfectly cor~ductinvs sphere, ka=10, 11 plane
cut.9
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Abstruct - A hybrid finite elezrwnt formnulation for three-dimensional elec-
Luiuagnetic , Uerkng is given using anl equivalent current approach. A new
method, utilizing a body of revolution (BOR) formulation, is prtz.-ited to
terminate the finite eleuwait mesh and to implement the neat field radiatimx
condition. This HOR impl1ementation utilizes Ilernsite cubic basis functions
anid a variable! no. -ber of modesi per basis function to achieve the greattest Culh
putational efficiency. The comnbinjed field integral equation f'.amulation is esaa-
ployed to eliwiinate non-physical resonances of the naez.1 boundary. Examples
are given showing such nion-playsic~Al resonance behavior and its eliminatiun as
well as the accuracy of the solution& generated by this hybrid finite element
method for bare and partially coatAi fH-rfect electrical rundurtors.
INT sIODUCTION
Finite element methods (FEM) are widely applicable to the Nolution of
Maxwell's i-quaktions fur electromnagnetic scattering. Because of t di feren
tiai nature, FEM cani easily nwdel combinations of penetrable and impienetra-
ble mnaterial and, in addition, these rmthods produce a iparse system matrix.
Hfowever -difficulty, true for all diffetentia! methods, is in the treatment of the
Sonmner. id radiation condition. Local boundary conditions which maintain
sparsity of the syttem matrix work beat when the animh bounda-ry is far fromn
tbm" scatterta [11. Having the mesh boundary fax from the scatterer greatly
increase the number of finite element unknowns. This can generat~e Large sys-
tern mistrica tor probleizo involving even rather small scatterers. Hybrid finite
ele.-enit methods (IIFEM) couple the differential method to another method,
ije. MOM [2, 3. 4j or modal expansion [5, 6, 71. Thiz coupling acts as a
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Figure 1: Geometrical configuration for mathematical formulation.
global boundary condition which implements the exact radiation condition in
the near field. The details of coupling the FEM to another method on the
boundary have a major effect on the computational effilciency.
A fully 3-dimensional HFEM in which the finite elemenas are coupled to
a MOM on a BOR boundary is described in this paper. Since we are free
to choose the exact shape of the terminating BOR boundary, we choose it to
be amooth. Having a smooth boundary and modeling smooth fields allows us
to use Hermite cubic basis functions. These basis functiuns have contintous
first derivatives across elements and thus, when modeling smooth functions,
can greatly reduce the number of unknowns on the boundary. This choice
increases the computational efficiency of the method. Resonarces of the mesh
boundary encountered in some implementations [8] are eliminated by using a
combined field formulation.
FORMULATION
The geometrical definitions used in formulating the scattering problem
can be seen in Fig. 1 where we schenatically show a perfectly conducting
scatterer P, totally enclosed within a surface r, with the interstitial volume
denoted by Q1.
For simplicity, in order to expedite the development, we consider at this
point only scaering from perfectly conducting bodies. The magnetic field in f)
is denoted bh H, and the electric and magnetic currents on F are respectively
labeled as J and T. he scattering problem involves the solution of the
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differential form of Maxwell's equations in Ri for the magnetic field H, coupling
this field to the equivalent currents f and M on r, an, ensuring that J, M
and the incident field specify a radiating solution.
The fields H, J, and M satisfy
VX-V×Xf(rl-p.,k'Hl(r) = 0for 'iED (1)
-A x V xfl/(F) - 0 forf• E P (2)
Wto
fM(r) + As x V xHf(r = 0 for ý C' (3)WCo
i- x fl (r) = Ofor iEr (4)
where w is the angular frequency, a time dependence e-"' is assumed, fo and f,
are the free space and rejative permittivity respectively, po and p, are the free
space and relative permeability respectively, k is the free space propagation
constant, and fi denotes the unit normal to the surfacns.
The boundary condition for a perfect electrical conductor on P (Eq. 2)
and for coupling the magnetic current on F (Eq. 3) are conditions on the
derivative of fl and are imposed as natural boundary conditions. The bound-
ary condition coupling the electric current on r (Eq. 4) is a condition on /H
itself, an essential boundary condition, and must be explicitly enforced. Let-
ting 7? and 0i be test functions defined on fn and r respectively we write the
weak equations
j (V X s'. (V x f)-4 -7? pod1]dV
+ . ids = 0 (5)
and
tD Xja CJ " [Y- fa xfidS 0 (6)
where the superscript ' is complex conjugation. Integration of Eq. 5 by parts
reveals that it is the weak form of Eq. 1 with natural boundary conditions
Eq. 2 and Eq. 3, while inspection reveals that Eq. 6 is the weak enforcenent
of Eq. 4. A finite element discretization of these equations results in matrix
equations which we denote by
[S] H+[C IM = 0
[C]- H+[NI J = 0 (7)
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S OC H 0
"c* No J 0
0 KL M
Figure 2: System matrix for generic hybrid finite element formulation.
where the superscript ' on matrices refers to the adjoint, i.e. conjugate
transpose.
To complete the specification of the scattering 2 roblezn we introduce the
incident field H' and the induced current P = 2fa x H' defined on I'. The spec-
ification of a scattering solution is an equation relating Jl M and J on J., such
as the magnetic, electric, or combined field integral equations. Discretization
will produce a maatrix equation which we denote by
[ K] J+[L] M = X. (8)
Collecting these into a single matrix equation we have the complete sys-
tein matrix for the problem given schematically in Fig. 2.
SOLUTION
A computationally attractive solution of the matrix represented in Fib.
2 is facilitated by observing that the incident field couples only to Y and
4, and that the knowledge of these quantities is sufficient for all scattering
calculations. Therefore eliziinating H first, we reduce this system to one
involving only J, M, and A. Performing this reduction we have
[N] J+[D] M = 0 (9)
[K] J+[L] M = J' (10)
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where
[D =-C S-'Ce. (11)
For general three-dimensional scatterers, the matrix D is always a dense ma-
trix, independent of the method of implementing the boundary integral on
r.
It is worth noting at this point that Eq. 11 implies finding multiple sparse
solutions of the matrix S. This is one of the places where limiting the number
of unknowns on the boundary becomes important, since each unknown on the
boundary contributes a column to the matrix C. Thus each unknown on the
boundary necessitates another sparse solution
Next, given an incident field Jý,
[L+K N-' D] M = J, (12)
is solved for M and then
[K] . = g-[L] M (13)
is solved foi J, after which the scattering may be computed. For monostatic
calculations, this is repeated for each monostatic point.
EXAMPLES
Resonance Case
Inspection of Eq. 13 reveals that it is of the 5ame frorm as the equations found
in an integral equation formulation of the scattering problem. The surface of
integration is however not on any physical scatterer, but rather is a surface
where J and M arc defined and coupled to the interior solution for Ii. Never
the less, in cavss where Eq. 13 has homogeneous solutions, resonance bchavior
is observed. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 where we plot a radar cross section•
(llCS), (h polarized, for a spherical conductor with a spherical mesh boundary
with ka,,e bo,,,ad, = 2.744. This corresponds to the lowest resonance of a
perfectly conducting spherical cavity.
We plot the RCS computed using both the electric field and the mag-
netic field integral formulation on the mesh boundary. In comparison, we also
plot the solution from the :oml)in,(d field integral formulation and a Mim series
solution. It is clear that while the combined field formulation and the Mic
series solution arc virtually indistinguishAble the purely electric or magnetic
field formulations are wildly inaccurate. This resonant behavior is due to the
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Figure 3: RCS at 109 MEl for a I in. radius conducting aphere with the mesh
boundary terminating on a 1.2 m. sphere
manner in which we have chosen to solve the system matrix. A sub matrix of
the system matrix is singular for this problem formulated with an electric or a
magnetic integral equation, not the entirc system matrix. The way we choose
to solve the system unfortunately requires the inverse of this sub matrix. How-
ever thc order in waidi we propose to solve the problem is so coniputationally
attractivc, that using a combined field approach to avoid resonant behavior is
a small price to pay.
Conducting Non-BORl
In the next example we illustrate some aspects of the IIFEM nethod in detail
by computing munostatic scattering from a perfc.-t co-,ductor with a non-BOR
geometry, a box of dimensions 21m by 1/2sn by li at 200 MlIz. Figure 4
illustrates the geometry of part of the scatterer, part of the finite element
1m0esh, and the generator for the BO31 surface.
The surfaces representing one fourth of the conduction box can be sesn
on the left of the figure. The line just above the surfaces of the box is the
generator of the BOIL. The generator stays within a distance of about 1/20'th
A of the box all along its length. This generatox is then revolved about the
i axis, formniig the BOR mesh boundary surface which is very :lose to the
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Figure 4: Part of mesh for PEC box example showing a fourth of the box, the
generator of the BOR and a fourth of the subsequent mesh
scatterer. Figure 4 also shows one fourth of the mesh which occupies the
volume between the scatterer and this BOR.
The sampling rates on the BOR surface are 5s/A along the generator and
modes -3,...,+3, averaging a low 23s/A 2 over the 3A2 surface area. The
number of degrees of freedom of Y (and 9') on r is 140 ; 23s/A 2 • 3A, • 2.
There are 352 quadratic hexahedral finite elements providing a sampling rate
of 10.5 -* 12.5s/A in the interstitial volume.
The computational effort necessary to deterxine the monostatic cross sec-
tions involved first factoring a rank 12690 sparse matrix and back-substituting
to generate 140 sparse solutions. The calculation of each monostaLic point
then involved a rank 140 dense matrix and an rank 140 block diagonal matrix
(20 by 20 blocks). Figure 5 shows the monostatic cross section comparison be-
tween this hybrid finite element method code and a three-dimensional MOM
cude PATCH from Sandia National Laboratory.
Partially Coated Conductor
A perfect conductor, partially coated with a lossy dielectric cid ihagnetic
material, serves as the most stringent test of our implementation. Having loss
invans that the finite element matrix is complex. The magnetic component of
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Figure ,5: Monostatic scattering (dR/A 2) from conducting box, 2m by 1/2mn
by 1/2m at 200 Ml'z.
the material causes a discontinuity in the solution, fi, at the material interface
which must be specifically imposed by the code. in additiun along a line on
the scattercr we have three inedia in contact
A conducting prolate spheroid fornied by revolving an ellipse, with major
axis along . and length I meter and minor axis 1/4 meter, about the L axis
with a 1/16 iieter coating over half the surface was chosen as the scatterer.
The coating is applied over one end of the conductor and preserves the BOR
geometry. Electromagnetic properties of the coating are given by the relative
pcrmnittivity and permeability constants
c, = 2c -4 1.73 + 1.0z and /•, 4eVi - 2.0 + 3.464a. (14)
These paramiieters were chosen to yield an index of refraction of 2.
Figure 6 shows monostatic RCS comparisons betweern our IIHFM imple-
inictatiomi and one of the "CICERO" [9] family of codes. These results are in
excellent agreement except for the 0 = 9U' plane around 1200. We would not
necessarily assume that either code is more correct here and are not concerned
at this 2 dB discrepancy 25 dlB down fromn maximum monostatic scattering.
The scatterimng from the bare metal end of the body is at 0 = 0', while that
from the coated end is at 0 = 1800.
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sphcroid (0 100 Mllz.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new hybrid finite clement method employing a
unique BOR impleinentati4 utilizing Ilermite cubic basis functions and the
combined field integral equations. This formulation provides for ceficient mono-
static scattering calculations by combining the flexibility of a body of revolu-
tion mesh boundary, keeping the mesh boundary close to the scatterer, with
a highly efficient BOBt implementation, reducing the number of sparse solu-
tions and the rank of the matrix uwed in scattering solutions. In addition, this
method is not plagued by artificial rcsonances of the mesh boundary. This
implementation has proven accurate and efficient on a large class of scatterers
involving dielectric and magnetic materials, as well as the results ahown here.
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A New Expansion Function of GMT:
the Ringpole
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Abstact - The Ringpole is a new expansion function of GMT (Generalized Multipole
Technique) which has a strong analytical basic and a clear physical background. This
Ringpole is suitable for calculating the fields in a domain, which has a part with a rotational
symmetry. It has been programmed and may be used in MMP (Multiple MultiPole) programs.
All the computed examples have shown, that the Ringpole can supply an excellent solution
for die fields in the concerned domain with a massive reduction of the number of unknown
parameters to be used and therefore the computation time in comparison with discrete
Multipoles.
INTRODUCTION
The Generalized Multipole Technique (GMT) is a new method to solve electromagnetic
problems, which has been developed in the past yeari. The MMP (Multiple MultiPole)
programs are based on the GMT [1-3]. They offer fast and efficient computations of time
harmonic clectrodynamic problems with piecewise linear, homogeneous and isotropic
materials. All kinds of examples have already proved, that the calculating results obtained by
MMP programs have a good quality.
In GMT, the fields inside a domain are expanded as a superposition of the fields of several
Multipoles. The unknown coefficients of these expansion functions are kletennined by
matching the fields on the boundary of the various domains at discrete points. For complex
geometrical form of a domain, many Multipoles are needed, so that the computation time, the
memory requirements as well as the amount of work to create an Input file are not small.
Introducing new expansion functions make it possible, ti reduce the amount of all this work.
Therefore, finding new expansion functions to increase the application's domaii of GMT is a
matter of particular interest.
MtJLTIPOLE - BAsIC EXPANSION
MMP programs divide the total space into several domains, each of them is linear,





where eachf is a Multipole expansion, which is the basic expansion function of MMP. These
Multipole expansions are the exact solutions of the Helnholtz Equation in the concerned
domain. In 3D problems they can be represented as
Nm
1713
where h., are splier~cal Harikel (or licssl) functions or thirk differentials, P'7'are Legendre
functions or their differentials, k is wavcnumber in medium. Thei 1,lacenient of the Multipolesmust follow certain iulcs, so that the numerical lincar dependencies aniong the expansion
functions can be avoided. Theme are also other expansion functions in MMP programs, for
examrple TEM expanisions, plane waves and waveguide modes for rectangular and circular
waveguides.
Let tin, expansion.% for the fields in various domains be matched ini discrete matching points
on the boundary betwceii the domains. Gcnerally, all 6 boundary conditions for the normnal
and transverse clkctric and mnagnietic fields are used. 'Ilire coefficients a,,, are dctermined by
solving the obtained equations. in the MMP programs, an overdetenrined systemn cf
equations is used in ordet to improve the correctapproximation of the fields solutions.
RINGPOLLE
Tlrc expansion functions of a Multipole have anl important character: they have a great
influence upon the necar region of origin and a small influence; on the far region, which can
often be neglected. Because of this behavior, the Muitipoles should be placed around the
domain, so that the whiole boundary is covered by their neighborhoods-. T'lerefore the
locations of Multipolca arc closely related to the domain formi.
In order to reduce the anrount of work, there is always the possibility of separating a complex
geometry in mnany pans which are miuch simipler. Ringpole is suitable for calculating die
fields in a domain, which has a part with a rotational synusretr1y. If the fields in such a domain
are to be solved by GMff, many Multipoles have to be arranged onl one ring. Their
coefficients have a sinusoidal distribution. If these coefficients are transformned to Fourier
series, then the experience shows that only the first few tenins ame dominant andl the other
termis can be necglected. 71herefore, these discrete Multipoles can be replaced by a Ringpole
with each of his orders corresponding to a tenii of the Fourier series above. Thec numiber of the
unknown paranieters in the problem may be massively reduced by this process.
The Riiigpole is theoretical a line ring, which consists of tmany Multipoles. 'lire expansion
functions of Ringpole can be represented roughly as
N , h e a t , ,. , , A ( ( ) /r, ,( k r ( $ ) ) P ,' . "( co k;O ( C)) ' ft ( m ( ) oAWi
where each ý corresponds a poinmt onl the ring.,r~.8~,) arc coordinates of field point in
thit local coordinlate systcem with origin 1. C? (IQi indicates the distribution of Multipoles on
the ring, A(;) is a vector Operator by which the corresponding coamponenits of the expansion
function of Multipole should be obtained. If the orienitations of the local coordinate systent are
chosen correctly, the mnodrs for mj>O have only a very siiiall contribution to the total fields.
which can practically be neglected. If we set up a cylindrical coordinate system with the
center of ring as origin and change all components into a new fonn corresponding to the
cylindricat coordinate system,.(lhe integration above may be reduced on account of the
symmentry by half. Thcerefore we have
= f L, , B(j, (kr(C)) P." (c"r 6(()) 'in(104(
where B(ý) is a new vector opratot, 4. is azimluthal coordinaite of fwied point ini die cylindricl
coordinate system. Siacm ;r(Qo(( and B(;) all ame the funcationg Of ý, it is at ICAst very
difficult, to find anl analytical method, by which the integration above can be treated. The
numerical integration, which ii; used in the Rprogramn, is nhore practical.
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In the physical ,ense, a Ringpole indicates the electric and magnetic currents along the
circumferential ring and dipole-rings polarized in axial and radial orientations. Since this
model can cause a much more accurate field in the corresponding domain than the discrete
Multipoles, the original problem can be effectively simplified by the Ringpole,
A circular metallic plate is illuminated by a plane wave with a inc;.lence of 45 degrees. The
diameter and thickness of the plate are respectively 2.4 and 0.4 wavelhngth, Figure I shows
the total near fields calculated by Ringpoles.
A circular horn antenna is excited by TEl I mode at the feedwaveguide. Both near and far
fields are treated with Ringpoles. The E-field Wi the hom and the patterns of the hom in E-
and H-plane axe shown in Figure 2 separately.
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CONCLUSION
Ringpole can replace many discrete Multipolcs for calculating the fields in the domain, which
has a paut with a rotational symmetry, or in the domain, which is rotational symnmetrical (the
latter one is a 3D problem for GMT). The placement of Multipoles and therefore the work to
create a Input file can be simplified and the computation time can be massively reduced by
this process. The quality of the solution of the fields in the concerned domain supplied by the
Ringpole is excellent as good as by discrete Multipoles. With the help of Ringpole and all
other i~ew expan-ion functions, wbich wie will treat, GMTf will be even more comfortable.
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Abstract
Manu nf the expreasions which arise in the formulations
commonlW used in computational alectromagnetics are in the
form of infinite series. Often these series are varu slowlW
convergent and the resulting computational burden placed on a
code which makes use of them can be prohibitive. A common
series acceleration technique is the Kummer transformation
which involves subtraction of a series of analyticallW known
num. Applying this technique with maximum offectivness often
requires significant amounts of algebra prior to coding. This
algebra can be carried out bW means of symbolic manipulation
software such an Mathematics with remarkable efficiency.
Thus, hW this means, one may greatlU expand the effectiveness
and breadth of applicability of such acceleration techniques
in computational electromagnaticu.
Introduction
Symbclic manipulation software performs algebraic and calculus
operations in sWmbolic form rather than numerical computations
although most such software is also able to nalculate
numerical results. Thus, it can function very effectively in
support of computer code development in that the expressions
leading to high level language statements can be derived using
the symbolic capabilities and the resulting statements can
be chmckedfor coding accurecu using the numerical
capabilities of the software.
As an example of the application suggested above, we consider
the Green's function for helical structures derivod by
Pogorzelski C13 based on the work of Hill and Wait L]2. The
elements of this dyadic Green's function are expressed in a
forminvolving several infinite series which are, for the ranqs
of arguments typically encountered in method of moments
applications, very slowly convergent. The Kummer
transformation can be employed to accelerate this convergence
to an acocptable ratu. In applWing this technique, a series
of analytically known sum is subtracted term by term from the
t Formerly with TRW Space & Technolcgy Group, One Space Park,
Redondo Beach, CA 90278 where this work was begun.
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series to be accelerated. Then, the series of differences is
summed and the analWtically known sum is added to the result.
The advantage of this procedure arises when the subtracted
series is chosen so that its terms rapidlU approach those of
the series to be accelerated as the index of summation
increases. That is, the terms of the known sum should be a
large index asWmptotic expansion of the terms of the desired
sum. Derivation of the terms of this expansion can be
extramelU tedious. As will be demonstrated, it is here that
symbolic manipulation software can be of very signiFicantvalue
to the electromagnetics programmer.
Analysis of Xelical Structues
In carrying out the electromagnetic analWsis of helical
structures such as the twisted waveguide shown in Figure 1,
the fields of currents disposed along helical trajectories
around the symmetry axis are required. These fields become
the elements of a dyadic Green's function appropriate to
formulation of the problem in terms of an integral equation.
Specifically, if the structure is perfectly conducting and one
intends to use an electric field integral equation, one must
obtain expressions for three independent vector components of
the electric field due to three independent vector components
of the current along a helix. The coordinate systems used to
define these components is shown in Figure 2. As shown, the
current is expressed in radial, longitudinal (along the
helix), and transverse (across the helix) components while the
electric field is expressed in the usual cylindrical
coordinate system components, radial (p), azimuthal (q), and
axial Ct). The three electric Field components due to each of
the three current components are the nine elements of the
required dyadic Green's function. That is,
rP - PG t GiF i
Ep ra U 6OP 95 Gt 0?• I
Gz6 and G were previously obtained by Hill and Wait 23]E3J
and theremaining elements were provided bU Pogorzelski l13.
For the present demonstration we select SzZ, the axial
electric Field of a longitudinal helical filamentary current,
which may be expressed in the form,
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where,
z 22n
W n . 0 On -00+ -- , and p is the pitch of the helix
measured along the axis of symmetry. When p is neacly equal
to po' this series is verW slowlW convergent. To renderits
use practical, it is nocessarU to accelerate the convergence.
Acceleration of the Series Convergence
As mentioned earlier, in order to accelerate the series
convergence by means of the Kummer transformation, it is first
necessarW to form an analytically summable series whose terms
are large index a5Umptotic approximations oF the terms oF the
series to be accelerated. FortunatelW, large index (order)
expressions are available Cor the modified Bessel Functions, I
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where,
(n- 1 [ ;I + --- + n t n /+Yn z I "
With a minimal amount oF algebra it is not difficult to show
that for large n,
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where C - A- r o lCP). 0. _ and -- lip
Thus, the product of Bassel functions, IK, appearing in the
sories In question can be cast in the form,
- ln -
In w' P ) Kn np) " .P 2.n n npo " -/n np)
where, e - CC - &, CI+C)] - CC - ZC (C+C o) - Z Cp /pJ, and
000
and the subscript n indicates that p0 was used in place of p.
That is, the positive index part of the series expression for
azz has been cast in the form,
J j (n Pn sinV w oCos W
- En n o k@zt Tk0k /22 /2
-o o n + Cw np.) n + (w n P)
-[a -2•fJlp + J3- - z
x a
and the negative index part can be arranged similarlu.
We now note that the series,
OD




possesses a closed form sum. That is,
*-an - -
Ye ( I - a-, )2
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We next note that the sum S above can be approximated to ordor
n by a series of the form,
n-a
Thus it becomes desirable to expand the asymptotic form of zz
givan above in this Form. That is, wu wish to obtain 4, 3, •,
and ; such that to order n ,
C nnn t3s - w2 Po cos )z
nn n
n ka n2n + WnPo . na + (WnJ
with a - a - 2ujtp + JO. This in just the sort of opr ition
at which symbolic manipulation software excels. In thi case
of Mathematica, one merely enters the above expression in
BASIC format and issues the command,
SuriesC•,Cn, InfinitU,3)]
which instructs the software to expand the given expression in
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powers of n about infinitJ; i.e., in inverse powers of n. The
result is a set of algebraic expressions for j S, 'e, and M.
Figdre 3 shows the expansion obtained bW Mathematica upon
applging a number of simplifWing substitutions (variable
definitions). One mau also request that these results be
placed in FORTRAN format for direct use in a FORTRAN program
implementing this series acceleration (although the resulting
FORTRAN appears to be somewhat inefficient),
It should be remarked at this point that the above
approximation scheme can be generalized to ariU desired order
of accuracU bW generalizing the form of the approximating
series to,
An + 8+mn Z fn + S +Z mn + 0(n-IM..))An+B+ n+m n m
n-i M-0 n-i M-c
For large M, derivation of the algebraic expressions fur the
1 's bW hand is prohibitivalU complicated. However, usingmn
symbolic manipulation software, one maU carrW it out with
ease. Orne merelw issues the command,
SorieaE%,CnInfinitW,M+2}]
An Example Result.
The above expressions for 4, 2, e, and Z permit the
application of the Kummer transformation to the series For
0ZZ' Since the asemptotic approximation verW accurately
approximates the terms of the G series in exactlW the range of
parameters where the serius is moet poorly convergent (where p
is close to pa), thereaulting difference series zonvarges verW
rapidlU in all ranges of parameters. In particular, Figure 4
displags the partial sums oF the original end accelerated
sarias for a case where p - 1.05po. Note that the accelerated
series converged in less than 10 terms while the original
series has not Uet converged after addinglO0 termsl Similar
results have been observed For the other ealments of the
duadic Green's Function.
It is remarked in passing that the curves in Figure 4 also
indicate whW the Shanks transformation CS] would not be as
effective as the present Kummer transformationin accelerating
the series. Recall that the Shank% transeformation makes use
of the earlg partial sums to estimate the behavior of the
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convergence curve viewed as a so-called "numerical transient".
However, as is clear from Figure 4, in this case a very large
number of partial sums would be required before one could
accurately estimate the oscillation rats of the convergence
transient. Thus, the Shanks transformation might require
several tens of terms as opposed to the Five or so terms
required in the Kummer procedure.
Concluding Remarks.
The utility of symbolic manipulation software in programming
acceleration of series has been demonstrated in the context of
evaluation of a dyadic Green's function for helical
structures. This nine component Green's function is suitable
For the formulation of an electric field integral equation for
perfectly conducting helical structures. A corresonding
dyadic applicable to combined field formulations and helical
dielectric structures would have thirtUsix elements which are
the electric and magnetic field components due to electric and
magnetic currents. The algebra involved in accelerating all
of these series would be truly staggering even though duality
reduces thanumber bw half. Nevertheless, such a task is well
within the capacity of anyone having access to suitable
symbolic rnwnipilation software. It is concluded that such
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Figure I- Twisted Waveguide.
Figure E. Helical FilammntarW Source.
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Efficient Solution of Matrix Equations in
Finite Element Modeliig of Eddy Current NDE
A Ntahrmloo. D.J. Lynch, Q.l. Nguyen, L.D. Philipp
S\V.-ahiuatrn Stir Ltliivcr'ity at Itt-Cities. Richland WA 99352
AbtIRACT Ftnite elwrienl modeling (FEM) at field!; may require matrix stzes in the range of 50,000
aoty Curiirsoften wvoiv.., !arge matrices. The to 250,000 var.ables [1. 2]. Computation times at
err.Q.wiLY of the algorithm used for solving matrix several minutps to a low hours can be encountered
t•u,3,''or , is entremeit critical to tlea overall for such problems.
onnitjtit:on time The puroose of this paper is to Finite element formulations genertlly produce
-urvey and analyze various approaches to solving sparse, banded and symmetric matrices, since each
"ratr eurations in ma~n memory and to identity the nodal variable is connected only to nodal variables
most time elffcient approaLh within the context at which appear in the same finite element. Considerable
tin.ro element formulation of two dimensional eddy savings in execution time and memory are achieved
curre:n! pioblen•s A comparison of methods used to by faking advantage oa these matrix properties.
,rr-oducu boundary conditions shows the benefits of
the I s and 0's' substitution technique over the 21. Techniques for Introducing
bla,!ing factor' method Evaluation of matrix Boundary Conditionsdptontpos~tion algorithms indicates !hat CholuskyBonayC diosiu.ronrrvtron agyoethds The sindesl run thies of Ihe There are two popular techniques tar introdacing"dLod'ri.onstdoryd s modthe ed Cholresky algtofthen boundary conditions in finite element problems. One"oehnndohns baedk submdtuhion for untessenihal is reterad to as the 'blasting lactor" technrque and
•..nr•..•nis.g davkped Munimum computarron tis e is the other as the -l's and O's substitution' technique
0 ,-vI:,-raiod using the miodifred Chotesky (3]. both techniques preserve the symmetry and
in cirposlJun algorithm and the "I's and O's- bandadness properly at the original matrices and
nou~daiy conslrron technique thus are convenient to use. We will briefly describe
tthe two techniques and then compare their relative
I. |liiirodu~tions computational efficiencies.In the blasting factor technique, a nodal variacle.
I -ile element methods have been apptied to whose value is specitied by boundary condiltozs, is
"'a"y a fferunt engineering problems In particular. multiplied by a large number, known as the blasting
rhr.y hive been shown to be very useful in modeling factor The corresponding term in the vector b and the
edd• ,urrent NDE (nonodestructive evaluation) diagonal term in that row of M are also multiplied by
nIrrir.,ouna the blasting 'actor As an example, the folltw ong
r he tinite element method, integral or matrix shows how to effectively specify xi.ct. and
Vinter at dl equalutons ate solved by dividing a problem x3 ,c3 assuming that the blasting factor is much larger
region into subregions of simple form called tinite than the largest element in M.
elements Nodes exist on boundaries of elements. By
isseinbling the resutting eiquations involving the Int 10 5in inCOr tnodes and the elemer1%, an equivalent problem in it i Q C3
matrix algubra is formulated, The matrix equation to rin23 xi b
be solved has the general form. Mx a b where 
M is 2 t 
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an rinn coeffclient matrix, a is an nxl volOt' of nodal L J= m 10b
unknowný,, and b is a known nyl vector. It M is a 3 i M32 m33 x 3 C3 M3a
positive definite andror non-singular matrix, then the
probleni is deterministic and has a unique vector The result of using the blasting factor in row I of
solution a In the case ot finite element formulation of M and b is to effectively make m12 ,00 and m1,3-•. thuseddy current phenomena, the matrix equations xa-cr. Similarly m31 arid M3 2 are effectively reduced,nwclvtx have a positive deinite coefficient matrix, to 0 in row 3, making x3 - C3 .since positive definiteness of M physically corre. In the "s and O'S substilulin" technique, t the
sponds to stated energy being positive for aN nte'' n Ossbttto- ahiuJi hesc,paond s to) variable xais prescribed, the ith row and ith column
For relatively large problems in finite element entries in matrix M are set to 0 and m, s set to 1. The
modeling, mote Than 95% of the computation time is non-prescribed terms in b are modified to account for
consumed by the matrix equation solver subroutne. the prescribed variable values. A simple example is
Than, the efficiency of the matrix solver alqgorithm is given below which shows how a I is set to a value c,.
a. ty critical to the overall computation time. In a 1 0 0 ia
two , insional eddy current problem. inatix sizes 0 rm 2 m x2 1 2n
of n .OO toS000 are typical and three dlmensionaal ' j= b2 - i c
* Slt,,uiured by (lecuii' Prwer kIrcrrch |littut¢. 0 m32 '3S 3 b: - in,
ltPRI. Ci2,tIrnvr RP 1570-26
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Alter boundary =.onditions have been introduced efficient solution of the problem, it is very important
using either of these methods, the remaining step is that some sort of triangular decomposition scheme be
to carry out the solution of t1he matrix equation. used. Once MI is decomposed into its triangular
components by forward elimination, solutions for
2.1 Comparison of the 'Blasting Factor" different b vectors can be quickly evaluated by
and "i's and Q's Subslftutlon" repeatedly solving the two triangular equations. The
Techniques. latter step is known as back substitution. Thus, in the
Comparing the two techniques for setting solution of finite element problems, forward
bounrary =onditions, the "I's and O's' substitution elimination is carried out once only and back
technique makes the matrix M mnre sparse because substitution is carried out for each of the dilferent
of additional zero entries within the banded portion, probe coil positions.
However, more operations are required on matix 6, for The Cholesky decomposition algorithm and two
the non-prescribed nodal varlables. In general thsre variations of LU decomposition are considered in this
will be n multiplications and rn subtractions for every b- study in order to determine the best method for
corresponding to a non-prescribed variable. Fo . solving the matrix equation generated in tire FEM of
nately, these extra operations are noi required when an eddy current problem. The algorithms discussed
the prescribec values are zero since the multiplicatlion here differ mainly in the forward elimination phase
by zero and subsequent subtraction is not needed. since their back substitution phases are almost
This happens in the case of finite element fIrmulation :dentical except for the modified Choltsky's
of the macnetic vector potential for eddy current algorithm. Theoretical time complexities are
problems (7). Hence the oefficien, matrix will have a discussed for the forward elimination phase and the
large number of zero enties when using the "i's and different approaches are compared for execution
O's substitution" technique whereas for the basting times nn a sample problem.
technique, the coefficient matrix wi:l be lass sparse
atthough still banded.
Figure I shows timing curves for a sample edoy
current finite element problem using the two Timing campar,..n
techniques for applying boundary conidirons. For
each curve in the figure. the same algorithm, based
on LU decomposition, is used to solve the matrix
equations. For this case, the "I's and 0's technique ~ jeain ae
yielos smallar execution times than the blasting factor Xeree ord
techt ique. The smaller run time is oue to the large
number of zeros in the matrix generi Ad Irom the "i's
and O's" technique as a floaling point arithhrrtic
operation takes significantly less time when one of -
the operands is zero as compared to when both are ro'
non-zero. Table I shows the differences In exKcution U . molhod
limes of floating point operations on a PRIME 9755
computer when one operand is zero and when both
operands are non-zero. I" a 2 30 4,
The size of the blasting factor has an effect on
the accuracy and the overall execution time. A Probe Coll PosIlon
blasting factor less than 10s may not yield accurate
results. A larger blasting factor may reduce the
execution time by effectively creating more zero-
valued entries to be used in the backward substitution Figure 1. Comparison of matrix solution execution
phase but, a very large blasting factor may cause times for two methods of setting boundary conditions.
creation of more zeros because of floating point
underflow. Handling of art underflow condition is more Non zero Operanie Owe Operand
time consuming on certain computers and thus an Operation (1e) Z Irotps)
improvement in execution time may not be observed. Comrplex Add 2.72 262
eAl A,• 1.05 see
3. Solution of the Matrix Equation Qmax Sub. 2" 2.7 7
Since the metrices Involved in the finite element Raw Sub. 1.13 0.94
formulation of eddy currents are posltfve-deflnire, ConmAeMullt. 13.86 9.70
banded and symmetric, we will focus on the efficient POa ,at. S.ez 0.72
solution of matrices under these conditions. For eddy Cxraix Dyv. 32.-5 t7.4
current testing of flaws In tubing, the probe coil Is PnAW Dlv 5.7l 0W
moved to ous positions in the tube to be tested. Ctompile SeI. 50.35 1s.7
The res,,...q eddy current response indicates the Ree Sqrr 16.3 2.V7
existence 'if a flaw, In terms of matrices, this
corresponds to solving M x - b for different b vectors Table 1. Comparison of Execution Times of Zero
with no change In the coefficient matrix M. For and Non-zero Operands
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Solving the above trianguIcr matrix to( the x'S
3.1 LU Decomposition technique resul's 
In,
In the LU decomposition technique, the (3) (3)
coeflicient matrix M is partitioned into its lower a-id 3b 3 In 3 3
upper triangular parts in the forward elimination phase (2) (2) ' (2)
as M - L I t (whare L Is the lower triangular matrix and U2 = • 3 - m2 3 xj~in 2 2
U is the upper triangular matrix), Then, two sets of Nb(t) ' ) (1)x">nn•)
triangular equations are solved In the back x1= -1 22- ta,,) 1- (4)
substitution phase. Alternatively the above solution may be writle.l:
L y =b solve for Y back substitution (3)1 (3)
Ux =y solve for xJ x 3 =b 3  33
The LU decomposition algorithm (torward M /M (2) (M (2)
elimination) for a symmetric matrix with semi- x2= 2 I22- 23 2- 3
bandwidth B can be written as: /) (0 ( • •0)•1x - 3 m(/M W
For k--1,.i-n -1 x= b, /im11 •ni12'
1in 1t 2 ( 13 11) ' (5)
For i = k + 1_._Min ( k + B. n) In LUDt, the M matrix after forward elimination is
Mt A n i lIk J A Astored as,
i /T12// 1 1 1312/11 mi
-or jkr + 1. Iik + 8.n (2) (2)21 (2)mFo = m -k o i nin2 2 (km +i , I (=)I
Upon completion of tlis algorithm, L and U 0 0 in1 33  J Lb 3 (6)
replace the original matrix M such that /,,= m, for pow for different sets of h's, we need to comoute(31 (3)
Ad, 1, 1 , and uk,=mk/for k5, . a' 3 ' before solving the one triangular
Two implementations of the LU decomposition equation as shown above.
technique were considered. The first version as used In contrast, 
using the alterrative LU decom
by Lord (5) is referred to as LUD1. I" has exactly same position 
program (LUD2). the matrices alter forward
number and type of operations as a standard LU elimination 
appear as,
decomposition program but the order of operations r (1) (I W inl) Ir [
and the storage of the ntatrix Is different. The second M1 il '112 (2) . rimplementation Is standard, referred to as LUD2. (1) io ) ()
In LU decomposition, Gauss elimination Is used 1  2 2  22
in the forward elimination phase. This process can be mr i 1 m r) m 22 '1 (3)
described by the following recurre;tce equatlons, 13 It 23 m22 33Jl 4J L-
2 J
"m k , -i- r ) .k- -rI (1) Two trlaroulatr matrix equations will be obtained
i from equatlot 
(7) and solved In the back t,;bstitution
and phase as,
kI) (k-1) f (A-t (k- 1 0 F1 bI -. I A- /7 A -n (- ()
for IJ = k,k + 1,... a r2 ¶l 2  solve
WI (l) W) (2) 1 y) fa fy's
where Ir,= bl and rrIm -
m/2
Considering a small matrix equation (n - 3) (i (l ()r
illustrates how different implementations of LU i 2 in1  I 1
decomposition aftect the execution time of the matrix (2) (2)11 " j solveus()// rjt ..solution task. Gauss eliminatIon wll transform (2 2 2 for x's
matrices M (3x3) and b to give the following equation, (3) 1/x L f
F (n b,) r ,330  1 [ Y1
FN (2) #'t'2 bx I I2(2) I(3)0 22 231 2
o 0 b W
386
This yields. For j=j i-I
/= (31 i 
x3 = Y3f 3 3 1(2 2) \1m(2) in 1 1 - )=•: in 5
X2 = Y2 - In2 3 x3) 22 5=)
S(i) Wl .. IN
X ,- .2X - inl )/to,2 13 3- 11 (10)
The Y1, Y2 andy 3 in above equations are similar rn11 = SORT t.jI fn i
(1') (2) (3) k=1 n-sbo b 2  end b3 respectively in case of LUD1.
Thus the only important difference in LUDI and LUD2 4. Comparison of Time Efficiencies
is the order of the Iperations. In LUD1, divisi-r by the of Time
diagonal elements mi .,ad to be done first as shown in or Algorithus
equation (5), whereas in LUD2. division is the last For most computers, floating point operations
operation. This may have a significant effect in (flops) consume considerably more tirre than integer
certain situations. For example, if mil is a complex arithmetic operations. So in analyzing algorithms, all
number with non-zero real and imaginary parts, and integer operations such as array indexing, loop
the rest of matrx is only real, then LIJD1 ,ill evaluate overhead, etc. are ignored, All three triangular
X1 as. decomposition algorithms under cor ideration have a
generaltime complexityof O(n - ) } (where n istheXit b l • 2- (m13mii )X3 length of coetficient matrix M and B3 is its semi-
which inlicates one complex division, two complex bandwidth). Although the time complexities are the
multiplications, and two complex additions. On the same for the three algorithms discussed in this paper,
other hand, i: :;. will evaluate xs as, they yield different execution times because the type
x= ( t1?1 2 X2 - rn,3 X )lin of operations and the order of operations is different.3) 3 For example, the Cholesky algorithm uses the square
This will involve the sama number of operations but root operation whereas the LU decomposition does
now only one division is a complex operation and not.
everything else is a real operation. Hence LUD2 will Irn analyzing computational floating point
execute measurably faster in this case. complexity for the Cholesky algorithm, the number
and type of operations in the forward elimination
3.2 Cholasky L)ecomposltlon: phase ate:
in Cholesky decomposition. M is decomposed Number ofsqrt. -n
such that M - LLT where L is a lower triangular matrix. Number of div. B(n -12) .(1,r2)B.
For this decompoition to exist, the matrix M must be Number of mull. - B(n/2- 1/61+ 8f((n/2)-1/2) - (t13)63
positive alfinite, and this property is guaranteed in Number of add. and sub. . n + B((3/2)n - (2/3))
FEM. After performing the decomposition, the two + B2((n/2)-') - (1/3)83
triangular equations are solved as, The number of floating point operations in lonward
AM a b starting matrix equation elimination phase of LU decomposition are:Number ofsqrt. -0
e Number of div. - (n-112)B - (112)132LL x a b M ir decomposed (forward slim.) Number of null. _(1/6)( + (n-i/2)B2 - (2/3tB3
L y b solve for Y 1 Number of add. and sub. . (116)6B (n-l/2)B2 - (2o)It33
otefr (back substitution ) ithe floating point operations are normalized
'x - y slVi for with respect to "floating point add time", the time
efficiencies can be more comprehensively described.
For different sets of b's corresponding to Table I indicates that complex multiplication takesdFraifferent positton s of ' y currensprobdit about 5 timnes more time than complex addition.Complex division takes 12 tlines longer and complex
necessary to sclve only the last two triangular square root takes 1S times longer. Using these
equations as L and LT remain the same. numbers as weighting factors in the flops count, the
The Cholesky decomposition algorithm for a time efficlencies can be expressed as follows: for
symmetric matrix with semi-bandwidth B is: Cholesky's decomposition :
20n + 16nR - 7.5B + SnB2 - 9.582 - 2B3
for LU dect;,iposition:
12nB - 5d + 6nB2 - 9B2 - 4B3
Figure 2 shows a comparison of the normalized
floating point operation counts for Cholesky and LU
decompositlon for different n's arid a fixed B. Figure 3
compares the two algorithms for a fixed n but different
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B's. From figures 2 and 3, it is concluded thatCholesky decomposition yields a smaller execution
time, hence, this algorithm is optimized for the finite . UO - ........
element analysis of eddy current problems. "
4.1 Modified Choleaky's Algorithm.
Typically, the eddy current probe impedance is f .
the desired resuh for an FEM formulation of an eddy
current NOE problem and this impedance can be .calculated from thie magnetic vector potential within
the coils. The FEM code may calculate the magnetic
vedLor potential in every element but when the desired o
potentials are available, the algorithm can be -
terminated. Using these properties, the Cholesky 105
algorithm was modified. The forward elimination phase a
of the algorithm remains unchanged but in the back o
substitution phase, the sub-program is terminated as
soon as the solution for the last desired field point is . s
obtained. 1, 0 iee0 2exe IUQO 4000 4000 sees
Number of Node. ln)
4.2 Comparison of Execution Times for a
Sample Problem. Figure 2. Comparison of LU and Oholesky
Execution times tor an axisymmetric eddy decomposition floating point operation counts as a
current problem are given in Figure 4. which shows a function of the number of nodes for fixed sam,-
comparison of 5 algorithms i.e.. LINPACK [6], LUDI, bandwidth (1-.100),
LUD2, Cholesky and mtodified Cholesky on a sample
"dillerantial coil in tube" problem. Front this figure, it
can be seen that LUD1, LUD2 and standard Cholasky
have fairly close execution times. Forward elimination ,
is carried out only in position 1. For the remaining , n a.o00
probe coil positions, only back substitution is needed.
The forward elimination phase of Cholesky is slightly 16e L U DegontooszilSD
better than LUD2 but the back substitution phase ot
Choleasky is almost exactly the same as LUD2. The
slope of run time fr-r different positions of the coil is /
thus tire same for LLID2 and Choleaky decomposition. too
For the methods considered here, the modified 0
Cholesky routine has the best performance since Its
back substitution phase is the shortest. Overall, an o-
improvement of more than 25% was achieved by the a to
modified Cholesky routine over standard Choleasky
and LU decomposition programs.
It should also be noted that pivoting is not ,
necessary in the forward elimination phase when 0 20 4 e0 a0 a 1 s s
dealing with positive definite rratrives [41. Since we eml-badWldth (B)
are dealing with positive definite matrices,
considerable saving in time is achieved in the
triangular factorization phase. However, as a check Figure 3. Comparison of LU and Cholesky
on the accuracy ol the non-pivoting methods, a decomposition floating point ooaration counts as a
standard LINPACK program (sub-routines CG13FA, function of the semi-bandwidth for fixed number ofCGBSL) [61, was used to compare the results since nodes(n-3000)
this routine uses pivoting. Thre execution time of the
LINPACK routine is about three times largercompared
to a customized Cholesky routine for decomposition considered ifa detail. Two popular methods ot
and the solution of the matrix equation In this implementing boundary conditions we'o evaluated.
example, but all routines maintain the same accuracy Careful comparison of "blasting factor" and the "I's
in the solution, and o's" methods showed that the latter technique
produces a more sparse intermediate matrin and5. Conclusions results ;n smaller execution times for all applicatlions
This study began when lengthy CPU times were of this finite element model,
encountered while testing a two-dimensional finite A comparison of different algorithms for triangular
olament code for modeling eddy current fDE. In a, decomposition was also undortaken. Theoretical
attempt to improve the time-performance of the code, ana;ys•s and actual run time performance indicated
all aspects of the matrix solution problem were that Cholusky decomposition yields better executi-n
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times than LU decomposition for large problems. The 240 - ,
Choltsky algorithm was modified for the special Case Mod. Choleky"
of finite element formulation of eddy current NDE. The 220 C holesky a?
modified Cholesky algorithm. combined with the 'l's . '.... . Linpack ,i
and O'V boundar, condition technique, yields an ... LUD 1 *
overall improvement of a factor of three over the 200 - LUD 2 ,A
"blasting factor" boundary condition tachn;que
combined with LU decomposition used In earlier work 180 P
in this field [5]. "C 160 .•References 0 1
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AN APPROXIMATE (SYMMETRIC) COMBINED FIELD
INTEGRAL EQUATION FOR THE ANALYSIS OF SCATTERING
BY CONDUCTING BODIES IN THlE RESONANCE REGION
Lij M~Q. Cn-ia and Afonso M. Barbosa
Centro de An~l~ise e Processamento de Sinais and
Departarnento de Engenharia Electrotdcnica e de Computadores,
Instituto Superior Tknico, Universidade Tkcnica de Lisboa
Av. Rovisco Pais. 1096 LISBOA CODEX, PORTUGAL
ABSTRACT
A nlew integual equation, the Approximiate (Symnnetric) Combined Field Integral
Lqtuatioii, is prese'nted and used to analyze the scattering by coniductmng bodies in thc res-
onaime region. It rvsults from ii linear comihinatiun of the Electric Field integral Equation
with the Approxinwitu (Symmectric) Magueichc Field Integral lEquatimn. The tuatrix asso-
ciaLedl with this new equation is syinnetric, reducing CPU time and computer meumory.
Conidi tioinumesmdsatrn cross sections are presented fur the sphere -and the cube,
andl comipared wVithk those obtained ushig the exact integral equation. An analysis of CPU
1. INTRODUCTION
Wlieii dcadiijg with the problem of scattering by eoiidudtiug hudius iii the resonaniice
regiol i, thec Combined Field IntLegrad Equationi ( CFIE) Iill (a linear combination of the
L~lectric and dhe Magnetic Field Initegral E~quation~s EFIE and MFIE) ensures a uniiqute
solution ior the re~sonant frequencies. Usually, the Mlethod oif Mmunents [2] is used to solve
the CFIt, hjut CPU tine and/or computer memory mzay impose severe limnitations on the
(liii~lniiois if the bodiis. TO overcome1 the-Se limuitatfions, several aI)P~rOXi~natioiis have bet-n
prIOjIosd (e'.g. (31). Ill orlder to reduce CPU time and memory, the authors have recently
iirewnmiilan Approximate (Syminet-ric) Magnetic Field Integral Equation (A(S)MFIE) [4),
that generates a symmnetric initrix when Giderkin's Method [2) is used. Thisi natfix is
generated by taking the average of the opposite coefficients (refering to the main (liagolial)
of thn MFIE mnatrix, A symnicntric matrix bas two advantages: it needs less computer
miemory to be stored, and its factorization time is about hialf of the value for a general
noii-symninetrie one.
lit thiis conioiunjectioii, a new integral equation is presented, which will be refered
as the Approximate (Synonetrie) Combined F'ield hitegral Equation -A(S)CFIE. As it
results from the linear combination of the EFIE with the A(S)MFIE, is has the advanltage
of generating a symmetric matrix, which is not the case for the CFIE. The triangular patch
'Oasis function [5] is used to solve the A(S)CFIE. The sphere and the cube are usedl as test
seatterers. Results arc shown for the condition number, and tlu. back and forth scattering
cross sections, and( a comparisoni is mlade with identical results froin the CFIE and others.
II. THlE APPROXIMATE (SYMMETRIC) CFIE
The EFIE and the MFIE, which formulate thv prob leml (If seatterinig by a perfectly
colaudut iii body, arc (inl op~erator' forni) [1]
C.-S= Ft.. (1)
t:'IjS 'Js -1 L:,vjJsq F.,, (2)
9"J.
1 r r.
uj. = 11 ) (5)
F', x I V(r) (6)
S is the closed) siurface. of the object with ,'xterior ilorliila nm, J., is ilw uiiikmowi surfmmct
'letriecIrIt dullsity, %p is the fit'e-space Greeni's fuini tiomn, a~mnd E',11' are the inceidenit
vIc'trne a od I inogliet a' fields.
Usiming 01V' het-thd of Nliiil'iints tIo oily, tuesei equationms, jil its Gumdekin folumlluation,
itiI.IicesM'5N ,Mti ' wmmd vI 'to rs V .',V" o f dlimen'Isioni N lWll ,t 1;6dmud ill tTIn) 5of a Slllf~tC('
p;1tchl bausis fuiuctiomm bj,, zmiid; iolcr 1 odumct <- f, g >. As the basis filuitiOlm i5 IL tuiling(Iti~d
'.'CO Lk, all till' componen('mts If 01ll ('Ictr-il fit-l~l (1111 bV CoIls(lered' ill its :1t('gI'aI el~llitionl
aujd t~ll, I'ocllicil'mlts of till IllI0.17iX 41'(j1GO11 ill lin hVI I'XJM1'551'( bly
-*< U', b,,>()
wliv11, the op-4ratlon is I-wrt ýl I
4 irwn /, [J.'i (r)P(r, r') A- Vs.- Js(r') V'qi(r, r')] Is,(
Thc Reciprocity Theorem [6] guarantees that this operator is self-adjoint, therefore the
associated. matrix is a symmetric one. The coefficients related to the MF1E are given by
:--< b./2, b, > + < CM,,b_,b_ > (10)
V,ý' = < ii x IV, b,, > (1
The MFIE operator is not self-adjoint, consequently M?! is not symmetric.
The CFIE em then be written as
£cJ' = Fe, (12)
where
LCJS = 4,JS + I.EJs (13)
= 1 xii' +ý -E' (14)
u beiig thie praiirwter of the linear combiiiation. The oliLtrix niid vector of the matrix
cquation are thex given by
MU=MM + 1 M'" (15)Zo
Vý ý V,~~11 +-ý-" vMt + 'Lv'° (10)
As in the case of tlh-" MFIE, M` is not synimetric.
The A(S)MFIE, has been jiojsixe(t. with the purpose of reducing the CPU time wulh
c'omputer mezuory related with the exact integral equation. This a;)j)roximate equation
does uut change the vector of tile MFIE, V"1 = VA, but, as alrewly stated, the iiatrix
coefficientst are taken as the average of the opposite coefficients of (he MFIE matrix, i.e.,
MSM = (MM + MAC') /2 (17)
(the superscript 'r stands for transposed); this approximation dues iot have a siguificaut
error, becaube the contribution|s of the non-integral twrm of the MFIE oprator are at least
ouc order of maguitude greater than ii he others. The A(S)MFIIE operator is givwn by
•'ljs I •Js(r) -nx J,(r') f V''(r, r) dIs
+8-F fIinX Js(r')] x V'(r,r')dS' (18)
where the adjoint operator ofCM iit lim been introduced, and it has been assumed that t(e
inner product is a'syonmtric me.
With the saune purpose of the A(S)MFIE, an A(S)CFIE is proposed. It is obtained
by taking the linear combimntion of the EFIE with the A(S)MFIE, iistead of the MFIE,
i.e
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£sCJs M NIJS + -LO£cEs (19)
or
MSC = MSM ±. a (20)zo
leaving the vector unchanged, V"' = V0 . M 5 0 is symmetric (it is a linear combination
of symmetric matrices), and that fact can and will be taken into consideration in the
resolution of the matrix equation, in order to achieve the desired reductions.
It is known that the MFIE may experience some difficulties when the object does
not have a smooth surface. This fact has been confirmed for a cube, mainly when the
frequency of the incident wave is above the first resonance [7]; the solutions from the
A(S)MFIE present also a significative error for the cube, in the same conditions, but for a
smooth object like the sphere, the solutions from the MFIE and the A(S)MFIE arc almost
identical, eveil in the resonance region [7]. Thus, it is expected that this new A(S)CFIE
may originate solutions with some error, if the object's surface presents edges.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
R~an's triangular patch basis function has been used to test the A(S)CFIE. The choice
of the linens combination's parameter has been a = 1-. The sphere (radius a) and the cube
(side L) were used as scatterers: the sphere was modelled by 96 patches, corresponding
to 144 unknowns; two models were mode for the cube, a 96 patch and a 192 patch,
corresponding respectively to 144 and 288 unknowns, and designated by M144 and M288.
An incident plane wa-e is considered, and its frequency manges between values that cont•xin
the first two resonances of each object (a/, = .437,0.61, L/A = .707, .866); two directions
of incidence are considered for the cube, one normal to a face and another directed to a
vertex, both with horirontal polarization, Fig.1. The adequate routtines of LINPA CK [8]
were used to solve the matrix equations.
(a) normal incidence (b) oblique incidence
Figure 1: Cube peCrpective m according to the direction of incidence.
The condition numbers, CN, associated with the matrices of both the exact and
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Figure 3: Scattering cross sections for the sphere.
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in frequency: CN is almost constant, independently of the model. For eacix model, the
condition number related to the A(S)CFIE is slightly lower than the one of the CFIE (a
similar behavior has been noticed for the MFIE).
The back and forth scattering cross sections, a•b,oj, have been calculated, Fig.3-
4. The results for the sphere arc compared with thc theoretical ones; for the cube, a
comparison is made for the backscatter for the normal incidence with results from [91 (the
only available case in the literature, as far as we known). The scattering cross sections
obtained for the sphere by the CFIE and A(S)CFIE are almost totally superimposed,
although with discrepancies from the theoretical values. This means that the errors arc
due to the model, and its density, used for the sphecr, and are not a consequence of the
alpproxinmtiouns made ill the integral equation. For the cube there are sonic differences
between. the results front the approximate and the exact equations, but there are also
diffe•rences betwelen the two models. For each model, ab seems to he less sensitive to the
approximations thati a1 .
As ftr as the codes are concerned, only the routines for matrix calculation and fac.
torization differ in both cquatints1; all the others remnain unchanged, with its CPU time
dependiig, at the most, with Nt. The tbin to calculate the A(S)CFIE matrix is about
90% (if the corrnjspon(ling time for the CFIE, blith dependling tit NIV; this value is due
to the fact that only the uppeicr triangle of the syneCtr" nmtxrix is stored. The itatrix
factorization ti me, Which Varies with NI, suffers also a reduction of t hle (order of 43% (the
ordeIr of the nuober of ope.rationts iwe"rs from NW3/3 to W' /0). Hlence tlie total CPU tinte
for tht, A(S)CFIU, when crimpared withli the CGIl", ranges from 73% to 50% when N Varies
I)atwiti1 100 amd 1(000, which is it sigit lfhiitit rednCt dn.
The comtjuter izctiry necessary to solve both eqiuati•s• dcpelnds mainly Oil til
storiage of thelt matrix. Thtus, its vallte is aliost halved (from N' to N(N + 1)/2) wheni
oti,' twsts thw A(S)CFIE intead of Lteh CFIE. Althoughi notwadays comlputvte nmettioiy is not
that important, this is also ;a siguilicant reduction.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
An Appiroximnate (bytimetric) Coutbined Field Integral Equatitn has been presetited.
This new equattin is a linear coutbinatiomi Of the EFIE with the A(S)MFIE, previously
presented by the authors, origihoating a sytimietric utatrix. The triangular patch basis
function was used to assess this equation, with the cube and the sphere. As exp)'cted, the
atpproximate equationt does not suffer the effects of the resonances, which can be coutliried
by the cotdition number. Good results iune obtained for the scattering cross sectiotis,
specially in the case of the sphere, for which the results for the OFIE and the A(S)CFIE
are almost coincident; for the cube some discrepaicies are found, but they tend to becomne
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smaller when the patch density is increased. Therefore, one can say that the A(S)CFLE
can be used instead of the CFIE, for objects with a smooth surface; for nbjects with edges
in its suriace, is appears that some precautions must be used in the application of the
approximate equation. A reduction of about half is achieved in CPU time and computer
memory.
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Summary
The MMP-code 11.2.31 uses a problem adapted expansion of the electromagnetic field (rather than an ex-
parisior' of the sources). Hence, a "'IsMP-expansion-function" consists of six field components.
In the case of long structures (e.g. thin wires, edges etc.), the classica] miultipole expansions are not very
efficient. Tl'e thin wire option 141 has been implemented and successfully applied to complicated situations
15). In specific cases, namely when the field in the close vicinity around the wire dots not have circular
synimetry, the thin wire expansions are not sufficient. For those cases, new expansion functions have been
developped. They have the following properties:
a Very simple analytical expressions for all field components:
. Recursie- calculation of the 'higher order nmodes'.
* Satisfy Maxwell's equations in the domain analytically. (Singular only on a line of finite length)
v Weak variation of the field along a given line, but strong variation perpendicular to that line.
Mathermatical expressions
All the field components of the new expansion functions may be written in the following general form: (for
a straight line singularity of length I on the z-axis, starting at i.)
Cn - sl o " z-1 ~ - 1fke 2 sinkl)] (J1
2o g ) ,, ( ,P [Go - .s 4 , ( {;. - I)couki + y"'k'e sin k)] (1-2)
H,.: . (0-3)E(n) .... +" . ,(01 cos ki ,• kz - 1)sin k)] (1 4)
" ,.- rs'2•(n - t)!r" sin 1I o fl +
en -- - _--_ %' sin r [Guot 4 +(1 " coskl +, *k - 1) sin l) (1-5)r, . r'2• (n tog1), -CO' . < " .-
E_ ---- ý - (,) - ýE`4 G (/." oski i -.V"- rsin kl)] (1-6)..... c''(n -t)!l-" sin"''' ,o '\':" I --- ,o - .l
In the expressions above, the symbols have the following mcanings:
o r, W,: are tire corrimoii cylindrical coordinates
o H. and E ... are the components of the magnetic arid the electric field respectively
o I is the length of the singularity on the 2-axis
L, I _.-V1; w and E' are the angular frequency and the complex pcrmittivity respectively
o k is the wave number of the mediunt (complex or real)
o G;. GI are the functions c'0 r tu -"r/V4r0 4 (z - n•') for z' equal 0,1 respectively.
o 71 is all integer: the 'order' of the particular expanlsion function
o ., f3. anid -y. are complex pararneteru which will be defined below.
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Note, that (1) describes two expansion functions with cosn•p or sinni dependency respectively. Similar
formulae ate true for another set of two expansions, interchanging sinku and coski in the brackets. Fi-
nally, another four expansion functions are described by multiplying IH by the negative square of the wave
impedance and interchanging P- and fl-components.
Recursions
For the calculation of the ok",.. in (1), the following procedure is used. A more detailed description Isow
these recursions have been found will be given in the full paper.
First of all, a basic series of terms is calculated:
I 2n - 16o j 1; 6n-- ; -= 06./)+ - (2)
WO - ,.ý + " + - V 2-- - -•),' z (3)
y~P) )2
from which we obtain the complex numbers D, := v.6.. Setting I = 0 in (2) and (3) and changing the sign,
the numbers A, are obtained. Now, the following recursions are applied:
.H' = 0; a"', = 2no•°' + A.+, (4-)
=o'  U; On"+', = /,•1' + D,4 1  (4-2)
-t. : 0; n"' %- 2.0&r + U- (4 3)
A=. A,,,,; 6 0; o,,-1% (n , + l)(. w+ ei',w) (5-1)
l,,+ = •"+ Dn.+,; 0; - , ,• = (r, + 1)(<1' + Pit) (5-2)
on -0-,e_ -eo I,,+ +=( l ) .t ") (5-3)
o•'=0 (si-1)
0 (6 2)"=0 (6 3)
and for the parameters of the E-components
a.' = 4!' + nAn Ii-- A. 2 - k0r'A,; ."= U; "d+" i , i:)(2i ." - k',rA,,) (7-1)
=3..'+n.D.j - D,   - k,2r'2D.; j~' =-0; I3,t8 = fn- l)(21.3' - kmr'D,,) (7-2)
-Y!, = Hit (7-3)
a0 =o; - ýE, = cc A+-1._.-+ A,, 41 ; 51 =0; &',"+ = 2 n ( 6 ýL + kr'A.-._) (8-1)
flo3 - 0; / . . , U +- U, 4 j; +re : 0r+ D 2rr(fife - ki cU' D,) (8 2)
-e' ,(8-3)
A 2 - (9-1)
D-+i U,4 2  (0-2)
= .41  (9 3)
Results
As a simple example, the field of a L-shaped structure is calculated. (See figs I and 2) The vertical branch
has a length of half a wave length A, the horizontal branch is one A lung, and both are A/20 thick The L is
made of good conducting material, and the excitation is a plane wave, coming from top right at an angle of
300 to the vertical, linearly polarized in the L-plane.
More examples will be given in the full paper.
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DIRECT SOLUTION OF THE WAVE EQUATION
USING
PARALLEL COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUES
R.U. lohlfuld1 , S.M. Sparagna1 ', and 0. v. B. Sandri'
Abstract
This research is concerned with the development of computational tech-
niques utilizing parallel computer architectures which are appropriate to
simulation of wave propagation from radiating elements in an antenna array.
We have implemented numerical solutions of the wave equavion in a parallel
computer architecture to gain a computational speed advantage and to develop
direct simulation techniques (based on a description dependent only on 'local
physics') which are an accurate representation of the physical system.
Stable, energy conserving integration schemes for the wave equation represent--
ed in finite-difference form have been developed. By using using a ninn-point
finite-difference solution, developed by Vichnevetsky and Bowles, a two-dimen-
sional scalar wave can be physically propagated through thu processors of the
Connection Machine, which correspond to spatial node.' of a computational mesh.
The (2+1)D scalar wave equation was simulated since this is the simplest case
which could be tested requiring solution of a multi-dimensional hyperbolic
partial differential equation. Once this has been achieved, proceeding to the
(3+1)D scalar wave equation and the full vector wave equation should be com-
paratively straightforward. These integration schemes have been extended to
include terminating boundary conditions permitting the simulation of the free-
space wave propagation on a finite computational mesh The simulation is
characterized by isotropic propagation whose spatial and temporal response is
a function of the constitutive parameters of the medium in which the wave is
propagating. Since each processor represents a point in space the physical
constants (c, /, and g) stored in each procesnor could be chosen to represent
an arbitrary geometric distribution of these parameters. Therefore, the com-
putational requirements of these simulation are only dependent on the the
physical size of the computational mesh and are independent of the geometry of
the simulation. This type of simulation can be used as an effective tool to
simulate wave propagation in inhomogeneous media with an arbitrary spatial
distribution of sources and reflectors. It is also appropriate as a method of
evaluating antenna performance in both the far and near field.
flec. Comp. & Sys. Eng. Dept., College of Engineering, Boston University2 Equipment Division, Raytheon Company, Wayland, MA.
£ Aerospace A Much. Eng. Dept., College of Engineering, Boston University
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I INTRODUCTION reflecting surfaces may be established
in an arbitrary geometry with spatial
resolution equivalent to the resolut-
Finite-difference solutions of ion of the computational grid. Thus
hyperbolic differential equations in geometricilly complex simulations,
two or more dimensions pose a dif- which treat near field and far field
ficult computational problem owinm tt. on an equivalent basis, may be consid-
numerical instabilities exhibited by ered without computational penalty;
discretised versions of these execution times are effectively indep-
equations (Hildebrand 1968; Smith endent of these geometric issues.
1985). A suitable approach for solvi- Computational rates in thin UFlop range
ng the wave equation on a spatial grid (1 GFlop = 10 floating point operat-
of two dimensions [i.e. the (2+1)D ions per second) are rountinely
case] was developed by Vichnevetsky achieved.
and Bowles (1982). In thin approach
the Laplacian operator is approximated In addition to our parallel imple-
by an appropriate convex combination mentations, we have als3 further inve-
of difference operators involving stigated the numerical properties of
neaurest neighbors and next-to-uearest the Vichnevetaky and Bosles algorithm.
neighbors on the computational grid. In particular, we have addressed the
This algorithm was shown to exhibit transient behavior of tle algorithm by
isotropic wave propagation, in the Z-transform techniques avd also demon-
limit of an infinitely long wave strate that the algoritho is always
train, despite the underlying rectang- energy-conserving at least in the
ulLr computational grid. mean, and for appropriate choices nf
parameters, conerves energy instanteo-We have demonstrated that this usly (i.e. at each time step).
algorithm is suitable for implementat-
ion on a massively parallel computer
with processors arranged o4 a boolean II ANALYSIS Of THE FINITE DIFFERENCE
hypercube, specifically on the SOLUTIONS OF THE HOMOGENEOUS
Connection Machine-2 (Hillis 1985; (2+.1)D WAVE EUATION USING THE
Boghosian 1990). In this implementat- NINE POINT FINITE DIFFERENCE
ion each point in space is mapped to o ALGORITHM
particular processor (or virtual proc-
essor) and construction of the requir- 11.1 - Introduction
ed finite difference operators of the
Vichneveteky and Bowles algorithm is In this section we examine a di€c-
readily accomplished by interprocessor retised model of the (2+l)D save
communications on the boolean hyper- equation which ve have implemented on
cube. In our development of thin the Connection Machine. Th3s work is
technique, we show that the wave pro- an application and extension of the
pagation speed (effectively the square work of Yichnevetsky and Bowles (1982)
root of the 'dielectric constant") may which was directed towards the
be assigned independently at each grid solution of the wave equation on a
point (processor) and that sources and computational mesh. We outline here
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the basic algorithm proposed by (4) U(m+ll.n)-2U(ml.n)PU(m-l.l.nQ +
Vichnevetsky and Bowles and analyse 2
briefly the ability of this method to x
support isotropic wave propagation U(m~l+ln)-2U(ml.n•+U(ml-in)
despite the underlying rectangular h2
computational mesh. We further Y
analyse the algorithm's stability and U(m.l.n+l-2U(m.l.nP+U(m.ln-l)
the conservation of energy of the c2 A2
simulation. The stability analysis,
in particular, includes new results on
the transient response properties of .
the algorithm. ' ........ ----------
11.2 - Nine Point Algorithm for
(2+1)D Simulations of Wave
Propagation
The scalar wave equation in (2+1)D M
can be written -I .
(1) "2U Y 2tj + VKU "L Laura: 1 Picture of a sawple of
C) 2 = the computational mesh showing how the
Ox2 processors are interconnected on a
82U(x. NEWS (north, east, west, and south)
1 ~ ) Bgrid for the recursiou formula in
c 2 t 2  equation (6).
The partial derivative can be repre-
sented in finite difference form ai If equation (3) in substituted in




Here the time, t=-A and x--mh. The new h2
variable, y, is defined equal to lh. U(w1+ln)+U(m.]ln)_4U(,ni'
Since we are using a square computat-
ional mesh, the spatial increment in
the y direction is equal to the spat- U(m.l.n+l)-2U(M~lqnj+U(m,l.n-1I
ial increment in the x direction. c2 A2
Therefore, If equation (5) is solved for
(3) h . hx = U(z,l,n+l) the resulting recursion
y xformula in
When these definitions are used and




2U(m,l,n) - U(m,l,n-l) + 2h
_ U(ml,n+l)-2U(,m ,znf+U(m,l,n-1)
U(ml+1,n)+U(ml-1.n)-4U(m•.,n) c 2A2
and the rccursion equation becomes
Figure 1 is a picture of a sample of
the computational mesh showing how the (9) U(m,l,n+l) =
processors are interconnected on a 2U(m,l,n) - U(m,l,n-i) +
NEWS (north, east, west, and south)
grid for the recursion formula in ,.fU~s+li+i~n•iU~m+l,1-1,n)+
equation (6). The pattern formed by 2h2
the information path required by each
processor is called a stencil, To U(m-,I+,l )+U(m-1,l-1,n)-4U(m,l,n)
calculate the next value at processor
P(m,l) requires information of the
present state of all its nearest
neighbors and its self at time n as U(m41.l+ 1) LJ +U.a41.b - (m.1.I4.r+U(-.1-J I.n)U(waJ)
well as its past state at time n-i.
If a line is connected to all the ........ .
points in the stencil like the dotted i
line in figure 1 they form a diamond.
Viohnevetuky and Bowles dubbed the -------- -------
spatial operations in equation (6) as
the diamond operator, OU(n,l,n), which L---
i s d e f i n e d a n l_ --------- - ........
(7) OU(m,l,n) 2 Fisurn: 2 Picture of a sample of
U(m+l,l,n)+U(m-l,l,n)+ the computational mesh showing how theprocessors are interconnected on aU(m,l+1,n)+U(m,l-l,u)-4U(m,l,n) next-to-nearest neighbor (north-east,
A closer look at figure 1 shows that north-west, south-east, and south-
the stencil can be rotated to form a west) grid for the recursion formula
different five point recursion relat- in equation (9).
ion where the information to calculate
the value of processor P(m,l) at time
n+l comes from its next-to-nearest Figure 2 is a sample of the compu-
neighbors. The spatial distance dis-- tational mesh which shows how the
tance between the processors is now stencil for this five point difference
a'. The finite difference form of the equation. If a line is connected to
equation would then become the ends of the stencil in this con-
figuration they form a square. The
square operator is the spatial operat-
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ion in equation (9). The square 11.3 - Stability Analysis
operator, jJ(m,ln), is defined as
We shall consider the stability of
(10) CU(mln) these finite-difference equations
using the von Neumann and Richtmyer
method (1SO).
U(m-1,1+l,n)+U(m-l,l-ln)-4U(m,l,n) X
Using either the diamond or square
operator to reprcosent the discretized
form of the Laplacian leads to aniso-
tropic. wave propagation. Vichnevetsky--
and Bowlh demonstrated that an appro-
priate convex combination of the dia-
zond and square operators leads to a
substantially isotropic propagation
(to fourth order in the wave ampli-
tude). The wave equation in full
finite differonce form with the
weighting parameter P to define this Figure: 3 Plot of w versus X as a
convex combination becomes function of 5 fot the dispersion
relation in tquation (40). w and &
(1) U(s,l,n+1)-2U(e,l,n)+U(m,1,n--1) have a range of (0-sr) and ý has a
2 range of (0-2r). A and h equals one."2 L + (l-p)O" U(sln) c equals 1 (X=1).
Isotropic piopagation is obtained for The dispersion relation obtained as a
P=0.5. This is the finite difference result of the stability analysis iH:
f.%.m used through the remainder of
this research and which is simulated 2f.E2co UXl
on the Connection Machine. The recur- (13) . 2rwy_ 2|via 2-
sian formula from equation (11) is () n L2c 2 = X - 2
(12) U(m 1 1,n+l) -i 51  Oii d r10 c 1
++ ( l -_ L 2us l t 2
Zý-[ALPs + 2[Ccos(O+sin(C'ýh)
+ 2U(m,l,n) - U(m,l,n-l) + 4
Now that we have a finite difference sin2 (co(O-siii h)
furs of the wave equation that is s --. 2
isotropic the regions of parameter
space for stable operation can be Figure 3 is a plot of the dispersion
evaluated, relation given in equation (13) where
h and A are equal to one and c is
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normalized to one (X=I). From the stant then the energy is conserved.
stability analysis we know that the The energy can be found by finding the
maximum stable value of 0 is r. This modulus of the function 7(m,l,n). An
plot shows the dispersion to be very explicit expression for the energy in
weak. However varying X by varying A, (2+i)D can be written (Sparagna 1000).
affects the peak value the angle 0 can It can be shown that in this express-
attain, while varying X by varying c ion, by che-7ing the free variables
only affects only the rate at which 0 correctly .Ii the sine and cosine
will approach a maximum. Varying A terms will be zero and the energy
will always return a smaller angle density vill be a constant.
than varying c.
11.5 - Analysis of the Finite
11.4 - Energy Conservation Difference Solutions and Free
Space Boundary Conditions
For the (2+l)D wave equation we
have shown that if the solution meets In the last section, we showed
our criteria for stability, it is that the nine point algorithm proposed
guaranteed to at least conserve the by Vichnevetaky and Bowles allows the
average energy, and possibly the in- direct solution of the complete wave
stantaueous energy exactly if the free equation ia finite difference form.
variables are chosen appropriately. With the exception of tho requirement
We can write the general solution to imposed by the Nyquist limit on the
the finite difference equation by computational mesh and frequencies,
taking the sum of all possible the only limitation is that for
solutions as the general solution. guarauteed stability the value of "
Therefore for X.I, must be less than or equal to one. In
this section the nine point algorithm
(14) 7(m,l,n) = U(m,l,n) 4 4l(m,l,n) will be treated analytically for an
aaew(MO+lt+nO)+ a2 e A(m+l#_nO) initial boundary condition, where at
1 2some pre-assigued position the value
Cm#-lt+n-0) of the field will be bound to the+3e - + a 4 e function sin(fnA). The frequency Q
should be selected such that DA is
+ae + ae less than or equal to w. In this
section the value of Z will be varied
+ -a 7 m-ltnO)÷ ae-(m-l-n 0 ) to see if the appropriate increase in
the wave number x is observed. The
where potential utility of these simulations
lies in the ability to treat physical
aj - aj + &bj {l I j 5 8} systems rigorously in a~ coaputationally expedient manner.
For the (2+1)D complete wave equation
there are eight possible solutions and In this section we will analyse
sixteen free variables. From the the nine point finite-difference
definition of the Poynting Vector if algorithm by using the Z and discrete
the energy .Pt.• •--quartd i- con- Fourier transforms to solve !or
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U(m,l,u) from the initial conditions the propagation speed. Now that the
U(m,l,O) and U(m,l,-l). We start by utility of the simulation has been
substituting the initial conditions demonstrated, the problem of simulat-
into the nine point finite-difference ing a free space environment on a
equation below, finite computational mesh must be
considered. The next paragraphs dis-
(15) U(ml,n+l)-2U(m,l,n)+U(m,ln-1) = cuss simulation of a free space (non-
reflecting) boundary condition for the
(1+1)D and (2+i)D complete wave equat-ions in finite difference form on a
+U(m-1,l+1,n)+U(m-1,l-1,n)-4U(m,l,n)J finite mesh.
2[ Many authors have treated the2jU(m+l,l~n)+Ucm.l,1,n) problem of free space boundary condit-
ions for numerical wave propagation.+U(m,l+1,n)+U(m,l-1,n)-4U(m,l,n)J Smith (1974) proposes a method of
stopping reflections from the boundaryand find the particular form. The by the superposition of solutions
boundary condition is an infinite line using Neumann and Dirichlet boundary
source at the origin which is repro- conditions. This entails forcing the
sented as a delta function in m and 1 derivative of U(m,l,n) at the boundary
and a sinusoid in n. equal to be zero along with the fun-
ction U(m,l,n). The reflections at
(15) U(0,0,n)= sin(flnA) the boundaries will be equal in ampli-
The initial condition is specified as tude but out of phase by r. By super-
posing one solution on the other at
(17) U(m,n,-1) = 0 the boundary, the reflection is elimi-
nated. However, it can be shown thatWe have shown that the nine point to calculate the derivative exactly
algorithm on the Connection Machine require. twice as many data points and
very accurately simulates wave propa- the propagation of two decoupled sol-
gation in (2+1)D, with some limitat- utions. For large simulations thisions. The analysis predicted and it uin.Frlresmltostimay become a limitation owing to Mem-
was verified that the nine point algo- ory space requirements. Another meth-
rithm exhibits a precursor or 'super- od of preventing reflections is to uselight' propagation due to the discrete the properties of the advecticn squat-
nature of the computational space. it ion, a first-order hyperbolic equation
was also demonstrated that the effect which supports unidirectional wave
wau a startup transient which propa- propagation. Israeli and Oresag
gates off the grid and does not effect (1980) propose two methods of using
the steady state solution for uinu- these properties. One is termed the
soidal sources. We have also demon- sponge boundary condition. By sub-
strated that the Nyquist limits on the tracting the proper advection equation
grid parameters and the compensation to the wave equation with a proper
required due to the non-linear disper- W'ljht the result LA (A+!)' Would 'e
sion relation for the wave number or
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82U(x =t 1 8%(x.t) In (1+1)D this method 
is natural and
(18 2 2 t 2 the easiest to implement. However, in
ax 2 a(2+1)D the advection equation is not
- 8U(xNt 1 fxtt linear and cannot be used. This re-
Ox € t J quires that the wave be decomposed
into normal and parallel components.
Any solution of the form (x-ct) would The normal components will pass
force the term in parenthesis to sero through the crossover region and be-
and will have no effect on the propa- come a plane wave which is now a one-
gation. However, any reflection will dimensional problem and the linear
be on the other characteristic (x+ct) one-dimensional advection equation can
and add a first order damping term then be applied. The parallel compon-
whose magnitude is controlled hy C. ent will propagate along until it hits
The other method is to change the the other border, which by design it
solution from the full wave equation is normal to, and can thus be termina-
to the proper advection equation at ted in the same fashion.
somo predetermined point interior to
the boundary. Since, for X equal to To terminate the propagating wave
one, the complete wave equation and in the (2+1)D, the wave must be decom-
the advection equation are equivalent posed into its normal and parallel
in the proper direction, there is no components at the boundary. When the
discontinuity at the crossover point, proper advection eiquation shown is
and when the wave hits the boundary it applied at thn jour boundaries of the
will not reflect. This last method is grid, this is essentially what hap-
of the most utility. It will cancel pens. At the crossover point the wavethe wave completely and does not need can be represented by two orthogonal
a dedicated finite region (or termi- components. Since the advection equa-
noting zone) to cancel the wave, as tion can only take information from
compared to the first method of space and time which is behind it (or
Israeli and Orszag which only damps towards the source), it cannot corrupt
the reflection and requires a dedicat- its value from erroneous data in front
ed region (which comes at the expense of it. It automatically correctly
of the simulation space). The method calculates the value of the normal
of Smith cancels the wave exactly, but component. From this point on, the
requires twice as many processors and propagation is along normal lines
causes some problems on the deflinition which are completely decoupled from
of the edge of a reflector or dielec- each other. The parallel component
tric zone in the simulation. cannot propagate past the boundary, z
it propagates along the boundary <•.LI
The technique which is used here it hits a perpendicular boundary.
is a crossover scheme where the wave Since the boundaries are normal to
equation changes from the complete each other the reflection which is
wave equation to the appropriate ad- parallel to one boundary will
vection equation before the boundary. propagate normal to the other and be
This only requires testing which one terminated. Thu only special
of the boundaries is being approached. condition is how to handle the corners
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where the boundaries come together. forward and backward difference forms
For this research, they have been in terminating the complete wave equa-
assigned arbitrarily to one of the tion in (2+l)D. The reflections are
boundaries. The error is small enough largely eliminated from the boundary
as to be unimportant except when very and the interface from the complete to
high dynamic ranges are required. For the advection equation only causes
example, for nulls in a pattern which small perturbations at the corners,
are down greater than 30dB this might which are insignificant and could be
have an effect. However, there is no eliminated if the corners are treated
absorption zone required for this specially. Now that we have developed
method and the crossover point could the tools to simulate the wave equa-
be right at the boundary. Since any tion on a computational mesh more,
reflection from the boundary will complicated antennas can be examined.
decay as R versus R or the inci-
dent wave the effects will be greatly
reduced. Also it takes a long time
before the cumulative efiects of four III WTLTIPLB BLEMENT SIMULATIONS
points along the whole surface can
reflect enough energy into the system
to be seen. The simulation only needs I11.1 - Introduction
to run until all the wave fronts have
reached the boundaries. This reduces Up to this point we have only
the effect below the level of signifi- dealt with simulations of a single
cance. element to develop and validate the
algorithms. The real utility of these
Figure 4 demonstrates the free simulation techniques will be in the
space boundary condition. The ire- modeling of complicated antenna
quency of the source is'. The geometries in inhomogeneous media. In
parameters h, A, and c are a~l equal this section we will simulate
to one. The source is at processor classical antenna arrays and verify
P(63,63) and the grid is cold-booted that the beam steers and the sidelobes
to be 128X128. The time mark is taken generated by the simulation are
at n equals 9g. This is enough time correct. Also we can demonstrate the
for the wave to hit the boundary and ability of the simulation to model
to have propagated half way back. The both the far and near field patterns
crossover points are at m and 1 equal which is analytically intractable.
to 23 and 103. The corners are as-
signed to the a direction. A red line
demarcates the crossover region in
both plots. There are no reflections
and no perceivable impact on the field
in this linear display.
We have demonstrated the effect-
ivOneso and the advantages of the
advection equations using Newton's
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111.2 - Phased Arrays in Homogeneous in the first simulation. The center
Media of the two, two-dipole elements are
lOX apart where all the elements are
on a line. The C.M. is configured to
The first antenna simulation is a a processor dimension of 512X512 and
two element array witk elements spaced the geometric center is at processor
eight processors (2) apart. The P(255,255). The first dipole pair is
parameters are X=cA/h=l, h=l, and A=l. at processors P(171,255) and
The frequency of the source is (0) • P(179,255). The other pair is at
and the source is centered at processors P(331,255) and P(330,255).
processor P(63,63) on a 128X128 pro- All the elements are driven in phase.
cessor configuration. One source is The frequency and all the parameters
at processor P(63,67) and the other is are the same as 5- figure (5). If
at processor P(63,89). Both sources figure 7b is compared to the
are driven in phase with an amplitude calculated antenna pattern for the two
of one. Figure 5 is the linear element interferometer in Kraus and
display of the two element array with Carver it is seen that the peaks and
a time mark at n equals 100. nulls in the pattern are identical and
the calculated and simulation patterns
The next simulation shown in fig- are identical. The goesetric pattern
ures 0[a,b] is with an eight element of cancellations in the field
•inomial array. All the elements are intensity obtained is a strong
2apart and the C.M. is configured verification of the validity of this
with a 255X250 processor dimension, wave propagation simulation.
The geometric center of the array is
at processor P(127,127) and the ele- We have demonstrated with these
ments are spaced eight processors simulations that the nine point
apart and driven in phase with a fre- algorithm accurately represents
quency of . The weights on the physical antenna in homogeneous media.
elements are (1-7-21-35-35-21-7-1) in The sidelobe predictions and the
order from one end of the array to the antenna gain patterns all agree with
other. All the other parameters are the classical theory. In addition,
the same as the last simulations ex- the structure in the near field is
cept the time mark in figure (4) is at also shown where classical array
n equal to 200. The binomial array theory approximations (treated in the
has the property of having no minor limit of Fraunhofer diffraction) break
lobes in the continuum case as shown down.
in Kraus and Carver (1973). This is
also a case in the simulation to
within 20dB of the main lobe which is
a good verification of the algorithm.
The last simulation shown in
figures 7[a,b] is a simple two element
interferometer. The 3imple element
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Up to this point all the attention Figure (8) shows the array with
has been on the accuracy of the simu- all the elements driven in phase and a
lationa and how well they represent conducting cylinder in the beam 128
the physical system. Not mentioned up processors from the source with a
to this point is the computational radius of 16 processors. The
advantago and speed gained doing thene simulation shows the reflections off
simulations on a massively parallel the cylinder and the diffraction of
architecture like the Connection the wave around the object. The
Machine. One observation illustrating interference pattern set up by the
this advantage is the operation count object distorts the beam in the
required to do one time step of the neighborhood of the reflector. The
simulation. Presently the (non-opt.- rxt simulation, shown in figure g,
mized) code requires 14 parallel oper- has a dielectric cylinder in the beam
ations to advance the simulation one which is steered at 45 degroes. The
time step. For a bl2Xt12 grid this elements are all driven out of phase
would require = 3.7 million operations with each other for this beam steer.
on a serial machine. The execution The center oi the object is not
time for the simulation program is directly in the beam to illustrate
effectively independent of the distri- Snell's law as the beam is bent as it
bution of sources and (as demonstrated propagates across the dielectric
in the next section) of the properties boundary. The dielectric conutant (C)
of the surrounding medium, is set to 10 and is compensated using
the program by the dispersion relation
111.3 - P 11 as e d Ar r a y a i q to get the continuum wave number. The
Inhomogenuous Media continuum wave number is 3.160. As
the beam passes through the
dielectrLic, the wave is focused due to
All of th, work up to this point the shape of the object. In figure g
hus been to develop a simulation tool the field intensity is very high on
that would allow complex antenna simu- the far side of the cylinder. Figures
lationu in an inhomogeneous media. In lOa[,bJ show the simulation of a
uhis section the simulations have backed array. 2 behind the array is a
conducting cylinders, dielectric cyl- ground plane where the field is forced
iuders, and conducting planes sepa- bo sero. The ground plane is a
rately and in combination. The absor- wavelength longer than the array o
bing boundary condition is applied in each end. By placing the reflector
all the simulations and as in the last behind th4 array the reflection will
section the crossover point is alvays constructively, interfere with the
ten processors from the boundary. All signal propagating away from the
the simulations wi l use an eight reflector. All the elements are
element array with 2 spacing and a driven in phase in this simulation so
frequency (0) of .2 The grid that the beam will be oriented
dimensions for all the simulations are broadside to the array.
612X812 and the array is centered at
processor P(255,256).
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The last simulation shown in fig-
ure l1[a,b] is a combination of all We have demonstrated the spatial
three features of these simulations. isotropy, stability, and energy
The antenna is a backed array with a canueryation of the solution. It was
reflecting cylinder and a dielectric shown that the nine point algorithm
cylinder in the beam with a 45 degree proposed by Vichnevetuky and Bowles
beam steer. This simulation was per- conserves energy always in the time
formed to teat the algorithm in a average sense, and for some choices of
complicated medium in which both ref- parameters energy is conserved
lectore and dielectrics are present. instantaneously. Waves propagate
This simulation represents a problm isotropically by t in algorithm for
which Is analytically intractable yet, XP1 and for j , despite the
it takes the tame computational re- underlying rectangular computational
sources as t'ie single element and is meah. The implementation of this
rigorous in the calculation of the algorithm on the Connection Machine,
field, along with the free space boundary
termination developed from the
advection equation, was shown to be a
IV CON(LUSIONs powerful and accurate computational
tool for simulating wave propagation
from a radiating element for very
The objectives of this paper were complicated geometries which could not
to develop stable numerical solutions be solved analytically.
of the hyperbolic wave equation with
radiating sources which take advantage We have also demonstrated that
of the large scale parallelism of the inhomogeneous media, i.e. varying
Connection Machine. These solutions 'dielectric constant', and arbitrary
must depend only on a local physical distributions of reflectors may he
coordinate patch to take advautage of accommodated in these wave propagation
one of the natural modes of inter- simulations. In particular the
processor communication in the constitutive properties if the medium"0 onnection Machine, and more may be specified independently at each
importantly to accurately represent point o0 the simulation apace (each
the continuum wave equation which in virtual processor) without signifi-
local and treats all spatial locations cantly increasing the run time of the
equivalently. Also the algorithm must simulation. This development is of
be iuaensitive to the simulation great importance in view of the
geometry and require minimal difficulty of obtaining exact,
assumptions on the nature of the analytic solutious of ware propagation
sources. A free space boundary in lahomogeneous media and the limited
solution was also required due to the ranges of validity of various
physical memory bounds of the approximation schemes (e.g. Born,
Connection Machine. This free space WSHJ, Rayleigh approximation, etc.).
boundary condition permits us to
simulate free space radiation problems In closing, future research will
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ON USING A CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR DERIVING THE ELECTROMAGNETIC
STATISTICS OF COMPLEX CAVITIES
1' H. Lehman* and E. K. Miller**
*Consultant, 3200 Carlisle NE, Albuquerque, NM, USA
**Los Alamos National Laboratory, USA
ABST.ACI
It Is shown that thu components of the electromagnetic field amolitudes in a perfectly
conducting cavity with a complex shape are distributed according to a normal (Gaussian)
distribution. The proof Is obtained by Invoking a virtual-cavity model which Is used for
expanding the field quantities In a complete set of orthogonal elgenvectors whose
amplitudes are shown to have a normal distribution. This result Is Independent of the
eigenvalue (mode number) and the shape of the cavity, requiring only that the shape of the
cavity be complex. The proof that the components of the field amplitudes have a normal
distribution follows immediately. Extensiors of the theory to cavities with losses and
sources is straightforward.
INR•. UC.TIO
For many years thure has been considerable Intere'ut In the statistical properties of
electromagnetic fields. This Interest has been fostered not only by an Inability ofaccurately predicting electromagnetic responses In complex environments, but also by the
difficulty of Interpreting and extracting usable Information from experimental data. To datealmost all attempts to characterize electromagnetic Interactions statistically have been
made using experimental data. The success of these efforts has been mixed. Without any
a priori knowledge of distribution fumntions, analysts are forced to assunme functional forms
for the distributions using a limited number of data samples. Some oi these assumed
distributions seem to work well for certain types of problems but not for all, i.e., as they
Invariably have a limited range of validity.
If statistical techniques are to be useful for characterizing electromagnetic Interactions,
then one should be able to establish their range of validity using Maxwell's equations
directly, It this Is not possible, then statistical techniques will not have an Important place
in electromagnetics because the statistics of each problem would require Independent
determination, The number of sample:; required to do this Is prohibitive from a
measurement point of view.
"To begin a discussion concerning the statistical nature of electromagnetic fields, it is
appropriate to quote from Beran and Parrent [E]:
"it should be made clear Immediately that discussions of coherence or
incoherence or partial coherence (statistics) need never enter a treatise on,dsiclal aleuiro, nagnetlc theory. In tlhi classical . lctrom,-agnetlc theory,
governed by Maxwell's equations, one assumes that the electric field and
magnetic field are measurable functions of position and time. In principle,
one can, if one chooses, follow In detail the Instantaneous variations of the
electric or magnetic field, no matter how Intricate the boundary conditions.
2.2.,2
In many cases, however, the procedure is extremely difficult and may, in
fact, mask importnt physical effects ... The situation is analogous to the
one arising in classical statistical mechanics. Although in principle it Is
possible to follow in detail the dynamics of the system, It often proves much
more useful to provide a statistical description."
It is clear that statistical electromagnetics can be nothing more than a theory which
describes the behavior of the average values of appropriate functions of the
electromagnetic field. These functions must in some sense be measurable and for
example could include all powers of the three components of both the electric and
magnetic field; all powers of the electromagnetic field power density; or all the powers of
the differences of the above functions when they are measured at different locations or
different times (spatial and temporal correlation functions).
The explicit purpose for constructing these average values Is to provide the capability for
extracting useful and usable Information from measured data for those cases where the
Intricate and complex nature of the measured fields masks this information. An additional
coi slderatlon Includes those cases where small variations In the system topology or small
changes In the excitation produce large changes In the response at specific locations
within the system, or when small changes In the measurement location produce similarly
large changes In the response. From a purely deterministic point of view, these situations
give rise to a problem set which Is currently riot resolvable.
If Information is to be extracted from the average values of the appropriate functions of the
electromagnetic fields, It Is Immediately obvious that the amount of such Information will In
some sense be a strong function of the number of the average values that are determined.
This fact will certainly limit the utility of an average-value theory since there Is in principle
an infinite number of average values; for example, all powers of the x-component of the
electric filed. This limitation can be eliminated If It can be shown, a prlorlfrcm the physics
of the problem, that the average values of some of these functions are related to each
other through well-defined relationships. This, of course, Is found to be true In elementary
statistical mechanics. We can Imagine the state of statistical mechanics if the velocity
distribution of molecules In a box was not Maxwellian and was Instead a function of the
shape ot the box. Determining the relationships between different average values Is an
Important step In any physics-based statistical theory. If these relationships exist and
exhibit certain properties, then probability densities or distributions can be assigned to the
field variables and the transition from an "average-value theory" to a "statistical theory" Is
complete.
For electromagnetIcs, no such average-value relationships had been demonstrated to
exist. The deriv.ition of these relationships and their range of validity are the subject of this
paper. Our approach utilizes a conceptual, moment-method type model, from which the
statistical properties of Interest are derived, but without ever explicitly setting up or solving
the moment-method model itself.
MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES
Conslder a cavity wlth volumG V which is source ,a and it bounded by . perfectly,,
conducting surface S of arbitrary shape. It Is well known [Schiff (2)], that the electric field
EF(rt) and the vector potential Att) In the volume V, upon separating the space and time
variations, can be expanded In a complete set of real vector functions .k([) or
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k.+oE(1,t) - k k •(O)P k, (1)
A(.,t) - ,k•(gqk(t) (2)
The cartesian components of the vector functions must satisfy the second-order wave
equation
V2Uk.W •Uk,(r) - 0, (3)
where s denotes the cartesian coordinate, x,y,z. The vector function must also satisfy
V'UkG) - 0 (4)
since there are no sources present. Also, the tangential components of the electric field
and the vector potential must vanish on the surface S, so that
nxUdr))l, s - 0 (5)
where n is a unit vector normal to the surface, Using Eqs, (3-5) and with the help of
Green's theorem It can be shown that the uk and Uk, are orthogonal to each other or
v k'U.dv - bk',k (6)
In the usual convention, k Is an eigenvalue and u Is an elgenvector.
Denoting spatial-average values by < n, then the average value of any function W(t. over





<W>- V '3W(L)dv (8)
For the problem defined in this section, the quantities whose average values are of Interest
are functions of the electric field. These functions are the three electric field components
Ex, Ey, Ez and all of their higher-order powers. These average values are defined by
rE >- VIEft,)dv;s - x,y,7 and m - 0,1,2,... (9)
In order to evaluate the averages defined in Eq. (9), it Is obvious from Eq. (1) that It will be
necessmy to evaluate the average values of all the powers (Uk,s)m of the components of
the elgenvector, or
<(Uk, l)'ý> - V Pfv(uUk,s)mdv (10)
for all k and for all in. This Is a monumental (essentially Impossible) task, unless the
Integrals given by Eq. (10) are straightforward and can be shown to be simply related for
various values of m. In the next sections, we outline un approach that shows this Is indeed
the case for complex cavities and In fact, It Is shown that the Integrals are Independent of k
and that they are just the moments of a normal probability density.
ACONCEPTUA APPRQACH FOR FINDING THE EIGENVECTORS
It is well known that exact solutions of the vector Helmholtz Eq. (3) are only possible for a
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very few canonically-shaped cavities. Thus, for cavities of arbitrary shape, no attempt ismade to find exact solutions. Instead, we seek approximate expressions for theeigenvectors. These approximate expressions are developed by expanding theeigenvectars in a set of entire-domain basis functions (EDBF). Although the choice of theEDBF is somewhat arbitrary, we choose basis functions that satisfy Eqs. (3) and (4), andselect the expi- .ion coefficients so that Eq. (5) is also satisfied.
Before outlining our approach for choosing the EDBF, we make the following observation.For cavities having canonical shapes, the cavity surfaces are defined by relationships of
the form ý, = Ca (a = 1,2,3) where i, is a generalized coordinate and Ca is a constant.
For cavities of arbitrary shape, it will not be possible to define a surface by setting one ormore of the generalized coordinates equal to a constant, Instead, we know that theeigenvector solutions must in some sense be a function of all of the dimensions of thecavity, i.e., the s.-'paration of variables that works for canonical geometries no longer holds.Our choice of basis functions must reflect this dependency.
We develop the EDBF by construction. To do this, we implement the following step6:1) We specify a cartesian coordinate system for the space occupied bythe volume V.2) We assume that the eigenvalue k of a specific eigenvector Uk(r) isknown.3) We discretize the volume V into a large number N of cubes eachhaving a volume AV = AxAyAz = (&x) 3 such that kAx ,12 and V = NAV.4) We project the six surface elements AS = (Ax)2 of each cube onto thewalls of the cavity.5) From the surface projections for each oube, we construct arectangular cavity formed by the intersections of the six orthogonal planescontaining each of the AS, The n'th rectangular cavity constructed from then'th cube has dimensions Xn, Yn, Zn and the location of one of its cornerswith respect to the origin 0 of the coordinate system defined in step 1 isgiven by Ln. We refer to these rectangular cavities as "virtual cavities.6) For each virtual cavity, we choose the set of three integers (I,m,p)which yields the best approximation to the expression
2, x 2
7) We write the eigenvector Uk(L;n) for the n'ttli virtual cavity assumingthat each virtual cavity has perfectly conducting walls and that thecomponents of the elgenvalues (i.e., the virtual cavity eigenvalue) are givenby kx(n) = nl/Xn, ky(n) = nim/Yn, k (n) = nP/Zn.8) We chonse the resulting .•(rn) to be the EDBF and write the solutionfor the eigenvuctor UkA as
N
•tk(L) = nU r;n). (12)
In the next section, we implemeni the above steps and show that an elgenvector can bewritten as a sum over a large number of standing waves. The wavdvuctor on associated
with the n'th standing wave is a function of Xn, Yn, Zn, i.e., the dimensions of the n'th virtuai
cavity. Thus, the eigenvector given by Eq. (12) not only satisfies the second-order waveequation (3), the constraint equation (4) and the boundary condition (5), but it is also afunction of all of the dimensions that define the surface that bounds the volume V of space
occupied by the cavity.
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REPR_3ENTING THE EIGENVECTOR SOLUTIONS
We now proceed to develop the expressions for the eigenvector aolutions using theapproach as outlined in the previous section. We begin by defining a coordinate system
having 0 as its origin and having an arbitrary orientation.
The aigenvalues k (i.e., the resonance frequencies) as wr" as the eigenvectors for anarbitrarily shaped cavity can be determined by using numerical techniques such aslinite-element (FEM) or finite-difference (FDM) methods. A Hamiltonian approach, beingbased on energy relationships, would be a logical starting point for using FEM while a
wave-equation formulation would be a natural starting point for using FDM. Eithernumerical solution method eventually would lead to matrix equations of the form
AXXux + Ayxux + Azxux + k2 ux = 0
Axyuy + Ayyl-y + Azyuy + k2 uy = 0 (13)
Axzuz + Ayzuz + AzzUz + k2 uz = 0
where the A's are NxN matrices, the u's are NdI vectors, and because. of reciprocity, Axy
Ax, etc.
The eigenvalues k are solutions of
detlAxx + Ayx + Azx + k21 = 0,
or detlAxy + Ayy + Azy + k2 l = 0, (14)
or detlAxz + Ayz + Azz + k2 l = 0.
Similarly, the eigenvectors are solutions of Eq. (13) for specific values of k consistent with
the constraint V*L~k = 0. In this fcrmulation, we are not interested in the exact, or for that
matter explicit, values of k and Iuk, It suffices to know that they exis÷ and, in principle, they
could be determined, i.e., they are deterministic quantities. At ' point, we assume that
all of the k's are known although we do not care what their values are.
Proceeding with the prescription for determining the EDBF, we partition the volume V ofthe cavity into N cubes with each having a volume AV = (Ax) 3 such that V = NAV and kAx ,
1. Next, we construct the N virtual cavities resulting from the intersections of the six planesdefined by projecting each surface element AS of a cube onto the surface of tie cavity.
The parameters that define the nMh virtual cavity are thie position vector En of one of the
corners of the n'th virtual cavity with respect to the origin 0 of the coordinates of the cavityand the dimensions Xn, Yn, 41 of the virtual cavity. These parameters are deterministic
although they are not unique since the orientation of the coordinate system is arbitrary.
Note that the set of parameters that define the N virtual cavities define all of the dimensions
of the cavity.
The next. step in developing the EDBF is selecting the set of three integers l,m,p in Eq. (11)
such that the best approximation is achieved. We proceed by assuming that the walls ofeach virtual cavity are parfectly conducting although, in fact, they are conducting only atthe location of each ASn. Consistent with the above assumption, then the eigenvector
Ug(r;n) for the n'th virtual cavity can be written asUQ(E;n) -= QxUxncoS[gx(x - Xn)]sin[Qy(y - yn)]sin[.Iz(z -Zn)]
+ eyUynsin[,-x(x - Xn)]cOS[oy(y - yn)]sin[Qz(Z -Zn)]
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+ ezUynsir[Qx(x - Xn)]sin[Qy(Y - Yn)]COS[2z(Z -Zn)]
(15)where x = nl'/Xn, Uy = nm'/Yn, Qz = nP'/Zn, t - t2[(l'/Xn) 2 + (m'/Yn) 2 + (p'/Zn)2 ] and V',
mi, p' are integers of which at least two must be different from zero. The amplitudes of the
eigenvector components are not independent, but are related by the divergence condition
Eq. (4) which yields
Uxn~2x + Uyngy + Uzn~ z = 0 (16)
If we consider 2j to be a vector with components Qx, Qy, z, Eq. (16) is the condition that
Un = (UxnUyn,Uzn) is perpendicular to jQ. There are, in general two linear independent
vectors that satisfy this condition, conesponding to two possible polarizations. These
vectors may be chosen arbitrarily as long as they are not coplanar. Therefore, there is
another solution for the eigenvector which we denote by WV(;n). It is identical in form to
Eq. (15) with the Uxn, Uyn, UJzn replaced by Wxn, Wyn, Win such that 9-,Un = Q.'Wn
Qn',Wn = 0, i.e. they form an orthogonal set of vectors.
Now according to the prescription for constructing the EDBF outlined above, we set I = 1,
m' = m, p' = p, so that L2P - k2 and define Uk(.;n) and Wk([;n) to be these functions. Thus,
the eigenvector Vk([ is given by
N
144r) - 9{ xnC°s[kgxX - x.)]sinLkyn(y - yn)]sin[k,.(z - z,)]
+ eyUyreinlkxn(X - xn)]cos[kygy - yn)]sin[kzn(z - Zn)]
+ eusin~kxn(X -xn)]sin[kly(y -Yn)1CoS[kz2 z - zn)]}
(17)with a similar expression for Wk(rW, and where kxn = nItXn, 1S'n = -nm/Yn, kzn = nP/Z-n, and
k2 = R2 [(I/Xn)2 + (mjYn)2 + (p/Zn)2 ]. We note that the three Integers l,m,p that are used to
define kxn, kyn, kzn for the n'th EDBF are not necessarily the same set of three integers
l',m',p' used to define the n-prime'th EDBF Thus, although
2 2 2ý 2j r12 R2 + 21 z2 j2 x2 , Y2.n n• n=C- n ..•-
and
2- 2_ 2kn kn. k
in general, I' . I, m , i, p, p, and Xn, 7, Xn, Yn' - Yn,- Z ' Zn, so thatn, , I, kn.
After further manipulation, the eigenvectors can be shown to have the form [Lehman and
Miller (3)]
4N 4N
UkU) - -UnCOSU~n' (L - rn)J and W41[) - F-WncOslhn'(r - r)
(18)
where )in-An = Mn'.dUn = tn-J..n = 0 and 'j~n = k2 as before but in addition we have
Un',n = An-Zn = \P for all n. The summation is from n = 1 to 4N because each
elgenvector can be written as the sum of eight plane waves or four standing waves, as
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--- - - -. ..
shown here.
The Innerproduct Ulk14,k needed for evaluating the morments of the field components can
now be put In the form
4N 4N
!W0) Uk(r) - 'UQ s[S(t - 1flCOC6&(I - 101,Y
4N ifUL r U n + 4N8[~ 4N ~) + 16 1 .-
4N 4N
+'+ • rc ["n -) m' 6 m - &' W1.
- H11(b) 1 H1(2) + H3 W) (19)
where the identity cosAcosB - (112)[cos(A - B) + cos(A + B)] has been used.
Integrating the first term HI over the volume V of the cavity yields
4N
I,-.. Hi([)dv -. .LLJIUdv - U
(20)which Is dependent only on the volume of the cavity and independent of its shape.
Because of Eq. (6), we also conclude that U2 = 2/NV.
On the other hand, the values of the Integral over both H2 and H3 will depend on the
shape of the cavity, or
12 'f H2(rdv - ý(SHAPE), (21)
13=fvH3()dv - 6(S HAPE). (22)
The only exceptiors to Eqs. (21) and (22) will occur when the surface of the cavity hasbeen generated by some random process, for example, v random walk. For this case, 'hephases given by Jsn'Ln rmid hm-'rn will be random variabies and the standing waves will
add Incoherently so that both 12 and 13 vanish, ie. 12 = 13 f.t O
In general, the magnitude of both 12 and 13 will be strong functions of the regularity of the
shape of the cavity and will have maximum values for cavities with regular shapes, Forexample, for a right.-circular rectangular cavity, the phases will be highly correlated and l2
and 13 will each be on the order of Ii. For cavities having very irregular shapes, for
example the cockpit of an aircraft, the phases will be very weakly correlated and the values
of both 12 and 13 will be very close to zero.
With this In mind, a complex cavity can be defined:"•A complex cavity is a cavity for which both 12 -It and 13 0I1 are true.,
Of course there Is no a priori way to test a cavity's oomplexity. The only way to proceed Isto assume that a cavity Is complex based on experience with other cavities and then use
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Iexperimental data to justify the assumption. Any other approach must addruss the details
of each cavity separately.
Using the above results along with the definition of a complex cavity, It Is now possible toestimate the average values of the amplitudes of the elganvectors, the results of which are
given next.
RESULTS FROM THE AVERAGE-VALUE EVALUATION
Performing the required Integrations to obtain the average values dWfined by <.c(U.Lk)n>
fV(Uk'uk)n'dv Is reasonably straightforward, but mathematically tedious. Therefore, we
only summarize the results here, the derivation of which is described in more detail
elsewhere [Lehman and Miller (3)].
<(uk,s)n(uk,s')'l> = <(Uk,s)n><(uksu)m> for ' , s;
<(wk,s (wk~s,)m, <(wk,.)n><(wk,s,)m> for s' , a:
<(uk,s)n(wk,s,)m> = 0 for all s, s', n and m:
<(Uk,s)n>, - <(Wk,;S)n>,
-13-5.7.. (n -1)"n for n even,
- 0 for n odd: s - x,y,z;
<,(k.Uk)n> -, <(Ak.Y.k)n>
- 1,3-5.7... (2 -1) (2n 1 1)u2.n;
and
u . %I(ý_Vj(23)
DERIVATION OF THE_ NDORMAL DISTRIBUI IONFrom elementary probability theory, it Is well-known that the expectation value E{x} of therandom variable x Is given by
E~x} =fxt,(x~dx
where fx(x) Is the density (function) of the random variable x. If one considers another
random variable y which is a known function of the random variable x, y = gtx), then the
expectation value E{y} of the random variable y is given [Papoulls (4)] by either
E{y= - vfy(y)dy (24)
or
E{y} - fg(x)fx(x)dx (25)
where fy(y) Is the probability density of y. if it is ausuiiid that position vector r Io a random
variable, then Ito probability density function fr(O) Is given by
fr(.- IN, if C L V and
fr() - 0, otherwise.




where the integral extends over all space. Using the above value for fr(r), the expression
for E{uk,s} simplifies to
Eiuk,s} = v-lfuk,PL)dv (26)
which is the same as t0e aveiage value of uk,s( given by Eq. (10). Therefore, if the
position vector r is considered to be random variable, then the expectation value of the
amplitude of an elgenventor is identical to its average value or
E{Uks} = <Uk,s()>. (27)
Similar arguments hold for all the higher moments of uk,s(r), so that in geneial, Eq. (27)
may be written in the form
E[uk.X -n -<(Uk,.)n>- 1- 3-5'7-(n-1o n'Xf°"oi n-ev- i ; S - x,y,z
0 foi n ordd
(28)
But from Papoulls (4), Eq. (28) is the ex•pression for the moments of a normal density.
Theretore, with the help of Eq. (24), the probability density function fu(uks) for the
amplitude of any eigenvector uks(r) can be written as
fus(U) = (3V/2n)l/ 2 exp[-(3V/2)(u)2 ]. (29)
This Is a one-parameter density function depending only on the cavity volume V.
From Eq. (1), tho components of the electric field are seen to be given by expansions In
terms of the elgenvectorý;, so that the three cartesian components of the electric field are




U19 2 - (31)
Eq. (31) follows from the fact that the probabiliky density of a random variable y bx with b
constant is given by
fy(y) = (1/IbI)fx(y/b)
and that the sum of any number of normal Independent random variables Is also normal
with a mean equal to the sum of the Individual variances. Follcwlng the procedures
outlined in this paper, it Is possible to show that the distribution of the magnetic field
components inside an ideal cavity with a complex shape are also normal with zero mean.
SOME REPRESENTATIVE RESULTS
Some results are presented In Fig. 1 of measurements made In a mode-stirred chamber
(sometimes called a reverberation chamber) by Kaman Sciences [Smith (5)]. 200
measurements were made at a frequency of 6 GHz ei the power coupled to a. shielded
cable, each one corresponding to a new position of the paddle, or mode stirrer, separated
by 1.8 degrees in rotation. The measured data (the squares) are compared with the
predicted probability density, shown as a solid line. The latter Is based on the theory
presented above, recognizing the fact that since there are two independent polarizations
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Ifor the electric field, the power then has a chi-squared distribution with two degrees of
freedom. This is just an exponential distribution so that the probability density function for
the power, fp(p), Is given by
fp(p) - (1/Mp)exp(-p/Mp) (32)
where Mp Is the average power. By matching the average of the theoretical and measured
density distributions, and using the transformation of random variables y - 10log(x) to
employ a dB scale for the power, we obtain the results shown. The corresponding
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Figure 1. A comparison of the probability density for the power coupled to a shielded
cable In a mode-stirred chamber measured by Kainan Sciences (1990) compared with the
theory presented here.
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Figure 2. Cumulative distribution functions for results shown In Figure 1.
A•_PJEL[IQ
The potential applications of statistical EM are varied and diverse. The most immediate
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I
application would be to reverberation-chamber testing, which motivated the development
presented here, Als9o a potential application Is the characterization of far radiation and
scattered fields. Both are dlscussad briefly below.
Reverberation-Chamber Testi~g
The most Immedlat,; utilization of the theory is to all aspects ofreverberation-chamber testing, tor which several benefits could be realized. Some areas
of application could Include: 1) chamber design, 2) data Interpretation, 3) data storage, 4)characterizing the response of Equipment Under Test (EUT), and 5) test design. In
addition, a rigorous theoretical description of a of reverberation chamber's EM response
would certainly give such measurements a firmer analytical basis.
The capability to predict the field distributions Inside a reverberation chamber would
naturally lead to the optimum design for a given application. In particular, questions
regarding source locations, chamber Q, source polarization, chamber dimensions, and
numbers of sources needed can be addressed In the design phase.
Having access to the statistical properties of the EM fields would greatly simplify the
Interpretatlun of the measured data obtained from reverberation chamber tests. Rather
than trying to force the Interpretation of the data Into deterministic descriptions, developing
probabilistic statements about their nature would be easier and much more meaningful.
For example, quantifying the probability that the lield lovel In the test volume can exceed a
certain level Is then possible.
Since most of the distributions encountered In reverberatlon chamber tests will befunctions of two parameters, the number of parameters needed to describe the results are"four, at most. These are the expected value and standard deviation, the number of tuner
positior,, and the frequency.
Using statistical techniques to characterize EUT responses has many advantages. If the
equipment Is normally located In a complex cavity, for example an aircraft bay,
reverberation chamber tests are a better simulation of the actual environment than are
anechoic chamber tests. For this case, the only meaningful question Is 'given the averagevalue of the field or power density Inside the cavity, what Is the probability that the EUT will
experience a failure?" Using the statistical Interpretation of data obtained from
reverberation chamber tests, this question can be answered. This would not be possible
using deterministic Interpretations of data from either reverberation or anechoic chamber
tests.
If the EUT Is an entire small missile for example, normally located in free space, then the
advantages of using statistical techniques are not as obvious. However, again the only
meaningful question that can be asked Is a probabilistic one, namely, 'given a peak
electric field value, what Is the probability that the EUT will experience a fallure?" I tie
source of the uncertainty associated with this problem is the angle of Incidence and
polarization of the Incident plane wave with respect to the orientation of the EUT. For
many EUTs, the solid angle of Interest will be 4n steradlans; foi others It will be much less,
particularly when only near nose-on angles of Incidernci are Important. For this problem, it
Is now feasible to adjust the reverberation chamber field levels to account for the external
gain of the EUT. This procedure is possible because the functional tofen of the
reverberation chamber fields are now known, and the external response of the EUT can be
calculated for both plane wave and chamber fields. Since the two test methods can be
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made equivalent, the reverberation tests are preferred, for obvious reasons.
"The statistical description of reverberation charmbers can also be used to optimize the test
procedures. For example, the data quality is proportional to the number of tuner positions.
Using statistical techniques, It Is now possible to quantify the data quality (confidence) in
terms of this number. As a result, for many tests, the number of tuner positions could be
significantly reduced, with a corresponding reduction In the time required for the
measurement and in the amount of data that needs to be collected and processed.
In summary, a statistical description of electromagnetic responses In complex cavities has
many advantages over deterministic descriptions. Not only does it provide a simple yet
rigorous theory, but also it provides results in a form that Is easily related to system
performance.
Far-ELeld Radiation and Scattgring
The statistics of far fields are also of Intereat. In those cases where the radiation
pattern of a large antenna or the monostatic or bistatic field scattered from a large body Is
needed, the numerical or experimental determination of the patteins. can be expensive.
This is especially so when a numerical model is solved using an Iterative technique, In
which case the solution must be repeated for each angle of Incidence. The possibility of
statistically characterizing the iar field from a limited number of field samples using the
theory prenentod here could substantially reduce the cost of determining needed
parameters such as the expected value of the field, its variance, the most probable peak
field, etc.
Because the current modes on the Interior or exterior of a perfectly conducting,
zero-thickness envelope have the same spatial variations, we expect that the analysis
performed above for cavity fluids alsould be applicable to the statistics of far radiated and
scattered fluilds as well. Absuming this to be the case, It seems reasonable to expect that
thuir statistics as a function of angle should be described by the same distributions. This
possible application represents an area of future research.
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SOLUTION OIF MULTI-MEDIA WAVE PROPAGATION AND SCATTERING
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Problems involving horizontal and vertical electric dipole sources in a stratified mediu
environment with vaiying clectrical conductivity and permitivity is studied. A curl-curl I1
field formulation is employed which imposes the correct continuity on the field components.
The U field components we calculated using Legendre Polynomial smoothing without global
averaugig which gives rise to the correct discontinuities in the E lield vector at matemial
boundaries.
Speitifc problems are examined which focuu on sources located in sea water with driving
frequencies between 1 liz. and 100 hz. Solutions lor both the sea water and air modeled as
infinite half spac-s are compared with ailabhc refereuce solutions. Thae effects of Uinite
thickness layers of ice are considered. In addition, the configuration with a finite depth of
sea water with a half space of sea bottom is also explored. Boundary conditions for the
tmuncation of infinite domains are exlplored. Local expansion boundary conditions which
munifest in high order dampers are compacd with infinite elements.
Results of the analysis are compared with available analytic solutions and are in good
agreement. In addition, the wave-8uide characteristics due to media discontinuities and
interface propagation are correctly predicted by the auialyses. H-laving established die validity
and accuiacy of the formulation, extensions and difficulties vssociatd with moure complicated
sources and scattering objects in the doniain are explored.
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Ijnite Elcment Solutions to the Mass-TerisrFoirm of the Glnzburg-Ijndanu Puations
Kenneth G. Herd
GE Corporate Research and Development, P.O. Box 8
Schenectady, NY 12301
George Theodossiou
Rcnsselaer Polytechnic Institute, Ipartment of Computer Science
Troy, NY 12180-3590
The spatial variation of the magnetic field mid supercurrents In anisotropic, type-lI
superconductors has been successfully described using a mass-tensor form of the
phcnomenological Ginzburg-Landau equaiionsl. Closed-form solutions to these equationz
have been previuusly derived in a limited range near the upper critical field of a
supcrconductur by using a linearized form 2 .3 . General solutions to the nonlinear
anisotrupic problem require a numerical approach. A finite element solution to the mass-
tensor fonri of the Ginzburg-Landau equations in two dliriensltns is przsented herein. The
Galcrkin weighted residual approach is used to kormu!ate the clement matrices. T'h"e
periodicity of the flux lattice in type I1 superconductors allows the solution domain to be
limited to a single supetuw'rert vortex cell.
Introudction
The discovery of superconductivity in layered ceramic maturials, such as Y-Ba-Cu-0, has
led to a renewed interest in the phenomenology of superconductivity in anisotroplc
systems. All known copper-oxide superconductors Wxe highly anisotropic; tha. is, their
critical current density and critical field strength vary depending upon the diretion of the
transport cunrnt or the applied magnetic field with respect to the crystal axes. This
characteristic is distinct from that of metallic superconductors. which generally behave
isotropically.
Strongly anisotropic superconductors have been studied previously. The influence of the
anisotropy on the superconducting properties has been successfully described by the
introduction of a mass-tensor Into the well knuown Ginzburg-Landeu (G-L) equations. A
general solution to the anIsouopic 04.- equations produces a complete characte-ization of
the equilibrium free energy density, the reversible magnetution, the flux lattice structure,
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and tle lower ci-itical field. Numerical results can be directly compared with experinmntal
data on tihe nagnetocaloic, magnetization, and critical field characteristics of anisou'opic
(and isotropic) superconductors.
This paper desc;ribes a finite element solution to the mass-tcnsor form of tie G-L equations
using a Galerkin weighted residual approach, Thoe Luler-Lagrange equations for the two-
dimensional solution domain are derived from the therrnodynamnic Gibbs free energy
functional. Vlic spatial variation of magnetic field and supercursents arc fully dcscribed by
a scalar potential, f, and a vector potential, A. A tnsfonmation is inlxcduced in which the
vector potential, A. which has components A; and Ay, is replaced in tenns of the out-of-
plane magnetic field component, hl,. using the relation hlgVxA. The number of deg-eus-
of- freedomi at any point in the solution domain is reduced from three to two.
Tylic-1l behavior in superconductors is characterized by the penetration of discrete flux
quanta, or fluxons, into the bulk superconductor in die presence of an applied mra1gnctic
field, These fluxons are sustained by the circulation of supercurrent vortices. Mutual
repulsion of the vortices leads to an equilibrium condition wherein a vortex lattice is
furned. The pCriudicity of this vortex lattice Is such that the solution domain need only
cncompass a single vow tex cell, with the appropriate periodic boundary conditions. Thc A
to h3 transformation permits the proper constraint of dhesc boundary conditions.
CovenfinL' Euatlons
In 1937, Landau4 proposed a general theory of second-order thernodynamic phase
transitions which was base on the assamption that there exists an order parameter which
goes to zero at the transition and that the free energy may be expandcd in powers of this
order parametcr. In 1950. G-L 5 proposed an extension to Landau's original free energy
expansion in order to describe a -uperconduwtor In the presence of a magnetic field. The
isotropic tomrn of the G-L free energy equation for superconductors may be stated as:
S:~, 2 tT+ P) 4 1 t' e*AS I I h2
v, = F,, + X(T)I V12 -- 1-- , ll C I + -in (1)
where F, is tile free energy of the superconductlng state, F1n is the free energy of the normal
;tare, V is a psuedo-wavcfu action for a particle of effective charge c* and mass tsi, a and
ji arc temperature dependent coefficients, h is Planck's constant, c is the speed of light,
h2/8tr is the mnagnetic energy, and A is tht vector potential for the magnetic field, h.
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The free energy potential, 1l1, can be found by integrating the difference bctwccn the
nomial and superconducting free energies over the volume as:
I = f (F,-F.) dr (2)
To find the thermodynamic equilibrium conditions, G-L minimized f Is for variations of the
order parameter V and the vector potential A. For -l to be a minimum, i.e. 611.-H-0 for
aibitrary nonz.ero variations 8V and SA, yields the two well known G-L equations:
Ftl ch *A 12 2
_,,I " V + My 4- P+I+ l2V = 0 (3)
V x h Is j m *h- V* (4Vxh I = (*VV --Yvy*) - -(4)
cx e 2t c W1*WA2
where "* implies the complex conjugate of l'. A basic assumption of the original G-L
theory desciibed above is that the underlying normal metal Fenni surface is isotropic. This
assumption was emnoved from the theory in 1952 by Ginzburgl, who introduced a
plhcnumcviological mass-tensor to descibe the Fenri surface anisotropy:
3 e* 2,
(dNII4=Ll~2 +Lj4 Il' I (-h a- + /Sý WI2.ijL (5)2 .1 2 7 -
where jiu1 (t= 1,2 ,3) are the principle values ef the effective mass-tensor in the directions
xll. E.qaition (5) reduces to the isotropic fonn (1) if each of the inp are equal. Inl the
absence of a field and in equilibrium below the critical telmperalure, it can be seen f rom (3)
that:
V = V, = -ct!)t12(6)
For the anisotropic formulation it is convenient to define a magnelic penetration depth,
X(T), and I coherence length, 4(T), as:
12=" mc. ]1




mn ( 1 mn1mz•)3) (9)
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All quantities in (5) may be expressed in a dimensionless form using a normalization in
which length is measured in units of ý, magnetic field in units of 42 hc•4J2Tc.X (where h,
is the thermodynamic critical field and 4o=hcle/), the vector potential in units of
.'42hc-=-¢/2itl, and the energy density in units of hc2/4x=a 2/P. The reduced free energy
is then given by:
3F.- Fn=-Ifll +--21tf +I-E_•, • [-i'.•.x + f1)f +h (10)
where f=slyo, and x•jý is known as the effective G-L parameter. It is possible to write f
in terms of a magnitude and a phase:
f = f. exp (i Y) (11)
and to define the gauge--invariant quantity:
A,= A +- V ' (12)
where An is usually referred to as the superfltid velocity. Note that Ao satisfies the
relation VxA 0=VxA=h. Thus (10) becomes:
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F,-F,= f2+ lf' n[L +2
0 2 0 m. X(f'2 N-1 02] + 2 13
The Euler.-Lagrange equations may be derived by integrating (13) over the volume of the
solution domain and mi imizing with respect to the unknowns Ali and f (where the 'o
subscripts will be dropped hereafter), yielding the mass-tensor form of the G-L equations:
in,12_Lj2 +A~f)= f(1-f2) (14)
aid:
-mA, -- V x (V x A)"- xl =jr, (15)
In the present development, we will restrict the supercuiTent domain to g=1,2. That is, the
supercurrents are limited to the plane defined by xi and x2 and the magnetic field has only
components h3. Invoking Maxwell's relation VxA=h, (15) can be simplified as follows:
-M AA f2 - (V x h3) x4 (16)
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Using Maxwcll's laxtioii Vxh-j, then (16) bccoivips:




Substitute (18) intv (1'4):
- 1n:Iaf +=f(1-f) (19)
Again using Maxwell's relation Vxh=j, (15) finally becomes
2, + E--L((V x h3 x,)2=f(I-f2) (20)
This is the first of the two modified Euler-Lagrange equations. Next we eliminate At, in
terms of h3 in (17) by taking the cturl of both sides:
-nI... ( f2 VxA.) + 2f(VfxA A), = Vxj. (21)
Now substitute for Ail from (18):
f2 (VxAI) •-(.-f-(Vfxj,)= m(Vxj1 ,) (22)
Invoking the relations X(VxA.)=VxA=-h3, and (Vxh 3 ).x;L=jV, then:
t[h3 = E ( "f (Vfx(vxh,)'x,) - (Vx(Vx(xh3)'x,)] (23)
IL
This is the second of the two modified Euler-Lagrange equations. It can be shown that
equations (20) and (23) simplify to the isotropic form, equations (3) and (4), if ml=m2.
As discussed previously, the periodicity of the vortex lattice allows the solution domain to
be restricted to a single supercurrent vortex cel. Vortex cell symmetry further allows the
solution to be limited to a quadrant of the total cell. Figure 1 illustrates the solution domain









h3= h.in Dan - = = 0
f = hfmaxh3=h b~
- =0
VORTEX f =0VORTEX h -h 0SOLUTIONCENTER: h 3= hmax DOMAIN
al- X2
Figure 1: Solution domain in the supercurrent plane with bounda y conditions,
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Finite Element Formulation
Using the weighted residual approach, the Euler-Lagrange equations, (20) and (23), are
multiplied by a weighting function and then integrated over the solution domain. The
strong form of equation (20) is then:
f{ m'• -1 a2f n I ah)( l ( xL a)2 ~~)d= (24)
where v is the weighting function. Applying the divergence theorem to the second-order
derivative terms produces the weak form of (24). We also introduce the substitution u=f2
in order to reduce the order of the nonlinear te,-ms:
2 m l 1au 2  2v iau (n 1  1 (h 3 
-vu(1-u)}d1 - " _[ (mX l)n dF (25)
where the nP terms are the direction cosines on the boundary r. Examining the boundary
integral term, we see that it is in the form of the Neumann boundary condition for u, i.e. at
the vortex cell boundary:
+ -)(.-..n2 = 0 (26)
wherc the m/mln terms account for the material anisotropy. The boundary integral term in
(25) is identically zero on the portion of the boundary where (26) must be satisified. On
the remainder of the boundary, the weighting function, v, is identically zero in order to
satisfy the Dirichlet conditions. The strong form of equztion (23) can be written as
f ",ws, again substituting u=' 2 :
il m i Vu N2 hZ]l D.2
12fv _ýI ýI3 _____
___\ j h - _ ( 2 3)] -uh3 ML (27)
As before, we apply the divergence theorem to the second-order derivative terms produces
the weak form of (27):
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rin V ( u yah 3" (y ah 3 vu 3 1
V[(LX - D"t (2XJ•+• ý)•,] dr" 0 (28)
The boundury integral terms in (28) arc in the fom of the Neumann boundary condition for
h3 at dhe vortex cell boundary;
(21X 3( M2 ) n~2 + _Xa nIt =0 (29)
The finite element method implics a subdivision of the domain into elements and the
approximation of the unknowns within each element in terms clement nodal values. The
scalar potential u and the magnetic field h3 may be approximated using a set of interpolation
functions which relate the nodal point values to the disuibutions within each element:
u(xd) = N u (30)
h3(xI)= M h (31)
where u and h are the vectors of the element nodal point unknowns and N and M are the
vectors of interpolatio,1, or shape functions. Using the Galerkin weighted residual
approach, the weighting function, v, is of the same form as the interpolation function.
Substituting into equations (26) and (28) yields, for each element:
S Ih 4 S12 u = 0 (32a)
S21 b + S22 u = 0 (32b)
where:




S2N = -S }2 (37)_L (, ('N T N ON .. IT N
n )( O "t IN )+jaN .. . I ''N
-NTN+(Nt•)NT Ný d.f2 (38)
The overbar terms denote the primitive variables chosen for this set of nonlinear equations,
which can be solved using a Newton-Raphson iteration. A non-symmtetiic matrix solver is
required.
Equations (32) - (38) completely define the problem fornulation. Tihe solution of these
equations for the distribution of u and h3 produces a complete characterization of the
equilibrium free energy density, the vortex core eluropy, the reverible magnetization, the
flux lattice struuture, and the lower critical field.
A finite el-nent solution to the two-dimensional anisotropic fbon of the G-L equations has
been developed. The weak form of the integral equations have been formulated with tile
appropriate boundary terms. A transformation his been introduced in which the vector
potential, A, has been rephuceer in terms of the out-of-plane magnetic field, 113, thereby
reducing the number of degrees-of-lreedoin at any point in the solution domain has been
reduced from three to two. This sub-titution also enables the proper constraint of the
vortex cell boundary conditions, which must be expressed in te"ms of h3, rather than A.
I. V.L. Ginzburg, Zh, Eksp. Teor. Fiz, V23, 326 (1952).
2. D.R. Tilley, Proc. Phys. Soc. London, V85, 1177 (1965).
3. V.G. Kogan and J.R. Clem, Phys. Rov. 13, V24, 2497 (1981).
4. LD, Landau. Phys, Z, Sowjet U., VI I, 11 (1937).
5. V.L. GCinzburg and L.D. Landau, Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz., V20, 1064 (1950).
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Characterization of Anechoic Chambers by FiniteDifference Method
Steffen Haffa*, Detlev Hollmann**, Werner Wiesbeck*
A three-dimensional muatnent of anechoic chamber problems by the finite difference method is
presented. Maxwell'% equations are solved in the frequency domain by solution of a boundary value
problem. Tihe presented method allows to compute the field distribution of the electromagnetic field
inside a chamber. After a description of the general formulation, including the discretization,
verifications are given for the two-dimensional and the three-dimensional calculations. Example
structures show the capabilities of the method and demonstrate the applicapability to practical
problems.
Introduction
Anochoic chambers are used in a large frequency range. At Gl0z-frequencies the properties of the
chamber can be predicted, using the reflection coefficient of the absorbers. At lower frequencics the
chamber has to be treated as a cavity with lossy dielectrics at the walls. The knowledge of the field
coutfigurution at MHz-frequencies allows optimization of measurement condition for EMC
,ieasuictcnts. A finite difference method treatment in the frequency domain is presented for the
IlOssy three-dimensional structure. The computation in the frequency domrain giv"s fine frequency
resolution aod provides exact study of resonances.
S7 In
Sz~ torn/'f
1ig.l a•jochoic chalbcr aid cootdinatedetiition.
There are. several methods for solving the three-dimensional problem of computing the field
distribution. A number of authors work on field theoretical methods, which solve the problem in the
I*lnstitut ftar Illhisfrcqucnztecinik urd Elektronik, Univcmritlt Karisruhe KaisertLr.l 2,D-75(X) Kurlsruhe,
Gernnmuy
* Standard Elcktrik Lorenz AG Ostcndtr. 3. D-7530 Pforzhcim, Germany
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time domain [1,21. in our approach we present a mom generalized version of a procedure, which
has been introduced by [3] for cigenvalue problems and by [4,51 t model chip inteconnections and
lossy planar structures by [6].
The strjcwjei (Fig. l) is modl by a non-equidldaw rectangular grid. lach clementary cell, fonned
by this grid, can consist of different lossy matial. Both, dielutric and conductor losses are
included. The non equidistant grid allows good approximation of geometric structures. The finite
difference method is applied to discredsizc Maxw4's oquatons in integral form. A system of
equations is set up, which results in a sparse matrix. The system of equations Is solved by the
biconjugato gradient method on a supercomputer ( 2,7 GFLOPS). Using 230 Mbyte RAM a
maximum matrix size of 330 000 is possible. This results in a structure of 55 000 elementary cells
for a complex computation in the lossy case.
Discrfitzaulon of Maxwell's eouatlons
The three-dimensional struture is enclosed in a shielded rectangular box and contains arbitrary
filling materials. The walhs of the box are perfectly conducting. The whole box is divided into n
elementary cells of arbitrary complex permittivity and permeability including ideal and non-ideal
conductors. In order to reducc the computational efforts the elementary cells are of rectangular shape
in a homogeneous but non necessarily equidistant grid. As shown in Fig. 2 the space components of
the electric and the magnetic fields are defincd upon each elementary cell. This kind of alocatioo has
the advantage of implicitly fulfilling the continuity conditions between two neighboted cells of
different material.
Ey.k _ y
Fig, 2 Allocation of tisi ckoviic anid magrctic field components at the elementary cell k
II the following lý and are the electric and magnetic field strengths, 13 and Ii the fl:ix densities
and u the source current density. All field components and material related parameters are a owed
to be complex. With a harmonic time dependence of the form exp(,jt), the first and second
Maxwell's equation in integral form can be written:
(lb)
with the relations C
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A source free stucture is anumed. (It-O). Polarization loms (ranB) have been taken Into account
by the complex permittivity C.
Applying these assumptlows to q. (1). Maxwell's equatons can be discoelsizod for any cell k by a
lowest order integration fonnaula. The integration plane for the eleaentary cell k arm shown in Fig.
2. Combining the resulting disomdsizad equations leads to a relation baween each space component
of cell k (Exk,, Eyjk, lEz.) and the neighboring componets. thi Is visualized in Fig. 3 for the Exk
component.
17ig. 3 HxJk c•mponent and dependmat h componana Mining a eqitulnm of the iear systan of oquialons
Setting up the equations for all n cells of the whole structure leads to a linear system of equations




The right hand side is given by the exciting field. The complex values are splitted into real (Re) and
iniiginary (Im) parts, thus resulting a real system of equations.The coefficient matrix [C] is spause
and consists of 27 diagonals for lossy structures (ýL real). The system of equations is solved
iteratively by the biconjugate gradient nethod and leads to the electric field ;nsidc the structure.
Determination of the transvers- lectric m adtl fields inside the structure
For computation of the transverse electric field in any direction inside the structure the procedure of
the three-dimensional case can be applied in a simplified version. no homogeneity of the field
components in z-direction, depending on the propagation constant kz. allows to eliminate the z-
components by using the continuity equation.
fjod = 0 (3)
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After sonic rearrangements this leads to the following cigenvalue problem
( [ A 3 - y i ( 1 0 ( 4 a
with
ly = C'Jk. 4 + c+jk" 4 (4b)
that is to be solved fur 7. The cigenvectors related to each of the propagation constant k, can be
computed by solving (4a) and give the transverse fields of each mode. T"he fields arm orthogonal to
each other.
Applying the orthogonality trlation• of the modal fields A.', it to the calculated field in a tangential
z-planc Et of the thrcc-dimensional structure allows a modal decomposition L7,81.
At the frequcncics under investigation Lhe chamnbr behavcs like a wavcgulde near cutoff. Thi two-
dimensiounal conmpumtlon have been cheeked against analytiral solutions mid rcsults derived by odtcrmethods.
i~ ~ ~I . .=:. . ..L~_ fly+;++++
2x4 grid 4x8 grid 8x16 grd
Fig. 4 Grid divisioni of ,u waveguldo ridod witLh Woay dielectric maw.ral (,'.20 - j2); h.lght h-5,a, widlh w-,10.:
8: IlW1111RUIim iOi COMISS L
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. . .. ,. . . . .2 X
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nomlized freqm.y / o fioqW.WY 1I
Fig. 5 R"e lvcc=Torothepropagation ounswnt Fig. 6 Cwnprsn of thiv¢.dtne, alonal rd
of LMe wavejuideo m~~a two-dlmeriinal solution for
z-hoMOWD~OMs inmturc.
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A waveguide filled with lossy dielectric material has been Investigated in the frequency range below
and above cut-off. The first 10 modes have ben compared to the analytical solution for 3 different
types of ihe grid, Fig. 4. The relative urror of the propagation constants AU., AD is shown in Fig. 5
for the first (TEto) and the seventh (T-21) mode. The erors reach a maximum at cut-off. but they
decrease in the region above cut-off to values below 1%. The distance of the two z-plwaes 4Z, which
is used in the calculation (see eq. (4b)), has bccn set to 0.01a. The geometry and frequency are
nomalized to the constant v.
The diseretization error of the three-dimensional calculation can be checked for homogeneous
structures by comparison to a two-dimensional solution [8). As an example Fig. 6 shows a typical
error and the cnvelope giving the minimum accuracy. The traces indicate the finite grid spacing in
direction of propagation, which becomes larger with increasing frequency.
Auglication of the method
Fig. I shows the geomeruy of the investigated anechoic chamber. It Is discretsizcd every 0.Sm and
by 0.3ra in the absorber region. The pyramidal absorbers can not be discretisized in detail due to the
limited number of elementary cells. They are modelled by sheets of dielectric material with an
cffectiv dielectric constant e and a loss faetecr tan&. This Is an adequate simplification, because the
dimensions of the pyramides art small compared to the wavelength in the used frequency
range.Different materials were used for the tips of the absorbers and the ground sheet. The ground
plane of the chamber and the walls consist of different absorbers. The values of e arc 1.7 and 1.2
and of tun6 1.0 and 0.3. respectively.
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Fig. 7 Attenaation constant of the fiat Fig. Traa~eao'ne ctricfdin acrosoc•uoal
modes in a chambwr rwcetion. plwane 3..m
An example for the two-dimensional solution for the chamber of Fig. 1 in a plane z-const, is shown
in Fig 7. The attenuation constant indicates the cutoff frequency for the frst 6 modes. At a frequency
of 20 MHz the first mode reaches its cutoff an will dominate the behavior of the whole structure.
Even if there are some modes above cutoff frequency it is possible to excite only a few of them by an
appropriate choice of the location of the exciting field.
For field excitation arbitrary components of the fieled inside dte box can be given with arbitrary




A vertical excitation at the plane z- .5m In the location x-3m y-4m is for the following threc-
dimensional computations. This excitation corresponds to an electric dipole in x-dir'ction, To show
the influence of rcflecting materials into the chamber a second example was computed. A antailic
post is positioned In the chanmber at the location z-8.25m y-3.5m with a size of 0,.i1 by I in and u
hight of 2m. ................
;i!!! ~ ~ ~ ~ /F" N..............
X ... . ............ ... ..... .
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plaine o ;,il (firoqUe4kc• 30 M•Hzr) Miloll Ui Fig. 9 Willii aminLll Pralt
A three-dimensional computation iat 30 UMiz shows the dominanice of the first model (like a "rLI, 10
wtiveguld¢ mode). The electric field in two different planes near the excitation (phlae z,2m) (Vilg, S)
and away hino it (plwie z-Tin) (Fig.9) show die attenuation of highecr order modles. If tihe addliioiial
nietallic p'ost is included in the structure die field is changed near the post. Htghm' order modus tirexciteld at tie post (Fig, 10).
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Fig. co1mutin0Mat b) 40 MHz
Trimomm, cloctric ficid in a ctv-wtoardoi plim xw2m (top view) Inl an empty clunbor
Fig. I I shows a top view of the electric field normitl to the cr'oss-se~ction. Using it frequency of 40MHz the field composition gets more complicated. Due to the aymmexric position of tme exciting
field there a t an more moidte.s ex hwted th e n at 30 Mo oeIdd
The magnetic fieIld of the s tme ctnfiurtLioa is ch.n. e dn ,l. n1ea the •p o. 1-dg..... iorde mes
A wavefront moving front the right side to die left can be seen especially if more time steps &ue used.The x cilctiot i from the theliet post ( be noticed.
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The magalctic energy Fig.14 indlcatcs more renfletions in presence of the metallic post and a higher
cnergy content duc to multipl! refleedonu.
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T7he presented method is well suiled for ccenputatltu of anecloic chambers in the frequency range of
I to 100 Mli&z The fleidblky of the Voe~try allows to Include different absorbers, devices under
teat and e.g. an antenna posidosser in the comnputation. The plow of the computed three dimensional
electric and magnetic fields and the electric and mlagnetic: energy give ln&%fations on the behavior of
the electromagnetic field. The l&V number of discretizatice elementary cells allows an excellent
modelling of the investigated structures Q'itical frequencies can be found by two-dimensional and
three-dimensional computations. 71m position of an antenna and a de-vice under test can be optimized
for those frequencies.
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A Multilevel Enhancement of the Method of Moments
Khalil Kalbasi, *Kenneth R. Dernarest
Radar Systems and Remote Sensing Laboratory
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
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Lawrence, KS 66045
ABSTRACT: A multilevel formulation of the method of moments (MoM) for computing the fields
scattered by electrically large conducting bodies Is presented. This iterative method can handle very large
MoM matrix equations efficiently, Is particularly suitable for multiple excitations, and can be adapted as a
"solve" module for almost any MoM code. We have formulated the method for a model problem (the EFIE
applied to two-dimensional scatterers) successfully, and feel that it holds significant pronise for other
Integral equations in two or three dimensions. Solutions are presented and are compared In efficiency
performance with existing results.
INTRODUCTION
The method of moments continues to be an attractive technique for solving
electro.ag ,tlc scattering problems. Its advantages are many and well known. In
spite If its advantages, however, the MoM is for the most part relegated to resonance
range frequencies for large scatterers. This limitation stems from the prohibitive
computational cost associated with solving large systems of equations. As is well
known, the computational cost of direct solvers grows as the cube the number of
unknowns, making it unsuitable for very large problems.
Iterative methods have, for many years, been seen as attractive altematives to
direct solvers when matrix equations are very large. The computational cost per
iteration of these solvers typically grows as the total number of nonzero enties of the
matrix. This has prompted the use of iterative solvers in partial differential equation
formulations where the resultirg matrix is large and sparse.
Unfortunately, iterative methods, In general, have not been found particularly
effective In MoM formulations. The reason is that the impedance matrices associated
with electrically large scatterers tend to be huge, dense. non-hermitian, and non-
symmetric. These negative features result in slowly converging, or worse yet, diverging
solutions. Clearly, iterative procedures alone will not substantially Increase the range
of problems that MoM can address.
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MULTILEVEL ITERATIONS
Classical linear Iterations have the general characteristic that the local (i.e., fast.
or high spatial frequency) solution behavior converges rapidly, but the global (i.e.,
slow, or low spatial frequency) behavior either diverges or converges slowly. The fast
components of the solution are extracted quickly, while it takes many iterations to
capture the slow modes. Therefore, the iteration process is selective in extracting
some modes and "filtering" the others.
Multilevel bas'd methods [1], capitalize on this selective property of the iteration
process. The basic idea is as follows. A given geometry is first modeled with a fine
level of discretization and an iterative solver is initiated. In just a few iterations, the high
frequency modes of the solution will be quickly identified, but large low frequency
errors will remain. At this point, the geometry is remodeled using a coarser level of
discretization. At this coarser level, modes that appeared to be "slow" in the fine level
now seem to be "fast". These modes can then be quickly identified with an iterative
solver at this coarser level.
Multilevel techniques typically involve several levels of discretization. Solutions
obtained by iteration at one level can be passed either "up" to a finer level or "down" to
a coarser level to take advantage of the the mode selective characteristics exhibited by
the iterative solvers at each level. Since the cost per Iteration is far less at the coarser
levels, the global characteristics of the solution can be identified at a fraction of the
cost of either direct or classical iterative methods at i single level.
The key to a successful implementation of multilevel methodology to the MoM
(hereafter called the multilevel moment method) is the development of basis functions
that allow the remodeling of a given problem at different levels of discretization
consistently and without the high cost of recalculating the Impedance matrix elements.
This is addressed in the next section. After sketching the main features of the
technique, representative results for two-dimensional conducting objects using the
Electric Field Integral Equation will be presented.
lNTERLEVEL REL kTIONS




where L is a linear integral operetor, g is a known excitation, and the function f is to be
determined. Starting with the usual MoM procedure, let's assume that the unknown
function is approximated via a p'.lse basis set uf support (L.e.,iength) h. Using a Galerkin
scheme, the matrix equation Zhxh. Vh is obtained. Next assume another matrix equation
ZHxH= VH is generated, where Hw2h is support associated with a coarser oasis and
weighting set of function% Here, Zh and ZH correspond to fine and coarse
representations of the operator L, retrpctively. The same Is true ol the vector pairs gh,
gH and xh, xH.
The vectors and matrices on fine level are related to their coarse counterparts
through two transfer operators, [R] and [I], called restriction ard interpolation
operators, respectively. Mathematically, [R] maps a given vector from an
N-dimensional spaco to some iower dimension (say N/2). The operator [I] does the
opposite task.
It is possible to generalize the transfer operators associated with a given choice
of basis and testing functions. For a Galerkln scheme, [R] and [1] are transposes of
each other because of reciprocity. This suggests that the coarse level matrices and the
right hand sides can be constructed using their representations at the fine level via the
identities
[ZH]= [R] [ Zh [] (2)
and
gH= [R) gh. (3)
As an example, If subsectional pulse functions are used In a Galerkin scheme,
[R] has the following structure:
I 1 0 0 0 .. . 0 -
0 0 1 1 0 .0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 ... o 0[R] .............. (4)
0 0 . . 1. 0 0 1 1 0IN-- 0 0 . , , 0 0 0 0 i i-- W Y N




The multilevel algorithm starts at the finest level of discretization. Linear iteration
schemes such as Gauss-Seidel or the Banded Matrix Iteration (BMI) [2] are used until
the convergence has slowed. If we denote the iterative solution by xk and the exact
solution by x. , the error after k iterations is
ek = x Xk. (5)
"This error is related to residual (i.e., boun'dary) error, rk - v - Z Xk, via the residual
equation
Z ek = rk . (6)
The residual error contains the slow modes which are not easily r9duced by the
iteration process at the fine level of discietization.
Next we project rk to the coarser level, H, via the operator [R],
rH= [R] rni. (7)
The residual equation (equation 6) is then solved at this coarser level. The solution at
this level can be found by LU factorization If the number of unknowns is small, or by
iteration if the number of unknowns is still relatively large. Once obtained, the coarse
version of the erroi, eH, is then interpolated via ;he interpolation operator, [I], to the
fine grid level. By interpolating the error to the fine level, we can construct an
approximation to eh and call it ýh:
ah= [I] eH . (8)
A new estimate of the solution is thus obtained by adding il' to the previous estimate
of the solution at the fine level
Xk lW Xk +÷h . (9)
This new estimate of the solution, xk+1, can now be used as the starting point
for a new multilevel cycle. This new estimate contains slow mode ihformation that is
not easily obtained at the firie level. It also contains fast mode errors since the coarse
level can not adequately model these. These fast mode errors can, however, be
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removed in just a few iterations at the fine level. The iterative procedure at the fine
level once ag2in is halted when the convergence starts to stall and the error is
restricted for use in the coarse level.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
The scheme discussed above is a simple two-level design. It is the basis of almost
all multilevel algorithms. Multilevel methods for specific problems can be devised by
choosing the iteration, the number of levels, the directions of the jumps from one level
to another (cycling), transfers between levels, . etc.
Among the linear iterative techniques, BMI [2] and Gauss-Seidel have proved to
be the most appropriate for multilevel moment method. We have successfully
implemented the multilevel moment method using both iterations. At the coarse levels,
the iterations must be convergent. When the Gauss-Seidel iteration was employed at
the line level, the Kaczmarz iteration [3] was incorporated at coarse levels to
guarantee convergence. Kaczmarz iteration Is basically Gauss-Seidel applied to the
hermitian form of the impedance matrix, i.e., ZaZ, where Za is tne complex transpose
version of Z. When BMI is used as the iteration on the fine level, a guaranteed
convergence at coarse levels may not be possible. This suggests that the combination
of Gauss-Seidel and Kaczmarz iterations is superior to BMI.
LU factorization is commonly employed to solve the relatively small systems of
equations at the coarsest level, although iterations could be used as well. If direct
solvers are used, the factored form of the (coarsest) matrix is saved throughout the
iteration. In cases of multiple excitations, the factored form of the coarsest matrix can
be used advantageously for different excitations with considerable savings in
computations.
For electromagnetic scattering problems, the coarsest discretizatlon possible is
limi'ed by the characteristic wavenumber ko. The order in which the solution process
jumps between the levels is controlled by the cycling scheme chosen. The more
commonly used cycling schemes, such as V and W [1], are inefficient with multilevel
moment method . The V cycle, for example, starts by iterating on the fine level and then
moves down p steps to the coarsest level, where the problem is usually solved exactly.
This scheme progresses by then moving upward, one level at a time, until the results
are carried over to tne finest level. Therefore, one full V cycle requires visiting every
level twice, once going down and once moving up.
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For dense MoM matrix equations, sawtooth cycling appears to be more efficient
than V or W cycling since it visits each level only once in a cycle. Sawtooth cycling
starts at the coarsest level and moves upward until the finest level is reached, then
jumps to the coarsest level.
The next section presents results and comparisons of the multilevel moment
method for two-dimensional conducting bodies.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
Consider first the example of a thin, perfectly conducting corner reflector with
equal and perpendicular sides. As shown in Figure la, the incident field is a TM plane
wave, approaching at an angle of 401, To model this geometry, we use the EFIE, with
pulse basis functions and point matching on the plates [4]. The matrix equation is
solved using the multilevel scheme discussed above. In all the numerical experiments
presented here, a problem is considered "solved" when a residual error of less than
10-4 is obtained, corresponding to four digits of accuracy in the near field solution. The
parameters of interest such as the sampling density, the number of levels, the type of
iteration used, etc. .. , are given with the table and graphs.
The advantage of the multilevel scheme becomes apparent as the number of
unknowns, N, increases. Table 1 includes some relevant information concerning the
performance of the 3-level scheme applied to the corner reflector geometry, including
number of unknowns, size of the reflector side in wavelength, fill time, factor time,
iteration time, and number of required cycles for convergence. As this table shows, the
number of cycles nueded for convergence seems Independent of the number of
unknowns. (We have observod this same behavior on all geometries we have tried
thus far.)
To investigate the performance of the multilevel moment method on a more
complex scatterer, we next choose a modified NACA 0012 airfoil (Figure lb). The tip to
toe length (cord length) is changed to yield different value3 of 111. In all cases, the
,f"rfirng discretization on the fin4-st level was 16 points per ",. elength.
Figure 2 compares the Gauss-Seidel multilevel technique with a standard
conjugate gradient solver [5] for different tip to toe lengths of the NACA airfoil. Each
curve shows the decrease in residual error of the fine level as a function of the number
of Work Units (WU). (One WU is equal to the cost of one matrix vector multiplication at
fine level, i.e., N2 complex operations). For the conjugate gradient, the nirmber of work
units required for an acceptable solution grows linearly with N. Note that this is the
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same total number of WUs as demanded by direct methods. For the multilevel moment
method, the number of WUs is practically independent of N.
The performance of the multilevel scheme is clearly superior to conjugate
gradient and direct methods. Furthermore, the advantage of the multilevel moment
method becomes more pronounced as the number of unknowns increases. Similar
results have been obtained using BMI variant of the multilevel scheme on different
geometries, such as plates [6], and ogives.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have shown the feasibility of the multilevel moment method for
the EFIE in two dimensions. For this model problem, it was shown that the multilevel
moment method is much faster than the conjugate gradient iteration applied to the
discretized matrix equation, not to mention any direct method of solution. The
multil6vel moment method also does not suffer from the divergence problems
associated with the application of linear iterations to MoM matrix equations.
Appropriate iterations for multilevel treatment of method of moment problems were
identified, as well as the transfer operators and cycling between adjacent levels of
discretizations. In addition to the.e, very encouraging results were obtained where
problems with a few thousands of unknowns are solved in less than 10 cycles of the
method. Future extensions of the method are planned as solve modules for existing
MoM codes.
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Figure 1
a) Uniform plane wave (TMz) incident on a thin corner reflector of finite sides.
Y
b) NACA0012 airfoil geometry with tip to toe length L. The coordinates convention1 is
the same as part a above.
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Table 1
Performance of 3-level scheme on a corner reflector with perpendicular sides. The
incidence angle 0 was 400, Block Gauss-Seidel (BGS) was used as the i' ation on
the fine level and Kaczmarz iteration on coarser levels. The number m denotes tho
coefficients per block used in BGS. On the coarsest level LU factorization was
employed io solve the system directly. The sampling density of 16 points per X was
chosen on fine level. Number of iterations at each stop on different levels was one.
N Reflector Matrix Factor Time Total Cycles
Side (X) Generation for Coarsest Iteration
Time (sec.) Level(sec.) Time (sec.)
200 6.25 0.23 0.03 0.68 (m=8) 6
400 12.5 0.94 0.24 2.94 (m.8) 7
600 18.75 2.11 0.8 5.54 (m=8) 6
800 25 4.0 1.86 12.14 (m16) 6
1000 31.25 6.18 3.38 21.42 (m.8) 6




Performance of multilevel moment method compared with the conjugate gradient (CG)
iteration for different sizes of NACA airfoil. Block Gauss-Seidel on tine level and the
Kaczmarz iteration on coarser levels was employed. Other relevant informations are:
incident angle 0=1 650, m=8, 3-level Scheme, 1 Iteration per level. Tip to toe length of
L=1 2.2596?, (N=400), L.=24.51 X (N=800) and L=36.77% (N=1 200) were used for
airfoils.
-49- N-400, CZG --- N=800, Multilevel
-.4-- N-400, Multilevel -[3-- N-1200, CG
1 xi 00 -A- N-800, CG -40-- N=1200, Multilevel








On the Applicability of Pulse Expansion and Point Matching
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The use of a pulse expamsion and point natching (PEPM) scheme in the electric field integral equation
(EFIE) solution of thre-diusewional, tme.harnuonuk electromagnetic boundary-value problems iu invistl•gated.
Problems of electro agmnet;c scattering by a few simple conducting bodies in free space are considered. A
comparison of solutions obtained using the PUPM-UiIE scheme with those obtained using rouftop expanson
functions and a lHne testing procedure indicates that the PEPM.EUIE scheme may not produce corr4ct results for
gen•ral th|ree-dimensional geometries. An empirical explanation for the appar-nt failure of the PEPM-EFIE
approacb to EM scatering by arbitrarily lshaped scattereri is nsuglesied by studying the near field of a known
pulse-approximated current.
I. Introduction
The integr.d equation technique is still a viable method for solving a large class of
electromagnetic boundary-value problems, even though other approaches such as the finite-
element method (FEM), and the conjugate gradient fast Fourier transform method (CG-FFT) are
increasingly finding many applications in the solution of dynamic EM problems in recent years.
Integral equations for EM problems are most often solved by the method of moments (MM),
where the choice of the expan.ion and testing functions plays an important role in determining
the accuracy and convergence rate of the solution. One of the most versatile and efficient
expansion and testing schemes in the MM solution of surface integral equations for a special
class of geometries is the rooftop expansion and line testing (RELT) approach proposed by
Glisson and Wilton [1]. This approach was subsequently extended by Rao, Wilton, and Glisson
for the treatment of arbitrarily shaped three-dimensional bodies [2].
The simpler pulse expansion and point matching (PEPM) approach has been widcly used
for static EM problems, and for specific formulations and polarizations in two-dimensional
dynamic EM problems [3]. Recent work has shown that the PEPM approach can also be very
effective for two-dimensional scattering problems modeled by the EFIE for both polarizations
[4,5], but it ha- not been cmploycd with any success in the electric field surface integral
equations for three-dimensional dynamic EM problems to the best of the authors' knowledge.
Yet compared to the RELT approach, the PEPM scheme generally requires fewer computations
and may be more convenient in the segmentation of sonic boundary surfaces. Thus the PEPM
approach would appear to be a preferable approach when it is applicable. The analytical
methods recently proposed by Mahadevan and Auda [6,71 for evaluating accurately the singular
surface integral involving the free-space Green's function allows one to efficiently use the PEPM
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scheme in the surface integral eqvation.
In this paper, the applicability of the PEPM-EFIE for the solution of three-dimensional
dynamic EM problems is invesdgated by solving scattering problems involving simple
conducting bodies such as strips, thin wires, rectangular plates, and closed rectangular cylinders.
In the following section, the PEPM-EFIE formulation and the numerical solution procedure are
presented. In Section III, numerical results obta;ned with the PEPM and RELT schemes are
compared and an empirical study is described whirh may explain the apparent failure of the
PEPM-EFIE app;oach to model EM scattering by arbitrarily shaped scatterers.
II. PEPM-EFIE Formulation
Consider a perfectly conducting object illuminated by a prescribed incidenL field (E', H1)
in free space. To obtain an integral equation for the problem, one replaces the surface S of the
object with the electric current density J induced on that surface, and enforces the boundaiy
condition on the total field Et or H' to obtain
ftXEr(r) = fhX[ES(r) + E'(r)] - 0 (EFIE) (1)
fixH'(r) = ftX[H l(r) + H'(r)] = J(r) (MFII) (2)
where r is just outside S and fi is the outward normal to S. The PEPM piocedure cai be readily
applied to (2), but it is well known that for objects with vanishing thickness (1) is still valid
while (2) fails. Therefore, it is desirable to also be able to use (1) to obtain numerical solutions.
The ability to solv;, (1) is also desirable because one approach to the avoidance of internal
resonance problems is the use of the combined field integral equation (CFIE) 181, which may
be formed as a linear combination of (1) and (2).
The scattered fields Es and H' are given by
ES(r) I (k2A + V4')
k2 J(r')G(rr')dS' + V [V' .J(r')]G(r,r')dS'
HS(r) = VxA = fJ(r')XVG('.r')dS' (4)
"SJ
where G(r,r') = exp(-jkR)/4oR, R = Ir - r'J. aLd whiere the integral rep~eentndon on the right
side in (4) is valid for r outside S. The mixed poteuzial expression 1,3) for twe ele"ýaic ficid is
often preferred to other forms because it involves a less singular kernel. Iripiicit in tnis
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statement, however, is the assumption that the gradient operator in (3) is evaluated only in a
weighted average sense through the testing procedure. To solve (1) or (2) by the moment
method, one next expresses the current density J in terms of an expansion function with
unknown coefficients, i.e.,
N
ivJ J~r' = ~11c ')(5)
A testing procedure is then chosen which leads to an appropriate system of linear equations.
One factor in the choice of expansion functons and testing procedure is the form of the integral
equation. It has long been known that the PEPM technique is well-suited for u.e with (2),
where -.valuation of the curl operation in (4) as the observation point approaches the surface
along with (2) leads to a Fredhoirn integral equation of the second kind. It has been widely
accepted that a smoother representation for the current density J is required for the EFIE, whi'h
is an integral equation of the first kind. Results obtained for two-dimensional geometries [4,5],
however, have suggested that pulse basis functions may indeed be a viable alternative in the
EFIE.
In this paper, only wires and a few simple conducting bcries whose. surfaces can be
subdivided into a set of rectangular patches are considered. Thc exparsion functions ei in (5)
are chosen to be pulses on each of the rectangular subdoinains in the PEPM approach. Thus we
consider a rectangular patch subdomain with dimensions 2WVX2W1, lying in the u-v plane with
a uniform v-directed electric current density defined on it. With the origin of the coordinate
system at the center of the patch and with (ii,v,w) as the observation point, oni obtains for the
vector potential
wý w, e-jkR
A = i' f 4-jrR du'dv' ; R = [(u'-u) +- (-v) 2 + w2]'" (6)
-Wv -Wu
When the field point is wi~hin the source region, the kernel in (6) is singular and a dirrct
numerical integration is impractical. In this case, the analytic expressions of Mahadevan and
Auda [6] can be used, or for programming simplicity, one may extract only the singular portion
of the vector potential to be evaluated analytically. In the latter case the vector potential may
be represented as
S-jkRlW. 
W ,A- 11I-1 du'dv' + = Ko(u,v,w;U'v')h,,w Iv,._w (7)A Jw -Jw 4-wa'----
where
K0(u,v,w;u'v') - (u'-u) en(v'-v-R) + (v'-v) fn(u'-u+R) - wtan-1 (8)
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The first term 1n (7) is then non-singular and is amenable to numerical integration. For the
second term in (3), the divergence of the current may be represented as
V'.J(r') - +6(v'+W,) (9)
and one then obtains
H_ T (p-p')(l +JkR)e-J du' (10)
ap -u 4wrR 3  v'-w,
_NI
where p-u, v, or w; p'=u',v', or w'; w'=0. Since the match point is at the center of each
rectangular element, the kernel in (10) is never singular and thus (10) can be evaluated
accuirately by numerical integration. It is worth noting that (10) can be obtained directly from
VV A without referencc to the divergence of the discontinuous pulse basis function for the
current.
Results obtained in this work with the PEPM approach, which employs expressions of the
form given by (6)-(10), are compared with results obtained via the RELT aproach. For
comparison, the expansion and testing schemes used in the PEPM and RELT techniques are
illustrated in Fig. 1.
Expressions similar to (7) and (10) can be obtained for the electric field due to the uniform
u-directed current. The point matching of u and v components in (1) at the center of each
segment leads to a coupled system of simultaneous equations which may be represented in matrix
notation as
[Z.1j [.1 -1 [z,] [,1] - IVJ (1. a)
[z1J [I," ] [z. ] [11 - [IVj (I lb)
where elements of the impedance matrix can be computed using expressions presented in the
preceding paragraphs. For example, expressions for Z,,v,, and V,.,, are
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Figure 1. Cross-section representation of expansion and testing functions.




+€ In' [0ýUn.U-U.n-U) + ,n(VI- V. -V') +W*. VJ]
( +jkR ,) e-___,, dw '
0-3 ¢'Wv.,.du
vVv, • ,, .E'(r,,,) (13)
where in and n are indices which specify the observation and source patches, respectively, and
where Rn=[(u,,-u,-u') v- )2+w,,]A. The matrix equation for the PEPM-MFIE
approach can be obtained using similar procedures once the limit in which the observation point
approaches the surtace has been taken to extract the principal value term. No extraction of a
singular portion of the kernel is then wecessary, although careful evaluation of the integral is
often required for the nearby sources due to the rapid variation of the kernel.
IIU. PEPM-EFIE Applied to Sinple Conducting Bodies
(A) Narrow Strips and Thin Wires
The PEPM-EFIE formulation presented in the previous section and the RELT-EFIE
scheme [1] have been employed to solve electromagnetic ,cattering problems involving simple
conducting bodies in free space. The current induced on a thin strip with width W that is
situated parallel to the z-axis in the x-z plane and is illuminated by a normally incident plane
wave Ei= in0 e-Jky is solved by segmenting the strip into lxN rectangular elements. Although
the actual current has the [1 -(2xlW)2] -,' variation, it can be shown tnat physical quantities such
as the radar cross section and the driving point impedance can accurately be computed assuming
a ýounstant current across the strip width.
Extensive numerical experiments on the convergence of the solution for strip widths
ranging O.O0lX-O.1)X show that in both schemes, for a fixed strip length, a larger number of
unknowns is generally required for strips with smaller widths. For fairly long strips, a
prohibitively large number of unknowns is required in the PEPM solution. As an example for
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a 0.O1Xx4X strip, 480 unknowns was required in the PEPM, while 80 unknowns are enough
in the RELT to achieve about the same percentage error in the current. The preceding
comments also appear to hold true when multiple pulses are used to model the singular behavior
of the current on the strip edge.
The thin-wire problem can also be solved by the PEPM-EFIE scheme. In this case for




and the current density J, is replaced by the total current 4 =2'a-az. The surface integral in (3)
now becomes a line integral and point matching along the wire axis results in expressions
corresponding to (12) and (13). The previous observations on narrow strips also appear to be
appropriate for thin wires. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the convergence of currents on 0. lIXO.5Xstrip and 0.01XO.5X wire, respcciively, solved using the PEPM and RELT schemes.
(B) Rectangular Plates
As one of the fundamental structures in electromagnetics, rectangular plates have received
a fair amount of attention in recent years [9]-[13]. Fig. 4 shows the real and imaginary parts
of the z-directed current on lXX IX plate solved by the PEPM and RELT schemes using lOX 10
segments. Even though the real part improves with more segments, the solution obtained with
the PEPM shows significant error. The errors seem to be more pronounced for small plates.
(C) Closed Rectangular Cylinders
As an example of a closed rectangular cylinder, a 0.4xxO.4Xx0.4X closed perfectly
conducting cube is considered. The back face of the object is on the x-z plane with the
coordinate origin at its center. Fig. 5 shows the current on a path, from the center of the front
face to the center of the back face along the line of symmetry, solved by various schemes. The
excitation is same as before and the path length s is normalized. Again the solution by the
PEPM-EFIE scheme is greatly in error.
(D) An Empirical Explanation for the Apparent Failure of the PEPM-EFIE Scheme
It is puzzling that the PEPM-E-FIE seems to product correct results only for two-
dimensional geometries or for slender three-dimei ;ional scatterers. For these two geometry
types, however, the cross-polarized current component, which is excited only by the gradient
of the scalar potential in (2), is either non-existent or negligible. The general success of the
RELT scheme coupled with these results suggests that modeling the charge density in terma of
impulse functions may be inappropriate. (It should be noted that the effects of impulse charges
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Figure 2. Convergence of the electric surface current density induced on a
0.01XX0.5x strip.
must appear in the PEPM scheme regardless of whether the equations art lerived using impulse
charges or not.) To check if a continuous distribution of curren' and a pulse-function
approximation to the distribution generate the same field as the numL . of pulses used in the
approximation increases, we first computed the field due to a z-directed rooftop current on a
rectangular element on one of the corners of the lXX IX plate, and the field due to the same
current approximated by 14 pulses along the direction of current flow. Fig. 6 shows the
difference between two fields. It should be noted that Ek arises entiiely due to the V-D term,
since Ax=0 for a z-directed current. One can easily see that the field component perpendicular
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Figure 3. Convergence of the current induced on a 0.5X long wireý of radius
O.01k.
to tile current flow generated by the pul se-approxi mated current differs from that produced by
tile original continuous current and that the discrepancy is due to the impulse approximation to
tile charge density. For the field comlnipoUt parallel to the current flow, the pulse approximation•
of the current does not seem to cause a problem, which ,nay be a clue to the succes3 of the
PEPM scheme for slender objects an~d in two-dimensional scattering probl(-ms.
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Figure 4. PEPM and PELT solutions for the dominant component of current
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Figure 5. Comparison of solutions obtained by various approaches for the current
induced on a 0.4X wide cube.
IV. Summary
The use of a pulse expansion and point matching (PEPM) scheme in the electric fieldintegral equation (EFIE) solution of three-dimensional, time-harmonic electromagnetic boundary-
value problems has been studied. Problems of electromagnetic scattering by a few simple





Figure 6. Plot of the difference between the field due to a rooftop current and that
of the multiple-pulse-approximiated rooftop current.
EFIE scheine have been compared with those obtained using rooftop expansion functions and
a line testing procedure. The results indicate that the PEPM-EFIE scheme may not produce
correct results for general three-dimensional geometries. An empirical explanation for the
apparent failure of the PEPM-EFIE approach to EM scattering by arbitrarily shaped scatterers
has been suggested by studying the near field of a known pulse-approximated current.
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Recursive Algorithms to Reduce the Computational Complexity
of Scattering Problems
W. C. CREW, Y. M. WANG, L. GUREL, AND J. II. LiN*
Abstract
It has been demonstrated recently that a recursive algorithir can reduce the computa-
tional complexity (of the full scattering solution of a scattering problem in two dimensions)
to O(.N2 '[5- 10]. This is faster than the conjugate gradient method applied to the method ofmoments, and yet provides a scattering soiution valid for all angles of incidence.
In this approach, a scatterer is divided into N subscatterers, and a recursive algorithm
is used to construct the n + n' subscatterer solution from the n subscatterer solution. Ad-
dition theorem is used ýto translate tile field among the different coordinate systems of the
subscatterers.
The algorithm has been applied to calculate scattering from a 10A diameter object.
Such an object requires about 12,000 unknowns to model, but it takes only about 30 sees on
a CRAY-2 to solve with the fast recursive algorithm. It is estimated that it wil' take about
20 hours on the CRAY-2 to solve a similar problem with the method of moments.
We have also applied the algorithm to solve for scattering solutions from an array of
nntallic strips, and impenetrable scatterers. T'le solutions obtained are found to either agree
well with closed form solutions, or solutions fronr the method of nnoments.
1. Introduction
A problem facing computational electrornagnetics is the computational
complexity of nunserical methods used to solve for the scattering solution
of a large inhotnogeneous scatterer. The conventional method of mnomnents
requires a matrix inversion, and hence is of O(N3 ) complexity where N is
the numtber of unknowns modeling the scatterer [1]. The conjugate gradient
nmethod carn be used to reduce the computational complexity yielding an itera-
tive algorithus with complexity O(N 2P) where P is the number of steps in the
iteration- However, the number of steps P required depends on the condition
numiber of the matrix equation. For ill conditioned matrices, the method
nsay not converge at all [2]. Fast Fourier transforn niethod has also been
used to exploit the convolutional nature of the scattering integral equation
yielding a conjugate-gradicnt type algorithm with complexity O(PN logI N)
[2,4]. However, conjugate gradient methods provide a solution for only one
incident wave only at a tinse. The algorithm has to be restarted for each new
incident wave.
Recently, we have developed a fast reciir:;ive algorithm using translation
formulas [5-10]. The computational complexity of the fastest of such an al-
This work is supprl,' d by National Science Foundation under grant NSF ECS-85-
25891, Ollice of Naval Research under grant NOOO-14-89-J 1286. Computer time is partly
provided by the National Center for Supercomputer Applications at the Univelsity of
Iliarois.
Electromnagnetics Laboratory, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Uni-
versity of Illinois, Urbana, IL 6180.
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gorithm is O(N 2 ) where N is the number of unknowns used to model the
problem. A program has been developed using this fast algorithm. Compar-
ison with the method of moments shows that the fast algorithm is a lot inure
efficient. Moxeover, the memory requirement of this algorithm is minimal.
More importantly, this algorithm solves a 10A x IA scatterer with 12,000
unknowns in about 30 seconds on a CRAY-2. This time is much faster than
that of solving a matrix equation with a similar number of unknowns. As
opposed to the conjugate gradient method, the fast algorithm provides a full
solution valid for an incident wave at all angles of incidence. We have also
applied the algorithL -... -olve for scattering solutions from an array of metal-
lic strips, and impenetrable scatterers, rhe solutions obtained are found to
either agree well with closed form solutions, or solutions from the method of
moments.
2. The Recursive Algorithm
In the fast recursive algorithm previously presented[6-10], an inhomoge-
neous scatterer is first divided into N subscatterers. The scattering solu-
tion from these N subscatterers is sought recursively so that the (n + 1)-
subacatterer solution is obtained from the n-subscatterer solution. The scat-
tering by the subscatterers are expressed in terms of a transition matrix or
1' matrix. Furthermore, an aggregate 7' matrix is defined for the ni sub-
scatterers. Hence when the (n + 1)-th subscatterer is added, only a two-body
scatterinp problem need be considered. When the scattering solution is found
for (it + 1) jubscatterers, then an aggregate 7' matrix is defined for these scat-
terers. This procedure is repeated until all the N subscatterers are exhausted.
The previous algorithm works excellently for E. polarized waves incident
on an inhuimogeneous cylinder. But for H, polarized waves, the previously
described algorithm is found not to work well because of the infraction of the
addition theorem. As a generalization, Instead of adding one subscatterer
at each recursion, n' subscatterers could be addcd at each recursion when
these n' subscatterers are equidistant from the origin (see Figure 1). By
doing this, the infraction of the addition thc-orem could be avoided, and the
resulting algorithm is found to work well even for 11, polarized waves. This
generalized algorithm is described as follows.
Given n subscatterers, the total fiell could be written as (using the no-
tation of references 5 to 10)
O(r) = Rg4'(ko, ra) , a + t'(ko, ro) .(.. (1)
When n' subscatteiers are added to the previous n cluster, the total field
could be written as
O(r) = Rýg4((ko, ro) a + i'(k0 ,rto), r"(n+,') a
n+"'
+ •i '(ko, r1)" Tiq.+,)" , ." a, (2)
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where 1 ('+.,) is the aggregate T matrix for n subscatterers in the presenct
of n + n' subscatterers, and Tj(ý+n,) is the (n + n')-scatterer T matrix for the
i-th subscatterer. The above constitutes a n' + 1 unknown problem where
the unknowns are +,) and Ti(,+,,) = n + 1, .. ,n + n'. These n' + I
unknowns could be found as follows using the solution (1). Firsit, we ex-
press the field from the n' subscatterers as incident field on the aggregted n
subscatterers so that
O~)= RgP'(ko, ro) -a + RgO'.(ko. ro) zi~ , ;F(.. aimt+it
+ ,P•(ko, ro) T .(.+.,)a, (3)
From Equation (1), we must have
•,(n+n,•= ý,(. ? + ,, 'T,'• +r". ) (4)
Next, we focus at the i-th subscatterer of the W' subscatterers and express
the fields from all the other subscatterers as incident fields on the j-th sub-
scatterer. By so doing, we have
O(r) = g•'gs(ko, ro)' .jo" a + R9g'(k0 , r,) 'a,, *'.(n+,)• a
-I- Rg"(ko, rj) Z•)* + a
+ 1,&(k0, rj) T 3!j(+-'o') a, (5)
where the summation for i # j is for i = n + 1, ... , n + n', for i # j. The
scattered field off the j-th subscatterer must be related to the inciOdent field
via the isolated scatterer T matrix for the j-th subscatterer. Consequently,
we have
-2 j'•(n+rn') = •oW jl ('io +• •jo . r~t~t 4• E• .,ts(n+.,) . "•o),
Equation (4) can be used to substitute for + in (6) to yikld
i(nn+a,' (1) + .•ij" + 60i ' Ti.+nl) 'i)
+ TiY .+,+,) •3•o], = + 1,.. ,Y&+,n'. (7)
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The above could be rearranged to yield
DT .+n'Yi-j,o = Tj.t) [a+•jo'T(,)+ZC(ao'7(,) •o,+•,)T,(.+n,)'3J,o
=n + ,,.n + n', (8)
w' [" -- " The above constitutes n' equations
for the n' unknows Ti(,+n,) •,. It can be written more succinctly as
fl-I-rn'
E A2 ,'TI(,•÷ ')'/io=-Tj(I)'[3j0 +O'jo'(n)], j = n+, 1. ,n +a', (9)
i=n-l I
where Ai Dj'i j,
Tji" ( .7(). - + ,• , j. (a)
After hat-ing s-)lved (9) for + ",o, (4) could be used to find •-(n+n,)-
Alternatively, (4) could be written as
n+n•.(+,)= T(,,) + • 7(n). T•• ,(,,+,) ,o (11)
imn+l
for more efficient computation.
When all the unknows in the n + n' subscatterer problem is solved, then
an aggregate T matrix for n + n' subscatterers can be defined as
n+nI
0+,' ,+-') + E " Ti(.+•') • (12)
Consequently, (11) could be substituted into (12) to yield
n+nt
T~~' ()+ E (4fe. + Y(n). * iii .~ ' (13)
i-n+1
Equations (9) and (13) permit us to find the (n+n')-subscatterer solution
from the n-subscatterer solution. These equations could be used recursively
to find the N subscatterer solution from a 0 subseatterer solution. The com-
putational complexity of the above algorithm could be analyzed, and it is
found t'- the computer time will grow as N' in two-dimenzions, and as
N"1 3 in three dimensions. Wlan n' = 1 in the preceding algorithm, the
above algorithm reduces to reduces to the algorithm described in [8,9]*.
• The computational complexity for three Jimensional problem given in [9] is incorrect.
It should also bc N'13 .
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3. Numerical Simulation
A computer program has been developed using this recursive algorithm
for computing the wave scattering solution of a large inhomogeneous object
in two dimensions for both E. and H, polarized waves. This method gives
the same solution as the method of moments for small scatterers of one or two
wavelength in size. Hence, we have used the method of moments to validate
the code for a general inhomogeneous scatterer. But for large scatterers, the
method of moments is extremely inefficient due to its N' complexity.
The code has been used to calculate the scattering solution from a large
cylinder which is about 10A x 10A, and comprising about 12,000 unknowns.
Since the method of moments is extremely inefficient in this regime, we can
only validate our solution by comparing it with the closed form solution of a
circular, homogeneous cylinder, which is solvable by harmonic expansions.
In Figure 2(a), we show the comparison of the amplitude of the solution
of scattering by an E, polarized wave using the recursive algorithm and the
closed form solution. In this case, n' need only be 1. As can be seen, the
agreement is excellent.
In Figure 2(b), we show the comparison of the phase of the solution by
recursive algorithm versus the closed form solution. We observe excellent
agreements except for sonic angles of observation. However, for such a wave-
length, note that if the diameter of the object is changed by 0.5%, a phase
error of about 90 is possible, and hence, the phase solution is very sensitive
to the size of the object.
In order to use the recursive algorithm, the subscatterers have to be or-
dered so that they are of increasing distance from the origin [7,8,9]. We have
used the heapsort algorithm [11,12j to order the subseatterers with computer
time proportional to N log, N. If a naive sorting algorithm of O(N2 ) con-
plexity is used, the sorting time could constitute as much as 40% of the total
computer time.
On a CRAY-2 supercomputer, the 12,000 unknown problem is solved
in about 30 seconds. In this simulation, we pick M = 1, and P = 30. The
reason we have chosen M = 1 is because only the monopole term is important
for the scattering from each subacatterer. Though the CRAY-2 has a peak
performance of about 1.7 GFLOPS, this peak is in general not attainable
for practical applications. For instance, for a simple fully vectorizable "DO"
loop, the throughput of the CRAY-2 is about 100 MFLOPS unless special
programnning technique is used [131. In general, the throughput is about 20
to 40 MFLOPS. Assuming a 30 MFLOPS throughput, and that it takes N`/3
floating operations to invert an N x N matrix, and multiplying by a factor of
4 for complex floating point operations, we estimate that it will take about
20 hours to solve this problem by the method of moments. Figure 3 shows
the comparison of the computer time of this method versus the number of
unkowns on a CRAY-2 supercomputer. The 12,000-unknown point for the
method of moments is extrapolated since it is too expensive to solve this
problem by such a method.
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In this program, the isolated scatterer T matrix and the translation for-
mulas are calculated as they are needed. Hence, the dominant part of the
memory is used to store the grid which is proportional to the number of un-
knowns N, whereas a matrix method like MOM would have required storage
proportional to N'.
Table I shows the breakdown of the computer time spent in various parts
of the computer program. It is seen that about 16% of the time is spent in
reading in the input for the program. This could be sped up by using binary
data files for instance. Note that the memory used is about 0.385 MWord.
A full matrix method as in the method of moments would have needed 290
MWords of memory.
In Figures 4(a) and 4(b), we show the comparison of the solution of scat-
tering of H, polarized waves by a circular dielectric cylinder using the recur-
sive algorithm using mcthod of moments, recursive algoritlhn, anad analytic
solution. As can be scen, the agreement between the method of moments
and recursive algorithm is excellent while there is a small discrepancy with
the analytic solution. The discrepancies come from imperfect modeling as
the circular cylinder is divided inth subscatterers which are squares. The
resulting cylinder does not have the same surface area as tile circular cylin-
der, even though they have the same cross sectional area. Since in the H.
polarized wave, the electric field polarizes surface charges on the surface of
the cylinder, the discrepant surface area could give rise to the small error.
In Figures .'(a) aid 5(b), we show the RCS of metallic strips for the E.
and H, polarized waves respectively using such a recursive algorithm. The
m iatrices of the individual strips are found using the method of moments.
In Figures 6(a) mid 6(b), we show the comparison of the scattering from
alm impenetrable metallic scatterer for the E, polarized wave using the re-
cursive algorithm. The mnetallic wall is modeled as z-directed wires tightly
packed together. The ca-se compared in a circular metallic cylinder where
closed form solution exists.
IV. Conclusions
Au efficient method for solving for the bolution of wave scattering fromi
a large scatterer has been developed. This method uses a minimal of coin-
puter memory, and is a lot more efficient than a full integral equation solver.
Moreover, it provides a full scattering solution valid for all angles of incident.
This method has been used to solve a 10A x 10 A problem with about 12,000
unknowns, in about 30 seconds or. a CRAY-2 supercomputer with a typical
throughput of about 30 MFLOPS. We have also applied the algorithum to H,
polarized waves showing excellent agreement with the method of moments.
The algorithm could also be applied to scattering by an array of metallic
strips, or impenetrable scatterers.
The method is faster than the method of moments applied to solviag
integral equations, and unlike the finite element method, it provides a solution
that naturally satisfies the radiation condition at infinity. Moreover, the
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subscatterers need not have to be close together: it works both for densely
packed as well as sparsely packed subscatterers.
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Table I. Breakdown of the CPU time spent for the 12,000 unknown problem using
the fast recursive algorithm,
Percciaage of CPU Time Times
_The Total CPU (second) Be-m Called
Recursive Part 44.928 14.327 1
Translation Matrices 19.928 6.355 1),905
Input Data 16.176 5.158 1
Bessel Functions 16.013 5.1U6 35,862
T,.) MLatrices 2.062 0.657 11,¶05
Sorting 0.000 0. 193 10Main P~rog~ram 0.287 0.092 1
Total CPU = 31.888 second
Total Memory = 0.385 MWord
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Figure 1. In the rccursive algorithm, u-subscattercra solution io used to find the
ni + n'-subsratterer solutioi•, whcre n' is the IIUmbcr of sUb8cnttetrcr8
equidistant froom the origin. In this figure, n' = 6.
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Figure 2. A 10A diameter dielectric cylinder is solved with this recursive algorithm
for an E• polarized incident plane wave. hi (a), a comparison of the fieldamplitude of the scattered field is nmade with analytic solution. In (b) a
comparison is made of the phase. The dielectric cylinder is 2.6 meters indiameter with a relative permittivity of 4. The incident field is from 0'
with a frequency of 300 MHz. The fields are measured 50 micters from
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Figure 3. Comparisou of the computer time as a. function of the number of utn-
knowna for the method of moments (open circles) and fast recursive al-
gorithru (solid circles). At 12,000 unknowns, the method of moments is
estimated to take 20 hours of C11AY-2 CPU time while the fast rccursivc













Figure 4. Scattering of H, polarized incident plane wave using the fast recursive
algorithin, the method of moments, and analytic solution. (a) compares
the aauplitude while (b) compares the phase. The frequency of the in-
ciden~t wave is 600 M~tz. The dielectric cylinder ha~s a diameter of 0.4
metet- with a relative pernuttivity of 2. The field in measured at 1 meter
fio the center of the cylinder.
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Figure 5. Comparison of the RCS of an array of strip6 computed using the gener-
alized recursive algorithm (solid dots), method of moments (solid lines)
and the recursive algorithm presented in references 7 (dotted lines). (a)
is for E, polarized wave while (b) is for H, polarized wave. The error of
using the old algorithm is larger for H, polarized wave.
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Figur'e 6. Compariso•n of the scattered field from a circujar metallic cylinder using
the recursive algorithm and the closed form solution. (a) is the case for
the scattered field •anplitude while (b) is the case Zo•r the scattered field
lphase.
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Numerical Solution of the EFIE Using Arbitrarily-
Shaped Quadrangular and Triangular Elements




For the numerical solution of the EFIE by the method of moments plane triangular
patches are widely used because every three-dimensional structure can be approximated
by plane triangles. In most cases the more convenient way of surface discretization is
to compose the considered structure of quadrangular patches. If only basis function
formulae for triangles are available, the quadrangles must be subdivided into triangles.
'Then the total number of elements increases and also the number of unknown
currents. In general this splitting into triangles can be avoided only if nonplanar
quadrangular patches of arbitrary shape are applied.
The goal of the paper is to present current basis functions suited for arbitrarily-shaped
nonplanar quadrangular patches in parametric form. These basis functions can be
combined with the commonly-used basis function [51 for plane triangles. Furthermore,
it is shown how to extend the basis functions for plane triangles to any curved
triangles given in a parametric formulation. Finally It is demonstrated that the
developed basis functions can be used to perform the connection between wire-grid
segments and surface patches.
Introduction
With the ever increasing computer power the application of the method of moments
in electromagnetic field prediction became possible not only for thin-wire arrange-
ments, but also for the treatment of arbitrarily-shaped three-dimensional bodies. At the
beginning of the development the MFIE was used to handle thick-body problems, and
for thin-wire structures the EFIE 121 was prefered. The combination between thin-
wire structures and thick-body structures became possible with the introduction of a
special basis function vadid for the connection area [1].
The disadvantage concerning the MFIE is that it is only valid for closed bodies. In
order to treat thin-shelled, open structures the researchers tried to apply the EFIE to
this problem. Difficulties were arising, because the EFIE contains not only the
unknown surface current itself, but also its first derivation. Therefore it is not sufficient
to assume a uniform current distribution over a surface patch, as it is possible in the
MFIE solution.
Special linear basis functions for plane rectangles, the so-called roof-top functions,
were introduced bv Glisson 13]. 'The resulting charge distribution is uniform over the&7 1 whole surface patch, and it is assured that no point or line charges can occur. The
-- M" important feature of this basis function is that it contains the possibility of zero surface
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charge on the whole patch. This is necessary in the low frequency range, because therethe current distribution must be solenoidal.
For the calculation of arbitrarily-shaped metallic bodies Rao [5] has devised a currentbasis function suited to plane triangular patches. Similar to the functions of Glisson[3], the current distribution is linear and the resulting charge is uniform all over thepatch. But because of the reasons mentioned above, it is useful to have a further basis
function valid for arbitrarily-shaped quadrangles. In the following it will be shown inwhich way the functions of Glisson and Rao can be enhanced so that they match tononplanar, arbitrarily-shaped quadrangles or triangles.
A Short Review of the Basic Equations
For a better understanding of the paper at first a very short summary of the basicprinciples will be given, The EFIE, as it is applied here, has the following form:
E s f ~ p y e -R d i v ro . d
Sf 47I R TTh)C g
S
S = surface of the conducting bodies (including wir.,,),
-f = surface current or wire current, respectively,R = distance between the field and the source points.
Eq. (1) represents the electric field produced by the currents induced on the structure.The total field is given by the addition of the incident field and the scattered field
given in (1). For perfect conducting bodies, the tangential component of the totalelectric field must be zero all over the body. This condition is entorced here by using
Galerkin's method with razor-blade functions as weighting functions. This results in the
following equation for one matching section:
fg~dF ~ici = UiI~ c (2)
s s
with E, due to Eq. (1). The numerical evaluation of (2) leads to
Un =f( -c . . (' - ) .. G(R 2 ) + G(R,) R
S
+ div [G(R 2 ) - G(R,)]) dS (3)
with G(R) eJkR
The meaning of the indices is indicated in Fig. 1,
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Fig. 1: Geometry concerning eq. (3)
As it can be seen in eq. (3), the line integral (2) of the first part of (1) 's calculatedby means of a 2-point trapezoidal rule, whereas for the second part, the integral is
$iven exactly because of the grad operator. The fact that the second part can be
integrated exactly is very important in the low frequency case, because this pait is
weighted by the factor 11w and so gets very high values. But forming the line integral(2) around a "sed path, that means to add certain equations in the eventuallyresulting equation ýysteni, the integral over the second part of (1) drops completely.Such an integration path is indicated in Fig. 2.
3 3 2
4 - Ii
:Integration around a node of the structure
The addition of eq. (3) for a path due to Fig. 2 leads tu the following equation for
the nodes i=l, ... 4:
4 j W A -•U1,1d- i ZIf -4--- .0.5. (G(-).. [ G(l,) 4- G(R)R, dS
S
4
U,,,= . U,.. (4)
Ii1
Regarding eq. (4) more closely one can conclude that (4) means the line integral of
the vector potential around a closed path, and thus eq, (4) represents also the surface
integral of the magnetic induction, and so we have the law of induction due to
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u,.4= -jW. f X ds = jw. f 9 d§ with 13 = curl (A). (5)
6 SEq. (4) proves directly that the EFIE (1) contains the. stationary case, but in this casethe current must be solenoidal. Thcrefore it is necessary that the choosen basisfunctions allow a resulting current distribution without sources. Eq. (4) together with
tic basis functions described in the following section and the condit:im div(I)=O canbe used for the calculation of stationary eddy currents.
Current Basis Functions for Quadrangles
The current basis function that will be developed in this section shall be valid forevery arbitrary quadrangle given in a parametric form according to
V-= - n,). (6)
With such a parametric transformation any quadrangle given in the x,Y,z coordinatesystem can be converted into a rectangle in the nm system. Because of the highregularity of the obtained patch it is now easy to define a basis function. The positionof the quadrangle in the "nm system and the choosen basis function are depicted in
Fig. 3.
/0 1 2
F Roof-top basis function in the ),j system
The essential step in the development of a current basis function is now to find asuitable transformation of the current vectors into the three-dimensional xy,z
coordinate system. After this task has been done, one finds for the left part of the
roof-top according to Fig. 3:
all(7)
with the metric coefficients
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The reason for the vector product in (6) becomes quite clear by forming the
diverrence of the current. The divergence operator for general, non rectangular
coordinates is given by [6)
I n-i I
with fT= f -( i n + fr(-nC)" '. (8)
Eq. (8) applied to eq. (7) leads to
div I" I° (9)
The resulting current distribution on any patch is described by the superposition of 4
basis functions similar to eq. (7). Each of these 4 functions is a.sociated with one
edge of the qLiadrangle, and their charge distribution is given by eq. (9) with 4
different factors 10. Thus the charge distribution is characterized by the addition of
these 4 factors, and in the stationary case the sum of these factors tends to 0.
To assure that the current causes no line charge along the connection edge between
two quadrangles, it is necessary to investigate the normal component along this edge.





4: Calculation of the normal component of the current along the connection edge
of two quadrangles
i~-j I__ _ ___ 1 (10)
Because • depends only on parameters associated with the common edge it is
obvious th•t the transition of the normal component is continuous along this edge.
In this paper, quadrangle patches are characterized by the following equations:
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+ = V+ ( - + ) (V + (V- •2 + V3- " (11)
- an = - - + ('•,- + - " 4)' " (12)
V.1 + V1 V2 + V3 VO)n (13)
z
Fi.5 Geometry of a quadrangular patch
As can be seen from eq. (13), -• is constant for rt= . Thils means that according toeq. (10) the nor'mal component of the suifa¢.e cuirent along the connection edge isconstant. Therefore the current function (7) together with the function (11) for thequad rangles can be combined dircctly with the triangle basis function suggested byRu(5]. The legs of the quadrangles are straight lines, as can casily be seen from eq.
(11).
Current Basis Functions for Triangles
In order to complete the subject described in the preceding section it should bementioned that Ran's triangle basis function can also be e~xpre~ssed in a parametric
formulation. The result is given by
( aI"-+ a ).(14)
The position of the triangle in the n, coordinate sytem Is indicated in Fig. 6. Anobvious advantage of .eq. (14) is that it is valid for arbitrarily-shaped triangles, thatmeans there Is no restriction to plane elements.
Cozuiection between Wire Sei•ments and Surhice Elements





0& 1 -.. •"
STriangular patch with current filaments
The simplest technique to connect wires to surfaces is to fix them on one edge of a
triangle or quadrangle. A detailed description of this niethod is given in 141.
An'alyzing practical problems, it turned out that in sonic cases it is necessary to fixwires directly on a node of a discretized structure, for exantple becanse only the exact
coordinates of the node are explicitly known in the input data, for reasons of
syrnmetry or from other geometrical reasons. Therefore an appropriate function withreference to triangles which are connected to wires in one corner point, has to becreated. For flat tnangles, such a function cani be expressd by the relation
" "(0') - +.5'V- • .) y  -(y ) 1  x+.Ay) -Y' (X2+X3 (15)
The x',y',z' coordinate system is situated in the plane of the triangle. The geometrical






i . . ' .' 7 .mctry for a triangle connected to a wire at corner I
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Taking the divergence of eq. (15) it can be seen that the surface charge distributionover thL whole triangle is constant and thus the given function can be used together
with the usual triangle basis function [5]. The surface current density tends to infinityat the junction point, but the value of the total current remains finite and is equal to
10. It is evident that eq. (15) can be expressed in a form suitable for parametric
triangles:
10
Another possibility to create a basis function that correctly describes the connection
between wires and triangle corners is to apply eq. (7) to a triangle. Performing thisstep, two comer points of a quadrangle must coincide, that is, the length of one edgeof the quadrangle tends to zero, as indicated in Fig. 8. On the 2-3 edge the wire can





Fig. 8: Quadrangle degenerated to a triangle
Examples
Tu show that the described method works in the low as well as in the high f'requenlcrange, a test arrangement according to Fig. 9 was calculated by the code CONCEPI.
The wire loop and the body are fixed on an ideal conducting ground plane of infhiitc
extension. The figure shows the real part of the current distnbutiori at a frequency of150 MHz. At a frequency of 100 Hz the current in the wire behaves exactly according
to Olun's law.
To have a verification of the results, a top-loaded monopol antenna over an idealconducting sheet according to Fig. 10 was calculated. The extensions of the sheet arelarge enough so 'hat the fields near the antenna can be compared with anarrangement where the sheet is replaced by an unbounded plane. At first, the finitesheet was divided into triangles exclusively, and in a second computer run onlyquadrangles were used. The quadrangulation and the real part of the currentistribution is shown in Fig, 11, The wavy. bohaviomr a! 100 MHz can be seen very
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well in this figure. Concerning the triangles, every quadrangle of Fig. 11 was
subdivided into 2 triangles. The calculated x component of the electric field along the
z' a"s, indicated in Fig. 10, is given in Fig. 12. Fig. 12a shows the results for the
arrangement with the tiangular patches, and in Fig 12b the quadrangles are used. For
sake of comparison the electric field produced by a top-loaded antenna over an
infinite ground plane is also depicted in Fig. 12. The figure tells us that in both cases
the agreement is very good, though in the triangle case 1100 unknowns are necessary,
whereas in the quadrangle case only 740 unknown currents are used. But on this place
it must be indicated that perhaps it is possible to attain a reduction of the unknowns
in the triangle case by a more sophisticated triangulation. Therefore. further
investigations are necessary.
The power of the developed method is demonstrated by a greater example according
to Fig. 13, In this figure, the imaginary part of the current distribution on an airplane
is depicted. The arrangement is excited by a plane wave with its polarization vector in
the symmetry plane. Utilizing this symmetry, the number of unknowns can be halved.
For this example, about 1400 unknown currents occur. The amount of computation
timte on a HP-9000/825 is about 4 hours. The electric field distribution in the
symmetry plane is given in Fig. 14. Inside the fuselage the field strength is almost
zero except for the cockpit area. There the penetration of the field through the cockpit
pane can be observed,





Fig.1: Foot-point-fcd monopol antenna excited at 100 MHz
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Fig. 13: Airplane excited by a plaLe wave of 100 Mliz
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SESSION 8- "MODELING EM INTERACTIONS IN MATERIALS"
Moderator: Kenneth Demarest
General Approach For Treating Boundary Conditions
on Multi-Region Scatterer. Using the Method of Moments
J. M. Putnam
McDonnell Douglas Research Laboratories
Abstract
For complex geometries consisting of multiple regions with different
types of boundary conditions imposed between the regions (i.e., conducting,
dielectric, resistive, IBC, etc.), conventional method of moments (MM)
procedures can become tedious and difficult to implement. Typically, 14M
based solutions to EM scattering and radiation problems proceed as follows:
"* coupled integral equations are developed which represent the physics
of the problem
"* the boundary conditions are incorporated into the integral equations
"* the MM technique is used to reduce the integral equations to a matrix
equation.
I1i this paper, a simple technique will be presented for incorporating
different types of boundary conditions and combinations of the field
equations for scatterers with multiple homogeneous regions. Each interface
between regions is considered separately. The Stratton-Chu integral
equations representing the E and H fields on both tides of the Interface are
*This research was conducted under the McDonnsll Douglas Independent
Research and Development program.
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specified in terms of equivalent elect.tc (J) and magnetic (M) currents on
both sides of the interface. When the field point is located on the
interface, there are four equations in eight unknowns (E , Hi, J , M*).
These eight unknowns are expanded in a series and the MM technique is
applied, resulting in an overdetermined matrix equation. This matrix
equation is independent of the boundary condition on the interface or the
field equations which will be solved. The boundary condition and field
equations to solve are specified by three matrices which operate on the
overdetermined system, reducing it to a matrix equation of a determined
system.
Examples will be given which illustrate how existing MM formulations in
_ Jthe literature can be recast using this technique. This technique has been
,• implemented with Galerkin testing in a general purpose scattering code for
2D bodies, bodies of revolution, and arbitrary 3D bodies, consisting of
multiple regions and boundary condition types. Numerical results will be
presented which demonstrate the versatility of the method.
Introduction
The method of moments (MM) has been used extensively over the past two
* decades to solve a variety of scattering problems involving conducting and
penetrable bodies. In [1] the electric field integral equation (EFIE) is
solved for an arbitrary conducting body of revolution (BOR), end in [2] the
magnetic and combined field integral equation (MFIE and CFIE) solutions are
obta;-ted. For arbitrary homogeneous BOR geometries, th, PMCHW and Muller
formulations are given in [3]. Impedance, resistive, and magnetically
conducAng boundary condition formulations are given in [4]. The above
formulations are straightforward and easily implemented since only a single
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surface is present. For geometries with multiple surfaces, where the number
of surfaces and dielectric regions are fixed, the analysis is only slightly
more complicated. For example, in [5] a GFIE formulation is given for a
coated BOR, and in [6] five different formulations are presented for a
partially coated BOR. In [7] a general formulation is presented for axially
inhomogeneous 5OR geometries consisting of multiple conducting and
dielectric surfaces based on the EFIE and FŽCHW formulations. The notation
is complicated for the general case and the numerical implementation is not
straightforward, and is further complicated when resistive and impedance
boundary conditions are also allowed.
In this paper, e simple technique is presented for incorporating various
types of boundary conditions and field solutions into a MM solution for a
general body with multiple conducting and dielectric regions. The technique
is directly applicable to all of the formulations cited above for BOR
geometries, analogous two-dimensional geometries, and arbitrary three-
dimensional geometries. Typically the M2 is applied after the boundary
conditions have been incorporated into a set of coupled integral equations.
In the present approach, the MH is applied directly to a general set of
coupled integral equations on each surface, and then the boundary conditions
on the surface and field cq¶'ntious to test are incorporated. The technique
facilitates the incorporation of different types of boundary conditions and
field solutions into MM codes for general bodies.
Examples will be given which illustrate the technique for 2D and BOR
geometries, using overlapping triangle function expansions and Gelerkin
testing. The Galerkin testing and orthogonal nature of the current.
expansions for 2D an BCR geometries results in special matrix properties
which simplify the approach. The technique will be presented first for a
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body consisting of a single surface, followed by some conmments on how the
technique extends to the case of multi-surface bodies.
General Integral Equations
Figuae I depicts a scattering geometry with a single homogeneous
interior region R1, In rie free-apace region R., the total electric and
magnetic fields are given by the Stratten-Chu integral equations
.* 4i 4 5 •+ 44 4+ (102 2 (r) - 4L (r) - L2  + K2 M (r)
.9 4 ) . 4 + (
02 112 (r) - 11 (r) K2 J(r) -- .2 LM (r)
where Eand H' are the inicident 41actric and magnetic fields, aI te
the equivleont elect~ric and magnet.ic curen'lt~s, and the functionl O(? )
defined au
I for C C I i
0i(4) - forr C •8R (3)
0 otherwise
where OR i is the boundary of region R1,
The electric and magnetic surface currents on S in general are
11 W 1is(4a) M s(4b))
and
30/
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Tiimc variation of ejwt is implied and suppressed in this discussion. The
intggro-differential operators Li and Ki are defined as
LIX( .) - jtVp I ( + vv V A rr' - r' (5)
DlRi W24 t .A& ' A€ 5
and
KIX(r) - f X(v) V V4(t - r') de' , (6)31%
44
where for r - r', the operators are interpreted as Cauc'h:r prir.cipal-valus
integrals. The vector function X is in the domain uv the operutore L and
Ki and is defined on aRi. The Green's function is t, with 0, C, and p
defined in region 11%.'
The total fields in region R I can be expressed likewise as
4 + 444 " 4_0 1E(r -- L1  Kr + (1 r)(?
and ÷ .'• 1 4-•
- - K 1 (r) - j L1 I r) (h)
General Hatrix Equation
When the field point r is located on the surface S there -Are four
equations (1, 2, 7, and 8) involving eight unknowns (E , HV', e, nd ,
Wee4+ 4J ~ + 4 4- 4j4hEre 2S' E2  EI- , + - HI2S and " HA A, Once a set of
expansion functions has been chosen tot the eight unknownls ind tasting
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functions ha•, bs'a selected, the four coupled integral equations can be
reduced to an overdetermined system of linear equations using the mothod of
moments. Written in matrix operatoe notation, the four integral equations
reduce to , , 0 i! 001 j;'W2 1+ 0
X 2 0 0 0 0 0 M'
0 0 Y V 0 0 or 0 J 0 (9)sc
0i 0 -W r 0 0 Jr0 M + -EI  N -"
H-
where ýa ndYq are tle matrix operators which result from testing the
integral operators Li and Ki, respecaively. The subscript specifies the
region where the Green's functions is evaluated. The watrix operator .9
result. from testing the total electric and magnetic fields on the surface,
end 4ead .- are the column vectors which result from uesting the incident
electric and magnetic fields, respectively. Note that the form of Eq. (9)
assumes judicious placement of a fector V0 in the current expansion end
testing functions which will be detailed below. Equation (9) will be
written in shorthand notation as ZI + Z I - V, where I represents the four
current unknowns (J , MH) and i represent the four field unknowns (E*, H*).
Method of Moments Oalerkin Technique
In goeneral, Eq. (9) possess no special symmetry properties, however,
when specialized expansion functions are used with Galerkin testing both the
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Z and i method of moments matrices are symmetric. Explicit cuvrent and
field expanaicns are given below for bodies of revolution (BOR) and two-
diwuansional bodies, using the saome notation as in [7,8].
ror BOR geonietries, the uInknw currents and ftelds are expanded as
k nk nk nk 111J
M no E: (b nk k mnk nk) (1.0b)
'I'k
K . r Ik nk a kI)(0C
n'k
where a, b, c, and d are the unknown expansion coefficiente, and
ka - i"(t) i
where Tk(t) is the k-th overlapping triangla function on the surface S.
With this expansion, the matrix operators can be written in partitioned form
an








0 x ; (14)
The matrix iL' is symmatriC, the matrix X•" is anti-symnetric, and the matrix
.is tridiagooal and symlneLri;.
Analogous matrices result for two-dimensional bodies, possessing the
same nsytmetL'y prope'tiec. Aesuming that the y-axis is the infinite axis of
trallslat;ion. the electric currents are expanded an
4 4 T
k
The other unknowns are expanded similarly as in Eq. (10). Ihe matrix




Incorxporation of Boundary Conditions
Equation (9) gives the general tMi matrix solution. The boundary
conditions are stow incorporated into the ovardeterwined xutrix equation by
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Ispecifying equivalent relationships between unknown current and field
coefficients. These relationships are used to eliminate unknowns from the
overdetermined system of equations ZI + Z I - V as follows.
First, the unknown current coeoficients in the vector I are rearranged
so that I whers Il represents the unknown current coefficients which
will be retained in the final solution, end 12 represents the coefficients
which will be eliminated using the boundary conditions. Second, the
boundary conditions are incorporated into a tuatzix A so that I - Al . The
matrix A gives the relationships between the II and 12 unknowns which result
from en application of the boundary conditions. Finally, the boundary
condiLtions are used to elimi ate the fi.Id unknowns I by specifying a matrix
B so that I - BI2I The overdetermined syster of equations in thus reduced
to the sysLtem of equatiuns
(Zi - 2B) 1, - V (19)
Combined Field Solution
At this point, there may be more eqtuations than unknowns. The field
equations are combined so as to reduce the system of equations to a
determined system. The combined lield solution is specified by a matrix
operator C which is applied to Eq. (19) resulting in the matrix equation
C(ZA + 2B) Ii -CV (20)
The exact form of the matrix C will depend upon the boundary condition to be
satisfied on the surface St sumi the cobined, field formulation which is to,
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be solved. For a given boundary condition, certain choices for the matrices
A. B, and C cesult in Eq. (70) being symmetric.
Some examples will be presented which illustrate the method for some
typical boundary -. onditions. These examples apply to both BOR and 21) bodies
using the M Gal'trlk..n matrix operators previously defined.
Conducting boundar;
For a conducting boundary, the interior fields are zero and E 0 - C onl
the surfacS. This implies that I - , 3 and H+ - M - 0 - . The matrix
A is given by
1
0A - 0 (21)
since J+ is the only non2ero current on the surface. The equivalent
.4-4+electric current 1s defimd as 3+ - 'Hx . Assuming n - • for BOR
geometries, this •plipt tIhat the corresponding unknown coefficients are
related by J3+ . ;G+ w-it h X - (~ Q ) where the current and field coefficient
are written in partitioned f-orm as
j+ [+t] + [1t+U




_ _ -' ,- a... . . .
0k
B - (23)
A combined field integral equation (CFIE) eolution can be fornied by taking
OE + (1-a) nxH for 0 - a 5 1. The Q matxix %ihich implements the CFIE
foL-mulation is given by
C - (a -(1-a)X 0 0] (24)
SubsLiLuting the matrices A, H, and C into Eq. (20) yields the CFIE
formulation f"r a conducting surface
[aL2- ('-a) (X3' .&) J+ - 6 + ('-a) X Y'X (25)
which is equivalent to the CYIE solution in (2]. When c - I the system of
2quatione is syumetric end the EFIE is obtained. For 2D bodies the system
of equations decouples into the TE and TM polarization cases.
Dielectric Boundary
For a dielectric boundary the tangautial electric and magnestic fields
are continuous across the interface S. The equivalent interior and exterior
.urrent coefficients are related by J" - -Ja+ nd M- - -M+. The field
coefficiente are related to the equivalent current coefficients by H" - H -
-XJa and C- - E+ - X•H. Using these relationships, the general combined
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Whenu Q * f - 1 the PMCHW furviulatitui is obtained atid is myammeltric. OthPL"
chouices foz" C will produce Lhe 1"-•ield and H-.field L'rmulationa in (6).
Iupedauce Boundary Condition
An iwpodanc, su--tce is characterized by the boundary condition t~ai
^+ .0+
A) i iH . This boundary condition can be expressed in terius of the
unknown coeficientsa an E- n+, - - nBXJ+, and 11+ - -XJ+. Theme
relationahips are incorporated by 3otting 1I - s+ d
11
A -la B - (27)0 0
0 0
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The Fymmstric system of equations given in [4] is obtained if C - tA where t
indicates the transpose. Other choices for C will produce different
combined field IBC formulations.
Resistive Boundary Condition
A resistive surface is charactuiized by the boundary condi•ions .+
~+ 4+~- 1 4+"9 and n' - (II+ - II) R L These conditions can be' expressedtan tall
4- 4+ -9 --++ 4+in terms of the equivalent c:urr-ents as M _M4 and R a 0 (1+ + 4Jan
The A matrix is defined by setting
IA V I+ (28a)
j-
1 o 0
A - 0 1 (23b)
0 -1
The B matrix is obtained by noting that the boundary condition can also be
4- +4 4+ 4++written as H - -Ra + II where H 1 1tan i.110  tan tan
it 0 Ra a
-X 0 0
tR 0 R (29)
1t W
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A uyumistric system of equations is obtained by letting C - tA. The
resulting system of equations reduces to the conducting case as R 4 0 ando
to the dielectric case as R 4 9.a
In a similar manner, the dual magnetically conducting boundary condition
can be solved, and soluLions can be obtained when both resistive and
magnetically conducting boundary conditions are imposed.
Extenaion To Multiple Surfaces
This method can be easily extended to scattering geometries which
contain multiple surfaces and homogeneous regions where each surface may be
characterized by a different type of boundary condition. For each surface,
the appropriate currents are specified by I, matrices A and B specify how
the boundary condition on the surface is incorporated into the solution, and
matrix C specifies the fields which ure tested and combined. When the
StratLon-Chu integral equations are tested, the Wand ,Vmatrix operators
must specify both the testing surface end the surface on which the
equivalent currents reside. The C matrix on the test surface defines how
the fields are co€ubined while the A matrix on the source surface defines how
the unknown currents are related.
Conclusions
A simple technique was presented for incorporating different types of
boundary conditions and combined field solutions in conjunction with a
method of moments solution. Examples were presented which illustrate that
the technique can be used to write Ml solutions for standard boundary
conditions in a compact notational form. The method allows the efficient
implementation of different boundary conditions and field formulations in MH
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codes for multiple surfaces and regions. A formulation was presented for
treating a resistive boundary condition between two different homogeneous
dielectric regions. The dual magnetically conducting boundary condition
solution is obtained in an analogous manner. Both solutions are numerically
stable and are self consistent for limiting cases.
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Abatract
The r•dls•ia charac.terisfic at a two-way radio in tie prsenct ota simple model ofthe
human body are Investigated. The human-body model is a 14-inch PVC pipe filled with at
water. The triangular patch code PATCH is used to model the pipe YA a simple Impedance-sheet
surface, while the radio body with its antenna is modeled as a perfectly conducting plate driven
against a thin strip. Numerical results obtained with this model are compared with meeasred
data in the 450-470 M&I range for the radio suspended badde the water cylinder.
Introduction
"The rzdiatiou characteristics of a hand-held two-way radio are of interest for many
applications. The effect of the human body on the radiation pattern and input impedance of the
radio antenna are difficult to predict for realistic geometries. Various approaches to the
modeling of similar problems have been considered, including the use of volume integral
equation models and hybrid partial differential equation/integral equation models [1-5]. When
the fields interior to the body are of interest, a volume formulation is necessary. However, if
one is interested primarily in the input impedance and radiation characteristics of the antenna in
the presence of the body, one. might expect simpler models to be applicable. Surface integral
equation (SIE) models which assume that the body is a homogeneous or layered homogeneous
dielectric region [61 may prove satisfactory, particularly since the human body is lossy.
Standard SIE formulations require the entire surface of the body to be modeled, however, and
generally employ both electric and magnetic equivalent surface currents as unknowns in the
numerical formulation. For a lossy dielectric the number of unknowns may be reduced by 50%
in some situations by employing the impedance boundary condition (IBC) model [7]. The IBC
model still requires the current distribution to be modeled over the entire surface of the dielectricbody, but redluces the number of unknowns required in the model by enforcing a known
relationship between the electric and magnetic equivalent surface current densities.




compare the numerical results obtained using this model with measured data for a simple
physical geometry representing the human body at frequencies in the 450 MHz range. The
measured data for the radiation pattern of the radio are obtained using a vertical 14-inch O.D.
PVC pipe filled to approximately six feet in height with salt water to represent the man. The
radio is suspended from the top of the pipe with an adjustable plexiglass holder. The receiving
antenna is fixed and the radiation pattern is obtained by varying the azimuthal position of the
radio around the water-filled pipe.
The numerical model employed in this work is an impedance-sheet model for a thin
dielectric shell [8]. This is a model of intermediate complexity in the senise that it is not a full
volumetric model of a man or of the experimental water-coluni man. It requires fewer
unknowns than does a full volume model, yet it is very flexible. The PATCH triangular patch
code is capable of representing this type of model without modification. Thus, arbitray surface
shapes can be used to represent the man, and, in particular, appendages such arms can later be
included in the model and oriented in an arbitrary manner. Of course, the usc of this simple
model ignores the internal structure of the human body, and may be expected to yield
unsatisfactory results under some conditions. In principle, however, the impedance sheet model
can be extended to represent a "volume" model by simply incorporating a set of interlocking
impedance sheets to represent the interior region of the body. This procedure has been
implemented successfully by Rubin and Daijavad [91 using rectangular source regions and
rooftop basis functions [10]. A similar approach should be practical using triangular domains
and the PATCH code. An advantage of this approach over standard volumetric models may be
that the interlocking impedance-sheet volume model could be used only in the region of the body
in close proximity to the radio, while the surface Impedance-sheet model can be retained for the
body region remote from the radio,
Formulation
To obtain the impedance sheet model for the body, we consider a thin, lossy dielectric
shell centered around the actual body surface Sb. The radio body is modeled as a rectangular,
perfectly conducting plate Sp, with an attached perfectly conducting thin stip S. to model the
wire antenna, The radio is excited by an impressed voltage source at the junction of the plate
and the thin strip, An equivalent electric current J is assumed to bc induced on the entire
surface S=Sb+SP+S.. The current J induced on 3b i7, an equivalent surface current in the
model, but it iepresents a volume polarization current J, flowing within the impedance shell and
tangential to the surface [8].
The scattered electric field produced by the current J may be expressed as




A(r) -,u J J(r')G(r,r')dS' (2)
S
G(r~r') .e- wJkl-' (4)
t wid 14 are the permittivity and penneability of free spawkwe t", r and r' represent
observation and souice coordinates, respectively, and the surface charge density or is related to
the surface curient J through the zquation of continuity
V.J-jw (5)jW
The electric field inLQgral uNuation for the thin dictectzic shell poitioll of the multi-budy
geOUIIIVL~y is then obtaiiicd by cufuicing the volume poilarhiztion current definition
whoic T is the thickness of the shell, h ass been assumed to be constant across the thickness
of the thin shell, and the volume pularization current J~, has been compressed into a surface
curtent J1 rediding oni SI,, The coinpoiieit of E normal to tlho suiface Sb is ignorcul. The l1lll.
ftir the shell may then be written as
U wA(r) +V()rn+(Jr)-E" 111(r-) (7)
where Z, is the shiezt itpdnceiie defined by
Dielectric loss is included by settin r19~ J,' When Z.=0 EqA. (7) becores the familiar
MEil foir ptrfi~ctly conducting bodies, and it can theriefore be applied to both the Lossy water
cylinder and the conducting radii) geometry when Z, is appropriately chosen.
The P'ATCH moment method code [11] can be used to solve: (7) for the itiduced electric
surface current J and to comiputc the resulting radiation pattern. The code employs a triangular
patich model of surfaces with basis functions defined on pairs of trianigles L12].
Experisnaent
The PVC cylinder that is partially filled with salt water and the i,., ha in its plexiglass
holder are shown in Fig. 1. The cylinder is filled with water up to the nicamiiring tape visible
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Figure 1. PVC cylinder partially filled with salt water aunJ redio in plexiglass
holder used to obtain experimental data.
in the figure, Note that tie monopole antenna is partially protruding above the top of the water
level. The battey-operated radio is situated on a plexiglass arm, which can be manually shifted
around tie cylinder to obtain the azniuthal radiation patteni. The relative size of the cylinder
in comparison with a peron it; shown in Fig. 2. For each nmasured point, the person had to
hide behind the bah'ier of absorbing material. Although this method of measuremneat may be
somewhat prinutive, it nevertheless assures the absenac of all feed cables, and it also provides
for the stability and repeatability of the measurcment.. The measured points could be repeated
with an accuracy of I dB. The rceiving log-peiodic antenna was located at a distance of 5.2m
from the center of the cylinder.
The preliminary nimsuretents weare made with the cylinder filled with tap water, and
the final mueamurments were umade with a 0.2% solution of NaCi. The DC conductivity of the
solution wa.; mneasured to he 0.19 S/re. It is believed that the RF conductivity is about 0.5 S/n,
but the exact RE measuernent has not be conducted. It was found that there was very little
IJ
Figure 2. Water cylinder and radio with onc of the authors.
difference between the radiation patterns obtained tbr tap water and salt water. The measured
data, which are subsequently shown in Figs. .. and 6, are for the salt water case.
Rtwalts
Numerical results have been obtained and compared with the measured data at 450, 460,
and 470 MHz. As noted previously, the numerical model of the tadio consists of a per'•itly
conducting flat plate attached to a thin strip representing the wire antenna. The triangular
discretization of the radio model is shown along with tde cylindrical model of the water column
in Fig. 3. The watcr-fdled pipe Is modeled as a dielectric shell along the side and top of the
water suriace. The bottuom face of the water column is not included in the model in Fig. 3. The
dielectric shell is assumed to have a thickness r of 0.07m, which is about a tenth of a
wavelength, a relative dielect'ic conIstant er of 110, and a conductivity a of 0.3. All of these
numbers arm sonmwhat arbitrary siace there is no true "shell" thickness, and the sheet impedance
computed via (8) depends on the product of r and the complex permittivity. The values chosen
do not greatly affect the results over the range of friquency used in this work. In maore critical
situations, or if an interlocking sheet impedance model were to be usW to represent a volume
model, we expect that the sheet impedance should be chosen in the manner described in [91.
For the model 2hown in Fig. 3, the cylinder radius is 0. 173m and the cylinder height is




while the antenna (strip) has dimensions of
0.197m high by 0.01O25m wide. The top
center of the radio is positioned at (0.225425,
0.0, 1.73745) meters. Bcause the cylinder
is almost three wavelengths long in the
frequency range of interest, the model shown
in Fig. 3 is actually a fairly crude model,
particularly in the vertical dimecnsion. The
miodel shown uses 12 segmnents to model both
the vertical and azimuthal directiunN and has
577 unknowns, Unfortunately, this was close
to the limit of the model size which could
conveniently be used and tests tor numerical
solution convergence were linited.
An eflort was made to obtain a better
numerical model in the vertical direction by
Figure 3. Full model of the water-filled
I'VC pipe and radio geomnetry.
truncathig the cylinder while keeping the sanme
number of unknowns. The tru•wAted model, in
which the bottom halt of the cylindrical shell has
vx•n eliminated, is shown in Fig. 4. The cylinder
is still model using 12 scgmients in both the
vertical and azimuthal directions, so the triangle
density is increased with respect to the model of
Fig. 3. Truncation of the model was expexted to
be feasible due to the lossy nature of the body and
the localized excitation. Results obtained using
different trutncation lengths showed only small
variations, which is an indication that the
truncation piocess was valid.
The comparisons of measured data with the
Figure 4. Truncated model of the numerical results tur the full and truncated
water-tillry pipe and radio geometries are shown in Figs. 5 amid 6,
geometry. _-ectively. in the figure4, the nfinuous lineq
represent the numerical data, while the measured
data are represented by discrete symbols. The
solid line represents data for 450 MHz, the dashed line for 460 MHz, and the dotted line for 470
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MHz. For the measured data the plus (+) represents 450 MHz, the asterisk (*) 460 MHz, amd
the cross (x) and circle (o) represent two different 470 MHz trials. The agreement betwoen the
experimental and numecrical data is fairly good for both gwonctries. However, the results
obtained with the full-cylinder model show somewhat poorer agreement with the measured data
and somewhat greater frequency sensitivity in the backward radiation direction (0,, 180"), ht
seems likely that this is due to the rather ceude numerical modeling of the cylindek in the vertical
direction, since the maximum edge lengths in the model may exceed one-quarter wavelength1 for
this case. The numerical results for the truncated cylinder gcoinetry agree with measured data









Futgure 5. Compinso of results fr full-c.ylinder miodel Nunericail results:450 (solid lWit), 4W0 (dashed line), and 470 (dotted line) Mitz.
Measuzed data: 450 (+), 460 (1), and 470 (x,o) MHz.
Sunwwry
The radiation characteristics of a two-way radio in the preseinc of a simple water-column
model of the humani body have beoa investigated. The human-body nodel used to obtain
W -modl hav been i opare wite.hI triangular patch 4code PATCHhas been used to model the pipe as a simple ilnipdance-shoet surface, while the radio bodiy withi
its antenna is modeled as a puricct~ly conducting plate driven against a thin strip. Numerical











Figure 6. Comparison of results for truncated-cylinder model. Numerical
results: 430 (solid line), 460 (dashed), and 470 (dotted) M-z.
Measurod data: 450 (+), 460 (*), and 470 (x, o) MHz.
range for the rad.io suspended beside the water column and have been found to be in good
agreement. The PATCH triangular patch code used for the numerical solution is capable ot
represetitng arbitrary surface shapes and could be used in future work to represent a inore
complex model of a man, aid, in particular, appendages such as anms could be included in the
model and oriented in an arbitrary manner. With further work the impedance sheet model can
be extended to represent a "volume" model by incorporating a set of interlocking impedance
sheets to represent the interior region of the body, thus providing the ability to adjust the model
complexity firom a fairly simiple model to a quite complex model with the same code as the need
arises.
From the applicatioas point of view, the results indicate that the radiation pattern tor a
450-470 MHz portable radio in the presence of a human body shows a front-to-back ratio of
about 4 dU, and side minima of up to 5-5.5 dB3. These results are similar to the results reported
in [2] for 165 and 250 MHz radios.
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ABSTRACT
Designers need a handy tool to characterize materials for
RCS (Radar Cross Section) scattering. This paper describes a
three-step strategy for predicting the RCS scattering as a
function of impedance for a given shape and frequency.
This strategy has been generalized to be applicable to
numerous codes.
The actions required to implement this strategy are
specified in detail. A specific code, JRMBOR, is used to
illustrate and give precise definition to the processes of
implementation. (JRMBOR was written at Atlantic
Aerospace Electronics Corporation in Greenbelt, Maryland.)
The software to generate multiple runs, and to compile the
data needed for plotting, as well as performing the contour
graphs, is presented. In summary, all the information for
creating a "TOOL BOX FOR C. RACT.rEIRIZATION OF
MATERIALS" in a minimum amount of time is included.
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THREE-STEP STATEGY
1. Predict the RCS for a range of impedances by running the
same RCS code multiple times. The size and shape of the
body, the frequency of the wave, and all other input
variables remain constant except the impedance. The
output contains the amplitude and phase for Theta and Phi
for one frequency and one impedance, but for a multiple of
incident angles.
2. Compile the information for contour plotting by
selecting from the multiple outputs only the amplitute and
phase for a given Incident angle.
3. Generate a contour plot for data selected to show both
amplitude and phase for a range of impedances.
ACTIONS
CREATE NEW OUTPUT
To familiarize one with the Input and output from the
standard version of JRMBOR, in Fig. 1A, a sample Input Is
shown. The input data, when placed in a DCL (Digital
Control Language) command file, is used for running
JRMBOR on a VAX computer.
In Fig. 1B, a partial output of JRMOUT.DAT, the one output
from the standard version of JRMBOR is portrayed. The
shape Input Is a 12" x 1" cyclinder. All output fields are
shown. Since the information desired for the plot program
is not readily available, JRMBOR required modfluation. To
minimize the modification task and impact to other users,
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an additional output was created, rather than modifying
the existing one. In Fig. 10 the new output is illustrated.
ADMITTANCE
JRMBOR requires admittance, not impedance for input, but
the final contour graphs used impedance. Therefore, a
program, CHANGZ.FOR shown in Fg. 2A, was written to
convert impedance to admittance, and enter admittance
Into the input stream at the appropriate point in the
JRMBOR.COM command file. Also, the specific case of the
Impedance equal to zero needed to be defined, to avoid the
non-defined case of dividing by zero.
Since JRMBOR Is required to run one hundred and seventy-
six times, a command file CHANGZ.COM depicted in FIG. 2B,
Is created. The new file, JRMBOR.COM, created by the
CHANGZ program, is copied to another file JRMBOR1.COM
(FIG. 2C), and is read by the CHANGZ program during the
next run.
MULTIPLE RUNS
The command file RUNJRM.COM, displayed in Fig. 4, submits
one hundred seventy-six runs, the desired number for this
example. Each run Is matched with an impedance; the
output from each run later forms one point for the contour
graph.
Impedance Is a complex number, the real component is
displayed along the x-axis, and the imaginary component
along the y-axis. The variable, N'JM1 when divided by ten
is the smallest real component of impedance used. NUM2
when divided by ten is the largest imaginary component.
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For one-hundred seventy-six runs, there are sixteen
evenly-spaced points along the x-axis, ranging from zero
to 1.5.and eleven along the y-axis, ranging from +.5 to -5.
NUM2 and NUM2 are written out to ZLIST.DAT, read by
CHANGZ and converted to an admittance.
COMPILE THE DATA
READDAT.FOR (Fig. 4A) is the interactive program written
to read multiple JRMPLT.DAT files, each one created by one
run of the modified JRMBOR program. The program
compiles the appropiate data from one-hundred seventy-
six runs into one file.
The program queries for the following two pieces of
information: first, the number of data files to be
searched, and then the size of the incident angle to be
used. In Fig. 4B, the compiled data is shown.
CON .3UR GRAPH PROGRAM
After the data is compiled, the next step is to graph it. In
Fig. 5, the code is portrayed. It uses routines from the
DISSPLA Software Package from Integrater( Software
Systems Corporation of San Diego, California.
W is the matrix that contains the data for contour plotting.
M equals 16 for the sixteen points along the x-axis. N is
11 for the eleven points along the y-axis. It is interactive
and allows the user to choose one of four variables:
Amplitude (Theta-Theta), Phase (Theta-Theta), Amplitude
(Phi-Phi), or Phase(Phi-Phi), as well as to enter the
number of points for the contour graph.
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In addition, the program normalizes the values for the
contour by the value at (0,0), which i.s 0,0 impedance.
CONTOUR GRAPHS
The contour graph for Amplitude (tt) is shown in Fig. 6A.
In a similiar roanner, the contour graph for Phase (tt) is
port,'ayed in Fig. 6B. In Fig. 6C, the result is shown of the
two graphs being overlayed, in order that the point of




N ME = JRMBOR.COM
%! HERE IS A SAMPLE COW:AND FILE TO RUN JRMBOR WITH SOME SAMPLE INPUT DATA.SI








1 49 2 1
2
0.0. 0. 0.
0. 0.0762 0. 0.C1.EL3,0.)
50211520
2
0. 0.0762 0. 00.00635 0.0762 0. 0.
1 49 2 0
2
0.00836 0.0762 0. 0.
0.00836 0. 0. 0.
% EXIT
FIG. 1A. SAMPLE INPUT TO JRMBOR
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HERIE :S A PARIALTM. JPOI. .J8JAT, FROM 7.15 11AW6A3D 9545101 OF
'GOA'03 -11410 A CYCL2IIC,6 )3*T- 0" . l lSOJPIIF5.~ U10811440800204 DESIRED F01 THl PLOT P004164 IS NOST OLAVILY AOAILAMA8.,








REGION1 RX(EP08) 2U(EPS11) 88(WA3) 14(b&8
5.8"9.40 a. Is.36 0.60M1
1101194(l) -so& LWRI35(3) - 3
INATA P IM 1814 YZAPl
1 43 0 3
W.PT . a
4 0 14 xc Tc
0.8" .646e's" 2
:IN.:04 :1.111' :Z811% 8.1=23 *1213 8,5121 8.=4463 8.471
&.@6610 8.0639: V.:6736 8. "&NJ 0.":668 *..gel 8.844V15 8.78
3.11,1 :.0 !M7 8,1873 8.1151 2N.301 211111 *.812" :.12M1
0.1,238 8.13013 8.113338 8194 .37 ,526 8138 8018.3102.148 S141
S7 a 046".
01L3-I ICU~0.78 91
2889 14.108M .1 t,8 -&211.712 .8@0 34.07383 .105 is 3.2
1 3.88 1,483: -. 8 -1.0a
APE877.33 CONT700IATZCII TO ACS
THATA ": 933'4 (',) "53-! (3
38.88 1a" 1 2...6 -25.8
I3.48 '.946 -27,5y -21.41
118.43 8.07311 -41:,4 -:2.0
-83.88 14089766 -8.41 -8.43
THETA MA0 313-31 do)3C-,4)8.888 ~ -1.5)4 4.47 .8.8
8 1.88 614.748 -173 -3.40".4 la6.1sal -6.47 -.14.3
033.88 14.37988 -19.88 -08.8
FIG. 18B. OUTPUT OF THE ORIGINAL JRMBOR
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OUTPUT OF MOD IFIED JRL(OOR PROGRAM
PILUJIAME * JRMPLT.Di.T
THE FIRSIT LANE SHOWS 'THE FREQUENCY, THE SLCOND THE ILCPEDANCcL Z A14D
THEN4 THE ADMITTANCýE Y. THXS OUTPUT WAS DUTA.INLD FOR k 12 y I CYCLINOER.
THE AMP'LITUDE AND PHASE ARC L"STLD FUR TKETk AAD PHI FOR 5EVEN ANULLS.
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCECCCCCCCCC~ccccccccccCCcCCCCCCCCCcCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCcc
WAVES 16108758 1/M
.00 -0.071 41.486 -&.271 41.59B
80.008 -11.750 .123.7z4 -13,4tr -179.999
90.009- -28.416 -87.646 --16.W67 -171.2V8
120.00u -24.787 -E'I.ao9 -18.111 131.068
160.0". -23.161 -166.601i *1lu,3s 89.818
1.09 -19.9M8 -138.728 -19.090 -139.720
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCLCCCCCCCCCECCCCCCCCCCCcCCCCCCCCCCCcCCCECCCCCCC
FIG. 1C. NEW OUTPUT FROM THE MODIFIED JRMBOR
cC PROGRAM CHAlQZ . FOR
C
C THIS PROGRAM ACCEPTS A NEW COUPLEX I FUR THE IMPEDA1NCE (Z)C CONVERTS 11 TO THE ADMITTANCE (Y) AND INSERTS 11N INTO THE iNPUTC QATA FILE FOR JRMBOR FOR THE CASE OF A SPECIAL CYLINDER.C
















ANI , LA H)/0
AH2 7 FLOAT (N2)/ 10.
Z - CUPLX (Aid AN2)













THIS IS A CCMANO ,COMk ) FILE TO RUN THE PROGRAm, CHANGZ.FOR, WHICH"TAKIES A COMPLEX :iblEA3R - THE IMPEDkNCE - AND CONVERTS 1l TO AMNITT-ANCE
FOR RJA•OR. THEN JR•AOR COW WHICH CONTAIXS THE DATA FOR A JRMBOR RUN,IS COPIED TO JRMkURI.COM. THE FILE. JRM8O•I.CQM, IS USeD BY CHANGZ.FORTO CALCULATE THI! NEXT ADIrTTANCE. THIS F•Ln, CHHCZ.COIA, WAS USED FORMULTIPLE RUNS OF JRUSOR.
1 RU" CHANGZI COPY JHUBOR.COM JRAONT.CO
I EXIT
111 lllllll~llllt Illilll~l~lllt l lllllll fliillf1 I il IlltIllli IllI I Ittlt
FIG. 2B. COMMAND FILE TO RUN CONVW"RSION PROGRAM
tIIlstlltfl$1sluhz$auzz1ss::ggsgallgagggsg$ggggig~gggggllg gggggggggglggglglg1
I1 NAME - JR.1 IRI.COM2!$I THIS COMMAND FILE IS A COPv 0F J0IE0RCOM AND IS CREATED BY CHANCZ.COM.*I CHANO1.FON READS THIS FILE, A14D WPITES A NEW MODIF"IED VElRSION WHICH IS$1 JRAMOR.COM. FOR MAXINO EULTIPLE RUIS OF J.1180.R"tI






1 99 2 12
0. 06762 0. 0.
(2 .Eao,0.)
0 11 9 2 0
20. 0.+0782 B. 0•.
.00635 0.0762 0. 6,
1 99 2 0
2
0.,0135S 0.0762 6. 6.
0.0836 S. 6. *,
I rE(IT
FIG. 2C. NEW COM FILE CREATED BY CONVERSION PROGRAM
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3I NAME = RUNJRM.COMSI
S1 THIS PRciGRAM SUBMITS MULTIPLE RUNS OF JRMBORFOR. 1UMI WHEN DIVIDED
I.I BY TEN IS THE STARTING IqUkBER FOR THE X-AXIS, AND IS THE REAL COMPONENTI:I OF I1PEDANCE. 114 A SIIMILIAR MANNER, NU92 WHEN DIVIDED SY TEN IS THE
3I HIGHEST POSTTIVE NUMBER O THE Y-AXIS. IT IS THE IMAGINERY COMPONENT$1 OF IMPEDANCE. THIS PROGRAM •ILL SUBMIT 176 RUNS OF JRUBUR, 32 VALUES
T1 FOR X AND 11 FOR Y.It
t. NUM1=8,S NUL2=5
t LDOPN:
$ IF NUWI, .GT. 15 THEN GOTJ FIN)3 OPEN/WRITE OUT FILE ZLIST.DAT
3z WRITE OUT FILEWN-lUmI)
I WRITE DUI-FILE "'NUMZ"'S CLOSE OUT-FILE
S OCHANGZ
t SUBMIT/NOPRINT./LOG= [DORNFEST. JRMTEST3 ,JRMCYL. LOG JRLiWDR
S DELETE ZLIST.DAT;e
3; NUMIA NUMI 1
t GOTO LOOPN
S FNIN:
t NUMI=ES NLlk12=NUM2-1I F NUL42 .GE. -5 THEN GOTO LOOPN
S EXIT
FIG. 3. COMMAND FILE SUBMITTING MULTIPLE RUNS
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C THIS PROGRAM READS TilE MULTIPLE .IHMDUT.PLT DATA FILLS CMATED
C DURING MULTI'LL RUNS OF THE MO0DIFIED .iRMZOR PROGRAM. THIS
C PROGRAM WRlITES THE APPROPIATE DATA INTO ONE FILL FOR A CONTOURC PLOT PROGRAM WRITTEN USINU SOME ROUTINES PROM OISPPLA SOFTWARE,
C FROM iNTBEORATEO SOFTWARE SYSTEMS CORPORATION OF SAN DIEGO,
DIMENSION ASP(2), FAIul)




TYPE .,:'ENTER THE I OF DAYA VILLd IN SET TO 69 SEARCHED ((c9W)
REiAD(5,) N











CALL GLTUAIA(ANGLE AZ ,AZAM1P FAZ
RIIITL(11,1110) RZ IAi±S.P(1) ,FIXZl *AMP(Z),FAZ(2)
TYPE ., 'ALL PILES ACCELSEP'
END
.......................................
COPESUBROUTINE GL1ODATA.(ANG, X, Y,AMP, FAZ)
DIMENSION AMP (1) , FAXZ(1)
READ (16, 100) OK200) FORMATpKx,P11.1)













IF ([.EQ. WANG) THEN




4FIG. 4A. CODE TO COMPILE DATA
cccceccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccceccccc'cccc~ccccccccccccccccccccccccc
THIS DATA HAS BEEN PREPAREJD FOR THE COUNTOUR PLOT PROGRAM. THE ANGLE USED
IS PRINTED FIRST. IE97, APPEARS THE REAL AND IMAG1I1EPY IkMEDANCE. AFTER
IHAT 1S THE AUFLITUDE AND PHASE FOR THETA AND PHI. (THIS INFORMATIOW WOULD
HAVE TO BE STRIPPED, IF YOU WER GOING TO THE DAYA.
CCCCcICCCCCCCCCECCCCCCC CCCCCC'C'CCCC¢cc¢cCCCCCCCCCcccCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCcCCCc
C.a60 6..00 -7.117 -22.420 -7.117 -22.420
8.108 0.648 -4.017 -23.622 -6.617 -23.621
0.206 6.508 -SOBS -24.533 -0.166 -24.933
8,300 0.688 -9.718 -26.647 -9.718 -28.847
0.486 6.581 -18.609 -26.052 -15.659 -28.062
8.b" 8.500 -11.268 -38.941 -11.205 -16.941
8.689 6.581 -11.969 -33.b51 -11.988 -33.561
0.780 O.W58 -12.027 -18.319 -12.27 -38.119
6.6"0 6.658 -13.233 -39.378 -13.233 -3W.378
8.900 0.606 -.1.764 -42.647 -13.704 -42.047
1.84 9.606 -14.276 -40.095 -14.275 -40.096
1.180 6.606 -%4.782 -49.890 -14.762 -49.636
1.208 6.58" -16.665 -53.352 -1;.866 -63.362
1.308 0.508 -15.303 -57.859 -15.382 -67.059
1.480 8.bo8 -16.599 -60.749 -16.599 -68.749
1.508 8.608 -15.774 -64.372 -12.774 -04.372
8.600 6.40M -7.276 -16.216 -7.276 -16.210
0.108 8.408 -8.226 -17.52V -6.226 -17.529
0.256 8.486 -9.140 -19.176 -9.140 -19.17U
0.300 0.408 '-10.17 -21.138 -10.017 -21.138
8.408 8.460 -10.356 -23.416 -10.955 -23.416
8.186 5.400 -11.851 -2G.986 -11.861 -2C.965
0.080 8.NO -12.4068 -26.88 -12.456 -28.856
8.70680 .400 -13.669 -i2.014 -13.09D -22.014
8.686 8.450 -13.741 -25.4C3 -13.743 -35.443
6.980 0.400 -14.326 -39.114 -14.326 -39.110
1.309 8.400 -14.842 -42.9R3 -14.342 -42.993
1.100 8,400 -15.267 -47.620 -15.287 -47.628
1.200 0.488 -16.00• -51.165 -1¶.886 -51.165
1.300 5.400 -15.968 -66.314 -15.969 -66.314
1.400 3.406 -16.155 -6W.430 -16.198 -60,438
1,508 6.465 -16.345 -6J,406 -16.346 -83.485
6,06 8.306 -7.468 -U.806 -7.486 -9.685
5.180 0.238 -8.448 -11.2809 -a.468 -11.289
8,200 8.200 -9.433 -13.0%9 -9.433 -13.0•9
0.366 0.3160 -10.36U -16.321 -10.359 -16.321
8.400 8.300 -11.244 -17.806 -11.244 -11.960
0.508 0.356 -12.097 -20.732 -%2.067 -26.732
0.880 0.306 -12.063 -23.923 -12.593 -23.923
8.780 8.308 -13.827 -27.430 -13.027 -27.436
0.U0 60.300 -14.313 -11.264 -14.313 -31.2640.900 0.300 -14.933 -36.377 -14.932 .35.377
1.006 8.300 -15.479 -39.736 -16.479 -39.731
1.106 0.308 -15.948 -44.276 -15.944 -44.2761.20 8.30 -10.32 4 2 132• -40.926
1.308 0.300 -16.826 -33.005 -10.520 -63.055
1.408 0.300 -16.848 -U8.224 -18.046 -65.224
1.5e8 8.360 -1.977 -82.708 -16.977 -02.7080.000 8.200 -7.689 -2.764 -7.098 -2.164
6.100 0.200 -8.747 -4.542 -U.747 -4.642
6.286 0.266 -9.785 -0.893 -3.780 -6.036.300 0.280 -18.748 -.J.193 -10.740 -U.-03
8.400 0.200 -11.876 -12.800 -11,875 -12.0800.506 6.286 -12.509 -15.159 -12.069 -'1.155
6.860 8.200 -13.417 -18,086 -13.417 -18.650
6 S
1.200 -6.408 -24.876 -32.618 -24.075 -22,516
2,300 -0.408 -24.992 -4,069 -24.902 -48.096
1.400 -0.406 -24.639 -69.485 -24.839 -69.486
1.800 -0.400 -23.!91 -70.0?2 -23.911 -70.672
3,006 -0.605 -9,828 47.454 -9.828 47.404
8.100 -0.560 -11.191 46.787 -11.191 46.787
0.200 -0,608 -12.503 44.154 -12.503 44.184
0.30 -0.508 -13.813 42.1 " -13.913 42.225
0.400 -3.160 -16,107 39.82 -15.187 39.823
FiG. 48. THE COIvPILED DATA
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C FROCMAW CDOAN&E$T JOICTEST] JtU.CTORPILT.PFOR
CC T IS PROIRASi CREP.ES A CONTOUR PLOT 4451141 THE OUTPUT .JAMPLTOAT, FROM
cANMODIFIWD VERSIONI OF JFM8OR.FOR. THt ROUTINES CALLEA ARE PROS4 THEC DIOSPLA, SOFTWARE PAC14A0E FROMS HI INTIMRATED SOFTWARE 5451CN$ CORPORIATIDNI
C OF SANl DIEgO, CALIFORNIA,
OIUEJ1304ISDIIs 4 11) VYAR (A)
CO"NwoKK WDR"m)DATA M,N4/1641/
C CZIT DKATA LOAD 4(1,5)
OPEN (1*111.16 HAS1E.'CTOUAPLT.DAT ,STATLII.'OLD' RIADODtY)ACAD(C15'.) "14154TYPE ., F.1,17AI COfI1EOFOWNINO TO PLOT DLSIRIED'TYPE ,'A If AMPLITUDE OF THETA.THKETI. COMPONENT'
TYPE W2 IF08 PHASETYPE ..'3 If AMPLS1lCMD PHFI-PHI
TYPE.,'4 IF P44400
AM OCE.0 HYARETYP. ., 'ENTER IN I OF DATA POINTS IH DATA FILE'ROA r £'.) OPTS lPOINTS TO GRPAH
itO16D(36,1O5) A5(A()L1
,O a ) VAR I(NVAR)
2 D 601 mug
Do Is 1.I 1&
WRITE (I9,.) 1, J4, W(O,J)
11 COHITIIIJWRITE (16, .
1a CONTIMIC




Do Is J-.1,11WHITE (21,.) I, .4, 6(1,4)
10 CONTNUE AJ
C CREATIN 01E140 gu
CALL SEIAHLEJ 66.6CALL OSROFTf 7.6, -1.6)
CALL INANE INRA'IHR Z 6) 0CALL YEAIN (DO 615,65 .,)CALL A (-DIS 4.1.0. Is$ . a,6 )
CALL P6Mg
CALL 600.40,4 (680s)CALL IIEIrAT( 6.21IFP(HHAI.Eq.I) THENCA". 4$A('ULTUET)-b.AIL OF'SCEC.gg'
CALL CONWJSI (H u,0 1)ELIE OF(IEVAR.EQ.J)'THENCALL -$SIAO(' FWASIEC(TY)..d.0,. ANILE OF OHCIDIHCE.tggS'.1ea.
CA1LL CG4IAIA (W,N,N,1)
ELSE IF(IIVAR.Eq.J) THEN4LALL MIESSAOC'AWPLTVOe(PF) --L.,,ENIQ,. OFONIEEIL5D13
CALL, C0146%%~~ssj1ELSIE IPQ4VAR. 9.4 ) KHENCALL. UiSIA ("FHASE (PP)..-.4.6, ANGLE Or I4I4~C.Blgg
LICALL 6 4CWSNsLtIF
C CUNTOU CREATFO. NOW FLOTYINO THE THIIIg.CALL HEOOHT( 5.14)CALL C0LONL (5SOD'LALI)CALL CONLIWN(,OANIQ a', 5CALL 01*14MG 0.
CALL RAIPN (6wCALL CLINIUR (2. 'LASELO', 'DAW')CALL E144PL (5)CALL DQNIFL
Do 14 1.1,11&
0D is 4.1 11
WRITE ( I0.) ,J, W(I,J)is CONT1as4g
i HIT (1" 22, *
KID.
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Polarimetric Scattering and Control of Radar
Crc, .s Section of Chiral Targets of Simple Geometries and
Associated Code Development
Asoke K. Bhattacharyya
Tel: (505) 522-9468Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
New Mexico State Univeisity
Las Cruces, NM 88003-0002
I. ABST'RACTThis paper addresses thf- problem of electromagnetic scattering by chiral targets, namely, asphere and a cylinder and the possibility of control of radar cross section (RCS) using chirality. Itis found that by a proper choice of the radar and target parameters, one can most efficiently controltarget polarimneuic scattering properties. It may be possible to design a chiral target invisible toradar with same transmitting arid receiving polarizations since most of the energy would be trans-formed to the orthogonal polarization. Codes in Fortran for chiral sphere and chiral cylinder scat-tering have been developed. The chiral cylinder scattering problem has been extended to obliqueincidence. The codes developed are handy and easy to use, The input parameters are radar andtarget parameters including chirality. The output quantities are co and cross p1ol cross sections with
any combination of parameters.
The key conclusions of this study are: (1) the scattering properties of the chiral sphere are aspectdependent (2) the cross polarization component can be considerable for a chiral scatterer (3) therecould be a significant difference in the copolar cross section (i.e. Sii and S22 are different) and alsoS It I S22 for a chiral sphere (4) with the chiral cylinder the normal or near normal scattering can berich in cross-pol component and (5) these simple chiral structures can be used as polarization trans-
fonners.
II. INTRODUCTIONThe subject of chiral research has attracted the attention of sonic workers for quite sometime.Chirality or 'handedness' stems from the lack of bilateral symmetry of an object. As a result themedium cannot support plane polarized wave but supports two oppositely rotating circularly polar-ized waves. An account of chiral research is given in [ 1,2,31. It appears to the author that still thechiral research has not matured to conclude that the chiral medium can be successfully used in radar
systems. Also, chiral codes are not readily available. The motivation of this work is to study EMscattering from chiral simple objects and develop codes for the same.
11. KEY EQUATIONS IN PROBLEM FORMULATIONWe provide below the key mathematical equations for sphere and cylinder scattering.
The far zone scattering matrix [S icj I for the sphere [4,5] is-
c ,c
S21 S2 2
where the coefficients are-n + I. -.. (.+--a nn-, ,,  brfn, nr1 I=Cnt r-
n(n + 1) n= 1 n(n+ I)
2n +• 1 S'12=1 2' " (-antn-bnrn)12 / n(  ) (dnXc n- C n'•n) n•f=1n(n +1) n-
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X pI(cos 0)/sin 0 n =dP In(Cos O)n dO (2)
where the necessary parameters axe available in 141.
The problem of chiral cylinder is discussed in [6,7,8]. In this presentation it is extended to a general
case of oblique incidence. Assuming a z-directed incident wave and omitting the detailed steps the
co and cross polarized scattered fields canbe shown to be given by-
E = s (2) (12 P) for TM polarization.
z n Hn 2  "F1
Hs •'•j s ~(2)( p)nfoT
s = s 2)n (K 2 F forTE polarization (3a-b)
k2 = ko Cos 0; ln exp(--i(n 4t + k2 z Sin 0)) cxp(ixt)
The cross pol components are-
-[ li (k 2P -- • I 1 (K2 P) Fn forTE
[~ 2) nh 2" -
S [ hn a ~ (2) 1IL2o~ bn (2) "'(k p)] F
S pk2 n 2P+ kzn n 2~
for TM polarization
where N2= k21 k 2; K= Llj2 ;;u=k2 a = lka cos 0; The coefficients an and bj can be found fromboundary conditions.
It can be noted here that in the case for oblique incidence the scattered fields are superposition of TE
and TM even though the incident fields ame pure TE or TM. This is wuoe for achiral case also.
IV. CODE DEVELOPMENT, RESULTS, DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Computer codes developed in Fortran are strightforward and handy. The input parameters are
radar and target parameters. The target parameters include chirality of the material of which the
target is composed of. The codes have been run for many combinations of parameters. Some re-
sults are presented. The author expects to project many more results during the session. Fig. 1(a)
and 1(b) and Fig. 2(a)--b) show theco-andcross-pol characteristics of a chiral sphere with differ-
ent parameters. Fig, 3 throuph 5 show the properties of an isotropic infinite chiral cylinder under
different constraints. The key observations can be summarized as follows. As regards chiral
sphere, the scattering properties are aspect dependent. The cross pol components could be signifi-
cant. There might be an appreciable difference. in the copolar cross sections with i=ij=- and with
i=j=2 in the [SI matrix. So a chiral sphere acts quite differently for copol case with transmitting and
receiving polarizations interchanged. It is also observed that with other parameters remaining con-
stant, the crosspol level can easily change by as much as 50 dB at certain aspects. The cross pol
level also vary considerably with ka. For the same value of ka the cross--pol scattering can be con-
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siderably stronger than copol scattering. As regards chiral cylinder scattering (Figs. 3 through 5)the following observations are made. The nature of variation of TE and TM cross sections are con-
siderably different than an achiral case. The cross pol scattering may be considerably greater for
normal incidence than copol scattering which never happens in the case of achiral cylinders.
It appears to the author from this limited study that even a simple chiral targets like sphere and
cylinder can probabily be used as a polarization transformer, a radar clutter simulator etc.
V. REFLRENCES[I] A. Lakhtakia, V. K. Varadan and V. V. Varadan- "Time-harmonic Electromagnetic Fields In a
Chiral Medium", Springer--Verlag, 1989
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[3] S. Bassiri-'Elcctromagnetic Waves In Chiral Media", in H. N. Kritikos and D. L. Jaggard(Ed)-'Recent Advances In Electromagnetic Theory", Springer-Verlag, 1990
[41 C. F. Bohren-"Light Scattering by an Optically Active Sphere", Chem. Phys. Lett., Vol. 29,
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[51 A. K. Bhattacharyya -"Control of Radar Cross Section and Cross-polarization Characteristics
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Lectends to the Illustrations
Fig. 1: Variation of 20 Log 10 (I SýI ) with aspect angle for a chiralp1.11wit  r ir  sphere
(a) a= X; 1r =1.0 ; cr -4.0; u ---0.003; 13= 0.(X)2
(b) a= X; = 1.0;cr =4.0; x = 13 = 0.002
Fig. 2: Co and Cross-polarization Characteristics of the Chiral Sphere
(a) Crass Polarization Characteristics of Chiral Sphere Against Aspect Angle With Radius As a
parameter; (x "0.003; D3 =.(X)2
(b) Variation of Co-- and Cross-polarization Levels at 0 --0 with ka(cx =0.0(13; 1 --0.002)s
Fig. 3: Log1 0 (I Eiji) Versus Aspect Angle for a Chiral Cylinder; f=10 GHz; [) = 0.0045; k 0 a =
6.28; ER =2.56;  tR =1.0
Fig. 4: Log 1 0 ( I ES ij) versus ko a for a Chiral Cylinder for Normal Incidence; f= 10 GHz; 1•
-0.0045; r R= 2 .56 ; it iR =1.0
Fig. 5: Variation of Cross- pol Components With Chirality Parameters With 0 ='0 and 60 degrees;
f=10 GHz; koa=6.28;
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SESSION 9- "HIGH FREQUENCY APPLICATIONS AND
WIRE GRID MODELING TECHNIQUES"
Moderator: Christopher Trueman
i
SCATTERING BY SECTORED CYLINDERS
Benjamin Rulf, Grumman Corporate Research Center, Bethpage, NY 11714
Plane wave time harmonic electromagnetic scattering by a perfectly conducting
sectored cylinder, shown in Figures 1(A) and (B), Is analyzed for TE and TM
polarizations. Mono and bi-static scattering cross sections are obtained for a variety of
parameter combinations. The sectored cylinder is a simple model for a body with
cavities.
Th•e Problem:
The computation of scattering by large, complex and composite bodies relies on
various techniques, such as high frequency asymptotics, finite difference approaches,
and methods based on Galerkin's approach (Method of Moments). The need to
validate the solutions obtained by these methods against some known "Canonical
problems" is vital. For meaningful comparisons with scatterers that are non convex or
have open cavities the canonical shapes should also posses such features. Solutions
of canonical problems are also needed as benchmarks against which the speed (and
other features) of various approximate methods can be compared.
Obiectives'
We look for solutions of canonical problems that can model non convex bodies
and bodies with cavities. Such solutions should not require physical or geometrical
approximations or some a-priori kncwledge (such as a clever "Ansatz"). The reason is
that the physical and geometrical approximations that are required in various methods
often give rise to errors that cannot be quantitatively estimated. Also, there are no
systematic ways for guessing a -nod "Ansatz". On the other hand, it may be possible
to find quantitative error bounds if only mathematical approximations ar- ý;c, ", such
as the summation of Infinite series or the colution of infinite systems of linear
equations. Also the speed and accuracy do not depend on how good an a-priori
guess we found.
The method we use is a generalized and somewhat -implified version of [1].
We shall outline the approach here, but omit many details which will appear in [2].
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The time-harmonic C") electromagnetic field in two dimensions can be
derived from a single scalar function u(r,o). In the case of TM, or perpendicular,
polarization we let
i ldu -i duHr- = = 1 (2)Oý.U r To' O)A dr
and
(V2 +k2)= koii()
On ihb scatterer's perfectly conducting surface we enforce the Dirichlet condition
u=- on S, (4)
and on the are ora, 0 5jq01< 
u and du are continuous. (5)
We assume a plane wave excitation in the form
uin= exp[ikr cus (0- 0')] = _q,4 (0') Jn (kr) exp(in 0), (6)
n=--o
qn = [i exp(-i 0')]n. (7)
The case of TE, or parallel, polarization is analogous, with (4) replaced by a Neumann
condition. The details will be given in [2].
We now write in Region 1
u=uin+us (8)
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where u~n is given by (6) and
U= An Hn (kr) exp(in •) (9)
Here All are numerical coefficients that have to be computed, and Hn (kr) is the Hankel
function of the second kind (which assures that us satisfies the radiation condition at
r.-- o-). For the Bessel and Hankel functions we use the excellent code developed by
D. Amos of the Sandia National Laboratory [3]. For the asymmetric case of Figure 1(A)
we write in Region 2
u Bj Fj (r,b) sin ([±j(0 + I)], (10)
jrl
where Bi are numerical coefficients, and
oj =.Jý, 7r=z/ 2 V/ j =1, 2,.... (11
We also choose
F1 (r,0) = J P) (p (
where p=kr and f3rkb. These choices assure that u satisfies (4) on the conducting
boundaries of Region 2, On r=a we must satisfy (5) at the interface between the
regions. and (4) on the conducting body. This ir"' "s
,YJA,,it, (tx) + q,, .,, ((x)] ,.%7,(i,•) -
(13)
= j-I




Bj Fj(a,b)lin[j4(t+ V)] forl< (4V,
j=1
where a=ka and f'= rra
cdr -
We use now the following notation for the orthogonality of the angular functions:
7C
<<fnfm > f,(b)fn(4)dh, (15)
<gj,gt>=  gj ()g;(O)dO, (16)
-V
<exp(-im o), sinoj•(O 4. V)]>=<M~j>. (17)
Thus
<<exp(ino), exp(-imO)>>=2rySnm (18)
<sin U4(0 + ±r)], sin [t(O + V)]>= Vgjd5  (19)
< inj>= [i - j s -m) (20)
Using these relations and notation we can eliminate the coefficients Bi 'rom (13) and
(14) and obtain an infinite system of linear equations for An in the form
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Am I-n,(a)+qm Jn (a)= [A H, (a)+qn J (a)]Rmi M=0,±l,±2. (21)
Rm~ Fj1(a, b) <mj> n >(22)
If this infinite system is truncated at nwM, where M is appropriately chosen, then we
have in (21) a set of 2M+l equations which can be solved for An. -M,'n•M It can be
shown that the coefficients An become very small when Inl > ka. Clearly we need to
set M>ka. but we have not yet found out how to choose a minimal M for any
combination of the parameters (a, b. A and V). In all the cases we ran we saw that
when M=~ 2ka the solutions do not change significantly anymore. This means that we
solve 4ka+1 equations to get good accuracy. More work is needed to quantify the
dependence of errors on the choice of M. We also n~eed to truncate the sum in (22) at
a point j=L. It can be derived from (12), (20) and (22) that when jý >>M the sum
converges like (j])f 3. Thus, for a given angle Vl we cab choose a truncation limh L
and estimate the remainder of the series (22) quite accurately. We have obtained
good results choosing L4 Ž! 250 In all the cases we ran. The choice of L is not critical
in terms of the effect on computing time, but here too some additional experimentation
is recommended.
When the scatterer is symmetric, as shown in Figure 1(B), the procedure is
similar and the result Is that Rm,n is replaced by Rm.n[1+(-l)m+nl. An analogous
analysis for the TE case will not be shown here but can be found in [2].
The scattering width (SW) is given by
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When i = ' this represents the mono-static SW, otherwise it is the bi-static SW.
We have developed a computer program called SECTOR, based on the above
analysis, which computes the mono or bi-static SW of sectored cylinders, symmetric or
asymmetrics, for either TE or TM polarization.
To validate the results we have performed a number of tests. First, we have
built in with each computation of the An coefficients of a sectored cylinder a
computation of the coefficients Cn of the corresponding solid cylinder. These are
given by
(q, n (a) I H, (a), for TIM polarization,
-Cn =[qn J'(c)/ if'(a), for TE polarization. (24)
Clearly, when V is very small, ka is large, and the incident wave does not illuminate
the missing sector, we expect the numerical difference between An and Cn to be very
small. This indeed was observed in all the tests that were run.
Another important test was the computation of the SW of a conducting strip,
which is a special case of Figure I(B) when b=O and V*--> ir2. Several cases of
mono and bi-static SW of strips were compared with known solutions [4]. Agreements
were usually within 1%.
Results and Conclusions:
Follwing are some figures that show computed results of the SW of large
sectored cyl nders with large cavities. Figures 2(A) and (B) show the monostatic SW of
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a corner reflector that is embedded in a cylinder. The geometrical parameters are:
a=1.0 in, b=0, psi=450 and the frequency is 1.67 GHz (ka=35), The typical wide lobes
in the directions around 0=00 are apparent in both polarizations though the detailed
structures of the lobes are slightly different due to the difference in the TE and TM
diffraction phenomena. The projected aperature has a width of w =1.414 m at
broadside. Physical optics (PQ) predicts SW = kw2 = 70 in at the peak for both
polarizations. The actual values are slightly lower as a result of interference between
the various field constituents i.e. reflection form the corner reflector and diffraction from
the two edges and the smooth part of the cylinder. In both polarizations we notice a
sharp spike about 0 = 451. Again, according to PC prediction these peaks should be
35 m for both polarizations but are in effect somewhat higher due to interference
effects. The computed TM peak values are closer than the TE values to the PO
predicted peaks at 00 and 450. As the angle of incidence increases further, the
structure appears more and more like a solid cylinder, especially in the TM case.
When the incident wave comes from the back quarter (0>1350) the missing sector is in
the deep shadow and the structure is indistinguishable from a solid cylinder. Figure
3(A) shows the bistatic SW for the same corner reflector when the angle of incidence is
o = o. rThe sharp spike in the forward direction (0' = 1800) is typical for a large solid
cylinder and is not much affected by the presence of the corner reflector. In order to
demonstrate this we show in Figure 3(B) the ratio between the bistatic SW of the
structure and that of a solid cylinder. The corner reflector causes a large enhancement
of the SW in the backward direction, but in the forward direction the ratio approaches
unity, i.e. the structure is indistinguishable from a solid cylinder. Figures 4 and 5 show
the monostatic SW of a sectored cylinder with a=1.0 m, b=0.4 m, and psi=-120. The
frequency yields ka=26 in Figure 4 and ka=42 in Figure 5. Even though it is a fairly
simple structure, the patterns are not easy to predict since they represent the
combined effects of several wave phenomena such as diffraction by smooth bodies,
edge diffraction and the effects of a large open cavity. In all these figures we show the
ratio of the structure's SW to the SW of the corresponding solid cylinder for angles of
incidence between 0' and 900. We see that cross section enhancements of up to a
factor of 5 may occur. Without this computer program it would be difficult to predict at
what angles, frequencies or polarizations these peaks should be expected.
We conclude with the observation that the reported work, and its future
generalizations, serve two important purposes. One is simply to serve as an accurate
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and reliable benchmark for testing other numerical codes that analyze scattering by
certain complex bodies. With some additional work the code SECTOR may become a
useful benchmark code for large bodies with cavities, such as jet engines etc. The
other purpose, which has not been exploited yet, may be the more interesting one: by
doing an extensive parametric study of results that this program would yield we may
broaden and deepen our understanding of the various interacting wave processes that
occur in scattering by such bodies.
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FIGURE 1 (B) THE SYMMETRICAL SECTORED CYLINDER
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2-0 BACKSCRTTERING CROSS SECTION OF A SECTORED C(LINDER
ASYMIMETRIC PERPENDICULAR POLRRIZATION
PSI - 45.000 (DEG) A - 1.000 (M) B - 0.000 {M1
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FIGURE 2 (A) CORNER REFLECTOR EMBEDDED IN •-
CYLINDER WITH A-1.0 M,• B=0, PSI= 45 DEGREES
KA=35. MONOSTATIC SW, TM POL.
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2-0 BACKSCnTTERING CROSS SECTION OF A SECTOREO CYLINOER
RSYMMIETRIC PnRPLLEL POLRRIZnTION
FSI - 45.000 (OEG) A - 1.000 (I) B " 0.000 (Wi
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FIGURE 2 (1) SAME AS FIGURE 2 (A) BUT WITH
MONOSTATIC SW, TE POL.
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2-0 BACKSCATTERINS CROSS SECTION OF" R SECTORED CYLINDERnSYIIMETRIC PERPENDICULRR POLAR IZnTION
PSI - 45.000 (DEG) A- 1.000 IM) B - 0.000 (M1)
F'REOCONST- 1.6701 GHZ I GRMCONST - 0.0001 DEGREES I
. - SECTORED CYLINOER SW
PHI I DEGREES I
FIGURE 3 (A) SAME CORNER REFLECTOR AS IN FIG. 2
BISTATIC SW, TM POL.
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2-0 BACKSCATTERING CROSS SECT19N OF A SECTORED CYLINDER
ASYMMETRIC PERPENDICULAR POLARIZATION
PSI - 45.000 (QEG| A - 1.000 1M) B - 0.000 IM)
FREOCONST- 1.6701 GHZ I GRMCONST - 0.000( DEGREES I
r i - SECTORED/SOLID CYLINOER RATIO
In-Jo
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FIGURE 3 (B) RELATIVE BISTATIC SW, TM POL.
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2-0 BnFCKSCr1TTLRING CROSS SECTION OF fl SECTORED CYLINDER
ASYMHETRIV PERPENUICULITR POLnR IZInTION
PSI - 12.0 (.FG) f - 1.0 (M) B- 0.4 (rM)
FREOCONST- 1.2501 GIIZ I GnIICONST - 0.000( DEGREES I
, - SECTORED/SOLID CYLINDER RfTIO_
C•, - -_
YiU:,
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PlIj I DEGREES I
FIGURE 4 (A) SECTORED CYLINDER, A=1.0 M. 3=0.4 M,
PS1=12 DEG., F=1.25 GHZ (KA=26), MONOSTATIC SW
TM POL.
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2-0 BRCKSCRTTERING CROSS SECTION OF R SECTORED CYLINDER
ASYMMETRIC PRRRLLEL POLnRIZRTION
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FIGURE 4 (B) SAME AS FIGURE 4 (A) WITH TE POL.
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2-0 BACKSCUTTERING CROSS SECTION OF A SECTOREO CYLINOER
ASYMMETRIC PERPENOICULAR POLRRIZATION
PSI - 12.0 IDEG) R- 1.0 I11 B - 0.4 (M)
rREOCONST- 2.0001 GHZ I GR1CONST - 0.000( DEGREES I" - SECTORED/SOLID CYLINDER RRTIO
in
0.0 10.0 20.0 3,.a 40.0 30.0 30.0 70.0 0,0 8021
Pill I DEGREES I
FIGURE 5 (A) SAME CONFIGURATION AS IK FIGURE 4
WITH F=2.0 GHZ (KA=42) TM POL.
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RCS of Fundamental Scatterers in the HF Band
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Absiract-At HF frequencies a typical aircraft is comparable to the wavelength in size. Wire-grid
modelling permits a detailed representation of the aircraft geometry. A moment-method codesuch as the Numerical Electromagnetics Code determines the currents flowing over the aircraft
and its radar cross-section.
This paper proposes a set of "wire-grid guidelines" for constructing grids of complex sur-faces such as aircraft. Estinmates of the frequency range over which the grid is valid are pro-
vided. These guidelines are applied to model a cube, showing good agreement with the mea-
sured RCS, and demonstrating the validity of the bandwidth estimate.
Aircraft carry IF antennas for communication purposes. A strip scatterer and a cylinderscatterer are modelled without and with a wire "antenna" to determine the effect of the wire onthe RCS. At frequencies making tie wire odd multiples of the quarter-wavelength, the wireagainst the strip or cylinder as "ground" is resonant, and the wire has a large effect on the RCS.Goxxd agreement between measurements and computations is shown.
Introduction
Coastal radar operating at HF frequencies has the potential of covering vast areas of oceanfrom a single station. The ground wave at HF adheres to the air-ocean interface and it may bepossible to see aircraft and ships that arm "beyond the horizon" with HF ground-wave radar. The
aircraft of Fig. 1 is a complex target for the detennination of radar cross-section. The aircraft isabout 30 in long and so HF frequencies the aircraft dimensions ame comparable to the wave-length. The computer model must represent the entire aircraft, allowing each part to interactwith every other part. The aircraft carries wire antenna: for HF conmmunication. An objective of
this work is to study the effect of the wire antennas on the radar cdoss-section of the aircraft.Wire-grid modelling allows a detailed model of the entire aircraft to be constructed ond
solved. The surface is approximated by replacing it with a grid of thin wires. Ideally, ti;,; wires
are positioned in two orthogonal directions, subdividing the surface into square cells or meshes.The wire radius is then related to the area of the adjacent meshes by the "equal-area rule"[ 11.
The currents on a grid of thin wires can be found by solving a thin-wire electric field integ-ral equation(EFlE) by the moment metho '12,3]. This project uses the well-known "NumericalElectromagnetics Code"(NEC)[4,51. The derivation of the thin-wire. EFIE and its solution by themoment-method lead to certain restrictions which the wire-grid must satisfy. Ref. 16] collects
these restrictions as "NEC modelling guidelines" from references [4,5,71. For the present pur-pose the essential restrictions are the following. In order that the wires be "thin", the wire radius
should be less than .V30. Each wire must be subdivided into "segments", which are comparable
to X110, although sometimes segments as long as X5 are allowable. Burkc[7] suggests that seg-
ments be maintained shorter than 0. 14.. Other restrictions on the ratio of the segment length to
the wire radius, on wire junctions, and wire spacing are reviewed in reference[6].
This wk ork was supported by the DcfV.eilc Rescaich Establishment, Ottawa under contract numberW7714-9-9216/01-SZ, under the techmici' "! uervision of Dr. Tim Coyne.
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Modelling Complex Surfaces
The wire-grid modelling guidelines of Table 1 are intended to aid in replacing a complex
surface such as the aircraft by an "equivalent" grid of wires. Guidelines 1, 2 and 3 recommend
that, ideally, the surface should be represented by an orthogonal grid of wires with square cells of
uniform area throughout the grid. This is straightforward for regular objects such as plates,
strips or cubes. An object of va'ying cross-sectional size, such as the aircraft fuselage or wings
in Fig. 1, cannot use uniform, square cells. The number of cells must be increased as the cross-
sectional size increases, to keep the segment length on the cross-sections close to the nominal
value. This creates "transitions" from fewer to more cells in the tapered regions. Guideline 4
recommends "elegant transitions" which provide plausible paths for current flow at such a taper,
by using some triangular cells. No axial wire is permitted to end abruptly at a circumferential
wire. Instead, a diagonal wire must be provided to carry current to a nearby vertex.Fig. I shows "elegant transitions" in
the wings, from 4 cells across the wing,to 3 cells, then to 2 cells. These trans-
itions are used to keep the cell area
approximately constant over the entire
wing surface. Each transition uses a
triangular cell to combine currents
flowing from the wing base toward the
tip on two parallel wires into current on
a single wire.Guideline 5 recommends that wires
be put where current is expected to
flow. For example, around the "attach-
ment point" of the wire antenna to the
fuselage grid, current is expected to
flow radially in the aircraft skin. This
radial current flow has been supportedwith a set of 8 radial wires at the "at-
tachment point" of each wire antenna.
A "match point error" occurs when
the centre of a segment lies inside theHF IWIRE "- volume of another wire[61. Guideline 6
I9NIENI9 ~forbids wires that meet at shallow
angles, with the associated "match point
error". Guideline 7 explicitly forbids
configurations including match point
errors, and is there as a reminder of the
restrictions on the wire geometry dis-
cussed in [6].
Fig. I A wire-grid representation of an aircraft. Once a grid has been arrived at, aradius must be specified for each wire,
and Guideline 8 recommends that the "equal-area" radius rule be used. A version of the
"equal-area rule" applicable to general grids is presented in a companion paper[8].
Guideline 9 addresses the problem of grid cells of small periphery in terms of the wave-
length. Sometimes NEC-3 will compute large circulating currents on such cells[7l. The authors'
experience is that, as a ru'e-of-thumb, cell peripheries longer than ;L/25 are safe. Models with
smaller cells should be examined carefully for circulating currents.
This paper examines wire-grid models that have been derived with the guidelines of Table
I in mind, and which use the "equal-area" radius[8]. Models have been verified for "integrity"




I Use a rectangular grid of wires oriented parallel to edges, with wires along edges.
2. Choose the segment length equal to V110 at the highest frequency of the band. Keep
the area of the grid cells comparable to (X/10)2.
3. Keep grid cells square. Keep the cell area constant, hence scgment length constant,
throughout the grid.
4. Provide elegant transitions.
5. Put wires where current is expected to flow.
6. Avoid wires meeting at very shallow angles.
7. Keep the center of any segment outside the volume of any other segment.
8. Use the "equal-area rule" radius.
9. All meshes in the grid must have peripheries longer than X/25.
Frequency Limitations
A wire-grid mesh is a valid representation of a solid object over a limited bandwidth. Thissection provides estimates of the lower and upper frequency limits.
If the shortest rtesh periphery in the model is Lm.., then the frequency where the mesh path
of length L., is X/25 is given by
12
, = "- Mlz
At frequencies less than f:,ý, the currents on the model should be inspected for large currents on
individual small meshes.
Table I requires that the segments be shorter than /1J0, and thus the model has its best
performance up to the frequency V'iven by
30 Mllz
where .-_, is the longest segment length in the model. The model is often useful up to a fre-
quency where the longest segment is V]5, given by
/2) = 60 Ml
However, Burke[7] suggests that NEC's solution not be used above the frequency where the
longest segment is 0.14k.. For scattering purposes, wire-grid models often generate useful results
at frequencies above ,), but few are useful above .,2. In a well designed wire grid, the longest
segment. A.,,, is not very much longer than the average segment length, A,.. Then as tbc fre-
quency increases all the segments in the model tend to become "too long" at a similar frequency.
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t U the longest mesh periphery in the model is L,,, then the model is limited to frequencies
below f_.,,, given by
300i.., MHz
At this frequency the longest mesh periphery is equal to one wavelength. Above this frequency
the long mesh pitth may be found to exhibit loop resonance. Then that onesh will be seen to rarry
a large cunent with a standing-wave pattern like that on a simple one-wavelength loop. ,. a
wcll-dcsigned wire-grid, f_,, is larger than J(. But in a poorly designed grid which hat, z :ew
exceptionally long mesh paths, f.,,%A can be a significant limiting factor.
The thinness of the wires can be limit the bandwidth. If a., is the largest wire radius in
the mo.dcl, then to keep this radius thinner than XV30, the frequency must be less than
10
A"., = - M~lz
If the equal-area radius is used on square grid cells of side iength A. then the wire radi.,s is A/2n,
and the thin-wire frequency limit is f,, = 62.8/A and is approximately equal to the segment
length frequency limit Jr = 60/A.
It is sometimes useful to estimate the bandwidth of a wire grid based on the average or"mean" segment length, rather than the longest segment. Thus to keep the mean segment length
4A, shorter than W5, the frequency must be less than
- MHzA-,
For scattering purposes, a wire-grid is expected to generate good results up tof,•, poorer but use-
ful results up to./,,, and pxxorcr but still useful results toj."'. Hlowever, abovcfk the grid is
certainly not useful. Those limitst will be illustrated by the wire-grid models presented below.
Face-on Incidence on a Cube
Fig. 2 shows the a grid model of a perfectly conducting, 15 m cube. The cube uses seg-
ments of length 2.14 m, for a total of 588 segments. The cube grid is expected to be useful up to~2), = 28 MI Iz. for segmnmts shorter than one -fifth of the wavelength. The meshes of the grid arc
one-wavelength long atf.,,, = 35 Mlhz. The grid is thus expected to be useful up to acube size
corresponding toJ of aboit l.4•, but not beyond a cube size corresponding tof.,,, of 1.75x.
Fig. 3 compares the computed cube RCS with measurements by Yaghjian and
McGahan[9,101. Fig. 3 shows surprisingly good agreement of the wire grid result well beyond
",,,,. Indeed the wire-grid model is seen to fail gracefully and generates reasonable results at
double the f.. frequency. This is not generally true for wire-grid models.
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The cube cavity has a rich spectrum of internal
resonances starting at size 0.707k. The wire grid
15 m CLUBE result is expected to fail at the internal resonant
frequencies of the cube, but the data of Fig. 3"shows no sign of the dramatic failure often assoc-
iated with the intemal-resonance problem.The Yaghjian and McGahan measured data of
Fig. 3 was used to validate Mishra's measurement
procedure at the David Florida Laboratory(DFL).
Y The measurements are taken in a 20 foot anechoic
chamber, with an HP 8510 network analyzer,using horn antennas for the 8 to 12 GHz frequency
DIRECTION OF TRIUEL range. The target is mounted on a styrofoam col-umn, and three measuements are taken: column
alone, column with reference 7 cm sphere, column
with target. The exact Mie series solution for theEF" ELECTRIC -IEI-.n VECTORi RCS of the sphercl3] is used to derive a correction
factor accounting for the frequency response of the
homs and cables. Then the room and column
Fig. 2 A wire-grid of a cube with a plane response are vector-subtracted from the target plus
wave incident on one face. room plus column response, to determine the RCS
of the target. The frequency range of the measure-
ment will be extended with iiider-bandwidth horn antennas.
In Fig. 3, cubes of sizes 1.24 cm, 2.466 cm and 7 cm were measured from 8 to 12 Gllz to
obtain the RCS in three size ranges. In all three caszs the RCS lies close to Yaghjian and
McGahan's measurement.
o o 0 Monuurod, Yaghjian & McGohon
OFL MER5UREO
+ + . WIRF-GRIO MOOEL (NECV
+ +,-> ÷+ .
++++ +++ 0
30 + +++ G+o D
'4+ '0
20 7 OFL HERSUREO
LOU eOFL MERSURE O
-a feeg fnah
0.5 1 .0 1.5 2=.0 2.5 3.0 3.5Side Length (wauelengthsI 5IPT.Lfta
Fig. 3 Comparison of wire-grid results with measured data for the cube.
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Vertex Incidence on a Cube
Z Ludwig[ 111 reports measureaents by .lesherof the RCS of D cube with a plane wave incident15 m CUBE upon one vertex, as shown in Fig. 4. The cube has
vertices on the z-axis and the x.axis, with the
plane wave incident upon a vei tex of the cube.
Fig. 5 compares th. calculated cube RCS with Fie-
sher's measurements. Up to the frequency1,1
where the segments am one-tenth of the wave-y length, the agreement is very good. Between that
frequency and the frequency ,(2) where the seg-
,JrnNOS ON ments are one-fifth wavelength, the agreement is
PLRNF. WRUE ITS LERTEX poorer but the model is still useful. Above f.,,
0INC IOE IT where the meshes are longer than a wavelength,
PN VERTX there is little P greement. Thus the compaisonE ON Fl VERTEX clearly demonstrates that wire-grid models shouldnot be used above fA.
Fig. 4 A plane wave incident upon one
vertex of a cube.
0 , 0 Miasured iFlesher/General R•saOrcih C'orp)
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Fig. 5 Comparison of the wire-grid model's RCS with Flesher's measured result.
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Strip-with-Wire
Fig. 6 shows a strip sc'itterer which was designed for measurement in the I to 16 GHz fre-
quency range, such that it would be qualitatively similar to the behaviour of the aircraft with its
wire antennas in the low IlF range. The init;al measurement of the RCS of the strip was limited
by tte available horn antennas to frequencies front 8 to 12 GHz, and it is intended to obtain
wider-band horns so that a more complete measurement of the RCS may be made.
The strip provides a relativeiy simple
I Z 4 ý51 05 19.79 target to model, for which a wire-gridT - ,model is expected to yield very accuratei2. 23 t. results. Fig. 6 shows the wire-grid model
__ -K 6 of the strip, which uses segments about
M,-, 4: 6.51 1.635 mm long. The frequency limit is& I-)L 8 GHz for 0.1 wavelength segments,}€-G63.63 m, - well above the 8 to 12 GHz frequency
range where measured data was taken.
WaIRt" fNt•t W r YER 8.30 ,, The strip wire-grid includes two addition-
al wires to serve as "radials" at the feed5i1RIF THIOCNESS 0.36 ,•' point, and "comer cutter" wires at tach
corner. The wire radii were derived as
Fig. 6 A strip scatterer with a wire "antenna". described in Ref. [8]. Thus the edge wires
use about half the tadius of the wires
embedded in the grid. The radials and
corner cutters use even thinner radii,
related to the areas of the adjacent mesh
cells.
Fig. 7 shows that for broadside hinci-
dence the strip RCS increases uniformly
v- I with strip length(frequenc:-,. The electric
BROADSIDE field inducers current flow from the bottom
E edge to the top edge of the strip, which isfairly uniformly distributed across the
E width of the strip. At the low end of the
-Measured frequency band of Fig. 7, the RCS...... CMpud increases at about 18 dB per octave of fre-C . ."" .o.w.. I. .. . ,-, . .......... quency, similar to the "Rayleigh" region
- "..." of the sphere's RCS curve[3]. At the highSend in Fig. 7, the RCS increases at about 6
-,. BKH(ROSIOE ... dB per octave of frequency, similar to the
N, .""optical" region for the sphere.
For end-on incidence the strip RCS is
-3 -.. quite similar to that found in Ref. [12].
EN" The magnetic field is peipendicular to the
(Z stip surface hence it induces loop cur-
ENO ON rents flowing on the stip surface. The"regularly spaced series of peaks and sharp
- L .s •----.- •.- e. i ,.• troughs arises because of interference of. 1.3 1 5 E.0 e.5 '. the fields scattered by current on the lead-
Strip Length / Wauvlength ing edge and on the trailing edge of the
strip. The height of the peaks increases at
Fig. 7 Comparison of the RCS of the strip alone for attut 6 dB per octave.
broadside incidence with that foi cld-on incidence. Fig. 7 compares the computed strip
RCS with Mishra's measured data. The
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-- M~oourad agreenermt with the measurement is qjiteS........ Co kued------- good. There is a slight misalignment in
S....... the frequency at which the minima in the
WITH WIRE K ...... graph occur.
Fig. 8 compares th, RCS of the strip
"- 'WITH WIRE with and without the wire, for broadside
.o. incidence. The wire antenna operated
against the strip as a "ground" is expected
(n -3 9 to have resonances when its length is anU ' odd multiple of the quarter-wavelength.-1. - NO WIRE Thus the 46.72 mm wire will have reso-
: '-WITH WIRE nances at 1.61, 4.82, 8.03 and 11.24 GHz,
- ,",.. .. .. . . • , _ . corresponding to strip lengths of 0.341,
1. 1.5 V. c., .s 3.8 1.02, 1.70 and 2.38 wavelength, mspee-
Strip Length / Wauelength tively. With the wire the strip RCS has avery sharp, narrow peak at a strip
lig. 8 Comparison of the RCS of the strip alone length(frequency) which makes the wire a
with that of the strip with the wire quarter-wavelength long. There follows a
"antenna", for broadside incidence, sharp trough in the RCS. The. strip withwire RCS shows small variati;,ns near the
- M, .u..d second and third resonant frequencies of
_. the wire, where the wire is 3;J4 and 5V/4
18 WIRE RESONHN•5E in length. The wire does not have a dra-
1. . 4, 4' 4 matic effect on the broadside RCS at these
" "IX" ..WITH frequencies, largely because the strip itselfWIRE . is such an effective scatterer for broadside
-.. incidence.
- " " ".Fig. 9 compares the RCS of the strip
n ' .".with the wire 'antenna" to ihat of the strip
cc NO WIRE"alone, with the plane wave incident end-.NO WIRE on. The wire substantially enhancer the
RCS of the strip for end-on incidence, and
-. .. , that ,here are sharp peaks in the computed
u.5 i.., at the frequencies expected for the
Strip Length / Woauelngth resonances of the wire. Thee is good
agreement with Mishra's measured data
Fig. 9 Comparison of the RCS of the strip alone eyrir the 8 to 12 GHz frequency range.
with that of the strip with the wire Fig. 10 compares the stip RCS for"antenna". for end-on incidence. "nose-on" incidence and "tail-on" inci-
dence. At low frequencies, there is little
difference. Above the third resonant frequency of the wire, the "nose-on" and "end-on" curves
differ by about 10 dB, and above the fifth resonant frequency the two curves deviate substan-
tially. The measured data agrees well with the computations.
Cylinder-with-Wire
The aircraft fi tselage is much more like a cylinder than a strip. A cylinder thus has sub-
stantial volume compared to a strip. Also, for end-on incidence the nature of the currents
induced by the magnetic field on a cylinder might be thought to be different from those induced
on a strip, hence an RCS like that of Fig. 7 for end-on incidence might not be expected. Fig. V
shows a cylinder of dimensions similar to the strip of Fig. 6. The wire grid model has longest
segment 2.37 mm, hence is limited in frequency to 23.3 GHz for segments shorter than V5. The
longest mesh limits the frequency tof,,h =29.91 MIz.
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z 1 Fig. 12 shows the RCS of the cylinder
TAIL-ON without the wire. For broadside incidence
the cylinder RCS rises monotonically,
E with slope about 18 dB per octave forE small lengths(low frequencies), and so the
cylinder is in the "Rayleigh" region of
NO5] scattering. For long lengths(high frequen-
cies) the slope is 6 dB per octave and the
cylinder is in the "optical" region. For
end-on incidence the cylinder does havethe same set of regularly-spaced peaks-- osred and troughs that were seen in the strip
........ Coted . RCS of Fig, 7. For end-on incidence the
cylinder is in the resonance region over"RIL-..ON this whole range of cylinder lengths.
Fg12compares the computations./ 'with the wiie-grid model with the DFL
- measured data rum 8 to 12 GlIz. The
-- -: N'-ON agreement is quite good. As was foundtr fo"-r tile strip, there is some misalignmentof the frequencies at which the sharp" "4 minima in the RCS curve fall.
The wire "antenna" length is 44.55- " L -.. I -, . • • .. , -J , mi, and operating against the cylinder as
|, 1. |.5 El 1.5 3 a
Strip Length / WIaveln 3 th "ground" has resonances at 1.68, 5.05,8.42 and 11.78 Gltz, when the cylinder isFig. 10 Comparison of the RCS of the sirip with 0.354, 1.06,1.77 and 3.19 wavelengths inthe wire "antenna" for two directions length, respectively. Fig. 13 compares theof "end oin" incidence, cylinder RCS for end-on incidence with-
out the wire to that with the wire. 'Ilie
wire greatly enhances the cylinder RCS.4B - The wire introduces tall, narrow peaks at
i .ss]• i.6 its resonant frequencies. There is reason-able agreement between the computations
6.3 and Mishra's measurements. This cylin-M-_ ~der was rather roughly made, and it was
-1. S -.-4t difficult to keep the wire straight and well-- - 63.P4 mm ----------. ,4 Cel ered, hence the agreement is not as
AC ANTEMNNG OGIMET.A 8.3 good as that obtained for the strip. We
hope to carry out a more precise cylinder
RCS ineasuement over a wider band-
Fig. 11 A cylinder scatterer with a wire "antenna". width.
Conclusion
This paper proposes a set of guidelines for constructing wire-grid models, and applies themto model a cube, a strip and a cylinder. Tlhe wire radii are chosen by the "equal-area rule" dis-cussed i, references [11 and [8). Estimates of the frequency limitations of a given wire-grid
model are given and are shown to be reasonable for the cube.
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Mesu,.d Scattering from a strip and a cylinderS........ Computed26op,, ed . has been presented, showing similar RCS
19 .......... for targets of a similar size. The effect ofSBRO911SI DE a wire "antenna" on the RCS of the strip
8 or cylinder was demonstrated. It was.. " shown that, for the case of end-on inci-"dence. the wire "antenna" dramatically
changes the RCS. The wire against the.
in .-3 . strip or cylinder as "ground" is resonant at- END ON odd multiples of the quarter-wavelength.
At those frequencies the wire carries a
large current and its scattered field domi-tm , .'..:i .... .  .L, .. . .... . . .. .. ares.
- ,.5 1.61 1.5• C.6 Z.9 3. Generally good agreement has beenz,., C qlinder Lengt~h / Mwaelanqgth obiained between Mishra's measurements
of RCS done at the David Florida Labora-
Fig. 12 Comparison of the RCS of the cylinder tory for cubes, strips and cylinders, andalone with that of the strip with the wire the wire-grid calculations. Some small
"antenna", for broadside incidence, misalignment of the frequency of the
sharp troughs in the RCS has been found.
- Mo,'sured In future the bandwidth of the measure-SCom.puted inent will be increased by using wider-CURE RESONINCEES band horn antennas.-' •, 4, 4, •, The results shown here am directly
applicable to the RCS expected of an air-
caft carrying wire antennas. For niose-on
W< 1 ITH .* .cidcrnce, the fuselage-aloneUJIRL **.scatters like the strip or the cylinder. The.. . wire antennas contibute tall, sharp reso--"..38 :" nan;,cepeas., ad sonic tough . For.,n
tn iaircraft such as that of Fig. 1, carrying a
.pair of wire antennas, them will be ia dual"NO WIR E set of wire resonances.
ti5 1AA 1.5 k .u I. 3.91
.,u,. Clttndo,- Length / Wavselenth
Fig. 13 Comparison of the RCS of the cylinder
alone with that of the :trip with the wie"antenna", for end•on incidence.
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Automated Radius Calculation for Wire-Grid Models
by C.W. Trueman and S.J. Kubina
Electromagnetic Compatibility Laboratory,
Concordia University,
7141 Sherbrooke Street West,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada 114B IR6.
Abstract-Ideally, a wire-grid model represents a solid surface with an orthogonal grid of wires,with square cells of a uniform size. But a grid of a complex surface such as an aircraft has many
occurrences of irregular, non-square mesh cells, such as triangles, quadrilaterals, pentagons andso forth. The "equal-area rule" is often used to compute the wire radius for a uniform orthogonalgrid, but it is difficult to apply to a general grid iot conforming to the "orthogonal grid" ideal.
This paper postulates a modification of the "equal-area rule" which can be applied to gridsof complex surfaces. The proposed "adapted equal-area rule" obtains the same radius at the"equal-area rule" for orthogonal grids of square cells. The "adapted" rule satisfies the criterionof subdivision: if a wire is sub-divided into two wires, the radius is unchanged, Also, if a short
wire is a member of two luage area grid cells, the "adapted" rule obtains a reasonable radiusvalue. The "adapted equal-area ,'ule" specifics a unique radius value for each wire of the grid
depending on the geometry of the adjacent meshes.
The radius calculation process has been automatzd. Program "MESHES" reads a NEC
geometry file and produces a mesh membership file "MESHES.MS11". Program "FNDRAD"uses MESIIES.MSII to determine the radius of each wire, and outputs a revised NEC geometlyfile. The MESIIES-FNDRAD sequence makes the re-calculation of radius quite straightforward,









Wire-g-.-d midels are used to calculate radiation and scattering from solid objects such as
cl inders, spheres, cubes, ard less regular surfaces such as aircraft, at frequencies where tie dim-
oisions are comparable to the wavelength. Fig. I shows a wire-grid model of an aircraft, to be
s~lved with the Numerical Electromagnetics Codc(NEC)[ 1,21 for the antenna patterns or for
the scattered fields. Ideally, the aircraft
surfaces are to be modelled as an orthogo-" nal grid of wires, with square cells of a uni-norig size. For the most part the fuselage
and wings in Fig. 1 have been represented
awith a quasi-orthogonal grid of wires with"   nearly-square cells. But where the fuselage
tapers, and where the wings taper, triangu-
lar mesh cells have been used. In the feed
R a region of each ItF wire antenna, illustrated
----__ __ - in Fig. 2, radial wires have been used to_t ... support radial current flow near the attach-
incus•• nt point. This subdivides die surface
_ _ into triangular mesh cells. Further, the
radials themselves consist of two wires in
series, of unequal length, as shown by
wires #1 and #2 in Fig. 2. Each wire of thegrid must be assigned a wire-radius before
Fig. 2 The feed region of the port wire uses the mnodel can be "run" with NEC or anoth-
radial wires about the attachment point, er wire-grid analysis program. The objec-
and contains triangular niesh cells. tive of this paper is to define a "r'-" for
Wires which arc part of the wre antenna assigning a radius which can be applied to
are m'arked "a". complex grids such as those shown in Figs.
1 and 2."The "equal-arca rule"I 31 is often used to conipute the wire radius for a unifnmi orthogonal
grid, but it i3 difficult to apply to a general grid not conforning to the "orthogonal grid" ideal.
This paper postulates a modification of the "equal-area rule" which can be applied to grids of
comipl:x surfaces. The calculation of radius is then auonmated in programs called "MESHES"
and "FNDRAD".
The "Eqtal-Area Rule"
Burke and Milleri4] suninarii.e the literature on wire radius for wire-grid models of sur-
faces. For an orthogonal grid of wires representiing a surface, as shown in Fig. 3, the "equal-area
rule" states that the radius is chosen such that total surface area of the wires in one orthogonal
direction is equal to the area of the surface. Lee, Marin and Castillol 5 show that the equal-area
radius miakes the inductance of the wires equal to the inductance of the surface. Ludwig[31
shows that, for an inl Mite cylinder modelled with a uniform auray of infinite wires, the
equal-area choice of radius is a[n exact solution. Paknysl 61 shows that, for scattering from a cyl-
inder, the "equal-aica" radius is the value that niinimizes the field in tie interior of a wire-grid
model of the cylindcr. But the literature offers little explicit guidance for choosing the radii for amore general grid, such as that of Figs. I or 2.
In the orthogonal grid of Fig. 3 the cells are square if A, = A2 = A, of area AI =A 2 = A2. The
"equal-arca rule" radius can be interpreted to state that the wire of length A represents half the






hence with square cells having A, = A2 =2
the wine radius is A/29. Fig. 4 applies the"equal-area rule" to an orthogonal grid wih"rectangular cells, with A, > A2. Then thesurface area of wire #1 represents half the
area of patch A, = AA 2 and half of
Fig. 3 A wire in an orthogonal wire grid. The A,, = AA 2 , so that the radius a, of wire #1 is
grid has square meshes if A, = A. chosen according to
A, +A2
2tta,A, = A2  = AA 2
hence a, = A2/27t and a2 = A,/2r, and so the wire radii are different. The "equal-area rule" makes
the wire radii proportional to the spacing of the parallel wires. This is unlike the equal radii
actually shown in Fig. 4.
The "Adapted Equal-Area Rule"
In order to compute wire radii for a general grid such as the aircraft of Fig. 1, the "equal-area rule" has been adapted to he directly applicable to non-orthogonal geometries such as
that of Fig. 2. Some important require-ments of the "adapted rule" are as follows.
For an orthogonal grid of square cells,
as in Fig. 3, the "adapted equal-area rule"
should give the same radius, a = AI2it, as"the "equal-area rule".
2 Typically a wire in a grid subtends two
mesh cells. The new radius rule shouldSPobtain a radius for a wire from a knowledgeH ____1 of the endpoint coordinates of the wiresmaking up these two "mesh cells", The
- p ,new radius rule should yield a radius for"the wire no matter how many wires makeup the adjacent mesh cells, or what shape
the two mesh cells are. It is tempting touse Eqn. (1) directly for non-square meshFig. 4 A wire in an orthogonal wire grid with cells.
rectangular cells. Consider the subdivision problem, in
which wire #1 in Fig. 4 is subdivided into
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two wires, illustrated by wires #3 and #4 inFig. 5. For wire #1 in Fig. 4, Eqn. (1)
obtains the radius a = A)d2it. If wire #3 of
Fig. 5 has length A,/2, then applying Eqn.
(1) obtains a radius of a = A41rt, twice the
value for wire #1. But subdivision shouldnot change the radius. The "adaptedequal-area rule" must give the same radius
for the single wire, #1 in Fig. 4, or the
series connection of wires #3 and #4 in Fig.5. Further, the radius must be the same it'wires #3 and #4 are specified to NEC asone wire with two segments(one GW card)
or two wires with one segment ezch(two#GW cards). Thus for the feed region of#4~ Fig. 2, the "adapted equal-area rule" should
get the same radius for the wires labelled"#1" and "#2".
Consider the problem of a very short
wire which subtends two meshes made up
of much longer wires, shown in Fig. 6. Theradius of the short wire must not be madeunreasonably large by the "adaptedU.ho.011 tequal-area rule". Thus if Eqn. (i) wereFig. 5 Wire #1 in Fig. 4 is subdivided into applied directly to this short wire, a largetwo wires, but is expected to have (A, +A2) is divided by a small A to obtain athe same radius as in Fig. 4. huge radius. Eqn. (1) must be modified to
account for the short.aess of wire length Acompared to the areas that the wire sub-
tends,
An "adapted equal-area rule" is obtained
by weighting each term in Eqn. (1) with afactor comparing the length of the wiresegment, A, to the distance around the
mnesh periphery. Thus in Fig. 7 a wireHRE'•R fl segment of length A is a member of two
meshes, of areas A, aitj A2, and peripheries
RREA FRi L, and L. The peripheries include A. If the
adjacent meshes were square, then A
should be one-quarter of the length of the
periphery. Thus weight each term of Eqn.
• (1) with the ratio of the segment length, A,to its expected fraction of the periphery,Fig. 6 A short wire which is a member of two L14, to obtain
large meshes.
A, A A2  A
41rA(LI/4) 4nA(L2/4)
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Then the "adapted equal-area rule" states
that
BE1f a 4- (2XL, ..L2
For an orthogonal grid of square cells, as in
Fig. 3, A, = A2 = A2, and the mesh periph-
eries are L, = L2 = 4A. Eqn. (2) gives
a = A/2nt as required. Note that this makes
Fig. 7 The "adapted equal-area rule" uses the the total surface area of all the wires equal
areas and the peripheries of the meslhes that to twice the area of the surface.
each wire subtends.
Application of the Adapted Equal-Area Rule
The "adapted equal-area rule" of Eqn. (2) meets the requirement that it be readily applied
to conmplex wire grids, such as Fig. 1 or 2, v% ith many non-square cells. All that is needed is a
knowledge of the wires making tp the two meshes subtending the wire whose radius is to be
found.
For the rectangular grid of Fig. 4, the "adapted" rule gets a somewhat different radius from
the original "equal-area rule". Thus for either wire #1 or wire #2 in Fig. 4, A, ý- A2 A=A2, and
L, = L, - 2(A, + A2), and with Eqn. (2) the radius of hoth wire #1 and wire #2 is
AA2  .. 3)
n(Al + A2)
Thus wires #1 and #2 have the same radius, as shown in Fig. 4, which is different from the"equal-area rule" value of a, = A2/2r or a, = A,/2rn. It is readily shown that a < a, but a > a2. The"adapted equal-area radius" is a compromise radius such that
1 1 1 1
Ul Ca2  a a
The total surface area of all the wires is still equal to twice th.- area of the surface, but evidently
this is different from making the total surface area of the wires in one orthogonal direction equal
to tho area of the surface. Thus for best results, keep the mesh cells of the wire grid square rather
than rectangular.
The "ada'pted equal-area rule" handles the subdivision well. Thus for wire #1 in Fig. 4, the
radius is that of Eqn. (3). For wire #3 or #4 of Fig. 5, the areas and peripheries used in Eqn. (2)
are identical to those used to compute the radius of wire #1, hence lead to the same radius for
wire #3 or #4 as for wire #1. The "adapted rule" radius does not depend directly on the length of
the wire whose radius is being calculated. Instead, it uses the total peripheral length of each
adjacent mesh, and the area of each adjacent mesh. Also, it does not matter whether the subdivi-
sion is done with one GW card specifying two segments, or two GW cards of one segment each.
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Consider the short wire problem of Fig. 6. -qn. (1) uses the ratio of the mesh area to thvl
wire length, A, whereas Eqn. (2) uses the ratio of the mesh area to the mesh periphery, L, and
thus obtains a smaller radius. In effect, the contribution of each area to the radios of Eqn. (1) has
been reducud in Eqn. (2) Lv the factor A.(L/4) which is considerably less than one for geometries
like Fig. 6. Fig. 6 is drawn to scale and shows that the "adapted equal-area radius" is a reason-
able value. But a construction such as Fig. 6 embedded in a wire-grid is poor practice, grossly
violating tile principle that as many cells as possible in a grid should be "square", all with equal
areas. If the shott wire in Fig. 6 is absolutely rqquired, then the adjacent large meshes should he
subdivided into smaller mesh cells.
For wires at the edges of open surfaces, such as the wing edge wires in Fig. 1, there is only
one mesh area to contribute to the radius. I lence the radius of edge wires is about half the value
of the radius of wires embedded in tihe grid.
Automated Mesh Search and Radius Calculation
The "adapted equal-area rule" assigns a unique radius to each wire of a wire grid, fnrmt a
knowledge of the wires making up the adjacent meshes. The calculation of the wire radiushas bten automated with the processing steps
NEC INPUT FILE' shown in Fig. 8. A NEC geometry file is input to
the nesh-search program "MESI IES", to obtain a
"MESI IESMSH" file, which is a list of the wires
MESH SERRCH making up meshes with each wire in the geome-
try file. The user can edit the MESI IES.MSI I file
to delete meshes which he may not want to Con-
tribute to the radius of a given wire. The edit stepI-MESH FILE gives the user full, detailed control over the_MESHES•..S radius calculation. The MESIIES.MSII file is
then input to tile radius-finding program
E-ITOR "FNIDRAD", which reads which wiles make_ .meshes with each wire, and applies the "adapted
equal-area rule" to find that wire's radius. The
_ýLOTL output is a new NEC geometry file called
.. ES. M S "OU'IT''UT.GW".
T'he present implementation of MESI IFS
searches for loop paths of up to 8 wires. Then aloop is identified as a "mesh" by searching forCIILCULTION "diagonal" paths across the loop. If any path
across the loop is found which is shorter than the
paths around the loop periphery then the loop is
MODIFIED GR PHiIZs FDILES not a mesh. MESHES rejects cross-sections as
NEC INPUT ) meshes because all the vertices have the sameSI x-coordinate. The current version does not teject
MODEL 3-wire and 4-wire cross-sections, which must beDISPLRY PROGRAM manually edited out of the MEStES.MSI I file.
This was done to allow cylinder endcaps to be
E O ME--SH•'S---ES modelled with 3-wire and 4-wire meshes.NEC PROGRAOM P ogram MESHES writes graphics files, fordisplay with program "MODEL"[71, "lat are use-
ful in spotting errors in the wire grid, and in iden-
Fig. 8 Flow chart of processing steps in tifyitg meshes requiring modification in
computing wire radii for a NEC "MESHES.MSH". MESHES writes a graphics
geometry file. Data files are file which identifies all the wires that are mem-
enclosed in ellipses, and rectangles bets of 3-wire mieshes, and graphics files naming
are programs, all tile wires that are members of 4-wire
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Fig. 9 Wires that ire members of' 3-wire Fig. 10 Wires that ame members of 5-wiremcshes in the aircraft grid, meshes.
Fig. I I Wires that arc memibers of no Fig. 12 Wires that are members of only
mneshes at all, one mesh.
Fig. 13 Wires that are members of more Fig. 14 Detail of a wing root showing the
than two meshes. wing root wires and the tag num-
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meshes, 5-wire, 6-wire, 7-wire and 8-wire meshes. Thus the aircraft grid of Fig. 1 has the 3-wire
meshes shown in Fig. 9, the 5-wire meshes of Fig. 10, and no larger meshes. The user can
inspect these displays from various viewing angles to look for wires that clearly should not be
members of meshes with that number of wires. This can alert the user to errors in the model
geometry.
To further increase the likelihood that errors in the model will be found, MESHES pro-
duces additional mesh-membership graphics files. Fig. 11 shows all the wires that are members
of no meshes at all, clearly seen as the wire antennas and the wire modelling the magnetometer
boom. If a wire in the grid were open-circuited at one end in error, it would be present in this
display. Fig. 12 shows all wires that axe members of only one mesh, readily seen to be the edges
of the wings and the dorsal fin. Once again, errors in the grid can lead to wires being members
of this group incorrectly. Fig. 13 shows wirt ihat ae members of more than two meshes. Wing
roots and fin roots are members of two fuselage meshes and of one wing or fin mesh. The file
also shows that there are three 4-wire cross-sections that need to be rejected manually.
The user edits the MESHES.MSH file to remove unwanted meshes, Each line of the file
begins with a wire's tag number, followed by a zero(O), then the tag numbers of wires making
meshes the first mesh, a zotro, the wires making the second mesh, a zero, the third mesh, etc. For
the wing-root wire #244 in Fig. 14, MESHES.MSH contains the line
244 0 59 67 479 0 60 68 503 0 219 248 67 10
The user simply deletes the tag numbers of unwanted meshes. For the wing root wires, such as
those in Fig. 14, our convention is that the radius of diese wires is calculated based on the two
adjacent fuselage meshes, and that the wing mesh is ignored. The user must identity and delete
from the mesh list the tag numbers of the wing mesh. This is done by modifying the line in
MESHES.MSH to ruad
244 0 59 67 479 0 60 68 503 0
Then FNDRAD will use the fuselage meshes to compute the radius of wire #244.
Once the meshes have been identified and verified, it is straightforward to calculate the
wire radii using the "adapted equal-area rule". Program FNDRAD repeats the decomposition
into vertices and links(a fast step even for large models), and then for each wire reads, the first
two meshes from the MESHES.MSH file, and calculates a radius. If the wires specified to forn
a mesh in the MESIIES.MSIH file do not from a closed path, a fatal error results. This can hap-
pen if the MESHES.MSH file was modified incorrectly. FNDRAD generates its own graphics
files of wires belonging to no meshes, to one mesh and to more than two meshes. At this stage,
no wires should belong to more than two meshes, The user should display these wires to verify
that no errors were introduced in editing MESHES.MSIH.
Conclusions
This paper proposes a "adapted equal-area rule", Eqn. (2), which can be used to find a
unique radius for each wire in a complex grid such as the aircraft in Fig. 1. For square mesh
cells, the radius obtained is the same as that specified by the "equal-area rule". The "adapted"
rule has been automated into a mesh search program, MESHES, and a radius-finding program,
FNDRAD.
Display of the mesh content of a wire grid with computer graphics provides a valuable tool
for checking the integrity of the grid. Certain common errors in grid geometry lead to obviously-wrong meshes, easily seen on the graphics screen. This has been an unexpected benefit of the




For the 681 wire, 359 vertex aircraft of Fig. 1, MESHIES takes I1I minutes 34 seconds on a
25 MHz 80386 computer, with an 80387 math coprocessor, running MS-DOS. The present
implementation of MESHES prognuin could be improved giestly in execution speed. The search
method is crude and redundant-it tends to find the sanmc meshes over and over again. The "diag-
onal search" approach to screening n-wirc loops to find which ame meshes is effective but tends
to rc-find all the smsaller meshes. No advantage is taken of the knowledge that the fuselage gridmodels a closed surface.
Editing the MESIIES.MSIi file for the aircraft takes an experienced user about half an
hour. To identify the tug numbers of meshes which must be "edited out", program MODEL is
used to display the wire grid ini~udirig tag numbers, in the format of Fig. 14. Sonme users would
like to avoid the editing- step. Perhaps FNDRAI) could read a file of special cases, direc-ting it to
ignore certain meshes formed with the wing root wires. This would be convenient in making a
series of'smiall alterations to an aircraft geometry file,
After MESIIES.MSI I has been edited, running FNDRAD takes about 60 seconds for the
aircraft, and produce., a NEC geomtnry file with revised wire radii.
Automated radius calculation yields a unique radius for each wire, which depends onl the
local geometry of the wire grid. WNires subtending small meshes have thinner radii than wire%
subtending full-size s.quare' mesh cells. Where the mesh is deliberately made fines, such as the
feed region of Fig. 2, ilic radius algorithm automatically tapcrs the radius in accordance with the
cull areas. This refiiwnenuit in wire-grid miodclling app)))UFS to lead to more consistent conmputed
results when model,; are analysed with tnec NEC pr ogr am.
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ABSTRACT
Recent developments in high temperature superconductors
have made it possible to fabricate microstrip feed lines with
extremely low losses at liquid nitrogen temperatures. This
technology is particularly applicable to high frequency
arrays with microstrip feed networks, where ohmic losses
severely limit the efficiency which can be obtained with
conventional metals. This paper describes the analysis and
design of a multi-layer microstrip antenna array with a
superconducting microstrip feed network. A novel geometry
will be described which integrates the array into a radome on
the vacuum shield of a cryocooler for maximum thermal and RF
radiation efficiency. A multi-layer spectral domain Green's
function is used with the method of moments to design the
microstrip feed network and proximity coupled microstrip
elements for optimum impedance matching and operating
bandwidth. Experimental measurements of the proximity-coupledmicrostrip elements in a waveguide simulator are used to
validate the analysis.
1. INTRODUCTION
The primary advantage of using superconducting metals inantanna systems appears to be the reduction of ohmic losses
in the power distribution and matching networks, particularlyat millimeter wave frequencies [13, [2], [3), [4). For
example, the use of a superconducting feed network could
increase the RF gain of a largo microstrip-fed array by as
much as 20 dB at 60 GHz, as shown in figure I from [4).
This paper describes the analysis and design of a
multi-layer microstrip antenna array wi.h a superconducting
feed network. A novel geometry will be described which
utilizes proximity-coupled microstrip patches integrated into
a radome on the vacuum shield of a cryocooler as shown in
figure 2 for maximum bandwidth, thermal efficiency and RF
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pattern integrity. A multi-layer spectral domain Green's
function is used with the method of moments to design the
microstrip feed network and proximity-coupled elements.
Experimental measurements of prototypical elements in a
waveguide simulator confirm the validity of the analysis.
2. THEORY
To begin with, it should be pointed out that the
analysis assumes the superconducting metal has infinite
conductivity. This approximation works well for analyzing the
impedance and radiation properties of the lines and patches
as long as the metal is more than three penetration depths
thick . For accurate predictions of ohmic losses, the model
must be augmented to include surface resistivity effects.
The infinite array spectral dyadic Green's function is
used in the analysis because it includes all effects causedby the dielectric layers and the mutual coupling betweenelements. These effects are likely to be important in a largescanning array printed on a high permittivity substrate. The
method of moments is then used to solve an integral equationfor the unknown current distributions on the feed lines and
patches. The characteristic impedance and effective
propagation constant of the microstrip feed lines is obtained
by extending techniques developed in [5] to multiple
dielectric layers.
Entire domain basis functions are used on the patches
for both expansion and test because of their correspondencewith the cavity-like behavior of the patches. For x-directedmodes, the functions are given by;
-X r ru pnJ(x,y) - x -- sin [L 1 -. 2-J
For y-directed modes;
-y - 1 sir in, P2 2J(xy) - y sLn - -y ----- (
where p, and py are the patch dimensions, and (r,s) are
integer indices.
It has been found that the microstrip feed lineexcitation of the patch can be sufficiently modeled by a
vertical electric current source at the inset point, provided
that it is fairly close to the edge. For stacked,
proximity-coupled patches, this is usually the case for
50 0 input impedance [6].
Ul• Nt•d •II' Nr•Dl •i!'•"•1!I~F~~pl~lii -i ~ mw~tl , i~in•ul~llim|ll'•390 • '
The resultant matrix equation is given by;
-l
z I 2 1 N I I
z 2 Z Z.. V 2 (3)
ZNI ZN2 NN N j
where
w
z~,- x [ F(k ,k ).(k.,X ).(-k..-k (4)p=-• q=-W
Vn .(kik -)'(kik y)'Fh -kx,-k ) (5)
kX - 2T + k u (6)
ky - 27(_q__- + koV (7)
u = Gino coso (33)
V - Gino. Gino. (9)
where 0. and 0. are the beam pointing angles, ku is the free
space wave number, the F.' s are the Fourier transforms of the
entire domain i•asis functions, a and b are the uni'c cell
dimensions, aid Q is the Fourier transformed dyadic Green'sfunction for a three layer grounded dielectric slab.
The input impedance is calculated from a rp,!ction
integral, which, for the infinite array, beccines:
W 0) N




-jk x -jk yF (k,k)- Z e Xp yp (e)
is the Fourier transform of a vertical current source at thefeed inset point (xp,yp). All floquet series are truncated
at i-j--30, and this is found to give sufficient convergence.
With the input impedance known, the scanning reflection
coefficient is computed by;
Z,,,(O,'t) - Z ,(00,00)
R(0,0) - Z1(010) + Zin(00,00 (12)z (0,0) + z(* ,o°)"*
In In
where Z (00,00) is the input impedance at broadside.
Several methods were used to check the numerical
accuracy of the computer code. First, a comparison was made
between the input power, PV,,, and the power radiated from a
unit cell, P . where;P ,, - i - ,.i ( )
P In -. JR2(13)
and
SJ 2. Re(Lxll) ••dxdy (14)
UniLt call
It was found that the values calculated from equations
(13)and (14) were within one percent of one another for all
scan angles except the blindness angle, and it is believed
that the computational accuracy at that scan angle is
affected by the singularity in the infinite array Green's
function. As a second check of the code, it was confirmed
that the boundary condition E - 0 is being satisfied by
the fields from the source and basis function expansion
currents to within one part in a thousand.
3. EXPERIMENT
As a further validation of the theory, measurements froma waveguide simulator are used to replicate the environment
seen by an element in an infinite scanning array. Figure 3
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shows the measured and predicted reflection coefficient
versus frequency for a three layer proximity-coupled element.
This example shows a 2:1 VSWR bandwidth of approximately 20%.
Good agreement between theory and experiment is obtained by
using three x-directed modes (r-1,3,5) and two y-directed
modes (s-1,2) on each patch.
4. SUMMARY
A full wave analysis has been applied to a three layer
proximity-coupled microstrip antenna array. The unique
geometry provides a wide bandwidth element for use with a
high efficiency superconducting microstrip feed network.
Future work will be done to add superconductor surface
resistivity, substrate anisotropies, and alternative element
designs for improved thermal shielding.
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MODELING OF AN ANISOTROPIC STRIPLINE
M KAMAREI, N. DAOUD, R. SALAZAR, M. BOUTHINON
L.E.M.O.-I.N.P.G,-C.N.R.S. UAR 833, BP 257, Grenoble 38016, France
lIulexing terms: anisotropic permeability, electromagnetic fields, propagation constant
A variety of substrate materials used in practice exhibit anisotropic behavior.The objective of
this letter is to model the propagation properties of a stripline loaded with a dielectric material
which has an isotropic pernittivity and an anisotropic perneability,
I. Introduction
In recent years, a variety of anisotropic materials have increasingly found numerous and
important applications at mnicrowave frequencies. Anisotropy is either an inherent property of a
subsuate material or may be acquired during the manufacturing process. It has been established
that when anisotropy is ignored in the development of design methods for single and coupled
microstrip, an error is intxoduced which becomes significant for small linewidths and smiall line
separation [1]. In certain applications of coupled line structures, anisotropy may prove
beneficial in equalizing even aid odd mode phase velocities and reducing the sensitivity of
geometry tolerance [2]. An algorithm is developed which models structures such as microstrip
on anisotropic substrates 131. The characteristics of single and coupled microstrips onl
anisoLropic substates with a diagonal pcnnittivity tensor have been analized by Alexopoulos
and Krowne 14] by using a quasistatic-mode approach. Several other anisotropic dielectric
substrate geometries have been treated in the literature [5], 16] by using the quasistatic method.
lHybrid modes have been analysed for microstrip lines with anisotropic substrates [71.
T.Kitazawa and Y.Ilayashi have also analysed the propagation characteristics of strip lines with
multilayered anisotropic media L91,
This letter represents the modeling of a stripline loaded with a dielectric material which has an
isotropic pcnlittivity and an anisotropic permeability as is shown below:
tl] I 12 01
L 0 0 ý,31
The relative pennittivity (-) and all the tenis of the relative pcrmeability matrix ItI] are complex.
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We have already shown that the TEM mc'es which can exist in the bulk material, cannot
propagate when this material is placed in the stripline structure. If any energy is transferred
from input to output in the structure, there are hybrid modes which are the origin of this
transfer. In fact, the anisotropic character of the material under study causes a coupling between
the longitudinal componeuts of the electric and magnetic fields.
The homogeneous property of the material and the assumption that the structure is unlimited
along ox (figure 1) permit a decoupling of the longitudinal components (E, and H,) and a
dctermination of the four transverse fields: E1 , Ey, H, and Hy. Obtaining the characteristics of
the hybrid modes with an analytical method is not possible. The numerical method which is
adapted to this planax structure is the Spectral domain method which we have formulated and
programmed. This programme, very general for the form of the anisotropic relative





11- Study of the coupling of the longitudinal components
We show that the anisotropic character of the material under study caaucs a coupling between
the longitudinal components of the electric and magnetic fields. The possibility of determining
the four transverse components depends on obtaining these longitudinal components. The
homogeneous property of the material and the assumption that the structure is unlimited along
ox (figure 1) permit a decoupling of the longitudinal components (E, and 11;) and a
detennination of the four transverse fields E., EY, H. and Hy. We can ,he., obtain the
following:
H x = B I "•+ B 2 -ý- + B 3"•ýy + B4"(2)
S H EZE z EB D Hz +B7 (2)
aE aE, aH, aH,
E,= At, ;#+ A2 -W" + A3 - + A4- -
DE;, DE, i)1z aHl (3
EY A5 ; A+ A6 A7 -+A 8 -;
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where Ai and Bi (i=l, 2, .. 8) are constants, functions of' 0, e and Ip ]. These constants are
given in annex.
The Maxwell equations permit us to obtain:
A, t[-- + -52:j| + (A2 - A5) .Ly- !-- As A 3 D11 jW33Hz (4.1)[ Dx 2 y 2 6xO x 2 0y 2
and:
( )2 + + l I•-t 2T E-e4 E, (4.2)(13 -4) _ ,B ý2 [,D2 B6axZy ax 2 ay ay a x2
"These two equations show the coupling between the longitudinal components E, and 1,. The
anisotropic character of the material is the origin of the coupling.
III- Solution of the system of coupled equations
We suppose that the material is homogeneous and unlimited along ox and the Fourier
Transformation is defined below:
A(oy) = f. "A(xy) ej1XX dx , A(x,y) = H,(x,y) ou E-jx,y) (5)
With these conditions (a/ax -. ju), the system of equations (4) gives the general solutions as
shown below:
C cletO' + c 2e°C + c3 eC
3 ' + Cae°04
,=c lale + c2a2 + C3a3 + c4a4 e' (6)
where a, and aj 0j=1, 2,., 4) are functions of x, (o, e and [lt]. cj are constants.
IV- Numerical treatment
The system of equqtions (2, 3. 6) give all the electromagnetic field components. The continuity
condition of the electromagnetic field on the metalized interface (y=O), permits ,U obtain a
relationship between the Fourier Transformation of the tangential components of the electric
field and the cuirent density on the metallic surface as is shown below:
This equation is the tundamental equation of the Spectral domain method. The terms of [G] are
the Green's coefficients of the Spectral domain method. Each of these is a function of the
frequency, the complex propagation constant and the geometrical and physical characteristics of
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the structure. In the perfect conductor, the electric field is null as is the current density in the
dielectric. This particular property and the application of the Galerkin's Method, by a suitable
choice of the basis functions for J. and J. ,,ermit the solution of the fundamental equation of
the Spectral domain method [91. This enables us to obtain the complex propagation constant
and afterwards the characteristic impedance and the distribution of the electromagnetic field of
each of the higher order modes that propagate in the structure.
V..Results
We have programmed all the previous steps. Our analytical and numerical treatments are
validated by using this general programme for an isotropic material (g.=gyy=ltzz=l+j0,
Py --- +jO. ,=1(0)+j0 ) in a structure which has the same geometrical characteristics as the real
structure under study (W/2h--=O.17). The obtained results are in good agreement with the ones
which are a.rcady well known.
By using the same programme, we have studied the variation of the propagation constant
(calculated by our method) as the magnetic anisotropy increases progressively, in comparison
,h the propagation constant which is obtained from the following expression:
= 2itV,•7-(8)
This is done for the several values of ý.yy (supposing that gI=l) and for the several values of
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figure 3
Figures 2 and 3 show that Icatcutatod goes linearly far from P.,.,t when Py,, increases but it
remains close to DCPbCtd when p. increases. This means that the propagation characteristics
of the structure are more sensitive to the pt, variation than to that of . This is also
confirmed by the obtained results for the variations of the effective permittivity as a function of
ýLyy and ixx.
Conclusion
A stripline structure loaded with a dielectric material which has an isotropic permittivity and .it
anisotropic permeability is studied and modeled. In the case of a magnetic anisotropy
represented by the relative permeability matrix [IA], It is shown that the anisotropic character of
the material causes a coupling between the longitudinal components of the electric and magnetic
fields. The homegeneous property of the material and the assumption that the structure is
unlimited along ox (figure 1) permit a decoupling of the longitudinal components (E, and I I')
and a determination of the four transverse fields: E1, EY, H, and B1y.
we have already shown that the TEM modes which can exist in the bulk material, cannot
propagate when this material is placed in the stripline structure. If any eergy is transferred
from the input to the output of the structure, there are the hybrid modes which are the origin of
this transfer. Obtaining the characteristics of the hybrid modes with an analytical method is not
possible. Tihe numerical method adapted to this planar structure is the Spectral domain method.
ihis is formulated and programmed.
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1The realized programme, although very general for the form of the magnetic anisotropy, is
validated for an isotropic uaterial in a sutucture which has the same. geometrical characteristics
as the real structure under study. The obtained results are in good agreement with the ones
which are already well known.
By usi~g the same programnme we have also studied the materials with an isotropic permittivity
and anisotropic pcrmeability. It is shown that the propagation characteristics of the structure arc
more sensitive to the iiyy variation than that of IjL variation.
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Legends
Figure 1: Transverse scction of thie structure,
Figure 2: Variation of the relative propagation constant as a function of ty.
Figure 3: Variation of the relative propagation constant as a function of t
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ABSTRACT:
In this communication, by using spectral domain
approach improved by asymptotic expansions, we show by
mcins of coupling integral values that the notion of quasi
complex modes can be introduced for lightly losisy
substratas. The quasi complex modes are particular modes
with similar bohaviour than lossless structure complex
modes.
The analysis of discontinuitins between planar
transmission lines, particulary for miicrostrip lines, has
received a great interest from many years.Azcurate modeling
of such discontinuities is of fundamental importance for
successful monolithic integrated circuit design.1n fact
increasing circuit complexity needs very efficient
numerieal techniques in order to solve electromagnetism
problums.In this mind when mode matching method in tho
discontinuity plane is used, it is necessary to determinethe set of modes with as accuracy as possible.More ever for
boxed losseless structure, it has been shown that complex
modes can occur, so that ignoring those modes would lead to
non accurate solutions [1] [2].
The properties of complex waves have been investigated
in detail, both theoretically and experimentally forshielded circular dielectric rod [3],[4) and for boxed
microstrip lineL2).
Up to now, most of published works concern thepossibility of propagation of complex modes in lossless
structure and only a few works focuse on complex and
backuard-wave modes in loamy waveguides [5].So, when
shielded microstrip lines laid on semi-insulating or doped
semi-conductor substrates, are considered for MKIC
applications, it is necessary to investigate the evolutionof complex solutions for lossless structure, under the
effect of bulk losses in the substrate.
In this communication, by using spectral domainapproach improved by asymptotic expansions, we show by
means of coupling integral values that the notion of quasi
complex modes can be introduced for lightly lousy
substrates. Naturally, for lousy structures all modes have
complex propagation constant, so in our mind, the quasicomplex modes are particular modes with similar behaviour
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than lossless structure complex modes.
HUMERXCAL RESULTS
The studied microstrip geometry is shown in figure 1.
It has already been shown that complex modes can be
supported by this lossless structure, using the Singular
Integral Equation (S.I.E.) or the Spectral Domain Approach
(S.D.A.) technics. This Qommunication addresses the effeut
of a lousy substrate on complex modes. With this aim, as
example we present fig. 2, 3 and 4 the freqential
evolutions of the two propagation constants ('i, W2) for apair of modes initialy complex on lossless structure, then
we point out the evolutions of these modes, when wconsider respeutivly a substrate cond4ctivity of 0-3.10
S/ct, a-7.10 -S/cm and finally a-2.10 S/cm.
For the lossless structure, in the complex frequency
range, we obtain:
1 - B 1 - Ji l; 22 - -32 - J U2 with 81 - 32>0 , QI - Q2>0
Now let us investigate this pair of complex modes when
losses are taking into account. As shown in fig. 3, 4 and5, in the initialy complex frequency range'd1 and *2 cannot
yet be linking, so we ara tempted to say that the pair of
complex modes becomes two usual modes. Indeed, we obtain a
continuous variation of W, and 62 with a, never equals toa2. However:, when we Sake into account small values of the
conductivity (a-3.10- S/cm, o-7.10- S/cm), we have tonotice that if we consider frequencies smaller than the
maximum of the complex frequency range, we obtain for the
two modes (fig. 2 and 3):
 i 3 1 - J Xl ; X2 - -32 " J Q2 with 31 1 82>0 , CI )A 02>0
This means that the mode 2 propagates in the -Z
direction and it is attenuated in the opposite direction.This phenomenon is equally describing by the fig.5 which
represents the evolution of the propagation constant forthe two modes versus the substrate conductivity for a
frequency equal to 19 GHz.
This apparent continuous energy gain on pawsive structure,
can again be explained by strong coupling in enerqy sense
[1] between the two considered modes (%1, K2) in the
frequency and conductivity ranges when •2F -82 - J a2 (82and a2 >0).This phenomenon is pointed out as example fig.
6; this curves show the evolution of the real part of the
integrals (1) versus the substrate conductivity for afrequency equal to 19 GHz, while the fig. 7 represents the
imaginary part of these integrals.
is(*Ixhz2)4S - p ; - p' with p,--> -p* (1)
In this proposition of communication we have studied
the evolution of the complex modon solutions initialy
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obtained for a lossless microstrip line, due to bulk losses
introduced in the substrate.
Naturally, all the propagation constants of the
different modes become complex. In fact for the
conductivity values considered ( a<2.10-2 S/cm), the two
initial complex modes are strongly coupled in the energy
sense, and stay much more coupled around the initial
complex frequency range, than outside; so that these two
modes cannot exist alone inside this range ( 2- -82 - Q2
,2 and a2 >0).
As the frequency behaviour of these two modes are quite
similar to the initial complex modes of lossless structure,
we have called this pair of modes quasi complex modes.
At the conference , we propose to present in detail the
notion of "quasi complex" modes on lossy substrate, and the
improvements of the well known Spectral Domain Approacil,
that we have used in this numerical simulation.
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Computer Modelling of Helical Slow-Wave Structures
for use in Travelling Wave Tubes
A.J.Marrison
AEA Tcchnology, Culham Laboratory,
Abingdon, Oxon. OX14 31)B, England.
Abstract
This paper concerns the use ofthe Numerical Blectoniagcnetica Code (NE3C) to
model helical slow-wave structurecs for use in T'avelling Wave Tubes
(TWT'a). Propezticg such as coupling Ihupedance and phase velocity cal be
obtained from such model., These results are of value in ascasing the cold test
properties of proposed TWT designs, and for providing calibration data for a
2-1) axisyinract, c time druniain artile-ah calculation of the self consistent
interaction between alu electron beLan and the E•M field supported by the TWT
slow-wave structure.
NLC has ceuu used to calculate EM fields, coupling impedancte and phase ve-
loelty for an ideallsed mlow-wave structurt, the sheath helix (helically conducting
cylinder), both with and without a coaxial conducting outer cylinder. 'The reault.
of this nuumerical analysia are presented and shown to be in good agreemenit with
analytic results.
1 INTRODUCTION
The object of the work described in this paper is to asseas the possibility of using the
Numerical Blectromagnetics Code (NEC) (1] to model helical alow-wava structures in
three dimension,. Results from such numerical models are of value In evaluating the
cold test properties of helical Travelling Wave Tubes ('lWT's).
This paper concerns the use of NEC to model an idealized olow-wave structure, the
sheath helix. Analytic results for this structure are readily available [2] for coviparison
with numerical results.
Section 2 presents a brief description of the sheath helix. The construction of
numerical thin wire models of the sheath helix for use in NEC is the subject ol
Section 3. Section 4 pruentet the results of NEC calculations using such models, alld
compares thum with analytic results. Conclusions are drawn In Section 5.
2 THE SIIEATII HELIX
The sheath helix i6 a helically conducting cylindrical sheet, where the diret tion of
couduction tnakes an angle 11 with a plane normal to the cylidmer mxle; there is no
conduction perpendicular to this direction.
Mathematical analysis of the electromagnetic fields supported by the sheath helix
[2] ahovia that an electromagnetic wave can propagate parllel to the axis of the helix
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with a. phawi velocity v. given by
V.3 = C tan4,(1
where c is the speed of light ins tscuo; this slow-wave has the forisi
E = ~r,4)e'~'~1 (2)
in cylindrical polar coordinates (s',o, z). The quantities of greatest interest aroth
waveiiuraber, fl, and the coupling impedance 2,, where
&zc E (4)
Here, E is the amplitude of the z-corapossent, of electric field, evaluated onl thle axis of
the sheath helix, and P Is the total power crossing a piumss peiperndicular to the hulix
3 THIN WIRE NUMIMIUCAL MOD)ELS OF. TTIEi .SHEATHl THELI~X
The Numerical U.lectrurnagnatics Code (NEiC) 111 is a mnethod of murnenthi Lode which~
uses straight wire segments and Surface patches to model physical objects. When
modelling a single helical wire with straight wire segmnlentb it Is Im1portant that tile
number of aegmnento per turn of wire in large enough to approximate a circular cross
section; several helical wires modelled in this way were "scriwed together" tu forml
a thin wire approximation to the helically conducting sheath helix. Tire free ends
of each helical wire were msade resistive to ensure that reflections from tihe wire ends
were daniped out before reaching the central portion of the sheath helix. This resistive
loading signifiscantly reduced the standing wave ratio in thle central portion of thle thin
wire model, so that conditions In this z%3glon closely resembled those in anl infinitely
long sheath helix; this enabled a direct COULParison to be Made beCtWeen nutuerical
results and those obtained from analytic treatments (e.g. Ref [2)) which apply tko ass
infinitely Imig sheath helix.
Two numerical models were used for Input to NBiC, the first a thin wire niudel of
a sheath heli, constructed in the naunser described above, and the second conspriiiing
this same model of a sheath helix, plus a suriouviding concentric cylindrical wire mush
simulating a perfectly conducting cylindrical outer surrounding the sheath helix. Ti'le
wire mesh was constructed using the so-called "equal area rule" [41, which says that
when modelling a solid surface with a wire meolL, thre totid surface area of the wires
should equal the area of the solid surface.
Both thin wire urcodels are illustrated schematical~ly In Figs. I and 2, and their
detalls are given in Table L.
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Wire Grid Model piuLted from NXC output fileALJ Mereleot CulbcieLebeakl~rg~r
AILA ¶I00IIO
F"igure 1: Sheath helix (Model 1)
Wirm frild Model plotted frout NAG output file.
AJ eW1.ee C~iAlehr-e~
Figure 2: Sheath helix with cylindrical outer (Model 2)
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Model 1 MKo-del 2I
Length of 1.6 1.6
sheath helix (m) I
Pitch angle (7P) 11.2' 11.20
Radius of 0.064 0.064
sheath helix (m)
Turn spacing (i) 0.08 0.08
"Number of single 15 15
helix copies
Number of wire 20 20
seginents per turn
Radius of no outer 0.08
conducting outer (m)
Length of no outer 2.0
conducting outer (m)
Total number of 6000 13230
wire segments ItI
Table 1: Model parameters
4 RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
The thin wire model of the sheath helix was excited by applying a voltage excitation of
frequency 300 MHz (with free space wavelength Ao - hiii) to each of the helical wires
comprising the model. The resulting fields and currents were calculated by NEC,
both in free space and in the presence of a cylindrical wire mesh surrounding the
chezth helix. Figure 3 shows the amplitude of the current oscillation induced in one
of the single helical wires plotted as a function of wire segment number (equivalent
to distE.nco along the wire). The large peak in this Figure indicater the position of
the vol'tage excit; .ion. As expected, the standing wave ratio in the central part of the
wire it quite low at - 1.1 due to th.! resistive loading desrribed in Section 3.
The following Subsections present those numerical results of particular impor-
tance in TWT design: namely, the axial electric fields inside the sheath helix, the
wavelength, A, of the slow-wave propagating along the helix axis, and the coupling
impedance Z, . Throughout these subsections, cylindrical polar coordinates (r,O,z)
will be used, with the z.axis coinciding with the helix axis.
4.1 Model 1
Figure 4 compares the values of the axial electric field, E,, computed by NEC with
values obtained from analytic expressions [2]; the Figure shows the percentage dif-
ference between computed and analytic values of Z. plutted ai a function of radial
distance from the helix axis. The computed and analytic results are seen tL be in
good agreement until sampling points approach the surface of the thin wire model at
412
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the extreme right of Fig. 4; when this happens, the discrete nature of the thin wire
model becomes important, and fields differ sigificantly from those near the perfectly
smooth surface of the idealised sheath helix.
Figure 5 shows the amplitude of E., computed on the helix axis, plotted as a func-
tion of z. The small stan'ilig wave component evident in this figure has a wavelength
of - 0.1m, so that the forward and reflected waves combining to produce it have a
wavelength X A 0.2m; this figure is in excellent agreement with that predicted by
eq(1) of - 0 tan 0 = 0.198m, with A0 = Im and P = 11.2' (see Table 1).
A numerical integraLion of the Poynting vector over a plane perpendicular to the
helix axis was performed in order to calculate the coupling impedance Z, (eq(4)). This
surface integration was reduced to an integration over a radial line segment by assum-
ing azimuthal symmetry of all field quantities, in accordance with the assumptions
made in analytic treatments [2]. This assumption is justified by Fig. 6, which shows
the amplitude of E, near the surface of the thin wire model plotted as a function of
the azimuthal angle, 0, The amplitude of the variation in E, is only 2% of the mean
value of E,- a good approximation to azimuthal symmetry.
The numerical integration of the Poynting power gave
P = 1.98 X 10-3 W.
From Fig. 5, the amplitude of the travelling wave component of E. is 8.25 V/m,
and with the waeenumber f= 2 ý 31.4m- 1 , eq(4) gives the coupling impedance:
Z, = 34.8 fl,
The analytic expression for Z, [21 gives
Z, = 31.9 fl,
which is within 8% of the computed value.
4.2 Model 2
As stated in Section 3, this Model was identical to Model I apaxt from the presence
of a cylindrical wire mesh of radius 0.08m surrounding the sheath helix, simulating a
perfectly conducting cylindrical outer.
Figure 7 shows the variation of E. with radial distance from the helix axis, out
to a distance of four times the radius of the sheath helix. Au expected, E. vanishes
outside the perfectly conducting outer at 0.08m.
In Fig. 8, the percentage difference between computed values of E. and those
obtained from an analytic expression [3] is plotted as a function of r out to the surface
of the thin wire model of the sheath helix. Once more, computed and analytic results
are in excellent agreement until sample points approach the surface of the thin wire
model, where differences between computed and analytic results become significant
for the reasons given in the previous Subsection.
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Figure 9 shows the amplitude of EB, computed on the helix sais, an a function of
a. Again, there is a small atanding wave cnmponent with wavelength ,- O.1m giving
a travelling wave wavelength of k 4 0.2m, In good agreament with the analytic value
of 0.202m [3].
The power flowing through a piane perpendicular to tha helix ade was calculated
by a numerical integration of the l'oynting vector in an Identical manner to that
dOecribed in the previous Subsection, giving
P = 2.94 x 10-3 W.
Figure 9 gives the amplitude of the travelling wave component of B. as 7.4 V/m, aud
from eq(4), the coupling impedance is
Z' = 18.9 0
This result is within 4% of the analytic result of 19.6 ohms 13).
IThe prerrut ltsm tsec 4rtpwt .e in e r
'I
'I
have been constr-ucted from a finte number of finite helical wires. Resuls from the







comvuted wavelength 1% 1%
Computed coupling
impedance (al) 34.8 18.9
Analytc coupling
Impedance (fl) 31.9 1g.6Error on computed
cogpling impedance 8% 4%
Error on computed
E. In region < 8% < 3%
of helix axli
Table 2: Computed and saalytic reaults
Error& in the numerical results are due to the Vidte lbugthi uf the nunmerical mnodels,
which gives rise to reflected waves, and to the discrete nature of the models, which
leads to aximuthal field variations that do not appear in the idealised analytic modol
of the aheath helix.
It should be remembered, however, that In a TWT design application, NBC will
be umed to model real, finite helical structures, where reflected waves Lad alimuthal
field vatriations are to bu expected; the fact that finlte numerical modehl have produced
these fiatures Is encouraging.
The work reported here gives confidence that NBC is an appropriate code for
modelling helical slow-wave structures, capable of predicting the electroniagrtilc licidg
within the strur.ture with a typical error el' ea than 5%.
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EL.ECTIUCALLY TRIMMED ARRAY SYNTH-ESIS
FOR SOLID STATE RADAR APPLICATIONS
M.A. fHussain, B. Noble, and M. McKee
General Electric Research and Development Center
Schenectady, New York
1. INTRODUCTION
In thi!i paper we briefly give results and outline a new approach to the
synthesis of electrically trinuned arrays. We use a deternninistic method to ob-
tal a highly thinned space tapered array design (butterfly) for solid state raduIapplicatiolls.;
For simplicity of design and implementation we consider only space ta-
pered and highly thinned arrays with uniform current distributiOl for the Cle-
inents. It is well known in the literature that for random as well as space ta-
pered arrays, the control of sidelubes is extremely diff icult and is predomainant-
ly determhiod by the nmber of elementb in the array (Ref. [1,2]).
Low sidelobcs close to the main belan together with low average
sidelobes play a doninant part in the two-way beanl UtiliZatioLI in radar systems
in the presence of clutter. Our method allows for very strong control of the
near-in sidelobes anti soft control of the average sidelobes. Unequally spaced
rows of elemniats dicourages flhe presence of grating lobes, and the sidclobes
away from the main beam follow the mathematical distributiun studied in the
theory of random arrays.
Our analysis is based on Taylor's analysis, with Woodward's method for
one ditnensional case and Dobsier's representation for the circular case. In a
previous paper (Ref. [3]) we have outlined the method for ýhe circular aper-
ture. In this paper we have extended the method to noncirculhr geometrie.,"The trimming of the shape is done by a simple algorithm for the location of
elements it the transverse direction. The algorithm for the determination of
the number of elements in each row uses Taylor's theorem to avoid singulari-
ties of the illumnination ftrction; at the same time it also uses asymptotic
Dulph-Tchcbycheff theory for the control of the zeroes near the main bcamn.
The resulLs are qtdte interesting in the sense that the algoritluu gives the
desired pattern and at the same time dictates the shape of the aperture. The
results are given in the accompanying figures. Figure 1 gives the location of the
elelhment1W i 42"La • U1 dU 4U X1UWV UIC "U•ULW•LLAUUL&U"A LUi U1C, KJL U "ill-keters with the near-in sidelobe controlled to 40dB; figures 3a and 3b show the.




2. TWO DIMENSIONAL INIM RAL EQUATION
The planar aperture integral equation for the illumination function leads
to the following space factor equation (using spherical coordinate 0 and )
to ) , ff 1(o,,).- 4 V , +, V " " )d • ,l()
A
Where A represents area enclosed by a rectangle 2a by 2b. We assume a
special current distribution represented as a product form J(C,'i) -gi(•)X2(r)
over a rectangular area and further assume symmetric geometry. Equation (1)
reduces to.
a b11 ,-4;" Ji(C) cos(k u)X dtf' J2(01) cost(k vn dyj (2)
o 0
where u- sihicose v - sin•-in' Let2" N it. Mr. -cja, ?m - bl, - y. -T - y. Equation (2) can be written as:
11(9,0) - ý-ýFJ(U, ) (3)
Where
F1(u) -2f;g1 (C-)cos(s)dMmud F2 (") -2;gz(J,)cos(.3U)d./
a o
Above equation (3) are exactly the integrai equation solved by Taylor [4].
3. NUMEMICAL SOLUTION
In our approach we use numerical method rather than analytic method
for the solution of the integral equation uing Woodward's synthesis tech-
niques. The result are identical to those of Taylor [4]. As in Taylor's r'esult,
however, the sidelobes are not of equal magnitude as was the case with
Dolph-Tchebycheff analysis. To make them equal we iterate around the zeros
and a convergent solution Is obtained in a few iterations. The details are given
in [5] and briefly outlined below: Letgj(p) have the following Fourier expani-
sion:
81(P) - P- + E OD, cos(m p) (4)2 , mIi
for O<p_<?r otlicrwiscgl(p)-O forp >r. Substituting equation (4) into
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equation (3) we have(Do si(,r u) sb ( a r .3inr_(,4 (- La
Fi(U) -2 r + D. +(
- 7r (u +" n) T (U-m) (
from (5) we have:
D.- F (M) ()
Denotinr; Ft(m) byFm, we have fiorn equation (4) ad (6):
gI(p)" .-L(Fo + 2 E F. cos(, p)) (7)
Suppose that we decide that our far field pattcrn should have zeroes at n rm
for m>M, then."
gi(p) - L(F0 + 2 1'" F. cos(rn p)) (8)
This gives:
F1 (u) -,ao(u) FO + • F,. a (u) (9)
M-I
where ,o(u) -sin(Cfu)/;iu
can(u)- r (u + m) + F (u(I))
From (9) and (10) we have F(n) -0 for n>M, and hence the Thylor's .ynthesis
theorem is satisfied for finite value of the illumination function.*I
We normalize o that F(O)-FO - 1. Then we have M unknowns,
F, F2...,FM at our disppotal to control the size of the sidelobes and the null
points. Also the knowledge of Fj givesggp) from equation (7). We now set up
" M orcrraponds toi*n- 1 in Taylor's paper.
From here on our method dircro con-iderably from that ofT. T. Taylor. Taylor introduces a singlc
stretching parameter for shfting M+I zeroes. On thi uther hand, we uw these M degrees ul fre,-
dora to form the desired pattern.
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4
M simultaneous line algebraic equations for the determination of the F/.
The details of examples are given in ref. [5]. It should be noted that the pro-
duct form of the illumination function leads to extremely small sidelobes in the
u-v pLane away from the axis and hence the success in rectangular designs for
solid state radars.
4. ARBITRARY SHAPE OF AN APERTURE
In general the two dimensional integral equation may be very difficult to
solve. In this section we outline another special case. We assume that J (tr) is
a function of ý wnly and the apce turc can be described by fI(x).
Using the symmetry condition equation (1) can be sinplified to:




I)l1(o.0) "j'J.lýrCfj C1) coskACkuO• (12)
0
Comparing above equation with equation (3) we see that that the special (:ase
treated here gives a sinilar equation except the illumination function has much
broader meaning eg. for the case of uniform illumllnation we get an integral
t.quation for the aperture distribution function. 11'his will now be compared to
space factor for a set of discrete elements.
5. DISCRETE DISTRIBUTION OF ELEMENTS
Consider a set of cdemnents on the x-y plane located at dx,,dyým.
The usual element factor can be written us
S(od) - -+dy.) (13)
Cutiside lulg a synunetriC casc let
dXi -dxm, dy.m•n-•-Lm +-I (n-1), for m - 1,...R, in -1,...N(m),andI,, - 1.
Equation (13) then reduces to
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E (,€) 2"E ., 4 )cos(kdx,.u) (14)"N. sin(--)
4
From above
E• (0,0) - 2EN. cos(kCdxu) (15)
and the comparison with the previous cases is straightforward.
In general for the design of discretc synthesis we have to locate both dx,, as
well as the nuumber of elements. The analysis has .Licn carried out similar to
given in reference[3], Here for illustrative purlpse, we take sonic quadratic dis-
tribution of the location of the rows and compute the number of clenients froin
analysis of Taylor's synthesis as described in the previous section by forcing the
illumination function to have zeros at the location given by Taylor theory. Thc
detail analysis will be submitted soon. Some prelininary result are given in
figure 1 showing the layout of elements and figure 2 giving element pattern , "
744 elements and similar pattern for 1195 elements.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have outlined our method for discretization of a non-
circular aperture with a set of rows which are further discretized as a set of ele-
ments on a row. These elements have the same current mnagitudes. For prac-
tical reasun we have only concentrated on the near side lobes. To paraphrase
Prof. iA) (ref. [21), thinning as well as randomization of location has not been a
success for reduction of side lobes. The difficulty of this problem may be attri-
buted to the fact that the sidelobe level depends on the elenent spacing in a
highly nonlinear manner, and that in general there is no analytical method to
determine the highest sidelobe level nor the angle and direction in which the
highest sidelobe may occur, even with all the element positions given. Except
for smaller arrays, a numerical search with a modern computer is considered
impractical. The reason is that the highest sidelobe position does not change
continuously witn the element position. With this understanding it is nut
surprising to find that so far all attempts for thinning and space tapering are
not very successful. The dynmmic programming technique has also been at-
tempted (refs. [14] and [16]). Our method has concentrated only on the near
sidelobes, with a fair degree of success. We are still in the process of refining
our method and the results will be communicated soon. The array design algo-
423
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rithmn will have applications in many fields e.g. sonar and ultrasound.
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GUIDED WAVE PROPAGATION ON TWO-DIMENSIONAL CLUSTERS
OF DIRECTLY-COUPLED CAVITY RESONATORS
Ross A. Speciale
General Dynamics, Air Defense Systems
P.O. Box 50-800, MZ 601-71, Ontario, CA 91761-1885
ABSTRACT
We are attempting to determine the guided-wave propagation
properties of electrically-large, two-dimensional delay structures,
composed of clusters of directly-coupled, high-Q cavity resonators,
ordered in either a square or in an hexagonal lattice.
The unit-cells of the delay structure with square lattice are
four-port cavity resonators, with eith- square or circular cross-
section, exhibiting C4v-symmetry. ThiL 4ype of delay structure also
has ;v-symmetry, plus obvious translational symaetries in eight
directions, spaced azimuthally by 450 from each other.
The unit-cells of the delay structure with hexagonal lattice
are six-port cavity resonators, with either hexagonal or circular
cross-section, exhibiting C6v-symmetry. This second type of delay
structure also has C6.- symmetry, plus obvious translational
symmetries in twelve directions, spaced azimuthally by 30" from
each other.
Delay structures of either type are intrinsically image-
matched, up to their outer edges or external boundaries, where an
unconditional impedance match can be obtained by connecting
appropriate multiport load-networks.
Our objective is to determine: a) The width of the propagation
passbands, as function of the cavity-to-cavity coupling, b) Thn
dispersion characteristics, or in other words the image-phase-
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rotation dependence upon frequency, within any given passband and
for any given value of the cavity-to-cavity coupling, c) The extent
of azimuthal anisothropy of the wave dispersion characteristics, in
a continuous 3600 azimuth span through all traaslational symmetry
axes, and d) The frequency dependence of the image-impedance matrix
of the clustered delay structure, defined at any planar interface
cutting edge-to-edge across the whole structure, at the discrete
location between unit cells.
The used approach considers the unit-cells as linear,
reciprocal, multiport networks, exhibiting either C,,-aymmetry or
C.,-symietry, consistent with either the square-lattice or the
hexagonal-lattice ordering of the unit cells. This approach
applies the general theory discussed in a previcus paper [Ref. 1],
but specializes the treatment to the case of unit-cells constituted
by high-Q cavity resonators, that are assumed to be characterized,
analytically or experimentally, by a complex, multi-dimensional
scatterino matrix.
Because of the expected high-Q of the unit-cells, an initial
analysis has been performed, by assuming loselessness, besides
reciprocity and the appropriate type of symmetry. This combination
of constraints largely reduces the complexity of the analysis, by
drastically reducing the number of independent real parameters
required to fully characterize a unit-cell. Indeed, already
,jecause of reciprocity and symmetry alone, only three complex
quantities out of the 16 entries of the 4 x 4 scattering matrix of
a four-port unit-cell have different values, and this introduces a
single degeneracy among the four eigenvalues of the scattering
matrix, that also reduce to only three different complex values.
Further, if louslessness is also assumed, the three differing
eigenvalues becoms unimodular (thus falling on the unit circle), so
that the three real angular arguments of these eigenvalues may be
conveniently assumed as the only free parameters of the reciprocal,
symmetric, and lossleso four-port unit-cell, and of a two-
dimensional delay structure with square lattice.
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similarly, for six-port unit-cells, because of reciprocity and
symmetry alone, only four complex quantities out of the 36 entries
uo the 6 x G scattering matrix have different values, and this
introduces a double degeneracy among the six complex eigenvalues,
that also reduce to o'.Ly four different values. Finally, if
losslessness of the six-port unit-cell is also assumed, the four
different eigenvalues become unimodular, so that the four real
angular arguments may be conveniently assumed as the only free
parameters of the reciprocal, symmetric, and losslese six-port unit
-cell, and of a two-dimensional delay structure with hexagonal
lattice..
This drastic reduction in the dimensionality of the problem
has made possible to derive closed-form expressions of the image-
impedance matrices and of the image-transfer-function matrices of
both the tour-port and the six-port reciprocal, symmetric and
lossless unit-cells, as direct functions of either analytically or
experimentally obtained scattering parameters. calibrated
scattering parameters can be easily obtained, from a physical model
of a single multiport cavity resonator, by means of an automated
vector network analyzer.
The image-impedance matrix of a single unit-cell uniquely
determines th, image-impedance matrix of an electrically-large
clustered delay structure, defined as stated above, at any planar
interface cutting edge-to-edge across the whole structure, at the
discrete location between unit cells. The image-impedance matrix
of a single unit-cell also uniquely determines the appropriate
multiport load-networks to be connected along the structure
external boundaries to obtain an unconditional impedance match.
The image-transfer-function matrix of a single unit-cell
uniquely determinas: a) The disparcion characteristics of the delay
structure within any given passband, b) The guided-wave
attenuation, as function of frequency, within any given stop band,
and c) The natural port-modes of the unit-cell (defined by the
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Abutract
A zitet hod of Hiiiicutti sol iiLion is presented for t lie geiierdease ofjn a body
of rvol ufloll ii1he p icrebice of ecidtell wile~s. Basis fli ctiorks are um ed ont all
of the surfaices iand wires, anid coiisjvqiai~ly all oaroiiiihetoiuls to lie radlatlun
field areiLul[Clided. For flW %I)(!( iati CQOf the wire feed pul it oni the body W.,
of rotat lura, only the odd azi iutilial inudes are rec ii red. 'I'lizi fact aloug Wiflii
syiiinietrles betwveen tlit, positiv Vclind Regattive aiiodeb Vall beV ijaci to adlieVe-
a significant reduction lin the largest inatrIx tbat inust be inverted for a givell
antenna size. Calculated resultr aie bshown to hi' iii good ageenieit, with Other
calculated smud weassuced dalts. fur cavity-hacked diplmes and mpirals.
1. Introduction
A large class of imuportant practical anitennas are coniprised of two basic geometric
structures: wires and surfaces of revolution. Primiary cxamipl.,s axe cavity or ground
plane backed spirals and dipoles. I iowevi-:r, ('luctrically large rotatioimally syl mii etric.
reflectors fed by the above an(teiinma also fall into this category.
Iligli-frcquemicy techniques are enmimunuly used to predict the perfurinanc., of
tllLse antennmas [I1,21. For example, the presence of the bottom of a cylindrical cav-
ity isapproximated by a ground plane and the radiation from the wire alid its
Linage are calculated. The contribution fronm the rim is estimnated using GTD. The
primary deficiency in this approach is that the interactionls between the wire and
cavity are neglected, and these can bc significant because of the smnall electrical size
and closeness of the structures.
The method of momrents (MM) is ideally suited for the analysis of these an-
Letrima. MM sulutiosis for bodies of revolution (BO1s) and wires are well known,
and a combination of the two is straightforward, InI the following mecetions the MM
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solution fur BOIlts and wires is outlined, and sonic interesting p~ropierties of tlie iiv-
sulting miatrix eqtiation are discussed. Thie solution is iiiplexcicitd fur plainar wire
structures iueli as di poles anid spirals, ;aid the MM resilits iii' ii uiiiMixTrI to otilii'
calculat~ed and measured data.
11. Analysis
A. Method of Moments Solution
Th'le aijteiiiii ridjitiOn rol e I)O)I1considered hecre iH iL sjietiisl Case Of tile nio1nt giiriilik
probleim of railiatioln Iroiti wiles inl the prsicetRC of 13lts. Qlli suitino(it -il
iiitUgr'al equoat~ion ("ElII) Lisi ig NIMN lisa b~een Iesen ted by seVeral authors, nloW
everl the( furliiiilatioli dule to Mitschan~g anld Schlafer ill (31] app1lies directAly, excep~t for
t1e jtLiii etiunl basis I'li ijetion which will nutL be needed for the( ai~uiteiiis t:onsidcr cii
I icre. 'Ihle details of thle solution will ijut bc rep~eate~d othier thau to htin trd Uf im'
tatioui or poiiiit not exploitable featores that apply to thev specific gilonittry at haniid.
lThe coorliuiate systemu lotti i [tilt! i.1 issloivi ill Figure-L 1. T[le c avity axis, of
syinunetry is the v axis, anid for practical1 antenna~k des~igni .s1 tewile Will bie niHUiTrCl
oin this axis. As describeicill :Ii(], Lilti surface is segziiunted into faýceted r iiis and
the wirev inlto short seguinieuis. Ani avelvi'ip,L variable i is ulelined which is radially
outward onlI IW siirlaiV. Inl tile camue of tint! wireC, at variable Iv' is ajiecilic(d taingeiit
ito Ilii axis. A second cuntponlAint of unrrciit is required oil the surface; this 41isthe





'i;(t) is thei triai igle fnuerioi i (whIic un x ti'ids over tWui segi iiiuns, i Mid I 1 I1) Mid.
PI'i(I) is the pul se fInn Lm ti. The aimnIid~la indeIx Us runs froml -O to ',, lint cain be
truncated at snilal I valuesa of 7i (say N) aund still give excel Ilent results foir tine aut-eu us
geomietrics consitierii here. [Ilie Ii tlil- Wilr alpprox Iinationi is atHu iI Ci, and a is Goli
raiuis of the wire. -A discoLssionl1 1i I u iitin ci( Cuiice- of I he'sc basis funci oins is
givenl ill [']. F'inially, Lilt, surface (uiiul-t. is expressed as a weighted s'iii of all iii('
basiis fuiictioins
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BOR FACET "
Figure .1: Cavity iuld wire geometry for tile method of momtf(lts iolution.
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N m + Q I,4, r,., (4)/ Z z.,j,. + Y_.  * 4.Jq ' 4
n.-N Lm-l P-J q-
where M, 11 and Q are the number of wire, surface t-directed and surfamce --directed
basuis functions, respectively.
Testing functions are chosen according to Galerkln's method, and tile standard
MM procedure is used to reduce the EFDI, to a set of simultaneous linear equations
that cal be written in the following block matrix form:
N - -N VN
Uzd. z•", i• ye' r,
z• z•., i• v
z-N ...Z, .... Z, zw- W ý vj
The vector I containu the current coelfcieuts, 1 the excitation elcments, and the
supCrscriptM J and w refer to surfacc and wire. The elements of tcie impedance
matrix Z call be comnputed using the formulas in T'ablu 2 of [3). Lach subinatrix
Z" in (,5) can in turn he wri tten in block form a
z:,' zI'+z"" z,,.1 I. (6)
It can be shown from the explicit expressions for the elemeents that
Zgn 711•-t• _ Z•,O-+ _ zI (7)
ZVr
and z,"= (z_,+' (8)
where T' signifies transpose. 'Fle 8surfacc- wire terms are of two types: Y"a' nid Z7',
aid have the following symmetry
Z_. = -Z7w
Note' that. t.he preenice of the wire complicates the matrix problem; if the antenna
were purely a BOR the impedance matrix would be block diagonal.
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B. Matrix Reduction for Wire Excitation
WhIrela only tOw. wile :tructurte is xci txeit it, is possible to bareak tie, inversion irn
(5) into it Sc'i's of Smalleditr im ratrix i avvrsions, and thereby reduce the courjuter
tilerI rovy rfqrira'niats Lor it giva'i a ivr•ia sie. 'ie sirpn ilifcation is accoaraillirled
vi" Wood buly's itut ity ]5]
7-' = (A + aIIIV)-' -- A-' AV-'U(V 1  -t( -WA'U -IVA-' (wt)
w Ilt ( 7 is lir idtlrit-iy matrix will
A _N A A
A = Z'j' A, (11 )
A's
Z:'. 1u U 1
U Z- DV = . 0 (12)
o Z'° " I ]°anid
VI/ 0 W , . ... Z °0. 1 0 ... 0• ... 0 "1[zywý ...Y T) 8 ... zx' ul 4U i .. (o1...(13)
For notatioral simplicity naw maatraiccs A, 13 ard C have beenr defiied carre.pomirrirg.
to ZA, ZY aliri ZA", aloir witi a new iad-ux
,S - 1I N " 1, (14)
so thrat s4 takes oar values from I to S n7 2N 1 1. Fror (8) it is alaparent that
G. = (Is_+)". (15)
The iuwvrse of A is earsily corirputed since it is block diagoral
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A-I L
Usitig (12), (13) and (16) ill (10) leads to
Whre rpresenits, ill ge'iiural, a lion-mv~ lsubuatrix, an d the X', all dtieturi nined
fru i eprtitions~ of) the netd nti




Thelirefore only the last coluimn of thu inverse of Z in (17) is of cuilsequence ill tle
solution of i. Finally, 'lie vector of current coefficients can bu writen mLr A',IB 1X 1ThlVw 1 - (Zm# Z X1-~ 1  V
As- I- BJx D- (Z""O - o x(z .. ,)l-(lVw (20
4,37
.1
Note that the matrices Ai and D are those that would have to be inverted if the
surfe•ev and wire problems were solved independently. The only additional matrix
inversion is imbedded in the determination of X, and X3 through the use of (18).
The A, are (P + Q) by (P + Q), D is M by M and X is 2M by 2M. Solving
(5) directly would require inverting a matrix of dimension S(P + Q) + M rather
than the maximumi of (P + Q) or 2M as required by (20). The 2M limit could be
reduced to M if X, and X3 are inverted using partitioning. This is a significant
reduction for avnenians with long wires such as archinmedian spirals, in which case
hM is much larger thlnl (P - Q).
C. Matrix Reduction for Center-Fed Wires
In the case of a pure Bolt illuminated by a source located on the axis of symmetry,
only the 2& = -1 modes are required to determine the current coefficients. This is
because the excitation elements, which are given by
V: •j W Pi.od,, (21)
are zero unless t = ±1. It is true even if the source doce not have rotational
symmnictry, e.g., if
F,, = (l,'r1oaO- I Y'1;i6,,) -f (22)
where 1', and 1",t are not equal. This can be proved relatively easily by substituting
i',,. and the testing functions l'V.i (the complex conjugates of the corresponding
basis functions) into (21) and performing the integration.
A similar result might be expected when time only nonzero wire excitation cle-
nient is the triangle centered on the 13OR axis of rotation. In fact there is a millilg
of the even modes due to a combination of zero elements in the row of Z" that cor-
responds to the only non-zero element in V'. A rigorous proof is difficult because
it requires tracking the matrix symmetries while progressing through a series of in-
versions and multiplirations. Therefore the following heuristic proof is offered in lii
of a formal one. The i,:sult has been verified comaputationally for dipoles and spirals.
The particular geometry of interest is shown in Figure 2. The feed point of
the wire is located on the BOR axis of symmetry. The wire is assumed to be
symmetric; that is, equal wire lengths on each side of the BOR axis. This simplifies
the analysis but is not a requirement. If all of the segments have equal length A,








arc on the BOR
,'igirm! 2: Symnnwtry conditions for on-axis excitation of the wire.
(Al) odd. The interaction between the excited triangle and the surface is given by
the surface-wvire imrpedace elements in (9). For the first type






and the primed quantities signify deriviatives. The circular curve in Figure 2 rep-
reslent.s a t = constant arc. For two source points on the center triangle at +w and
- w, there is a symmetry in q0 for test points on the arc
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R+(¢) =:- + ir) (26)
R-(¢)= R+( + ,r) (27)
I?,- w = 1 T ,,,)2 + z2 ± 2piw sin2(€/2). .8)
l'irst, (xamlne the last temi in the square brackets in (23). The integraLioln with
respect to t and its associated quantities are omitted since it will be shown that
the integrand goes to zero for each value of t. The integration can be performed
,ver a single segeniit (half o.' .he triangle) rather that two segments because of the
symil etry ill w
A oI 1f, J (10 -"" ~[ck(R')''(W) + rbI)~ i).(29)
U 0
Thv !;Iuoc of the tritangle flicns at 11) = 0
'1•cc) = -'A-i" (33
i d llI Isc'a . ISf( fi) ic periodic in 27r, ihi two teriis ii ,29) cancel.
I :!:vwise, lncaking oni the contributions from +w and -w for the first term in
j.-J), using I,. - nc rco.sO and dropping constants gives
A 2 ,J 'lt(c,)dw J ,Ickcoa.c c-J'• [ck( R+) -I- r'(I?-)]. (31)
U sing (26) and (27) in (31)
'c(,).- , . .("" {[,,( (?+) + c,,( P- )] + t zs( 6. + 7r) f , - [" ' ( f+) + c( R -)]}
(32)
whlichc ieclcccc
j T(a)d,,, J db Co.c€ Jc4[j,(R+) + Ui(R- U ([1 - (--I )1 (33)
adcl thus "a.ccishcc. 1.c 11 evvn. A similm iigucient holds for the surface- wire
i ccalcce] . Ieli iecc( cI: or f-Ic" ste 'irl d cylv.
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For the geometry lescribed above, equations (28) and (33) imply the that center
column in Z.'", n even, will be zero. Because of the symmetries between the types
of impedance elements and mode-, the zero center column is present after each
matrix operation in (20). The final matrix for the n~'h mode is
[(Z.)-'7,'ýXl (")-l]Vw(34)
where the resultant matrix in the square brackets has M columns, the center one
all zeros. Since M is the only nuill" vu row in the vector V"', the final result is a
column vector containing all zeros.
For the odd niodes, equation (20) becomes
'N - ZN)Z N I(Z)V.
= (Zi )lZI X1(vw) IV. (35)
IW (ZU/")i' - (ZW)-lX 3 (ZWui)sVW3
with N odd. Making use of the syrninetry between positive and negal ive modes, it
is only necessary to calculate one of the two
= [ ~ = [ ~(36)
ff the sumn in (18) ib accumulated usinig only positive (or negativ -) imodos. tiltitj a
factor of two must be added before the inversion is periornwd.
To summiarize, it' the wile feed point is located on the BOR axis of rotation,
then it is niot ii e-'qsary to consider the even miodes whtes solving for the current
coefficient,, I I ore, bsecause of byimnnucries due to the ipaxticular geurnmetr
and the aZinmoL indes, the imiatrix equation neevd only be solved for either thlt
positive or mnegaLive niodes; the other set is simply obtained by nnullip)lyiuy, the
ap~propriate coefficients by -1.
111. Calculated Results
Once the currenlt coellhvients are kinown the radiated electric hield is easily cahir-
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Figure 3: Principal plane patterns for as cavity-backed dipole. (T1he dimensions are
lakeii from [61.)
cavity-hacked wire antennias. 'ihe jiriiicpal plane radiation jiatterti3 of a cavity-
backed dipole are eL-ikwn in Figure 3, and those for a cavity-backed dipole array
with one elemienit excited iii Figure 4. '[ lie E-plaiie corresponds to 4A 00 and the
1L-plane to 0 - 9~0' In both cases the dimensions are chosen to be the same as the
designs in [6). The nosults are esseintially converged for n = ± 1. When the ii = :H
miode's were added the change in the pattern was albout 1 dBi at the -20 dii level
,, less at higher levels.
The radiation piatterns for a 5.5 turn 6-inch two-arm arcItimedian sprial with
it cavity and circular ground plane are shown in Figure 5 for a frequency of .75
(Ill". 'lie ziiasu'ed data was taken oi a printed circuit spiral with ]in- widths of
. -125 inch and ii iiit Iiiic spacing of .125 iiih. The gain of this spiral is plotted i ii
l'igilic U fur wea frequcencies along with data from [7). B~oth the mneasuired and
c1.41,iilied gain for the, 5.5 turn sipral was consistently low compared to the curve
fronit 7]. In the cae of the mieasured data, some of this di.ereiice may be due to
feed losses (cstiiatd to lhe .4 (lM). The remainder miay e due to the. ineffciency
inhlerc it ihi a siiiall niiiiier (if torns.
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F'igure 4: P~rincipal planec pattce iz, foi a cavity-backed dipole array with one eleiment
excited. (The dimensions are taken fromj [6].)
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Figure 6: Comparison of calculated and measured cavity-backed spiral antenna
gain.
IV. Summary
A method of moments solution for the general case of a body of revolution in tlhe
presence of excited wires has been described. MM is ideally suited for analyzing
,ntenuas of this type because it is a means of modeling both the wire and cavity
that is sensitive to the detailed geometry. For the special case of the wire feed point
on the bc- dy axis of rotation, only the odd azimuthal modes are required. This fact
along with symmetries between the positive and negative modes can be used to
achieve a significant reduction in the largest matrix that must bn inverted for a
given antenna size.
Calculated results are in good ageement with other calculated and measured
data for several common cavity-backed wire antennas. Most of the available data
is for simple cupped dipoles and spirals. However, more complicated mounting
structures can be included in the MM solution. Thick cavity walls, circular ground
planes, and chokes are some examples. Even a collection of disconnected wires in
a single cavity can be Ltreated with only a sliht modification of the code 18], and
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MOMENT-METHOD MODELLING OF THE NORMAL-MODE
HELICAL ANTENNA
Y I Guo and P S Excell
Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Bradford, West Yorkshire UK
,bstrjut
The normal-mode helical antenna is of interest as a convenient design for realization
with high-temperature superconductors. Despite its simple structure, exact modelling of
its behaviour is far from simple since it is essentially a hybrid loop-dipole antenna, a type
known to cause instability with some moment-method representations. An investigation
of the resonant frequency performance of such an antenna, excited by a separate loop,
was undertaken using the moment method, with second-order B-spline functions as basis
functions. Stable results were obtained and it was found that. for a fixed length of
conductor, the resonant frequency of the antenna increased with the pitch and decreased
when the radius of the helix was increased.
Introduction
The electrically-small helical antenna is a propitious design for realization with high-
temperature superconductors, since it is of simple construction, and its efficiency is poor
when realized with conventional conductors. Provided it is operated below the 'cross-
over frequency' (above which the loss in the superconductor becomes worse than that in
copper), superconductor offers the possibility of greatly improved efficiency, with a
concomitant increase in Q-factor. This is, in principle, true for any electrically-small
antenna but the standard electrically-small loop and dipole antermas have to be
connected to tuning capacitors or inductors respectively, causing problems in manufac-
ture from the ceramic high-temperature materials [1]. Tuning with transmission-line
stubs is also possible [2] but the complete system is then no longer electrically small: it
should also be noted that electrical connections between ceramic superconductors and
conventional conductors have been found to be extremely unreliable.
The normal-mode helical antenna (NMHA) is a very attractive alternative design, since
it can be manufactured using existing processes for production of superconducting 'wire',
and it can be parasitically connected to the external circuit via a copper coupling coil,
thuý avoiding the need for electrical connections to the superconductor. There are three
convenient approximate ways of viewing its behaviour: (i) as a multi-turn loop antenna
without a lumped tuning capacitor, but tuned by stray inter-turn capacitance; (ii) as a
short dipole antenna with integral central loading inductor, in which the 'arms' of the
dipole have vatished, their funcdiun umiuag per'formed by the turns toward the ends of the
helix (a natural evolution of the earlier 'fat dipole' design [1]); (iii) as a coiled-up self-
resonant half wavelength transmission line. The loop and dipole viewpoints are
particularly useful as they indicate that the NMHA inherently radiates in both modes
simultaneously and its iadiatioa is always elliptically polarized. By appropriate choice
of the dimensions, the polarization can be made circular, or nearly linear in either the
0 or 0 direction. The parasitic feed arrangement is also advantageous in that it provides
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good thermal isolation between the helix and the loop and no additional matching
network is required. Since the antenna operates at the first resonant mode it is
particularly imp'ortant to predict its resonant frequency precisely.
A moment-method study of multi-turn polygonal loop antennas was first proposed by
Richards [3]. Later, Taylor and Harrison presented work on helical antennas [4]. Since
they both considered antennas with only a few turns, which were not electrically small,
few general rules about the relationship between the resonance and the helix parameters
were given. Besides, in their physical models the helices were directly excited at the
middle or the ends and the helices, together with the sources, formed closed structures.
In the work reported here, the helix was isolated and consisted of many turns. The
circumference of each turn was extremely small compared with the operating wavelength,
so care had to be taken to ensure the validity of the moment method [5] since
electrically-small loops and structures combining these with highly-charged open-circuit
stubs are lknown to be particular sources of instability (an attempt to model the antenna
with the NEC program [6] was unsuccessful). The second-order B-spline function was
chosen as a basis function, since it has better continuity than, for instance, the piecewise
sinusoidal function.
Theou
The integral equation used was that given by Taylor and Harrison [4]: it is of the form:
fds'G(s,s')[d2/ds 2+k2(•.')j l(s ) -dds'l s )G(s,s')o - -j4nk/rq(E1(s)-Zjl(s)) (1)
where E' represents the impressed field, k represents the wave number, tj is the wave
impedance in the environmental medium and Z, the internal impedance per unit length
of thc wire. The Green's function G(s,s') is given by:
G(s~s') - exp(-jkR)IR
where R is the linear distance between two points denoted by s and s'. The application
of Eq. (1) demands that the pitch of the helix should be at lea.st four times as large as
the wire radius. Otherwise, the proximity effect must he taken into consideration [7).
Since a second-order differentiation is required ni q. (1), the following second-order B-
spline function was used as the basis function to replace the piecewise sinusoidal function
adopted in [4]:
-4/3V- Wl< 1/2
f(x) - 2/3lY-2Wxt312 1/2.Ax,<3/2 (2)
0 I.3/2
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It is easily shown that the first order derivative of f(x) is continuous. Following the
standard point-matching procedures of the moment method, the current on the helix can
be found from Eq. (1) once E' is given.
As the circumference of the coupling loop is electrically very small, it is reasonable to
assume a uniform current I0 on it, and the radiated field from the loop can be taken as
the impressed field on the helix. This treatment also avoids the problem of modelling
the source region.
The impedance at the input of the coupling loop is:
z, - z(1 + z2 (3)
where 7., is the self-impedance of the loop, and Z12 represents the mutual impedance
between the helix and the loop, given by:
S- O6l) f A ds (4)
where A is the vector potential of the current on the helix induced by 1, and the
integration is over the coupling loop [81. The resonant frequency of the antenna fr can
be obtained by solving the equation:
Im(Z') - 0 (5)
Numerical Results
Using the equatiors given above, a Fortran computer program was written: calculated
results are presented in Table 1. As the model was electrically small, a convergence test
when increasing the number of segments N was first undertaken (Fig. 1). For low N, the
resonant frequency varies greatly as N is increased. It is observed, however, that whcn
N is greater than 30, f, fluctuates with a relative error less than 0.8%. Since the pitches
of adjacent turns varied somewhat in the experimental helix, which seemed to have the
effect of reducing the resonant frequency, a relative error of 2.8% between the numerical
and experimental results is quite reasonable.
After a helix is constructed, its resonant frequency can only be adjusted by changing the
length of conductor or the helix parameters, pitch P and radius R. Due to the nature
of ceramic superconductor, the options for such adjustment are very limited: the length
can only be adjusted downwards, coarsely and irreversibly, by snapping pieces off; only
.. n'we ad,'utments in the radius are possible, but variation of the pitch over a
substantial range is possible. Richards stated [3] that the resonant frequency is mainly
determined by the wire length of the helix. However, the results from the program
discussed above indicate that, for the electrically-small helix with constant wire length,
there is a close relationship between the resonant frequency and the helix parameters.
For a fixed wire length, increasing the pitch will increase the resonant frequency
significantly, while increasing the radius will decrease it. The resonant length can be
longer or shorter than a half wavelength depending on the parameters P and R: this
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does not appear to have been noticed by the previous investigators.
The resonant performance of the loop-excited normal-mode helical antenna has been
investigated by the moment method with the second-order B-spline function as the basis
function. Although the antennas studied were electrically very small, the program
provided convergent results which agreed well with those of an experiment. It was shown
that the resonant frequency of the antenna is closely related to the helix parameters.
When the wire length is held constant, the resonant frequency increases with the pitch
and decreases when the radius of the helix is increased. With a fixed helix diameter, a
critical turn spacing exists which determines whether the resonant length is greater or
less than one half wavelength. By adjusting the turn spacing of the helix, a specific
resonant frequency can be obtained.
Computation of the radiated field and radiation resistance should be straightforward
using a similar program, although this has not yet been attempted. Computation of
losses and the Q-factor is much more complex as it is known that there is a non-uniform
current distribution around the wire perimeter [71 and currents will also flow tiansversely
to the wire axis due to the inter-turn capacitance. These matters are the subject of
ongoing work,
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Ta1l.e1. Resonant frequency of a helical antemna with varying ,"ch and radius and
fixed wire length L = 4.88m (= 1/2 at 30.7MHz)
(a) Fixed pitch = 0.004m
radius (m) 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07
fr (MHz) ] 32.1 26.9 23,4 21.5 20.5
f,_(Mz)_I (b) Fixed radius - 0.0318m. _ 1___20.5
pitch (m) 0.0032 0.0038 0.004 0.0059 0.007




10 20 30 so ¶,2 O. 70 so
Number of SOgnrnfLS, 11
Fig. I Computed resonant frequency of a helical antenna with varying number of
segments. Helix parameters: pitch = 0.0038m, radius 0.023m, wire
length = 5.06m. Experimental result: f, = 35.5MHz
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INTERCOMPARISON OF SEVERAL MOMENT-METHOD MODELS OF DIPOLES
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Abstrc
A simple 0.47T dipole was modelled using ten different moment-method formulations: six simple versions
employing the magnetic frill generator, and four weld-established published versions. The terminal
impedance was the main parameter examined. It was found that convergence to a stable solautiou was poor
in all of the six simple formulations, which may be a consequence of the choice of geserator model. Results
for the rcsistancc were all similar, but reactance results showed substantial variation. Some well-established
analytical solutions showed substantial disagreement in both resistance and reactance, but a measurement
agreed well with the mean of the moment-method predictions.
In a separate study, the impedance of folded dipoles operated below resonance were investigated. Tie
pattern behaviour was similar to the electrically-small loop antenna. The impedance was found to be prone
to extreme instability, including negative resistance, especially when capacitive end-loading was added.
1. Introduction
It is well known that the results hrom moment-method computer programs show variations (which may or
may not be significant) when the segmentation or the formulation are changed. An investigation of this
effect using a very simple test object (a 0.47. dipole) was undertaken using a wide fangte of formulations
and the r"ults are presented below. Such a simple dipole is clearly a useful test object for intercomparisoa
of the predictions of different approaches not least because it is amenable to analytical solutions as well.
Another potentially useful test object is the elcdrically-small folded dipole. The demands that this places
on modellirg strategies were discovered in the course of an excrcisc to compute the behaviour of such
antcenas, as they are an important canonical type for 'unintended receiving antennas', useful in EMC
analyses. The problems that were encountered in this exrcisc are outlined below.
2. Modenlin the 0.471 Dinoe
A simple 'half-wavelength' dipole was modelled using ten different moment-method formulations. The actual
length used was 0.47A, to accommodate the well-known phenomenon of resonance just below 1/2: the
conductor diameter chosen was 0.011. The formulations tested were as follows:
1. Rectangular pulse basis functions and point-matching
2. Piecewisc-Linear bas fanions and point-matching
3. Picevise-sinusaoidal basis functions and point-matching
4. Rectangular pals basis functions with Galerkin's method
5. Piecewisc-linear basis functions with Galerkitn's method
6. Piccewise-siniuowida basis functions with Galcrkin's method
7. Rectangular pulse basis function with a modified Galerkin method: separate treatment of charge
and current (the MININEC method [1])
8. Three-term atigonomrtrical-function basis functions with point-matching (the NEC method [2])
9. Approsimated piecewise-linear basis functions with a modified Galerkin method (Chao and Strait's
method [31)
10. Reaction integral equation solved by piccewiae-sinuaoidal basis functions with Galcrkm's method
(Richmond's method [4])
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A magnetic frill generator was used in the first six method and delta-gap voltage generators in the other
methods.
The results of convergence tests arc shown in Table 1. The field pattern results converged to a realistic value
with very few segments and were not considered to be an onerous test: impedince results were thus
concentrated upon.
It was found that convergence was poor in all of the first six methods, especially in the reactance results:
this may be due to the use of the delta-function generator. The best results were achieved with Galcrkin's
method and either of the picemwiso basis functions.
The version of the Chao and Strait program used became unstable before complete convergence had beca
achieved. The other 'published" programs (methods 7, 8 and 10) achievd more rapid convergence than
methods 1 to 6, possibly due to the avoidance of the magnetic frill source.
The reactance results in methods I to 6 were all in the region of 14 ohms. The results from MININEC and
the Richmond code (and also from the Chao and Strait code before it became unstable) were around 5
ohms, and the result from NEC was 9 ohms. For comparison, a computer inplementation of T T Wu's
analytical long-dipole model [5j (still claimed to be valid at a half wavelength) gave a reactance of 10 ohms,
but a value of resistance (90 ohms) subsLar tially different from that predicted by the numerical models.
Further analytical predictions are given in tabular form in Ref [61, together with some experimental results.
Relevant results (interpolated to correspond to the dipole modelled here) are givcu in Table 2. It is rather
extraordinary to note that the expcrimental result agrees more closely with the numerical predictions
(egpecially MININEC and Richmond) than with the analytical predictions. Given that an experiment exactly
simulating the conditions modelled is extremely difficult, and that analytical models still involve certain
approximations, these results beg the question of just what may be taken as the 'true' value of impedance
and they also serve to re-emphasise the criticality of reactance in ntenna modelling. This criticality is
particularly marked for a resonant antenna of this type, since the rate of change of reactance with increasing
antenna length is extremely high.
3. The Electrically- l1ded Dikkl, w
In a separate study, the properties of folded dipoles operated below their resonant frequency were
investigated. The behaviour was found to be rather like an Lledrically-.anall loop antenna, but with
additional subtleties apparently caused by the close proximity of some of the conductors. Four moment-
method codes were tried: NEC; Chao and Strait; Richmond; and TWC (a Bradford code using the
MININEC solution procedure) [71. With NEC there was a curious instability in the reactanct results in that,
as the number of segments was increased, the result converged to a stable value, then went unstable and then
converged again. With the Chao-Strait code the results appeared to converge rapidly but the number of
segments was limited by the implementation used. The Rihmasd code was vesy unstable, showing negative
resistance, TWC gave rapid convergence to realistic, able results (see Tb 3).
The object of the exercise was the modelling of shapes likely to be sigaifit in radiative electromanctic
compatibility, and to this end, capacitive stuba were attached to the eunds of the folded dipole to see whether
this could causu a reduction in the reactiaca. This caused serious int 'lilies (nqetive resistance) with
NEC, aithough the problemn could be cured witl care. TfC appeAre Lo 6ve rapid wnveaaGa e W raiabl,
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Table 1: Impedance and Convergence Rerults: 0,47X Dipole
Method Resistance Reactance No. of Segments for Convergence, N
R (a) X M__
1 79 14 - 101(R) -f-10(X)
2 79 14 -0(R '-90 (X)
79 14 80(Ri :80X1180(R -90X4 79 14 30R -60 -X)
5 80 15 30(R. ~60X)
6 79 15 30(R 50(X)
7 76 4.2 15(R) >60(X)
8 78 9 25(R) >44(X)t
9 75 4 20(R) 35(X)
10 77 5.5
Figuresfor Knee -51 r N )all& tua relatively smalZ value: in all cases X is still increasing
slowly at N=200 (maximum value tried).
Values of X given axe for N =200.
tNot fully converget•, but goes unstable with more segments.
Table 2: Analytical and Experimental Results: 0.471 x 0.01t Dipole
Source Impedance (a)
Wu's long-dipole treatment [51 89.7 -j10.0
King & Wu tubular monopole* 16,p. Il 89.5-j10.7
King & Harrison thin dipole* 16,p.41J 70.8 +jo.3
Hartig monopole experiment' 16,pp.137-81 77.3+j5.1
*lnterpolated from tabulatzid resulis (monopole inipedances doubled)
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Table3 Input impedance of an electrically-small folded dipole
antenna using the NEC2 (with extended thin-wire kernel option),
TWC, Chao & Strait and Richmond programs.
Codes No. of segments d* d/a** Input
Major Minor Impedance
wiros
NEC2 3 1 0.004 4 0.0052 + J87.3
5 1 0.004 4 0.0049 + J83.6
7 1 0.004 4 0.0053 + J89.0
11 1 0.004 4 0.0077 - j129.8
17 1 0.004 4 0.0053 + J86.9
23 2 0.002 2 0.0053 + J78.6
23 4 0.001 2 0.0046 + J88.2
TWG 8 2 0.002 2 0.0027 - J0.67
12 2 0.002 2 0.0051 + J84.8
18 2 0.002 2 0.0054 + j87.1
24 2 0.002 2 0.0054 + j88.8
24 4 0.001 1 . + j89.0
Chao G 8 2 0.002 2 0.0053 + .j86,4
Strait 12 2 0.002 2 0.0053 + j96.3
16 2 0.002 2 0.0053 + j816.224 2 ] 0.002 2 *AA ........24 4 ] 0.OU01 I -A ** ----.....
Richm,- 6 1 0.004 4 ).0081 A. J133.3
end 8 1 0.004 4 0.00143 + j83,5
10 1 0.004 4 -0-0027 + j83.8
12 1 0.004 4 0.0O.20 + J84.0
14 1 0.004 4 0.0041 + j84.2
16 1 0.004 4 0.0210 + j84.6
18 1 0.004 4 -0.0350 + j84.9
* d is the minimum segment length in terms of wavelength.
** d/a is the iatio of the minimum segment length to the
wire radius.
*** Outside program limitations.
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Abstract
An ap)roxixIaaLion call be used to avoid tie complex inathlejoatius and computation methods
typically required for calculating the gain and radiation pattern of the electromagnetic horn
antenna. Because of the curvature of the antenna wave front, cal,;ulations using conventional
techniques involve solving the Fresnel integrals and using computer-aided numerical integration.
With this model, linear approximations give a reasonable estimate of the gain and radiation
pattern using simple trigonometric functions, thereby allowing a hand calculator to replace the
computer. Applying selected criteria, the ease of the E-plane horn antenna was used to evaluate
this technique. Results showed that the gain approximation holds for an antenna flare angle of
less than 10' for typical antenna dimensions, and the E field radiation pattern approximation
holds until the antenna's phase error approaches 60', both within typical design parameters. This
tcihnique is a useful engineering tool.
INTRODUCTION
In general, the electromagnetic horn antenna is a simple aperture antenna used to provide
a smooth transition for a wave traveling from a waveguide into free space. The dimensions of the
waveguide are usually chosen to allow the propagation of on': dominant mode, and the horn
antenna will support only that mode by acting as a filter for other modes that might be excited in
the transition. The horn antenna has the advantages of high gain, relatively wide bandwidth, and
easy construction. However, a disadvantage is that the calculations for determining gain and
radiation patternm are mathematically rigorous and involve solving the Fresnel integral and
performing numerical integration that may require using a computer. To avoid the complex
mathematics and computation methods, approximations for the gain and radiation pattern can be
used. As with other engi. ecring approximations, values derived from the calculations are useful
only within the limited co, traints of the approximation.
'-Research sponsored by Department of the Navy, Naval Air Systems Command AIR-5161,
under Interagency Agreement 1501-1501-Al with the U.S. Department of Energy.tManaged by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., for the U.S. Department of Energy
under Contract No. DE-AC05-84OR21400.
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The case of the E-plane horn antenna w. -..-ed to evaluate the feasibility of tht-
approximation technique. The E-plane horn anten.-' ,hown in R&. i, is fcrmed by r the
waveguide in the y-z plane, the E-plane of the antenna's aperture. The horizontal diiiens~ok of
the aperture is the same as the width of the original waveguide, and the vertical dimen•,on is
much greater than the height of the original waveguide.
GAIN AND RADIATION PATITERNS
Knowledge of electromagnetic horn antenna theory has been around since the 1930s, and
derivations of the gain and radiation patterns of the E-planc horn antenna are well
documented.' 3 The geometty of the E-plane horn antenna in the direction of the vertical flare is
shown in Fig. 2. With the flare, the waves do not arrive at all points in the aperture at the same
time; therefore, they form a cylindrical wave front with a phase ernor.
In Fig. 2, the length of the antenna flare and the angle of the flare are represented by
i9 and a, respectively. The phase error is represented by 6(Y,), since it varies along the y axis,
and can be expressed as nA, (1)
"(Y))- -Y.2
where the phase constant as a function of wavelength A is expressed as
K -(2)
The aperture distribution for the E-plane horn antenna is
E•Y) - ,) .(3)
and, by substituting Eq. (1) into Eq. (3), can be expressed as
EA(Y) - , (4)
where E. is the distribution across a uniformly illuminated aperture.
Antenna gain is the ratio of the maximum pvAer density aad the average power density in
an antenna; that is,
G - I.AIJ' . (5)
415%
YH2a.-]
Figure 1. The E-plane horn antenna.




Figure 2. Geometry of E-plane horn antenna.
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The maximum power density is
P..-._ If f, E.(x.,,r dSl" (6)
- l r 2 ;.2
whicc
S ý area of the aperture,
dS = differential area element,
/ - intrinsic ilnpcdancu: of the medium,
r = spherical coordinate indicating the distance to the point of observation.
The average power density is the total radiated power for the area of a sphere, 47rr. T-herefore,
the average power density can be expressed as
ffIE,(x,,y,)2 d 7
The terIns in Eq. (5) can be replaced by Eqs. (6) and (7) so that the gain beconmes
4 ff, E,(X. , dSI12G -- -I. (8)
F:o)r the aperture distribution of the E-plane horn antenna given in Eq. (4) and the phase constant
in Fq. (2), the gain is calculated to be
qI- [c 2Zs() 2(101 (9)b/A
where
and C(p) and S(Is) are Fresnel integrals.
The radiation patterns represent the radiating properties in the rar ficid of an antenna and
sic a function of the direction from the antenna. They are the relative intensities of the E and 11
Iields nointalized to their maxitnum intensities. The E-field in the E-plane of a rectangular
aperture is
Io' the aperture distribution given in Eq. (4), Eq. (11) can be expressed as
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S1I
Ex jE. c0  0 2, b ejM-e dY, (12)
The integral in Eq. (12) has no closed forin and must bc evaluated by numerical means. Using
numerical integration, the integral will take thc form of
f b dY, - 2b F(Kbsin6.6) ,(13)
where F(KbsinO,6) is the relative E-Field radiation pattern for the E-plane horn antenna. A
graphical representation of F(KbsinO,6) is shown in Fig. 3.
Thc H-field in the E-plane of a rctlangular aperture is
H,- j '4ml ff E.(X,,Y,) "- d (14)
By substitutiniý the aperture distribution in Eq. (4), the H-field can he expressed as
H, j -1 E. !L- :s 2 -6 4.b C(Rs) - IS(OL cos(KasinO) (57% r 2 IL 2 2 (15))
Thus, wte relative 11-tield pattein is
F(KasinO) - ciA(KasinO) (6
2 (~ Ka. ýj,1)2 (6'
it
Figure 4 is a graphical representation of the relative Il-field radiation pat tern as a lu nction of the
direction fram the antenna.
GAIN APPROXIMATION
An approach to appioximating the gain can be the ratio of the power radiated by the Li-
plane hoin antenna (P,~) to the power radiated by a lossless isotropic antenlna (P1 ); that is.
G'- Pý'1  (17)
with a linear approximation of the Li-plane horn antenna wave front being used to estimate I',.
The ratio of P1, and PI: can be derived by letting the magnitude of thelic1-fie~ld strength traim the
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Figure 3. Relative E-field radiation pattern.
1.02
IE11 - IJE, (18)




By setting the power density terms equal, El can be expressed as
E . (21)
4nr 2
If the intrinsic impedance is replaced by ?I = 120;r = 377 for the far field and consideration is
given to the isotropic nature of the antenna, the magnitude of the E field strength is
iE . OP (22)
r
Figure 5 shows a linear approximation of the E-plane horn antenna wave front that will
divide the wave front and the antenna into two sections, each acting as an independent horn
antenna. With the linear approximation, the vertical dimension b can be replaced by
d (-3)
The phase error is zero, and the angular direction away from the antenna is approximately the
angle of the antenna flare.
With the linear approximation, the aperture distribution is
E.(X,,Y) - E. (24)
and from Eq. (11), the E-field is
"E, -2- -!--- -". feo. f:• e 'E, d . (25)Ir 2 -a Y .(5







Figure 5. Geometry of linear approximation.
E, ,2j cosA ' E d 2a d siKdsna)] (26)
;.r 2 1 d2 iair I
Also, if the d term is replaced by its value in Eq. (2•3), the E-field becomes
EEj = 2,/ e- -- E. sin(K b/2tana)] (27)
.r 2 Cosa I K b/2 tan J
So, from the E-field in Eq. (27), its magnitude can be expressed as
4ab _,E.o, a r2 tac)] (28)
Ir cuse ~ 2[K b/2 tance
However, the magnitude of El. is not expressed in terms of P:, and the power density of





By setting the power density terms equal, E,, can be expressed as
E T| P'i2 COi (31)
2ab
By substituting the intrinsic impedance ?I = 120nr = 377 and Eq. (31) into Eq. (28), the
magnitude can be expressed as
4,a, 60n P S 2 CC - [sin(K bt2 tana) (32)
El ).cosa iab 2 K b,2 tana
With the magnitude of the E-field front the E-plane hiorn antenna in Eq. (32) and the
magnitude of the E-field from the lossless isotropic antenna in Eq. (22), the equality set forth in
Eq. (18) can be completed and will yield
40P oo 4ab P o a s 2 tana) (33)
r Ir coa 2ab 2 [ K b112 tana
By squaring both sides of Eq. (33), manipulating the terms, and substituting the value of the
phase constant K, the ratio of P, and PE and in turn the approximated gain becomes
Gf= -ý- w 16, a,/. biX co,, .•/2 [sin,• bjM .ana) (34)
Graphical representations of the actual gain and derived gain approximation result- are
shown in Figs. 6 and 7, where the vertical aperturt. dimension b/I varies with the horizontal
aperture dimension of a/A = 0.5 and an angie flare of a = 5' and a = 10° respectively. Using
the criterion that the approximated values fall within 3 dB of the calculated values, the results
show that the gain approximation holds for an antenna flare angle of less than 100.
RADIATION PAT"ERN APPROXIMATION
As shown in Eq. (16), the H-field radiation pattern in the E-plane is rather simple to
calculate, miaking it nnnecessary to use an approximation to derive it. However, the E-field
radiation pattern in the E-planc is more complex and requires the use of numerical integration fur
its cvaluation. From Eq. (13), the actual E-field radiation pattern can be expressed as
F(K•Lino.) - -L f , 'X-r,- Y , (35)
The pattern of the E-plane horn antenna is shown in Fig. 8, and the relative E-field radiation
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Figure 6. Actual gain vs approximated gain--
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Figure 7. Actual gain vs approximated gain--




Figure 8. E-plaoe horn antenna pattern.
An approach to approximat-ng the E-field radiation pattern can be similar to the one use:d
for the gain approximation in the sense that the antenna wil! again be divided into two sections,
with each acting as an independent antenna. Figure 9 shows the geometry of each section and its
associated pattern. An estimate of the total radiation pattern will encompass a eombination of
tnee individual radiation patterns related by the angles of ditection 0' and 0".
An approximation of the E-plane radiation pattern will involve the radiation pattcrns of the
individual sections, which can be expresscd as
F(Kbsin•') - s (kbalnOt) (36)
K6inO'
and
F(KbsinOV) sin (Kbdnfn" (37)
K'inO"
"The radiation patterns in Eqs. (36) and (37) are the patterns for the E-plane radiation from a
rectangular aperture. From Fig. 9, the angles 0' and 0" are related to the original angle of




Figure 9. Geometry of E-plane radiation pattern approxim•ition




The E-plane radiation pattern approximation will combine Eqs. (36) and (37) and caiA be
expressed as
F'(Kbsm8O) Isin(KbsinO') +sin(KbsinOIF) ý40)2[ý Kbbinol KbsinO" I
The final expression in Eq. (40) is actually only half of the sum of the radiation puttrns of the
two sections becausL Of the overlap between th'm.
Graphical representations of the actaul E-field radiation pattern and the approximated
radiation pattern are shown in Figs. 10 aod 11 fok maximum phase error values of W5*and 60'
respectively. Using the criterion that the approximated values fall within 3 dB of the calculated
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Figure 10. Actual vs approximated radiation pattern--
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Fig. e 11. Actual vs approximat',d radiation pattern--
maximum phase error 60°.
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CONCLUSIONS
A gain and radiation pattern approximation can be used to avoid the complex mathematics
and computation methods typically involved in calculating the gain and radiation pattcrn. A
hand-held calculator can be used to solve the trigonometric terms in the approximations, while a
computer may be required to calculate the Fresnel integrals in the actual gain equation and
perform numerical integration to determine the actual radiation pattern.
When the flare angle of the E-plane horn antenna is less than 10* for typical antenna
dimensions, the 3-dB criterion for the approximation is met. However, the correlation between
the actual and approximated gain falls off quickly when the angle flare is 10" or greater. When
the phase error is 15* or less for the antenna, the approximatiorn criterion for the radiation
panttrn is met. Except for the regions around the multiples of r, the approximated radiation
pattern holds up well until the phase error is over 60f.
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FAR-FIELD PATTERNS OF ULTRA HIGH GAIN ANTENNA ARRAYS OF FINITE SIZE
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ABSTRACT
We are attempting to establish, by rigorous formal and
numerical analysis, the validity of recent claims purporting the
practical feasibility of so-called 'non-diffracting' beams, at
essentially any frequency across the elec.tromagnetic spectrum,
including microwaves, millimeter waves, infrared and visible light
[Ref. 1-4].
Our objective is to determine whether any physically
realizable, finite-size planar-aperture distribution can be defined
that can be proved to even only approximate, within some acceptable
tolerance, the radiation characteristics of a non-diffracting beam.
Our approach has been to synthesize such a planar aperture
distribution in terms of a vectorial expansion in cylindrical
modes, while imposing the constraint of zero average radial energy
flow everywhere in the half space facing the aperture. We showed
in a previous paper [Ref. 5] that this condition can be met by
properly choosing the coefficients of the TE and TM components of
the cylindrical wave spectrum with any given common azimuthal index
Li, and that for every such set of cylindrical modes optimum values
of the radial and axial wave numbers k, and k, exist, that maximize
the average axial energy flow within any given radius from the
center of the citcular aperture. The planar aperture distribution
so synthesized is very much different from the simple plane-wave,
flat-phase distribution that would be suggested by the conventional
wisdom. It is characterized by radial phase alternations,
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superimposed upon a linear azimuthal phase evolution, and by a
position-dependent axial ratio and ellipticity across the aperture.
So far, however, our analysis has assumed an essentially
infinite planar aperture, and the feasibility of generating any
reasonable approximation to a non-diffracting beam has been
strictly a matter of conjecture, based on the computed high
concentration of rAdiated axial energy flow within relatively small
radii from the aperture center, especially for cylindrical modes
with low azituthal index Z .
We are now attempting to determine the effects on the far-
field pattern of truncating the circular aperture to some optimum
finite radius. Our objective is to determine whether an optimum
radius exists, and whether some edge-field taper can be defined
that minimize the effects of the truncation of the circular
aperture to a finite radius.
The approach followed in this attempt is to compute, both
formally and numerically, an equivalent plane-wave expansion
representing the radiated field in the half space facing the
truncated aperture. The main problem to be solved is the
determination of the radiated field on the plane of the aperture,
at larger radii than its physical outer radius. This fringing
field is obviously non-zero, and may depend on the particular shape
of the edge, as well as on the assumed edge-field taper. Planar
wave spectra are computed numeriually through a 2D-FFT, as in
planar near-field scanning, without probe pattern correction.
Planar wave spectra can also be computed analytically, by using
Sommerfeld's integral representation of Bessel functions [Ref. 6).
The obtained far-field patterns are being evaluated against
comparable Hansen's 'one parameter' circular aperture distributions
(Ref. 7], that have been proposed as the best compromise between
directivity and sidelobe level.
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Abstract
In the frequency range for which US Navy shipboard fan antennas are designed, 2-6
MHz, the whole ship is hi fact the antenna. This makes for a very large and complex numerical
modeling problem. This paper describes an effort concentrated on a destroyer, the Spruance
(DD-963), for which NOSC has a 1/48 scale brass model to make measurements on for
comparison with the c~leulations. The antenna characteristics used for judging thc accuracy of
the numerical model with regardn to measured data were the feodpoint impedance and the
voltage across the insulator at the apex of the fan.
NIEC-3-VLF was used on a 719 segment model. To make a good comparison between
measuied and calculated data, the code was run for 51 frequencies between 1.5 and 6.5 M-Iz.
The computer used was a Convex C210 which has close to the peiformance of a single processor
on the Cray X/MP-48. The code was compiled to take advantage of the vector architecture of
the Convex and its 64 bit word size.
There was a very good match between the antenna characteristics of the numerical mod,and the measurements from the brass model, showing NEC to be a viable tool foi modeling acomplex structure with reasonable engineering effort artd use of computer resources.
Introductiou
At the NOSC Model Range, the capability exists to build both computer and physical
models to duplicate the electromagneic behavior of full scale ships. The models provide a
relatively convenient, economical, and timely means of evaluating various antenna
configurations. When practical, the model data is validated against measurements on board the
actual ship.
Presently NEC-3-VLF is used on the NOSC Convex C210 computer for the numerical
models. The Convex has close to the performance of a single processor on the Cray XtMP-48.
The code was compiled to take advantage of the vector architecture of the Convex and its 64 bit
word size.
The physical models are 1/48 scale brass models. NOSC has a model for every ship
class in the US Navy. Measurements were taken two different ways for the purposes of this
study: (1) in the frequency domain, using a network analyzer and (2) in the time domain, using
a pulser to get the impulse response which is subsequently converted to the frequency domain."The signal above noise ratio is about the same for the two methods. The frequency domain
measurements have superior frequency resolution in the present NOSC equipment. The time
do,'-ain measurement airn inherently more immune to background transients but these are usually
readrii' recognizable in the frequency domain measurements so that data can be retaken if
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necessary.
The object of this modeling study was the fan antenna on the destroyer, USS Spruance
(DD-963), pictured in figure I below.
Figure 1 DD-963, USS Spnzance
As seen in the figure, the fan extends from the forward mast aftward. A typical configuration
of a fan antenna is shown in figure 2. The fan as used on the DD-963 is shown in figure 3.
This configuration is called a twin fan. There is a single feed at the top feeding two fans that
terminate down into the two apex insulators. Because of the frequency range for which this
antenna is used, 2-6 MHz, cssetiafly the whole ship becomes the radiator; making the modeling
task very large and complex.
The antenna characteristics used for judging the accuracy of the numerical model with
regards to the physical miodel were the fecdpoint impedance .Ad the voltage across the insulator
at the apex of the fan. Plans arc under way to also conduct these measurements on board the
actual ship.
NEC Model
As a matter of course, the brass models are constructed to very fine detail. Because of
the complexity of a ship and computer run time and cost constraints, a numerical model cannot
hope to achieve the same detail. Keeping in mind the areas of the ship that would make the
most electrical difference and the electrical length of all objects, an optimized model can be
constructed that would not severely tax computer time and costs.
A long term goal of this project was to hone the skills needed to create an optimized
model of a complex ship so that in the future, should measurement data not be so easily
available, the numerical modeling effort can be done with more confidence. For this project,
reliable impedance data was obtained from the brass model so the object of the NFC model
construction was to match this data.
Although the superstructure of the ship modeled contains large amounts of plate steel
conducive to modeling with patches, the topside of the ship is full of poles and wires conducive
to modeling with wires. An all-wire model approach was chosen for th," better accuracy and
ease of modeling.
Because of the complex topside, creating a regular grid to represent surfaces would lead
to using more wires than necessary. It is more efficient to use the junctions of *wire" type
structures to surfaces as the intersection points of a grid. Additional intersection points within
the surface can be added to make the cell sizes as desired, A disadvantage of the irregular
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gridding is the difficulty in complying with the "diameter of wire equal to sqparation of wires'
rule for representing surfaces with wires.
38 versions of the model were run in seeking to optimize the model, the later Versio
run at 51 different frequencies between 1.5 and 6.5 MHz. The final model contains 719
segments and took 143 minutes of CPU time to run the 51 frequencies. Figure 4 shows the
model ard figure 5 shows two views of the fan antenna with parts of the supporting mast
structure.
Some of the lessons learned in the optimization process are as follows:
* For the frequency range of interest. 1.5-6 MHz, 0.1 meter accuracy in
specifying wire length was sufficient.
* The distance between the top part of the fan (where it is fed) and the yardarm
from which it is hung did not manm much of a difference.
4 The excitation segment joins the top part of the mast structure to the four feed
wires of the fan. Its length is critical. Making it shorter made the antenna
impedance more capacitive.
a Slight changes in dte length of the apex insulators did not result in significant
changes in the fcedpoint impedance although the voltage across the insulators did
change noticeably.
a With the vertical and horizontal members of the mast structure defined, adding
cross members made little difference.
* To find out what parts of the ship were most important in attaining a correct
impedance for the fan antenna, a test was run. The wire radii of the model was
reduced to about 1/50 of the actual value for each part of the ship. Then singly
and in combinations, the wire radius of various parts of the ship were increased
up to the actual value. Although the impedance of the reduced radii model was
way off the correct impedance, no single part of the ship proved to be the major
contributor to attaining the correct impedance. Listed below is the approximate
decreasing order of impoitanct of various parts of the ship to the fan anteam
impedance.
Part of Ship Area of Smith Chart Impedance
Improved by Correcting Wire Radius
Fan feed Highest frequencies
Forward mast Lower frquencies
Superstructure and deckhouses Lower frequencies
Fan Wires Higher frequencies
Aft mast Little difference




The Smith chart comparison of the frequency domain measurement data and the NEC
data are shown in figure 6. The resistances and reactances for these two data sources plus the
time domain measurement data are shown in figure 7. There is good agreement except at
approximately 3.2 and 3.6 MHz where the peaks are of different magnitude. This is the area
of first anti-resonance.
2. Apex insulator voltage
Since NEC dues not give voltage information except for the voltage across a source, the
voltage across an insulator is obtained by substituting a very high resistance for the insulator and
measuring the current through it, then applying Ohm's law. From brass model measurements,
the maximum magnitude of the impedance measured at the apex insulators is approximately
4,000 ohms, so a resistance of I Gigohm was used for the insulator. This was judged high
enough so as not to disturb any other electrical parameter.
The NEC calculated voltage across the insulators was highly sensitive to the length used
for the insulators even though the feedpoint impedance showed little change. The length used
on the brass model was the equivalent of about 1 m. Three lengths were tried with NEC: 1.0
m, 1.5 m, and an insulator length of 0.15 m attached to a conductive length of 0.85 m. The
NEC voltages of all three lengths are shown in figures 8 (port apex) and 9 (starboard apex).
As can be seen, the voltage for an insulator length of 1.5 meters falls between that for insulator
lengths of 1 meter and 0.15 meters on the port side but the 1.5 meter data is close to the 0.15
meter data for the starboard insulator.
To try to get a better feel of the effect
of the insulator length on the fan antenna, a
test fan was constructed, pictured in figure
10 to the right. It is just a simple structure
to simulate a mast (segments 1-10), a
feedpoint (segment 11), a single wire *fan*
(segments 12-20), and an insulator (segments
21, 22). The dimensions approximate the fan
under study. The following insulator lengths .
were tried:
1. 2. m insulator to ground
2. 1 m insulator to ground
g. r.5 m insulator to ground
3. 1 in insulator to ground
4. 0.5 mn insulator to ground5  a 0.5 m post toground 77-
6. 0.15 m insulator to a .85 m post 1 Te Modelto ground
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The feedpoint r..sistances and reactances, and the insulator voltages are shown in figure 11.
The currents for the various segments for N lious frequencies are shown in figure 12. As can
be seen, the feedpoint impedance is rather insensitive to the insulator lengths. The voltage
across the insulator is very dependent on the length but not in a very predictablt way.
The determination of the effective length of an insulator on a scale model is difficult due
to the relative size of the test leads involved in waking a voltage measurement. Thus, an
arbitrary length was chosen for the NEC model and just the shapes of the frequency responses
were compared between the NEC model and the brass model. This is a reasonable method of
comparison since in the NEC calculations for both the DD-963 model and the test model, the
shape of the frequency response did not change with insulator length.
The voltages from the brass model time domain and frequency domain data, and the NEC
model data are shown in figures 13 (port apex) and 14 (starboard apex). The time domain
data, due to equipment limitations, has coarser frequency increments than the other two, and
because of the greater amount of processing involved to present data in the frequency donuin,
is more uneven. The frequency domain data though, matches quite nicely with the NEC
prediction except for some constant factor which could probably be attributed to differences in
the length of the insulator. What was especially gratifying though, was the similarity in shapes
even in the 3.2 to 3.6 MHz region (the anti-resonance region) where the impedance data differed
greatly between NEC and the frequency domain measurements. Apparently the voltage at the
apex insulator is insensitive to the feedpoint impedance, at least in the anti-resonance region.
Conclusions
' The very complex geometry of a fan antenna on board a destroyer type ship can be accurately
represented by a numedicl model with a reasonable use of computer resources.
* Comparing data with a very accurate 1/48 scale brass model, the NEC model showed a very
close match in feedpoint impedance except for first anti-resonance.
0 Although the magnitude of the voltage across the apex insulators differed between the two
models, the shape of tie frequency response was close.
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Figure 2. Fan Antenna, Trypical Configuration
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Figure 3. Fan Antenna on the DD-963, Smtarbod and Top Views
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L _
Figu,'e 4. NEC Model of the DD-963
7E:
Figure 5. Fan Antenna, two views, NEC Model of the DD-963
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Optimiizing Sidelobe Levels of anl Array Using NEC
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Abstract.
This paper describes how to use NEC (Numierical Eleetroniagntetica Code) to uptiminie the
bidelube levels of anj array with Unifortiily spaiced center eleincnts and nonutniformaly spared edge
celeients.
Iultrodusctiou.
Low siclelobec array 8yvithiesis genierates; a current taper through anialytical or onumerical
optimization of thme array factor. Applying the symitlesized taper (e.g. Chmebychiev, binomaial, etc.) to ant
aotemnua array (hoes not produce the desired result, because mnutual couplinig is not, accounted for Inl the
theory. It is possible to optimize the array pattermi by includitig miutual couplinmg at the expense of
dramatically increasing the computationi time imeded ill the sy'nthesis processa.
We set out to investigate the possibility of opt~~imizingK the vimirlobe levels of' slimahi arrays of
dipoles using NlCh (Numnerical L'lectrummmaguctict; Code) [1]. Our prhmaary imiteremit is lin partial
ammplltude tapering amnd partial noiumiforum spahing of the array elemments. Thisý paper describes how we
use NEC in conjunction with an optimization omethod to optimize tiie sp~acimig of thle edge clenments of
smail arrays of colinear dipoles to obtain tile lowest posible sideiuobe levels.
Optmnxisation Using NEC on & VAX Coomputer.
Our plan of nttack for syndiesizimig a low sidelolbe array is to begimi with au array of equally
spaced colinear dipoli s, timen nomuifurmmly space time outer elements, while keepinig the hinner e~lemienits
uniformly spsaced (Figure 1). Tlhe array lies alomig tie x-axlu and is symmmetric about its physical
ceniter, There are 2 1' uniformily spaced elemients in the center a~d M clemments onl either edge of the
array. The goal of the opt~imizationm jrocms is to adjust time spacing of the oitter 2M elememnts to
produce the lowest possible sidelube level.
Time first step, In the problcem Is to change the constrained optimmization problem into alm
unconstrained problem,. Itatlici than optilnizimig onl the elemenct spacimig witll constraintsj (suchl as
x(i4-l)>x(i), anl outer eleminemt is farther from the ceniter array than an hinner element)1, the programii
optimizes aim anl unconst~ralned parameter, -t, where
= o42 ) 4 d) ]
where
x.(i), x(i-i 1) = distance of elements I and ii-l fromn the center of thme array
d =distance between uniformly spaced elements
'Fle next stLep is to chiimem anl optimiization subroutine. We used lthe downhill simmplex and
P'owell's method fromt Nunmerical iteciprm [2]. Bloth routines produced satisifactory results.
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Finally, a cost function it. needed. The cost function used for the result in this paper is the
minimum relative sidelobe level of the array. NEC calculates the relative far field pattern of the array
of dipoles, then a search routine rinds the maximum sidelobe level from the output generated by NEC.
A block diagram of the program appears in Figure 2. The main program prompts the user for
thle minbce of elements it, the array, the number of elements that are nonuniformly spaced, the length
of the dipole, the initial element spacing, and the number of segments per wire length. It also changes
the constrained spacing problem into an unconstrainted angle problerm before calling the optimization
subroutine. The optimization subroutine calls the function MAXSLL which returns the niaximuni
sidelobe level or the array as calculated by NEC. The optimization routine continues until a specified
tolerance is met or the niaximuan number of iterations is exceeded. All the output data frou' NEC
resides hi a file called FIELD.OUT antd the relative far field pattern, the array spacing, acd value of
the maxianum bidelube level resides in another file called FLD.TBL.
The three problems we had to overcome were running NEC froan within the optimization
routine, passing input data to NEC, cud dealing with all the output data filex NEC creates. The first
problenm is resolved by creating alt auxiliary file to control NEC wheat the process is spawned. Thlis file
(callco ABtI.XYZ) contains the input and output file natnes to be used by NEC and in created with the
following FOItTItAN statemments:
ujwen (untit~= 1 ,flh:='A IIC.XYZ; t',status='mmew')
write(l,s) 'FIELIOINN;I'write(I,*) 'I"IELD.OUT; l'
cluse(tmliit=l)
After creating tht control file (ABC.XYYZ) arid time input rile ("IELD.INN), tlme prograin calls NECG a
sub-pr4wesss wit[h the following hin's Of e'(KIe:
fninat 'itcer2s'
inami = 'Alk.XYZ;l'
rsata ibgslpaWt(%deser( fntana),%dcscr(imlta;) ,%tlese'r(onatatt))
The second problem of pawsing input data to NEC Is solved by opening a new input file cacti time th,






Finally, to avoid disk qutmtaU probhlvs, tm e oldm files are ticletd lx'fmWre creating tlh.e maw fim's using it'-
Commainsds:
firesma -• 'I"I ELIJO LII'; Iratat hFilmDmat1T'.file(%deacr(faan))
fmnacr ''I"I.ILINN;:1
rsLat libgdclet..lailc(%descr(fmtanat))
It sider to use tie abuve ciuimmad, place th,' fulalwhig vtriabl, defimitions ., tile isgimaming, of tilt'
ja mugrua II:
integer ratat
clmurmactur12 fmmamtm inmtil, mnmmtlIm
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ResuLits.
We first investigated optimizing an array factor of 8 isotropic elements with N=2 and M=2 (4
uniformly spaced elements in the center and 2 nonunifornily spaced on each and of the array). This
model does not include mutual coupling and results in & -5.37 dB decrease In the maximum sidelobe
level with center elements op"ce .5A. apart while the two edge eloments are spacacd .69A. and .72A apart.
Optimizing a NEC A./4 colinear dipole array model that do"s include mutual coupling results in a -3.9
dlB decrease in the maximnum sidelobe level with center elements space .5A. apart while the two edge
elemeuts are spaced .54A. and .57A. &part. Thus, a small perturbati- to two edge elements on each end
of the array results in anl almost 4 dli decrease in the sidelobe 1ev .&. The NEC results are considerably
different from the array factor results. Figure 3 shows tht resulting far field pattern calculated by NEC
for the nonunifornily spaced array.
The next examples are for 12 elemient arrays of .474A. colinear dipoles. Figure 4 is the far field
pattern resulting from an array with the center 10 elements spaced AA) apart and the edge element
separated from the next elemrent by 1.11A.. The maximum relative sidelobe level is -11S.42, which Is
2.32 dli less than the maximumi sideleloos level of a 12 element armsy with a spacing between elements of
.6A.. Figure 5 is the far field pattern resulting from an array with the center 10 elements spaced .JA
apart and the edge element separated fromn the next element by 1.21A.. The maximum relative sidelohe
level is -15.42, which in 2 65 dB3 less than the miaximnum aldelobe level of a 12 element array with a
spacing between elements of In..lcreasing the uniform spacing from A6) to JA) decreases tile relative
sidelube level a small amount.
Figure 6 shows the optimized far field pattern for a 12 element array of colinear .474A. dipoles
with a uniform spacing of J.7.. In this calse, N=3 and M=3. lnrem-Aing the number of nonunifornily
spaced elemrents does not necessarily help reduce the mnaximumm sidelobe level of time array.
UoC~AMIoAMS.
NEC pruivides a useful tool for the hivestigation of airray opthiization. We have shown that
time sidelobes of small arrays of colinear dipoles may be lowered by nonuniforinly spacing the edge
ehlements. Mutual Coupling plays all important role in determining the spaicing of the elements and the
lowest possible sideluibe level.
Ildefer.acs
j!] G. Jl. Bumrke anid A. J. Iloggiu, 'Numaerical Electromnagnetica Code (NEC) - Mlethod uf Munriemmts,*
Lawrence Livermore Nationmal Laboratory, Domumment UCIMI,.0500.
(2] W. 11. Preiss, et~A., Numrnaicial Recipes. New York: Cambridge University Press, 198t1.
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"Onalotnanfo y uniformnly spaced elements :ionuniformly
spaced elements spaced elements
Figure 1. A linear array having the center 2N elements uniformly spaced and the outer M elements on
either end of the array nununifurinly spaced.
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Figure 2. Flow chart of the computer program that uses NEM aid an optiimization routlhw to find the
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Figure 3. Relative far field patteru of an array of 8 A/4 coli3ear dipoles. The center 4 elements are
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Figure 4. Relative far field pattern of an array of 12, .474A colinewr dipoles. The center 10 eleinents
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Figmre 5. Relative far field pattern of an array of 12, .474A colinear dipoles. The center 10 elements
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Figure 6. Relative far field pattern of an amay of 12, .474A coliner dipoles. The center 6 elements are
equally spaced (.7A) and the edge elementa awe abamiformly spaced.
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USING THE NUMERICAL ELECTROMAGNETICS
CODE (NEC) TO CALCULATE MAGNETIC


















This paper presents the results of calculations using the
Numerical Electromignetics Codes (NEC) for problems
involving horizontal dipoles near the interface between
two semi-infinite half spaces. The examples chosen
demonstrate difficulties which may occur in the
calculation of magnetic fields in the near field region.
The reasons for these difficulties are discussed and
m thods for correcting them are suggested.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In a previous paper, [1], problems in calculating the near
magnetic fields of a horizontal dipole above a lossyground and in free space, were investigated. Three
distinct types of errors were discovered by comparing
numerical results obtained using NEC-2 and NEC-3 with
experimental results for the centre-fed dipole shown in
Figure 1, operating at frequencies of 1.2, 10 and 20 MHz.
These frequencies were choseg to demonstrate effects
ranging from near resonance to electrically small.
The errors found for this problem were,
(1) At all frequencies NEC-3 over estimated the H-fields very close to the interface by a very large
factor, while NEC-2 gave more reasonable results;
(2) Both NEC-2 and NEC-3 gave erroneous results at
1.2 MHz over the entire rangp of heights above
ground examined in that thc measured results
varied almost linearly with height while the
computed results resembled an S-bend, Figure 2;
(3) NEC-3, and upon closer examination NEC-2 also,gave a 'saw-tooth' type ripple at cartain discrete
heights; this effect was greatest at 10 Mi2z, while
the results also indicated at least one single
saw-tooth at 1.2 MHz. (see Figures 2 and 3).
The reason for the errzoneous results close to the
interface when using NEC-3 is explained in (2]. When the
Sommerfeld integral option is used, NEC calculates the
near-magnetic field by numerically evaluating the curl of
the electric field by a six-point central difference
formula. The increment size used in the finite differenceevaluation is 10- 3 1A±i to each side of the specified point
for evaluation of the field in thu upper (+) or lower (-)
medium. Hence the magnetic field will generally beinaccurate within this distance from the interface since
the vertical component of the electric field is
discontinuous across the interface. The same method is
used in NEC-2, however it has been found that the
calculated vertical component of the electric field is
continuous across the interface and the resulting magnetic
field near the interface is approximately correct. It
should be noted that NEC-2 does not calculate the correctelectric fields below the air-ground interface. A
modified finite difference scheme which corrects the
problem when using NEC-3 will be presented elsewhere.
Accounting for error types (2) and (3) requires
examination of both the truncation errors associated withthe 6-point finite difference (FD) scheme employed in
subroutine NHFLD, and the errors, includind round-off, in
both the overall moment method calculation of the E-fields
and the differencing of these E-fields to form the curl






In principle it should be possible to reduce the errors of
type (2) by using a smaller increment size A, for the FD
calculations as outlined in (1]). The success of this
approach will depend on the accuracy of the calculated E-
fields and round-off errorrs in computing the FD
components. An example where this approach has been used
successfully is the horizontal dipole problem in Figure 1,
where an increment size of 10 4 was required to obtain
accurate i.esults at a frequency of 1.2 MHz. In other more
recent problems it has been found that even smaller
increments of the order of 10-81 must be used to obtain
accurate results. This was the case for a horizontal
dipole in a medium such as sea water at very lowfrequencies where it is found that the near fields decay
rapidly with height above the interface.
Rather than simply reducing A to minimize the type (2)errors, higher order FU schemes that have smaller
truncation errors may also be used. Perhaps an even better
solution would be an adaptive algorithm which
automatically selects the appropriate increment size for
any given problem by examining the convergence of the H-
field solution as A and the order of the FD scheme are
changed.
Trying to understand the reasons for the saw-tooth (type(3)) errors, and additionally ways to overcome them was a
difficult task which involved a detailed examination of
the sources of errors in numerically computing H-fields by
FD approximations to the curl of the E-field, and
nlternative methods of formulating the li-field solution.
It will be shown in the following that for the horizontal
dipole problem of Figure 1, errors due to the FD curlapproximation used in NEC are primarily due to the
components of the E-fields which mathematically should
have a zero curl component, while the numerical
approximation is non-zero.
2. CALCULATION 010 NEAR-MAGNETIC FIELDS BY rINITZ-
DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATION
It is well known that in a uniform homogeneous medium the
magnetic field is related to the electric field by the
following,
-V(1)
For problems involving wire antennas in the presence of an
imperfect ground, NEC calculates the Electric fields by
numerically solving the Soummerfeld integrals. However, as
discussed above, the near magnetic fields are obtained by
using a finite-difference approximation of the curl of the
electric field. Hence the accuracy of the magnetic fields
calculated by this method will generally be one order of
magnitude worse than the electric field since the former
requires differences of r-^ntitius which themselves are
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not exact.
Under certain conditions it has been found that the
calculation of the magnetic fields by this method can be
an ill-conditioned problem. ThJs is illustrated by thecase of a horizontal dipole shuwn in Figure 1. It was
found that NEC-2 and NEC-3 gave similar, but not identical
results. The main differences are that NEC-3 predicts amagnetic field which oscillates in magnitude as a function
of height up to about 6.0 m, whereas NFC-2 produced a
smooth curve, Thic is particlarly evident in Figures 3
which is for a frequency of l0MUz, although it is alsopresent in Figure 2, but not as pronounced.
When [11 was prepared, the reasons for this behaviour werenot understood, however, subsequent investigations by the
present authors have revealed the nature of the problem.
While NEC-2 and NEC-3 do not use identical methods for
numerical evaluating the electric fields via the
Sommerfeld integrals, [3), L4 ], comparison of the
calculated E- fields over the range of heights shown inFigures 2 and 3 show that the two codes give values which
generally agree to within about 3 significant figures.The differonces between the calculated H- fields however
is obviously much greater. At some points the differencesare of the order of several dB. While in practical terms
errors of this magnitude may not be significant, the
purist demands an explanation.
On closer examination of the results in Figure 2, it was
found that if smaller increment sizes are used in the
finite-difference curl approximation with NEC-3, that the
smooth ripple at a height of approximately 2.3 m changes
to a sudden step over a distance comparable to the
increment size. This effect was not noticeable using NEC-
2, although for smaller increment sizes the results becomeinaccurate as demonstrated by random variations in the
computed H-fields. (Note that both NEC-2 and NEC-3 used
here use double prGcision as single precision was found to
be inadequate for these problems).
Closei examination of the finite-difference components of
the H-field in the region of interest revealed that th%.contributions due to the E. and E, fields were similar in
magnitude, but the phase difference was very close to
1800. Hence in this region, even though the L-fields fromNZC-2 and NEC-3 are very similar the differences in the
computed a-fields are magnified by the near cancellation
of the curl components of E, and E,. (Note that for points
in the vertical plane containing the dipole, E is zero and
its derivative is also zero as this is a plane symmetry
for E , and hence this component of the E--field does not
contribute to the H, field).
A further difficulty in the region near x - 6.0 m and z2.3 m is that the magnitudes of both E. and E, are nuar a
maximum and the derivatives in the curl expression are
small.
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In an attempt to alleviate the numerical problem of
cancellation in the curl approximation, instead of using
finite-differences in the x and z directions, differences
in plane rotated 450 about the y-axis were tried, however,
the problem with NEC-3 is not changed significantly. An
analysis of the Loasons for the difficulties encountered
for this dipola problem follows.
3. IRROR ANALYSIS OF FINITE-DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATION
To understand the nature of problems which may arise in
approximating the curl function by finite differences,
alternative formulations of the H- field solution of
Manwell's equation are examined. One method commonly used
to obtain the electric and magnetic fields due to currents
and charges is in terms of vector and scalar potential




From the vector identity VxV%-0, [41 it is readily shown
that (3) is mathematically identical to (1). Tho success
or otherwise of finite difference methods fur obtaining
the H-field from the E-field via the curl relationship
will depend on the relative magnitudes of the two terms on
the RHS ot (2) and the magnitudes of the curl of these
terms. For example, if the magnitude of VW is much largur
than jwX or the sum of the terms Is much smaller than
either of the two terms we might expect that finite
difference techniques would be inaccurate, particularly
when the E-fields are not exact as in the case of NEC
calculations. Indeed the latter is the situation in the
vicinity of the troublesome region referred to in the
previous sectioni
While there is no simple method of separating the VO and
JwA in the El-field calculated by NEC, the previous
statement can be verified by examining an alternative
solution for the fields of a horizontal dipole above a
conducting ground. Bannister, (6], has given image-theory
expressions for the quasi-static fields of infinitesimal
and finite-length dipoles at or above the earth's surface.
This image theory approximation is strictly valid for
field points somewhat greater than the skin depth from the
ordinary mirror image of the source, although in many
cases the approximation is valid throughout the quasi-
static range, i.e. distances much less than the wavelength
in air. In Bannister's expressions it is also assumed
that displacement currents in the giound are negligible
compared with the conduction currents. i.e. for the
groundi
For the horizontal dipole problem considered previously,
with er 1 0 , oa-.Olla/sr, at 1.2 MHz we find jo/w-i65, so
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a ,Clio/W ( 4)
that (4) is reasonably well satisfied. Bannister's
analytical solution for thu E- and If- fields are given in
terms of the Hertzian Vector Potential 7, as
i0 (5)
Using (5) it is a relatively simple matter to separate the
two terms on the 1111s of (5), Note that the second term in
(5) contributes nothing to R in (6) since V.a is a
scalar, analogous to 0 in (2), and au noted previously,
VxVi-o. Separating the two terms on thu RH1S of (5) and
comparing their relative magnitudes at a height near 2.3 m
for the horizontal dipole at 1.2 Wi4z, w' find that both
terms are of comparable magnitude, in the troublwsomeregion, however the stwa of these two terms is of the orderof 20 dB smaller than either term.
Comparison of the calculated E-fielde using NEC and
Banniuter's image theory expressions show that they
generally agree to within about 3 dB. This difference is
most likely due to lHannister's formula being for an
infinitesimal dipole whereas the dipole model used with
NEC is finite in length and tire points at which the fieldsare evaluated are at a distance comparable to the dipole
length. We note that both methods show a maximum in the
magnitudes of E. and IH, respectively near z - 2.3 m and x -
6.0 111 an shown in V'igure 4. As previously noted, in thisregion the derivatives of E. and iH, in this region are
similar in maqnitude but are almost in anti-phase in thecurl expression fur the I[-field. we also note that
Bannister'u expression for the U-field does not show the
anomalous behaviour predicted by NEC-3 near z - 2.3 m
which tends tc support the argument that the latter is
inaccurate.
Unfortunately, Bannister's expressions cannot be applied
to the horizontal dipole problem at 10 MWz since the
inequality (4) is not satisfied and also because the
distances are becoming comparable with the frue-spacewavelength and Lho quasi-static assumption is invalid. We
can however make the following observations. At a height
of approximately 0.71n where the first sawtooth appears in
i'igure 4, we again find that the derivatives of E' and E,'
in the curl expression for the H-field are of similar
magnitudes and almost in anti-phase. Thus the saw-tootheffect is almost certainly due to loso of precision due to
the subtraction of two quantities ,f similar magnitudes.
One possible solution to the difficulties experience may
be to calculate the H-field from tho Hortzin V-ctorpotential ii as in (6), instead of (1). This wouldpresumable require considerable modifications to NEC and
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the auxiliary program SOMNEC. In order to test this
approach we could try using Bannister's image theory
expression to compute the H-fiold of a horizontal dipolh
by using finite difference approximations to both (1) and
(6) since solutions tor iý, 9 and R are available [6].
The basic problem with calculating the 11-fields by finite-
difference approximation of the curl of the E-field for
horizontal dipoles at a small heignt above ground can be
butter understood by examination of Bannister's image
theory formulae [6]. For a dipole parallel to the x-axis
we find that the E,-field due to the first term on the RflS
of (5) is of the form.
where ,1. is the distance from the dipole to the field
point and Rj is the distance from an image dipole at a
complex depth below ground which depends on the
conductivity of the ground M6].
The contribution of the second term on the RIS of (5) to
the U.-field is of the form.
where p is the radial distanca f •ri the dipole to the
field point, R, is the distancu from the ordinary mirror-
image of the dipole to the field point, and P is a
constant depending on the wave numbers in air and in the
ground.
Similarly, the E,-field components due to the first and
second terms on the RHS of (5) are of tho form
Esta Y. (d+z+h) zh(9)
and (
We see that the components of E., and U, which contribute tog
are varying with distance as l/R, (7) and (9), while the
components which do not contribute are varying as 1/R', (8)
'It should be noted that in Bannister's paper the second
term in his equivalent to (8) here is incorrect; the "3" is
missing in the "3p2" term in the second part of this
eapres 4 ion.
4~g
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and (10). it is not surprising that inaccurate results
may be obtained when the H-fields are calculated frompartial derivatives of the E-fields and finite-differences
are used to approximate these derivatives; if the
magnitudes of the derivatives of (8) and (10) are large
compared with those of (7) and (9) such difficulties may
be expected since ideally the larger derivatives shouldcancel one another, but in practice the residual error maybe comparable to the desired result.
4. CONCLUSION
We have identified three types of orror conditions in
using NEC to calculate the near magnetic fields of a
horizontal dipole close to an imperfect ground. Thu main
difficulty with using the FD curl approximation to obtaxn
the U1-fields and E-fields is that the latter may include
components whose curl is mathematically zero but when this
operation is carried out numerically errors may be
introduced due to slight inaccuracies in the E-fields.
For the problem considered hare the ,rrors appear as saw-
tooth discontinuities in the calculated H-field which are
associated with the curl of two orthogonal E-field
components almost cancelling one anothair.
We believe that the difficulty can be overcome by re-
formulating the 11-field solution in NEC in terms of the
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1VICURE 1. GEOMETRY OF THE EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS AND OF
THE MODEL USED IN THE NEC2D AND NEC3D CALCULATIONS
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FIGURE 4A 1.2 MHz
COMPARISON OF E-FIELD STRENGTHS CALCULATED B1,
NEC-2D AND BANNISTER'S FORMULAE AS A FUNCTION
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FIGURE 4B 1.2 Mtlz
COMPARISON OF E-FIELD STRENGTHS CALCULATED BY
NEC-2D AND BANNISTER'S FORMULAE AS A FUNCTION
OF HORIZONTAL DISTANCE FROM DIPOLE CENTRE AT A
HEIGHT OF 2.3m
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D.L. Faust and M.B. King
Eyring, Inc. Communication Systems Division
Provo, Utah 84601
Abstract - Numerous radiation pattern profiles for the commercially available Barker
& Williamson AC-1.8-30 antenna were presented in an earlier paper [1], Are the
computed patterns were obtained with the code NEC2 executed on a personal computer,
assuming a purely real antenna termination of 804 A. This paper improves the earlier results
use of measured complex impedance values for the antenna termination, and aen extends
comparison of computed to measured values to include patterns cakulated by the code
NECS executed on an IBM 3090 mainframe computer.
INTRODUCTION
The Barker & Williamson model AC-1.8-30 hf antenna used in this study is depicted
in Figure 1. This configuration could be called a (balanced-feed, loaded) pyramid. The
anteuna of Figure I is referred to as a vertical half rhombic (VHR), however, because the
VHR descriptor is more widely known and evokes an essentially accurate mental
visualization of the geometry.
An earlier paper [1] presented graphical compaxisons of several ,easured and
computed radiation patterns for this antenna, with the computed patterns obtained from the
personal computer (pc) code NEC2 (specifically, NEC--1, version 2.2). In [lJ, the antenna
termination was taken as 804 (1, purely resistive, over the 3-30 MHz hf spectrum.
Subsequent measurements on the. termination have revealed that its value is complex and
depends significantly on frequency, as shown by the experimental data contained in Table 1."The resultant changes in computed patterns obtained from NEC2 with the refined
termination parameters are minor, but perceptible.
The initial motivation for the work rerorted in [1] was to assess the accuracy and
reliability of a pc-b)ased analysis code in the case of a typical wire antenna near zeal ground.
The convenience of using a personal computer is attractive, and it appears that NEC2 is
acceptable for many applications. However, because the subject antenna has two ground
stakes penetrating the earth's surface in addition to a single counterpoise wire very Jose to
the surface, the potential improvement in numerical pattern predictions accuring from the
utilization of the (mainframe) computer code NECS merita investigation. This paper reports
new predicted patterns which have been computed with double-precision NEC3 code on an
IBM 3090 mainfrtme. Graphical comparisons are made of the NEC2 personal computer andP11203 ainfram reuts 41 the oril-- pattern dat a.
The pattern measurements were carried out using Bydag's Broadband Antenna Test




configuration and methodolog) are available in references [2] and [31, and the antennameasurement beacon is discussed in [4]. Test Bite ground parameters fr (dielectric constant)
and o (conductivity) are measured for each pattern profile as described in mnference 15], The
measured data here are unchanged from that in [1].
0• 3Antanna Plans:
B&W model AC-l.-O-3 Ant-Wu n
POIZ 10.9? Id
West e,_d COUNTERPOISE 2-66 UII-\ coCAx FEED Powr. East end
GROUNDOD R ' -
Figure 1, Antenna geometry.
TABLE 1
Measured Termination Impedance
Freq. (MHz) Impedance (U) j Freq. (MHz) Impedance (fl)
1.0 798 - j 35 16.0 585 - j333
2.0 794 - j 62 17.0 567 - j3.42
3.0 786 - j 94 18.0 550 - j348
4.0 777 - j118 19.0 532 - j358
5.0 766 - j146 20.0 510 - j370
6.0 753 -- j171 21.0 487 - j371
7.0 739 - j190 22.0 466 - j371
8.0 727 - j211 23.0 449 - j369
9.0 713 - j232 24.0 435 -j368
10.0 695 - j253 25.0 419 - j368
11.0 678 - j271 26.0 405 - j370
12.0 660 - j286 27.0 388 - j368
13.0 642 - j299 28.0 372 - j365
U . ,, ........... .U.




COMPARISON OF COMPUTED AND MEASURED PATTERNS
Measured radiation pattern profiles were acquired at the Eyring facility at frequenciesof 3.195, 10.12, 10.0475, and 22.9015 lWHz. Corresponding NEC2 patternu were subsequently
computed on an IBM pc, and NEC3 patterns were computed (double precision) on an IBM
3090 mainframe. BATS software, running on the pc, was used to overlay the NEC2 and
downloaded NEC3 computed patterns, compensated for efficiency, on the measured data
plots.
Figures 2--4 are gain versus elevation pattern profiles at respective frequencies of3.1925, 10.12, and 19.0475 MHz. The measured data was derived from airborne flyovevs
along a North-South cour6e (perpendicular to the axis of the antenna). The polarization
attitude was horizontal, with the measurement beacon radiator aligned parallel to the VHR
axis. Manifestations of high winds aloft are evident in the flyover patterns of figures 3 and
4, which were measured four days earlier than the figure 2 pattern. While the NEC2 pcpredicted patterns exhibit satisfactory shape characteristics for figures 2-4, the pattern size
predictions are substantially in error (i 5 dB) at 3.1025 and 19.0475 MHz. The NEC3
predicted patterns emulate the measured data in all three instances.
Full-scale: 9 dill
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Figure 2. Gain versus elevation for" hu~rizontW pu~larization at
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Figure 3. Cain vefsus elevation for horizontal polarization at
10.12 Muz, compass azimuth 0" (r - .7, or - 8.7 mS/m).
Full-scale: 0 dbl3 d13/div
90
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1-.1ig.c 4. C-an vcu. elevation for horioznt= po1•izration at19.0475 MHz, compuas azimuth = 0 (r = 7.s, a 8.9 US/m).
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"1igurs 5-11 present seven gain versus azimuth pattern profilea (involving variousvalues of elevation "n~le 8 above the horizon). Figures 5- are vertical poli*zation r•lies,
while the polarization is horizontal in figures 10 and 11. The NEC3 predicted patterns forfigures 5-7 axe notably more successful than NEC2 in the minor lobe le ions. Also, figure 7
depicts a case where the overall pattern size from NEC2 is unacceptable while the NEC3
results correlate well against measurements. Although neither code redicts the back lobe infigure 8, the NEC3 pattern size is far superior to the NEC2 analyY.1. In the cae study offigure 9, NEC3 afforded only modest improvement over the NEC2 results in the minor lobe
region. att Full-scale: 9 dBl
3 dB/djv
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Figure 8. Gain versus azimuth for vertical polarization at
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Figure 7. (Gain versus azimuth for vertical polarization at
3.1025 MHz, 20' elevation (er = 18.5, a = 4.3 mS/in).
FuU-wcale: 0 dIli
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- NEC3 COMPUTED - NEC2 COMPUTED .... MEASURED
Figure 0, Gain veLaus azimuth for vertical polarization at
19.0475 Mils, 30' elevation (fr W 8.9, a - 10.8 unS/m).
Fijures 10 and 11 show more iutricate horizontal-component patterns at 10.12 and
19.0475 Mhiz, rcspectively. NEC2 and NEC3 predictions are of rompa-able quality in tlhcht
Ful--acal: 9 dBlI
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ligUow 11. Gain versu6 RAimuth for horiontal po1arization at
19.0475 MU; 30' elevatinn (t. = 8.9, a ' 10.8 InS/m),
CONCLUSIONS
This work has sampled, through a specific cac study, the accuracy and reliability of
NEC2 and NEC3 radiation pattern predictions for hf wire antennas in close prodximty toiinite ground. Signilfc&nt improveumnt accrued from the use of NbC3, which consistently
outperformed NBC2 in predictions concerning pattern size and minor lobe structuac. Once.the NEC3 model is sufficiently inclusive to give g(od agreement with the results of a modest
pattern measurement series at a few discrete frequencies, patterns at new inrtomediatefrequencies inay be predicted by use of NEC3 with a high degr•ee of confidence.
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A Survey of Numerical Techniques for Modeling Sources of
Electromagnetic Interference




"his paper describes the preliminary results of a study to identify ways of using numecrical3modeling techniques to analyze sources of clectromagnetic interfernce (EMI). First, two c~anonical
EMI sources were developed that represent tlic type of configurations that need to me tnodeled. *
Then a number of numerical electromagnetic modeling techniques were evaluuted todectermine their
suitability f'or analyzing these configurations. None of the currently available techniques appcarsý
to be a very practical approach, however hybrid techniques that conibinc u surface integral inethod
with a finite mecthod show considerable promise.
Manuifacturers of electronic equipment Arc taking more of an interest in the amount otf
electrontagnotie radiation that nInnates fr-ot their products. This is due to strict laws regulating
electromagnetic intitrference: (EMI't and the potentially high cost of shields, tilttrs, and other EMI
fixes required to mnake an otherwise noisy product niect these, raquircuiments. Many comipanies
employ full-time E~Ml engineer who view every electronic system ats an cleciromingnetic radiation
source. Bly understAnding how and why diffhrent contigurations radliate, these engineers work at
developing designs that mevet the radiation requirementsu at the lowest possible cost.
T1raditionally, 11,Ml engineers have relied prinmarily on their nicasturimnent experiences. rules-ot-
thurab, andl simiple intuitive models to guide theum in making design choices. Unfortunately, EMI
rules-of-thumib that apply in somne situations umay miot apply in others. Simple rmodeling techniques
such as circuit., transmission line, or basic antennia miodels only %ork well when the source and all
relevant currenit paths can be readily identified. Most EMIN problems today howcvcr arc not obvious
enough to be predicted or aaalyzed using these simple techniques. Therefore, the only tAOols
remaining for ENI engineers in most cases are measuremnents of the systems or its components.
Unfortunately. practical mieasurenments can not be umade without existinig hardware and this is not
tusually available early in a product's developnicnt when critical design decisions are being made.
Also, measurod reszults in the absence ofia theoretical nmodel can be mnisleadintg and do not necessarily
suggest how a designi should be moudifiedl to minimize radlated emissions.
Nunmeical modeling technique, which have revolutionized ttc fteldso oanteimnua ad microwave
system analysis, have had relatively little impact on LMI source analysis. Sonic woik involving
the modeling of components and cables has been dorie, but the scope of this work is limited and
those techniques ame not widely used by LIMI cngimleers. Thbe primiamy reason for this is that the types
of problems that EM enigineers would like to model cannot be aiialyzi-d by available numerical
techniques. In the following sectoun. twn configturations replm-otlng time type of problems EMIM
Figure 1: Canonical Printed Circuit Board Model
enginci • r neyed to be able to model air. described and the extent to which nw,erical techniques can
be used to moeXIL these cinfiguratios is dibcussd.
Ciltunical EMI Sources
Cons ider the configuration illusuawd iii Figure. 1. It consists of two cir:uits mounted on opposite
sides ofa thin, dielctric-coated inctal plate. This configuration is similar to a printed circuit boaxd
cnvinumnent with components on one side ol the board and traces on the other. A model like this
might be used by EMI engineers to answer questions about possible problems with crosstalk between
circuits. Prominent fiatures of this configuration include its electrically small-to-resonant size, the
presence of a dielectric, the thin metal plate with wires attached to both sides, the unbounded
geonictry, and the close proximity of the crt tit
leNads to the plate.
Surface integral techniques based on the
inethod-ol-mumcnts can be very efficient at
analyzing clectricaily small-to-resonant radiation
problems. However, they are not well-suitcd to
modeling arbitrary configurations containing
dielectrics or wires attached to opposite sides ofa
thin plate.
Finite techniques such as the finite eleuent
method, finite difference time domuin, finite
volunme time domain and transmiission line matrix
tcchnicucs excel at analyZing coMplex, in-
homugeneuus configurations with both conduc-
tors And diclectrics. However, these techniques
require that a 3-dinmensional grid be c:onstructed
jlhrOluwlill)t the entire volume to be Lainlyt.ed. For
unbounded radiation problems, this grid quickly
grows very large. A great deal of computation
may be required even for relatively simple
geometries. Figure 2: Canonical EMI Source Model
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The configuration in Figure 1 is not large, but it is unbounded. It also requires a detailed grid
in the vicinity of the wires because of their proximity to the plate. Because of these constraints, the
author has not been able to locate a readily available computer code capable of analyzing this type
of configuration efficiently. I lowever finite techniques such as the finite volume time domain and
finite element methods could theoretically be applied to this problem given sufficient computer
resources.
Although the configuration in Figure 1 represents an important class of EMI problems, printed
circuit cards rarely exist isolated from other sources or conductors. The configuration in Figure 2
is more typical of an UMI source configuration I 11. It consists of a printed circuit board configuri-
tion with a partial metal enclusune and an attached cable. Assuming that the cable is shielded, all
of the currents contributing to the EMI can be assumed to flow on the outer surface and in most
cases, the cable can be modeled with a solid wire. Like the model in Figure 1, this configuration
contains dielectrics and thin plates with multiple wire attachments making surface integral techni-
ques impractical, However, because of the presence of the relatively long thin wire, finite techniques
are also impractical. This is because creating a grid throughout a volume large enough to contain
the card, shield, wire, and the entire near field of the source results in a problem that is unmanageable
from a computational standpoint. Although the itndel in Figure 2 represents a relatively simple
EMI source, it cannoL be analyzed effectively by any existing numerical techniques. This illustrates 4,
why numerical modeling techniques are not commonly used to model EMI sources.
Hybrid lechniquts
Surface integral techniques such as most moment method teclniques and the boundary element
method are very efficient at analyzing long, thin wiles and large conductive surfaces, Finite
techniques arm best at modeling complex, inhotnogeneous regions. Therefore, it makes sense to
combine a surface integ;al technique with a finite technique in order to take advantage of the best
properties of each. A number of hybrid methods have been proposed that combine two existing
techniques [2-01. Generally, the configuration is divided into two or inore regions. The numerical
technique best suited to each region ih applied in that region and boundary conditions are enforced
at the interface between regions. For example, a hybrid moment method finite eement technique
might apply -a finite clement analysis within the small volume containing the card and inside surface
of the shield in Figur 2. A moment method tcchnique would simultaneously be applied to the
surface defined by the wire, shield, and Othe boundary with the finite element region.
So far, no one has implemented a hybrid techniquv capable of umalyzing the configuration in
Figure 2 or most types of coniigurations of interest to IMi engineers. However progress continues
to be made in this area. While must numerical methods appear to have fundamnental limitations that
will prevent thent from ever being efficiently applied to most EMI sources, hybrid techniques have
the potential to overcome these limitations.
Summary
EMI engineers have not yet benefitted significantly from the numerical techniques that have
revolutionized the antenna and microwave engineering fields. The two simple configurations
presented here illustrate some of the difficulties involved with applying numerical techniques to




appear to be the best long-term approach, however more development of these techniques is
required.
Hopefully, given the rate at which progress in this area is being achieved, an algorithm capable
of accurately analyzing the configurations presented here is not far off. Once such an algorithm is
implemented, it will likely become one of the most powerful tools available to EMI engineers.
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COMPUTER AIDED ELU.C."10OMACNETIC COMPATIBILIIY ANALYSIS
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ABSIW ACT
Elecmomragetic Compatibility (EMC) analysis is essential during all stages of system desig•i,
from aoncept to deployment. However, EMC aalyses of s'ystnm are very coamplex, requiring
inputs which may not be known to the EMC analysts. Also not all of the computer aided
engineering (CAE) tools avilable to perform the analyses are appropriate for performing EMC
analyses at each stage of the design. Care must be cuercised when using these CAE tools such that
the gar-•ge-in-guxbage-out syndrome does not prevail. What is required is a front-end CAE tool
which will: (1) assist the EMC analysts to better defite the problem to be analyzed; (2) allow the
analyses to be performed optimally for the input data available; (3) select the appropriate analytical
tool (existing EMC CAB program); and (4) produce uniform outputs which the EMC analysts can
understand.
An EMC CAE tool which meets these requirements is under develrý'ment at Georgia Tech
and is called the Georgia Tech Configuration Anralysis Program (G'I ZAP') [1-31. GTCAP is a
modular EMC CAE tool with a relational database basod on a framework concept and a "les.ons
learned" capability. It is menu and list directed, has a graphical user interface (GUI), and contains
default input values based on specifications. GTCAP guides the EMC analysts through the process
of performing EMC analyses at each stage in the design, acting as the EMC expert, based on the
input data available at the time. GTCAP is designed to operate on PC-based machines under
several operating systems.
INTRODUCTION
Modern platforms (e.g., military vehicles) are designed to employ complex systems and
electronic devices which utilize much of the electromagnetic spectrum. Also, the electromagnetic
envircament (EME) to which these platfo:ms will be subjected is very complex and can contain
emitters which generate field strengths aapable of causing adverse electromagnetic environmental
effects (E0). Therefore, E3 analyses must be performed during each phase of the platform's life
cycle from concept to deployment. The type, degree, and reliability of the available input data for
these Es analyses varies as the platform progresses through its life-cycle phases. To perform E3
evaluations ef configured platforms in a timely, cost effective manner, a computer-based tool is
required which utilizes the available !nput data and which allows the engineer/operator to
configure the platform with avionics and electronic systems, including boxes, cables and antennas,
'Copyright GTRC, 1988.
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perform an analysis (evaluation); and report the results. Also, the operator must be permitted to
save the results, to re-configure the platform's systems, and to re-do the analysis as needed.
The CAE tool which can perform this analysis in an integrated fashion is GTCAP. GTCAP
is highly modular in design, menu and database driven, and contains a "lessons learned" feature
which allows the operator (and the program) to learn during each analysis.
CONFIGURAIION ANALYSIS PROGRAM
The general structure of the GTCAP CAE software is shown in Figure 1. A modular
software structure is used which iacludes all required inputs and outputs for module-to-module
communication, and the software is programmed to DOD-STID-2167 [2]. The major modules
include the User Interface Module (UIM), the Platform Evaluation Module (PEM), and the various
measures of performance (MOP) modules.
The UIM is the program "executive" which provides the interface between the GTCAP
operator and the PEM. The logic for the UIM and GTCAP analysis process is shown in Figure
2. The UIM allows the operator to (1) select the platform and the work order (WO) being
implemented; (2) position the equipment on the platform; (3) compute and store the equipment
position and orientation in a database; and (4) set-up the evaluation scenario by selecting the mode(baseline without interference, intersystern, or platform with external EME), the equipment and
the platform operation/mission. After the E evaluation is complete, the UIM generates the
analysis reports. It then permits the operator to reiterate the configuration/analysis process2.
The PEM is called by the UIM to perform the E3 evaluation of the platform configuration
defined in the platform configuration database. The PEM uses the electroma Petic interference
(EMIl) module to compute the intra-platform coupling and perform E" i 'ayses of the
configuration. The PEM also uses the mission module to compute the coupling UL g,'nal emitters
to on-board antennas and perform electromagnetic vulnerability (EMV) predictions.
The MOP evaluation modules utilize intersystem and inter-platform E3 analysis results from
the PEM to determine the degradation in the MOP's on the platform. Each system (Flight
Control, Communications, Navigation, Electronic Warfare, Radar, Electro/Optic) has its own MOP
evaluation module, EMI database and MOP database.
GTCAP utilizes large databases generated off-line. These databases include: the platform
structure descriptors, the electromagnetic MOP, platform graphics based on NASTRAN finite
element models (FEM), equipment EMI parameters, and platform operations/mission descriptors.
The equipment EMI and MOP databases, which are critical to the E3 evaluation of the platform,
must be constructed from EMI and EMV test results or generated through analyses. The MOP
databases are generated by the various system specialists in collaboration with E3 engineers. Where
actual EMI test data or analysis results are not available, MIL-STD-461 [3] emission and
: (NOTE: other analyses, e.g., weight and balance, could be performed if the
appropriate modules are added).
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susceptibility limits are assumed to apply and are used as default data. All database entry and
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"The PEM obtains, from
the appropriate databases: (I) INITIALIZATION
the platform configuration, (2)
tho selected analysis mode. and
(3) the created equipment list. SELECT&
The ?EM uses the EMI module (1) PLATFORM A
to peixorm the EMI Analysis and (2) WORK ORDER
uses the mission module to
definc the EME produced by CONFIGURE PLATFORM
cxternal emitters and to ,P.
determine the active equipment DEFINE EVALUATION SCENARIO
list for specific mission segments.
The PEM relies on each of the
equipment MOP modules to
determine the amount of PLATFORM EVALUATION
degradation (adverse E0) caused
by onuboard and external
emitters. DISPLAY EVALUATION RESULTS
EMI MODULE
The EMI Module is used
to compute the intersystem SCENARIO¶
coupling. 'quick look" EMI
margins, and the EM
susceptibility assessment for the CHANGE
platform. The on-board, CONFIGURAT'ION
intersystem EME is defined by
the radiated and couducted
emissions of the equipment on F REPORT PLATFORM EMI STATUS l]
the platform. The external inter- -t --
platform EME is defined by E'•IGN OFF
emitters external to the platlonm. ...........
The primary EMI assessment
codes utilized in the EMI
module include: Figure 2 GTC&P Analysis Prvcess Flow Diagram.
AACIM - Aatenna-to-Atecna Coupling Interference Model (GTIX Intrasystem EMI Analysis
Program)
GEMACS - Generalized Electromagnetic Model for the Analysis of Complex Systems
IEMCAP - Intrasystem Ele'tromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Program
BSC - Basic Scattering Code
AAPG - Aircraft inter-Antenna Propagation with Graphics
GTCAP uses these codes, utmodified, to compute untenna-to-antenna coupling, antenna patterns
of on-'board antennas, and box-toa-bo), box-to-r-ble and calcocal cpln teaLUCot
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Fplatform. In addition GTCAP utilizes AACIM for quick look antenna-to-antenna, coupling analyses
and frequency culls.
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Figuim 3 EMI Statwu Report Matrik.
ANALYSIS APPROACH-
Equipment/system EMI paramieters tind MOP data together with EM coupling data form the
basis for E3 analyses and EM] margin e&'culations. The EIV] Moduie accesses the EM] and MAOP
databases and calculates the EM coupling First-order approximationts of the effects of freque~ncy,
pulse width, and pulse ropetitioai frtquency (PRF are assumed.
EM energy can couple to a system through oue or moro system ports of entry (POE's) [6].
POE's are grouped into two separate categories: frowi-door and back door. From an analysis
perspective, front-door paths are better characterized Wn terms of coupling to the POE. Front-door
coupling is further subdivided into in-band and out-of-band cases. In-band coupling tends- to be
uzurc &goadto aulyze tbnzi out-of-band coupling both in terms% of the interaction of the
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incident EM radiation with the antenna or sensor and the propagation of the couplcd energy to a
potentially susceptible component.
Solving EM coupling problems and performing an EMI analysis using computer odes can be
an overwhelming task. The front-door UMI coupling problem conaist of the parts illustrated in
Figure 4. To compute the coupling from a source (transmitter) to a receptor (receiver) the output
level of the transmitter must be known. Then the cable loss between the transmitter and its
antenma; the antenna gain; the coupling path loss; the receive antenna gain; and the cable loss to
the receiver must be calculated. These factors must then be appropriately combined to calculate
the EM coupling. Both in-band and out-of-band effects must be included.
The EM1 module permits PLATFORM
frequency and/or amplitude culls
such that baseliat "quick look"
E) analyses may be initially
perfornicd. It also has the 0Gt-.
ability to perform trade-off TRANSMI1TER CABLEanalyses by comparing the EMI + dBm _ O8mmargins of the current
configuration with that of a
previously evaluated system.
Finally, the EvI module permits COUPLING
tailoring of EMI limits to PATH
increase or decrease _dBS 'MIL-STD-461 limits to reflect
the expected operational EME.
EMI CODE SELECTION
The various EM codes E
utilized in the EMI module can CABLE - RECIVER
calculate various parts of the E- d INPUT POWER
analysis problem. Since there LEVEL
are multiple codes to choose
from, selection criteria must be
established so that the correct
EMI code for the pardcular
problem Is used. This selection Figure 4 EM Coupling Paths.
criteria must reflect the input
data available depending on the life-cycle phase, the transmit and receive frequencies of the
equipment, the relative size of the platform in wave lengths and whether the coupling is internal
or external to the platform. Also the required input data to each of these codes is different and
the amount of data is large. The data must provide an EM platform structural description, the
equipment configuration, and the equipment EMI parameters. GTCAP utilizes an expert system
process to seiect the appropriate EMI code and structures the input data in a proper format to
accurately execute the code. The logic of the code selection process is based on the parameru-i
of each EM code and information contained in the le*ssons leaned" database,. Several of these
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paramezers are shown in Table I and GTCAP's EM Codes Parameter Matrix contains a complete
set of parameters for each of the EM codes in GTCAP. Typical input data vectors are shown in
Table 2 and are mapped into thec GTCAP database.
Table 1 GTCAP Typical EM Code Parameter Matrix.
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CONCLUSIONS
GTCAP. a ns.w EMC analysis CAE tolol hos beens described. This tool allows the engincer to
configure and analyze complex systeto through any phase of the system life-cycle. Tbe tool
contains databases of default and system EM characteristics which serve as input data in
conjunction with specific test or design data, ff available, for the analyses. GTCAP utilizes existingIEM codes to minimize thc development effort, thereby, developing a stauidard product whichutilizes )EM codes endorsed by the miltary research establishnient.1 By paracneterizinle the EM4
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rcodes and their associated input and output vectors, GTCAP can select the optimum EM code for
the evaluation of specific EM problems. It provides an "expert system" to select the correct EM
code based on various factors such as the availability of input data. The results of the E3 analysesare compared to the MOP's and displayed, reported, and stored as lessons; learned."
Table 2 EM Cod. Typcal Input Data Vetltr.
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Translei. Leakage Field In Transformers
with Saturable Magnetic Core
Mlhaela [Iorega A. Alexandru.M.I.MoregaAA
Abstract
The problein of the magnetic leakage field distribution arroand windings with
saturable magnetic core is solved with a method which couples the numerical magetCLic
field calculus and the solution of the magnetic circuit, equivalent to the electric and
inalinctic structure.
1. Introduc.ion.
Leakage field computation in transfornier structuics is aimed to
determine the shortcireuit parametcrs, electromagnetic forces and stry losses
in windings ard framework. The computation is usually made accordiiig to the
classical core model with infinite magnetic permncabilly, hi other words, the
assumption of the windings with compensated uanpertuins i1]-[61.
Thcre arc cxpeiiliental researches 151 which evidence the IkIIUhtSC of
thc miagnetic flux values in transformer corcr in sonme particular shortcircut
working conditions, as compared to the values leached in ,tonload scivihc. In
such conditions, the distribution of the leakage flux is influcuced us well, This
is why this plaper presents u computaitionul nscthod for the leakage field.
which Allows to consider any working conditionls of the transiformcr as well as
the influence of its iron-corc ltagntlisation curve.
In this paper, a hybrid representation of a thrce-phased trunislornier is
piopused. The magnetic core nonlincurity and the specific working couditions
arc studied on an clectro-niagnetic equivalent network; the solution of this
circuit problemii provides for nonlhoniopcnous boundary conditions as well as
the arperturns values of the field sources. ill the magnetic; field probliet. A
finite difieren"e or finitc clement method is used to obtain the distiibution of
the leakage field.
The nmethod is presetted with reference to a threc-phased transiomtcir,
but it can be used to study any other similar devices: transhormers, inducLion
field coils, curornagncts, etc,
2. "i'lle Electro-Malinetic Circuit.
For the representation of the transfrmncr, an clectro-magnetic nctwork
is proposed (fig.1), which is comlposed both of the equivalent electric circuits
of the primary and secondary windings as well as the equivalent magnetic
circuit with the magnetic reluctances and the windings amperturns.
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The represcnlation is bascd on the foullowing assunmptions:
I. Ihe noaniiali~sation of th~e wiuidings us prhnauy or secondary -', well us the
eoonuccdon of thc iphas.e coils are arbitrarly naadc. The voltage thrce-phase
source is (Ul. 02, u3) and the load is represented through the voltage sysItem
(Uki , Ul1(2, uR3). The circuits of the windhlt~s eotain: th e lcc;tnc resistances
(R) and the induced voltages (wd•/dt); the "h" antd "L" indexes arc for hig~h
voltauge (iiV), respectiveiy low voltage (LV), wiudings.
2. The magnetic circuit is representfd by nonlincar magnetic reluctances
LIM I1. - irThe jok, aliaind oc-fr th. wilndins)m rmr o eo r as well as lbarakthet•
I
I
reluctan'ecs for the leakage field domains (R). The arnperturns of thc windings
are the current sources (wi).
3. Thc reprcscntation takcs into account thc symnictry of the transformer.
which simplifies the solution process, without becing a mandatory condition.
The set of equations which dcscri•b• thc transformer. with the
lorrncrly specilicatiurts, for any for tinic valiation, or charge symmictry, is the
following:
ut(t) = Rhihl(t) + whd't 2(t)/dJ (l)
U2(.l) Rhih2(t) - whd(012(t) 4 ¢2M(t))/d (2)
13(0) = Rhih3(t) + whd¢ 3 2 (t)/dt (3)
iLl(t) -- iL2(t) + iL3(t) = ( (4)
RLiLl(t) + wLdIl(t)/dt + UK (t) RLiLZ() + wLdý2(t)/dt + UR2(t) (5)
RLiL2(t) + WLdt(0t)/dl + uR2(t) - RLiL3(t) + wLd0 3(t)/dt + uR3(t) (6)
0k(t) = fk(whihl; whih2 l Whih3; wLiL ; WLIL2; W'.LiL3) (7)
The equations (1) - (6) result by applying the Kirchhlof's laws for the
circuits "a" and "c" (fig, ); the equation (7) represents the nonlincar
depe,•dences in the magnetic circuit "b". The index "k" stands for; k - 1; 2; 3; 12;
23; 31.
Remarks:
* Naturally. the equivalent network could be less simple, for n belter approach
to the real structure, but the improvement of the results does not justify tihe
complication of the computation.
** The values of the leakage reluctances (Re) could be determined after the
field calculus and depends on the ni. gnctisatiun level of the core as well. but
they are 2 to 3 times greater than the reluctances of the iron regions, in the
sense of magnihudc order; that is why it is not necessary, for the moment, to
have more accurate values than those obtained as a result of field estimation
bused on a simplified model.
It is not possible to solve the systent of nonlinear equations (1) - (7). by
analytic methods, and as such, RESEL. the well known computer code [8] was
used to simulat. the coupled circuits in fig.l.
The outputs of the simulation provides for the values of the magnetic
flux density in different zones of the transformer magnetic core as well as fui
the vaules of the windings aunpcrturns, at each siniulatLio time step.
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3. The Magnetic Field Problem.
The leakage field is computed in the longitudinal cross-section plane of
the transformer window, which includes the windings of two phases and is
limited by the magnetic core. The field equations in the domain are in
agreement with Maxweil's laws in terms of the magnetic vector potenptial
[11-[4], [6]. the boundary conditions, of Neumann type, the values of the field
sources. the aniperturns of the windings, are imposed by the "working point"
of the above formulated clcetro-magnetic circuit.
The finite clement or finite differences method may be used to
determine the momentancous magnetic field distzibution. Our model, as
compared with those formulated in [11-[4], [6], eventualy admits more general,
nonhomogeneous boundary conditions as well as uncompensated amnperturns
for the sources.
4. Application.
This hybrid computational method has been applied in order to simulate
a three-phased transformer, under transient working conditions, during the
net sharteircuit regime. The numen'ical data belong to a 63OkVA: 20/0.4kV
transformer with cylindrical windings.
The paper presents the magnetic field distribution, for the same time
moment, during the shortcircuit. in two situations:
1. the magnetic core has infinite magnetic permeability (fig.2a):
2. :ihe magnetic core has a nonlinear magnetisation curve (fig,2b). In this case
the unbalance of the equivalent amperturnis in the domain is 95,700A (the
average values of the magnetic flux density at the boundaries are marked on
the figure).
i k joke (--,87T)
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S. Cnnricusions.
qlaThe puri,,y sof icisestearchua pprogamcwa to rsiather compedsrbuino
clecoromagnetic structures. such as transformers. under less restrictive
isaur p tionrLs.
The rLSUlls have proved tha. out hybrid model which implements.
w~ihoui special difficulties the magnetIic core nonlinearity as well as
uncompensated windings ..mperturns. allows a better approach to and in good
agrc.:mcr t (in nu(dclling s(nse) wid' the published experimental data [5], 171.
Its applicability to other equivalent electromagnetic devices models is
natural.
The basic concept of our model is the combined use of global (voltages,
*:..'rcniS. fluxes) 9UafltiLiea (the actually measurable ones) and local (magnetic
v-.rtor-potenifial) quankities (obtained through field analysis) and. as such, the
c.,iabined use of an electric -circuit sirmi.lator and a field-analyscr.
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FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF MAGNETIC FIELD DISTRIBUTION
IN FERROMAGNETIC SHIELDS
Constantin V B-I. Ovidiu C. Craiu . Mihaela I. Morega
Polytechnic Institute of Bucharest
Depatment of Electrical Engineering
Splaiul Independentei 313, Buchaiest, Romania
ABSTRACT
A model for the analysis of the .magnetic field distribution and the computation of eddy currents
losses in laminated ferromagnetic shields is proposed in this pape.t The magnetic field normal
penetration into the laminated shie!d, coupled with the reaction of the eddy-currents leads to
a three-dimeinsional magnetic field problerm in a nonlinear medium. The numerical treatment
involves the FEM in conjuction with the Newton-Raphson technique.
INTRODUCTION
The ferromagnetic and electromagnetic shields are placed in the vecinity of the electrical
machines solid parts, in order to reduce the eddy-curients losses due to the time varying
leakage fields 11.2,3,41. The computation method of the magnetic field distribution and the
eddy-currents losses piesented in this paper, are applied on a three-dimensional stiucture of
a power transformer, with the tank wall piotected to the normal leakage flux penetration, by
many satutabile iron .hields (fig 1.)
Fig. I
The governing electromagnetic field equation is
curlci' Llurl I)- I - -i)
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where a and v are the mjaterial properties: conductivity and reluctivity. A is the magnetic
vector pottntial, j is the currmnt density in the transformer coils (the source of !eakage field)
and -o • = IF is the eddy-cuurent density in the iron shield (with its tw components
- on the azimuthal and on the axial direction). The primary source of the magnetic field is
the prescribed alternating electric current density J in the coils of :it transformer.
The laminated structure of the shield allows to neglect, without loss in accuracy, the
reaction magnezic field of the eddy-current density -L'. This assumtion leads to an easier
magnetic problem formulation and provides a higher computation efficiency.
THE COMPUTATION METHOD
The numerical model for the eddy-currents losses computation in the ferromagnetic shield
follows a step by step algorithm:
1) The first problem is to solve the Poisson type equation.
curl(Vcur1A)= J1 (2)
in a p4,. domain, selected by cylindiical symmetry (fig.2), which includes: the windings
with magneLiC core. the shield, the tank and the surrounding air Some usual simplifying
assumptions are made:
A=O d c Y = -0 T=O
ce0 0
windings I0 G 0 0 0
AA= a b T= 0 T=O
Fig? 2 RW.
"* J has a sinusoidal time shape and only an azimuthal component, similar to ,;
"* for the moment, the quasi-steady state is assumed and the eddy-currents are neglected.
T1e boundary coenditions age of Dieichlat type, as the figure shows
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The solution of equation (2) is obtained by the FEM, coupled with a Newton-Raphson
ttchnique if the nonlinear magnetisation curves of the shield ai. tank are considered. The
FEM formulation leads to the standard equation:
[GlI i].A} = IR- {J} (3)
and, according to the Newton-Raphson iteration procedure, the increment of the unknown
variable {6A}&+l = (A}L+, - {A}lk for the ,,k + V'-th iteration step is given by:
{6A}+ = .{ 0i OA'OA, } (4)
where the energy functional, F is expressed by:
= J4  e HI dBd - JA) d1c (5)
The discretisation mesh is not a very refined one, for exemple the depth of the shield is
covered by a single row of triangular elements. The solution of eq.(3) allows to compute the
values of the normal flux density on the surface of the shield.
2) The values of A, obtained as the solution of the first step, are used to generate (by
polinomial interpolation) the boundary conditions for a detailed computational domain: the
shield-the air space-the tank (the domain abcd in fig.2).
The problem is similar to the fiwst, only a Laplace type equation is to be solved:
curl(V curl d)= 0 (6)
3) The solution of the second step allows to compute the values of the magnetic flux
density in the shield, especially the normal (radial) component:
at the level of each triangular element of the mesh.
4) For the computation of the eddy-currents distribution, each sheet of the laminated fer-
romagnetic shield is considered with a plan-parallel symmetry (fig 3). The governing equations
are:
curl Lj -ey(8)
div j1I = 0
if i irenit vect potenthd • i* introduced by the equation.
curl I L 11 (9)
div I - 0
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it is possible to reduce the problem at the standard FEM equation
[C(I • {T} f j }= {- (10)
where the eddy-currents field source {Js} is given L;:
{g5 } --- o.{B} (11)
at
The boundary conditions are settied by natural considerations, as fig.3 shows,
5) The eddy-currents losses in every sheet could be evaluated by
IF Jl=k - r A l (12)
The sum combines the contributions of the n triangular elements of the sheet, each having
a Ak surface and JF.t current density. The sheet has the &, thickness (depth) and the c',
conductivity.
Remarks:
i) At this step it is possible to do a control of the above procedure. The problem fron,
the first step is comp!eted with the distribution of the eddy-currents density JF (the
azimuthal component) in the sheet. With the same procedure is calculated the magnetic
flux density, produced both by the conduction current density (_ - through the coils)
and the eddy-currents density (Js- through the sheet).
The distribution of the flux density in this situation, evahl'ted on the surface of the sheet,
is compared with the similar distribution, computed at the first step. If the differences
do not exceed a prescribed error value, then the method is satisfactorily; in other case,
the procedure needs a corection. However, the applications of the computational method
prooved the coherenc.. and the correcness of the algorithm.
ii) The process described above by the steps 1-5 corresponds to a value of the initial current
density L in the winidings. If the nonlinearity of the ferromagnetic regions is taken into
account, the time variation of the magnetic flux density (Ui) has another form than the
current density (J) and the procedure previous described must be repeted at each time
step.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
Fig. 4.a. shows the geometry of the model used for a numerical application of the previous
algorithm. A plan axial s.ction througL a two Wid ijig tcsa3fw er witn 1gneii k. w.Ore, in the
vecinity of a ferromagnetic shield and the tank of the transformer is the computational domain
for the first step. Because of the longitudinal symmetry, only the superior half of the domain is





SO. 10 A a
a. b.
Fig. 4
The magnetic field distribution tstimate at the first step considering the nonlinearyties of the
domain is also presented.
For the second step of the algorithm, only the doma in ABCD is considered; the boundary
condition on AD is settled with the result: of the first step. The mesh is much refined, for
exemple the depth of the shield and of the tank are covered with ten time more elements than
at the first step. Fig.4.b. shows the distrbution of the magnetic field lines in the shield-air-tank
region ABCD.
At the fourth step, the computational donain is a segment of the divided shield (fig.3).
The depth of the shield is composed by "-n sheets, The distribution of the current density is
different from a sheet to another (see fig. 5), being visible the protecting effect of the shi&J
toward the tank wall.
CONCLUSIONS
The use of the ferromagnetic shields is a necessity in the design of the high power electrical
machines. It does not exist a general method to dimension such constructions. The algorithm,
which was pvesented before, allows to select the most favourable confmgur ti F, of theh•i•d•l





The method is usefull because it solves a difficult three dimensionlal magnetic field problem,
mlrough a sequence of easier two-dimensional ones, based on the same classical finite element
computational method. The gradual display of the algorithm follows the ph~sir.al phenomnepa
and allows the estimate of the intermediary results.
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A MODEL FOR DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF AC CONTACTOR
by Paulo I. Koltermann, J. P. Assumpq&o Bastos, S~rgio R. Arruda
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a methodology for dynamic analysis of AC
contactors. In these devices, mechanical and electrical parts are coupled
a• •d Xt is necessary to evaluate with good precision the electrical
paiiiseters. specially the Indutances. The device is voltage fed through a
sJnusoidal source, the dynamic force equation is considered, and a method
fur numer-Ical integration Is adopted, A Finite Element method is used to
detoi'minate the parameters used in an equivalent circuit, The comparison
between theoreLical and experimental results shows that the methodology
is consistent.
I NTR•DUCT ION
Contactirs are devices composed by a set of springs and a magnetic
circuit. When a voltage Is applied to the coil, electromagnetic force
attracts the mobile part toward the fixed part In order to close the
external contacts of the device. Although these structures are well known,
an accurate calculation of their movement Is difficult, because It Is
necessary to evaluate the varlable reluctances. NoLlce that AC contactors
have copper short-circuit rings, and its magnetic effects have to be
composed with the action of the principal coil. In this work a FE systes
determines, for several positions of the mobile part, the inductances of
the contactor. Currents are calculated In the equivalent circuit,
enabling fluxes to be obtained, therefore the magnetic forces are
determined; finally the forces are used in the dynamic equation which is
then sulved by the forth order Runge-Kutta method.
CONTACTOR DESCRIPTION AND EQUATIONS
Figure I presents the contactor used. It Is composed by the coil, the
magnetic circuit, a short circult ring, a spring set and the contacts.




The main equation for the FE method Is:
Curl u curl A = Je (1)
where A is the vector potential. Je is the external current and U is the
reluctivity [I],[2],13).
Figure 2a presents the magnetic circuit, and the equivalent circuit




Fig 2a Magnetic Circuit Fig 2b Equivalent Circuit
here Ri and R'2 are the coil and the short-circuit ring resistances
Ldi, Ldni and Ld'2 are coil and ring leakage inductances
Lmi is the mutual Inductance
All these inductances are found by FE method for several values of
distance and they are refered to the primary. The equivalent circuit of
fig. 2b is used by both, transient and permanent regimes. During the first
step, the inductances change and they are obtained from the curves
previously determined from FE results (and aproximated by the square
minima method). When the contactor iL. closed (permanent regime) the values
of indutances are fixed, since there is no movement any more.The example
under study show no appreciable saturation. Thus the analysis by phasor
diagram is possible; this diagram permits an easy visuallsation of the
angles between the currents (fluxes) in the coil and in the -Ing. The
final result of currents and fluxes is a resultant force with a non null
value, avoiding an undesirable vibration.
The mechanical equation is:
M.d 2x/dt2 = Fe - K.x - B. dx/dt (2)
which is solved by time step integration. Where Fe is the
electromwagnetic force, K is the spring elasticity coefficient, " is the
friction coefficient, M Is the mass and x the displacement.
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IThe general form of the force, given by Maxwell Tensor, Is:
2F = (Bm.sinwt) .S/2.jio N/pole
where Bm is the magnetic Induction in the airgap
In pole 1 the force is Fi - sin'2wt (3)
2. M. SI
The force produced in the ring pole is:
F2 = 2 .sin2 wt + 4A,1. sil2(wt-a)
2.po..SZ1 2- J4. S22
Expanding sin2 wt and assembling the terms, the expression becomes:
F2 - 0212 + 00__ 2 0212.cos2wt - 01,.cos(2wt-2a) (4)
2,0o.S21 2.po522 2.o.Sai 2. 0. S22
where 021 and 01 are the fluxes In the external and internal
surfaces S21 and S22) of the ring, respectively; m is the angle between
the fluxes [4).
The resultant force In the ring face is made of two components which
Individually pass through zero value, although the resultanL has non null
minimum value , The first two terms correspond to the average component
and the two last ones represent the alternate component of the force.
The resulting force (Fe) is: Fe = Fi+F2
The fluxes of equatlons (3) and (4) are obtainned from the currents
il e 12, calculated In the equiva!ent circuit. With the voltage law of
Kirchoff, the following equation system Is obtainned:
V [ Ri + jw..Ld - jw.L[ ]
- jw.Lmi R'-2 + jw. Ld'2 2
where Ld = Ldi+Ld2i
Making some algebric transformations In equations (5), the state
equations of current 11 e 12 ( x1 e k2 respectively) are:
-L. ." 4 L'd 2  h 0 -R' x2 0
and:
!l rAil At?' 1  ri Bi r V1[:1 i= Aa2 ]. x'j + I (6)





From the mecLanical equation (2). the state equations of displacement
(U3) and speed (x4) are obtainned as:
4 - 1/.M (Fe - Fm - B.xW (7)
The mechanical force (Pa) Is given by the sum of all fo,-ces due to
springs. In order to solve the state equations, the 4th order Runge-Kutta
method Is adopted for the numerical Integration. When the state variables
are obtainned by this method, all the others variables of the structure
are easily avaluated, defining completely the devices' dynamic behaviour.
RESULTS
The methodology is applied to a test case. Figure 3b shows the flixdistribution when the ring Is current fed , in order to obtain the
inductances Ldz and Lmz. Fig. 3a shows the flux distribution when the
coil is fed, and the inductances Ldi, Ld21 and Lint are evaluated. In
figure 4, the transient current is shown. Figure 5 presents the resultant
force for steady state showing without doubt that It has never a null
value. The experimental results have a good agreement with the
theoretical ones, as far as closing time, transient and permanent current
and finally, forces are concerned. It is interesting to note that this
process is an important tool, as far as design of contactors is concerned.
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Fig. 5 Resultant Force
CONCLUSION
Although AC contactors are well known and widely used devices, their
analysis is complex, because electrical and magnetic phenomena are coupled
and few papers deal with this subjec. In this work a dynamic analysis
method for AC contactor is presented. To achieve this goal, FE method,
mechanical equations and phasor analysis are used. The results are
consistent with a test case. We estimate that this method can be usefull
for performance evaluation of this kind of equipment.
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ABSTRACT
ir' this Paper.- the eddy current distribution and losses in the core Plate of
iuon-magnotic steel material of a large power transformer have beeni analysed. This
Paper also discuss how the strength of the eddy current demagnetizing effect and
the magnitude or lbs resistance of the eddy current path both Influence the eddy
turrent to~ss of the non-magnetic; conductiug plate. The problem to limi, the locat
overheating caused by these Losses has been touched on. Experiments have been pei-
formed on small model plates to examine the analyses,
I NTRODUCT ION
Leakage flux prubtom becomes more and more serious as the rating of power
transformer Increased. Leakage flux induces eddy current In metal strurtural
,oaiponents, thus generates additional tosses. Although eddy current losses some-
times are of Insignificant magnitude as compared with the total Losses, but in
severe cases, It say cause excessive overheating and lead to perfurmanre failure,
In this paper, eddy current loss on cure Plate due to winding leakage flux hes
been taken Into consideretion.
Papers from different Investigators 1,234,, /are helpful in showing
different ways of mathematical formulation, using magnetic vector potential A or
electric vector Potential T to describe eddy current phenomena at power fre-
quenry. As well known, A Is defined as a flux describing funoction, and T Is de-
fined as a current describing function. As magnetic flux passes through not only
ferromagnetic part but also non-magnetic part of the space, white conducting
current flows onty in rondurtor. Evidently, to describe eddy current problems,
T formutation has the advantage of Limited alem over A formulation and Is also
more ronvenient to specify boundary condition In certain situation.
Fur these eddy current problems. potential functions and field quantities are
time variables, but at powet frequency and In sitnusoidgl staadý-state circua-
stances, the displacement current can be Ignored, while Lime variables can be
expressed by phasors to eliminate the time factors.
lit this Paper, the distribution of winding leakage flux over tsue core plimi
har. been calculated with magnetic vector potential A In the axisymmetric system,
mod the eddy current distribution and loss In the core plate have been calculated
with current vector Potential T lin the rectangular coordinates system.
WINDIND LEAKAGE FLUX DISTRIBUTION
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A.
Calculation Nodel and Formulation
To calcuLate the winding leakage flux,
distribution over the core plate of a three- 2
phase transformer, only a single phase
winding Is taken into consideration, with
the Interference among phases neglected. The
current flowing In the phase winding Is as-
su-ed to be in the & direction, then the C
winding current density,
is=Js9O, Jsr=Jsz--
an the magnetic vector potential At C
A= A&a*, Ar = Az = a
The calculation domain may be simplified as 1. Core 2. Core plate
axisymetric. (see . 1g. 1) 3. Clamnping element
In the steady state altermatlna field,
the complex potential An. satisfies the Fig.1. Distribution of the
diffusion equatlon, It is expressed ass linding Leakage Flux
S(I)
where -A and o- represent the peateability and the conductivity respectively.
Let A. = i/r(rA•, ) = 1/r 6 Ar --A' a"d 6/r -'
Equation (1) turns into.
+  2 FI ;- l (2)
Equation (2) is used to analyse the eddy current problems In the &xisymetric
coordinates system.
The bomtadary condItioss of the calcutatis doaaain area (see Fim.i)
hs on the boundary line of ii'
U/dn =0 on the other parts of the boundary
It Is known that the boandary value problem of equation (2) and (3) are
equivalent to the variational problem,
+f +f 1j2-fl 2,ýOz) iri - u -~ mi.a2#air 24
by finite element methoi, the domainzn.under investigation Is subdivided Iato
a set of triangular elements. Within each element, the potential U Is approximated
by Linear InterpoLation function. The approximate solution to equation (4) is a
set of nodal potential values, and in each element, p•otentlat ti is taken by linear
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interpolation from the vertex potential values.
The magnetic field strength H of each elements can be calculated by,
if wilt be uniform In each element for the Linear interpolation.
The Distribution of Winding Leakage Flux Over the Core Plate
According to the specific situation of the core plate, winding leakage flux
exert normally on the core plate, its tangential co&,onents are neglegilj.. The
curve 'c' on Fig. I .hows the magnetic field strength Mn of the winding leakage
flux distributing normully along the height of the core plate. It is seen that the
go has a maximum value corresponding to the height of the wlndlnp Irrainal. This
is agreeable with the theoretical analysis.
EDDY CURRENT AND LOSS IN THE CORE PLATE
Application of Current Vector Potential T
The magnetic field strength Ho of the winding leakage flux distributes nor-
catty over the surface of the core plate. Take this normal direction as the z
direction of a rectangular coordinate system, then ise have Nio ,--iz iof Further-
more, put the plane of tho core plate in parallel wilth the x-y plane of fhat
rectangular coordinate system. As the thickness of the cose plate compared ulth
Its plane dimensions is rather small. The Induced eddy current density Je har. only
two components. Tas = Jex T- Jay 'V. The eddy current flows paratetty to the plane
of the plate. Ihis is a two dimension eddy current problem, only single component
Tz Is needed for the calculailont purpose.
Phau.or Tz satisfies the boundary value problem expressed as foLtowss
& "r T a i( ' I ` I j' - ) -I)e6
Sih t z . (7)
where subscript z omitted, and the boundary condition SI is according to the fm--t
that the equipotential line of Tz represents the eddy current line in the x-y
plane. Since there wilt be eddy current flowing along th& perimeter uf the plaSe,
the perimeter of the plate is an oquipotentlal line of Tz.
Equ.(6) has the same form as that of equation (2), It ian Le calcutated In
the same manner as equation (2), with the general computes program complteui.
Analysas of Eddy Current Loss on Modes Plate
The loss In the conductor per unit volume caused by eddy currert 4ia:Ity je
may be expressed as s
p - 1,712, -. J-p
Evidently, only when B maintains constant, the tos. of .he coqdacfo" decr.ases
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with the Increase in the resistivity. But, practically, when the applied fMold
strength Ho maintains constant, H will be changed as eddy current changes, since
the demagnetizing effect of eddy current may counterect the applied field S~rength
to a certain extent. Thereforv, the eddy current loss In conductor Is Influenced
by both the resistance of the eddy current path and the demagnetizing effect of
the eddy current WIL," aPPLIed magnetic field strengh Hto remains stable.
For example, there are three plate
conductors with the same Length of 480 on c~~ IIC~
and the different width of 200, 100 anid o--4 . Or
20 nz respectively. They have the same f rp _oox40o
peraeability of -,Ao and their resistivities -2?. lo m 4,90
are varying according to the label of the -13. 20 x4a0
horizontal axis, Calculation has been per-Aformed by assuming that they are under the d
same stable -td uniform magnetic field of
Bo ::49 US wheich penetrating normally to- A
wards those conducting plates. -__________0~~The curves of the eddy current losses 02 35 5.0 10 n, /0*7against the reskstlvities from calculation
ie~uLts are shown in Figue 2 . Every curve
has a maximum loss Pm &and a corresponding Fig. 2. Losses against
resistivity /1. . Each curve can be divided resistivity p
Into two Parts at the Point Pa. The left
part of the curve may be considered as the region affected mainly by dcmnigntlszing
effect of the eddy current, named 'L region'. The right purt of the cuivia may be
considered as the region affected mainly by the resistlvitY of the eddy c~urrent
path, named 'R regiou'. These curves show that the smaller the maid ii of the
plate is. the greater R regiont and the smaller L region will be,
To decrease the eddy current loss of a p late conductor , we ran make slots .)A
the Plate. As the slats 'aye longer and the distance between sltol is shortor, It
Is more possible to transfer the characteristic from L regis, to R regioen. and
ailso to decrease the eddy current loss.
Local Over-Healing Problem
P / 116 ______
According to the former discussIon, 2.0
It is seen that we cart reduce the eddy
current loss by making slots on the
plate. At the same time we should pay2
attintion to avoiding local overheating2
on the plate.
1i .0BY calcuilatono we find that when 1~
slots has been made to transfer tie
characterist~c from L region to R region,
the decreasing rates of the loss are not
simultaneous with the decreasing rate of
the maximum current density. The eddy I -*
current loss and the maximuz eddy cur- 0 10 20 30 4 0 1. ("IT"11
rent density against the length of the
slot on a plate conductor working at R Flg.3. i----Eddy current less
region are plotted In F19.3, In whichp Po 2 --- maximum eddy current
and IJo indic a te the eddy current loss and the maximum eddy current density,
respectively, of the plate without slot. Fig.3 shows that only when the length of
the slot is greater than 33 ma,. the maximum eddy current density will be lower than
Jo. This Is the case caused by the uniform applied external field. When the ap-
plied field is not uniform, the slot should be made passing through the spot
where maximum applied field exists.
Eddy Current Distribution and Loss on the Core Plate
The non-magnetic steel core plate has the
permeability o (i).ianti the resistivity
P77.2 E-711.m. The winding leakage flux d In-Oitributiun along the height( length) of the cote (a
Plate has been shown in Fig.t by curve 'c' -7--%
This leakage flux causes eddy current Induced
in the core Plate. The distribution of eddy
current over one-fourth of each plate is Is)
shuini ia vig. I~ The core plate shown in Fig.4__________
(a) hus two slots, (bi) has one slot and (c)
without slot. The eddy current Loss of plate
(c) Is 424 w. It shows that these plates are
all working !in the L region. It implies that
there should lbe have more slots on the. plate,
so as to shift the plate working friom L legion Fig. 4. Distvitiution of
to R regi,n and to reduce the eddy current eady currents In
loss effectively, core plates
MODEL EXP'ERIMENTS FOR IIJENTIFICATION
The principle diagrau of the
experiment is 5huwn in F1g.5., The
symbol 'it' refers toi all Inslatla--
tliio for producing magnetic field,
Whon like vurrent Passes throughA
the winding, an uniform magnetic
field wilt t,it produced In the gap. W
A Plute conductor sample '6 bIs1
placed Ill the gap. By thisth
eddy current loss of the plateconductor can be tested.
Flg.5. P'rinciple dtiagramThe Experimental and Ualculated Results fur experiment
Thlle xperimentat result~s and the calculated results of the eddy current
tosses of two 4Otx"Uxii nm aluminum plates matth quite wuell as shown in Flg.b. The
piate (a) Is without slit, and the plate (bi) Is with one slil. The loss in plate
(b) decrease evidlently sinrg there'!; a slit on it. It shows that the cheracteris--
tics of these Pltates are under the R region.
Another experiment has bean performed on three pieces of aluminum plate
which hbve the same dimensions of 400x44x1i ma. The first plate Is without slot.
the second one withi one slut and the third one with thres slots. The Losses o,
tthese thres platets a9goinst the uniform rnugnotic flux density are plotted In Fig.5.
It shows the toss of the second one is greater than that of the first one, and
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the toss of the third one Is Less than that of the first one. It is shown that the
first one Is under the L region, and the second one stilt wookln under L region.
The characteristics of the third one have been transferred from L region to R re--
glon, and the toss is reduced. The experimental results coincide with the anaLy-
tical, results discussed formerly.
p (w) p (W)




(1 100 600 .9 0 (0 11 0 on .50 0 TI (G>-)
F- ]
Fig. 6. a--Plate without slit Fig. 1. Eddy current tosses
b--- Plate with slit in plate conductors
CONCLUSIONS
Adopting non-magaetic steel material for core plate of a large power trans-
former can limit the eddy current tosses and avoid local over-heating to a groat
extent.
In case of the apptlied magnetic field source remain iL hanged.When neglecting
the demagnetizIng effect of the the eddy current, tosses are inversely propor-
tionat to the resistance of the current path. But through practical catculat I,
the results sl ,w that even for non-magnetic steel material, the demagnetizing
effect of the ea.dy current could not be neglected. So, how the variation of
resistance Influences on the tosses should be known from calculation results.
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EIGIERIHG RMOLVAB1LITY OF E14HIHO I DDY MW PROBLM
Z.Cheng,S.Gao,D.ZMang,J.Wang and C.Ye
Baoding Transiormer Works,Baoding 071056, China
This paper proposes some ideas of engineering resolvability technique of large engi-
neering 3D eddy current problems through solving a simple electrical engineering model"'
for evaluation of power loss in steel. The engineering application of 'EANed (tested by
IAM4) codes Will be specially emphasized.
1. ENGINEERING FIR_11B1BLIM AND ENGINFERING SOLUTION
In electrical engineering engineers often encounter various kinds of engineering
field problems, especially, including electromagnetic field problems, the major difficult
points of those problems are that: very large size and complex geometry of solved region
with multi-materials. The maximum size of solved region may be more than 10 metres, but
the enetration depth is very small in steel parts of electric machinery, in general.it
may be less than 3 am, the finite elements should be enough fine, thus the application of
3D electromagnetic softwares will be stemmed from too large computer storage and CPU time.
In engineering design a series of performance parameters of products will be deter-
mined by aided field analysis. Unfortunately, engineers can not find out exact solutions
of complex 3D nonlinear eddy current problems.
We have proposed an idea of engineering solution of engineering problemscLU.The main
characteristics of engineering solution may be described as follows: the confirmable arid
stable error extent, the lower computing co;t, and the favorable usability.
2. ENGINER NG ANUDBENCI4 A
Recent years,TEAI workshops have proposed and solved successfully 13 benchmark prob-
lemsL101, many excellent 3D) codes have been &de1-"3. All these effectively push
forward the development of 31) eddy current analysis. However, the benchmark problems are
far from large engineering eddy current problems. Authors propose an idea of engineering"TEAM for the sake of showing the differences with TIAM workshop of solving benchmark pro-blems.
As we know, the aim of benchmark TAM is to test electromagnetic analysis methods,
beyond doubt, doing those tests in simple models is a best way. 'lEA~ed codes provide
useful tools, while engineering ITAM ingeniously uses those tools to solve large engi-
neering problems, and dovelows various practical analysis techniques, including making
usable 3D eddy current codes, and checks their engineering usability.
In eigineering TFAM the proposed test problems will be based on typical engi-
neering background, the developed resolvability techniques will be directly used in aided
analysis of products. It will aim at the engineering application of electromagnetic ana-
lysis softwares.
3. RUVIEW OF ENGINEERING RMI3SPLVIALMMIi'jl
As above,to solve a large engineering field problem, the first thing is to do the
reasonable assumptions to make the problem resolvable'h', and to choose the most practi-
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cal approach. The brief review of engineering resovability techniques is as follows:
1) Simplification from 3D to 2I
Host of electrical engineering field problems are real three dirensional, nonlinear
and transient. In some cases,30 engineering field problems have apparent 21) field charac-
teristics, thus one can make some reasonable assumptions and define a solvable 2D Model.
For example, the leakage flux field of large power tranformer, obviously, is a 3D non-
linear eddy current problem, but if you only want impedance parameters of transfoi uers
then 2D software can provide good results, in this case, 3D field analysis is not neces-
sary.
lkoreover, Engineer's experiences have shown that using 3D finite element software
with coarse meshes the computing results usually may be not better than that of 2D codes.
Nowadays, any 2D engineering electromagnetic field problem can be solved without any di-
fficulties.
It does not imply that 21) code can solve any engineering field problems.3D softwarcs
have to be used to solve those special 3D field problems.
2) Local solvability Processing of 3D field probleis
The local solvability proceessing of 3D field problems means that delimitting a sub-
region from the whole solved region, it can be called as resolvable domain solving by
AJ)led codes, the requirments of computer storage and CPU time can be subsLantially
reduced.
The influnce from the regions outside the resolvable regarded domain can be
determined by some simplifie d analysis techniques, this part can be regarded as influnce
domain. T'he external influnce on resolvable domain can be applied in different ways. An
applied term appearing in governing equations is the most simple way.
3) Thin penetration medeliing
In electrical engineeering the evaluation of power losses and its disLribuLion in
steel parts is an important problem to design lower loss products withuut local overheat-
ing.
The difficult points of those problems are that the planar size of the steel parts
is very large, however, the penetration depth is very small. For instance, the thickness
of steel tank of transformers is 10 mm, it is near 5 times of penetration depth, if the
whole solved region are analysed by any 3D eddy current code based on MEM then the steel
tank region have to be divided into 4 to 5 layers for, getting accurate results of eddy
current, so the computing cost will be very large. Fortunately, enginpers have found some
practical approach or use some modified experiment formulas after getting magnetic flux
density outside the steel plate. The researchers have developed some feasible approach,
for example, using the surface impedance element methodsl'7 to modelling the thin pene-
tration problems.
4) Cuoled field-circuit aoaroaeh
A large power transformer and generator is an element of electrical system, deter-
mining a resolvable field problem of electric machinery will relate to electric and mag-
netie parameters obtained from electric and maetic circuit theory, especially, for
reverse problems.
For exaiple,the overfluxing problem of large power transformers, connecting to a.c
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voltage source, is difficut to solve exactily by only field analysis because the exciting
current is not known beforehand.the coupled field-circuit approch shuld be used. For
more complicated enginering problems the coupled experiment-analysis methods have to be
used, i.e., simulation test or product test provide necessitated data for doing further
field analysis.
4, fU LUDY URRENT UISS MOD
"Mhe design of the 3D eddy current model is based on typical power loss problems in
transformers. It consists of two air-core coils with the same number of turns and the same
dimensions in which the a.c exciting currents flow in opposite directions, the role ofexciting coils is to provide an applied field only. A steel plate of 10 mm thick is pla-
ced parallelly to the coils as shown in Fig.l.
Te aim of this modelling is to calculate the distribution of 31 eddy current and
eddy current losses in steel plate, to check the engineering usefulness of 3D eddy cu-
rrent codes made by authors, finally, to attempt to find out practical engineering com-
puting methods used in aided analysis of products, This will be demonstrated through
solving the simple problem.
I3D eddy current analysis
his is a 3D, nonlinear, single connected eddy current problem. It can be solved by
varied kinds of Th)1&@d codes, this model provides a possibility that the distribution of
3D eddy current in steel plate can be analysed in detail. The initial analysis resultsusing 3D eddy current cede based on T-Y approach with coarse meshes have been shown in
Fig,2(a). Fig,2(b) shows another distribution of eddy current to verify the 3D code, inthat test example the same applied magnetic fields are perpendicular to the steel plaLe
anywhere.
The different schemes of the solvable mwdels have been shown in Fig.3 (a) and (b) to
indicate the dealing with the external influnce in different ways. In Fig.3(a) the solved
region includes the exciting coil, but Fig.3(b) shows that the influnce 01' exciting coils
was replaced by an applied term.
2)S1mplified 2) annlv's
In this model the regular coils and the thin steel plate placed parallelly to thecoils sho, the evident characteristics of 2D field, so it can be approximately calculated
using 2D software,the 21) model has been shown in Fig.4.
To confirm the accuracy of field analysis in different ways authors have done 2D)
analysis using beth 21) FE0 code and Image modelling program, those 2D analysis results
have been shown in Fis.5.
3) xaperiments of flux density
The testing model has been made, the measurement of power loss in steel plate is di
fflcult, because, the total Power losses stored in both exciting coils and steel platc,do-
termination of the losses generated only in steel plate and the local power losses should
use some special experiment technique which will be further developed.




The engineering resolvability technique of large eddy current problem will be fur-
ther developed, an idea of engineering TEAM has been proposed by authors, it is expected
that engineering-oriented analysis technique will be effectively used in electrical en-
gineering.
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COMPARISON OF GTD AND MOM SCATTERING COMPUTATIONS
AND TRANSFORMATION TO THE TIME DOMAIN
by
Paul G. Elliot
ARCO Power Technologies, Inc.





PO Box 23077, Alexandria, VA 22304
(703) 751-5637
ABSTRACT
Frequency domain scattered fields are computed using the Method of
Moments (MOM) and the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD) . Aninverse Fourier transform is used to obtain the time domain field.
The NEC code from Lawrence Livermore Labs was used for the MOM
computation, and the Basic Scattering Code (NEC-BSC) from Ohio
State University was used zor the GTD computation. A comparison of
these frequency domain results shows agreement when typical
guidelines for the use of these two approaches are met.
The radiating source is a horizontally polarized infinitesimal
dipole source over ground. A fence in front of the source
backscatters electromagnetic energy to an observer. The fence is
modeled somewhat differently in the two models. The MOM fence mode]
consists of three horizontal wires, and the GTD fence model is a
single flat plate. The models were designed for a switch from the
MOM to the GTD method at a radian frequency of 0)=108, corresponding
to the smallest dimensions of interest. The GTD model thus provides
accurate scattering results for frequencies higher than W=]08 while
the MOM fence model is designed to be accurate below 01=108.
The near field options of the codes were used to compute
backscattered energy reaching the observer. Both models should be
accurate close to u=108 , and in fact the magnitude plot shows the
best agreement from a-ixl0" to 1.5x10'. The phase plot shows good
agreement from about 0.8x100 to 1.8x10 8 . At low frequencies the GTD
results deteriorate and show erratic spikes.
An inverse Fourier transform is used Lo convert the wide bandwidth
frequency domain scattering transfer function into the time domain
with weighting of the frequency domain components by the incident
pulse spectrum. The resulting time domain response shows the






1 oct romagnet ic ii i! lds q•nii ated by EMLI simu •tort i h,,L Y .,trlh tIi,-:suburban communities have recently dttracuud Muc:h dl) tnt. .on.Smethod for limiting these fields is by the use of totlectLing and
diffracting fences. This study deals with the use of computer
mooels to determine the EMP fields In the prosnone of simple
conligurations of fences.
This paper demonstrates the use of frequency domain computer codez
for solving this time domain pulse scattering problem. Scattertd
fields including diffraction are computed using the Method of
Moments (MOM) and the Geometrical Theory of Diffracti0on (GTD) . The
NEC-MOM code (Version 2) from Lawrence Livermore Labs' was used for
the MOM computation and the Basic Scattering Code (NEC-BSC) from
Ohio State University' was used for the GTD computation.
Our investigation desciibes the time domain solut ion for a
particular geometry, and also compares the NEC-MOM with the NEC-BSC
results in the frequency domain. A number of Other fence geometries
and observer positions have also been modeled using the NEC-MOM , id
NEC-BSC codes 3 . Time domain measurements made on a scale model of
a fence4 compared well with computer calculations using an
algorithm' similar to rhe one described in this paper.
GEOMETRY
One major asset of the NEC-MOM and NEC-BSC codes is the wide
variety of 3D geometries that can be modeled. The geometry selected
for this presentation is shown in Figure 1. The purpose of the
fence is to reduce the magnitude of the electromagnetic field in
the suburban region, designated as the "far field" in Figure 1,
while minimizing the effect of the fence on the waveform in the
region labeled "test point". This paper describes the field at the
test point in both the time and frequency domains. Reference 3describes additional time domain results at nu erous field points
on both sides of the fence and for several fence geometries.
The geometry consists of a horizontally polarized infinitesimal
dipole source placed 20 m over a ground plane at the point labeled"simulator". The fields are computed at the observer position
labeled 'test point" which is 50 meters behind the source and 5
meters above the ground. A 45 degree conducting inclined fence is
placed in. front of the source as shown. The fence crossection is
shown in Figure 1 since the fence lies parallel to the dimension
into the paper. The test point and simulator both lie in the
vertical plane of the drawing. A ground conductivity of 0 = 0.02
mhos and ground relative dielectric constant of c, = 15 are used in
the computations.
COMPUTER MODEL DESCRIPTION
The NEC-MOM code was used for the lower frequencies of the pulse
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Figure 2. Transmission colfficient tar parallel and perpendicular polarization
for a grid of round wires of diameter 13 and ceniorfal-center spacing S
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higher frequonrcies. Two diflferent computer models of the same
geometry were therefore used for d0 iferent frequency rangest;.
The radiating source in both computer models is a horizontally
pol&rized infiniluesimal dipole source over ground. Th'_ fence is
modeled differently in the two models. The GTD fence model is a
single flat conducting plate of the height and inclination shown in
Figire 1, and 600 meters long (direction into paper). Plates were
not used in the MOM model since that code requires plates to be
used only for closed -urfaces. For MOM, horizontal wires are used
to model the fence. This MOM fence consists of 16 horizontal wires
of diameter 0.6 meters spaced 2.83 meters apart. Each of these
horizontal wires is 40 meters long (direction into paper) and is
segmented into 2 meter long segmtents.
An angular frequency of (=u10 is selected as the transition
frequency from MOM to GTD for thi.j geometry, based on the physical
dimensions shown in Fiqure 1, and on computer run time
,.onsidurations. Since the high fLequency GTD computer model runs
350 to 600 times faster than the low frequency MOM model, it is
de: '-able to use GTD for the broadest possible frequency band over
whiun it yields accurate results.
The guidelines for the use of the two codes as follows. The GTD
code is most accurate when all dimensions of the structure are
longer than approximately one wavelength. The distance from the
source to the fence should also be approximately one wavelength or
more. The distance of the source to the ground is less critical and
may be less than a wavelength. The smallest dimension of the fence
is ths_ slant length of 42 meters, and the source is 14 meters from
the fence at the closest point. These constraints are approximate
so GTDI was used to a maximum wavelength of 20 meters, which
corresponds to frequencies of W=108 and higher. This should provide
good accuracy comb'.ned with minimum computer run time.
The MOM fence model is intenoed to be accurate below about (0=10 8 .
The 2 meter segments used for the MOM model are 0.1 wavelengths at
Wa 10'. As can be determined from Figure 26, the MOM fence
dimensions given above should limit transmission through the fence
to -18 Ub of the incident field at w = 108 and to less than -18 Db
at lcrer frequencies. Thus, for all practical purposes the wire
model of the fence provides an excellent representation of a
perfectly reflecting surface for parallel polarization.
COMPARISON OF MOM AND GTD RESULTS
The near field options of the codes "ere used for a frequency
domain computation of the direct and scattered energy reaching the
observwr. Figures 3a and 3b show the magnitude and phase of the MOM
and GTD results in the frequency domain. These curves are
nornalized to the field that would he present at the observer
position it the same sou.rce were radiating into free space (no
(ýround or fence) . Due to this normalizdtion the results shown in
Figiures 3a and 3b will be referred to as the frequency domain
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transfer function T(W) for the particular geometry and observer
position. Also shown in Figure 3a is the magnitude with the ground
present but no fence, which is the same result using either of the
two computer codes.
The MOM and GTD models should both be accurate close to W=108 as
explained above. In fact the magnitude plot shows the best
agreement from erilxl0' to l.5xlO'. The phase plot shows good
agreement from about 0.8xl08 to ] .8xl0. At low frequencies the GTD
results deteriorate and show erratic spikes.
CONVERSION TO TIME DOMAIN
The time domain response to a pulse was calculated by inverse
Fourier transforming the weighted frequency domain transfer
function T(OI) . T(CG) was weighted in the trequency domain by the
frequency spectrum of the incident pulse using a formula typically
used to describe EMP pulses7 :
L(t) = E0 [axp(-0t) - exp(-at)]
where a = 4 x 10" and I = 6 x 106. 1500 values tor the frequency
domain transfer function T(Ce) shown in Figures 3a and 3b were
computed between DC and w) = 1010. 500 oi these points were below w)
- 10' and so were obtained using MOM. The remaining 1000 points
were above j) rý 10' and so were calculated using GTD.
Curve A of Figure 4 shows the time domain field for the geomeLry of
'igure 1. Curve B is the incident waveform which is thu field which
would exist in the absence of the ground or tence, and all the
curves are normalized to the peak value of this incident waveform.
CuLve U is the field with no fence but with the ground. Curve D
therefore does not show peaks and minima which are produced by
reflection and diffraction from the fence. Curve C is the field
with the fence and ground except that only the higher frequency
components were used; the lower frequency (MOM) results have been
emitted from the inverse Fourier transform.
The time oi arrival of each ray reflected or diffracted from the
fenice is shown by the onset of each large ripple in curve A. These
re-sults are fi excellenit agreement with the theoretical predictions
using ray theory. A comparison of curves A and C shows that in
curve C (only high frequencies used, no MOM results) the onset of
tier largu r.ipples produced by diffraction occurs befoLu the ray
actually arrives at the observer. It is clear that when the full
spectrum is not used the -im(moe domain results dare not Correct.
Thi;work---wa-spj)o-rtd by the harry Diamond Labs under Contract 4
DAAL.OO2-E37-C-0052 with Kohlberg Associates, inc. Mr. Elliot was a
consultanrt to Kohlberg AsUociates.
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Figure 4. Electrlc field for point In tost volumno 50 m from simulator at a height
of .5 m for Inward InclIned fence
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EVALUATION OF MODIFIED LOG-PERIODIC ANTENNAS
FOR TRANSMISSION OF WIDE-BAND PULSES *
G. J. Burke
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
P.O. Box 5504, L-156, Livermore, CA 94550
Abstract
Modified forms of the log-periodic dipole antenna have been proposed in the litera-
ture for radiating a short pulse with minimum distortion and also for a phase response
tailored to compress a linear FM pulse. These designs are reviewed, and the antennas
are evaluated by numerical modeling with the frequency domain code NEC. Responses
for transient input signals are obtained from the NEC solution by inverse transforming
and convolution. Antennas modified to obtain a linear phase characteristic are seen to
be effective in transmitting an input pulse with nxinizvn distortion. The antennas for
compressing a linear Fld pulse are somewhat effective bUt do not appear to work as well
as might be expected.
Introduction
The log-periodic dipole (LPD) antenna can operate over a very wide frequency band,
limited only by mechanical constraints. However, the antenna introduces sigpnificant dis-
tortion when radiating a transient signal, due to its nonlinear phase-versus--frequency re-
sponse. A modified design has been proposed by Yatskevich and Fedoseniko in [1] to reduce
distortion of a pulse by making the phase r,!sponse linear or, more generally, to develop a
filter characteristic for compressing a signal such as a linear FM pulse. Sosne results from
numerical modeling of these linear-phase and FM-compression antennas are presented here
to evaluate their effectiveness.
Standard LPD antennas axe constructed as an array of parallel dipoles arranged so
that their ends subtend a constant angle a, I's shown in Figure 1. The lengths of successive
dipole elements farm a 6 cometric progression with scaling factor r < 1, so that
In rn do&
The dipoles are fed with a transmission liue that reverses phase between each pair of
dipoles. Another parameter often used to describe a LPD antemna is
O" - I =- cot a.v. (4 )
Thus a is the distance in wavelengths from a \/2 resonant element to the next smaller
dipole in front of it. Values of a are typically in the range 0.06 to 0.22, with r in the range
0.78 to 0.98. Carrel [2] detenained that the optimum gain for a given r occurs with
a • 0.22r - 0.0335. (2)
* Work performed auder the auspices of the U. S. Department of Energy by the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory undeo CotLract W-7405-Eng-48.
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The truansient responses of LPD antennas shown here have been obtained by running
the frequency domain Moment-Method code NEC [3] mid then inverse transforming and
convolving the result with an i•put pulse function. In the NEC model, the radiating cl-
einents are broken into small segments, mad the niutual interactions of all segments are
Computed to forns an interaction niatrix. The ideal transmission line equations ;irc applied
to establish a relation betweei voltage and current at the trwuisinssion line connection
points (using TL commands.) The combined system of transmission line and electromag-
netic interaction equations is then solved by NEC to obtain the current on the radiating
elenments. Yatskevich and Fedosenko emiployed an equivalent method described in [4].
LPD antennas call also be modeled directly in the time domain using the code TWTD
[5]. Since TWTD does not include a model for ideal transmission lines, it is necessary to
model the tranlsasission line wires with sege•ncts. The transmission line is placed in a
plane normnal to the plae)r of tile radiatilng ehenienlts, mad the elements on either side of
the witenna connect alternately to the top or bottom tramnsmission line wire to obtain
the required phase reversal. This explicit traismission line model more closely resembles
the way that LPD antennas are typically built than does the implicit transsmission line
model in) which the dipoles lie ill a plane. However, both models give essentially the sameuc
results through the operating band of the antoima for typical transmission lilies. Tt'ansiclt
resplonses of LPD amteinns obtained frumn NEC results mid convolution have been found
to agree very well with measuren•ents,
Ii the following sections the designs proposed by Yatskevichm aud Fedosenko to radiate
a pulse with minimum distortiou wid to compress a linear FM signal are outlined and tile
trmmsient responses obtained from NEC are comparcd with those in [1].
The Limmear-Phase Antenna fbr Pulse Transnmiasion
It is well known that whenm a transient signal is fed into a LI'D autenna tie radiated
field is greatly distorted from the input pulse. Input of a short pulse, such as a Gaussimxu,
results in a down-chirp radiated field. Yatskcvicli mid 1edosexuko note in [1] that this
distortion is due to the nodinerC phause response of tIme standard LPD array. With the
elenmeit eids subtending a constanit aigle, the dist.muce in wavelengths of a resonmat A/2
cleicut from tihe apex is constant. However, the radiated field douages phase by i" radians
whbeii tle frequency imicreases by a factor of r due to the reversal of the trmisiiiissiun line
betwcen eleixients. Thus the phase of the radiated iield varies as
Yatskevich and Fedosenko modified the antemma to produce a imnre linear phase Char-
acteristic. The resonant frequencies of successive elem•ints ii their antemmma )re related by
an m'ritinnctic progression with frequency increment 6w, as
W,3 =w 1 +(n- 1)6w; n = 1,2,. N
with elelmient lengths
= d'+ (ns-16/w] 3
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Since the elements in their antenna still subtend a constant angle a, the distance of the
resonant element from the apex should remain constant over the band of the antenna.
Thus the phase should change by ir with a frequency increment of Sw, so that
)(0) = -me/6w.
This argument neglects the possible frequency-dependent phase velocity of the transmission
line in the antenna, but results in [1] and here show that the antenna works reasonably
well.
The linear-phase design for transmitting a pulse with minimum distortion was tested
for a 18 element antenma. A standard LPD antemna was considered first, with longest
element of length 0.88 in, and with r = 0.915, a = 0.168 and a = 7.21. This is an
optimum design according to equation (2), covering a band of about 170 to 700 MHz.
A comnparable linear-phase antemna used 18 elements with the sanme largest and smallest
elements, and the same a, but with element lengths determined from equation (3) with
bw/wl = 0.207. The transnissiou line impedance in each case was 100 olhms. These two
antennas are shown in Figure 2. The effect of scaling the elements by equation (3) rather
than (1) is to crowd the elements toward the small end with increased spacing for the large
elements.
The antennas were modeled at 10 MITz steps in frequency from 10 MHz to 1 GOIz,
with a source of 1 volt aud a generator impedance of 50 ohms, The transfer function
obtained for radiated field was then resasnpled, inverse transformed and convolved with a
Gaussian input pulse with 1 us FWIIM. Comparison of the 18 element LPD and linear-
phase antennma in Figures 3 and 4 shows a considerably more linear phase response for
the modified antenna. The transient response in Figure 4 is compressed, and its peak
amplitude exceeds that of the standard LPD antenna in Figure 3 by a factor of nearly two.
The increased spacing of the elements with the linear-phase design is secn to degrade the
low frequency performanc, however.
The degradation at low frequencies can be partially overcome by increasing the number
of radiating elements. A 30 element antenna analyzed in [il gives a cleaner impulse response
than the 18 element antenna. NEC modeling confirmed the effectiveness of the 30-element
design.
Pulse Compression Antennas
Yatskevich and Fedosenko show that this concept of tailoring the phase respnsie of
the antenna can be generalized by selecting the resonant frequencies w,, of the radiating
elements to obtain a phase response
O(W,) = ¢(w) - (n - 1)r. (4)
They apply this method to compress a linear FM signal of the form{2 2
uCt) O us (oot + A ), for It !t/2,120, for It] > tu/2,
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where wo is the mean frequency, t4 is the duration of the signal, Aw is the bandwidth and
B = twt.. The spectrum of this signal, assuming B > 1, is
e'-BT 2AVX(W) ;t Uo-AWe-J t-''••- (5)
over the frequency range wo - Aw/2 < w < wo + Aw/2.
The antenna is required to act as an optimum filter, with the conjugate phase responseto (5). Thus u(w) - -_o0) 2/2Aw 2 - coto (6)
where to is a time delay chosen to obtain a realizable antenna. Substituting (6) into (4)
and solving for w,, yields
W.n=WO+ {ý-o1 - I_/ [t.to(oi -co0) -2As(w, -coo) 2 + (nr-1)7r}
Assuming co0 = w1 "+ Aw/2 as in [1], this result becomes
co = W1 I1+4-I-0.5 +7
where I = t0 /t,. Thus the element lengths scale as
t,:£/[1÷ 11 0.5+7-t- 05')-rr,-)Bl
Yatskevich and Fedosenko consider a linear FM signal with B = 407r and Aw/we = 1.
Their antenna uses 30 elements with a = 40 and y = 0.705. The ratio of element radius
to length was 0.005, and the transmission line impedance was 100 ohms. The antenna
modeled here was scaled for a longest element of 0.88 m, so the resonant lengths of the
largest and smallest elements were fl = 0.170 GHz and f3o = 0.511 GHz. The radiating
elements of this antenna are shown in Figure 5.
The response of the antenna, obtained from NEC, is shown in Figure 6, where the
radiated field is shown for one volt input and no generator impedance. The input linear
FM signal and the resulting field radiated are shown in Figure 7. The radiated pulse
is compressed, but not as well as that shown by Yatskevich and Fedosenko in [1]. One
uncertainty in this comparison is the source impedance, since a value is not stated in [1]. In
addition to the 50 ohms used for the results in Figure 7, we also tried 100 and 1000 ohms.
The high impedance was tried because reference [4] mentions fixing the input current, which
is equivalent to using a high impedance source. These variations in source impedance did
not have a significant effect on the compression of the radiated pulse, although they did"-r its amplitude.
The result of convolving the linear FM signal with the impulse response of the optimum
filter, having the phase of equation (6) and a constant amplitude from w0 - Aw/2 to
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wo + A!/2, is shown in Figure S. This response 18 close to that shown in [1]. The transfer
function of the antenna, computed by NEC, is compared with the ideal transfer function
in Figure 9. The magnitude of the antenna response is seen to drop off sharply above
about 0.34 GHz. This loss of high frequencies is also noted by Yatskevich and Fedosenko,
and the gain in Figure 6b appears to be in close agreement with that shown in [1]. The
phase of the antenna response is not plotted in [1], but it is stated that the phase is within
±10 degrees of the quadratic relation of (6). The phase computed by NEC is close to that
of (6) at the lower frequencies, but deviates substantially above about 0.32 Gliz. This
difference in phase apparently accounts for the reduced compression of the pulse. The
phase characteristic is more difficult to obtain than the smootldy varying magnitude, since
many samples are needed to avoid aliasing. The antenna response was computed with
NEC at 5 MHz increments from 160 to 570 MHz and at 10 MHz increments over the rest
of the band from 0 to 1 GHz. The resuits appeared to be well converged. Also, the radiated
power, obtained by integrating the far field (computing average gain), was in balance with
the input power minus power dissipated in the terminating load. The computation of the
transfer function shown in Figure 6, from 0 to 1 GHz, required 12 hours of CPU time on
a VAX 8650.
Conclusions
The concept of modifying a LPD array to produce a desired phase characteristic for
transmitting or compressing a pulse appears to have considerable merit, although there
are limitations on what can be achieved. The linear-phase modification proposed in [1] is
effective for radiating a short % ulse with minimum dispersion. However, more elements are
needed to cover a given band than with the standard LPD array.
The antenna for compression of a linear FM pulse also is effective, although the
radiated pulse obtained from the NEC model is not as clean as that shown in [1]. The
reason for this discrepancy has not been determined, although it appears possible that the
pulse ohown in (1] could be the response of the ideal jilter, which is then broadened by the
reduced bandwidth of the antenna. Statements in [1] appear somewhat ambiguous on this
point. Another possibility is that the result shown in [1] is for a different antenna than is
described.
The simple analysis used in deriving the element spacings in [1] probably does not lead
to a completely optimum design. The antennas might be further optimized by adjusting the
elements to correct phase errors revealed by the numerical model, although the potential
gain is not known. Also, an analysis in terms of k -)3 diagrams for propagation on the
locally-peciodic structure might lead to a better understanding of the possibilities and
limitations of these antennas.
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Fig. 2. Radiating elements of a) an 18 element LPD antenna with r = 0.915, o = 0.168
"and a = 7.21' and b) a similar liueae-phase antenna with 6w/,w = 0.207.
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Fig. 5. Radiating elenments of a thirty-element antenna for compressing a linear FM
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INTRODUCTION source, food, and reflector. Each of these compo.
The radiated pulsed response of the par- nents were modeled individually and are diB-
abolic reflector antenna system shown in figure I eussed in detail below.
is presented in this paper. The emphasis of the
current modeling effort was to determine the The Source
transmitted pulse characteristics of this antenna 'The source was modeled as an ideal
system, i.e., the peak ai.hplitudm, rime time, and Gaussian voltage generator in series with a high
pulse width of the transmitted pulse. It was in- pass filter. The wavefbrm produced by the gen.
tially hoped that an antenna system of this type orator is given in equation 1 and plotted in
would be able to transmit high gain, short pulses fgiapre 2. With 1/a set equal to 1 ns, a pulse width
at large distances. Results from this initial of'1.7 na and a rise time of 1.2 na is produced. In
phase of analysis are very encouraging. These figure 2, to Yas set equal to 25 ns to allow for
results along with a detailed description of the easier viewing of the entire pulse0
models developed will be given.
U(V 6"' (1)
S~~~~I ......-AA
F"iLure 1. Parabolic reflector antenna system.
Figure 2. Waveform produced by Gauwsian
MEITHODOLOGY voltage generator,
This section dIscusses the methodology
employed during the analysis and describes the The output of the voltage generator was
models developed for each component of the al- fed directly into a high pasa filter to remove the
tonna system. A goal of this analysis was to low frequency content of the voltage source. The
determine the transmitted field strength relative model developed for the pamabolic reflector (griven
to the input signal level. For this reason, a com- below) is most accurate when the wavelength is
pleto characterization of the antenna system small relative to the dimensions of the reflector.
from the source to the radiated fields was Therefore, removal of the low frequennies (large
nacoasswY. A-I shown in figure 1, there are three waveoingths), was performed to improve the
major cumponento in this antenna system - the overall accuracy of this analysis.
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A single pole high Pass filter with a lower
cutoff frequency of 100 MHz was used in thisA
analysis. its frequency response is given in equa-
tion 2 while a plot of its magnitude and phaseA
regponses are given in figures 3 and 4.A
.A
Figure 5. The Gaussian pulse after being
filtered.
/ ~shoot, thin ifeed secl~on was chosen. in this anal-ysis, 81 was set equal to 0.03 m, while the ratio of
&Idwas sat equal to 100.
~o * ,s.~'.The resistive losses of the dipole feed
P.Vý oh)wore as-urnsd, to consist of radiation and ohimic
losslus as given in equation 311]. A plot of RC(c) is
Fijgure 3. Magnitude response of the high pass giveni in Elgure 7 where a is So Mynhos/en.filter.
R(us -+3'
1W - "he cuireIht diatribution on the dipole
feed was assumed tolt- uniform and is given in
equation 4, where V(ui) is 'he Fourier transform
C: ~of the voltage source. Figuresi 8and 9 are plots ofV~EWa and 1.(W).
IV Io, %Go top to-"-,q~ (11.)
F'igure 4. l'hasoe response -'I Lho high puss filter.
The result of puassing the Gaussian signalA
throughi the high pass filtor is shown in figure 5. 61o~ -
while the pulbu width hat; increased to apprttxi- .f I
oinately 10 ns.
The FeedLI
The food section (sue figure (1) was mod-Ueled as a short dipole with resiativn losses. To Figure 6. Dipole feed sectic n.
avuid uny rettonsmncem with the feed, anl oxtremnely
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the low frequencies have been attenuated, and
the minimum distance (the focal length) to the
tx hreflector's surface is 10 .
14-p,0 S n--( COO Alin 0 + $Cs 0 )4
(5)
190 to too lop to The Refleetor
Vq-V (iu The fields scattered off of the parabolic
reflector are calculated by geometric opticsl2l.Figure 7. Dipole feed input impedance, The radiated electric far field produced by the
short dipole feed antenna (located at the focal
point) provided the excitation. Geometric optics
was then used to calculate the scattered electric
fluid in the xy plane that goes through the focal
point of the parabolic reflector as given in eque-
tion 6 (where f is the focal length of the parabolic
reflector). The fields are assumed to be zero out-side of the parabolic roflector's projected area on
this plane (i.e., outside of the circle dLscribed by
the reflectors edge), Given these fields, equiva-
lent magnetic sources are found through the
le s- to- equivalence principle (equaLion 7). These sourc-
Y"ou) as are then used to calculate the electric vector
Figure 8. Fourier transform of filtered, potential (equation 8), from which the electric




Figure 9. Fourier transform of the current 4n JfM(s)jA-)e '~di' (B
on the dipole feed antenna. '
The radiated fi r fields produced by the
dipole feed are gvven in equation 5. It wan as- E x P(
sumed that these were the incident fields at the
-parabolic reflector's surface. This assumption is i jc
fairly accurate since the dipole feed is very short,
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When calculating the electric field poten- direction. Since we are usE. to working in apher-
tial in equation 8, if one ia only concerned with ical coordinates when in the far field, tha polar-
the fields along the boresight, the integration can ization on boresight can be a little confusing. 0
be performed analytically and results in the ex- and Ii polarizations will change as our observa-
pression given in equation 10. However, when tion angle (ib) changes. This is simply an artifact
oef boresight angles are desired, the integration of the spherical coordinate system when 0=0'.
can no louger be performed analytically. To per-
form this integral, a fast Fourier transform
(FFT) was used. Comparing a two dimensional a
Fourier transform integral to the integral in
equation 8, it is readily found that equation 8 is
of the same form as an inverse, two dimensional
Fourier transform. 'A
(10)
" 1 \,f+tl*I2xr I- 30-•o--•"'-
Throughout this analysis, the parabolic
reflector modeled had a focal length of 10 m and Figure 10. T1he electric field strength on bore.
a diameter oQ120 m. sight calculated analytically.
RESULTS
The results will be presented in three
parts. The first part, will be the pulse character-
istics along the boresight. A cnmparison between
the analytically generated and numerically cal.
culated data will be shown. This comparison is
used to validatei the numerical technique. The
next two parts will show the transmitted pulse
characteristics fý-" the B and H planes. in er.ch
cause, the transmitted pulse waveforms were cal-
culated for a range of 1000 km. However, to
make viewing of the waveforms easier, no time
shifts (other than the 26 nb offset from the • a '-p
source) were included. Conclusions from these LZ
results are presented in the next section. Figure 11, The electric field strength on bore-
eight calculated numerically.
Boresight
As previously discussed, along boresight E.PLan
the electric vector potential integral (equation 8) The E-plane is defined as Lhe $=900
can be calculated analytically. This has been plane. Figures 12 through 24 are plots of the
performed and the results are shown in equation electric field for different values of 0. Figures 12
10. Off boresight, however, a two dimensional through 18 are plotted on the same scale to allow
FFT' has been used to perform this integration. A visual inspection of the pulse amplitude changes
comparison between th 3 two methods (on bore- as the angle offboroeight in changed. Figures 19
sight) is shown in figures 10 anJ 11. As is evi. through 24 are the same figures replotted to
dent in the figures, the two methods give nearly show in detail the pulse characteristics at each
identicaml results, angle. At 4w290O, the 0 component of the electric
It should be noted that the polarization field is zero. Thus, only the 0 comnponent of the
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Figure 13. E-plane result for 0 igure 16. H-ph)ne result for 0=7.2
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Figure 14. E-plane results Cor 0=3.6'. F~igure 17. E-phuan resulta for 0=9.00.
to,
Figurel8. E-plane results for 0=10.81. Figure 21. &-plune results for MA5O40
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Figure 19. E-plane resulU for 0-1i.81. Mp•i•rc. 22. E-plane results for 0--7.21,
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Figure 20. E-plano rasults for 0=3.6*, l,'igura 23. E-plane results for 0=-9.00.
210W2
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Figure 24. E-plane results for 0=10.8'. Figure 26. If-plane results for 9=1.81,
ll.Plano
The ll.plsne is defined as the O=;0 plane.
Figures 25 through 37 are plots of the electric ..
field for ditrerent values of 6. Figures 25 through
31 are plotted on the same scale, while figures 32
through 37 are plotted on different scales for the
reasons discussed above. Since 0f0*, the 0 comn- .
ponent of the electric floid is zero. Thus, only theScomponent has heen plotted.
N 10 0 0 so
Figure 27. i1-plari results for U3.6'".
44. 4
Ut
to 2 s for 00, 0 -h Wt 40 0
Figure 25. lI-piane results for 0=0O. Figure 28. lI-plane results for 0=5i.4'1.
Figure 29. H-plane results for 0-7.2'. Figure 32. H-plane results for 0=1.8°.
ta•it
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Figure 2t). If-plane results for 0=10.8. Figure 34. 11-plano results for 0=1.80.
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CONCLUSIONS
From the results presented, it is easy to
understand why the parabolic reflector antenna
system looks to be very promising in its ability to
transmit high gain, short pulses. Both theE and
It plane results clearly indicate that the trans-
mitted pulse is maximum along boresight and
attenuates rapidly with angular deviation from
boresight. At five degrees offhboresight, the peak
amplitudes have decreased approximately by a
factor of 5. The amplitudes continue to decrease"the further off boresight one goes, however, theassumption about the low frequency content
made throughout this analysis begins to fail at
Figuxre 35. H-plane results for 007.2°. extreme offboresight angles. The reason for this
is simple. The parabolic roPeftor is a very high
gain antenna at short wavelengths. Thus, the
energy from the high frequencies is concentrated
along boresight. However, at lower frequencies,
the gain begins to broaden and the energy is dis-
tributed over a wider range of angles. At large
angles off boresight, the relative content of low
frequency versus high frequency will be greater
than it is along boresight. Since the geometricS, •optics approximation is inaccurate at low fre-
quencies. the relative energy clue to the long
wavelengths must be small Compared to the
short wavelengths. Along boresight and near it.
this condition is satisfied. However, at large an-,•.. . . glee offlboresight, this condition is no longer true.
Therefore, results for angles greater than 100
have not been included.
Figure 36. H-plane results for 0.Gi. In addition to the pulse amplitude de-
creasing, the pulse width increases with angular
deviation from boresight. Once again, this is due
to the fact that the relative contribution of low
frequencies increases as the angle off boresight
increases.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Two enhancements could be made to im-
prove the results that have been presented here."ir The first is to improve upon the feed section. A
more realistic feed could be incorporated. This
A would complicatu the analysis considerably and
is why it was not performed in this analysis.
* ., •The second enhancement would be to im-
prove upon the reflector analysis. Edge effects
along with an accurate model for low frequenciesFigure 37. H-plane results for 0=10.8°. could be developed.
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A RAY-TRACING MODEL TO PREDICT
TIME-DOMAIN RCS PERFORMA1N'1E OF A COMPACT RANGE
Norman Carey Steve Brumley Atul JainHughes Aircraft Company Denmar Incorporated Hughes Aircraft CompanyEl Segundo, California Carson City, Nevada El Segundo, California
Abstract
Characterization of time-domain High Range Resolution (HRR) scattering returns is a valuable tool
in evaluating performance of RCS compact range chambers. A code, based on geometrical optics
modeling aad empirical reflector and absorber data, is described. Results obtained using this computer
model are compared with actual downrange RCS plots measured on the Hughes Aircraft Company
dual-reflector Vokurka compact range chamber in El Segundo, California. Important mechanisms
contributing to thi downrange response and to measurement clutter in the sweet spot measurement
zone are identified, indicating this to be a useful tool in chamber design and evaluation.
1.0 ntarol•dtlon
The quality of measurements made in an indoor compact range depends to a large extent upon the
level of background clutter in the time vicinity of the target. The background level is due to unwanted
returns of siilar path length, and to processing sidelobes of bright peaks elsewhere in the roonm.
Before mes=Lres can be taken to reduce clutter, the paths involved must be identified, and the
potential negative side effects of the design changes estimated.
Time-domain images of compact ranges show contributions from several mechanisms. Some of these
can be deduced from the image and from knowledge of the range geometry. Certain comparatively
simple effects can be estimated accur..tely; however, detailed calculations of higher-order interactionsarc cumbersome, requiring computer assistance. While a great number of versatile RCS predictioncodes are available, they are generally unsuitable fez modeling complex, electrically large, lossy
cavities, such as a compact range. Specialized software exists to compute the near field of a compact
range reflector in isolation, but the absence of interactions with other objects restricts its use to
predictiot. af field strength in the quiet zone; clutter in the zone, as seen in time-doma.n images,
cannot be predicted. Another approach approximates profiles of the quiet zone by summation of
absorber backscatter components, computed using empirical data for the illumination pattern and
absorber RCS 11].
A series of computer codes has explored the applicability of ray tracing to range analysis. The current
iteration, Vuku5, employs an exiended form of Geometric Optics (GO) to treat nonspecular
scattering. Pure GO is quite restricted in its ability to predict calibrated background levels due to its
exclusmn of nonspucular mechanisms. In particular, the level in the quiet zone around the target
cannot be calculated, since this depends ou diffraction from the main reflector and backscaticring




and graphical display of paths in both time and space domains. Design etphbAsis was placed on the
flexibility of the model description language and on the extensibility of the "code.
2.0 Theory
Pure GO approximates a wavefront with a set of rays, each of which represents a tube of flux. When
a ray strikes a surface, it reflects at the specular angle. In VukuS, surfaces are considered to be locally
planar, so that the tube's cross-sectional area is conserved. Spreading from curved surfaces is thcn
represented by the divergence of the reflected rals as a group, rather than individually. If the surface
is lossy, it is described by a gain pattern -- the power of the reflected ray is just the incident power
multiplied by the gain at the angle of incidence.
While Vuku5 retains specular reflection as an optional mechanism for metal objects, it extends GO
by allowing nonspecular reflection. The spot on a surface illuminated by an incident ray is considered
a point source from which ray cones emanate. By the use of ray cones, rather than ray tubes, the
wavefront is repreaented by sections of spherical shells rather than ser.tions of planes. Each ray's
power is determined by the source power, the solid angle subtended by the ray, and the surface
scattering gain. The gain pattern is determined empirically, usually by measuring the material's RCS
per unit area; in general, it is a function of incident and reflected angles.
P', . e , G ,,,,,, • . 0l 41r
where:
P, - power of ineident ray
P, - power of reflected ray
G - gaia of surface
(6 ( - anlec of incidence
(0,40,) - Angle of reflection
Q - solid angle of reflected ray y
Pure GO calculation requires setting two parameters: ar.gular ray sampling and minimum power
threshold. (Equivalent parameterization schemes could certainly be used.) The transmit antenna emits
a number of rays which will meet the sampling specified. Each ray then reflects off a number of
surfaces until it either strikes the receiver or its power falls below the threshold. Extended GO uses
similar parameters, but the angular sampling is used at every (nonspecular) reflection. Each surface
illuminated by a ray is treated as a new transmitter. This cascade effect means that the choice o1"
sampling becomes far more critical in determining the number of calculations required.
3.0 Implementation
A compact range is modeled as a set of heterogeneous elements. Each type of element is
characterized by a different set of geonietric and electrical properties. Geoncttic shape determines
the endpoint of a ray incident on the object. If the object ia not a perfect canductor, the electrical
properties of its surface arc condensed into one or more tables of gain as a function of incident and
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reflected wigles. Foi example, a wi~ll is a triangle de-s.'ibed by thic vectors; it hus u scii.ltý:ing gain
pattern defining thle absorber perfurmnance. Ilesides walls-, there are feed horns, parabolic cylindrical
reflectors, andl plate targets. Ther coide is modularized so that new object types canl be added without
disturbing existing parts of tli.ý program. A generic object's scattering behavior is expressed in at set
(if functions; versions of these functions ate then written to characterite it specific type.
Fine control cani he exercised over the scattering proces. Angular ray sampling and minimum ray flux
threshold can be set globally, with these global iigures modified by factors fur individual elements.
Paths beltweenl pl-Licular elenment paits call he explicitly disabled. Unn ecessary shadowing checks can
be eliminated onl a case-by-case basis, resulting inl Subtanltial s:nvingN inl runl time.
I'lough foillowinig nonlspecular pathls entails substanitially wlore Computation tinie than pur4e GO, thle
surface: sampling requiremeont is much less than that of low-frequeClly techniques such as the Method
of Moments.
Ray segments arc linked together in a1 binary tree structure. Retaining thle solution in its original fulim
allows. portions of the illumination to be separated out baued on path lenigth, intersection with a
specific volumei (e.g. thle quiet zone), or radiated immwer density. Additionally, illuminiation incident
on a rectangular strip canl be monitored as a imstprnscessing step. 71hese analytical piocxcdurcs are tar
Llheaper, in terms Ot run timei, than( genrationl Or thle illunslinatioii.
Downrange profiles lire genetrated front lay trees as histogramls of terminital po ver wsual pathl length,
Actual measurements tirc typically made inl tile frequency domain and transformed to liitte domiaiii
aftei multiplying by a window function. To simulate thre resulting peak sidelobes, the computed In ofile
canl be convolved with% thle (I anlsflbn of the Window. Without this comivulutionl, thle protile sinmlulates
whapt would ideally be. achieved with infiniite bandwidth and anr infinite, constanit window.
Two different graphical displays ate plowided. Ray patimý Canl be overlaid on an orthlogmaphik
witefrarni reprresentatiumi of the chamber, and tOe whole displayed in pcmsjxxctive with anl abitaimy
viewpo)int, angle amsd scaling. Cartesian graphs bhow dowmmainge psrofiles ;And illunination cuts with
uaer-deflnahle units, axis ranges, amim titles. G~raphics are generated by wily of at low-level driver which
can be emcdly reinmpleumented tor new physical devices.
4.0 Results
Modelinig emphasis was centemed on Chamber I of thle Hughes Ila nieasuienient facility ill E
Segundo, California 121. Aiix interior view or tile chanriblr is shown inl Figure 1. Ani idealized model
or this chamber was created and tuned with appropriate sampling and threshold factors. Figure 2
shows the moudel in roughly the same view m.-en In the photograph, with features shaded and labeled;
the two canntot be, overlaid due to dilferences in perspective renderinig. Figures 3 - 6show uhli,.r views
or the model. With the. exception of 1-igare 1, all graphics were originally generated by Vuku5; its
Figures 2 mind 7, halftoning, arrows, and sonic text label have been added using a commercial'vector
drawing package.
"The a'~czorber covcred chamnber walls were modeled using triangular plates. Tiling onl the aide wall
followed thle division between pyramidal and wedge abs-orber types. Measured RCS Ijxm unit absorber
area data 13] was condensed into lookup tables for the plates. The March Microwave 362913/S
ieltector system was reipi-esented by two parabolic cylindrical mirrors, edgcd with a zotne or isotropic
scattering to roughly appiroximate thle serrated edge ttL'atriicnt ol the actual reflectors. Gain tables
for tile. mirror center sections were used when nieesary ito simulate aperture diffraction.
IV shown in tile ftgnrcs, the hack watt is repiesetited by three separate subwalls. This is tecessaiy to
properly model tile downrange cxtciit ofl thle 24 inich pyruamidal absorber, visible tit the resouluioni or
typicail melasured piot ile's. Thle nlet absoi hr RE/inVaca was divided into thll-c sep.Iarate gain patterns
101t thle SUI)WUllS, miCCiding ito studies ol the distohution ofl returns along thc axes of' individuoat
pmyramnids 1 41. V'ikii~i's shadowing connioio allowed tilie subwalls ito be conm~ideted us miutua~ly
tranlspinciii.
Since the coilitplexi ty Of ',he Model forhad simoultanteous conipatiul dtofto all lrNssible pa tils, the
biackgrountd level was5 c111ompued as thie sunt of' sevelal jiaitie~uiar %caticrinig 11neehatisins. This
technique 11il11 facilitated ilici tpretat ion ofl thle results. I-le computed and mieasured backgi &uniI
cuiives at Ku buind are! shiown in I igu ie 7. Sclected cotmpo nenits arc shown inl liguics 8 - 11.
Calibration toi dUsmn was dutet niiiied by p ulacingitg .a.1 dllst taiget (visible inl Figui es 2 atid 3) in tile
center of the quiet imne antd comput in g its i expi llse, ainalo goosly to the 1n-oced ule for a physical
Compatiict range. Tsimulate Ilii ceasing sidelobes, the iesut ts were convolved with the traitsfoil to of
the Kaiser-Uesset window us-d' by thle It l'HMIt itetwork ttiialy~ci. Simte the st itlti litterhorit coupilingcanil affect adjacent levcls tht ough the sigtnal pt ocessilig, anl ettpirical apptttxiiiatirtn to thils tleiti was
lidtded.
It Will ble t1intd thatl thle intritelkor couplinig atnd [latck wtall teaksL tie It anslatcd slightly in range. I'lis
ell -ct is thbought ito be due to diflet eices between thle plannecd ind actual locationis o1f11 the U 110 pilti
of, tile tellector systetm. When tie mitit ni and feuds ate installed inl a ralige, their- alignmiien t is
adjusted for ititxittluti pertlla ltuce. I'thus, bluepa at cootdiimates can uonly be alproxitiatioils.
Determittting thle actual po sitiolns alter hinsallatioit is dillicult inl pracetice, and is consideied to be
ratthicr less iiipottatt thant ciiuliig smlooth quiet loite illtiminait ion. Il'esuittably, this discrepancy
at tcts oalier peaks as we It, but tile simpnatlifed nature of the miodcl pirevertts precisse peak overliay.
To explue tilte el kets ofl tat get/sidewall coiuplitng. ta laitcr tes series placed a I mieter xjtiale metal
plate itt the quiet zorit, pitched up at 45 dcgi ees to illumtinate tile ceiling. Ilie effect onl tile
dowittatige plofite is shtown itt Figure 1t; ths; single peak cxleeled fioni a plate at bioadside, is
ieptaced by atuhtipte Ileak~s hot iteir di worange. Natut ally, tile couplinig effects from a more typical
target (such as. an aircraft toitiel) would be less -- tlhe huge plate areai deliberately exaggcrates tIll
tlfucts. T1he itlumitination ittcidetnt oil thle ceiling is showtn in F igure 12; tlower per 0.1 &quak e vtleti
Cull is given ats a f'unetiiil of diStaitee lmit the near end (North) wall. A -ortion of that illunthuatimn
is shownt inl pirlpective itt Figure 131 Note that Iwo seplarate pecaks appear iii thle dowttranige priofile,
since. the illuminated spxit onil te ceiling is received both directly (nearer peak) and back through the
plate (farther peak). Ilhe direct: patt(uh/nl/atfiianilu) is weaker than the symmntiteic
[);itltlsh/iai/ht~eii~lt/tailu since tile gain of the reflector systeni falls ofilaway from
thle mnain axis -- teLilmtt; ciin ai scattering is itotsicpcular.
FintillY. to provide additional validiition, at Cceond euip.iei~t mange V.as., tmodeled. 1T1E. waz. tile Hfewl~ett
Packard range io Santta Rosa, (2alifuriia. Thtis chamber resenibles the H ughes range ill overatl design,
anid shows simtilar features. Results for X buttd aru graphed in Figure 14.
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Tbc nwot important caveat in •-xamining thcsc rcsults is the simplidty of the reflector 
edgc model.
Serratcd edges arc appinximatcd here by rcetangular strips with isotropic, loss-ess 
reradiatiun. Th-
resulting inaccuracy is most noticeablc in the reflector backscattcr terms. Detailed, 
quantitative studies
of edge-telated acchanisms will require data on serration performance, 
either experimental or
theoretical, which was unavailable at this writing.
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'he simplest improvements to Vuku5 could write, not front moditicatiuzss to the source code, but
front better modeling. Characterization or reflector edges seems to be thd bighcat priority, giveni the
high path strength,, involved. Accurate measuremlent of edge response in a physical volaptict ranlge
is difficult, modeling the edges in isolation using ut general-purpose low-frequency RCS code would
probably be inure effective. Edge serrations pose a modeling challenge due to their above-resonant
electrical size. (Similar considerations would hold for other edge treatments -- rolled, absorber-loaded,
Cet.) Additional histatic absotber RCS/arca data could be collected, though this h5 difficult with extant
facilities due to the aniuunt of data required and the necessary reconfiguration of monlostatic ranges.
Given the relatively low gain of typical absorber, the significance of absorber/uabsorber multilouncl.
scatteting is questionable. However, a study of a specific scattering mechanisnm in isolation could
model finer ditails thamn have becii atterupted so tar.
VukuS is written !in highly modularized, ANSI-stanidard C for maintainability and portability. New
types oifelemencos (or modifications of existing ones) can be added straightifurwardly; in fact, code
itubs exist to support additional targets and target mounts. Palabloluidal reflectors Could be addcd
easily. 11tv prizuai challenge Imr new elemments is nut writing code, but determining applropriamte
electrical prnlixatics; in particular, miount licrlorniance is difticult to characterize with any certainty,
Graphics device dependc-lee has been enicapsulated at a low level. Suppor t is provided for X. 11,
RcGIS, IIPOL, and LN03 I'luz protocols%; practice has shoWn1 that aidding suprxort for new devices is
a simsple matter.
Experience with thoe plogramin has suggested 5sommie signitmcant improvemelnts that co~uld be mlade inl
futine verions. While elaidining the bask: theory, data representations co~uld be altered to beutte
accuonmminoat high resolution coinp utatiunr, I-lux density analysis wouuld be greatly stream11lned by the
capability to display two-dilmnenSiOnat imkages with contouding; or pscuudocolur techniques. Scveral
modules would need ckltensivc rewriting, but the miust lengthy and difficult part of the devellomient,
validation of the scattering algorithmsh, nseed not he repeated.
Vuk-u5 now offers the unique capability to analyze multipath interactions inl a cempact tange. It call
he a valuable addition to cunventionial chamber design too~ls. As new demands arise, its functionimlity
canl be expanded.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a numerical time-domain technique known as the
transmission line matrix (TLM) method Is used to analyze a the separated
aprture burled dielectric anomaly (mine) detection terhnlique. This mine
detector is designed to operate in the frequency range from 600 to 1,000
MHz. As shown in Figures 1 and 2, the mine aensor consists of transmit
and receive br-adband dipole antennas. Each dipole antenna Is contained
"within an open cavity and the cavities are connected t-' a metallic
aeptum. When the detector Is over a homogeneous earth little of the
transmItted power is picked up by the receive dipole. There Is a
significant Increase in received power when the detector is over a
buried dielectric anomaly (nine). Recently, a fairly extensive
expimental effort was carried out at Ft. Belvoir. Virginia to
characterize the performance of this mine detector. Although the
"experl-nents clearly indicate how the performance of the detector changes
with mine depth, wensor height, senvor position relative to the mine,
etc., the experiments do not necessarily provide a clear undei7standing
of the electromagnetic principles underlying the mine-detection process.
The TLU analasls has been used to generate a video tape which shows how
the wave radiated by the transmit dipole interacts with the buried mine
and ecattws back into the receive cavity. This video simulation lends







The separated aperture buried dielectric anomaly detection scheme,
shown In Figures I and 2, was discovered in the IM's and studied
experimentally [I]. It was shown to have superior detection and
false-alarm rates when compared to other mine-detection techniques. One
drawback noted was sensitivity to sensor height. A false-alarm occurred
when the sensor septum wa" greater than approximately one-half
wavelength above the soil surface. Although the separated aperture
approach to mine detection Is simple, It has certain desirable features
that are not shared by other electromagnetic mine detection meth3id.
Electromagnetic Identification of buried mines requires a transmitter
and receiver- energy from the transmitter penetrates the earth's
surface, interacts with the buried anomaly, and Is then coupled Into the
receiver for detection. Unfortunately, a rather large amount of energy
can be directly coupled from transmitter to receiver or reflected from
the soil-air interface and coupled Into the receiver. Energy at the
receiver which interacts with the anomaly (the signal) can be quite
small in comparison with this direct and ground-refleced energy (the
clutter). The advantage of the separated aperture approach over other
electromagnetic detection techniques Is that. under proper operating
conditions. the direct and ground reflected signals are substantially
sappressed in comparison with the return from the buried anomaly. The
metal septum forms a wavegulde with the soil surface and when the
septum-surface separation Is smail, this wavegulde is below cutoff
resulting in an exponential attenuation of the direct and ground
reflected signals and a vastly improved signal-to-clutter ratio. In
fact. accordig to one source, the separated aperture sensor exhibited
the best signal-to clutter ratio of any technique ever attempted [1i.
Recently, the Belvoir Countermine Technology Division of the U.S.
Army Belvoir Research, Development, and Engineering Center (BRDEC)
decided to pursue an experimental and theoretical research program
dedicated toward developing a thorough understanding of the operating
characteristics of thi separated aperture mine detector. To date. fairly
extensive measurements (described in greater detaii below) have bua
conducted with this detector In dry loam (a mix of sand and clay) [21,
and in moist or saturated soils 131. Belcause of Its robustness,
versatility, and utility, the transmission line matrib (TLM) method was
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chosen as the prafer.ed numerical tool with witch to carry out the
theoretical research program.
The transmission line matrix 1TLA) method (described In greater
detail in a later section) provides a very general and powerful
techniquc for the solution of wide variety or electromagnetic
interaction problems involving arbitrary material parameters and complex
geometries. The basic principle of tho TIM method is the modeliug or
space using a mesh or interconnccted tramission lines. This
transmission line mesh Is excIted at time zero. und the voltages and
currents at the nodes in the mesh ae recorded as time Is stepped. A
well known equivalence between electromagnetic field quantities and
transmlssion line voltages and currents is used to calculate the
electric and mageiptc fields as a function of time; thus, the T'iM method
providea a time-domain analysis of scattering.
Twa-dimensional TLM simulations have been used to study the
variation in transmission coafficient ( I.e. S"' - ratio of the voltage
at the receive dipole to the voltage at the transmit dipole) as a
function or horizontal seso position relative to the location of the
buried anomady (see Figure 3). Figure 6 shows a Thu simulation with a
dip-peek-dip variation in the transmission ooefficient an the sensor
scans over thm buried anomaly. This result alpgee qualitatively with
nmasured transmission coefficient versus poeltion data shown in Figure
4. As previously mentioned, a video tape will be presented showing the
time-domaLn electromagnetic fields in the vicinity of the snmsor am the
sensor scans over the buried anomaly. This particular means or
presentation lends coisiderable insight into the fundamental wave
mechaalsms responsible for the dip-poek-dip response. It is interaustng
to note that although th.) experimental efforts employed hare provide the
"answer" (i.e. the sensor output, SZI, as a function of the variables
which define the electromagnetic system), the experimental data alone
does not necessarily provide any deep Insights into the electromagnetic
wave phetomenon responsible for the "answer". The TLU analysis on the
other band, particularly the vider generad from sequential 'anap
shots" in time of the field structure throughout the analysis grid,





Figure I shows a side and front view of the experimental data
collection system which consists or n motorized throe-whoeled cart.
Hewlett Packard 875.3 A network analyzer, Hewlett Packard
Multi-progranuner, and separated aperture sensor head. The height of the
sensor head above the soil surface Is adjusted using the hand crank and
horizontal movemeat of the sensor Is automatically controlled by a worm
gear aLtaclhed to a st¢pper motor. The test equipment Is controlled by a
Hlewlett Packard 9000 model 236 desktop computar via a fiber optic link.
Experlmental data collected from the network analyzer Is stored on a 3.5
Inch floppy disk, Figure 2 shows a clouse-up of the 790 Mliz sensor head
(the broadband dipoles are designed to resonate at 790 MWL) which Is
composed of a transmit and receive broadband dipole pair separated by a
inaalliv septum. "Ach broadband dipolo resides within a corner
reflector, The crlt|ca! dimensions for this head are also shown in
Figure 2.
Ait overview of the experimental test cxnfiguratla defines the many
variables which must be exminhed in order to develop a good
understanding of' the separated aperture dielectric anomaly detection
scheme. Figure 3 Is a scale drawing of the experimental configuration
showing the 790 MHz broadband sensor parallel tu and at a twight H above
the soil surface. A dielectric anomaly, u4uilly a 1Z x 12 x 3 Inch nylon
block, I& buried at a depth D below the soil surface. For the
exi,,rTmor.tanJ results presented here, the sersor head is scanned in
1.5-inch increments directly over the anomaly (reeive dipole passes
over the anomaly first). As shown in Figure 3, measurements are made at
27 poeltlons for a total horizontal scan of 39 in.hes. At each
hurizontal position, the notwork analyzer Is used to measure the
transmission coefficient (S24), complex ratio of voltage at the output
of the receive dipole to the voltage at the Input of the transmit
dipole, at U MWz Intervals starting at 600 MHz and ending at 1,000 MHz
-- 51 frequency samples over a 400 MHz band. Sin'ce the dipoles are
resonant near OO MHz. the tranonStiasi coefficient Is melaured fru, 200
Milz below resonance to 200 MHz above resonance. A 6-inch septdn was u.;ad




Flgurs 4 shows the aitacured transmnission coefficient (S21) as a
function of position for various sensor heights (1,3.4, land 6 Inches as
indicated) an the sensor head is scanimed over a nylon block (12 nt 12 x 3
in~ches) buried just under- the surface of dry loamy soil. The
tranasmasson coefficient In measured at 796 Wla. a frequaitcy which is
near the resonant frequency of the dipoles. Notice that for the three
inch he~igt, the response when the detector Is directly over the anomaly
Is around 25 dD gratr than the response when the detector Is well away
from the anomaly (over homogeneous background)I Notice also that the2nmay eco esls "visble" as th sensoc height Imareses (wee for
direct coupling result. when the septum-eacth "wisveguide" is no longer
below cutoff.
'TWO-DIMENSIONAL TLM SIMULATION 0OF TMl
SLPARAfl1D APIERTUftE MiNE DETECTOR
The relationship between electromagnetic field quantities and the
currents on a transmission line were first describud by Krou (41 In
1%44. In 1971, Johns and Durle W5 utilized thIs relationship along with
pulse propagation theory to develop a nuraerlcai method for solving
two-dimensional electromagnetic problems In the time domain. .loi'ns and
herbe nauned this method tile transmIssion line matrix methoid, which has
become known as the si ansnisslon line modeling (ILu) method. Ile TLM
method has a conceptual advantage over other methods In that it Is a
physical model (a network of' transmission lines In %pace) with rAn exact
numerical solution. Any Inaccuracies in the method are due to
approximations used In mnodeling the pvoblem being simulated and not in
the solution of' the model. Unlike other numer~cal mnethods such as the
method or momenits (MOM) 161, the algorithm used in the TLJ method does
not have to be changed for each new problem. The TLX algorithm u~ed to
compute the data pretsented in hIls thesis Is based on the symnietrical
condensed node, developed by I'll. Johns In 1987 IP1. The computer
program employed here was developed at Auburn University býy the first




In practice. the pblem geometry i. wplfled as a serles of
boundary reflection coefflle-cts and material conutltuanta in a
cartalan mesh. An impulse Is them applied to tha mesh of nodes at se
excitatioA point. The mesh is then iterated allowing the impulses to
propagate throughout tih network of transmislon Rlos. An output point
is defined as a node at which the voltages ar saved at each time step.
This output sequence of voltages correspoods to the impulse response of
the sg otrogetic system and the sequence may be Fourier treanformed
to obtain the frequeucy-domaln tvaese or the "network" or convolved
with an arbitrary time function to obtain the time-domain response.
Figure 5 shows the 't.M problem space (reguagular boundary),
separated aperture sensor. eac-tWair interface. and burlad dielectriu
anmaly. The appropriate reflection oeff••clntl s must be applied along
tiw boerder or the mesh so that waves which are Incident on the mesh
boundary do not artificially reflect back into the problem space. The
excitation and output points a-e taken at the canter of the loft and
right rectangular cavities respectively.
Figure 6 shoav typical reailt from a ILM simulation. The seator
height to 3 inches and the avamly Is 3 inchas deep. Th7 earth was taken
as loesleas end xwnnzaetlu end was modeled using a relative
permittivity of 4.UH. The nylon blok was also assumed lousleas and
noninagneti' and was modeled using s relative permittivity of 3.33. The
peak@ and dips present In the experhiental data (sm Figure 4) are
visible in the A1.M simulation am well. In the ThM model, the dips uccur
when the transmit or receive dipoles pa~s over the edge of the anomaly.
As expected, a peak occurs when the detector Is positioned directly over
the buried anomaly. The two-dimensional ThM modal produces results which
agree remarkably well with the measured data or Figure 4.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the fundamental operatiOe or the sepawated aperture
buried dielectric anoomly detection scheme was described. Experhments
Indicated that a" the sensor is scanned over a buried dielect•ic anomaly
the transmission L-oefricient between output and input dipoles eahlblted
a dip-peak-dip character. The treninmisslon line matrix (TLNI m.ethod of
electronmaunetIc anslysis was describnd and used to perform a
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two-dimensional simulation of the separated aperture zalne detector, The
tranmtiasion coefficient computed with the TLM analysis also e.vhlbLted
this dip-peak--dip response, Furtl-ermore. it was pointed out that the
dips In the TIM oomputed response occur when the transmit and receive
dipoles are poeitioned over the edge of the burled aunma,. The TIM
analysis has been used to generate a video tape which ahowv bow the wave 4
radiated by the transmit dipole Interacts with the buried mine and
ecatters back into the reoeive cavity, This video simulation leon
oonaiderable inighat Into tm fuandamental wae mechauninms which &vvern
the detection procesa.
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Figure 4. Measurement ot transmission coefficient (S21 as a function oi
position for various seasor helghts (1,3.4. and 6 Inches as indicated)
as the broadband sensor head is scanned over a nylon block (12 x 12 x 3
Inches) buried just under the surface of dry. loanmy coil. The receive
dipole passes over the nylon block first. The trmunniuion coefficient
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Vigure 6. Transmlission coefficient (SZI) as a function or position
computed with the two-dimensional TIM amodel. The transmission
coefficient Is computed at 790 M1Hz and the dielectric anomaly Is buried
3 inches below the earth-air Interface. (See text for further details.)
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THE MODELING OF LOSSY MAIERIALS WITH THE SYMMETRICAL
CONDENSED NODE TLM METHOD
Fred J. German, G.K. Gothard and L.S. Riggs
Department of ElectrIcal Engineering
Auburn University, AL 36849
(ZOS)R44-l864
Until recently, the symmetrical condensed node transmission line matrix
(T1M) method has not been capable of modeling lossy materials, In this
paper we present a new formulation for the symmetrical condensed TlM node
which permits the modeling of materials which exhibit both electric and
magnetic loss mechanisms. We test the validity of our formulation first by
comparing the TLM calculated results for a plane wave incident on a lossy
halr-space to the exact solution of the lossy wave equation. In addition,
we have applied the lossy node formulation to the analysis of wires coated
with radar absorbent material (RAM). The IT'., results for this problem will
be compared with results from an exact series solution.
INTRODUCTION
The transmission line matrix (TLM) method is a well known technique for
modeling physical processes with a mesh of inf.erconnected transmission
lines. A time domain impulse analysis of the transmission line mesh yields
the time history of voltages and currents In the mesh. These voltages and
currents aro then used to compute the physical quantities of Interest. For
612
electrornagnetlc applications several different verlonrc of the TLM method
haie been dcvelopei. Tbhe most efficient and accurate of these various
formulations is the symrnetrlcal condensed TLM (SCD M) me hod [I). A single
SCTLM cell is shown in Figure 1. Until recently, the SC-LM method was not
equipped to model electromagnetic interaction probLems which involved
materials that exhibited electric and/or magnetic losses. In this paper,
we reformulate the SCTLM method to include both electric and magnetic lors
mechanisms. It should be pointed out that, although arrived at
independently, the formulation that we present here 1s idtuntical to thatI. recently given by Naylor and Desai [2] for electric losses when there are
no magnetic losses present in the material being modeled. TIhic ability to
model both electric and magnetic losses is important for many real
materials such as radar absorbent material (RAM) where both the
permittivity and permeability are complex.
FORMULATION
-In order to model lossLs. six additional transmission line stubs have
been added to the symmetrical condensed node; three to model electric
losses and three to model magnetic losses. These additional stubs are
considered to be infinitely Iang (or equivalently terminated into a matched
load) so that none of tne energy that couple into these stubs is returned
- to the mesh. Thus, a loss of energy is modeled by these stubs. Since the
voltage pulses that couple into these stubs are not returned to the node,






scattering matrix requires the same computer storage space as the nude
without losses.
To begin the derivation we let three of the stubs have normalized (with
respect to 3770) characteristic admnittances GX, G an, d G. and couple only
to the Ex, E and E electric field components, respectively. Fox- magnutic
losses, three stubs with normalized characteristic impedances R , R and Ra y a
which couple only to H a, H and HZ magnetic field components, respectively,
are assumed. To obtain the scattering matrix for the lossy node, the
structure of the scattoring matrix given In III for the node with stubs is
compared to the two-dinenslonal series and uhunt TLM nodes 131. Those
nodes are the basic building blocks for the expanded node TLM mesh. The
shunt node Is equipped with an open circuited permeability stub with
normalized characteristic admittance Y and an electric loss stub of
normalized characterized admittance G.. Similarly, the series node has a
permittivity stub with normalized characteristic Impedance Z and a
magnetic loss stub with normalized characteristic impedance R . Theo
scattering matrices for these nodes are easily obtained from a simple
lumni,,i element equivalent network and are given by
-(Z+Yo+Gu) 2 2 2 ZYo
_ 2 -(2+Yo4Go) 2 2 ZY: C- 4+Y.G 2 2 -(2+Ye+ (2Y 2Y (1a)2 2 2 -(Z+Yo+Go) 2Yo
2 2 2 2 (Y-Go-4)




-(2+Y.) 2 2 2 2Yo
S2 -(Z+Yo] 2 2 2Yo
+ . )y9 2 2 -(2+Yo)- 2 MY liU}
2 2 2 -(2+Y) 2Yo
2 2 2 2 (Yo.-4)
For the series node vwith the ioss stub we have
(2 +Zo+Hoi 2 2 -z -z
S 2 (2Zo+Ro? -2 2 2
2 -2 (2+Zoaeko) 2 2 (2a)4+ZoR -2 2 2 (2+Zo+R.) -2
. 2Zo 22z 2ZO -22o (44Ro-Zc)
and
(Z4.Z) 2 2 -z -a
2 (2+Zo) -2 2 2
a -l. 2 -2 (2Z2z) 2 2 (Zal
2 2 2 (2+Zo) -2
ZU Zzo 2 Zc -22 o (4+Zo)
lor the series connected node without the loss stub. It must be remembered
that, In general, the scattering matrix for the symmetrical condensed node
cannot be obtained from a )umped element equivalent circuit. However, by
comparing the scattering matrix of the symmetrical condensed node with
stubs with tho:", of tihe shunt and series nodes with stubs some useful
similarities can be obsered which lead to the scattering matrix for the
symmetrical condensed node with losses.
To begin, let us examine Johns' original scattering matrix ill In some
detail. The scattering parameters in the lossless SCTLM s.atterIng matrix
that are associated with the open circuited stub link line-to-stub
transmission coefficients (i.e., they specify the amount of coupling into
the open circuited stubs fi .,n pulses that are on the link lines connecting
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the nodes In the mesh) are given by
4 (S- -4 +-Y
The scattering parameters that are the raflecdon coefficients for pulses
traveling towmsrd the node on the open circuited stubs 'we given by
h (Y - 4)(4)
They specify how much of the pulse is reflected back Into the stub.
Fitally, the open circuit stub-to-link line transmission line coefficleats
which specify how much of a pulse couples froan a stub to tha link lines Id
given by
4Y2 (4 +- Y
Comparison with the x'attering matrix for the two-diMnr-Aisional shunt node
with the Y stub, equation (1b), shows that the scattering parameters
associated with link line-to..stub transmission, stub reflection, end
stub-tu-link line transmission are Identical to equations (3), (4) and (5),
respcctlvely. ilils Indicates that the open circulted electric field stubs
in the symmetrical condersed node can be thought of as being shunt
connected to the transmission lines which are associated with the
corresponding field component.
Similarly, for the short circuited magnetic field stubs in the
symmetrical condensed node, we can identify
r 4 (6)




as the entries associated with link line-to-stub coupling, stub reflection,
and stub-to-link line coupling, respectively. Comparison with the
scattering matrix for the two-dimensional series connected node with the Z
stub (Zb) uhowa that (7), (8) and (9) are identical to the corresponding
terms In (2b) suggesting that the short circuited magnetic fleld s.tubs in
the symmetrical condensed node mesh are connected in series with the link
lines that are associkted with the corresponding magnetic field component.
The correspondences between the stub coupling In the symmetrical
condensed node TLM mesh and the stub coupling In the two-dinenslonal shunt
and series node meshes which allows us to draw conclusions about the actual
physical connection of the symmetrical condensed node stubs to the lihk
lines, also allows us to easlly obtain the scattering matrix for the
symmetrical condensed node when the loss stubs are included,
Since the stubs associated with electric losses are shunt connected,
their characteristic admittance G and Y (note that G and Y take sub:;cripts
appropriate to the field value with which they are coupling) are in
parallel. Therefore. the symmetrical condensed node scattering matrix
entries Sl, I and J from 1 to 12 are identical in form as before except
that now the total stub admittance is taken to be (Y + G).
The other entries in the scattering matrix, namely, those associated with
link line-to-stub coupling, stub reflection, and stub-to-link line
transmission are obtained from the corresponding entries In the scattering
matrices for the two-dimensional shunt and series connected nodes with loss




synunetrical condensed node equipped with all twelve stubs is the same as
that &iven In 111. The new expressions for the scattarlng matrix elements
for the fully equipped node are given by the following expresskonsý
(Y + G + (Z÷+ R (9a
2(Y + G + 4) 2(Z + R + 4)
b 4 (9b)
2(Y + G + 4)
c Y + G 3 (Z + R )(0C - -- €
2(Y + G +4) 2(Z + R + 4)
d 4 (9d)
2(Z + R + 4)
a b (9e)
f -4d (9f)
g Y b (9g)
Y -G - 4h V - (9h)
Y 4 G +4
I - d (9i0
4 +RZ +'J = (9J)
where the subscripts appropriate for G, R, Y and Z are determined from the
field component to which they couple as explained ha [W1. At this point,
relationships must be derived which rclate the luss stub Immitances, G i and
R, to the electric and magnetic conductivities, °'el and or M, respectively,
whlare I = x, y, or z, Consider a block of space with dimensions u, v, and
w in the x, y, and z coordinate direction, respectively, with a diagonal
electric conductivity tensur with entries a , vey and w' and magnetic
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conductivities ,'M - , M and a'"
Consider as aln example care the conductivity associated 
with the
x-directed electric fiold, a, Uy derinition. the resistance 
associated
with this field component Is V
xwhere
and I Isx
I W L VW (12)
tbu,r giving
u (13)
Therefore. the characteristic admittance of the loss stub associated 
with
Ex, normalized to the characteristic impedance of the link linesi, Z 
is
a (vw)Gx - -!-'-f Zo(4i
B U Q
Similarly for the other electric field loss stubs we obtainW (uw)G • Z (14b)
a. (uV)
G. .~-- Z L140)
To relate the magnetic loss stub characteristic Impedance to the 
maguetic











Often, the electric and/or magnetic loss tangent of a material Is




tanS - In (16b)
where tan6 *i the electric loss tangent. tan6 Is the magnetic Ioss0 01
tangent. c' is the real part of the complex permittivity and A' Is the real
part or the complex permeability.
Finally. the equations for calculating the nodal field values from the
Incident voltage pulsew require modification In ordek. to account for the
charge that couples Into the loss stubs without a etuvnlng to the node.
The'se slightly modified expressions are easily shown to be
2
L.-m u-• + y 4 x (VI+ V ÷a V 9+ V 12+ Y aV 13 (17a)1
N X
Ea 2 . i+VV3  +V +V IY V4 ) (17b)y" VT4-+ -+G)- v, v 1 y1
y y
E . -Y -+ +V.I (17c)Y
H- 2(4 -V- - V + v - V-v (17d)




I r4TL- 2 (-V + V, + V -V - V I(17f)
a It X
Thus, the symmetrical condensed node completely equipped with three
permittivlty stubs, three permeability stubs. three electric loss stubs,
axid thsee magnetic luau stubs has been comnpletely characterized.
hJUbMRIC& RESULTS
In this tiction, the lossy node formulation for the symmetrical cinndensed
node with electric and magnetic loss stubu is tested. Three examples are
presented: two which involve plane wave propagation In an inhomogeneoui
lossy tpace and one involving scattering I roen a RAM-coated cylinder,
As a first example, consider a 15 GHz plane wave to be normally Incident
on an Infinlte lossy half-space from free space. The lossy half-space has
relative complex permittivity and permeability given by Cr - 10 - J5 and jr
- 3 - J2. Figure 2 shows a plot of the electric field magnitude as a
functioh of position. 1 i' material Inter-face is located at 38ram.
comparison of the theoretical curve on the saone plot shows that the TLM
soluLion and the theoretical soi'mtion are virtually Indistinguishable.
"To examine the accuracy of the formulation for magnetic losses, we again
look at the case of a normally incident plane wave on a loasy half-space,
For this example c % 5 - J5 and IAr - 5 - J;&" where p"'' Is varied. The
rr I'
reflection coerTicient from the lossy half-space is taken to be the ratio
of reflected electric field tU, incident electric field. Figure O(a) shows
the TLU calculated reflection coefficient magnitude along with the
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Flguve 3. Reflec.Lon Coorficient. (a) Magnitude (b) Plhase for cr -
J5 and pr 3 -ji'
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the TUM and theoretical reflection coefficient phas, referenced to the
material interface. with excellent agroement observed.
Finally, we present calculations for scattering from a circular PEC
cylinder coated with RAM. "ihe radius of the PEC cylinder is 2.38125 mm and
the radius of the wire and RAM coating is 4.643 nun. The material constants
for the RAM were assumed constant over the frequency range of Interest
(8-12GIIZ) and are given by r .- 15.0 - J1.0 and '1 , 0.95 - J0.25. Using the
above loss formulation we have calculated the attenuation provided by the
RAM coating on the wire. .rhe attenuation is defined as follows:
(Attenuation) d - (RcS Uncoated Cylinder) - (RtCS Coated Cylinder) d 1 (W)
In Figure 4 tha TLM results are compared to the resulLs obtained ft oam a
series solution to the problem and fair agreement is observed. It Is noted
that the results match better at the lower end of' the frequency band, and
diverge somewhat with Increasing rrequency. There are two probable causes
of this: one is that the inherent numerical dispersion of the TLM niesh
increases with increasing frequency Lnd the Inclusion of the lussy inatr'iul
makes this error more pronounced. Secondly, the error caused by the
approximation of the circul ir cylinder using a "stair-stepped" model on the
carteslan TLM mesh is known to cause serious errors at higher frequencies.
In this paper a formulation of the SCTLM method which includes both
electric and magnetic loss mechanisms is presented. Several examples have
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"jHE ANALYSIS OF PASSIVE MICROWAVE COMPONENTS
USING THE ThM METHOD
Patrick R. Conway. F.J. German, L.S. Riggs
Department of Electrical Engineering
Auwarn University, AL 36849
(2051 844 - 1873
ABSTRACT
The Increased use of computer aided design and analysis of circuits
which transmit information ,t hIjzh frequencies has lead to a need for
reliable computer modeling of microwave frequenry circutl elements. In
this .)apui a technique is developed ushig the TLM metlhod to calculate tile
.;:X:L-.,ng matrix for a class of strip type passive microwave transmission
I.z l.. Single port and multi-port microstrip circuits with discontinuities
• tiialyzed. The technique la shown to ba a very accurate method for
using TLM in ciis type of design analysis through comparison of
rneasi rements with the rLM calculated parameters.
INTRODUCTION
0 it ,ias been shown [11] that the TLM method provides an accurate and
convenient nixh'7e'. ol slnulating mlcraoosve frequency circuits o~er a wide
bandwidth. l i a: .- ,:cy of the TLM method Is due to Its ability to model
irl.or.1noeneous sp,ý.ce aILL' acc.uraLeiy reproduce the frequency dependent
characteristics of sti h structures (includhlg dispersion and radiation).ST'he convenz..,cu of the ^iLM method in due to the fact that * reformulation
is nwt niecessary for every new problem. Only a change of the Input file Is
required. Tn- TLM niethoa also produces, lI a vingle run, the ule'tric and
inagnetic i,'eld ,uc, ntities in the mod&lai space • b.-oad frequency
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range. These qualities make computer aided 
design a very practical
application of the TLM method.
"-his paper will take advantage of the desirable characteristics of the
TIM method to analyze several microstrip structUreS 
(See Fig. 0-. Five
practical microstrlp structures containing 
'scontinultle will be
analyzed and four of the five circuits are multiport 
devices. Guidelines
for modeling the microstrlp structures will be presented. 
The method used
to extract the timr- domain data from the TLM mesh 
and the procedure used to
calculate the scattering parameters will be 
shown. The TLM extracted
scattering parameters are compared with the 
scattering parameters from
measurements. where available, and with calculated 
scattering parameters
from other numerical methods when measured data 
Is not available.
SCATVERING MARA•MMA CALCULATION
A sigle row of elements in the scattering matrix 
for a microwavm
component may be :alculated by taking the 
ratio of the voltage wave
traveling outward from ea-h port of the circuit 
element divided by the
voltage wave traveling inward on the input port. 
The inward and outward
traveling current may alhc I .d in this calculation 
since both voltage
and current may be considered as "normalized" 
power waves [2l. Both the
electric and magnetic field values are available 
from the TIM siatmation so
b-th current and voltage a %. svailr"le For 
the calculation of wide band
scattering parazmeters the traveling voltaat wave 
in the TIM cartesian mLesh
was used. For a given size volume and coarseiness 
or the mealh the lira
integral calculation of the voltage for a given 
point on the transmission
line would be more accurate than the c-."d 
line Integral around .,e
transmlssi'n lInoe for the cac.•ilatlon or current.
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To obtain the voltage on a transmission line the impulse response
along a line at an observation point is saved as th.ý TiM simulation steps
through time. The inward and outward traveling voltages at the observation
point(s) are Fourier transformed and then the ratio of two traveling waves
is used to produce the scattering parameters as a function of frequency:
R F Vr(t) I
FE V (t) I
Where V tiW is the outward (reflected in this case) traveling voltage atr
the input port as a function of time and V I(t) is the inward traveling
voltage at the Input port.
MODELING
in order to analyze a microstrip circuit accurately using the TLLM
method, the circuit Itself and a finite volume of space surrounding the
circuit must be Included in the model. This volume, which Is Included in
the model but is not part of the circuit Itself, is a region above the
circuit and a region normal to the direction o, the propagation along the
circuit. Both of these regions are included In order to ensure that the
fields oriented in these directions have attenuated and that a TEM
condition exists at the computational domain boundaries. This is neceesary
since the boundary conditions which were enforced at the limits of the TLM
computational domain are designed to match TEl radiation. If a non-TEM
wave is present at the boundary then partial 'reflection of the fields
Incident on the boundary would result. These reflections are non-physical




The number of cells used to model the regions above and to the side of
each microstrip varied from circuit to cl cult because of the type of
discontinulties considered. In general though, for a straight mncrostrip
transmission line only 2 times the number of cells required to mode. the
thickness of the dielectric substrate Is required to model the region above
the transmission line. Outward from the trcnsmisslon line a region 5 times
the width of the strip was used to model this dielectric half space.
The quantity which will be used to calculate the scattering parameters
is a sum of the electric ficid values along a line from the ground plane to
the conducting strip. Because of this the TLM model should accurately
reproduce the electric field values throughout this region. The number of
cells used to model the width of a 50 n microstrip transmission line is
four, in sonic cases, to take advantage of the geometric symmetry of the
problem. This means the number of cells used to model the dielectric
region Is also four. It is possible to model the dielectric region with
only three cells beneath the strip, and this was used in cases where
symmetry was not available.
SIMULATION OU:PUT
The point used to observe the impulse response of the circuit should
be chosen such that any higher order modes which exist on the transmission
line due to the excitation and discontinultlis present In the circuit have
decayed. The decay of these modes determines the length of tran.smlsslon
lines connected to the microwave devices within the TLM model. For all of
the circuits considered in this paper the excitation was chosen to bW along
a line from the ground plane to the conducting strip. The propagating mode




transmission line discontinuity was therefore placed at least 30 cells down
the transmission line from the excitatiomi. Due to the various circuits
analyzed, the number of cells required to ensure that the higher modes
around the discontinuities were fully decayed varied from circuit to
circuit.
The extraction of the traveling voltage waves on the Input port of the
microwave device requires some extra attention. Both the inward and
outward (reflected) voltages will be present on this port and a method for
s*nparating the two is needed. It has been reported [3] 141 that two models
of the Input port are needed to reparate the two voltages on the input port
of a device. The method used here has only one model of the Input port.
This method models the Input poa t such that it Is long enough to allow the
Incident voltage to completely pass the observation point before the
reflected voltage can return. This method scems more efficient since
preparation and post processing time, along with computer requirements. in
most cases, are reduced since only one input file Is prepared and only one
T7.M simulation is run.
The number of time steps required for the calculation of the Fourier
transform also varies from circuit to c-rcult. An accurate method for
determining the number of time steps required is to calculate the Fourier
translorm for an Increasing number of time steps (see Fig 2). When the
traveling wave has not yet passed the observation point, the frequency
response Is seen to vary as a function of the number ii' time steps uaed in
the calculation. When the wave does completely pass the observation poInt
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Figure 2 Fourier Transform or Voltage Impulse




Opien-Ended Microstrip: The scattering parameters for a single port
device are presented first, The microstrip (shown in Fig. 3) is a 50 Q
transmission line (W - 0.6mm, W/H = 1.0) on an alumina substrate (c - 9.6)r
terminated into an open (a single port device). The results front the TLM
analysis are compared with that of [41 which are from an FD-TD analysis of
the same structure (See fig. 4). It is seen that the two techniques agree
very well over a very broad bandwidth.
Microstrin Side Coupled Fl~ter: A microstrip side coupled filter was
modeled next. It is shown in Fig. 5. Because this a resonant structure a
large number of time steps was required to ensure that the impulse response
of the filter was complete. The filter has 50 0 transmission lines (W -
1.272mm, W/11 - 1.0), £r - 10.0 for the substrate and the gap between each
of the strips D - 1.272mm. Figure 6 shows that the TLM calculated
scattering parameters compare very well with those or [15.
Microstrip Radial Stub: A microstrip radial stub filter was modeled next
(See Fig. 7). The structure has two ports with W - 0.61mm, H - 0.635mm,
the radius R -= 3.253mm and the gap G - 0.61mm. This is also a highly
resonant circuit and required a large amount of simtulation time for
convergence. The results from the TLM analysis of the radial stub are
presented in Figure 8 and compared with measured data [6). It is seen that
good agreement between the TLM results and the measured data Is achieved.
Migostrji T-Ilunctlon: The next microstrip stm. ure analyzed was the
microstrip t-junction, shown in Figure 9. The microstrip is modeled as a
50 0 (W - 25 mil, W/H - 1.0) on a substrate with cr - 9.9. Good agr!.mcnt
was obtained between the 1LM analysis of the microstrip t-junctlon and
measured data (71 (See Figure 10).
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Figure 3 Microstrip Open End.
j-I
Figure 4 Scattering Parameters for the Opan-Ended microstf-ip.
(--- TM. o o o Reference 4)
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Figure S Micro-tirip Side Coupled Filter.
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Figure 6 Scattering Parameters for the Microstrip Side Coupled Filter.
(--- TIM, o o o Reference 5)
Figure 7 Microstrip Radial Stub.
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Figure 8 Scattering Parameters far thle Microwtrip Radial Stub.
(--TUE.-- Reference 6)
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Figure 10 Scattering Parameters for the Microstrip T Junction.
(---TLM, o o o Reference 7)
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Figure 12 Scattering Parameters for the Microstrip
Symmetric Right Angle Crossing Junction.
(---TLM., o o o Reference 7)
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IMicrogstrip Cross Junction: The next structure modeled, and shown in
Figure 11 , is the microstrfp cross junction. The TLM results are compared
in Figure 12 to a Method of Moments solution based on the EFIE 171 and
show good agreement. The microstrip Is modeled as a 50 92 transmission line
(W = 25 mil, W/H = 1.0) with c = 10.Z for the dielectric substrate.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A method was developed which used TLM calculated data to extract
scattering parameters for single-port and multi-port naicrostrip devices.
General rules were also presented for modeling this type of mlcrbwave
transmission lines. The results of using these rules with a TLM simulation
were presented and the application of this method to resonant, as well as
nonvresonant microstrip structures was shown to produce accurate scattering
parameters over a wide frequency range.
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Abstract
Engineers and scientists have become increasingly interested in calculating electromag-
netic effects iii the time domain. For example, the time domain is especially convenient for
studying short (wide band) pulses. For such methods to be generally useful, they must be
free of the severe geometric restrictions imposed by traditional finite difference methods.
In o- research into methods for plasma simulations in realistic geometries, we have
developed finite eleenut methods for electromagnetics in the time domain on unstructured
grids. Unstructured grids provide maximumn flexibility in fitting sample points to the prob-
lem, both on boundaries and in the interior. Finite elements provide the most convenient
framiewurk fox the mathematics as well as for the implementation.
We will present a new finite element method for computational electromagnetics on
unstructured grids. The method is fast, easy to implement, and 2nd-order accurate. Al-
though we use low-order elements, the method can be shown to preserve the divergence
constraints (V. B = 0, V. E = 0 in vacuum). We also present a numerical benchmark.
1. Introduction.
There has been great interejst in recent years in calculating electromagnetic fields in
the time domain. The time domain is especially convenient for modelling wide-band pulses
or for understanding transient effects.
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To be truly useful, a good method must be geometrically flexible. This requir•ement has
motivated nmany successful research efforts using both finite elements and finite volumes1 -'.
These methods allow solutions to be computed on boundary-conforming structured meshes
or on unstructured meshes. The freedom to choose these more general meshes over the
traditional rectilinear finite difference meshes is crucial for geometric flexibilty. Wc have
concentrated exclusively on unstructured meshes of triangles. We feel this provides max-
iitaiii flexibility in fitting sample points to the problem, both on boundaries and in the
interior,
In the process of designing methods for plasma simulation, we have investigated sev
eral approaches. We have previously reported our experience with the Taylor-Galdkin
technique applied to electromagnetics3 . The Taylor-Galerkin (TG) method is a gen-
eral high-order method for hyperbolic systems that has been used sucessfully in fluid
dynamics9. Accurate computations using TG have been reported for electromagnetic scat-
tering applications'0 and we have successfully implemented a plasma particle code based
on the technique' 1 . The TG schemes are highly accurate and relatively fr,' of dispersion.
However, we have found that they are substantially more expensive than traditional finite
difference time domain (FDTD) methods. In addition, there is nothing ill the conforming
Galerkin formulation to guarantee additional constraints that are often important in elcc-
tromagnetics. For example, while our TG computations are globally quite accurate, they
nonetheless produce spurious local divergence errors. Although these errors are bounded
by the order of the method to relatively small dues, they are potentially troublesome for
certain applications, particularly those that seek to incorporate charged particles.
Our search for a better particle code field solver has led us to some umconventional ap-
proaches. One of the most appealing has been described by Nedelec4 who constructs special
elements appropriate to vector fields on which constraints are imposed. Nedelec's elements
have specific degrees of freedom which constrain the vector field represented by them to
conform to the special Hilbert spaces H(div, Q) or H(curl, S2). A variational formulation
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may then be applied directly to the vector components. This yields a finite eiement for-
mulation which satisfies the desired constraints. On Nedelec's elements, the tangential or
normal components are constant on, and therefore continuous across, interelement bound-
aries. It is this property that causes them to be conformal in the H(div, Q) or H(curl, Q2)
spaces.
Thle method of Nedelec, while appealing, has certain drawbacks in our opinion. It
uses a complicated variational formalism which is awkward to ;nerpret in the usual way
(i.e., in terms of shape functions and test functions) and awkward to implement. We
have endeavored to obtain a simpler method based on weightcd residuals by using non-
conforming shape functions. We regard our method as the non-conforming equivalent of
Nedelec's formulation. The new method retains the divergence-conserving properties of
Nedelec and is fast and easy to implement. In addition, our method becomes identical to
finite differences on an equilateral triangular mesh (with its dual regular hexagonal lattice)
and thereby makes good contact with traditional FDTD techniques.
2. Non-conforiming elements in H(div, Q) and H(curl, 12)
Our non-conforming formulation rclaxcs the requirement of continuity of the tangen-
tial or nuormal vector components across the intercleluent boundaries. These components
are required only to be midpoi nt-side continuous. A suitable shape function for any linear
interpolation represented by sample values at the midpoint of the sides can be uniqucl;
derive']. This shape function is pictured in Figure 1. Consider the standard mapping of an
arbitrary triangle onto the lower-left half of the unit square in the two-dimenlsional (ý', )
space (Figure 2). We may deFne two types of elements. An element that is non-conforming
in H(curl, Ql) (Figure 2a) expresses the vector v = (v4, v,) in the foriu:
v= -Aý - BrI + C (1)
v= Dý + Aq - C
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where
A =vgV23; B -=w/V1g3 + 2v,2 (2)
C E Vf3 +1ut Va; D =_v'/_ + 2vt5
and vtVý, V•O2 2 ,V, 3 73 axe the tangential vectors at the midpoint of each side. In terms of
shape functions
S1 = 1- 24
S2= 1 - 2t (3)
S3 =2(ý + •
v is expressible as
V V1IT SI -1 + Vf 2T2 S 2 + vg33S3 (4)
One can readily see from (I) and (2) that this element has the following properties:
(i) the curl of v (in the z-direction out of the page) is a constanit in the element and equal
to the sum of each tangential component times the length of its respective side divided by
the area of the triangle, (ii) V. v = 0.
With the same kind of representation as (4), but this time using the normal projections
lvnili : i = 1, . .. 3} as degrees of freedom as in Figure 2b, we obtain the non-conforming
element corresponding to H(div, Q). Its properties are: (i) the divergence of v is the slum
of each normal component times the length of its respective side divided by the area of the
triangle, (ii) V x v. i = 0.
3. Weighted residual formulation - - TE polarization.
Once the unknowns are expressed in terms of their basis set and degrees of freedom,
the weighted residual (WR) method obtains finite element relations by multiplying the
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residual by a "suitable" test or weighting function, setting it to zero, and integrating
over the problem domain. For non-conforming representations, the loss of interelement
continuity requires that the integrals be performed elementwise.
By using a WR formulation we gain the necessary freedom to satisfy additional con-
straints. However, this freedom means that it is possible to derive a bad method by choos-
ing "unsuitable" test functions. A successful Wit method is often found by serendipity or
by trial and error. Unlike variational methods or Galerkin's method, a WR. formulation
is normally justified a posteriori by examining special cases and, of course, by performing
computational benchmarks.
For the TE polarization pictured in Figure 2a, let the electric field's degrees of freedom
be its tangential projection.s at the midpoint of the sides and its basis functions be the
set of side functions {Si : i = 1.... ,K.}, where N. is the number of sides. Let B, be
constant within an element so that its basis is the set of constaat element shape functions
{P,-: e = 1 ... ,NC} with A', being the number of elements. Faraday's law
OB
becomes
2eomi B.&P,.= IV ZS iEji-i) -.i EZn VS i xiyQ- (6)
To select a particular element e&' choose as our weight function Ps,. We then multiply
(6) by P•, and integrate. Clev , the only contribution is from the element c' and the
sides comnected to it. Thus we obtain
Y• - -5-n,2 (7)
The notation i ;e is taken to mean side i connected to element e. A,, is the area cf
clement e' and £i is the length of side i. Equation (7) obviously makes good physical sense.
it states that the rate of change of the element value of B is minus the circulation of E.
Next consider Ampere's law:
OE VB()
•-= 2V x Bi 8
Its form in the chosen representation is
ci ex -9ePi
Let us leave the exact form of the w-ight function unspecified for the moment and assume
that there exists a function Wj of bounded support which is constant on side j and vanishes
outside the elements which have side j in common. The WR prescription is
>j4-(f wjiSd%>j c 2 ZBe ( Jw.vP~d%) X i (10)
where Sli is the support of Wj. We see that the right-hand side of (10) is ill-defined since
the gradients of P, vanish clementwise. Thus we integrate by parts obtaining
L jW1Sid%) j -C2 Z njJ PVW~dlj) X i
+e 2 ED B( jPedrii X i
where ri is the boundary of the support of Wj and ft is normal to Ij. One natural choice
for Wj is the non-conforn-ing linear basis function Sj. However, we have found that this
choice is incorrect and causes signals to propagate at the wrong speed. The correct choice
is a ssi-ilar function Sj which has 1/2 the slope of Si. That is is equal to one on side
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j and goes to zero on a line joining the midpoints of the remaining two sides, while Sj is
one on side j and goes to zero at the vertex opposite side j. The left-hand-side of (11)
contains a matrix expression which may be lumped. The lumped mass contribution from
each of the two elements is A./3. Multiplying by ýj and carefully evaluating the interior
and the surface contributions yields:
= C2 (ý)B.+L -- B, (12)
Relative to side j, + (-) refers to the element in (opposite) the direction i x +y. We may
also replace the areas associated with the mass matrix with expressions in terms of the
altitude lengths hj+,hI.- obtaining:
2;=c (Bj---- Bin----- (13)= (hj+ + h1-)
In this form it is plain that if the mesh were equilateral, the update on the tangential
component of E would simply be c2 times the difference between values of B at the Voronoi
points of the two triangles common to that side.
4. Weighted residual formulation - TM polarization.
For the TM polarization pictured in Figure 2b, let the magnetic field's degrees of
freedom be its normal projections at the midpoint of the sides - again letting its basis
functions be the set {Si}. Let E, be linear within an element as interpolated from values
at the vertices so that its basis is the set of linear element shape finctions { I,, - r =
1,... ,A( } with AK, being the number of triangle vertices. Faraday's law in this polarization




SB $¼ = -V x ,N (15)
The appropriate test function for a side j is again the test function Si although in this
case no error occurs if Si is used instead. Integrating we obtain
A / isid%> = -ZE- (j En ivNdQ) x i (16)
In this instance the lumped mass matrix contribution to side j from each element e is
2A,/3. After taking the scalar product with Dj, we notice that, on the right-hand side,
the only vertex contributions are from those joined directly to side j. Evaluation of (16)
eventually leads to the very simple expression
= (E,+ -E) (17)
where + (-) refers to the vertex in (opposite) the direction i x ýj' Once again we have
an expression that makes good physical sense. It states that the update on the normal
component of D at the midpoint of a side is just equal to the difference between the values
of E, at each end divided by the length.
We next turn to Ampere's Law in this polarization:
Sc"[V x B].i (18)
In terms of the basis functions:
Z ENt,, -'cVx [Z cBs,] 2- (19)
We choose as our weighting function the linear vertex shape function Nm. Because our
non-conforming element representation for B has vaniehing elementwise curl, we must
integrate by parts in this case as well. Thus we have
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L
Z~ j NmNndQn) -C 2 z i( SuVNn~~n fix ý
(20)
+ E2Y , IV NSjdfnfi) X zi -
where 9,, is the support of Nm and rm is the boundary. The mass matrix contributions
in this instance are the familiar lumped mass contributions associated with conforming
linear elements. That is, each element c contributes A,/3. Although somewhat tedious,
careful evaluation of (20) yields the uncomplicated expression
2 i ,, i Ai Aj-)le (21)Bi Ls 4 +' A, J/3
where + or - refers to elements to the right or left respectively of side i. Using the relation
between the area of each triangle and the length of the altitude along the normal directions
v1 one may develop a straightforward interpretation (21) for an equilateral mesh. In that
case the sum in the numerator is the sum of tie normal component Di times the distance
between the Voronoi points of the two adjacent triangles. Dividing this sum by the eiclosed
area yields a reasonable approximation to the curl about vertex m.
5. Implemention and benchmark.
Equations (7), (12), (17), and (21) constitute the new weighted residual method. In
the spirit of traditional staggered finite difference methods, we use a leapfrog approximation
to the time derivatives. Given a list linking elements with vertices and elements with
sides, the WR equations require only straightforward gather and scatter operations for
implementation. The electric fields are expressed at timelevel k and magnetic fields at
timelevel k + •. Although space does not permit it here, it may be shown that these
equations have the required symmetry properties that preserve the divergences of E and
B exactly (to roundoff) in the vacuum. The degrees of freedom representing the fields
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are niatural for enforcement of boundary conditions. Specifically, boundary conditions are
enforced by setting Ei (E-tangential) and Bi (B-normal) at the midpoint of boundary faces
and by setting E. (E-tangential) at boundary nodes.
We present a numerical benchmark showing that the WI. method obtains reasonably
accurate results for a scattering problem. Figure 3a shows a portion of the mesh around
a circular obstacle. For this test a plane wave of wavenumber k is incident from the left.
Relative to the radius a of the circle, ka = 5. The observation point is one radius ahead of
the circular boundary on a line joining the center. The Courant number is 0.25. Figure 31)
compares the computation with the analytic result. We can see that tie computed solution
has sonic dispersion and a small phase error, biut is a reasonably good approximation to
the true result.
We have presented a new finite clement metiod for triangle grids that baa many useful
properties in common with traditional staggered-mesh finite diffcrence schemes, Indeed, it
reduces to a straightforward finite difference scheme on an equilateral mesh. Unlike many
methods that have been proposed, it is simple to implement and fast. It does not require
a Voronoi-Delauna) mesh or any other special mesh. Benchlnarks thus far suggest that
tile method is 2nd-order accurate for smooth meshes; i.e., the same relative accuracy as
standard FDTD methods.
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'Virtual Particle' Electromagnetic Particle-Mesh
Algorithms for Microwave Tube Modelling
James W. EASTWOOD
AEA Technology, Culhlam Laboratory,
Abingdon, Oxon. OX14 3DB, England
Abstract
Virtual Particle algorithms are new charge conserving finite element PIC schemes
which combine good physical accuracy, geometrical Biexibility and computational speed.
Their derivation is outlined and illustrated by a 2.D polar example. Numerical noise
control is used to reduce the number of superparticles needed. Dispersion analysis
shows less mesh dependence and better numerical stability than conventional PIC.
Some illustrative application, including video animations, are given.
1 Introduction
The 'Virtual Particle' particle-mesh algorithrms provide a new approach to solving the rela-
tivistic Vlasov-Maxwell equations. They differ from the usual Particle-in-Cell (PIC) schemes
in that they are derived using finite elements in both space and time. Virtual particles, from
which current is assigned to element nodes, are placed at special points interpolated between
particle positions at successive timelevels; this procedure automatically leads to charge con-
servation, so eliminates the need to refer to charge density and to Poisson's equation in the
main calculation loop. The advantage of the new schemes over PIC is that they combine
good physical accuracy, geometrical flexibility and computational speed - indeed, they are
well suited to parallel computer architectures.
2 Derivation
The mathematical model we consider is the relativistic Maxwell-Vlasov set. If the distribu-
tion function is represented by a set of sample points (i.e. superpartirles)
f(x. p,) = N.8(x - x.t)).(p - p.(t)) (1)
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where (x., p.) gc [1, N,] are the coordinates of the N, superparticles, each of mass M =
Namo and charge Q = N~q, then the Maxwell-Vlasov set may be written in terms of the
action integral
I f dr(DE-B _ 4 A) -/f) Idt (2)
where B = V x A and E = -VO - !6 Treating I a& a functional of the vector potential
A, the scalar potential 4 and particle coordinates {x,} leads to Euler-Lagrange equations
which reduce to Maxwell's equations and the relativistic equations of motion. More extensive
discussions of this are given in references [5, 6].
The finite element approximations to the Maxwell-Vlasov equations are obtained by substi-
tuting test function approximations for potentials 4, and A, and particle coordinates x, into
Eq.( 2) and taking variations with respect to the unknown nodal amplitudes.
Variations art. to ý yields a discrete form oi Gauss' Law, plus a prescription for charge
assignment. Variation tart, A gives Ampere's Law and the current assignment prescription,
and variations wrt. particle coordinates give discrete equations of motion and the prescription
for force interpolation. Explicit reference to A, 4 and charge density p can be eliminated by
using the homogeneous Maxwell equations. The result is a fast and accurate timestepping
scheme where p need not be accumulated, and charge conservation coLrections such as Poisson
equation solutions for longitudinal electric field co-ec:tion [3] or "pseudocurrents" [4) are not
required.
A whole family of virtual particle schemes may be generated by choosing appropriate element
geometry and trial functions. If the procedure is ;orrectly followed, these schemes will
automatically have the charge conserving property.
3 A 2-D Example
We use a two dimensional polar (r, z, t) transverse magnetic (TM) model and the lowest order
conforming rectangular brick elements to illustrate the practical realisation of the method
outlined in section 2, On a uniform net of elements, this choice leads to a numerical scheme
aimilar to that using the usual interlaced TM finite difference mesh [2].
For clarity, we work with units which give length unity sides to elements and E = D, B = H.
The potential and field trial functions become a mixture of piecewise linear (L) and constant
(C) functions of the coordinates (r, z, t). Fields (E,, E,, Bs) are respectively (C, L, C), (L, C,
C) and (C, C, L) in (r, z, t). This choice leads to node locations shown in figure 1. Variations
wel. 4 and element assembly give the global discrete approximation to Gauss' Law






Figure 1: Location of clement node3. Values of p and 0 are stored at corners, (E., E,.) and
(1., 1,.) at sides and lie at the centre.
where difference operator a, and d, (and averaging operators a, and a,) respectively act on
the indices I and in:
,9fAý = f4+1i.,,. - fh-i/2, af;.,,, = (fj-l,n + 4fl..• + f4+1m)/6 (4)
Similar expressions hold for 0, and a, on index in and 0, and a, on the time index n. In Eq.(
3 ), the choice of (L, L, C) support for ý implies that q is accumulated using CIC (Cloud !n
Cell) in r and z, and NG11 (Nearest Grid Point) in t [1]
Variations wrt. A and assembly give the discrete approximations to the components of
Ampere's Law
0,(raE._) = (rnlBe) - I, ;,(r,.E;) - -.8.(r,,B,) - (5)
and the NGP/CIC virtual particle current assignment prescription. Faraday's Law becomes
=, Be aE. - a.E, (6)
Note that these equations for the fields differ from the usual finite difference equations only
in the appearances of the averaging operators in Eqs,(3) and (5).
To maintain explicit forms for the equations of motion we assume that particle pot ition. are
constant over the interval from timelevel. n -. 1/2 to n + 1/2, and use a weak approximation
for the momentum. This yields the usual finite difference expression
p +1/ - pn-212 = QA E-(x-) + 9" X (+ 1 2 1.-3n-1/2 ) (7)
where V" - (v"+'/3 + v"- 1 /2)/2 and
x"+ I xn + v-t4 l/2At (8)
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The fields at particle locations are the value of the finite element fields at that point. Thus,
for this example, E, is the NGP in z and CIC in r interpolant of the nodal values, Br is
CIC/NGP and B9 is NGP/NGP , etc.
The choice of trial functions prescribe the charge and current assignment schemes. For a
unit charge at position (z, r) turt. the SW corner of a unit side clement, the charges assigned
are:-
5pNS = zr 6pNw = (-z)r
6S = z(1 -- r) 6 psw = (1 -- z)(1 - r) (9)
Currents assigned from a trajectory segment of length (Az, Ar) and mean position (2, •)
are:-
-IN = rAz SIs = (l-r) z (10)
64; = 2r 61W = (I - 2A
It can be shown that aucigninent according to Eqs. (9) and (10) identically satisfies the
charge conservation law, 01q = -49I, a,1 .J
The timestep loop for this example comprises:-
(1) advance positions using Eq. (8)
(2) accumulate currents using Eq, (10)
(3) update fields using Eqs. (5)-(6)
(4) update momenta using Eq. (7)
(5) go to (1).
4 Noise Control using TCA
The algorithms derived using the variational time centred formulation arc lossless, apart from
radiation and particle fluxes through the boundaries. The small nnumber of simuiation super-
particles and discontinuous current assignment enhances current fluctuations above those in
the physical counterpart. The noise radiation field depends on all past fluctuations and can
rapidly inask collective phenoinena being studied. The obvious expedienti of increasing the
number of particles and refining the current assignment are unattractive because of larger
computational costs. The transverse current adjustment (TCA) schcmeC allows computations
to be successfully undertaken with particle numbers which, in its absence, would be too siiall
to keep noise levels acceptable.
The idea behind TCA is to introduce a dissipative solenoidal current, jd, which attenuates
noise generated by particle graininess but leaves collective modes and chiarge conservation
unaffected. One choice which has proved both simple and effective is
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Figure 2: (a) frequency 12 versus wavenumber r for plane EMI waves on a PD r,•ct, for
wavevectors alony a mesh axis (00) and mesh diagonal (45°) using Courant number 0.5. (b)
As (a), but for the FE net. The curves labelled 'ezact' are those followed in the absence of
numerical errors.
where Va is the discrete gradient operator and A, is the backward time difference operator.
Equation (11) may be interpreted physically as a magnetization current or numerically as a
small adjustment to the time centring of the magnetic field.
5 Dispersion
The finite element approximations obtained in section 3 have, like their finite difference
counterpaxts a Courant stability condition cAt/6 < 1, but give much improved dispersion.
Figure 2a shows the dispersion of light waves on a uniform cartesian net for the standard
TM fda (2]: there is strong anisotropy and 11 < t& introduces the possibility of numerical
Cercnkov instability [7J. Figure 2b shows that the corresponding FE scheme has greatly
improved isotropy and no Cercnkov ir.oLability (IQ > r).
6 Final Remarks
The FE formulation outlined here provides a systematic approach to obtaining efflicient and
accurate charge conuerving algorithms for solving the coupled Maxwell Vlasov equations. The
method applies equally well in 1, 2 or 3-D1 in general coordinates and for general element
shapes. Already 1-1 and 2-1) implementations have been used to study diodes, MITLs,
MILOs, TWTs and multipaction. Video illustrations at this conference include MILO and
multipaction simulations(cf. Figure 3). Currently, work is being undcrtaken on developing
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Figure 3: (a) tlectron density scatter plots taken from the startup phase of the video ani-
mations of a 6 cavity MILO device and (b) electron density and electric field vectors in a
multipacting coazial transmission line.
3-D software and in studying the implementation of the VP method on parallel architecture
machines.
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A New Magnetic Field Analysis For Dynamical Problem
Involving Relative Displacement With Time
C. IAMAMURA. . (OKABE, T. OIIMURA and K. SATO
MITSIIUBISIII ELECTRIC CO. MATERIALS & ELECTRONIC DEVICES LAB.1-1-57, MIYASIIIMO, SAGAMIIIARA, KANAGAWA. 229 JAPAN
Oklotra__ct In order to understand the magnetic performance of therotating machines in more detail, a new analytical technique for simulatingthe device including moving parts is proposed. A concept named "supplementary region" being newly introduced allows these machines to beanalyzed by FRM taking the relative motion of a rotor into account. Thistechnique is now applied to an induction motor, and results in thatcalculated torque characteristic depends on the rotor position and that itsmean value is in good agreement with measured one. In this paper, the newconcept and the computational result are presented. The technique reportedhere is one of the promising technique to calculate the more interestingissue of the transient rotational motion of the rotor with eddy current
Introduction
The magnetic field simulation techniques are one of the most efficientmeans for understanding the detailed electromagnetic performance of manydevices. Amonp simulation techniques, a "inite element method (FHM) hasbeen widely used for the sake of its high applicability in the non-linearand the anisotropic characteristics of a magnetic material. lHowever. thereis few report on the application of the method to magnetic devices includingmoving electromagnetic parts (rotating machine, linear motor, magneticrecording system, and so forth ). because of the difficulty in generalizingthe modification of the mesh division at each time step. In the case of aninductlon motor that has a slip characteristic, the computed resultj arenot satisfied with the experimental if an analysis technique does not takethe rotor movement relative to the stator into account. Therefore, togeneralize the analysis technique based on the FEM for such a dynamicproblem is an important theme.
Several investigations on the analysis technique for the dynamicproblems have been presented In the litcrature. ` They can be roughly
classified into a few methods. For the method using FEM, three techniquesare proposed as follows: ''" '• 7he first technique is to introduce themovement in the expression of the field equation. But it is not applied tothe rotating machines, because its reluctance is strongly dependent on theposition of the rotor, although this equation just holds in theapplications where the reluctance of the moving part does not vary duringthe movement. The second is the combined analysis technique with aboundary element method (BEM). (4' The technique can take any movement intoaccount. but it is pointed out that some problems are left to be solved interms of *the accuracy adjacent to the air gap and an increase In CPU timedue to non-symmetrical coefficient matrix. A local re-meshing is the thirdtechnique for this dynamic problem. it has the advantages uf taking a,,ymovement into consideration without 'ailing the symmetrical characteristicof the matrix. Bspecially a technique using a moving boundary is useful In
I
that the mesh distortion caused by the relative movement can be avoided. "
It" Bit even in this technique, the CPU time Increases in changing the
boundary condition at each time step. Therefore, there are still some
problews to be improved.
In this paper, we propose a new efficient technique for solving the
dynamic problems. By introducing a new concept named "supplementary region"
. the FiM can be applied to the problems that has a non-linear magnetic
characteristic including eddy current and a mechanical problem with the
relative motion. The principle of this method and numerical simulation
results for a three-phase induction motor are described.
Method of Analysis
In the magnetic field simulation on the rotating machines. such factors
as the magnetic saturation, relative motion between rotor and stator and
the coupling field formulation with the external circuits should be taken
into consideration. Furthermore, data modification is required as less as
possible for every rotor angular position.
Outline of the technique
Figure I shows a general dynamic model. Usually, an analyzed regionQa
can be divided into two regions:the moving region expressed by the dotted
part Or and the stationary region Qs such as machine stator. Here, a closed
pathr shown by broken line surrounds the moving region r, and it must
be chosen large enough to allow the displacement of moving object.
To simplify the calculation, a region 0 that is named " supplementaryregion " in this paper is introduced. The region covers a moving range of
moving object for a period of analysis as illustrated in FiC.l-(b). By
using this supplementary region, the conditions for calculating on the
regionOr is determined at each time step. If a set of the selected data on
Q0 . has the same number of nodes on the boundary as that onr. and also thesame number of elements as that in the region r , the coefficient matrix
is not needed to be recalculated at each time step. It is clear that the
restricted geometric condition Is satisfied in the most of rotating
machines. Figure 2 shows a reconnecting process near the path F. Since
the elements and nodes in
the stationary part are
not changed at each time *WTA
step, they are left out of 13TEADY ITAIE IVo IAHIEM
the illustration. rfilo4
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The selected elements in the supplementary region determine the mesh
division in the moving part. Each number expresses the relationship
between two region. The flow diagram of Modifying the mesh division is
shown in Fig. 3.
Govcrning equation
In the magnetic field analysis, the governing equation is often
expressed by A- 0 method derived from Maxwell's equation.
rot ( -1-itA) - Jo 4rot M-o( a A grad@), (1)
where A is the magnetic vector potential, 0 the electric scalar potential.
u the permeability, a the conductivity. Ja the exiciting current density
and M the magnetization. A time-derivative term is substituted for the
discreteme based on the variation method. The non-linear equation
including the magnetic saturation characteristics of magnetic materials is
solved by the Newton-Raphson iteration technique. '"J"'
When the distribution of exciting current J, is not known, it is
necessary to add Kirchhoff's equation, that expresses a relationship between
the terminal voltage Bc and electromagnetive force induced by the change of
the magnetic fiux(D in the stator conductor. "I
Simulation of Actual Performance of an Induction Motor
Description or analyzed achine
The procedure outlined above is applied to the case of an induction
motor with three-phase four--poles, operated at 50Hz and squirrel-cage
rotor. Figure 4 illustrates the analyzed area on a quarter of a whole
cross-section of the motor. The laminated core material is non-oriented
silicon steel 50A800. The gross core length is 175[mm] The outside
diameter of the stator is 210(mm] and the inside is 134[mm]. The air gap
length is 0.45[mml. The type of rotor cage is a cast aluminium, and its
conductivity is 2.88xi0' [s/mi at 20 '.
Field model
The analyzed magnetic
field on the cross-
section of machine core Is
assumed to be tw o_-d im e ns ion alI. T he ,•,•URNKM
electric scalar potential h o,
has the constant value in NOi4aiyze field
the field, because the
secondary conductor Is
connected to an end ring
at the sides of rotor. The laminated core is
treated as a non-conductor, and the mapnetic non- Room
Inearity of the material is expresseO by use of " ig5 Auy is an
an initial magnetization curve. The shaft sppiestaryreion
material S35C is also assumed to be non-conductor.
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An analyzing period Nir is the time required to be duplicate both the
magnetic field and the analysis shape. If the stator has Ns slots, and the
slip value and the Pole number is S and P. respectively, the following
relationship in terms of the integral number N in the steady state is
satif ied
N 2;rS 2 'y (2)P hi3-
where M is also a integral number.
Motion of the rotor
In the rotating machine, either the stator or the rotor can be used as
the supplementary region. In the present model, the whole cross section of
the rotor with the air gap are used as the supplementary region. Figure 5
illustrated the regions.
Figure 1 shows the variation of magnetic flux distribution with time
and the enlarged element division near the gap on the periodic boundary line
at slip=0.05. The enlarged
figure indicates that the -
mes h division of the rotor
changes in relation to the
rotor position at each time
uodes given the boundary
condition. The time required
to generate the analysiscondition at every time step
(18 steps) is 0.20[sec], that
includes the time for an Fig.6 Vannic fluxdlstrlbution at Slip5%
input of the initial data.( (a) wtO *bW cnt-o' (C) W -t.i12
The computer used IBM 3090.)
Torque characterislet
For calculating the electromagnetic force or torque. Maxwell's stress
method are commonly used. However, it has been known that the method has a
disadvantage that the calculated value often depends on the selected
surface. '"I So in this paper. the value per unit meter T is calculated as
the change in magnetic flux 0 multiplied by the eddy current le '''
T -=le u • Ale00~ = - . (A-+ grad A)ds (3)a t 00
where 0 is a rotational angle.
To find the magnetic flux difference term in eq.(3). use the formula:
a061 A 0(+ Os )-A(O- Os )
00 20s
where 9s is in angle between two slots of the rotor.
Figure 7 shows the computed result of the torque T at slipOU.Ub. it is
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clear that the torque values depend on not only the exiciting current but
also the rotor position. In this figure, the brnken line shows the mean
value through an analysis period and an open mark is measured one for
comparison with the computed. The calculation value is in good agreement
with measured one.
F ig ur e 8 s hoaws a r1calculated torque value M
at another slip value. -
The arbitrary slip i.
value can be treated by ,
changing the analyzing
p e r i o d. o r tim e .. , 1.,9.9, 'eA 6. 9
r e qu ir ed t o b e W t c) .. 9Ucent)Fig. 7 Torque values in FI9.8 Torque elaracteristicduplicate the magnetic a period atslp5
field.
Conclusion
A new analysis technique allows to solve the problem including moving
parts. The advantages of the concept of the supplementary region newly
introduced are that the symmetrical characteristic of matrix is preserved
at each time step and no re-meshing is required.
The usefulness of the technique is shown in the case of am induction
motor. The t ime required to modify the mesh division is negligible in
comparison with the time required to solve the coefficient matrix . This
technique i. also efficient for the magnetic recording device. The
simulation being taken the hysteresis characteristic into account is
implemented by regarding the recording medium as the supplementary region.
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A Time Domain Approach to Calculating Radar Cross Sections
D. W. Harmony and G. R. Sain
BDM International, Inc.
Albuquerque, NM
The potentially large benefits of using finite difference techniques to calculate the
radar cross section of complex, composite targets will be discussed. Finite differencing
in the time domain will be used to calculate the near fields scattered from a perfectly
conducting cube and a solid dielectric cube. A broadband, short duration, pie tic wave
pulse will be used as the excitation. The scattered near fields will be trrnsformed to the
far field and then Fourier transformed to calculate the radar cross section as a function
of frequency. Numerically generated results for the perfectly conductirng -nse will be
compared to measured data. In addition, a short discussion on the nur I. benefits
and limitations of the approach will be presented.
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A 2--D Finite-Volume Time-Dowain Technique
for ROS Evaluation
by
Richard Holland, Vaughn 1'. Cable slid Louis Wilson
ABSTRACT
T1his paper describes and tests a method for computing electromagnetic scattering from 2-D metallic
bodies using a generalization of the FDTD Yee algorithm, inl which a nonorthogonal piecewiselinear con-
forming ineslk may be applied. Resultis for 2-1) TE and TM scattering from a shorted s-curved parallel plate
region, ank: from a 2-D circu~lar ojive are presented. In both came, solutions were obtained usin~g a structured
quadrilateral mesh. A inethod for obtaining scattering by a circular cylinder using the same basic finite--
volume formulation with a fully structured mesh is also discussed. The circular cylinder, while seemingly
simple, is actually a stressing case or thle meshing algorithmn which stretches a cartesian grid to lit a curved
geomietry.
Thc primary goal of thisu work is to model oblique or curved surfaces in the tiiiie-domaiii without
staircusing. Examiples arc presented for edge-on TIE illumination of an ojive which demonsitrate that 120
culls/A are requircd for I 1 d .ýccuracy when staircasing is used, but only 15 cells/A are needed with conformal
meshing. The coiifornia!-misl model of the curved parallel plate regioil accurately predictb the first 1(1
depth resonances and thle first 2 width resonances for 'lE illumirination directly into the aperture. Also, 'TM
scattering from tike curved parallel plate model retains some fidelity with as few as 4 cells/A, while staircased
iiiodela require At least 20 rcllv/A.
INTRODUCTION
Thle miajority of published work oil riiodeling curved surfaces in time domain calculations has been by
desere~tizing tile curvature into stairsteps, where each step correaiponds to a cartesian cell in tile Yee FDTD
algorithm [I]. 'Th inadequacies of this approachi have been well documented E21 &aid work toward lixing
this probileim isl progressing in a number of directions. These include; tile expression of Yee's algorithm ini
curvilinear coordinates [3,41; tile selective application of Ampere aiid Faraday contour integration to "sliced"
Yee cells [5); aild the generalized oblique-cell rendition of Yee's algorithnm [1S,71. Tile examples and work
Idreseiited iii this, paper are anl extensloim of the latter approach; thle Yee dual1-anesh algorithmn is rewritten for
a 2-dimms'nsional quadrilateral mesh with full corrections for oblique cells.
Time algorithm hasl previously beeii tested on problems of scattering by a 2-1) circular cylinrlerusing
all unstructured mesh [2j. In this paper, the algorithiim is tested usling a structured mesh oii a shorted, s-
shaped. pairallel place region, said a 2-1) circular ojive. All omf these objects were iiodeledi asl perfct electrical
comidmictors (l'ICC).
Thme lfectivemieas of thle meothod is denmoinitrated by the reduction inl mesh density from thle staircamed
miithmod necessary for a given accuracy. tor 'IE scattering by thle 1'EC ojive, the structured niesl required
15 cells/A to achieve I dBi accuracy using time oblique cells, whereas, up to 120 cells/A were needed when
staircasing, was used. For thle s-curved parallel plate mnodel, sonie resonancesi were predicted with as few as
4 cella/A, while thme mtaircaserl model required at least 2U cells/A to achieve tile samne fidelity.
2-D FINITE VOLUME TIME -DOMAIN (FVTD) EQUATIONS
Th(- following equations are a 2-dimensional inmpleimentation of tile F1VTI) imethod iii a structured
quadrilateral iniesh. Vigure 1 illuutratemm the meshl-cotordinate relatiomntilipg waged; e.g., SP, are primary cell
liidhad hlollsmmd is &a 1625 Itunmm NI~, Albsq.akecut, NM 87106,
Vamighmi, 1. Cable and 1-i.~ Wmis,,m see wi~l., Loeihesd Adaa-ce D-edopninr Company, 8.x 551, Mw~bam". CA P1520.
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edge tangent unit vectors, Np,, are primary cell edge normal unit vectors, and SD,, are dual cell edge tangent
unit vectors. The 2-D structured mesh axes correspond to n = 1,2."The basic relationships used for the free-space ailvancement of E, H are




fJ Fo -NddA -" H- d. (2)
AD OAo
where OA is the contour which bounds primary (dual) cell face, having unit nornal vector Np (ND) and
area Ap (Au); this samte face is pierced by a dual (primary) cell edge having unit tangent vector SD) (Sp).
This corresponds to the clamical Yee cell notatioin; i.e., E is ais-iated with primary cell Adges and H is
associated with dual cell edges.
A reduction and sinplification of (1) and (2) to 2-1) yields
oAp SD) = poA/, [(H.Np)(NI, Sr) + -Np'I'"(Np.. -SD) (3)
aild
O -- A_ ,u n (ND. St.) I "(E ND ,)n •p.l (4)(A j --- ' a) N( D L - p
In (3), a lirst order appoxiiutali, '- cll-obliquenes" is ,jbtained by using only the first term. The &C -wid-
order correction cumes by adding the second term, where Np X Npj. = i, in which case Ni-I.L = Sp-2 and
N .= S'= . Also, in (,4), fur the 2-1) :aw,, Nr1j is parallel to duai-cell edge SD, with Ao being the
appropriate dual-cell face area.
Figure 2 illustrotes the field locations for the TM cas!e, and the IVTI) stepping equatioms with swcond-
order corrections are
H-SD)"4 1 (1 jI ,,-(H SD)' (I, J) . -(NII SDI)(I,J)!- ' (l÷J + 1 (" ) -- a E6 (5)
At sJDp•O(f, J)
=~~~ ~ (.p SDA)l (J) J)~ .~




- (_H , S D )•'j , d ) D D I , 1, J) - (H .- S )) I( I , J - 1) D D I(I - 1, d 1 ) ( 7)
cOAV(I - l, J - 1)
where the second-order curiectioud in (5) and (6) are given by
A= [SpA(I, J). San(I - 1, J)] [C(](1 - 1, J) + Gp(U, )A (8)
po [.Ap(! - 1. J) + A•(r, J)]
and
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=spi(s,J). Si.(j, - 1)j[Cp(1,J - 1)+Cp(fl,J)
jt lAp(l, J - 1) + Ap(l, J)]
In (8), Cp(l - 1,.J) is thie contour integral of E,(Sp2,(i,J)di + Svj(1,J)dy) on the face boundary of
primary-cell (I- 1, J) having face area Ap(I- 1, J); Cp(I, J) is the contour integral on the face boundary
of primary-cell (1, J) having face area Ap(I, J); and Sp,3 and Sp2, are the x-y components of unit vector
Sp2. The C1,(f - 1, J) contour integration is given by
C(- 1,J) =
[s2.(], J)(e.(t, J) - PU(- 1. J)) + SP 2 (, J)(PY5 (, J) -- PI,(f - l, J))]
[E,(1,J) + ",(1- ,j)]
2
4- [SP2.(I. J)(P.(I, J -I- 1) - 11.(1, J)) + Sj-2V(l, J)(PY(I, J + 1) - Pe(l, Jf)]
,[E,.(I, J + + kL
2
+ [SP2.(I,J)(J (I - 1,J + 1)- P (1',J + 1)) -.SP2V(I,J)(P.(t - 1,J + I)- PV(1 ', + 1))]
[E,(I - 1,J +.1) + Id(t,J + 1)]
2
+ [Sp.(1,J)(P.(U - 1,J) - P.(t - 1,J + 1)) d- s*3(I. J)(PV(I - l, J) - PW - 1, J + t))]
{EV( - 1,.) + E.(Y- 1,J + 1)]
2 '10)
and Cj,(I, J) is obtained iii a similar manner. fHere, Pf(l, J) and 11 (I, J) are the x-y coordinates of the
prinmary cell corners. This is also the location where E,(I, J) is calculated. Similarly, the explicit terms in
(Ui) are based on adjacent primary cells (I, J) and (I, J - 1) with conniion-edge unit vector SpI(, J) (s•e
Fign. 1 and 2), and Cp(l,J - 1) and Gv(I,(J) are obtained from a procedure similar to (10).
The above expressions assume the aecond -order corrections to (H • SU), and (11 , SD)2 are uniformn over
Ap(1 - 1, J), Ap(I, J) and Ap(!, J - 1), and that E,• varies linearly around face edges which bound areas
Apj(- 1, J), At (1, J) and Ap(1, J - 1). Note, primlary cell (I, J) is common to both correction calculations.
Finally, the second order TE equations are obtained in a similarly complex, but straightforward mannerI8].
2-D NUMERICAL RESULTS
In order to test the formulation documented here, calculations were mtade on a 2-D numerical space
coasisting of approximately 6600 cells and used approxunately 2000 time steps in each case. These tinie-
doinain results were then transformed into the frequency domain, and then into the far- field. In all cams, a
tinie-differentiated, plane wave, Gaussian pulse was used to illuminate the obstacle.
In the first application, the paiallcl-plate legion was illuminated with the TIE mode with ko along the i.
direction (i.e., •b•'l" - 0). In this came, the parallel-plate region supports TEM propagation. The scattering
cros section, o(w), was comnpi•d using each of the ner.w -to-far-field integration contours of Fig. 3; the
inner-loop is adjacent to the ciaved plates and the ou.,jr-loop is purposely placed outside the region of
nonorthogonal meshing. A compa iaon of the two results determnined the fidelity of electromagnetic waves
propagated across the nonorthogonal mesh. Overlaid curves of or(w) for both integration contours appear in
Fig. 4, and the agreement is seen to be very good, at least up to 600 MIte.
The nominal size of the mesh cells used in this case is -L meter along each edge, which at 600 MIls
corresponds to 8 cells per wavelength. We can conclude that the nonorthogonal nmesh with the second-
order correction to the FVTD equations propagates electromagnetic simulation possibly even better thanm
time original orthogonal Yee scheme. This curious risult was also noticed by Madsen and Ziolkowski [9].
The resonances at which the paraltel-plate region is 4, A ... I deep are clearly visible in Fig. 4, as44 4are the very sharp resonances at which it is A and ) wide. These transverse resonances imply that cross
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coupling lasa recured betweeln thle origiind 'EM mrode and a prarallel plate waveguide inode in tile curved
re-gion, eo. cs ti rpgtn oe
V1 i Vig. 5 compares a(w) for the TM case, as evaluated oin tile samie two integration contours. Agieemnent
is again better than Idfl at virtually all frequenciesi below 0110 Mile. For the TM case, the parallel plate
region will not "mo~port 'rEM propagationi, thus thle TM results are free, of resonant behavior until thle parallel
region isat least 2ý wide, where the first TE0 . waveguide mode canl propagate. Fig. 5 clearly shows thle first
Additionally, scattering in tile TM case was coiripiited for illumndation from above (0" -90')
and below (0i"' = 4-00'). Results for the inner and outer integration contours appear in Figs. 6 and 7.
IthsonanCeS principally occur where the conducting plate path is -n7I around (duct is -nTi lung). Note,
thle 1 F90' case involvesi electrolnnapietic piropagation across '20 cells which are 8 erina lon atwO
M liz.
Calculation" for sicattering by anl ojivi-cylindee 10 meters long and 1 meter thick at the midpoint have
also becii pe'rform~ed using the second order formoulationm. Figure 8 shows thle overall conformmal meshl with
inner anid outer integration contours, and Fig. 9 illustir'tes the details near tile left tip of the ojive. Results
for edge-oii T'I scattering appear in Fig. 10. Results from a atairrased analysis of this 'IF configuration,
the dotted enrve, becomte disastrus at thle point which corresponids to 120 staireased cells/A. Conformaol
cells for the Fy11.) model, are about 8 centinmeters onl a sidn (9.3 cells per wavelength at 401.1 Mile), and good
agrevimnvt is seeni using inner and outer loop near--to -far field transeformation contours at frequeocies up to
250 M~lz (15 cells per wavelength) for tile TE case. The TM edge--on results in Fig. 11 deteriorate at a
slightly lower frequency. Note, Fig. 11 slows considerably more amplitude (dU) resolution thas, Fig. 10.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
*1I'( Imurpome of thisW work is to validate thme FVTI) approach in 2-11, .and thues, to reduce thle risksi before
proceedinig with thme truly mumnunimmtal task of developing a 3-.1) LFy'11) algorithini. Il'he results presented hiere
lindicate that thle l-'VTD' approach is well suited to mmodelinmg curved surfaces arid the payoff for its extension
to 3-1U is, theetfore, likely he worth the effort. As a closing note, thle FYTO approach is still imot expected
to ease the fundamental problem of turning ;% physical probmlemi space imito a successful solution mesoh, and
signmilikumt work in this area is continuing.
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Abstract
The objective of the research reported here was to determine
if FDTD, using cubical cells, could be applied successfully tocomputation of RCS for smooth bodies of revolution composed of
lousy dielectric materials. The bodies considered were a sphere,
an oblate spheroid, and a sphere-cone-oblate upheroid. These
shapes were chosen to provide a challenge to the FDTD method, and
also because results computed using other methods were availablefor comparison. These shapes were modeled in three dimensions
using cubical cells, and RCS calculations were made by Fourier
transform of the far zone timu domain scattered fields computed
by VDTD.
The results were compared with the Mie series for the sphere, andwith T-matrix results for the other objects. The agreement wasquite good, indicating that, at least for the examples
considered, the VDTD method with cubical cells produced
satisfactory RCS results for smooth bodies of revolution.
introduction
The Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method has seenincreasing application in the prediction of Radar Cross Section
(RCS) of targets with a wide variety of shapes and materialcomposition. While good results have been reported for simple
targets, such as perfectly conducting flat plates [1],
difficulties with targets which include smooth surfaces have beenreported, especially whsn these are modeled using cubical
computational cells. This "staircase" effect can be a seriousproblem in calculating low level RCS from some targets, and
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While recognizing that staircasing errors can be
significant, it was conjectured that for many RCS calculations,
especially for penetrable targets, the staircasing errors should
be small since much of the scattered enercy woul1 come frominside the scatterer volume. In addition, even for perfectly
conducting scatterers, except for certain pathological
situations, the staircasing effect would tend to averaqe out,
providing a good estimate of the RCS level for the target. Thupurpose of this paper is to demonstrate the accuracy of
"stairoaased" cubical cell FDTD for some particular examples. Thegeometries considered hore are a sphere, an obilate spheroid, and
a sphere-cone-oblate sphoroid.
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Figure 1 Time domain !ar zone electric field scatiered by a 20 cm radius PEC
sphere using FDTD.
The first example is scattering from a 20 cm radius sphare
composed of either perfect electrical conductor (PE(:) or lossy
dielectric. In both cases the sphere is modeled using I cm FDTD
cubical cells.
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Figure I shows the FDTD computation of the far zone time
domain scattered electric field from the PEC sphere. The 1/R
dependence (where R is measured from the sphere center) of the
far zone fields is suppressed. There is an initial (negative)
scattered pulse as the incident pulse strikes the front surface
o0 the sphere, (positiva) scattered energy from tha curved sphere
surface, and then a final (negative) pulse due to creeping waves
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Figure 2 Back scatter cross section of 20 cm radius PEC sphere computed using
FDTrD compared with the exact soiution.
Figur4 2 shows the FDTD radar cross &naction of the sphere
(determined by taking the Fourier transform of the time domain
result in Figure 1 and dividing by the Fourier transform of the
incident pulse) compared with the exact solution. The agreement
is excellent at low frequencies, and even at higher frequenciesi
tracks the exact solution reasonably well. More accurate results
could be obtained by using mare cells to modal the sphere, or by
utilizing conformal meshing techniques to reduce the stmircasing
error [2--4].
While the focus of this paper is PDTD scattering
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Figure 3 Imagi part of complex permlttivlty of 0.25 dB fown
absorber showing actual dJisperslve variation and usual FDTD
approximation taking value a t 1.5 GI-lz.
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Figure 4 Imaglnwy/ part 01 complex permittivity of 0.26 dB
foam absorber showing actual dispersive variation and usual
FDTD approxlmatlon taking value at 1.5 GHz.
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Nillustrates the ability of the FDTD to compute scattering from
loasy dispersive materials. A sphere made of 0.25 dB (the
attenuation rate) dielectric low loss absorbing foam was
considered. The complex permittivity of the absorbing foam
material is shown in Figures 3 and 4. The actual behavior of the
material with frequency is labeled "DISPERSIVE". The dispersive
nature of the material was approximated in the FDTD computations
using the method described in [5). The curves labeled"NON-DISPERSIVE" indicate how FDTD codes which do not include the
dispersive effects of materials would approximate the behavior of
this material.
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Figure S Time domain far zone eiactrlc field scattered by a 20 cm r~dtus 0.25 dfi
absorbing foaim sphere using both dispersive and non-dispersive FDTD.
The far zune time domain scattered electric field from a 20
cm radius absorbing roam sphere made of the material of Figures 3
anld 4 and modeled using 1 cm cubical FDTD cells is shown in
Figure 5. Rasults calculated with both dispersive and
non-dispersive Y,2DT are shown. It is evident from the figure
that the scattering behavior is clearly different depending on
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Figure 6 Back scatter cross secton of 20 cm radius 0.26 dB low loss dielectric
foam sphere computed usng both dispersive and non-dkipersive FDID compared
with the exact solution.
Figure 6 compares the two FDTD cross sections (obtained fromFourier transforms of the data in Figure 5) with the exactsolution (which is for the actual dispersive material).
Considering the "DISPERSIVE" FDTD calculation, the improvement inaccuracy relative to the PEC data of Figure 2 can be seen. The
explanation for this is that a significant portion the scattered
energy is coming from the interior of the sphere, so that "staircase" errors in modeling the surface do not introduce as great anerror as for the PEC sphere where all of the currents are on the
sphere surface.
Note also that the FDTD method has accurately predicted theapproximate 40 dH reduction in cross section relative to theperfectly conducting sphere (the high frequency limit of the
corresponding PEC sphere is shown by the solid line atapproximately -9 dB), illustrating the wide dynamic range of themethod.
The next geometry is an oblate spheroid. Again it is
modeled using I cm cubical VDTD cells. The major and minor azes
are 0.48 and 0.288 meters. The material oomposing the oblato
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spheroid has relative permittivity 2, conductivity 0.1 S/m.
These parameters were chosen so that the T-Matrix solution used
to validate the FDTD results L6) would converge. The incident
field is phi-polarized from a direction 22.5 degrees off the
major (z) axis. The computational space is 75 x 75 x 57 cells,
and 2048 time steps were run, taking about 4 hours on a silicon
Graphics 4D220 GTX work ntation. The T-Matrix calculations also
required approximately 4 hours of computer time on the same work
station.
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Figure 7 Scattoring from oblate spheroid target computed using FDrD and
compared with a T-Matrix solution. The oblate spheroid has relative permittivlty 2,
conductivity .1 S/M.
Frequency domain acattering results for the oblate spheroid
obtained from Fourier transform of FDTD time domain results are
shown in Figure 7 and compared with T-Matrix calculations. The
results chow good agreement.
The final body of revolution scatterer to be considered is a
sphore-cone-oblate spheroid, this time modeled using 2 cm FDTDcells. The oblate spheroidal end cap has a diameter of 0.82
meters and is nearly spherical, the spherical and cap a diameter
of 0.246 m, the total length is 0.702 m, and the cone angle is 85
688
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Figure 8 Scattering from sphere-cona-oblato spheroid computed using FDTD and
compared with a T-Matrix solution. The sphere-cone-oblate spheroid has relative
permittivlty 2, conductivity 0. 1 S/rn.
degrees. The incident field is phi-polarized from a direction
22.5 degrees off the smaller end (spherical) of the major (z)
axis. The material again has relative permittivity of 2,
conductivity of 0.1.
In Figure 8 the frequency domain scattering cross section
computed using FDTD is compared with T-Matrix results. Whilo theT-Matrix validation coda would not converge for higher
frequencies, the agreement is good over the frequency range where
comparisons can be made.
staircasing errors due to modeling smooth surfaces with cubical
FDTD cells can be significant. The purpose of this paper is not
to deny this fact, but rather to point out that, for manygeometries involving smooth surfaces, RCS results of reasonableaccuracy can be obtained using "stairoased" V'DT'D. This is
especially true for scatterers composed of electromagnetically
penetrable materials. a:esults presented in this paper showed
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reasonable "Lcuracy over a broad bandwidth for three different
bodies of revolution, with the FDTU cell size being approximately
0.. wavelength on a side at the highest frequency considered.
Improved accuracy can be obtained by using conformal meshing
methods. However, it should be kept in mind that these methodsrequire considerable more resources both in time and effort to
mesh the object and in computer time needed for the finite
differunce calculations. The results presented here were
obtained using a relatively inexpensive work station, and no
advantage of symmetry was taken to ruduce the computational
requirements.
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Coupling of electromagnetic fields into the interior of complex
aerosp.ce systems i s a problem of continuing interest aind study.
At leoat three teaturms of this coupling must be successfully
treated whether the tireatment is experimiental, analytical or
computational. The feature-s are:
- highly resonant behavior of the interior response in
particular the current response of any interior wir,'zs
- coupling between interior partitioan or cavitius in
particular via waveguids-like geometries
- effects of dense interior till in particular large cable
bundles
ln an earlier effort to characterize interior coupling
computationally with the Finite Difference Time Domain (FTUD)
Technique the highly rekionant response of interior wires has been
demonstrated. In this effort the same technique is applied to
coupled waveguido geometries and the predictions compared against
experiment to validate thin' technique's capability in this area.
Toe technique does indeed accurately model coupling between
waveguides. The next effort will be to successfully model dense
interior fill. When this is accomplished it is expected thaL
FDlTD can be used with reasonable confidence to model interior
coupling on a real world complex aerospace system. We therefore
view validation oa coupling between waveguidew ar. - nec.ssary and
important step in establishing confidence and credibility in the
use of the VDTD technique in interior coupling modeling.
Waveguide coupling through an aperture is a fundamental
electromagnetic problem. it has been approximated reasonably
well with Dethe small hole theory [1], and with some more recent
modifications of it [2]. Huwevet, these analytic -olutions do
liot apply to arbitrary shaped complex waveguide coupling
structures. Instead, numerical methods have tu be used.
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Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method has proven to be
a very promising technique for time-domain analysis of passive
microwave and millimeter wave structures. FDTO's strength is in
its capability to model any volumetric structure with rectangular
cells. No requirements for symmetry or smooth surfaces are
needed. Better modeling is of course achieved by using more
cells. Additionally, the FDTD code can handle complex materials;
lossy and anisotropic dielectrics as well as ferromagnetic
materials are currently included in the code and some feasibility
studies have been conducted with nonlinear dielectrics and chiral
materials.
Recently, FDTD has been used in modeling microstrip
structures [3], [4] and in predicting aperture coupling for a
shielded wire E5]. These results suggest that FOTD could be
succusutully applied to waveguide coupling problems.
The objective of this paper is to model coupled waveguides
using VDTD. The forward and backward couplings are predicted for
two geometries: a single circular aperture and a dual circular
aperture. The single aperture coupler simulations are performed
using different mresl dimensions and different simulation
durations to observe the model's sensitivity and by that means
determine the setup Lor FDTLI waveguide simulations. The dual
aperture geometry, however, is selected to be the same as in [2]
in order to be able to compare the calculated results with
mcasuremnts.
The FDTD field formalism is by now well known ([6],[7]), and
will niot be presented here. Only the introduction of the field
into the waveguide requires discussion. The electric wall
approach is used for the wave launching. An incident transverse
electric field is allowed to appear spatially only at a
transverse plate in other end of the lower waveguide. The
amplitude of the field has u sinusoidal distribution across the
plate rosulting in a wave that approximates the TEQ mode.
Temporally the incident field appears in the shape of a truncated
gaussian envelope about a sinusoidally varying signal. The CW
blocks the DC power and shifts the frequency band of the pulse
higher. However, a truncated pulse has always an infinite
frequency band and therefore some energy is forced inside the
waveguide at frequencies below cutoff. This energy is kept to a
minimum by using a relatively long gaussian envelope.
Model of Cou9ied Wavejuj9id•
The problem space, shown in figure I consists of 4 sides
that are defined to be perfectly conducting, i.e., the tangential
electric field components on these planes are forced to be zero.
The remaining two sides, the ends of the waveguides, are open.
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Electric fields on these sides fulfill Mur's first order
approximate absorption condition [8]. This condition produces
some reflection for waves that are not normal to the boundary.
In a waveguide problem, however, the wave is more or less normal
and the first order Mur condition is sufficient.
The metal plate between the two waveguides is defined to be
infinitely thin, but effectively it has an approximate thickness
of half the cell. Circular apertures are approximated withsquare cells. Several different diameters 8, 12, 13, and 16 were
used. Naturally, the actual shape is modeled more accurately
when more cells are used. The distance of the aperture from the
source launcher was selected so that the whole pulse can fitinside the guide before the aperture is encountered. The test
locations of the electric field components in the backward and
forward propagation directions were selected to be 1/4 of theaperture diameter away from the edges of the aperture.
Transversely the test locations are in the middle of the upper
waveguide. The coupling coefficient was calculated as the ratio
of electric field at the test location inside the upper waveguide
and the electric field inside an undisturbed single waveguide.
Two aperture geometries that were analyzed are shown in
figure 1. The first one consists of a single centered coupling
aperture with circular shape and relatively large size. The
diameter of the aperture is 0.375a, where a is the broad side
dimension of the waveguide. All the waveguides have a 2:1 ratio
between the sides. Three different mesh dimensions were used:
22 x 16 x 55, 32 x 16 x 80, and 43 x 16 x 108 in 2, k, and 2
directions respectively. The corresponding diameters of the
apertures were 8, 12, and 16 cells. The second structure has two
parallel circular coupling apertures that are slightly smaller in
size. Mesh dimensions are 42 x 26 x 108 in R, 9, and 2directions. The diameter of the apertures is 13 cells. This
geometry was constructed to be identical to one in [2] in order
to be able to compare the results.
Single aperture coupler simulations showed that after 8192
timesteps the remaining energy in propagating waves was so small
that truncation had negligible effect fer the fast Fourier
transformed response. The forward and backward coupling
coefficients for 32 x 16 x 80 -cell geometry with 12 cell hole
diameter are shown in figures 2a and b.
The model's sensitivity for mesh dimensions was conducted by
comparing responses of the single aperture geometry with threedifferent mesh dimensions. The forward and backward coupling
coefficient comparisons at a narrower frequency band are shuwii iiifigures 3a and b. The results show significant difference
between the 22 x 16 x 55, and 32 x 16 x 80 and 32 x 16 x 80
-cell geometries, whereas the responses for 43 x 16 x 108 and 32
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x 16 x 80 -cell geometries are very close. The results indicate
that 32 cells is sufficient for modeling the broad side of the
waveguide and 12 cello for the aperture diameter respectively.
The forward and backward coupling coefficients for a coupler"with two apertures is shown in figure 4. The experimental
forward coupling results from L2] for the same structure are also<1 shown. The forward coupling coefficient is a very close match to
the experiment. Except for the band edges, the simulation
results fall inside tha measurement accuracy range. Moreover in
(2) it was observed that the directivity (forward/backward
coupling) was larger than 3 dB. Simulations support this with a
minimum of approximately 2 dB directivity.
Simple waveguide coupling problems wore successfully
analyzed using the FDTD method. A sufficient setup for waveguide
modeling was determined. Results, that showed little sensitivity
to either mesh dimensions or simulation duration, were achieved
using 32 cells for the broad side of the waveguide, 12 cells for
the aperture diameter, and 8192 timesteps. With a well modeled
geometry an accuracy inside measurement error range was achieved.
Although these simple problems can be approximated reasonablywell with analytical expressions, the results show FDTD method's
potential in solving more complicated waveguide problems.
Combinations of dielectric and metal screws and slabs as well as
waveguide junctir can be analyzed in the same manner and with
the bame resourc.
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Figure ib: Coupled Waveguides, Double Aperture Coupling (16
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